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PREFACE 

The excavations at Baldock, Hertfordshire, described in this report were carried out by the 
Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments, Department of the Environment. They were prompted by 
the discovery, in December 1967, of a rich La Tene Ill burial which was found while constructing 
a road on a housing estate and whose finds had been dispersed before the archaeologists were 
notified. The excavation of that site, which lay on an extension to a road quite incredibly and 
inexplicably named 'The Tene', was started in January 1968 and was followed immediately by a 
watching-brief observing foundation-trenches of While that work was in progress the 
Inspectorate was informed of a road-widening scheme affecting a narrow strip of Walls Field 
(FIG. 1, V)- a scheduled Ancient Monument- so the excavators of The Tene site moved to this 
new threat at Easter 1968. That brief excavation gave some idea of the pattern of archaeological 
remains in Walls Field, and uncovered part of a cemetery which received further attention in 
September 1968. 

In all probability the work on the road-widening scheme would not have been undertaken had 
it not been for a much more extensive threat to Walls Field. The entire 16-hectare field was 
destined for housing, so the opportunity for cutting a section through the threatened area was not 
to be missed. The first stage in the development of Walls Field, a telephone exchange built in the 
west corner, was preceded by a small area-excavation in September 1969. At the same time some 
attempt was made to define the full extent of Roman settlement at Baldock, for the housing 
threat was not limited to Walls Field but included the adjoining field, Upper Walls Common, 
(FIG. 1. W) which was more than twice as large (34 ha). The scheduled Ancient Monument had 
been limited by the boundary of Walls Field, but how far the archaeological remains extended 
was unknown. The ideal start would have been a geophysical survey, but at the time the Ancient 
Monuments Laboratory was daunted at the prospect of surveying 34 hectares. Hence the 
archaeologists had to resort to crude using three Drott Tractorshovels, and 
thereby defined very roughly the area of settlement. It was apparent that at least a third of Upper 
Walls Common had been settled in Roman times, with the north-east end of the field blank and 
the density of occupation increasing towards Walls Field. Upper Walls Common was due for 
development before Walls Field, and lying towards the margin of the Roman site it offered the 
advantage of a settlement-pattern less concentrated and less complex than that in the centre. 
Hence a large area-excavation was carried out in 1970 at the south-west edge of Upper Walls 
Common, and in the following year the sample was doubled by opening an adjoining area. In 
1972 the excavation moved to Walls Field for a further area-excavation, and then a halt was called 
when the writer was transferred to other duties. In any case, a comparatively large sample of the 
settlement had been examined (1.5 ha), and the only obvious task remaining- the excavation of 
an area of pre-Roman settlement in Walls Field opposite the end of Pinnocks Lane- would have 
had to be delayed because of crop rotation. Few crops are as unhelpful to archaeologists as the 
main fruits of Walls Field - statice ircana and helichrysum - everlasting flowers which occupy a 
given plot for five years or so, the field being divided into a number of plots and the flowers 
grown in rotation with other market-gardening produce. 

The archaeological features at Baldock are very responsive to magnetic prospecting because of 
the high magnetic susceptibility of the soil filling ditches and pits which contrasts with the 
virtually non-magnetic chalk into which they were cut. The high susceptibility is probably in 
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part due to a component derived from the prevalent day-with-flints capping on the chalk 
hereabouts. The good soil-conditions and large size of the Baldock site provided part of the 
stimulus for the development by the Ancient Monuments Laboratory of its rapid magnetic
survey technique using a fluxgate gradiometer. The first experimental survey of this type was 
made as a preliminary to the 1970 excavation in Upper Walls Common, and defined features 
with great clarity and precision. The ideal of complete coverage ofWalls Field was not achievable 
because oflack of staff and problems with the everlasting flowers: a plan to survey plots occupied 
by these was abandoned partly because of concern about damage to the plants, and it proved 
possible to survey an area of only 2.25 hectares, including the north-west part of the field 
threatened by development for a school. Only in 1979 was it finally possible to complete the 
survey of the major part of the settlement in Upper Walls Common before development 
obliterated it for ever (FIG. 2). This clearly showed the pattern of roads and enclosures and 
effectively defined the limits of the settlement except on the north-east side. 

For permission to excavate at The Tene the Inspectorate is grateful to the Baldock Urban 
District Council. Hertfordshire County Council and their tenant Mr W.H. Hart readily gave 
permission for the excavation in Walls Field and Upper Walls Common; and the County Council 
generously lent a house on the edge of the development, No. 12 Royston Road, which proved an 
invaluable base for the excavation and subsequent work on the finds. For the three seasons 
1970--72, when there was a labour-force of 100 students each week, The Knights Templar 
School, Baldock, was converted into a hostel. The headmaster, Mr V.H. Crellin, generously 
smoothed the way for this operation and the caretaker, Mr Bartlett, nobly faced the conse
quences; we were fortunate to secure the services of Mr R.H. Hayes as Camp Warden, and an 
excellent team of school cooks to provide meals. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the co-operation 
of Letchworth Museum, particularly through the good offices of J.E. Moss-Eccardt and G.R. 
Burleigh, and special thanks are due to Miss Kit Westaway who has devoted so much time to 
excavating and recording the archaeology and history of Baldock. 

Of the excavation-team Valery Rigby was in charge of the finds during and after the 
excavation and shouldered much of the administrative burden; A.L. Pacitto was on hand 
throughout, as Assistant Director, Photographer, and in many other capacities; and I had the 
privilege to direct one of the finest teams of Site Supervisors ever assembled: P.C. Buckland, 
G. W. Craig, C. G. Dalby, Ann Dent, J.S. Dent, J.-L. Flouest, R. Goodburn, I. W. Hampsher
Monk, A.B. Havercroft, J. Hinchliffe, P.E. Judkins, N. Loughlin, R. W. Mackey, B. T. Perry, 
M. R. Snodin, Sheelagh Stead and A.R Warden. Work on the preparation of the report has taken 
a long time - this is inevitable when such a huge quantity of material had to be thoroughly 
processed, but it took longer than anticipated because the writer moved from full-time fieldwork 
to administrative duties immediately after the final season at Baldock, and then to another post 
with other responsibilities a year later. That the report has been completed is due to the efforts of 
Jennifer Foster, who co-ordinated the work of many experts and has herself made numerous 
contributions. The illustrations were prepared by the Inspectorate's Illustrators' Office, and 
especially by Yvonne Brown; conservation was undertaken in the Ancient Monuments 
Laboratory. 

This report was completed and submitted to the Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments in 
December 1982 and to the editor of the Britannia Monograph series in July 1983. It was revised, 
re-edited, and then re-submitted in March 1985. Even so, the grant for publication was not 
authorised until January 1986. 

I.M. STEAD. 

Note: The word 'bronze' is used in this report as a general term for copper-alloy objects which 
have not been analysed. 
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FIG. 1. Ordnance survey map of Baldock. V = Walls Field; W = Upper Walls Common 
Scale 1:10560. 
(Reproduced with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office: Crown copyright reserved) 
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FIG. 2. Walls Field and Upper Walls Common, showing the areas excavated (A, B and C), the trenches 
alongside Clothall Road, and, in outline, the interpretation of the magnetic surveys. (The large survey 
of Upper Walls Common was based upon the National Grid, the grid-reference of the western corner 
of the area being TL 2503 3418. The survey was made in 30 m strips). Scale, 1:2000. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present-day small town of Baldock in north Hertfordshire started life as a new town - a 
deliberate foundation of the Middle Ages. At the time of the Domesday Survey it was part of 
Weston; but in the middle of the twelfth century the land was granted to the Knights Templars, 
who later received a grant of a market and fair from King John in 1199 (Christie 1912:66). The 
town was well sited for a market, at the point where the Great North Road crosses the Icknield 
Way, and it still attracts a constant flow of traffic despite being by-passed by the A1(M). In plan 
the Medieval town is curious, because it is based on two market-places set at right-angles to one 
another: the Great North Road from London enters at the south end of one market (High Street), 
turns right into the other (White Horse Street), and then left to resume its course to the north 
along the old Roman road to Sandy (FIG. 1). 

The Medieval town had been founded on almost the same site as a long-deserted but perhaps not 
quite obliterated Roman settlement. Little of this Roman phase of occupation was recorded before 
the First World War (Taylor 1914:149); but shortly after the war Percy Westell, Curator of 
Letchworth Museum, became interested in the site and organised excavations in Walls Field in 
1925 and subsequent seasons. As a result of his work the entire field was scheduled as an Ancient 
Monument. The main discovery there was an extensive Roman cemetery; but in the north-west 
half of the field Westell also found abundant remains of a settlement including rubbish pits and flint 
floors (Westell 1931). Those excavations stimulated interest in the town and a number of chance 
finds were recorded, particularly from a cemetery near the Royston Road (Westell & Applebaum 
1932: Applebaum 1932). There was no more organised archaeological work at Baldock until the 
excavations recorded here (1968-72), but subsequently Letchworth Museum has kept a close 
watch on developments and a number of excavations have been directed by G.R. Burleigh. 

The Roman settlement on either side of Clothall Road (formerly Pesthouse Lane) is roughly 
defined by cemeteries and burials to the north, east, south and south-west - only on the 
north-west side, the side of the Medieval town, have no burials been recorded. Its extent may 
perhaps explain the basic plan of Medieval Baldock, for the Roman site seems to be confined in 
the angle to the south-east of the two market streets. The other main Medieval streets, Church 
Street and Hitchin Street, are to the north-west and south-west, so there seems to be virtually no 
overlap between the Medieval and Roman settlements. Until the present century hardly any of 
the Roman site was covered by houses, and even at the time of the excavations reported here 
more than half of the site was open lal).d. 

Roman Baldock originated in a road-junction on the site of a spring-line. It adjoins the Icknield 
Way - a south-west to north-east route along the edge of the chalk well known for its 
concentration of prehistoric finds- and lies at the source of the River I vel, which flows north to 
join the Ouse and drain into the Wash. To the south-east Baldock is overlooked by the Weston 
Hills, here cut by a valley leading up to Clothall - a valley which took the Roman and doubtless 
pre-Roman road to the major settlement of Braughing. That road, sometimes known as Stane 
Street, passes through Baldock as far as Sandy - another Roman site with pre-Roman origins. 
But it <was not one .. of·the major Roman roads;, and pride ofplacemust.be given to Ermine Street 
which crosses the Icknield Way 14km to the north-east at Royston. Baldock seems never to have 
had a fort, and despite the size and importance of the settlement it was never walled. It is 
important to archaeologists as one of the very few Roman towns to have been developed from an 
earlier settlement, and its continuous occupation has been explored in extensive excavations 
which have produced a vast amount of information and a rich collection of associated artefacts. 
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PART I. THE EXCAVATIONS 

I. THE SETTLEMENT 

A. THE SITES 

The three excavated areas of the pre-Roman and Roman settlement (Sites A-C) produced 
similar features - mainly pits and ditches - and the geophysical survey gives some idea of the 
extent of that pattern especially to the north-east (FIGS. 2 and 3). The excavated features have 
been numbered and plotted (FIGS. 4-6), classified and dated (pp. 32-81) and a general account is 
given below (pp. 83--87). Features are recorded here by site and number: thus, A 132 = Site A, 
feature 132; and the correlation-tables (pp. 416-32) provide lists of associated finds. The excavated 
areas had a thin soil cover above natural chalk- only on Site C was there any depth of soil. Just to 
the north-east of Site C was the lowest point in the vicinity, 63 m above sea-level, from which 
there was a gradual climb to 74 m north-east of Site A. When the second half of Site A was being 
excavated in 1971 the Soil Survey of England and Wales was invited to examine the extensive 
cleaned chalk surface- with a view to explaining some 'natural' striations which crossed the chalk 
(see Appendix 11 A). 

SiteD (FIG. 8) was excavated before the three areas and was intended to give an overall idea of 
the distribution of features in Walls Field. In advance of the widening of Clothall Road a Drott 
Tractorshovel was used to cut a series of narrow trenches at intervals along the threatened area. 
As time allowed and finds warranted, intervening trenches were opened and the overall pattern 
of occupation was clearly established. At the north-west end finds covered the full range of the 
Roman occupation, but south-east of D 71 there was little later than. the second century, and 
from D 98 onwards most features were pre-Claudian. Most of the trenches in the south-east part 
of the site were without features, until a Roman cemetery was reached in the south corner of 
Walls Field (pp. 61-75) 

Site E (FIG. 7) was tackled in 1969, before aerial photographs and the geophysical survey had 
given any idea of the extent of occupation in Upper Walls Common. In order to get some idea of 
the scale of the problem three Drott Tractorshovels were employed after the harvest to cut 135 
trenches throughout the fteld. The trenches cleaned by hand and features located, but apart 
from a few burials in a Roman cemetery (p. 75) no features were excavated. The approach was 
reasonably effective: it showed that there had been considerable occupation on the south-west 
side, adjoining Walls Field, but that the north-east end was virtually blank. On the basis of this 
trial-trenching Site A was stripped in 1970--71. 

The work at The Tene (Sites F-K, FIGS 3 and 10) was started in 1968 and concentrated on 
excavating the main burial which had drawn attention to the site (p. 51) and on clearing the rest 
of the line of the new road to the north-,east and the south-west of it (Site F, FIG. 10). For about 9 
m to the north-east of the main burial the modern road-line had not disturbed any earlier feature, 
but then it crossed the line of a gully (F 3) 0. 75 m wide and 0. 25 m deep at chalk level. South-west 
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of the main burial a thorough search was made for another gully to test the hypothesis that F 3 
defined one side of a burial enclosure; but no linear feature was found. In the southern corner of 
the excavation a pit or ditch (F 8) was sectioned, and between that and the main burial there was 
an odd assortment of five features. F 5-7 were confidently regarded as cremation burials until 
excavation produced no calcined bones: F 5 was a single pot in a pit which only just penetrated 
the chalk, and F 7 was a shallow pit with the remains of a single rather coarse pot in it. F 6 was a 
rather larger oval pit, 0.35 by 0.2 m, with the base of a complete pot and sherds from another; 
this pit did produce bones- but they were from a domestic fowl (identified by Alison Locker). In 
the absence of domestic remains in the immediate area ofF 5-7, and as they certainly did not 
include calcined bones, it is tempting to regard them as ritual- a suggestion which weight 
when the final feature in this area is considered: the Lamp Pit (Burial 50, p. 78). 

The new road was part of the re-development of The Tene in which prefabricated bungalows 
having seen 20 years service were being replaced by more permanent brick buildings, and work 
on the foundations of the new houses had already started in the south corner of the estate. 
Foundation-trenches and service-trenches were excavated by JCB and the archaeologists were 
allowed to watch and examine, but not to extend, the cuttings. On occasions the work took on a 
leisurely pace, but sometimes the new foundations were laid immediately after the trenches had 
been cut. The first phase lasted until March 1968, and the foundation-trenches observed are 
marked on FIG. 9. 

On Site J (FIGS. 9 and 36) 21 graves were identified in a Roman inhumation cemetery (p. 78), 
as well as a couple of shallow pits and two gullies, one of which seemed to develop into a ditch 
1.5 m deep below present ground-level in the south-east corner of the block. This gully or ditch 
was on the same orientation as the burials, but it ran through the centre of the cemetery and its 
relationship to the graves was not established. Further north Buildings X and XI were found on 
Sites H and G respectively (pp. 40--42). · 

The pits and ditches revealed in these construction-trenches seemed very similar to the pattern 
of features excavated in Walls Field and Upper Walls Common, and in date they ranged 
throughout the period of Roman occupation. In the eastern part of the site, on either side of the 
new road (Site F), there seemed to be a series of four parallel ditches orientated approximately 
east-west (FIG. 9). The most northerly 'ditch' could have been a series of pits in line, or perhaps a 
combination of pits and a ditch-line as noted elsewhere in these excavations. The other three 
ditches were unmistakable and each had been cut about 0. 75 m into the chalk so that their floors 
were 1. 2 m below present ground-level. 

The second phase of work at The Tene was initiated by the demolition of the remaining 
prefabricated bungalows towards the end of 1969. An excavation was organised in advance of the 
construction-trenches, in May 1970, but strict limitations were set ·and it was not possible to dig 
more than shallow trenches. These excavations on Site K (FIG. 9), were too superficial to be really 
informative, which was particularly disappointing because the little that was done showed great 
promise of uncovering late Roman levels apparently undisturbed by later ploughing. The 
principal feature uncovered was an extensive area of rough flint floor which was littered with 
small abraded sherds and a considerable number of coins. This flint area measured 21.5 m in one 
direction and over 30 m in the other. 

Some finds from the 1968 excavations at Brewery Field, FIG. 3, Site L, have been included in 
this publication. 

B. THE FEATURES 

1. BUILDINGS 

Buildings were not well represented at Baldock, partly because of the devastating effects of 
ploughing, which in the areas excavated had removed most traces of occupation-levels. There 
was slight evidence for rectangular timber buildings with roof-supports in post-holes (I) and in 
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trenches (11), but one rectangular building· (IV) was clearly defined with solid stone foundations. 
Short lengths of stone wall were found elsewhere in the trial trenches alongside Clothall Road (D 
62) and in modern foundation-trenches at The Tene (X and XI). Slight remains of another 
rectangular building (Ill) were discovered in the south-west corner of Site A, but the only other 
certain buildings were circular (V to VII, and hints of others). 

Building I (FIG. 11). In north corner of Site A (FIG. 4), encroaching on the west side of a 
road, was an arrangement of nine shallow post-holes, two with flint packing, which almost 
certainly represents a rectangular timber building. There are two rows of post-holes, about 3.6 m 
apart between centres, spaced over a length of some 7 m and arranged to divide the buildings into 
four bays. Three of the bays were 1.8 m wide between post-centres and the other (the third, 
counting from the west) wasonly 1.5 m. In the southern row no post-hole survived between the 

·"' 
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first and second bay. There was no surviving floor, and the only dating evidence was provided by 
post-holes A 163 which cut into the pre-Flavian road-ditch and A 169 whose filling included a 
sherd from a second-century (or later) pie-dish. Industrial activity is indicated by A 165 and A 
166, two superficial deposits (no more than 0.1 m deep) including charcoal, slag and bronze 
clippings; their date and relationship to the post-holes is unknown. 

Building 11 (FIG. 11). About 18 m to the south-west of Building I, on a similar orientation, 
and also encroaching onto the road, were remains of a different kind which also suggest the site 
of a building (A 197). These shallow trenches with vertical walls, flat bases and very little sign of 
weathering might well have been foundation-trenches for a timber building. Only the east corner 
survives; the shallow trenches fade completely to the north-west and south-west consistent with 
the slope of the land, for a building with a horizontal base would have had to be cut deeper at the 
north-east end. The north-east trench, m wide and only 0.15 m deep at the corner, was 
traced for about 6 m, and the south-east trench for 11.5 m. Within the angle two slighter 
trenches, no more than 0.2 m wide and 0.1 m deep, defined a 'room' some 6 m by 3.5 m whose 
north-west wall was far from being straight. No floor-levels or related features survived, but the 
date of the trench is suggested by its cutting the road surface (which here had a Colchester 
brooch, No. 63, flattened into the surface) and by some Flavian sherds in its filling. 

Conceivably the very slight trenches A 276 and A 279, with post-hole A 278, belonged to a 
similar, or even the same, building (6 m to 9 m to the south-west, FIG. 4). Their date is unknown, 
but Trench A 283, still further to the south-west, included sherds of the late second or third 
century. 

Building Ill (FIG. 11). In the corner of Site A (FIG. 4) were flimsy traces of a building quite 
different from those elsewhere on the site. It may not be a coincidence that this area had rather 
more overburden, top-soil having built up against the lynchet dividing the two modern fields. 
The remains comprised a number of large stones, including flints and some quem-fragments 
(marked 'Q' on the plan, FIG. 11) which seemed to define the three sides qf a rectangular area. 
These lines were further emphasised by the more-or-less complete burials of three infants (A 
526-8) and the disturbed remains of a fourth (A 523). There were no true walls, foundation
trenches or post-holes, but similar alignments of large stones were not found elsewhere and 
infant-burials near to the lines of walls have been noted on several Roman sites: Building VII at 
Baldock, with seven infant-burials, is a particularly good example. As with the other buildings, 
the orientation followed that of the road. Within the alignments of stones was a small area of flint 
floor and a flue some 1. 7 m long built of chalk, lined with clay, but not well preserved. The flue 
was aligned with Building Ill, but there was no stratification to suggest whether or not the two 
were contemporary. There were sherds up to the mid third century under both the flint floor (A 
524) and the flue (A 525), whilst three Antonine coins were found above the level of the patchy 
floor. Although the lines of the wall seem reasonably convincing, the explanation for the large 
stones is not obvious. Perhaps they had been used as thatch-weights, or discarded quem 
fragments could have been thrown against the wall. 

Building IV (FIG. 11). The remains of a rectangular building with substantial stone 
foundations was set back some 36 m from the south-east side of the road on Site A (FIG. 4). It had 
measured about 13.5 m by 7 m externally. The lines of the south-west wall, much of the 
south-east wall, and the central part of the north-east wall survived where they had been built 
over the fillings of earlier features. Only in the north-west corner had traces of the foundations 
survived without subsidence into an earlier feature. The southern part of the south-east wall had 
been constructed over the filling of a quarry (A 226), where up to five courses of flint in 
herring-bone formation had been required to take the foundations down to natural chalk. Where 
earlier features were absent the walls had been built on natural chalk immediately below the 
plough-soil, and centuries of ploughing had removed all trace. Naturally the floor of the building 
had suffered even more than the foundations, and the sole remaining patch was less than 2 m 
square (A 222): it comprised pounded chalk and had survived because it covered a slight hollow, 
no more than 0.2 m deep. A shallow circular feature (A 223), 0.15 m deep and 0. 7 m diameter, 
had been cut into the edge of this floor and might well have been a post-hole: it was central to the 
length of the building. The only other features which might conceivably have been related to the 
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building were the post-holes A 224 and A 225, outside the south-east wall- but they are far too 
close together to be regarded as part of a porch. 

The main quarry complex (A 226) cut by the east wall is Claudian, but that was far earlier than 
Building IV. Ditch A 241, filled in the third century, had been cut by the foundations of the south 
wall, and scraps of third-century pottery were found below floor A 222: a coin ofValerian above 
the floor might well have belonged to the period of occupation. The only features later than the 
building were the undated wheel-ruts A 219 and A 220 which might well be modern. 

Although it does not warrant a building-number, there was at least a hint of a building within 
the enclosure defined by gully A 113, to the north of Building IV (FIG. 4). An extensive area of 
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rough flint floor (A 122), some 7 m by 2 m, contrasted with the finer rammed 'flint floors' which 
seem to have been road surfaces. It could have been a habitation-floor, although only one 
post-hole (A 125) was recognised in its vicinity; finds included some burnt daub and sherds 
dating within the range A.D. 50-85. The Flavian pit-complex to the west (A 133--9 and A 141) 
was contemporary with this floor. 

Building V (FIG. 12). A circular area about 7 m diameter on Site A (FIG. 4) was defined by a 
trench (A 82) 0.5 m wide and 0.3 to 0.4 m deep. When first exposed the trench was completely 
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circular, but on excavation a 2 m length of the west sector proved to be superficiaL The trench 
had more or less vertical sides, a flat base 0.2 to 0.3 m wide, and was filled with fairly clear earth. 
Several sherds from one dish were found scattered throughout the filling, implying that· the 
trench had been filled on one occasion and had not silted gradually. That conclusion was 
supported by its unweathered profile and suggests that it had been used for a ring of upright 
timbers. Internally three very shallow pits (A 83, 84, 86) not more than 0.2 m deep, and two of 
them cut by the trench, produced no dating evidence. To the south-east, 0.6 m outside the 
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trench, was an infant burial (A 8S) in a grave no more than O.OS m deep. Pottery from the trench 
showed that it had been filled after c. 160. 

Building VI (FIG. 12). Lengths of shallow gully in the north corner of Site A (FIG. 4) described 
two arcs defining a roughly circular area, 9 to 9.S m across. There was a clear break of some 3 m 
between the two arcs on the south-east side, and possibly a similar break on the north-west side 
where the southern arc ended sharply. The north-east arc was first uncovered in one of the 1969 
trial trenches, and here the gully was some 0.1S m deep and up to 0.3 m wide; but in the southern 
arc it was slight and proved difficult to define. Several shallow features, possibly post-holes, were 
found within the area enclosed by the arcs. Those on the south-west side formed a convincing arc 
concentric with that of the gully and suggested the outline of a timber hut, some 7.S m diameter, 
for which the gully had provided drainage. The north-east arc of the gully produced a little mid 
first-century pottery and had been cut by the Hadrianic pit A 2S9. It appears that the hut was 
earlier than the industrial features within its circuit, for A 261 and A 266 were no earlier than 
Antonine (p. 42); indeed the ditch A 177, earlier than A 261 and A 263, had mid second-century 
sherds in its upper filling. It seems likely that this hut belonged to the middle of the first century 
A.D. 

Building VII (FIG. 12) The only clearly-defined building on Site B (FIG. S) was a circular hut 
(B 141). A trench some 0.2 m wide and O.OS to 0.1S m deep with more-or-less vertical sides 
defined an oval area 6 by 6.8 m with a break, presumably for an entrance, some 1.8 m wide on 
the west side. The position and width of the entrance are similar to that ofBuilding V. There was 
no trace of timbers, but the profile suggests a foundation-trench rather than a drainage-trench or 
drip-gully. Eight infant burials in the immediate vicinity must surely be related to this structure 
(there were two on the line of the trench, two immediately inside and four outside). The trench 
produced a few first-century to mid second-century sherds and one of the infants' graves also had 
two coarse-ware sherds probably of the early second century. Pit B 1S3, which was later than 
Flavian, had disturbed an infant-burial. Of the four very shallow pits inside the circle one, B 1SO, 
bordering the entrance, had some large flints in the filling but was too large to have been a 
post-hole. The pit produced no dating evidence; B 149 and B 148 were no earlier than Flavian and 
B 142 was of the third century. The dating of this building is not secure, but its seems likely that 
the occupation was centred on the early part of the second century. 

Very slight traces of perhaps two similar buildings were noted in the vicinity of Building VII 
(FIG. S). A slight curved gully to the north-east (B 123), 0.2 m wide and no more than O.OS m 
deep, had the burial of an infant on its line and pottery suggesting a date no earlier than the 
second century. Three lengths of another gully (B 188) were no more than 0.2S m wide and O.OS 
to 0.1 m deep. If they represented a hut then it ,is unlikely to have been later than the 
Flavian/Trajanic well (B 189) within its circuit: even when the well was filled subsidence would 
render it an unlikely site for a hut. 

A further stretch of curved gully (A 471) may indicate the position of another circular hut on 
Site A (FIG. 4). 

Building VIII (FI<;. 13) An arrangement of post-holes and trenches suggests the plan of a 
building about S m square on Site A (FIG. 4). The northern halfhas both post-holes and trenches, 
but there is only a line of post-holes on the south-west side. The trench along the north-east wall 
(A 498) is S m long and, following rounded corners, the northern ends of the east and west walls 
are trenches 2.4 and 2.2 m long - with an intervening trench about 1 m south-west of the 
north-east wall. These trenches are from 0.2 to 0.3 m wide and no more than O.OS to 0.1 m deep. 
In the space between the two long trenches are three post-holes (A 499-S01) on a slightly 
different alignment and spaced 2.1 m between centres. Post-holes A S03 and A SOS are more or 
less at right-angles to this row, whilst A S04 is in a fairly central position. The five post-holes in 
the south row do not line up exactly with the other features, but their overall length is similar and 
they would complete a more-or-less square timber building with walls 4.8 m, 4.8 m, S m and S.2 
m long. All post-holes were 0.2 to 0.3 m in diameter and 0.1 to 0.2 m deep, but the northern ones 
were much better cut and had fairly vertical sides. Just outside the north and east corners are two 
very slight hollows- no more than 0.06 m deep but arranged symmetrically to the building. Pit 
A S12 is aligned with Building VIII and is fairly central in the southern part, but the finds suggest 
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that it was not contemporary. Pre-"-Flavian sherds were recovered from the trench A 498 and from 
post-holes A 499, 500, 503, 504, 507, 508 and 509, whilst A 502 which had been cut into trench A 
498 produced a Flavian sherd. But pit A 512 was later, with Hadrianic material in the lower layers 
and finds up to the third century in the top subsidence. 

Building IX (FIG. 13). Evidence for the former presence of a building was provided by a 
trench (A 476) cut into chalk on Site A (FIG. 4). It covered an almost square area, 2.2 by 2.3 m, 
extending beyond the square at one corner for:about 2.5 m. This extension provided conclusive 
proof of its function, for it had been heavily burnt. Obviously the trench had been a flue and its 
arrangement within a square suggests that it had provided under-floor heating for a floor whjch 
had not survived, with the stoking area and furnace lying beyond the floor. Except at the two 
ends, the flue was 0.4 m wide and square-cut into the chalk to a depth of 0.4 m. There was no 
hint of the floor which had been heated, nor of any walls, but in the filling of the flue were roof
and flue-tiles, large flints, and concrete from a substantial floor which had sported a quarter
round moulding: a fairly impressive building had disappeared almost without trace. The trench 
was orientated not with the road but with the ditches in the south part of the site; from sherds in 
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its filling it was clear that it had not been destroyed before the middle of the fourth century. A 
well-preserved feature very similar in plan, excavated at Foxholes Farm near Hertford, has been 
interpreted as a corn-drying kiln (Selkirk 1975). That could have been the function of the Baldock 
example, because there is rto need to assume that the debris from the flue belonged to the floor 
that covered it. Be that as it may, the debris is evidence for a substantial building somewhere in 
the vicinity. 

Building X (FIGS. 14 and 9, Site H). Clear traces of a Roman building were seen in the 
construction-trenches for No. 24, The Tene. The remains of walls were perhaps only 
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FIG. 14. Plan of Building X, and plan and section of Building XI, found in contractors' foundation 
trenches. Building X is no more than isolated lengths of Roman .foundations observed in 
the sides of the modern foundation trenches. · · 
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foundations; and they consisted oflarge flint nodules set in mortar, found at seven points in the 
sides of the modern trenches. Within the area of flint walls was part of an opus signinum floor and 
there was a considerable amount of charcoal in the area. It may be that some of the flints belonged 
to a channelled hypocaust. There was a clear east wall, on the same orientation as Building XI, 
and some suggestions of a south-east corner. 

Building XI (FIGS. 14 and 9, Site G). Found at the same time as Building X, and under similar 
circumstances, this is the most substantial building yet found in Roman Baldock. Only one 
corner was revealed, but it was possible here·to extend beyond the modern construction-trenches 
to examine a length of the wall. It was 0. 75 m wide and built of chalk and flint with tile quoins, 
above chalk footings up to 0. 9 m wide and foundations which cut into the chalk. The corner itself 
rested on an earlier pit, and the foundations had evidently been taken down to the bottom of the 
pit, as in Building IV. The foundations were followed down to a depth of 1.15 m below the 
footings and the pit was probed to solid chalk 0. 5 m below that. On the evidence of pottery from 
the pit, the building had not been constructed before the end of the second century. 

2. OVENS 

A few small fired features were found, and 'oven' seems the most convenient general label for 
them. None was heavily fired and its seems unlikely that any had an industrial purpose, although 
A 190 was found in the vicinity of metal-working debris. Three of the ovens were within 
Building VI, and one in Building Ill; although it cannot be proved that ovens and buildings were 
contemporary, this siting gives some weight to the suggestion that the ovens were domestic. 
Three classes of feature have been distinguished: two are simply pits cut into the chalk, but the 
third is stone-lined. 

a. Small circular ovens 
There were three simple more-or-less circular ovens cut into the chalk and lined with clay. D 

51 was 0.6 m in diameter and its pit was rounded in profile and cut into chalk to a depth of0.3 m 
(FIG. 15, a). The upper half of the surviving pit had been cut back 0.1 m to take a clay lining 
backed with earth, and the clay had been well burnt so that it was red through to the back and 
whitish at the oven face. The clay lining was absent in the northern sector, where it curved 
outwards, although solid chalk defined the circular shape. A 263 (FIG. 12, Building VI), was 
similar, 0.6 by 0.4 m with a rounded profile and a depth of0.2 m; there were traces of clay lining 
and dark earth and some charcoal in the filling. A 190 was slightly larger, measuring 0.8 by 0.7 
m, and differed in having a flat base (FIG. 15, b). Its clay lining, 0.05 m thick, survived 0.3 m high 
and had been reddened by the heat in the oven but was not hard-fired and had not reddened 
through to the back. 

b. Elongated ovens 
Three other features resembled the small circular ovens in having rounded burnt areas of 

similar size and depth, but they had been extended on one side. D 50 was 1.8 m long and 
nowhere more than 0.55 m wide (FIG. 15, c). The west end had traces of a clay lining which had 
been burnt red, and the floor had been cut square and level. The central part of this feature had 
been more roughly cut, as had the eastern part whose floor level sloped upwards and whose walls 
bore no traces ofheating. B 207 (FIG. 5) was similar but somewhat longer (2.3 m) and deeper (0.3 
m). The west end had a diameter of 0. 9 m, with a flat floor and reddened walls but no sign of a 
clay lining; again, the eastern part had been more roughly cut and was unfired. A 266 (FIG. 12, 
Building VI) was shorter, a waisted oval in plan, and differed from the others in having traces of 
burning at both ends and a clay lining throughout. It was 1.45 m long, had a maximum width of 
0.7 m, and was up to 0.25 m deep. A fourth oven may belong to the same category, but it-was 
not well preserved: A 284 (FIG. 4) was oval, 0.65 m by 0.5 m, and had a clear opening towards the 
south-east. 
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Two stone-lined flues were found, one in Building Ill and the other in Building Vl, and both 
could have been simple domestic cooking ranges. A 261 (FIG. 12, Building VI) was 1.3 m long 
and 0.3 m wide, lined by a single course of chalk blocks and with a rounded red-fired hollow at 
one end. A 525 (FIG. 11, Building Ill) was similar, but a little better preserved: it still had lengths 
of wall surviving on each side and traces of a clay lining. It had been at least 1. 7 m long, was 0.3 
m wide and its chalk walls were 0.3 to 0.35 m wide. 

Although lacking stone walls, B 191 (FIG. 5) is best considered here for it seems to be the 
remains of a more complex feature with two flues meeting at right-angles. In plan it resembled a 
T -plan corn-drying kiln, but only the very bottom of the flues survived - the broader 
cross-trench being 0.4 m wide and the narrower stem of the 'T' 0.2 m wide. 

3. ROADS 

One very obvious road ran across Sites A and B from south-west to north-east (FIGS. 4 5). 
Its original flint metalling survived only where there had been slight subsidence into soft patches 
in the subsoil. In one place two superimposed layers were distinguished: both sealed pre-Flavian 
sherds and the upper layer produced a Colchester brooch (No. 63). At the north-east end of Site 
A the road was defined by gullies 6 to 6.5 m apart, but at the south-west end as it sloped down 
into Walls Field it had weathered into a hollow-way 3 to 4 m wide which produced finds 
extending to early in the fourth century. On Site B this main road was a rutted but shallow 
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hollow-way with some trace of metalling: a branch (B 110) veered away slightly to the 
south-east. A junction to the north-west (B 72) was metalled and sealed nothing later than 
Claudian, whilst seven fourth-century coins were found on its surface. On the opposite side of 
the main road, but slightly off-set, a gap between enclosures and three patches of metalling 
suggest another road. 

On Site A further areas of flint metalling (A 201 and 202) may mark .the line of a branch-road 
leading off from where the metalling (A 200) covers the original road-gully, and there seems to 
have been another road near the south-east edge of the excavation (A 102, 103, 108 etc.). 

4. DITCHES AND GULLIES 

Many of the linear features excavated hardly warrant the term ditch, so the slighter examples, 
on average less than 1 m wide and less than 0.3 m deep below chalk level, have been termed 
gullies. It has not been possible to be rigidly consistent in this terminology because of the 
. variation in width and depth of many of the features when considerable lengths were exposed. 
More significant, perhaps, is the distinction between major and minor ditches. As they survived 
most ditches were less than 1 m deep and well under 2 m wide: they had been used to define plots 
ofland, and if supported by hedges they could have confined domestic animals. More substantial 
ditches were very rare indeed, and were found only in the trial-trenching alongside Clothall 
Road. ThereD 98 (FIGS. 7 and 16b), 2.2 m wide at chalk level and 1.4 m deep with a flat base 0.3 
m across, could have been used for defence and had late Augustan pottery in its filling. No return 
of this ditch has been observed, so it remains to be seen whether or not it defines an enclosure. 
Further south-east along Clothall Road, and some distance away from the settlement, was a 
major re-cut ditch-line (D 133, FIGS. 7 and 16a) with an overall width of 5.1 m covering at least 
four distinct cuttings, and a maximum depth of 1.4 m. There was a cemetery immediately 
beyond, so the ditch could perhaps have served as a boundary to the settlement; but no 
corresponding ditch has been found on the north-east side of Baldock. 

One of the most substantial of the ditches defining enclosures was A 1 in the northern part of 
Site A: in the published section (FIG. 16d, left) it is 1.6 in wide at chalk level and 0.65 m deep, and 
immediately adjoining on the east (inner) side is a shallow feature (A 71) which might very well 
have been a hedge-trench (FIG. 16d, right). The enclosure thus defined seemed to be 
contemporary with the late Antonine hut (Building V) and had an entrance with two probably 
successive sets of post-holes (A 64-7) defining a gateway. Inside the entrance the chalk had been 
hollowed by the concentration of heavy traffic, and outside was the road represented by A 102 
etc. 

In the central part of Site A ditches and gullies defined several apparently unrelated enclosures, 
of which the most impressive was bounded by the Claudian ditch A 106 and the much-disturbed 
A 331. To the south-west a more regular network of small enclosures included one (A 359) 
defined first by posts and then by a ditch which produced some surprisingly close dating 
evidence. Three radiate coins showed that the post-holes had not been dug before 270 and two 
mid fourth-century coins were found at the bottom of the ditch. The enclosures at the south-west 
end of Site A are pre-Claudian and include at least one burial-enclosure (p. 61). The sections 
figured on FIG. 16c -1 are typical of the ditches and gullies excavated at Baldock, and FIGS. 38 and 
39 (pp. 82-5) show the succession of enclosures they define. 

5. WELLS 

Four wells were completely excavated, and several others were confidently identified. On the 
upper part of the site the only one to be fully excavated, A 132, was 17.2 m deep and water was 
reached at 15.2 m. Further down the slope, on Site B, the three wells bottomed were 12.6 m (B 
62), 9.9 m (B 189) and 9.45 m (B 139); and on Site C the one example explored was augered to 
the water-table at 5.6 m (C 20). 
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Sections of ditches and gullies: a, D133; b, D98; c, A106; d, Al and A71; e, A359; f, 
B102; g, A327; h, B133; j, A497; k, A89; 1, B130. For the key to the hatching see Fig. 18. 

The wells had considerable weathering-cones, ranging up to 4 m in diameter, and it may be 
that weathering at the top edge of the shaft had proved a problem even in Roman times. Thus A 
408 was at the centre of a steep-sided shallow pit in which a flint wall had been constructed to 
consolidate the rim of the well (FIG. 17b). Most of the shafts were circular and in the region of 
0.8-0. 9 m diameter, but three wells had square-plan shafts (A 68, 463 and 489). Almost 
invariably they had notches cut at intervals of about 0.5 m down two opposing faces to provide 
foot-holds which were as useful to the archaeologists as they had been to the Romans. The only 
wells where this feature was not recorded were those whose sides had crumbled badly. Rather 
more curious are the two horizontal grooves cut into the walls of A 132 and B 139 (FIG. 17 a). 

The earliest well seems to have been B 172, which was excavated to 8.6 m, just below the 
water-table, and produced only a small number of finds but nothing later than Claudian. B 189 
was completely excavated and was Flavian in its final use, but most of the other wells seemed to 
be of the third or fourth century. Human skeletons were found in the top fillings of B 62 and A 
154 (Burials 51-4, pp. 390-1). 

As several of the deeper· features were not fully excavated, and some shaft-like pits were 
certainly not wells, the definition of a well requires careful consideration. Several shaft-like pits 
were fully excavated to depths around 2.5 m, and some were even deeper- A 12 was 4.8 m deep, 
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which was probably 10 m short of the water-table. These deep pits also have pairs of foot-holds 
and weathering-cones, although the latter tend to be less than 2 ni across. Thus any shaft 
excavated to 5 m and not bottomed is probably a well and, where the excavation was more 
limited, any feature with a weathering-cone in excess of 2 m in diameter is probably a well. 

The deepest well, A 132, seems to have been deliberately sealed at some stage by a heavy layer 
of stones found at the bottom of the weathering-cone. This stone layer had not subsided with the 
earth below it, and covered a cavity no less than 1.3 m' deep. There must have been similar 
cavities in other wells, and from time to time they collapsed and created sudden subsidences on 
the surface of the modern field. In 1968, while the trial trenching was in progress alongside 
Clothall Road,, a hole about 1 m diameter and just short of 1 m in depth suddenly appeared in a 
barley crop in Upper Walls Common. It was undoubtedly the subsidence of a well, and similar 
occurrences were known to farmers. It seems very likely that this phenomenon gave its name to 
the field; walls seem to be rare in Walls Field, but wells must be common. 

6. PITS 

One category of pit which can be clearly distinguished is circular in plan with vertical walls 
(FIG. 18, a-f). It is useful to separate the deeper from the relatively shallow pits of this kind, so 
those with depths less than 1.2 m have been distinguished as Type 1 from those with deeper 
shafts (Type 2). Several of the more impressive pits were deeper than 2.5 m with foot-hold 
notches and a filling of green or greenish-grey earth especially in the lower layers which 
suggested their use as cess-pits (p. 389). Marked subsidence in the fillings and attempts at sealing 
with layers of stones are also consistent with this interpretation. 

Pits of Type 3 were also shaft-like, as deep as Type 2, had foot-holds, and 'cess' layers in their 
fillings; but they were square instead of circular in plan. A large number of complete or 
near-complete pots found in pits ofTypes 2 and 3 owe their preservation in part to the depth of 
the pits and the softness of the fillings. But some pits include groups of 'complete' pots which 
seem to have been deliberately selected and which resemble burial-groups in the limited range of 
types represented (p. 257). It is possible that this is evidence for some ritual practice. 

Only one pit found in the recent excavations belongs to the category ofbell-profile storage-pit 
common on Early Iron Age sites, and perhaps significantly that pit included some of the earliest 
pottery so far found. Several pits had undercut walls, but they were rough and crumbling and 
might even have been disturbed by animals; but Pit D 116 (FIG. 7) had been cleanly and 

-symmetrically undercut to produce the classic bell-profile (FIG. 18, 1). It was 1.5 m diameter at 
the present chalk level, 2 m diameter at the bottom and 1 m deep; the filling, apart from a chalky 
layer at the base, was of reddish brown earth with a varying admixture of chalk. 

The majority of pits excavated at Baldock were undistinguished, with sloping walls and depths 
less than 1.2 m. As they survived, many were extremely shallow, and those less than 0.3 m have 
been separated as Type 5 (FIG. 18, j and k) from the deeper Type 4 (FIG. 18, g and h). They have 
no obvious functions, and might have been dug for many different purposes. Extremely shallow 
features of irregular plan, which appeared to have been worn rather than cut, have been classified 
as 'hollows'. 

In several places there were clear alignments of pits, some of which followed the ditched 
boundaries: the second- and third-century pits A 5, 8-10, and A 6, 11, 14, 16-18 provide a good 
example. Elsewhere (e.g. A 321-3) a line of pits was cut by a later ditch and others follow lines of 
post-holes (A 12 and A 19; and from A 314 to 341). 

7. QUARRIES 

Certain extensive but quite shallow features - hardly ever more than 1 m deep - seem most 
likely to have been quarries. Some had their origins in existing cuttings where the excavators had 
merely quarried into the side of a ditch. There are at least two such areas at the southern end of 
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Site A (A 418 and A 457), and the enormous area B 120 might well be similar. Some road gullies 
were over-cut and expanded in a linear way (A 282 and A 285) to create features which might best 
be regarded as quarries, and elsewhere there are places which seem to lack an original ditch but 
still have a linear arrangement to the quarry (e.g. A 229, 230). These cuttings from existing 
ditches and linear quarries seem to be early in the occupation of this site- no later than the end of 
the first century; but there are other quarries, untidier and more like expanding pits (e.g. B 8, 41, 
44, etc.) which belong to the fourth century. 

Extremely shallow quarrying such as this, scattered throughout the area of settlement, has the 
appearance of small-scale private enterprise exploiting superficial deposits of chalk without 
unduly affecting the land surface. The chalk could conceivably have been used for surfacing 
roads, although flint was used for the surviving road-metalling and these quarries are certainly 
not flint mines. However, a more likely explanation, that it was used as a building material, is 
particularly convenient because it would explain away not only the quarries but the lack of 
building-remains on the site. Cob buildings would have disappeared readily without trace if they 
had no foundations, although it must be admitted that most accounts of cob-construction regard 
stone or brick foundations as essential. 

Cob is cheap and convenient because the materials are immediately to hand, and it was 
certainly used in relatively recent times in the Baldock area. A digression on this method of 
construction is not irrelevant (see Innocent 1916: 134-8, and Williams-Ellis et al. 1947: 89-94). 
Cob walls are built of a mixture of clay, straw and water without any form of a timber 
framework (for wattle and daub, see p. 183). Occasionally the clay is mixed with .chalk, and 
sometimes omitted completely. The chalk is always excavated from the immediate vicinity of the 
planned building because it would be pointless to transport it. It is often excavated inthe autumn 
and then naturally broken by the winter frosts, fine-graded chalk being essential for a durable 
wall. The chalk is spread on the ground adjoining the house-site, straw and water are mixed in, 
and the whole is well-trodden by man or even by horse. More rarely the mixing is done in a 
rough trough (a possible example is feature A 179). The wall is usually constructed on a stone or 
brick foundation which acts as a damp course and discourages vermin, and on which the cob is 
spread in diagonal layers within courses some 0.45 to 0.6 m high. Walls built in this technique 
still survive in Devon, Wessex and East Anglia, and one of the text-books illustrates an example 
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at Ashwell (Williams-Ellis et al. 1947: pi. 41), only 6 km from Baldock. An alternative method of 
construction employs a simiiar mix of day/chalk with straw and water, which is then set in 
moulds to form rectangular blocks which can be laid in the same way as bricks. This type of 
block-construction is often called 'adobe' and was employed particularly in East Anglia (ibid.: 
62-5) where the blocks are known as 'clay bats' or 'clay lumps'. Buildings of clay bats still 
survive in the vicinity of Baldock. 

8. POST -HOLES 

Apart from those belonging to the buildings already discussed, and the four defining an 
entrance (A 64-7), the only patterns of post-holes were lines which seem to be fences. They were 
found in three areas on Site A: A 20-29; A 299-312; and the corner post-hole A 336 with lines A 
360-70 and A 389-93. 



II. THE BURIALS 

This chapter incorporates reports on the human bones by Janet Henderson, on animal bones by 
D. Alien, E.S. Higgs and Alison Locker and on pottery by Valery Rigby. The fabric-numbers 
are explained on pp. 260--67. 

A. LA TENE Ill BURIALS 

(i) THE RICH CREMATION AT THE TENE: BURIAL 1 

Early in December 1967 workmen using a Michigan bulldozer were excavating the course of a 
new road at The Tene (FIGS. 9 and 10) when the machine met with an obstruction. With some 
difficulty this obstruction - an iron object- was removed, but not before it had been bent and 
broken by the machine. In removing more earth from the same place, a similar iron object was 
discovered- this one virtually complete, and obviously a fire-dog. Their curiosity aroused, the 
men cleared some of the earth by hand and found sherds of a large pot together with a wooden 
bucket which disintegrated and numerous pieces of broken bronze and iron. No particular 
significance was attached to the find- the area was littered with rubbish- and only the complete 
fire-dog seemed of any real value. This verdict was soon confirmed when the piece changed 
hands for £5. Fortunately the new owner showed his acquisition to Leslie Matthews, of the 
Manshead Archaeological Society, Dunstable, who immediately appreciated the real significance 
of the find. Matthews contacted John Moss-Eccardt of Letchworth Museum, and he in turn 
identified the site, interviewed workmen, and promptly informed the Inspectorate of Ancient 
Monuments. The Inspectorate mobilised a rescue team, and an emergency excavation was started 
at once, on 1 January 1968, some three weeks after the original discovery. . 

The exact site of the find was not in dispute - it survived as a large puddle to one side of a 
muddy track. Fortunately the foundations for the road had not then been laid, and the grave 
remained as it had been left by the workmen three weeks earlier. The site of the burial was soon 
covered by frames with translucent covers, and flood-lights were installed to counter January's 
short daylight hours. Soon heaters were required to help thaw out the frozen ground and the site 
outside the fibre-glass covers was deep in snow. 

The grave was roughly circular, 1.6 m diameter, and its maximum depth was very little more 
than 0.16 m below present ground-level; it had been cut 0.3 m into the solid chalk. The burial had 
been completely disturbed by its recent excavators, who had also removed the larger fragments 
of grave-goods. During the Inspectorate's excavation many smaller fragments were recovered, 
including some which had not been previously moved. By means of these fragments still in situ, 
together with stains of other objects and the accounts of the original excavators, a clear idea of the 
original lay-out of the grave has been recovered (FIG. 20). 

The grave-goods comprised a large bronze cauldron with an iron rim and two iron 
ring-handles; a pair of shallow bronze dishes; a pair of wooden buckets with bronze attachments; 
an amphora; and two iron fire-dogs. During the Inspectorate's excavation the most substantial 
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Burial 1. Plan and section showing a suggested reconstruction of the original distribution 
of grave-goods. For the plan of the grave as excavated see Fig. 21. 

remains recovered were those of the bronze cauldron, which had been approximately central in 
the grave. The base of the cauldron, in many small pieces, was not as well preserved as its sides, 
and for this reason the workmen had not been able to remove it. On the south side of the 
cauldron the chalk had been stained by a curved iron object, almost certainly one of the handles; 
and on the north side, but not directly opposite, another smaller iron-stain may indicate the 
position of the second handle (FIG. 21). 

Further iron-stains in the chalk indicated the positions of the two fire-dogs - one to the north 
of the cauldron and the other slightly to the west of south. The workmen agreed that the 
fire-dogs had been flat in the grave, resting over the remains of the cauldron, and indeed their 
very state of preservation in such a shallow grave confirms this position. The fire-dog on the 
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south side had been found first, with its feet at the side of the grave and heads over the cauldron at 
a slightly higher level than the other grave-goods. The bulldozer approached from the north and 
hit the western head first- the workmen's testimony on this point agrees with the slightly angled 
position indicated by the iron-stains. To judge from the iron-stains the second pair of fire-dogs 
also had their feet towards the sides of the grave and heads in the middle - covered by the first 
patr. 

The amphora was in the southern part of the grave, underneath the first pair of fire-dogs, with 
J 

its mouth at the western end and its foot at the eastern. The workmen agreed on this and there is 
no reason to doubt them. A wooden bucket, according to the workmen, was found inside a 
bronze vessel on the north side of the grave- but the bronze 'vessel' is very likely to have been 
bands from the bucket. The wood had been sliced by the bull-dozer but was well-preserved, 
although it disintegrated when the men tried to lift it. Inside the bucket was a 'tubular bronze 
spiral', presumably the remains of the handle. In the Inspectorate's excavation there was no trace 
of wood or bronze in the northern part of the grave, but east of the cauldron there were the 
remains of bronze bands with wood inside. It may be that this was the position of a second 
wooden bucket, not recognised by the workmen. North of the second wooden bucket were 
slight indications of another bronze vessel, presumably one of the bronze dishes; indeed, as space 
on the floor of the grave was very restricted it is possible that the bronze dishes were inside one 
another. 

Along the western edge was a length of vertebrae of a pig, in a position which would allow the 
entire skeleton to have been within the grave. All the unburnt bones from the grave have been 
examined by E. S. Higgs and D. Alien, who report: 'The animal bones are all of pig and probably 
of a single small animal. They consist of most of the spinal column and some rib fragments. The 
long bones are not represented except for one fragment of an ulna and another of a femur, both of 
which are in the unstratified finds. A number of the vertebrae are in articulation. The fragments 
of undeterminable bones cannot account for the absence of long bones. The fact that the long 
bones are by and large not represented is notable since their dense epiphysial ends are commonly 
the best-preserved parts in archaeological sites. It must be assumed that they were used 
elsewhere, or were discarded when the burial was first discovered.' , 

Only 10.5 g of cremated bone was recovered- from three points in the cauldron and elsewhere 
in the filljng but not on the floor of the grave. Remarkably this tiny sample included three third 
phalanges of a brown bear ( Ursus arctos) similar to those found with the rich cremation at W elwyn 
Garden City (Stead 1967a: 42): at both sites it would seem that the body had been wrapped in a 
bear-skin before cremation. 

Grave-Goods (FIGS. 21-4) 
1. Amphora- Dressel lA, Italian. In sherds but almost certainly complete when placed in the 

grave. It has the short triangular rim, stubby spike and rather rounded handles typical of this 
variant. Recent research places the standardisation of Dressel lA early in the second half of 
the second century B.C. and its replacement by the lB variant c. 50 B.C. This is the only 
example of the early variant to have been found in a cremation grave in Britain, for those 
from the rich burials found at Welwyn, Welwyn Garden City and Hertford Heath are 
Dressel lB. . 

2. Bronze bowl, 80 mm deep, with out-turned rim markedly thickened at the edge and slightly 
dished on top. Now in many pieces. The rim is 3 rrim thick at the edge, and has 
hammer-marks along part of the edge and underneath. The walls, 0.5-0.6 mm thick, have 
broken away from the base. In parts the base is shining in near-pristine condition, and clear 
regular marks of spinning can be seen, as well as a dimple in the middle on the inside for 
centring the bowl on a lathe. The base increases ·in thickness from 0.6 mm near the edge 
to 2.1 mm at the centre; it is badly fragmented and so has been drawn from No. 3. The 
bowl is about 365 mm diameter, the edge of the rim being virtually the same diameter as 
the base. 

3. Very similar bronze bowl, badly torn but more complete than No. 2. The base is smaller, 
only 335 mm diameter, but the rim projects well beyond and has a diameter of about 350 
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Plan of Burial 1 (1:24) and some of the grave-goods: 1, amphora (1/8); 2 and 
3, bronze (1/4); 6 cauldron (1/8) (reconstruction drawing, with details at 1/4). 
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mm. Much of the base is in one piece; it has a central dimple, but the concentric marking 
cannot be distinguished; in profile there is a distinct but slight sag. The rim is 3 mm thick at 
the edge, the walls are 0.5-0.6 mm thick, and the base seems to increase in thickness like 
No.2. 

These vessels resemble Eggers 1951: type 67, a form imported into northern Europe in late 
La Tene and early Roman times. 

4. Remains of a tripod wooden ·vessel completely encased in bronze. This vessel has been 
described in great detail in Stead 1971: 251-60, and it will suffice here to record its overall 
height, c. 300 mm, and diameter, c. 270 mm. (See FIGS. 22 and 24). 

5. Remains of a second vessel, similar to No. 4, and published in the same paper. 

Another bronze-bound wooden vessel has recently been found at Baldock in a grave at the 
centre of an enormous square-ditched enclosure (Burleigh 1982: 10--12); conservation is in 
progress, and details of its form have yet to be established. 

6. Bronze and iron cauldron (FIGS. 21 and 23). The iron rim is in two large pieces (one sharply 
bent) and two shorter pieces. Its diameter was c. 680 mm. Ih section it is squarish, but set 
diagonally, sharply angled at the top and sides and more rounded at the bottom. The sheet 
bronze of the 'collar' penetrates the iron rim to a depth of c. 8 mm (see Appendix I j (p. 388)). 
The section of the rim is c. 22 mm square and 28 mm wide. Only a very little of the bronze 
collar is still attached: it has been broken and flattened, and nowhere is its original shape 
preserved. In most places it has broken at the bottom edge of the iron; the maximum 
surviving depth is 24 mm. 

There are two iron ring handles, each 180--185 mm in external diameter, and roughly 
circular in section, 20--23 mm in diameter. Each handle pivots in an attachment composed of 
three linked semicircular iron bars: at the top, the outer bars not the central bar) pass 
through the bronze collar of the cauldron and then through an iron back-plate where their 
ends are secured like rivet-heads; at the bottom the central bar (but not the outer bars) is 
secured in the same way. The handle-attachments are c. 55 mm wide and 50 mm deep. The 
back plate on handle D is 77 mm deep, has been c. 68 mm wide, and is markedly waisted; it 
projects above the handle-attachment by about c. 10 mm. The back plate on handle C is more 
damaged, but the top edge survives and does not project above the line of the handle
attachment. There is clear evidence in the corrosion that the iron rim rested directly on top of 
the handle-attachment. 

The bronze collar is 150 mm deep below its junction with the iron rim, i.e. 158 mm in 
total depth. It is composed of two sheets, joined vertically in lines under the two handles, but 
is now in several pieces. The joirtt under handleD has an overlap of about 18 mm, and a line 
of three rivets at 32 mm intervals (rivets with large flat heads 11 mm in diameter on the 
inside, whereas on the outside the shank has been hammered over to a diameter of c. 6 mm); 
below, on the line of dome-headed rivets linking collar and base, another similar flat-headed 
rivet is just off the vertical line of the others; above, there is a gap of 52 mm apparently 
without rivets. Under handle C the overlap is only c. 10 mm and there are two surviving 
fl;t-headed rivets of the same type, 35 mm apart. The thickness of the collar varies from 0.4 
to 0. 8 mm, and on the inside there are very clear marks made by a planishing hammer. 

At either side of each handle-attachment a bronze knob has been riveted in position 
(FIG.21, 6a). The knobs have waisted heads 19 mm high and 20 mm in diameter above a 
short shank 6 mm long; each has a domed washer on the underside. They are 110 mm apart 
(the distance can be measured accurately only for one pair) and were clearly intended as 
'stops' to prevent the heavy iron handle from crashing on the sides of the cauldron. 

At the bottom, the collar overlaps the main body of the cauldron by some 20--25 mm and 
the two parts are joined by large dome-headed rivets whose heads are c. 16 mm diameter and 
10 mm high, with shanks 2.5-3 mm in diameter. Several of these rivet-holes have been 

.. The base seems to have been made in one piece;. for there are no other rivets 
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FIG. 22. Burial 1, bronze handle-mounts from the buckets (full size). 
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Burial 1, remains of the cauldron; iron rim (B), iron ring-handles and supports (C, D), 
and the outside and inside views of a length of bronze from the body (A). (V4). 
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Burial 1. 4, reconstruction drawing of one of the bronze-bound iron buckets (1/5); 7, one of the iron fire-dogs (1/5). 
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or JOins, but the remains are in very poor condition. Five badly broken fragments were 
attached to coarse gauze before they could be lifted from the floor of the grave- the largest 
was 220 mm by 260 mm. The thickness of the base seems to vary from 0.4 to 0.8 mm, and 
there was no way of ascertaining its original depth. 

It is interesting to note that a large piece of another Iron Age cauldron was found only 1.5 km 
away from this Baldock burial: it had two ring-handles, a deep collar made of iron, and it can be 
matched by an example from La Tene itself (Moss-Eccardt 1965). The only cauldron from a La 
Tene Ill burial in England came from the very centre of one of the Stanfordbury graves; but like 
the Baldock cauldron it disintegrated and only the handles survive (Dryden 1845: 15, No. 1). An 
iron tripod and a pair of fire-dogs were found in the same grave (Fox 1923: 100 and pl. XVII). 

A close parallel for the Baldock cauldron was found at Spettisbury, Dorset, in a huge pit along 
with other artefacts and human skeletons (Gresham 1939: 120-22). It has a collar made from a 
single piece of bronze, joined vertically under the line of one of the handles; below is a rounded 
bronze base riveted to the collar with dome-headed rivets; above, the collar is clasped by an iron 
rim of square section set diagonally, just like the one from Baldock. The Spettisbury cauldron, 
which has lost both handles and handle-attachments, is quite small (no more than 260 mm in 
rim-diameter and just under 200 mm deep) and was found with artefacts ranging from La Tene 11 
to Roman. 

A similar form was presumed for the famous Bd cauldron, most of whose base had been 
destroyed (Klindt-Jensen 1953: fig. 14). Certainly it had a bronze collar, attached to the body by 
small bronze rivets and capped by an iron rim precisely similar to those from Baldock and 
Spettisbury (Gresham 1939: fig. 5 suggested that the iron rim of the Spettisbury cauldron 
overlapped the top of the bronze, but he was mistaken). Furthermore, each handle of the Bra 
cauldron, whert not in use, rested on two bronze bull-heads which served the same purpose as the 
bronze 'stops' on the Baldock cauldron. The Bra cauldron was a large vessel whose rim-diameter 
was c. 1 m, and it differed from the Baldock example in having three instead of two handles. 
Klindt-Jensen suggested a date in the third century B.C.. 

Cauldrons of this type have been found in early Augustan burials in the Rhineland 
(Heimbach-Weis, Joachim 1973: 12, 35-6; Wincheringen, Koethe & Kimmig 1937: 59), 
Luxemburg (Goeblingen-Nospelt grave B, Thill 1967: 88-9) and perhaps also in· Belgium 
(Horion, Destexhe 1980: 100); they are in fragments and none seems to have the domed rivets of 
Baldock, but all have the typical rim and handles and the one from has 
bronze 'stops' for the handles. These continental pieces are smaller than the Baldock cauldron, 
the rim diameters ranging up to c. 530 mm. Three similar rims in the Kappel hoard (Fischer 1959: 
35, Nos. 72-4) were interpreted as from wooden vessels, and the largest measured 605.:..615 mm 
in diameter; Kappel includes a bronze jug of the type earlier than those found at Aylesford and 
Welwyn. Manching produced a cauldron-rim of this type Qacobi 1974: No. 1794, see especially 
p. 146) as well as several ring-handles in handle-mounts. 

7. Complete iron fire-dog (FIG. 24) short and stocky in comparison with the one from Welwyn 
(Saunders 1977). Its height is 697/706 mm to the terminals of the horns at one end, and 698 
mm to the terminal of the surviving horn at the other end (the other horn is now separate) 
and it measures 675/685 mm long at the feet, 690 mm at the top of the cross-bar, and almost 
840 mm from snout to snout. Each upright is formed from a bar of iron up to 55 mm wide 
and some 12 mm thick in the centre, but thickening slightly towards the top and 
considerably towards the hottom where it expands to 24 mm. The width decreases at top and 
bottom and the edges are flanged. At the top the snout, with its well-formed nostrils and 
mouth, would seem to have been shaped from the end of the bar, and the prominent outline 
of the mandible has been chiselled out from it. The horns must have been made from a 
separate piece welded on top, and the bulging eyes have been fro111 the end of this 
addition. At the bottom of the upright a squarish box, 50 by 46 by 46 mm, rests on the centre 
of the arched feet. This arch is formed from a bar 15 mm thick and 50 mm wide at the centre, 
tapering to the rounded foot at each side. Like the upright it has markedly flanged edges. The 
full width across the feet is respectively 262 and 255 mm. 
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FIG. 25. Burial 2, a. cinerary urn (1/4) with a plan showing its relation to a ditched enclosure (A 
474). Scale 1:375. 

The cross-bar, which links the two uprights at the level of the squarish box, is a heavy 
length of iron 595 mm long and 44 mm deep, whose section tapers from some 30 mm on top 
to about 18 mm below. It is considerably distorted at the centre- presumably as a result of 
use. On the underside of each foot-arch is the end of a dowel, which has been hammered
over to give a head some .25 mm in diameter. 

8. Second fire-dog (not illustrated), also complete but badly distorted and broken after its 
encounter with the Michigan bulldozer. The cross-bar is still in one piece with the lower 
parts of both uprights, including a little more than half of each foot-arch. At one end the 
remainder of the upright and the head is in one piece, and at the other end the corresponding 
part is in two pieces. There seems to be no significant difference between the two fire-dogs, 
although the second was marginally longer- its cross-bar is 605 mm instead of 595 mm long. 
The centre of this cross-bar, too, is thickened and distorted- presumably through use. See 
also Appendix I h (p. 387). 

-Because of the rough treatment dealt to the second fire-dog the joint between cross-bar 
and upright has been loosened at one end and its construction can be clearly seen. The 
cross-bar ends squarely at the inside of the upright, and a smaller tenon (10--11 mm wide and 
34 mm high) projects into a mortice-hole in the squarish box. Thus the squarish box is the 
end of the upright, with a projecting peg beyond it to fit into the top of the foot-arch, and a 
mortice-hole through it to receive the tenon of the cross-bar. This sequence of construction 
is similar to that on the W elwyn fire-dog (Saunders 1977), except that none of the main 
lengths of the Baldock fire-dog seem to have been composed of shorter sections welded 
together as recently observed on the Welwyn example. 

9. A small green glass bead was found by the archaeologists in the disturbed filling of the grave. 
It is of a .type usually found in late Roman contexts and is almost certainly intrusive in this 
grave (p. 196, No. 907). 

The presence of fire-dogs, an amphora and bronze vessels immediately suggests comparison 
with the Welwyn-type burials, whose distribution comfortably includes Baldock (Stead 1967a: 1, 
fig. 1). Welwyn-type burials have been closely-defined (ibid. 44), and it is interesting-to see that in 
two respects the Baldock burial does not fit this description: the grave is circular instead of 
rectangular, and it held no pottery other than the amphora. The wooden buckets with bronze 
fittings invite comparison with Aylesford- a burial in a deep circular grave which had bronze 
wine-vessels similar to those from Welwyn. 

Of the metalwork, the two bronze dishes and the iron fire-dogs are of little help in providing a 
close date for the grave, The tripod vessels may be compared with Aylesford, Goeblingen
Nospelt grave B (Thill1967: 92-3) and Vieille-Toulouse (Vidal1976), which would all seem to 
date from the second half of the first century B.C.. The cauldron is of a type dated on the 
continent to that same half century and perhaps earlier. But this form of amphora is not usually 
found in such late graves; clearly it could have been an odd survival, but its presence here raises 
the possibility that the Baldock grave belongs to the first half of the first century B. C., if not to the 
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second century. The differences between Baldock and the Welwyn-type burials may be explained 
by its rather earlier date. 

(ii) CREMATIONS IN UPPER WALLS COMMON: BURIALS 2-4. 

Burial 2. Feature A 473 (FIG. 25, cf. FIG. 4). A cremation at the centre of an enclosure (A 474) 
some 7 to 7.5 m square, whose ditch was defined on three sides- the fourth side being disturbed 
by quarrying (A 457). The pit, 0.3 m diameter and 0.2 m deep, contained a single jar and had 
calcined bones in the filling outside the pot. The pot is complete: Fabric 2 - grey core; orange 
undersurface; dark brown surfaces; burnished from the lip to the lower cordon and at the base, 
with a matt zone between. Very similar to No. 58 from the settlement. There are close parallels 
from Sandy, Beds. and Billericay, Essex (Simco 1973: fig. 5, 36; Birchall 1965: fig. 26, 219-20). 

Burial3. Feature A 461 (FIG. 4). Cremated bones were found in the base of a single pot in a pit 
0.28 m in diameter and 0.115 m deep, situated 9 m south-east of Burial 2. A coin of Cunobelin 
(No. 46, p. 96) and a piece of burnt clay daub were found in the top of the surviving filling, but 
need not necessarily be associated. Certainly it would be unusual to find a British coin with a 
burial. The pot comprised the base and lower body from a handmade jar. Fabric 2- grey core; 
brown surfaces; vertically combed exterior. Presumably part of a cooking pot. 

Burial 4. Although there was no surviving burial, it seems very likely that feature A 497 (FIG. 

4), 10 by 12 m, was a burial-enclosure like feature A 474. The two seem Jo have been 
more-or-less contemporary, they share the same orientation, and both seem to have an entrance 
towards the middle of the south-east side. Any burial central to A 497 would have been destroyed 
by the road (A 521) which here is deeply hollowed. 

A 474 and 497, as well as the enormous 33 m burial-enclosure excavated in 1981 (Burleigh 
1982: 12-14) may be compared with the square ditched burial-enclosures found in the King 
Harry Lane cemetery at St. Albans, (Stead 1969). The somewhat similar feature at Owslebury, 
Hants. (Collis 1968: 23-8) may provide an even closer parallel, because there the burial-enclosure 
was attached to the ditch of a settlement in a way resembling the juxtaposition of A 474 and A 
457 at Baldock. -

B. ROMAN BURIALS 

(i) CREMATION CEMETERY IN WALLS FIELD (SITE D): BURIALS 5-12 

Part of a cremation cemetery was discovered in the south corner of Walls Field in the course of 
trial-trenching at Easter, 1968 (FIG. 26, cf. FIG. 7). One burial was then excavated and a second 
identified (Nos. 5 and 6). A more extensive area was subsequently explored in September 1968, 
and in all eight burials were excavated. 

Burial 5. (FIG. 27). An oval grave, 0. 75 by 0.6 m and only 0.1 m deep below the chalk, had 
been cut into the filling of an earlier ditch. In it were the remains of a wooden box, or wooden 
plank lining, traced on three sides of a square 0.5 m across. Two samian pots and a glass jug were 
ranged along the south-east side of the grave with cremated bones heaped on the floor in the 
north corner; to the south, immediately beyond the bones, lay the bronze fittings of what seems 
to have been a small wooden box with a brooch inside it. The calcined bones (681 g) were those 
of a young adult aged 18-30. Several unburnt bones ftom at least two domestic fowl were found 
in the grave- fragments of two left femora, right and left humeri, ulna, fibula, sternum, right 
and left tibiotarsus, coracoid,. acetabulum and as well as part oftheleft femur of a pig. 

1. Samian, form 27g. Libertus 1, die 4a. S.G. c. A.D. 65...:.85 (p. 207, No. S76). 
2. Samian, form 18. Sabinus iii, die 41a. S.G. c. A.D. 65-80 (p. 211, No. S137). Broken in 

antiquity and repaired with lead rivets. 
3. Glass jug. This has been examined by Jennifer Price, who reports: 'Fragmentary jug 

with globular body. Pale yellowish green. Much of rim, neck and handle, and parts of 
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FIG. 26. SiteD, showing the positions-of Burials 5-12. Scale 1:166. 

body and base missing. Some black specks and small bubbles; patches of weathering
deposits; usage scratches on edge of base-ring. Folded rim, edge bent out, up and 
diagonally inwards, flattened on upper surface, narrow cylindrical neck with strong 
constriction at base, wide shoulder, slightly flattened convex curved body, open 
pushed'-in base-ring and concave base. Broad handle applied to shoulder, with six 
vertical ribs pulled into small pointed attachments on body. Body decorated with 
twenty-one vertical ribs, of which seven are visible on the neck and continue in low 
relief to the middle of the body, three begin below the neck constriction and eleven 
begin on the upper body, at approximately the same level as the handle-attachment; the 
ribs in the last two groups are more prominent and continue to the lower body. Present 
height 185 mm; height as reconstructed 220 mm; rim-diameter 36 mm; base-ring 
diameter 78 mm; maximum body-diameter 154 mm; thickness of glass 0.8--2.5 mm. 

Long necked jugs with globular bodies form part of a larger group of glass vessels, 
mainly composed of jug and jar forms, which are found in the middle and lower 
Rhineland, central and northern France, and Britain in the later first and early second 
century, and were probably produced at glass-making centres in this region and traded 
locally, as they are not found elsewhere in the Roman empire (Faider-Feytmans 1952; 
Isings 1957, Forms 52, 55 and 67c; Price 1978: 74). Vessels within this group were often 
decorated with ribbing, though undecorated examples of all the forms are also known. 
The commonest jug-form is conical-bodied, with one prominent central rib on the 
angular handle, and a simple concave base (Harden 1967), but open pushed-in base-rings 
also occur on conical jugs. 

Globular jugs have not been noted very frequently except in burials, perhaps because 
they are easy to confuse with globular jars unless fairly complete. All examples known 
have open pushed-in base-rings, and most have angular handles with several narrow 
vertical ribs, though one from a burial in Bonnerstrasse, Koln, has a handle with one 
prominent central rib terminating above a Medusa disc (Fremersdorf 1961: 43, pl. 73), 
and another, from Shefford, Bedfordshire, has a curved ribbon handle and a rim with 
pouring spout (Fitzwilliam 1978, No. 66a). Examples from later first-century burials 
have been found at Planig, Rheinhessen (Behrens 1925-6: 67, fig. 6, 5-6), Bon
nerstrasse, Koln (Fremersdorf1961: 43, pl. 73), Blehen, near Liege (Vanderhoeven 1961: 
No. 75), St. Matthias, Trier (Goethert-Polaschek 1977: No. 1182, pl. 7, 85 g), and 
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Kretz, Mayen (Haberey 1938-39), and there is one from an early second-century burial 
at Blicquy, Hainault (de Laet et al. 1972: 99, and pl. 37, 15). 

The form is rare in Britain; apart from the vessel from Baldock the only globular jugs 
known to me come from non-funerary contexts; for instance, there is one from a pit 
dated c. 60-80 at Walbrook, London (Cook 1953: 3-4, pl. Il; Merrifield 1965: pl. 121), 
and fragments from the body of another from a late first-century context at Gloucester 
(Alien, No. 45). However, several jugs with squatter, more discoid bodies have been 
found; there is one from a burial in Kent, either 'from near Canterbury' (Goldney 1901), 
or 'from Faversham' (Ward 1920: 182, fig. 52G), and others are known from Litlington, 
Cambs. (Fitzwilliam 1978: No. 65a), and Old Newton, Suffolk (Thorpe 1935: 24, ftn. 
1), and from a second-century pit at Enfield (Price 1977: 155-8, fig. 27, 2 and pl. 7). 

The ribbed decoration on the Baldock jug is unusual in that it seems to have been 
achieved by several different methods, and the apparent absence of ribbing under the 
handle is particularly noteworthy. The ribs which occur in strong relief on the neck and 
only faintly on the body were probably made in a dipper mould and expanded and 
manipulated by subsequent inflation, which is when they became spirally wound on the 
upper body; but the ones which occur on the body only are likely to have been either 
trailed on or raised by tooling, probably before the body had been fully inflated, and 
seem to have been arranged to avoid the handle. Each of the three groups of ribbing is 
knuwn on other globular jugs; for instance, the one from Bonnerstrasse, Koln has ribs 
which start high on the neck, the one from Blehen has ribs which begin at the 
constriction and one from Kretz (No. 9) has ribs beginning on the upper body; but I am 
not aware of any other examples which combine all three forms of ribbing.' 

4. A Colchester-derivative brooch made of gunmetal (No. 81, p. 112), tinned, with a cast 
hook for the external chord of a separate spring. The bow is sharply angled at the head, 
and its upper part (separated by a 'step' from the lower part) is decorated by a broad 
groove bordered by narrow grooves containing punched dots. There is a terminal 
moulding, and the catch-plate has two circular perforations and grooves in herringbone 
formation underneath. The wings are ribbed and grooved, including two ribs on either 
side which are diagonally grooved. The 16-coil spring has a thin iron bar through the 
centre, but is attached to the brooch only by its external chord. Length 53 mm. 

5. Several fragments of fine bronze brooch-chain, with a ring and collar. 
6. Bronze lock-plate raised in the centre and curved over at the top. It has a long 

rectangular key-hole and has been attached to the wooden box by seven bronze pins. 
The maximum dimensions are 69 mm by 53 mm and the only complete surviving pin is 
12 mm long. Nos. 7-11 may well have belonged to the same box. 

7. Bronze ring found immediately adjoining the lock-plate. Diameter 20 mm. 
8-11. Four similar bronze rings, attached by iron split-pins to wood. They were found in 

pairs, No. 8 with 10 and No. 9 with 11, about 100 mm apart, and in each pair the 
western ring (Nos. 10 and 11) had two split-pins on opposite sides whereas the eastern 
ring (Nos. 8 and 9) seems to have only had one split-pin. The wood on the shanks of the 
split-pins was about 12.5 mm thick and had traces of a thin bronze cover which survived 
only round the split-pin(? a thin washer with rough edges). Diameters 17, 19, 19 and 
19.5 mm. 
To judge from their position in the grave, and the attached wood traces, the four bronze 
rings served as hingesfor the small wooden box. If so, the other ring (No. 7) was at the 
front, adjoining the lock-plate, and was either part of the fastening- it would not quite 
slot through the key-hole - or was unrelated to the box. Four similar bronze rings with 
iron split-pins were found with the remains of a casket in a burial (dated by a 
Vespasianic samian platter) at Puckeridge (Partridge 1981: 314-15, fig. 120). 

12. Iron nails (not 1llustrated). 
Burial6. (FIGS. 28-31). An appwximately rectangular grave whose floor measured 1.6 by 1.4 

m, and was 0. 55 m deep below the chalk (1. 75 m below present ground-level). The finds were 
crowded into the south-west half of the grave, with a single flagon in the north corner. There 
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FIG. 27. Burial 5: plan (1:20) and grave-goods. 1 and 2, samian (%); 3, glass (%); 4-7, bronze (full 
size); 8-11, bronze and iron (full.size). 
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FIG. 28. Burial 6: plan (1:20) and grave-goods. 1-8, samian (1/4); 9, coarse pottery (1/4). 

were four pots in a line across the middle of the south-west half and a further four pots 
more-or-less in a line to the south-east of them. Between the two lines of pots were some 
unburnt animal bones and two bronze hinges. Between the hinges were the remains of the right 
hind-leg of a pig and some domestic fowl bones, whilst between No. 14 and the edge of the grave 
was the right shoulder and fore-leg of a sheep. As the hinges were quite open and flat on the floor 
of the grave, it seems that they belonged to a wooden board, perhaps a tray, covered with joints 
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Burial 6: grave-goods. 10 and 12, bronze; 15, iron; 17-19 (with a section to the left) 
bronze and iron (full size). 

of meat. North-west of the central line of pots was a heap of calcined bones surrounded by the 
metal fittings of a wooden box: clearly the bones had been inside the box. The bones weighed 779 
g and belonged to an adult. There was some osteoarthritic lipping of the facets on fragments of 
two vertebral bodies. The cremation included calcined bones from a domestic fowl and pari of 
the burnt radius shaft of a red deer as well as a couple offragments of glass which had been 
distorted in the fire. · 
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Samian vessels, Nos. 1-8. 
1. Form 27 g. Perms i, die 12b. S.G. c.A.D. 55-75. (p. 210, No. S 118) 
2. Form 27 g. Firmo i, die 15a. S.G. c.A.D. 40-60. (p. 206, No. S 53) 
3. Form 18. Crestio, die 17c. S.G. c.A.D. 55-75. (p. 205, No. S 40) 
4. Form 18. Felix i, die 41a. S.G. c.A.D. 55-75. (p. 206, No. S 52). With a graffito on the 

underside of the base. 
5. Form 18. Maccarus, die 13a. S.G. c.A.D. 50-65. (p. 208, No. S 84). 
6. Form 18. Nestor, die 2a. S.G. c.A.D. 50-65. (p. 209, No. S 99). With a graffito on the 

underside of the base. 
7. Form 18. Patricius i, die 4b. S.G. c.A.D. 65-90. (p. 209, No. S 109) 
8. Form 29. Crestio, die 5b. S.G. c.A-.D. 50-65. (p. 222 No. D 66). Stamped OF CRESTIO 

(p. 205, No. S 38); the upper zone has a winding scroll ending in fine ivy-leaves, and 
narrow buds. The lower zone also has a scroll, this time carrying long palm leaves, 
berry-bunches and striated rods. The long palm leaves are attributed to Crestio on a 
bowl from Vechten, if. Knorr 1952: Taf. 18G, but are clearly different from those on the 
stamped bowls from Aislingen, ibid. F and Camulodunum, if. Hawkes & Hull1947: pi. 
XXVII.2. The berries appear there, ibid. pi. XXIX.1, and the striated rods are on the 
Aislingen bowl. 
A number of the motifs used by Crestio appear on bowls recently discovered at La 
Graufesenque, both in the 'Malaval fosse' deposit (publication forthcoming, 
information by kind permission ofDr. Colette Bemont), and 'Cluzel15', if. Haalebos 
1979: p. 127. Another recently-discovered form 29 from Gloucester (information from 
Mrs Felicity Wild), has an interior stamp of Crestio with a mould-signature MOD 

(Modestus). The implication is that Crestio bought ware in, and indeed may not 
necessarily have made anything himself. It is noteworthy that the motif most frequently 
associated with his work, if. Knorr 1919: pi. 27.17, is now known on bowls stamped by 
both Gallicanus and Primus, among the two La Graufesenque deposits. 

9. Fabric 9: orange-brown ware, probably from Verulanium Region. Deposited after A.D. 

65, probably early Flavian, c. 65-80. 
10. Brass/gunmetal Trumpet brooch (No. 85, p. 114) whose heavy bow is decorated with 

panels of enamel inlay of two colours, arranged alternately: six panels over the lower 
part of the bow; three across the central moulding; and three on the head. In its decayed 
state the colours are light blue and green. The catch-plate is solid and the foot wrapped 
with a separate band of bronze which secures a bead of enamel inlay - dark blue with a 
light blue centre. The separate 12-coil spring with internal chord is attached by a central 
rod which passes through a lug under the head of the brooch. A wire loop is fixed into 
the ends of the spring, and to this is attached a length of brass chain (66 mm long, "with 
several other short lengths beyond). The brooch is slightly bent along its length. Length 
61 mm. 

11. Spring and pin of another bronze brooch, perhaps also a trumpet brooch (not illustrated). 
The spring has nine coils, with a wide central gap, and an internal chord. A central rod 
through the coils is prolonged to form a loop with collar: its ends overlap within the 
spring. Found amongst calcined bones below the lock, No. 27/28. Length 41 mm 
(spring and pin - lacking the tip, excluding the loop). 

12. Bronze pin, whose large dished head has a deep flange. Length 15 mm. Also part of 
another, both found amongst the calcined bones. 

13. Bronze hinge (FIG. 30), whose two parts pivot on an iron rod. The narrower part has 
been attached to wood by two iron nails (each with wood attached, and one with a 
bronze pin attached as well): the wood was 16 mm thick. The broader part of the hinge 
was attached to wood 16 mm thick by two bronze nails, both bent over. Length 109.5 
mm; maximum width 20 mm. . 

14. Bronze hinge (FIG. 30) slightly different from No. 13 in that both parts are equal in 
width. The one part has three perforations but only the outer two have been used, with 
iron nails. The other half was attached to wood by two bronze nails whose ends have 
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FIG. 30. Burial 6: grave-goods. 13 and 14 bronze and iron hinges (112), and a reconstruction to 
show one in use; 16, bronze handle (1/z); and a reconstruction of a wooden box with metal 
fittings (for the metal, see Fig. 31). 

been turned over. Again the wood was 16 mm thick. Length 106.5 mm; maximum 
width 14 mm. 
The two. hinges were in line and 520 mm apart. They were about 30 mm above the floor 
of the grave, the nails pointing downwards (i.e. the wood was underneath the hinges). 

15. A small iron staple, found with No. 14. Length 14 mm. 
16. A bronze drop-handle with bulbous terminals (FIG. 30). Found under the edge of a 

platter (No. 7) and 10-20 mm above the floor of the grave. Possibly from the same 
object as the hinges. There are no rings or split-pins to attach it. Length 83.5 mm. 

Nos. 17-34: Metal Fittings of a Wooden Box (FIGS. 30, 31). 
17-24. Eight iron nails, oval in section and at least 33 mm long. Each has a heavy cast bronze 

collar and was used to ornament and hold the bronze sheet, No. 25, in position on the 
box. The two largest pieces were at the top, centrally at either side of the key-hole; the 
collar from the top right corner was next in size; and the other five were smaller. Several 
bore fabric remains, cf. Nos. 31-34, below. Measurements ofbronze collars: H. 24 mm, 
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D. 28 mm; H. 23 mm, D. 27 mm; H. 20.5 mm, D. 24.5 mm; and the rest between H. 19 
mm and 20 mm, and D. 21 mm and 22 mm. 

25. sheet ofbro'nze with semicircular cut-out on one side. It has served 
as a lock-plate, and has two rectangular key-holes set at right-angles to one-another. All 
edges are rough, and the curve of the semicircular cut-out is covered by a separate 
bronze edging attached by four bronze pins and one iron pin. A length of similar 
edging, with one surviving iron pin but no other pin-holes, probably covered one side 
of the panel. Radiographs show that all edges were originally so covered, but only two 
other short lengths survive, each with two bronze pins. Some of the top edge of the 
panel is cleanly cut, showing that it was separate from, and not broken from the curved 
sheet (No. 26). A line in the corrosion there shows the original position of the bronze 
edging. · · 

The trapezoidal sheet was attached to wood by the eight iron nails, (Nos. 17 to 24). 
These are arranged symmetrically round the edges of the sheet, and the shank of another 
survives to the left of the key-hole; but only eight of the heavy bronze collars were . 
found. There are other pin-holes around the two key-holes. The horizontal key-hole has 
been blocked by a separate sheet ofbronze pinned (apparently with only one pin) on the 
underside. The trapezoidal sheet was bent and broken just below the top of the curved 
cut-out, as if the upper part had collapsed outwards. 
Dimensions, 300 mm by 200 mm; binding A, Length 220 mm; B, L. 194 mm; the two 
short lengths, L. 26 mm and 42 mm. 

26. Strip of sheet bronze roughly straight along the bottom and slightly curved along the 
top. All the edges are rough, corroded and torn; but there are original lengths-of both 
the curved and the straight edges. No edging strip survives, nor is there any trace of it in 

· the patina or on the radiographs. The sheet has been attached to the wood by 11 bronze 
pins arranged more-or-less symmetrically: four survive in the bronze and six were 
found loose. Length 332.5 mm; maximum height 47 mm; the complete bronze pins are 
15.5 mm, 19.5 mm, 19.5 mm and 21 mm long. 

27. Sprung bolt, c. 165 mm long. Its central width 1s 19 to 20 mm and at the top it broadens 
considerably and is wrapped round the bar of a D-shaped handle 66 mm wide. The 
bottom end is rounded and the three springs are 74 mm long. 

28. Rectangular iron plate 114-by 58 mm which hashad·aniron nail in each.comer;-only one· 
survives and that is angled and broken before the point- it gives a minimum thickness 
for the wood of 13 mm. The shanks of two other nails, 21.5 mm and 25.5 mm long, 
were found separately but may well have belonged to the plate. Towards one end an 
iron cross-bar has _been attached with iron nails at the sides leaving a space between the 
bar and the- plate in the centre. There are traces of wood, with the grain across the width 
of the plate. 

The two pieces, Nos. 27 and 28, can be reconstructed so that they lock the lid of the 
box (FIG. 31, bottom). The ·iron plate could have been attached to the inner face of the 
box and its attached bar housed in a groove cut into the wood. The sprung-bolt could 
have been inserted into a slot in the top of the ·wood, passing through the gap between 
iron plate and iron bar, and eventually holding when the spring opened below the bar 
(FIG. 31). 

When found the bolt was -separate from, but closely adjoining, the catch-plate, so the 
box had not been locked. There is no indication that the handle of the bolt was 
permanently attached to the lid: the bolt could have been inserted through a narrow slot 
in the lid, a slot through which the wider handle would not pass. The key to open suc;h a 
lock need have been no more than a simple T -bar, inserted at the bottom of the key-hole 
and pushed upwards to release the spring. There are comparable remains from the 
cemetery at Skeleton Green, Puckeridge, Herts. (Partridge 1981: "304-21), where 
sprung-bolts were found with caskets in three burials. Partridge reconstructed one 
(Burial xxx; ·ibid. figs, 121 and 122), suggesting that once closed it was never intended to 
be opened- and certainly the lock-plate had no key-hole. Another (Burial xxxv) had no 
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Burial 6: remains of a box. 25 and 26, bronze cover from the front; 31, bronze and iron 
binding; 27, iron bolt; 28, iron plate to house the bolt. At the bottom, sketches to show 
how the bolt might have worked (%). 
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lock-plate but did include a key (ibid. fig. 113,j, L-shaped rather than T -shaped) similar 
to that conjectured for the Baldock box. A rather longer sprung-bolt was found- with 
other remains of a box at Wroxeter (Atkinson 1942: 220, B4). 

29. Small iron plate with two nails, surrounded by wood (not illustrated). Broken along one 
side. Length 34.5 mm; wood, minimum depth 9.5 mm. 

30. Small iron hook, with two iron attachment nails (not illustrated); hook totally 
surrounded by wood. Length 23 mm. 

31-34. Vertical bronze binding-strips were wrapped round the junctions of the four sides for 
the full height of the box, and they were covered, top and bottom, by short horizontal 
iron angle-pieces attached by an iron nail in each end. Traces of the bronze strips were 
clear on the underside of the iron, whilst the outer surface of the iron preserved distinct 
fabric remains showing that the box had been wrapped for burial (see p. 390). 

31. North corner. The two iron angle-pieces are linked by a complete length of bronze 
binding. The bronze has been pinned to the wood (one iron pin survives and there are 
holes for others) before the attachment of the iron angle-pieces. One of the iron angles 
has a clear line showing where it covered the bronze lock-plate, No. 25. Total height, 
198 mm; bottom angle-piece 55 mm by 42 mm and 33 mm deep; top angle-piece 92 mm 
by 44 mm and 32 mm deep. The bronze binding is 23 mm wide on each side. 

32. East corner (not illustrated). The iron angle-pieces are now in fragments and there is no 
trace of the bronze binding-strip. Wood traces on the inside of the iron, as elsewhere on 
these pieces, have the grain running along the length of the iron strip. The fragments 
join to measure 99 by 36 mm and 30 mm deep, and 55 by 78 mm and 25-28 mm deep. 

33. South corner (not illustrated). Two iron angle-pieces, both with pieces of the bronze 
binding attached. The bottom angle-piece measures 69.5 by 64 mm and 30 mm deep; 
the top, 48 by 56 mm and 36 mm deep. 

34. West corner (not illustrated). Two iron angle-pieces, with pieces of bronze binding 
attached, and a separate length of the bronze binding. The angle-pieces are 74 by 68 mm 
and 36.5 mm deep; and 69 by 55mm, 37 mm deep. The minimum thickness of the 
attached wood is 20 mm. The separate length of bronze is80 mm long and 26 mm wide 
on the one side. 

FIG. 30 gives a suggested reconstruction of the box. Its width across the front is known from 
the metal fittings to have been about 370 mm, and to judge from the position of the pieces in the 
grave it was approximately square in plan. The height of the bronze sheet at the front is 200 mm, 
which is virtually the same as the height of the fittings for the one complete corner (No. 31). On 
this part of the box the wood-grain goes horizontally all the way round. On the assumption that 
the box had a lid, there is only one piece of metal (No. 26) which could have belonged to it, and 
perhaps significantly there are no hinges. As the box had a lock, the lid must have been attached 
in some way, and the alternative to a hinged lid is a sliding lid- in which case the metal fitting 
(No. 26) could have faced a shaped wooden strip used to pull the lid. The bolt which locked the 
box could hardly have been in position when the box was in the grave, and it seems likely that it 
was resting on the lid. The reconstruction recalls some smaller bronze boxes known from the 
Continent: often divided into compartments, and sometimes used for medicines, they always 
have sliding lids of this type (Beck 1977). 

Burial 7 (FIG. 32). An irregularly-shaped grave, up to 1.1 m long and 0.8 m wide, and 0.25 m 
deep below the chalk, was cut by a later ditch which badly damaged the flagon (No. 5). Calcined 
bones (weight 872 g) of an adult were heaped on the floor of the grave with a collection of pots to 
the east of them: two of the pots, Nos. 6 and 9, rested partly on the bones. Amongst the cremated 
bones were some calcined pig bones. Several unburnt animal bones were found: part of a 
domestic fowl in No. 7; the remains of a calf scapula in No. 4; and some vertebrae and of a 
sheep in Nos. 1 and 3. The only metal finds, apart from the repairs to the pots, were a couple of 
bent iron nails. 

Samian Vessels, Nos. 1-4 
1. Form 24. Aquitanus, die 11b. S.G. c. A.D. 40--65. (p. 203, No. S 12). Broken in antiquity, 
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FIG. 32. Burials 7-10: Plan (1:20); pottery (1/4). 
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the cup was repaired with a bronze rivet. A graffito on the outside, above the base (No. 
840, p. 189). 

2. Form 24. Martialis i, uncertain die 1. S.G .. c. A.D. 50-65. (p. 208, No. S 89). 
3. Form 15/17. Licinus, die 46 i. S.G. c. A.D. 40-65. (p. 207, No. S 81). A 'second', with 

untrimmed lump of clay adhering to the underside. 
4. Form 18. Laurartus, die 2b. S.G. Pre-Flavian? (p. 207, No. S 74). Broken in antiquity, the 

platter was repaired with three bronze rivets. Thre_e graffiti on the underside of the base (No. 
833, p. 189). 

Coarse-Ware Vessels, Nos. 5-10 
5. Complete lower body, fragmentary upper body and neck. Fabric 3: fine-grained matrix 

with coarse sand inclusions, creamy buff, with blue-grey core at the rim and base. No other 
examples found on the site. Possibly imported. Pre-Flavian. 

6. Fabric 2: patchy grey and brown upper surface, dark grey underside; worn, and slightly 
vesicular surfaces, with no finish surviving. Illegible central stamp, see p. 243, No. 5. 

7. Pair to No. 6, but lacking stamp. 
8. Fabric 2: brown core; orange; red-brown surfaces; very worn, no finish survives. 
9. Fragile condition, coated in P.V.A., cannot be restored (not illustrated). Pair to No. 8. 

10. As Nos. 8 & 9. 
Burial 8. (FIG. 32). A small pit, oval in plan, 0.4 by 0.3 m and 0.17 m deep below the chalk, 

held a cinerary urn and two accessory vessels. The cremated bones of an adult (weigli 1094 g) 
were in ajar (No. 2) whose base was on the floor of the grave, whilst the platter (No. 3);lud been 
slipped in near-vertically between the jar and the side of the pit. The third vessel (No. 1) was 
higher: its base was 0.13 m above the floor of the grave and it adjoined the cinerary urn and was 
above the platter. 
l. Base and upper body from a wide-mouthed jar. Fabric 10: dark grey ware; very worn and 

rough surfaces, no finish survives. 
2. Base and upper body sherds. Fabric 8: grey core; brown surfaces, with grey patches; very 

worn, no finish survives. 
3. Sherds from a platter. Fabric 8: grey ware; very worn. Flavian. 

Burial 9. (FIG. 32). A fairly rectangular pit, 1.4 by 1.05 m cut only 0.08 m into the chalk, 
appeared to have been lined with four charred logs. The 'logs' were first seen as two parallel lines 
of charcoal about 0.1 m apart on three sides of the grave; on the fourth side there was a single line 
of charcoal. On excavation it was apparent that each pair of charcoal lines was linked in a 
U-profile section. At the centre a deeper pit, irregular in plan and 0.45 to 0.5 m across, had been 
cut 0. 2 m below the floor of the log-lined feature. Cremated bones, three unburnt animal ribs and 
a courle of iron nails were found on the floor of the central pit, and above them a small jar had 
been tipped at an angle in the filling. Between the central pit and the log on the north-west side 
were the hob-nails of a boot which had been standing on the floor of the rectangularJeature. The 
cremated hones (weight 529 g) were those of an adult, and (on the basis of the .vertical diameter of 
the femoral head) probably a male. There was some slight sub-periosteal deposition ofbone on a 
long-bone shaft. 

1. Complete pot. Fabric 10: brownish grey at the rim shading to orange at the base; very 
worn surfaces, traces of burnishing only on the cordon. 

Burial10 (FIGS. 32 and 33). An oval grave; 0.5 by 0.4 m and 0.2 m deep below the chalk. The 
cremated bones of an adult (weight 311 g) had been placed in a wooden box- represented only by 
its metal fittings- which had been covered by a shallow samian dish (No. 1) on which were some 
unburnt ribs of a sheep or pig. There was a small coarseware jar (No. 2) on the floor of the grave, 
alongside the box. ' 

1. Samian, form 36. S. G. Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic. 
2. Complete lower body, no evidence for the neck:and rim. Fabric 20: white ware, with 

sparse large red iron grits; very worn, no finish survives. Probably a flask or flagon. Also 
Three sherds from a wheel-made jar. Fabric 8: orange-brown; very worn. 

3. Bronze lock-plate with a central key-hole surrounded by five concentric circles. The 
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FIG. 33. Burial 10. Bronze and iron fittings from a box (1/z). 
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key-hole is circular with a rectangular extension. On the left are two lion-headed bronze 
studs each with an iron shank, and a third similar iron shank is at right-angles to them, 
above the key-hole. Behind the bronze sheet are traces of the iron lock-Qlechanism and 
beyond that is part of an iron plate from the inner face of the box. The iron plate is c. 75 by 
51 mm and has been attached to the box by iron nails, of which five survive. There are 
traces of wood, with cross-grain, on the left side with a clear straight edge c. 15 mm from 
the edge of the iron. Centred some 50-55 mm fr_om the bottom is a groove which still 
retains a length of iron, presumably part of the bolt, and apparently two nail-shanks (or 
possibly the two arms of a staple). On the back of the bronze plate, at right angles to the 
line of the key-hole, is another length of iron (or? mineralised wood) (a), which may also 
have been part of the bolt, and below it (b) is a squared-section iron bar (possibly the shank 
of a nail) and a strip of bronze (c). Clearly the bolt was intended to slide in the groove in 
the iron plate, but the workings of the lock-mechanism are now lost. The thickness of the 
wood around the lock-plate is 19.5 mm, and the bronze sheet measures 109 by 96 mm. 

4. Large fragment of sheet bronze with a lion-headed stud similar to those on No. 4. It also 
has the iron shank of another (a), and a perforation for a third- the three being arranged in 
right-angle formation. Near one edge is a small bronze pin with a domed head (b). Unlike 
the other remains of the box, this sheet was found above the samian bowl. 96 by 68 mm. 

5-6. Two bronze rings, each with an iron split-pin at .one side and iron traces at the opposite 
side. Diameters 26 and 27 mm, wood thickness 18 mm. They were found 14 mm apart 
(between centres) and may well have served as a hinge, cf. those from the box with Burial 
5. 

Burial 11 (FIG. 34). A shallow pit c. 0.4 m diameter, with the cremated bones of an adult 
(weight 145 g) heaped on the floor and accompanied by two pots. There was an iron nail with the 
cremation. 
1. Base and rim sherds from a platter of type GB 10, in T.N. Heavily burnt and discoloured. 

Pre-Claudian. 
2. Base and rim sherds. Fabric 6: grey core; yellow ochre under-surface; red-brown micaceous 

slip over the outside only; burnished exterior, and then decorated with triangular 
arrangement of raised bosses. Not the usual ware for mica-coated bobble-pots. 

Burial12 (FIG. 34). The cremation of an adult (weight 589 g) was in ajar in a shallow pit 0.3m 
in diameter. 
1. Badly disturbed pot. Fabric 9: pinky orange ware; rough matt finish. Verulamium Region. 

Second century. 

(ii) CREMATION CEMETERY, UPPER WALLS COMMON (SITE E): BURIALS 13--28. 

In the course of the 1969 trial-trenching in Upper Walls Common, a Roman cemetery was 
found to the south of the Icknield Way (FIG. 35, cf. FIG. 3). The excavation was carried out first 
by Drott tractor shovels, then the trenches were roughly cleaned to get some idea of the 
distribution of remains in this field. In all thirteen cremations were recognised and excavated, but 
there may have been others within the trenched area, and certainly there must be more in 
the surrounding area. Most of the burials were found over an area 75 by 45 m and were very 
simple: eight were mere collections of bone, three were in urns, and the best-equipped grave 
had a cinerary urn and two accessory vessels. Two the east of the cremations unburnt 
human bones (Burial24/25), including two skulls, were located but not excavated. Two isolated 
burials were found 350 m east of this cemetery (Nos. 27 and 28). None of the burials could_ be 
sexed. 

Burial13. Calcined bone (weight 39 g, adult) and ash were found in the filling of a small pit, 
0.5 by 0.3 m and 0.3 m deep, cut into an earlier feature, possibly a shallow ditch. 

Burial 14. Calcined bone (weight 399 g, adult) in a shallow pit, 0.6 by 0.5 m 
Burial15 (FIG. 34). A cremation (weight 593 g) in an urn, with two accessory vessels outside, 

the whole in a small pit 0.4 by 0.3 m and 0.1 m deep. 
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FIG. 34. Burials 11, 12, 15,17 and 50. Pottery (1/4). 
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1. Samian, form 35. C.G. Trajanic-Hadrianic. The rim was chipped in antiquity, otherwise 
complete. 

2. Fabric 9: orange-red ware; roughly smoothed exterior. Burnt patches. From the same source 
as the lamps and cups in Burial 50. 

3. Fabric 4: grey core; red interior; patchy grey, brown and buff exterior. Vesicular. Second or 
third century. . 

Burial 16 . . Calcined bone in a pit 0.45 by 0.4 m and 0.1 m deep. 
Burial 17 (FIG 34). A cremation (weight 112 g, adult), in an urn (No. 1) accompanied by an 

accessory vessel and some sherds. 
1. Fabric 7C: grey ware with dirty white slip on the exterior only: burnished rim, shoulder and 

base. Decoration, burnished on a matt ground. Late Antonine. 
2. Fabric 24: off-white ware, with some red iron pellets; worn and weathered surfaces, no finish 

survives. Probably a flagon although there is no evidence of a handle. 
3. Rim sherds only. Fabric 4: grey core; buff surfaces, vesicular, Type 188. Late second or third 

century. 
Burial 18. Calcined bone (weight 222 g, adult), in a small pit 0.15 m in diameter. 
Burial 19. Calcined bone in a pit 0.5 m diameter and 0.15 m deep. 
Burial 20. Calcined bone (weight 307 g, adult), in a shallow pit 0.5 by 0.35 m. ,_ 
Burial21. Calcined bone (weight 687 g), in a well-'defined pit 0.8 by 0.5 m and m deep. 
Burial 22. Little calcined bone (weight 3 g) in a small pit. · 
Burial23. Calcined bone (weight 6 g), in a very small pit 0.25 m in diameter and 0.23 m deep. 
Burial 24-25. Pit containing two inhumations, not excavated. 
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FIG. 35. Site E. Plan of cremation burials. 
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Burial26. (Beyond the limits of FIG. 35). Calcined bone (weight 10 g) accompanied by some 
miscellaneous sherds. 

Burial27. The remains of an inhumation, badly disturbed by the Drott. Only one leg (femur, 
tibia and fibula) survived and that was in poor condition. Some sub-periosteal new bone deposits 
on one long-bone fragment may be due to localised infection as the result of injury. 

Burial 28. Some calcined bone (weight 323 g) in a pit on the south side of the trench. No 
pottery or other finds. 

(iii) INHUMATION CEMETERY AT THE TENE (SITE J: BURIALS 29-49) 

Twenty-one graves were identified in the construction-trenches for Nos. 2, 4, 6 and 8 The 
Tene, and in the adjoining service-trenches (FIG. 36, cf. FIG. 9). No grave was completely 
excavated, most had been wrecked by a JCB, and they were recorded only in the sections of 
the construction-trenches. The graves were up to 0. 75 m deep below present ground-level, and 
most were cut 0.15-0.25 m into the chalk. As far as could be seen there was a uniform burial rite, 
with every skeleton extended and orientated west-east with the skull at the west end. No 
grave-goods were found, but two graves (Nos. 40 and 45) produced iron nails which might have 
been used in coffins. 

Burial40 had apparently been cut into an earlier ditch, whereas it appears that No. 42 had been 
disturbed by a pit which produced only early pottery (nothing later than c. 60); but considering 
the circumstances of the rescue-work, this is of little value for dating. More significant are the 
presumed coffin nails, which suggest a Romano-British date, and the discovery of samian sherds 
in two graves (Nos. 29 and 36) which indicate a date no earlier than the middle of the second 
century. 

No burials were discovered to the north of 26, 30 and 46, and as several trenches were 
excavated in that direction it seems likely that this was the boundary of the cemetery on the north 
side. Elsewhere no limits were established, and subsequently G.R. Burleigh excavated more 
burials to the south-west. 

(iv) A CREMATION AT THE TENE (SITE F): BURIAL 50 ('THE LAMP PIT'). 

Burial 50 (FIGS. 34 and 37, cf. FIG. 10). A circular pit 0.87 m diameter and 0.26 below the 
chalk contained fifteen pedestalled cups and thirty-one lamps: they seemed to have been tipped 
into the pit and none was standing upright on the floor. In the filling, both around and 
underneath the pots, were calcined bones (weight 628 g): all the human bones were apparently 
from one individual- a juvenile aged between 6 and 18, but there were also cattle, ?sheep, ?pig 
and domestic fowl bones. The pit contained some unburnt bones of a domestic fowl, a sherd 
from a mortarium, a radiate coin (No. 244) and fragments of mortar and charcoal. Although for 
convenience this has been classified as a cremation- and indeed there is a reasonable quantity of 
calcined human bones - the strange selection of pots jumbled together in the filling and the 
isolation of this pit from other burials shows that it is no ordinary cremation but a deposit linked 
with some unknown ritual. 

The ceramics from this deposit comprise a rim sherd from a mortarium, 31lamps and 15-cups 
or candlesticks with pedestalled bases. All the lamps and cups are in iron-rich coarse-grained 
sand-tempered ware with a poor rough finish. They are clearly from the same source and were 
probably made and fired at the same time. 

The lamps are wheelthrown in two pieces with the top and bottom halves luted together. A 
hole about 10 mm in diameter forms the spout which in some cases has been slightly pulled to 
form a lip. Opposite the spout is a small applied lug handle perforated with a hole less than 2 mm 
in diameter. Two wasters, useless iri their original state because the top had sagged and blocked 
the oil reservoir, were altered after firing to make them just about usable for a short time. None 
of the lamps has seen prolonged use, but the deliberate alteration to the wasters implies that they 
were to be used on at least one occasion. 
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The bowls and hollow pedestals of the cups had been thrown in a single operation. All were 
cut off the wheel with a wire, leaving a characteristic cheese-cutter scar on the base. Five were 
complete at the time of deposition and there are body-sherds from another seven and bases from 
three more examples. Originally the set comprised at least five large and ten small cups; they 
were presumably used elsewhere in a ritual which involved smashing, and only part of the debris 
was buried in the pit. 

The lamps are of local manufacture, but are not the standard contemporary forms. No close 
parallels have been found for the cups. The hollow pedestal, which increases the capacity 
considerably, is a most unusual feature. A tall bronze candlestick from Saalburg has a very similar 
hollow pedestal and may suggest that the Baldock 'cups' were in fact candlesticks. 

A simple cup in the same fabric from Burial15 brings the total to 47 vessels from Baldock; but 
as nearly all were found in one ritual pit the large number does not necessarily indicate a local 
source. The coin (No. 244) from the bottom of the pit gives a terminus post quem of 270 for the 
pottery. 
1. Mortarium sherd (not illustrated): orange-brown coarse-grained sandy ware; cream slip. 

Origin unknown. A.D. 120-170 
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FIG. 37. Plan of Burial 50 (for grave-goods see Fig. 34). 

Lamps (FIG. 34) 
2. Type 1. Complete. Taken to represent the basic type with a top domed to enlarge the oil 

reservoir and a slightly pulled spout. Three others. 
3. Type 2. Complete. Smaller spout and handle. One other. 
4. Type 3. Complete. Small spout. One other. 
5. Type 4. Complete. No trace of a handle. Five others. 
6. Type 5. Complete. Pulled spout. One other. 
7. Type 6. Complete. Flatter top, pulled spout and handle set high. Four others. 
8. Type 7. Complete. Unusually large spout and central aperture. One other, incomplete. 
9. Type 8. Complete. Flatter top and thicker base, so a very shallow reservoir. Three others. 

10. Type 9. Complete. Very shallow variant; the handle was not pierced. 
11. Type 10. Complete. A waster, altered after firing to join the spout and central aperture so 

that it is almost functional. One other. 
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Pedestalled Cups (FIG. 34) 
12. Type 1. Complete. Patchy orange, yellow and grey. Three others. 
13. Type 2. Complete. Two others. 
14. Type 3. Part of the pedestal missing. 
15. Type 4. Incomplete. Slight moulding on the pedestal. Possibly a second example, body 

sherds only. 
16. Type 5. Complete. Rather roughly finished,· with no attempt to finish-off the base. Three 

others. 
17. Type 6. Complete. Interior unfinished. 

(v) INHUMATIONS WITHIN THE AREA OF SETTLEMENT (SITES, A, B AND D) 

For Burials 51 to 112, see Appendix IV (p. 390). 
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Ill. SUMMARY: THE SETTLEMENT AND BURIALS 

Any summary of the development of the Roman settlement at Baldock must be based on the 
two major sites excavated, A and B (FIG. 3), which together amount to 1.6 hectares. In an 
attempt to simplify a complex situation a series of period plans has been produced (FIGS. 38 and 
39); but it must be emphasised that this approach is fraught with difficulties. The most obvious 
features on the site are ditches, some of which were re-cut several times and may well have been 
regularly cleaned. The date of the ditches plotted on the plans is the date of their fillings, and with 
most there is no knowing how much earlier they were cut. Furthermore much of the pottery was 
residual when it found its way into a feature; so unless there is a considerable quantity of finds any 
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first century A.D. · 
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given feature could appear to be earlier than it really was. But despite the difficulties, and with 
these warnings, it has been considered essential to present the summary in this way, and it is 
hoped that the interpretation does not deviate too far from the truth. 

There was scattered occupation in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages on Sites A (FIG. 38A, 1) and 
C (C 10): it may well be that many comparable areas of chalk near the Icknield Way would 
produce a similar pattern if stripped and thoroughly examined. 

The main settlement starts, however, at least by-the middle of the first century B.C., and one of 
the most prominent features is the ditch at the north-east end of Site B (FIG. 38A, 1)- a line which 
can be followed for at least 540 m and which seems to dictate the orientation of many lesser 
features (FIG. 3). In the excavated area this ditch forms a boundary, limiting what seems to have 
been a network of ditches to the. south-west. Whether this is a pattern of Iron Age occupation
plots or fields remains to be seen: there are no contemporary houses in the excavated area and the 
only early pit was found in trial-trenching much further to the south (D 116) where other features 
suggest a concentration of occupation in the first century B. C. Still further south a rich burial at 
The Tene (Burial1) seems to belong to the first half of that century and is the only rich cremation 
in this country which is pre-Caesarian. 

By the end of the first century B. C. (FIG. 38A, 2) the plots to the south-west of the original 
ditch-line had been re-defined, and a gap between the two main plots implies that the road which 
occupied this position throughout the Roman period was already in being. Indeed a narrow gap 
in the main boundary ditch suggests a track through here as early as the middle of the century. 
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FIG. 39A. Simplified period plans to show the development of the settlement on Sites A and B in the 
second century. 
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Immediately adjoining the boundary ditch on the horth-east side are a number of ditched plots 
including one small square with a central cremation. A slightly larger square to the north-west 
may have been funerary as well, and its presence shows that the road did not follow· its 
subsequent line from Site B to Site A at that time. The funerary enclosures did not limit the area 
of settlement, or the settlement very quickly extended past them, for beyond to the north-east 
there were several gullies and pits and the amount of pottery from this area suggests quite dense 
settlement by the time of the Roman conquest. 

The Claudio-Neronian period (FIG. 38B, 1) is represented by ditches and pits throughout the 
excavated area and by a network of roads carefully defined by ditches. The road previously 
suspected on Site B now crosses Site A (running through the middle of the presumed burial 
enclosure); with side-roads set at right-angles to it on Site B. The new road on Site A introduces a 
slightly different alignment, closer to that of our excavation cuttings and in contrast to the earlier 
alignment defined by the original ditch at the north-east end of Site B. But on Site A, away from 
the road to the south-east, some gullies adopt a curiously ·diagonal alignment which is repeated 
on subsequent plans. The square structure, Building VIII, seems to belong to this period, as well 
as the circular Building VI and the gully B 188 which may also define a round hut. This period, c. 
A.D: 50--70, is clearly marked amongst the finds because of a sharp change in the pottery 
tradition. A different fabric as well as new forms, and handmade wares instead of wheelmade, 
shows that Baldock was now being supplied by different potters. About this time, c. A.D. 60, a 
flock of sheep was slaughtered and their remains buried in pit A 19. There was clear evidence of 
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butchery, so it was not a matter of destroying a diseased flock but of feeding a hungry crowd. 
Perhaps there had been a feast related to a fair or a religious gathering (there is later evidence for a 
temple in the vicinity), or it could be an indication of troop-movements in some way linked with 
the Boudiccan troubles. 

Flavian/Trajanic/Hadrianic occupation (FIGS. 38B, 2 and 39A, 1) is represented by a few pits 
scattered across the site, a circular hut (VII), perhaps two rectangular buildings (I and 11) and the 
first well. The chronology of wells is particularly. difficult: provided they are properly maintained 
they produce no finds and only when they fall out of use, as here, can they be dated. The road 
continued through the Flavian period, but the road-ditches were allowed to silt and buildings 
encroached on the road-line. Perhaps the most striking feature of the two plans, c. A. D. 70 and 
100, is the absence of ditches, or rather ditch-fillings, for it may be that some of the ditches on 
later plans were first cut at this stage, or earlier hedges were maintained but ditches were not 
cleaned. That there was continuity in boundaries is suggested in particular by the area north-west 
of the road on Site B, where a ditch with third-century filling bounds virtually the same area as a 
Claudian ditch (cf. FIG 38B, 1)- with no dated boundary between the two. The richest burials in 
the cemetery at the south end of Site D belong to the early Flavian period (Burial 7 is a little 
earlier), and the cemetery on Site E came into use in the first half of the second century. 

By the middle of the second century a large enclosure in the north-east corner of the site had 
been ditched (FIG. 39A, 2). This part of the site had been occupied more than a century earlier 
when, as in the Antonine period, access seems to have been via a road along the south-east edge 
of the excavated area. There was a circular hut (Building V) towards the middle of the large 
enclosure (though it need not have been the principal habitation there), a well-defined and 
well-used entrance to the south-east, and a line of contemporary pits against the north-east 
boundary. The west corner of the large ditched enclosure was linked to the main road laid out in 
Claudian times by a ditch crossing the excavated area diagonally. The explanation for this 
orientation has not been established, but it should be noted that on Site B a branch of the main 
road seems to veer off on this alignment (B 110, a hollow-way). The ill-defined Building 11 may 
also belong to this period. 

Early in the third century (FIG. 39B, 1) there was a clear pattern of enclosures on the alignment 
originally established in the first century B.C. Although these ditched enclosures do not extend 
into the north-east part of Site A, pits and wells attest. to the occupation of that area. The 
road-line established on Site B in the first century B.C. and extended to Site A in Claudian times 
continued to be used in the third and fourth centuries: it is respected by the enclosure but is 
mainly defined as a hollow-way. In the north-east corner of Site A are hints of religious activity. 
Aerial photography has shown one Romano-Celtic temple at Baldock - on the old football 
ground, Site M (FIG. 3) - but the excavated evidence is concentrated and a long way away, 
suggesting the site of a second temple. There are three votive models: two axes and a spear (FIG. 

60); a 'ritual' iron rattle (FIG. 66); a small fragment ofbronze apparently from a large statue (FIG 

60); and a remarkable collection of iron spearheads (FIGS. 64-5). No less than 44 spearheads were 
found, 33 of them in one feature, to form the largest collection of third-century spearheads ever 
found in Britain. Their context and date make a religious explanation more likely than a military, 
and it could be that the postulated temple was dedicated to Mars, the god depicted on one if not 
two of the intaglios found at Baldock (FIG. 82). 

There is clear evidence for one ditch excavated in the fourth century (FIG. 39B, 2), and that was 
a particularly late and well-dated feature because there were coins in its lower filling and it 
replaced an earlier boundary of posts which was also dated by coins. That ditch defined an 
enclosure which in plan seems to be one a series, but the ditches of the others seem to have been 
filled more than a century earlier. However, the rarity of ditch-fillings contrasts with the density 
of occupation - certainly if the wells are of any guidance. 

The fourth century also provides the most substantial evidence we have for Roman buildings
not only the two masonry buildings (IV and XI) but also dated deposits of painted wall-plaster 
and concrete with quarter-round moulding. Roman Baldock has produced few buildings, 
doubtless because most constructions were of cob or of wattle and daub, but there are hints of 
other substantial structures. One Romano-Celtic temple is known, and the finds from the 
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north-east corner of the excavated area suggest the site of another; the very fine imported 
face-mask may well have decorated a second-century theatre; and in the search for buildings the 
most ironic find of all was a magnificent key (FIG. 59) - one of the finest in Roman Britain -
which must have opened a very impressive door. 

Clues to the end ofRoman Baldock are provided by the fillings of three wells. Two had been 
nearly filled before human bodies were buried, two in each well. There is nothing to suggest that 
they were hasty burials, or the bodies of those who perished in .some disaster; but the burial of 
adults in the immediate area of settlement points to a period when standards had dr.opped to a 
very low level indeed. Throughout the occupation of Roman Baldock the dead had been 
arranged in well-defined cemeteries with offerings and appropriate ritual; unceremonious burials 
in the tops of wells mean far more than a break in tradition: they suggest the end of a civilisation. 
Even more dramatic is the evidence produced by B 139, for that was the latest well excavated, 
and in its filling were found the skeletons of two red-deer calves, with bones of two hares and a 
fox. The red deer would never have ventured far into a human settlement, so this well was 
probably left open when Roman Baldock was deserted and formed a natural trap for wild animals· 
seeking shelter, food or water amongst the ruins. The skeletons of the red deer bring the story of 
the excavations to a close; they date after the end of the Roman settlement and inaugurate the 
Dark Ages. Seven hundred years later Baldock enters history with the arrival of the Knights 
Templar. 





PART 11. THE SMALL FINDS FROM 
THE SETTLEMENT 

Contexts are given by features within areas: thus A 512 means feature 512 on Site A; BX, CX etc. 
mean m1stratified on Site B, C etc. For plans of the sites showing numbered features see FIG. 4 
(Site A), FIG. 5 (Site B), FIG. 6 (Site C), FIG. 7 (Site D), FIG. 10 (Site F); apart from burials, 
features on Sites E and G to L are not numbered in this publication. Correlation-tables giving lists 
of associated objects included in the publication and dates of the fillings of features are to be found 
on pp. 416-32. All the finds and excavation archives have been deposited in Letchworth 
Museum. 

CELTIC COINS 
By Roger Goodburn 

This catalogue lists the coins in approximate chronological order. Coins with feature numbers 
(e. g. A 156) are from these excavations; of others, details of location are given as available. An 
attempt has been made to provide a list of all Celtic coins found at Baldock, although doubtless 
some may have been omitted. Some context is provided by listing comparable finds; those 
within twenty miles ofBaldock are generally separated from those beyond this range. Where no 
county is named, Hertfordshire is to be understood. 

Gallo-Belgic De; Mack 41 
1. B X. 0.67 gm. Worn and corroded JE core of forgery, originally plated. 

Obv.: Pattern: ? lock of hair of Apollo. 
Rev.: Pattern: crooked line with tree-like object above, flanked by two billets, and two 

ornaments below. Presumably devolved charioteer. 
There are about 37 provenanced examples, including about 20 from the south coast and 
three from southern counties. Ten come from East Anglia, mainly from hoards and one (a 
forgery) from Hacheston, Suffolk. This leaves examples from Hitchin, New Southgate 
(Middx.), and Northampton. Forty-four are unprovenanced. 

The weights of64 coins are known, 60 lying between 1.28 gm and 1.76 gm (average 1.46 
gm). Two of"unknown provenance but of gold, are '1'.21 gm and 0.85 gm; 'One wonders 
whether the latter may be a half denomination. The lowest weights belong to two bronze 
cores of originally plated forgeries (the present coin and that from excavations at Hacheston 
(0.44 gm)). 

Apart from these two forgeries of De, two other forgeries of Gallo-Belgic D quarter-

89 
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staters are known, again from the fringes of the British distribution: Kelvedon, Essex (DA, 
1.02 gm) and Odell, Beds. (DA/DB, 0.41 gm). The date of the original type is c. 90-55 B. C. 

British LX: North of Thames- Silver. Pattern-Beast Type 
New Type, Probably British LX 19; cf. Mack 440 

2. A 156. 0.63 gm. R. Worn and corroded. 
Obv.: Two central opposed open crescents with a linear wreath-like ornament running 

from between these to edge; on opposite side of crescents is ring-and-pellet 
ornament. Possible faint traces of wreath-like ornaments also running off to edges 
at right-angles to the first and perhaps trace of ornaments in the quadrants so 
formed. 

Rev.: Quadruped, possibly a horse, facing right. Possible trace of zig-zag line beneath 
body of animal. 

This seems to be a unique specimen generally comparable with the one specimen of LX 19, 
found in Suffolk in 1832. This specimen has on obverse two central opposed open crescents 
with four linear wreath-like ornaments running off to edges and forming a cruciform 
pattern. There are pellets and other ornaments in each quadrant. The reverse has an 
uncertain quadruped running right, head turned back, and various ornaments in the field. 
Thus the comparison is only general and it may be best to view the Baldock coin as a new 
type, perhaps of this general class. If so, it may be dated to perhaps c. 45 - c. 10 B.C., 

.forming a link between the latest uninscribed and earliest inscribed coins in this area. 

British LX: North of Thames Group- Bronze 
British LX 21; Mack 273 
3. B 34. 2.20 gm. lE. Very slightly worn; little corrosion. 

Obv.: Head left, corded effect in hair. Ornament in front of brow. 
Rev.: Horse prancing left with ring-and-pellet ornaments between legs, above front 

legs and above muzzle. Pellet ornaments beneath body and above back. Ring 
ornaments beneath and above tail. Possible zig-zag ornaments above back. 

There are about 25 examples of this type known, virtually all from within 20 miles of 
Baldock: Ashwell End (1); Braughing (5); Puckeridge (4); ? Ware (1); Berkhamsted (1); 
Harlow, Essex (1); Sandy, Beds. (1); in Beds. (1). Beyond, there are coins from Ardleigh, 
Essex; Icklingham, Suffolk; Woodcock Hall, Cambs.; Towcester, Northants.; and 
Wanborough, Wilts. Three unprovenanced. 

The date of this type is usually taken as towards the end of the first century B. C. and may 
be associated with Addedomaros who apparently controlled this area from c. 15- c. 5 B. C. 
when he was possibly supplanted by Dubnovellaunos (see No. 6). 

British LX 22; Mack 274 
4. A 119. 1. 74 gm. lE. Apparently slightly worn. Very corroded. 
5. Park Street, Baldock, ;J 981. Private possession. Wt. unknown. lE. Not seen. 

Obv.: Head left, cofded effect in hair. Pelleted border. . , 
Rev.: Horse standing left with front hoof raised. Pellet forming shoulder. Large rosette 

beneath. 
There are c. 17 examples, and like LX 21 they have a concentrated distribution: Braughing 
(2); ? Ware (2); Skeleton Green (2); Puckeridge (1); Verulamium (1); Harlow temple, Essex 
(3); ? Biggleswade, Beds. (1); Sandy, Beds. (1). An outlier at Norton, Northants. and one 
unprovenanced. 

These coins, like No. 3, may be associated with Addedomaros. 

British LX 24; Mack 227, DUBNOVELLAUNOS 
6. B 128. 1.65 gm. lE. Good condition; unworn. 

Obv.: Head right; three curly locks above pelleted head-band. Floral ornament in front 
of brow; pellet above and four tiny ring-and-dot ornaments beneath this. 
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Rev.: Horse galloping left with palm branch beneath; ring ornament in front (not 
visible on this coin) and three ring-and-pellet ornaments, one surrounded by 
pellets, and letters DV (hardly visible on this specimen) above. 

The occurrence of the letters DV on the reverse of some specimens associates this type with 
Dubnovellaunos, ruling in Kent from c. 15 to c. 1 B.C. and apparently supplanting 
Addedomaros in Trinovantia c. 5 B.C. and ruling there until c. A.D. 5. The reverse types of 
gold issues of Dubnovellaunos in Essex (Mack 275, 275A and 276) are ver'y similar to this 
coin. Dubnovellaunos preceded Cunobelin in Essex and so must have been approximately 
contemporary with Tasciovanus. 

Apart from an example from Springhead, Kent and perhaps one from Colchester, Essex, 
all coins of this type have been found close to Baldock: at Braughing (1); near Braughing 
(1); Skeleton Green (2); Harlow temple (1) and Harlow, Holbrooks site, Essex (5). 

TASCIOV ANUS 
Mack 161 

7. A 334. 1.52 gm. JR. Fine condition. Very slightly corroded. 
Obv.: VER within border of tiny pellets. 
Rev.: TASCIA. Horse galloping right over exergual double line. Two or three pellets 

above tail. 
Only seven examples are known, four of unknown find-spot. One perhaps from 
Verulamium in 1852 and the other from Bishop's Stortford in 1981: but this is apparently a 
gold quarter-stater rather than silver. 1 

Mack 171 
8. A X. 2.62 gm. JE. Unworn; good condition. Die somewhat worn. 

Obv.: Close-cropped head facing right, ornament behind and TAS m front, within 
border of pellets. 

Rev.: VER. Warrior on horseback cantering right, spear in upraised right hand. Part of 
pelleted ornament in front. Raised line indicating shield held horizontally behind 
horse's head visible on this specimen. 

Only nine examples, all but one (Burwell, Cambs.) within twenty miles ofBaldock: Ware 
(1); Braughing (2); Puckeridge (1). In Essex: Harlow temple (1); Great Chesterford (1); and 
Wendens Ambo (1). 

Mack 172 
9. A 96. 2.18 gm. JE. Very slightly worn. Very slightly corroded. 

Obv.: VERLAMIO between rays of star-like ornament formed by eight intersecting 
hyperbolae, partially made up of tiny pellets. Central ringed boss ornament. 

Rev.: Bull pawing ground left, almost encircled by leafy branch. 
There are about 30 examples with known find-spots; another 12 with unknown: Braughing 
(3), Skeleton Green (5); perhaps Verulamium (1); north Herts. (1); ? Ware (4). In Beds.: 
Biggleswade (1); Sandy (1). In Essex: Harlow (7, of which 4 are from temple); Great 
Chesterford (2). Outliers at Odell, Beds. (1); Chipping Warden, Northants. (1); 
Colchester, Essex (? 2); Canterbury, Kent (1). · 

Mack 175 
10. A 418. 1.96 gm. JE. Slightly worn; flattened along part of edge. Slightly corroded. 

Obv.: Intersecting curved lines forming central rectangle which contains saltire. Four 
pelleted lines forming concave-sided square with two pairs of opposing ring-and
dot ornaments, two within and two at its apices. Beaded border. 

Rev.: Horse galloping left; letters TASCI below; ring-and-dot and trefoil ornament 
above. 

Other examples from Braughing (1); Puckeridge (1); Skeleton Green (1); Park Street (1); 
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Verulamium (1 or 2); ? Ware (1); Harlow temple, Essex (5). Two are unprovenanced; 
provenanced examples all from within twenty miles of Baldock. 

Mack 176 
11. Walls Field allotments. Letchworth Mus. No. 97.1979. 1.82 gm. JE. Good condition. 

Unworn. 
Obv.: TASCIO. Laureate head facing right, within raised rope-like border. Rather off-flan 

to left. 
Rev.: TASCIO. Lion with raised paw and head front standing right on exergual line; 

raised border. 
There seem to be only abdut eleven examples, eight provenanced: Puckeridge (1); ? Ware 
(2); Harlow temple, Essex (4). As Mack 175, a concentrated distribution. 

Mack 177 
12. A X. 1.59 gm. JE. Good condition; slightly worn. Very slightly corroded. 

Obv.: _______ Unbearded, rather classical head right. 
Figure seated left in chair. Standards in front and behind. (VIR beneath exergual 
line not visible on this coin). Rather off flan to bottom left. 

There are about 25 examples, five unprovenanced. These again have a concentrated 
distribution: Braughing (1); near Braughing (3); Verulamium (1 or 2); Skeleton Green (1); 
? Ware (4); Harlow temple, Essex (5); Sandy, Beds. (1); Arlesey, Beds. (1). There is one 
outlier at Silchester, Hants. 

Mack 179 
13. A X. 2.25 gm. JE. Slightly worn. Rather corroded. 

Obv.: Cruciform ornament of beaded lines within beaded border; crescents, rings and 
curved lines form spider-like ornament at centre. Pellets in field. 

Rev.: Boar running right; crescent over; letters V]IR below. Pelleted border. 
Twenty-one examples, four unprovenanced. Within a twenty-mile radius: near Braughing 
(1); Skeleton Green (1); Verulamium (1); Harlow: temple (4), Holbrooks site (2), Essex. 
Beyond are Odell, Beds. (2); Colchester, Essex (1); Dorchester, Oxon. (1); Reading, Berks. 
(1); Duston, Northants. (1); and Amiens (1). 

New type: cf. Mack 182 
14. A X. 1.68 gm. JE. Almost unworn. Very corroded. 

Obv.: Head, apparently bearded, facing left, in conventional style. Legend in front, 
obscured by corrosion, perhaps CAMO. 

Rev.: Goat left, with ring-and-dot surrounded by pellets above, and ring-and-dot 
ornaments below and in front of horns. In front of breast is ring carrying four 
pellets with vertical line dividing the ring. There is no legend but the ornaments 
are comparable with those on the gold Mack 186 of Tasciovanus with CA/1.. The 
coin is similar to a Gaulish bronze issue of Togirix (cf. LT 5594; Scheers 1975: 
No. 121). 

The nine provenanced examples of Mack 1 are distributed within twenty miles of 
Baldock except one just beyond, at Odell, Beds. 

New type: cf Mack 183A 
15. A 63. 0.58 gm. JE minim. Rather worn. Patinated. 

Obv.: Head without. beard and· with pronounced, .. slightly curving ? head..:.barid. 
Apparently no legend. 

Rev.: Grazing horse right on exergual line; broad annulus flanked by stars above; 
? S-shaped line in exergue. No legend. 

Cf. Verulamium issue, Mack 183A; there are apparently only two examples of this related 
full denomination, from Harlow temple and Harlow: Holbrooks site, Essex. 
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Mack 189 
16. A 321. 1.48 gm . .!E. Very corroded: virtually all detail lost. 
17. Walls Field, surface find. Letchworth Mus. No. 24.1979. 2.64 gm . .!E. Fine condition. 

Obv.: RVI[I?) above lion pacing right within annulus hatched with curved lines. Reading 
is either RVI, or final I is in front of horse's mouth. 

Rev.: Spread eagle, head left, RVII above. Pelleted border. Other examples come from 
? Ware (2); Skeleton Green (1); ? Verulamium (1); in Essex, Harlow temple (2) 
and Harlow: Holbrooks site (1). A worn coin from Thrupp, Oxon. may 
conceivably be of this type, but otherwise the small total is densely distributed. 

New type 
18. A 69. 0. 78 gm . .lE minim. Very corroded; apparently very worn. 

Obv.: Head right with hair in two rolls. Apparently no legend. 
Rev.: Goat (or less likely, horse) right, two concentric rings below, three pellets behind. 

No legend visible. 
The design and figure types are certainly ofTasciovanus, but no other example has yet been 
found. 

ANDOCO 
Of this ruler, known only from his coins, there are four types, which seem to be derived 
from issues of Tasciovanus. He may have ruled from c. 5 B.C. to c. A.D. 5 on the 
north-western borders of the Catuvellauni. His known coins are very few in number. 

Mack 200 
19. B 238. 1.33 gm . .!E. Very fine condition. 

Obv.: Slightly bearded head, very well modelled, r:ight; ANDOCO in front of face. 
Pelleted border. 

Rev.: Prancing horse right, (AND below, not visible on this specimen). Ring, and ring 
surrounded by pellets above. Trace of ring front legs and n;escent in 
front of mouth. Ring-and-pellet on specimen illustrated in Mack is here. 

Eleven examples, three of unknown provenance: Puckeridge (2); Braughing (1). Beyond: 
Springhead, Kent (1); Little Harting, Sx. (1); Duston, .Northants. (1); Wroxeter, Salop. (1). 

CUNOBELIN 
Mack 221 

20. Newberry's Meadow (i.e. Walls Field), 1933. Letchworth Mus. No. 6681. 2.80 gm . .!E. 
Worn. 

21. Found 1931. British Museum Cat. 470, donated anonymously June 1932. 2.61 gm . .!E. 
Worn. Rather corroded. 
Obv.: CVNOB ELl NI in two compirtments of tablet; ornament above and 

below. Pelleted border. 
Rev.: Naked, helmeted, winged Victory seated in chair with right arm extended 

holding wreath. TASC or TASCI F in. exergue (not visible on No. 20). Pelleted 
border. 

There are over fifty examples, including: Braughing (2); near Ware (5); Verulamium (2); 
Cow Roast, Tring (1); Skeleton Green (1); Royston (1); Harlow temple (14) and Harlow: 
Holbrooks site, Essex (2); Sandy, Beds. (1). Eighteen outliers range north to Yorkshire, 
west ·to Berkshire and east to Colchester. 

Mack 230 
22. A X. 2.33 gm . .!E. Slightly worn, slightly corroded. 

Obv.: CAMVL ODVNO in two compartments of tablet; above and below, a scroll with 
pellet ornament. Pelleted border. 
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Rev.: Sphinx with? diadem and expanded wings crouching left. CVNO in tablet beneath. 
Pelleted border. 

Other examples: Braughing (2); near Braughing (1); ? Ware (3); Walsworth, Hitchin (1); in 
Essex: Harlow temple (2); Harlow (1); Colchester (at least 23); Odell, Beds. (1). 

Mack 242 
(There are difficulties in rationalizing the list of Baldock coins given by Allen 1961: 231 
with those actually in Letchworth Museum and with other details. Allen himself hints at 
these difficulties. All of the coins can be accounted for, but without certainty, except for 
three ofMack 242. It may be that some of the coins are from another place, perhaps 
Braughing). 

23. A 159. 2.56 gm. lE. Very corroded but apparently almost unworn. 
24. B 26. 2.40 gm. lE. Very corroded. Slightly worn. 
25. B 73. 2.49 gm. lE. Slightly corroded. Rather worn. 
26. Roman cemetery, early interment (Westell1931). Letchworth Mus. No. 3817. 2.40 gm. lE. 

Slightly corroded. Worn. 
27. Walls Field. Letchworth Mus. No. 216.1980. 2.30 gm. lE. Slightly corroded. Very worn. 
28. Walls Field excavation 1980 (Small find No. 623). 2.52 gm. lE. Fine. 

Obv.: CVNOBELINI. Unbearded, wreathed head left. Pelleted border. 
Rev.: TASCIOVANI.F. Centaur right, blowing horn. Pelleted border. On No. 28 he seems 

to be wearing a Roman-style helmet and has a short cloak blowing back from his 
shoulders. There is a faint trace of a rod (? spear) in left hand visible between right 
arm and his raised front leg. Faint exergual line. 

There are about 75 examples known, 13 of unknown origin. Most examples come from the 
Baldock locality: Puckeridge (8); near Ware (6); Cow Roast, Tring (2); Braughing (3); 
Ash well (1). In Essex: Harlow temple (18) and Harlow: Holbrooks site (2). In Beds.: 
Biggleswade (1); Henlow (1); Sandy. (1); Toddington (1); Puddlehill (1), unlocated (1). 
There arealso four from Colchester, five from Northants. and one from near Aylesbury, 
Bucks. 

Mack 243 
29. K X. 2.34 gm. lE. Almost unworn. Slightly corroded. 
30. B 120. 2.47 gm. lE. Slightly worn. Slightly corroded. 

Obv.: CVNOBELINVS. Roman helmeted head right within pelleted border. 
Rev.: TASCIIOVANII. Sow standing right on ornamented exergualline, letter F below. 

Pelleted border. 
Of65 coins, 12 are unprovenanced. There are examples from Puckeridge (2); near Ware (9); 
Verulamium (3); Park Street (1); Braughing (1); near Braughing (2); Harlow (2) and 
Harlow temple (20), Essex; Biggleswade (1) and unlocated (1), Beds. Further afield there 
are: in Bucks.: Wendover Hill (1); Turville (1); and Haversham (1). Woodcock Hall, 
Cambs. (1); near Cambridge (1); Barnes, Surrey (1); near Didcot, Berks. (1); Dorchester, 
Oxon. (1); Silchester, Hants. (1). 

Mack 245 
31. Found Baldock before 1929. Letchworth Mus. No. 5262. 1.54 gm. lE. Very worn. 

Obv.: CVNOBII. Rather crude helmeted head left. Crest to helmet and streamers behind. 
Pelleted border. 

Rev.: Boar with curly tail crouching on exergualline facing left. S-shaped line in front, 
pellets above (not visible on this coin). Beneath, TASC FIL, underlined. Pelleted 
border. 

Only about twenty examples, virtually all in the vicinity of Baldock: Skeleton Green 
(1); near Braughing (1);? Ware (2); in Essex: Harlow temple (7); Great Chesterford (1); and 
one or two from Colchester. One from Ariconium in Herefords. and one from Shrop
shire. 
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Mack 246 
32. A 331. 2.88 gm. JE. Rather worn; rather corroded. 
33. A 317. 2.63 gm. JE. Rather worn; very corroded. 
34. A 63. 2.67 gm, JE. Unworn; slightly corroded. 
35. Baldock 1937. Noted by A.H.F. Baldwin & Sons Ltd. Alien 1961: 231. Wt. unknown. 

JE. Not seen. 
Obv.: CVNOBELINVS REX. Bare-headed bust right. Pelleted border. 
Rev.: Bull pawing ground right, pellet below. TASC below exergual line. Pelleted 

border. 
There are about 57 examples (9 unprovenanced), including Puckeridge (2); Skeleton Green 
(2); near Ware (2); near Braughing (2); Verulamium (1); Cow Roast, Tring (1). In Essex: 
Harlow temple (11) and other sites (4); Great Chesterford (1). In Beds.: Biggleswade (1); 
Sandy (1). Further afield there are Colchester, Essex (about 10); Silchester; Hants. (2). In 
Oxon.: Dorchester (2); Alchester (1); near Wantage (1). Duston, Northants. (1). The coin 
from Cow Roast was found with an irregular As of Claudius. 

Mack 248 
36. A 160. 2.00 gm. JE. Worn; rather corroded. 
37. A 121. 2.69 gm. JE. Very worn; rather corroded. 
38. Cloth 11 Road site, June 1970; surface-find 'C' of D. Haddon-Reece. 2.62 gm. JE. Missing. 
39. Clothall Road site, June 1970; surface-find 'D' ofD. Haddon-Reece. 2.50 gm. JE. Missing. 

Obv.: CVNOBELINI. Winged head, beardless, with bobbed hair facing left. Pelleted 
border. 

Rev.: TASCIO. Smith seated right with curved implement, hammering out metal vessel. 
Exergual line. Pelleted border. 

About 106 provenanced examples; 38 of these from Harlow temple, Essex. Others include: 
? near Ware (9); Braughing (3); near Braughing (1); Standon (1); Cow Roast, Tring (3); 
Verulamium (5); Moneysbury Hill, Pitstone (1). In Essex: Harlow: Holbrooks site (1) and 
another (1); Great Chesterford (2). In Beds.: Biggleswade (2); Sandy (1); Leagrave (1); 
unlocated (2). Beyond a 20-mile radius are: in Essex: Colchester (7), Great Wakering (2), 
Fingringhoe Wick (1); near Cambridge (1); Over, Cambs. (1); Saunderton, Bucks. (1); 
Odell, Beds. (1); in Oxon.: Alchester (1), Dorchester (1), Abingdon (1), Swalcliffe (1); 
Garford, Berks. (1); in Northants.: lrchester (1), Little Houghton (1), unlocated (1); 
Longthorpe, Peterborough (2); Ariconium, Herefords. (1); Chichester, W. Sx. (l); Dorset 
(1). The Moneysbury Hill coin was found in a Roman hoard. 

Mack 249 
40. Baldock 1952, Alien 1961: 231; Mack 1973: No. 170. 2.32 gm. JE. Not seen: apparently 

slightly worn; slightly corroded. 
41. Walls Field, Jan. 1942 (or 1943 ?) Letchworth Mus. No. 215.1980. 2.53 gm. JE. Very worn; 

corroded. 
42. Clothall Road site, June 1970; surface-find 'A' of D. Haddon-Reece. 2.27 gm. JE. Worn; 

slightly corroded. 
43. Clothall Road site, June 1970; surface-find 'B' ofD. Haddon:-Reece. 1.71 gm. JE. Missing. 
44. D X. 2.42 gm. JE. 'Pear-shaped' flan. Unworn; virtually uncorroded. 
45. A 58. 2.62 gm. JE. Worn; rather corroded. 

Obv.: CVNO. Pegasus right. Pelleted border. 
Rev.: TASCI. Victory right sacrificing bull. Pelleted border. There are 75 provenanced 

examples, mainly found near to Baldock; .36: are_ from Harlow temple, Essex. 
Others come from: Braughing (3);- near Braughing (2); ? near Ware (11); 
Verulamium (6); Berkhamsted (1); Welwyn (1); Wiggington Common (1); 
Skeleton Green (1 or 2). In Essex: Harlow: Holbrooks site (2) and another (1); 
Saffron Walden (1). In Beds.: Henlow (1); Leagrave (1). Outside the locality are: 
Odell, Beds. (2); in Bucks.: Caldecotte (1), Walton Court (1), Fenny Stratford (1), 
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Thornborough (1); in Oxon.: Dorchester (2), Abingdon (1); 'Thames at Kew' (1); 
Silchester, Hants. (1). 

Mack 252 
46. Burial 3, A 461, 2.37 gm. Very worn. Corroded. 

Obv.: Head of Janus. CVNO in trapezoidal tablet below. Pelleted border. 
Rev.: Sow crouching right beneath tree. Below, CAMV in trapezoidal tablet. Pelleted 

border. 
There are 28 provenanced and 9 unprovenanced examples. Colchester (13) is the main 
find-spot, but locally there are Verulamium (3); ? near Ware (1); Braughing (1); Harlow 
temple (6) and Harlow: Holbrooks (1), Essex. Further afield are Kelvedon, Essex (1); 
Woodcock Hall, Cambs. (1); Richborough, Kent (1); Sea Mills, Glos. (1). 

PO TIN 
Class II: Type 0 

47. B 13. 1.34 gm. Good condition; very slightly worn. Virtually uncorroded. 
48. B X. 1.02 gm. Good condition; virtually uncorroded. Both Alien's Type 02. 

Obv.: Stylized helmeted head facing left. Central ringed boss. 
Rev.: Stylized bull on 'exergualline'; single crescent over; central boss. Raised border. 
There are 18 other examples of Type 0 coins, including one from Skeleton Green, which 
have a south-eastern British distribution (Alien 1971: 138, fig. 34). 

The present examples strengthen the known distribution. The date is probably c. A.D. 

1-50. 

Class II: Type P 
49. B 72. 0.86 gm. Rather worn ?; rather corroded; flan chipped. Alien's Type Pl. 

Obv.: Remnant of stylized helmeted head right. Central ringed boss. 
Rev.: Stylized bull on 'exergualline'; single crescent over; central boss. 
There are about 36 other Type P coins known. This one lies well within the known area of 
distribution. Other local Type P coins come from Braughing (4); Gatesbury Track (1) and 
possibly Great Chesterford, Essex (1). 
The date of the type is c. A.D. 1-50. 

Class II: Type unknown. 
50. Newberry's Meadow, 1932. JRS xxiii (1933), 202. Letchworth Mus. No. 6702, stolen 

1966. 

DISCUSSION 

The discussion in part relies on comments already made (in Partridge 1981: 121-9) concerning the 
site at Skeleton Green, only 17 km to the south-east, which was also occupied in the later Iron 
Age and earlier Roman periods. 

Catuvellaunian and associated coins 
British LX 
It is noteworthy that both Baldock and Skeleton Green have produced examples of British LX 21 
(Mack 273, No. 3 above), British LX 22 (Mack 274, Nos. 4 and 5 above) and British LX 24 (Mack 
277, No. 6 above). 

The majority of LX 21;and,Lx22 come from Catuvellaunia,and.mayrepresertt:wins struck by 
the tribe before the time of Tasciovanus i.e. from perhaps c. 45 B. C. down to c. 20 or 15 B. C. 

The British LX 24 was probably struck by Dubnovellaunos, ruling in Trinovantia perhaps 
from c. 5 B. C. to c. A.D. 5 (see under No. 6 above) at the same time as Tasciovanus was ruling the 
Catuvellauni in the Verulamium area, perhaps c. 17 B.C. to c. A.D. 7. 
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The new type No. 2 (q.v.) is of silver, but must fall into the same period, i.e. c. 45 B. C. to c. 10 
B. C.. 

TASCIOVANUS 
Mack type 

7 161 
8 171 
9 172 

10 175 
11 176 
12 177 
13 179 
14 New type 

15 New type 

16, 17 189 

18 New type 

19 200 

Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

Legend 
VER/TASCIA 

TAS/VER 

VERLAMIO/-

-/TASCI 

T ASCIO/T ASCIO 

?/VIR 

-/VIR 

? CAMO/-

None 

RVI[I?]IRVII 

None visible 

ANDOCO/AND 

Comment 
Silver 

Bearded head/ goat. Cf. Mack 
182 and LT 5594, Togirix. 
lE Minim. Unbearded head/ 
grazmg horse. Cf. Mack 
183A. 
See comment on obv. legend 
under Mack 189. 
lE minim. Head with rolled 
hair/goat right. 

Five of these coins carry the Verulamium mint-signature, three with the mint-name alone. Two 
carry the name Tasciovanus only and two probably link his name with the Verulamium mint. Of 
the other two inscribed pieces two mention apparently another person Rues. . . alone. One 
stands apart by perhaps carrying the mint-name of Camulodunum. 

On two of the coins there is no evidence for legend, but these are minims and so this is not 
surprising: these were probably considered too small for inscription. The styles are similar to 
those of Tasciovanus, as are those of Rues ... (cf. BNJ xxxvi (1967), 4). 

At least five and probably eleven of the coins were minted at Verulamium. Where only the 
mint and no ruler's name appears (Mack 172, 177, 179) it may be that these issues post-date 
Tasciovanus's rule (BN] xxxvi (1967), 3), although it could be that identity was assumed by 
virtue of his long reign (some twenty-five years). 

The coins of Rues ... (Mack 189) resemble those ofTasciovanus and probably derive from a 
similar time and place. As noted before (in Partridge 1981: 128) the eagle reverse could have been 
based on the issue of Augustus -of 10 B. C. (BMC i, pl. 20, No. 21) or that ofTiberius of A.D. 16 
(BMC i, pl. 26, Nos. 5,6). So Rues ... may have either preceded or succeeded Tasciovanus. 

The new type similar to Mack 182 (No. 14) seems to add to the rare issues of a Camulodunum 
mint under Tasciovanus, and is the first bronze issue identified. It is similar in its reverse 
ornaments to the gold Mack 186. It is similar in style to a Gaulish issue of Togirix which was 
minted c. 80-52 B.C.; this would have been thirty years old at the accession ofTasciovanus and 
we should not place too much reliance on the similarity. 

Since it seems that Cunobelin may have had a fairly extensive coinage at Camulodunum before 
he started coining at Verulamium, it may be thatTasciovanus was the originator ofCunobelin's 
operations at Camulodunum, either ceding these rapidly to his son, or dying soon after they 
commenced. It is to this period, perhaps around A. D. 5 to 10, that the coin legends of Rues ... 
and Andoco ... (and Sego: .. and Dias ... ) at Verulamium may belong. The comparative rarity 
of issues at Tasciovanus at Camulodunum should reflect the brevity of the connection. 

The rather rare coinage of Andoco (represented at Baldock by Mack 200, No. 19 above) -
about nineteen coins of this ? ruler are known- seems to indicate an associate ofTasciovanus on 
the evidence of Mack 170A, inscribed T AS ANDO. The coins tend, if anything, to be distributed 
in the western part and west of the Catuvellaunian area, and derive from the earlier issues of 
Tasciovanus. 
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Cunobelin 
Mack type 

20, 21 221 

22 230 

23--28 242 

29-30 243 

31 245 

32-35 246 

36--39 248 

40--45 249 

46 252 

BALDOCK 

Number Legend 
2 CVNOBELINI/T ASC 

1 CAMVLODVNO/CVNO 

6 CVNOBELINI/ 
T ASCIOV ANI.F 

2 CVNOBELINVS/ 
T ASCIIOV ANII 

1 CVNOBIIITASC FIL 

4 CVNOBELINVS REX/ 
TASC 

4 CVNOBELINI/T ASCIO 

6 CVNO/TASCI 

1 CVNO/CAMV 

Alien (1964) Class 
Early type with Tasciovanus 
legend 
Early type with Camulod
unum legend 
Developed type with Tascio
vanus legend 
Developed type with Tascio
vanus legend 
Early type with Tasciovanus 
legend 
Developed type with Tascio
vanus legend 
Developed type with Tascio
vanus legend 
Developed type with Tascio
vanus legend 
Developed type with 
Camulodunum legend 

Cunobelin reigned at Camulodunum from c. A.D. 7 and at Verulamium from c. A.D. 10 until c. 
40. The period c. 7-10 is when the rulers Andoco ... and Rues ... may have had influence in the i: 
V erulamium area. 

The 'early types' of Cunobelin (four of the 27 here) are those with designs similar to those of 
Tasciovanus. The legends TASC and TASC.FIL of the 'early types' (three of the 27 here) and TASC, 
TASCI, TASCIO, TASCIOVANI.F and so on of the 'developed' or 'classical' types (22 of the 27 here) 
indicate that they were struck in the area where Tasciovanus had had most influence i.e. in the 
V erulamium area. 

The types with Camulodunum legends were minted and used mainly in Cunobelin's eastern 
territories, and so it is no surprise that only two of his coins from Baldock are from this mint, 
whilst twenty-five are ascribable to his western holdings. 

The development of Catuvellaunian bronze coinage is traceable at Baldock, as at Skeleton 
Green, through from British LX types to those of Cunobelin. The two sites have notably similar 
groups of coins, and both exhibit the trends which might be expected of sites in Catuvellaunian 
territories. 

One should perhaps note that Iron Age coinage did not cease to be used on the Conquest. 
Examples of Iron Age coins found with Roman coins both singly (see under Nos. 32-35 above) 
and in hoards (see under Nos. 36--39 above) have been mentioned. 

Potin Coins 
Finds of potin coins in this area are quite to be expected and on these we can add little to what was 
written by D.F. Alien (1971). 

Forgery 
It is clear that the earlier coins of the Iron Age are extremely under-represented as site-finds. The 
earlier issues were commonly of gold and strenuous efforts will have been made to recover any 
accidental loss. The gold coins which we do have are over-represented through hoards, a kind of 
'deliberate loss'. 

Gallo-Belgic D coins were probably struck in the earlier part of the first century B. C. and 
forgeries were presumably made when the true issues were in circulation. When gold coins went 
out of circulation they were melted down for new issues; but forgeries, once identified, became 
worthless. It is notable that single finds of 'gold' coins from excavations are very often forgeries. 
Besides Baldock, one may cite Odell, Beds. (Gallo-Belgic DA/DB); Skeleton Green (Gallo-
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Belgic E, British KB, ? Coritani, ? northern Gaul); Danebury, Hants. (Gallo-Belgic C, Ve'rica); 
Wickford, Essex (British LB, two ofCunbbelin). There are many others. In short, forgeries form 
now a far greater proportion of the total remaining number of examples of any one gold coin 
type than they would have done during its period of circulation. As far as the disappearance of a 
coin record through melting down of old issues is concerned, we may note that excepting 
perhaps the? British LX 19 (No. 2 above), the Baldock Gallo-Belgic De pre-dates by some forty 
years the compactly datable group formed by the rest of the Celtic coins. 

ROMAN COIN LISTS 

by P.E. Curnow 

Unless otherwise indicated references to coms are as follows: 

Up to A.D. 324 Roman Imperial Coinage (R.I.C.), vols i-vii 
From 324 Late Roman Bronze Coinage (L.R.B.C.), parts I and 11 

Abbreviations: Den. 
Sest. 
Dup. = 

Ant. = 

Denarius 
Sestertius 
Dupondius 
Antoninianus 

TABLE 1 ROMAN COINS, SITE A (1970-71) 

No. Obverse Type Date Denomination References 

1-8 Irregular Claudius I 41-45 Den., Dup., Den. - plated hybrid cop.y 
Asses (six) Obv. B, Rev. of Drusus 

Senior cf. 77, (BMC 107). 
Dup. - cf. 67 (Grade 1). Asses 
(six) - cf. 66, copies of 
Minerva type 

9 Nero 54-68 Dup. (67-8) 286 
10-13 Vespasian 69-79 Dup. (three), As. 740, 753(b), 754(b), -

14-15 Trajan 98-11-7 Dup. (two) 385,-
16-18 Hadrian 117-138 Sest., Dup., As -, 597(d), 579(b) 
19 Sabina (Hadrian) 117-138 Den. 410 
20-22 Antoninus Pius 138-161 Sest. (two), Dup. 635 (obv. a.), 778, BMC 1966 
23 M. Aurelius (Antoninus Pius) 138-161 As 1322 
24 Faustina: I (Antoninus Pius) 138-161 As or Dup. (A.D. - (Antoninus Pius) 

141+) 
25 Faustina 11 (Antoninus Pius) 138-161 As or Dup. (A.D. 1408 (Antoninus Pius) 

26 Verus (M. Aurelius) 161-180 As (A.D. 162-3) 1356 (M. Aurelius) 
27 Commodus 180-193 Sest. 472/4 
28 Crispina (Commodus) 180-193 Sest. (A.D. 180-3) 665 (Commodus) 
29 Septimius Severus 193-211 Sest. (A.D. 194) 666/9 
30-31 Valerian 253-259 Ant. (two) 5, 89 
32-'-35 Gallienus 259-268 Ant. (four) 163, 179, 283, 287 (but cf. 8K) 

36 Salonina (Gallienus) 259-268 Ant. 16 

Site Ref 

A 457, A 320, 
A 515, A 185, 
A 12, AX, 
A 327, A 99 

A 431 
A 58, A 68, 
A 154, A 457 
A 102, AX 
AX, AX, A 234 
A 288 
A 1, A 2, AX 
A 298 
AX 

AX 

A4 
AX 
A 418 
AX 
A 533, A 222 
A 58, A 2, 
A 361, A 361 
A2 
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No. Obverse Type Date Denomination References Site Ref 

37 Claudius 11 268-270 Ant. 34 A 361 
38 Quintillus 270 Ant. 7 AX 
39 Victorinus 268-270 Ant. 78 A 530 
40--44 Tetricus I Ant. (five) 71, 100, cf. 100, 103, 141 A 359, AX, 

AX, AX, A 
45 Irregular Tetricus I Ant. cf. 121 AX 
46 Tetricus 11 Ant. 258 AX 
47-49 Irregular Tetricus 11 Ant. (three) cf. 231/2, cf. 263, 270--4 A 442, A 90 

A 90 
so Irregular radiate c. 270 AX 

B_ 
51-54 Carausius 287-293 Ant. (four) 98/101 ML& ; 478 ; 880 A 521, A 9C 

(overstrike); cf. 924 AX, AX 

55 Allectus 293--296 Ant. 
ML 

A2 

56 Diocletian 284-305 Ant. (three) 30 (Var. 0/2F) SbP (minted Al 
under Carausius (A.D. 

No Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference Site Ref 

57-58 VICTORIAE LAET AE 319-320 London Constantine I R.I.C. vii London 157, AX, A 418 
PRINC PERP (two) 161 

59 CAESARVM NOSTRORVM 323--324 London Crispus 291 AX 
GLORIA EXERCITVS Trier, Constantine I 60, 63, A 359, A 35 
(2 Standards) (two) 

A 418 
63 Irregular Victory on c. 330+ Hybrid 0/Urbs Al 

Prow Roma 
64-65 GLORIA EXERCITVS 335-337 Lyons Constantine II 232 AX 

(2 Standards) 337-341 Trier Cons tans 133 A 188 
66 Irregular Gloria Exercitus 335-341 AE 4 size A 200 

(1 Standard) 
67 VICTORIAE DD A VGG 341-348 Trier Cons tans 160/4 A 1 

QNN 

68 FEL TEMP REPARATIO 348-350 Trier Constantius II 30 AX 
(Hut) 

69 FEL TEMP REPARATIO 348-350 Trier Cons tans 33 A 1 
(Phoenix) 

70 SALVS DD NN AVG ET 351-353 Trier Magnentius 66 A 58 
CAES 

71-74 Irregular Fe/ Temp c. 353+ AE 3 (overstruck on A41,A201 
Reparatio (Fallen Victory on Prow), AX, AX 
Horseman type 3) AE 4, Minims (two) 

75-76 GLORIA ROMANORVM 364-375 Lyons Valentinian I 321 AX 
364-375 Aries or Valentinian I A 90 

Lyons 
77-80 SECVRIT AS REIPVBLICAE 367-375 Lyons Valens 340 AX 

367-375 Rome Valentinian I 724 AX 
364-367 Aquileia Valens 968 A 154 
367-375 Siscia Valens 1416 AX 

81-87 VICTORIA A VGGG c. 383 Rome Arcadius 382 AX 
388-402 Aries Arcadius 566/9, 571 A 116, A 90 
388-402 Arcadius, House - (three) A 154, AX, 

of Theodosius I A 521 
(two) 

395-402 Aries Arcadius 568 AX 
88 4th-century irregular Cut and reused part of A 521 

a radiate? 
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TABLE 2 ROMAN COINS, SITE B (1972) 

No. Obverse Type Date Denomination References Site Ref. 

89 Irregular Claudius I 41-45 As Libertas type, cf R.I.C. 69 BX 
90-91 Vespasian 69-79 Asses (two) 746 (variant CAESAR). +one B 13, B 119 

rev. uncertain 
92 Trajan 98--117 Cut piece of Sest. Uncertain B 96 
93 Hadrian 117-138 Sest. 840 (£) B 191 
94-95 Antoninus Pius 138--161 Dup., As 934, Uncertain B 157,BX 
96 Faustina I (Antoninus Pius) 141-161 As or Dup. 1155 BX 
97 1st or 2nd century Cut piece of Sest. Uncertain B72 
98 Julia Soamias (Eiigabalus) 218--222 Denarius 243 B 33 
99 Severus Alexander 222-235 Denarius 17a (but with parazonium- cf B 128 

type of Gordian I) ? Hybrid 
100 Gallienus 259-268 Ant. 287 (8k) B 115 
101 Quintillus 270 Ant. 26 !iL B 179 
102 Victorinus 268--270 Ant. 67 (c) B 13/19 
103-04 Tetricus I 270-273 Ant. 87 (2) B 96, B 121 
105-07 Carausius 287-293 Ant. 130 si.@" (I.F. BX, B 237 

ML. ' MLXXI 
Vanant) 

303 ..§..]£_ B 156 

* 108 Irregular Radiate c. 270 Ant. Victory type, rectangular flan BX 
AE 4 size (13 mm) 

No Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference Site Ref 

109 VICTORIA£ LAETAE 319 Trier Constantine I R.I.C. vii Trier cf 225 B 96/98 
PRINC P but Obv. legend & mm 

as 224 (cut) 
110 VIRTVS EXERCIT 320-321 Constantine 11 type as R.I.C. vii B72 

(Trophy) London 184 
111 Overstrike of DOMINOR 320-321 Ticinum Crisp us R.I.C. vii Ticinum cf B 13/19 

NOSTROR CAESS on SOLI 153 but bust B.i (68) 
INVICTO COMITI (317-318) (Constantine I) 

112 BEAT TRANQLITAS 323-324 London Constantine 11 R.I.C. vii. London 287 BX 
113 CAESARVM NOSTRORVM 323-324 London Crisp us R.I.C. vii London 291 BX 
114 PROVIDENTIAE AVGG 324-325/6 London Crisp us 4p B 19 
115--16 GLORIA EXERCITVS 330-335 Trier Constantine 11 63s B8 

(2 standards) Aries Constantine I 378p BX 
117 Victory on Prow 330-335 Trier Constantinopolis 66s B72 
118--21 GLORIA EXERCITVS 335--337 Trier Constantine I, 87/92p, 95p BX, BX, 

(1 Standard) Constantine 11 

337-341 Trier Constantius 11, 126s,? 127s-? but B 46b, B 72 
Cons tans irregular 

122-24 VICTORIA£ DD A VGG Q 341-348 Trier Constans (two) 150, 154 B 179, B 191 
NN Aries Constantius 11 455 B 156 

125 Irregular Vict. dd nn Aug 351 + Type of AE 4 size B 96/98 
et Cae Magnentius or 

Decentius 
126 FEL TEMP REPARATIO 353-354 Constantius 11 cf. 72 etc. Clipped B72 

(Fallen horseman type 3) 
127-28 Irregular Fel Temp 353 + Cons.tantine 11 cf. 70 (f.h. 2 type) but B 96/98 

Reparatio (Fallen (two) AE 3 size cf 72 (20 B 96/98 
horseman) mm) 

129-36 GLORIA ROMANORVM 364-375 Lyons V alentinian I 275, 311, 322 (but not B 179, BX, 
(two), Gratian Gratian), 351 B 176, BX 

364-367 Aries (two). 479/484, 489 B 177, B 107 
367-375 Aquileia Valentinian I, 1029 B72 
364-378 Valens B 96/98 

Valens 
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No Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference 

137-48 SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE 367-375 Lyons Valens (two) 305/315, 306 
364-375 Aries Valentinian I, 478, 485, 508 (cut! coin) 

Valens (two) 
367-375 Rome Valens (three) 713, 725 (two) 
367-375 Siscia Valens (two) 1416, 1417 
364-378 Valentinian I, -(two) 

Valens 

149 GLORIA f'JOVI SAECVLI 367-375 Aries Gratian 529 
150 REPARATIO REIPVB 378-387 Type as 150--2/154 etc. 

(cut ! AE 2) 
151 VICTORIA A VGGG 383-387 Rome Valentinian 11 785 

(2 Victories) 
152 SPES ROMANORVM 387-388 Aries Magnus Maximus ? 560 
153-61 VICTORIA A VGGG 388-395 Lyons Theodosius I 391/4, 392, 398-92 

Arcadius + one 
388-402 Aries Theodosius 1, 565/8, 566/9, 571, 

Arcadius (two) + 1 567/571-2 
388-402 House of -(two) 

Theodosius I (two) 
162-72 SAL VS REIPVBLICAE 388-402 Rome Arcadius, ? 798, 806/9, 796 et seq. 

Honorius, + 1 
388-402 Aquileia Valentinian 11, + 1 1105, cf. 1105 

388- ? Theodosius I, cf. 796 et seq. [six] 
Honorius, + 4 

173 ? House of Theodosius I 388 + AE 4 
174 ? House of Valentinian 364 + AE 3. RI? Securitas/? 

?Concordia Auggg 
175-8 Uncertain 4th century - (four) AE 4. (two), 

+ 2 minims 

TABLE 3 ROMAN COINS, SITE C (1969) 

No. Obverse Type Date Denomination References 

179 Gallienus 259-268 Ant. 214 
180 Salonina (Gallienus) 259-268 Ant. 5 
181 posthumous Claudius 11 270 Ant. 266 
182-185 Tetricus I 270--273 Ant. (four) 56/7, cf. 100, 101, 148 

186 Irregular Radiate c. 270 

No. Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference 

187 SOLI INVICTO 310--311 Trier Constantine I R.I.C. vi, Trier 899 
188 SOLI INVICTO COMITI 313-314 London Licinius I R.l.C. vii, London 19 
189 SOLI INVICTO COMITI 316-317 London Constantine I R.I.C. vii, London 93 
190--192 SOLI INVICTO COMITI 313-315 Trier Constantine I R.I.C. vii, Trier 40, 42 

(three) (two) 
193 VICTORIAE LAET AE c. 318-319 Trier Constantine I R.I.C. vii, Trier 209 

PRINC PERP 

194 CAESARVM NOSTRORVM 323-324 Trier Constantine 11 R.I.C. vii, Trier 
433/441 

195-198 GLORIA EXERCITVS 330--335 Trier Constantine I L.R.B.C. i, 54p, 57s, 
(2 Standards) (two), Constantine 61p 

11 

330--335 Lyons Constantine 11 L.R.B.C. i, 187p 

Site Ref. 

B 156, B 
B 179, B 13/ 
B72 
BX, BX, B: 
BX, B 179 
BX, B 13/1S 

B 96 
B 121 

B 121 

B 96/98 
BX, B 13/1S 
B 179 
BX, B 174, 
B 96, BX 
B 96/98, B 1 

B 13/19, B 1 
B8 
B 191, B 96, 
B 96/8 
B 41, B 110, 
B 8, BX, B: 

B 179 
BX 

B 72, B 96,. 
B 96 

Site Ref. 

c 31 
c 41 
ex 
c 31, ex, < 
c 38 
c 35 

Site Ref. 

ex 
c 35 
ex 
c 35, c 35, 

c 35 

ex 

c 35, ex,< 

c 35 
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No. Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference Site Ref. 

199 ? Irregular c. 330-335 cf. Lyons Constantine I L.R.B.C. i, cf. 180p ex 
GLORIA EXERCITVS 
(2 Standards) 

200 Victory on Prow 335-337 Aries Constantinopolis L.R.B.C. i, 404p c 35 
201 GLORIA EXERCITVS 335-337 Trier Constantine 11 L.R.B.C. i, 88p c 35 
202 PIETAS ROMANA 337-341 Trier Theodora L.R.B.C. i, 129s c 35 
203-207 Irregular Fel Temp c. 353 + - (Five: one small AE 4, ex, ex, ex, 

Reparatio (Fallen three minims, and one ex, ex 
Horseman type 3) uncertain) 

208-209 GLORIA ROMANORVM 367-375 Lyons Valentinian I, L.R.B.C. ii, 334 + 1 ex, c 35 
Gratian 

210 GLORIA NOVI SAECVLI 367-375 Aries Gratian 529 c 35 
211-212 Uncertain 4th century (Two: part coin AE 4 c 8, c 35 

Irregular + 1 minim) 
213 Uncertain 3rd or 4th fragment C8 

century 

TABLE 4 ROMAN COINS, SITED (1968) 

No. Obverse Type Date Denomination References Site Ref. 

214 Claudius I 41-54 As 69E D63 
215 Antonia (Claudius I) c. 41-46 Dup. 82 D 71 
216 Trajan 98-117 Dup. cf. 41 DX 
217 Commodus 180-192 Dup. 422/433 DX 
218 Septimius Severus 193-211 Sest. 651 D 59 
219 Elagabalus 218-222 Den. 49 DX 
220 Gallienus 259-268 Ant. 256 D 33 
221 Salonina (Gallienus) 259-268 Ant. 11, _!:!L DX 
222 Victorinus 268-270 Ant. cf. 115 DX 
223 posthumous Claudius 11 270 Ant. 261 DX 
224 Tetricus 11 270-273 Ant. 272 DX 
225 Irregular Radiate c. 270 + - - (Invictus type) D 13 

No. Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference Site Ref 

226 Irregular Gloria Exercitvs 330 + cf. Constantine 11 Dl3 
(2 Standards) 

227 Wolf and Twins 330-335 Trier Urbs Roma 65s DX 
228 Irregular Wolf and 330 + cf. Urbs Roma - (AE 3) DX 

Twins 
229-230 GLORIA EXERCITVS 335-337 Aries Constantine II 399 DX 

(1 Standard) 335-341 Constantine II D 25 
231 Irregular G/oria Exercitus 335 + cf. Trier Cons tans cf. 136 DX 

(1 Standard) 
232 VICTORIA£ DD AUGG Q 341-348 Aries Constantius II 455p DX 

NN 
233-235 Irregular Fel Temp 353 + - (three) DX, DX, DX 

mmimS 
236-237 GLORIA ROMANORVM 367-375 Lyons Valentinian I, 300, cf. 324 DX, DX 

Valens 
238-240 SECVRIT AS REIPVBLICAE 367-375 Trier Valens 104 DX, DX, D:X 

Aries Valens 
Rome Valens 713 

241 SALVS REIPVBLICAE 388 + Rome House of cf. 796 DX 
Theodosius I 
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No. 

242 

No. 

243 

244 

No. 

245 

246 

No. 

247 
248 
249 

250 
251 
252-253 
254-258 

No. 

259 
260 
261 

262 

263 
264 

265-266 

267 

268 

269 

BALDOCK 

MEDIEVAL COIN 
Obverse Type Date Denomination References 

Venetian Republic 1400--1413 Soldino of Michael Steno 

TABLE 5 ROMAN COINS, SITE F (1968) 

Obverse Type 

Irregular Claudius I 
(Antonia) 
Irregular Radiate 

Reverse 

Irregular Wolf and 
Twins 
SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE 

Date Denomination References 

c. 41 + Dup. cf. 82 

c. 270 + - - Gallienus/ Sal us type) 

Date Mint Obverse Reference 

c. 330 + - Urbs Roma - (AE 4) 

367-375 Rome Valens 713 

TABLE 6 ROMAN COINS, SITE K (1968) 

Obverse Type Date Denomination References 

Claudius I 41-54 As cf. 66, Grade III-IV Copy 
Trajan 98-117 Sest. 560 
Julia Domna (Septimius 196--211 Den. 548 (Septimius Severus) 
Severus) 
Gallienus 259-268 Ant. 270 
Victorinus 268-270 Ant. 67 
Tetricus I 270--273 Ant. 80, cf. 100 
Irregular Radiates c. 270 Ant. (Five: (AE 3 (two), AE 4 

(three)) 

Reverse Date Mint Obve.rse Reference 

GENIO POPVLI ROMANI c. 300 London Diocletian R.l.C. vi London 69 
Victory on Prow 330--335 Aries Constantinopolis 372 
Irregular Wolf and c. 330 + - Urbs Roma 
Twins 
Irregular Gloria Exercitus c. 300 + - cf. Constantine 11 cf. Trier 49 
(2 Standards) 
PAX PVBLICA 337-341 He! en a 
GLORIA EXERCITVS 337-341 Trier Cons tans 127 
(1 Standard) 
Irregular Gloria Exercitus c. 337 + - cf. Lyons 250/1, + 1 
(1 Standard) 
VICTORIA£ DD AUGG 341-348 Trier Cons tans 160 
QNN 

Irregular Victoriae dd nn c. 351-353 cf. Trier Magnentius cf. 56/58 
Aug et Cae 
FELICIT AS REPVBLICE c. 350--351 Lyons Magnentius 211 

Site Ref. 

DX 

Site Ref. 

FX 

F Burial 50 

Site Ref 

FX 

FX 

Site Ref 

K 89 
K 32 
K 48 

K 68 
K 71 
K 29, K 55 
K 62, K 17, 
K 8, K 67, J 

Site Ref 

K 27 
K 20 
K9 

K 36 

K 21 
K 74 

K 38, K 70 

K73 

K 64A 

K 64b 
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No Reverse Date Mint Obverse Reference Site Ref 

270-277 Irregular Fe/ Temp (. 353 + - cf. Constantius II AE 4 (seven) + (one) K 60, K 81, 
(Fallen Horsemen mm1m K 80, K 61, 
type 3) K 57, K 3, 

K 50, K 24 
278-282 GLORIA ROMANORVM 364-367 Lyons V alentinian I 293 KX 

367-378 Aries Valentinian I 519, 525, 526/30 K 63, K12, 
(two), Valens K 23, 

364-367 Aquileia Valens 989 K 14 
283--286 SECVRIT AS REIPVBLICA 367-375 Aries Valentinian I 521 K 31 

367-375 Aquileia Valentinian I 1020 K 22 
364-378 Valentinian I, - (two) (one Lyons or K41,K77 

House of V al. I Aries + one) 
287 Irregular Securitas c. 364-367 cf. Aries cf. Valens cf. 483 K 54 

Reipublicae 
288 GLORIA NOVI SAECVLI 367-375 Aries Gratian 529 K6 
289-290 VOT XV MVLT XX 378-383 Aries Gratian 552 K 69 

387-388 Rome Valentinian II 765 (R? overstruck on K 52 
Concordia type) 

291 VICTORIA A VGGG 378-383 Rome Valentinian II 789 K 53 
(2 Victories) 

292 SPES ROMANORVM 387-388 Rome Magnus Maximus ? 795 K 85 
293--296 VICTORIA AVGGG 388 + Aries Arcadius (two) 566/9 (two) K 34, K 78, 

(1 Victory) House of Theodosius I 562-572 K 76 
297-298 SAL VS REIPVBLICAE 388 + House of K 88 

Theodosius I (two) K 82, K 87 
299 Uncertain Minum Diam. 4 mm K 83 

TABLE 7 BALDOCK PRIVATE COLLECTION 1970 

No. Obverse Type Date Denomination References Site Ref. 

Republican plated denarius 
2 Domitian 81-96 As 335 
3--5 Antoninus Pius 138-161 Sest. (two), Dup. 904/14 + 1, 668 
6 Commodus 180-193 Denarius 254A 
7-9 Severus Alexander 222-235 Denarius (three) 254A 
10 Philip I 244-249 Ant. 24C 
11 Valerian 253--259 Ant. 117 
12-13 Gallienus (sole reign) 259-268 Ant. 210 ..1!_ + 1 

14 Salonina (Gallienus) 259-268 Ant. 31 
15 Claudius 11 268-270 Ant. 110 ___k_ 

16 Postumus 259-268 Ant. 73 
17-19 Tetricus I 270-273 Ant. lOOC, ? 109, 146A 
20 Tetricus 11 270-273 Ant. 258 
21 Tacitus 275--276 Ant. 39 616 
22 Carausius 286--293 Ant. ? Pax type 
23 Allectus 293--296 Ant. 33 (c)2k_ 

Ml 

24-32 Irregular Radiates Claudius 11 - Reverse 
uncertain; Tetricus I -
Reverses Hilaritas, Salus, + 
three AE 3, two AE 4, one 
mm I m 
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No. 

33 

34-39 

4{}-42 

43 
44-45 

46-51 

52-53 

54-57 

58-59 

60-61 
62--63 

64--67 

68-71 

72-73 
74-75 
76--90 

91 

92-93 

94 
95-96 

97-98 

Reverse 

SOLI INVICTO 

SOLI INVICTO COMITI 

VICTORIAE LAET AE 

PRINC PERP 

BEATA TRANQVILLITAS 

PROVIDENTIAE 

AVGG/CAESS 

GLORIA EXERCITVS 

(2 Standards) 

BALDOCK 

Date Mint. 

310-313 Trier 

312-313 London 
313-314 London 
310-313 Trier 
313-315 Trier 
317-318 Trier 
316 Aries 
318-319 Ticinum 

322-323 
324-326 
324-330 
330-335 

330-355 
330-335 

Trier 
London 
Trier 
Trier 

Lyons 
Siscia 

Irregulir Gloria Exercitus 330 + 
(2 Standards) 
Wolf and Twins 330-335 

Irregular Wolf and 
Twins 
Victory on Prow 
Irregular Victory on 
Prow 
GLORIA EXERCITVS 

(1 Standard) 

330-335 
330-335 
330 + 

330-335 
330 + 

337-341 
335-337 
337-341 

Irregular Gloria Exercitus 335 + 
(1 Standard) 

Trier 
Lyons 
Aries 

Trier 

Trier 
Aquileia 

PAX PVBLICA 337-341 Trier 
PIET AS ROMAN A 

VICTORIAE DD A VGG Q 

NN 

337-341 Trier 
341-348 Trier 

FEL TEMP REPARATIO 348-350 
(Phoenix) 
FEL TEMP REPARATIO 348-350 
(Galley) 
FELICITAS REIPVBLICAE 350-351 
VICTORIAE DD NN AVG 351-353 
ET CAE/S 

Irregular Victoriae dd nn 351 + 
Aug et Cae/s 

Lyons 
Aquileia 

Lyons 

Lyons 

Lyons 
Amiens 
Trier 

99-102 FEL TEMP REPARATIO 

(Fallen Horseman) 
353-354 Trier 

103-112 Irregular Fe/ Temp 
Reparatio 
(Fallen Horseman) 

113-126 GLORIA ROMANORVM 

353 
353 + 

364-378 Lyons 
Aries 

Aquileia 
Siscia 

Obverse 

Constantine I 

Constantine I 

Constantine I 

Constantine I 

Constantine I 

Constantine I 

Constantine I 

Constantine I (three) 

Constantine I 

Crispus 
Constantine I 

Constantine I, Constantine 
11 (three) 
Constantine 11 

Constantine 11 

Urbs Roma 
Urbs Roma 
Urbs Roma 

Constantinpolis 

Constantius 11 (two) 
Constantine I 

Cons tans 

Helena (two) 
Theodora (two) 
Constantius 11 (three) 
Constans (nine) 

Constans 
Constantius 11 

Constantius 11 

Constans 

Cons tans 
Constantius 11 

Magnentius 
Decentius 
Decentius 
Type of Decentius, 
Magnentius or 
Decentius 
Constantius 11, Constantius, 
Gall us 
Constantius 11 (two) 
Types of Constantius 11 

Valentinian 1 

Valentinian I (two), Valens 
(five) + 1 
Valentinian I, Valens 
Valentinian I 

Reference 

R.I.C. vi, 899. Half 
follis 
R.I.C. VI, 279 
R.I.C. vii, 10 
R.I.C. vi, 873 
R.I.C. vii, 41 
R.I.C. vii, 159 (B) 
R.I.C. vii, 74 
R.I.C. vii, 82p, 82T, 82 

R.I.C. vii, 369p 
4 
38s 
54p, 56s, 63p, 63s 
181s 
748e 

AE 3f4 size (two), one 
cf. 63 
65s, 85s 
200p 
380p 
(two) AE 4 

59p, 77s 
AE 3-4, AE 4 

126s, 135 
674p 

AE 3/4 (four) 

112p + 1 
cf. 120, 129p 
140p, s, 144 
145p, 149, 150p, s, 
155p, (two), 158p 
161s, + 1 
261s 
710p 

cf. 182 but Constans 

AE 2, 191s 
AE 2, cf. 40/42 
211p 
9 
59 
AE 3 (two) 

AE 2, 74/74a, 
75s 
AE 2/3 (f.h.2), 
clipped AE 3 (f.h.3) 
AE 3, AE 4 (seven), 

·minims (two) 
350 
480, 489, 495, 518 
(two), 526/30 
1011, 1029 
1418-20 



No Reverse Date 

127-148 SECVRIT AS REIPVBLICAE 364-378 

149-150 GLORIA NOVI SAECVLI 367-375 
151-152 VOT XV MVLT XX 378-383 

153 SPES ROMANORVM 387-388 
154-159 VICTORIA A VGG 388-402 

160--164 SAL VS REIPVBLICAE 388-402 

165-166 Uncertain 4th century 
Irregular 

ROMAN COINS 

Mint Obverse Reference 

Valentinian I, Valens 

Lyons Valens (three) + 1 
Aries Valentinian I (three) 

Valens (four) + 1 
Rome Valens 
Aquileia Valentinian I 

Siscia Valentinian I, Valens (two) 

Valens + 4 
Aries Gratian (two) 
Lyons Gratian 
Aries Gratian 
Aries Flavius Victor 
Lyons Arcadius 
Aries Valentinian 11 + 2 

Theodosius I + 1 
Aquileia Arcadius + 1 

Theodosius I + 2 

107 

Site Ref. 

Aries or Lyons, 
? Aquileia or Siscia 
340, 352, 363, + one 
481, ? 486, 502 
523, 527, + three 
725/30 
cf. 1005 et seq. 
1395 (but "lE) 1415, 
1484 
- (five) 
529, cf. 503 
377 
552 
561 
392 
564, cf. 562 et seq. 
(two) 
-(two) 
1107, 1105 et seq. 
- (three) 
AE 4 - irregular 
(two) 
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FIG. 40. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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THE BROOCHES (FIGS. 40-50) 

By I.M. Stead 

109 

The stratification of the brooches is considered separately below (p. 123). Justine Bayley has 
analysed all the copper alloy brooches (p. 381) and has also commented on the catalogue entries 
which have been amended or expanded accordingly. Apart (rom Nos. 44 and 127-30 (iron) all 
brooches are made of copper alloy. 

1. Much of a distorted and broken brooch with open catch-plate and tapering flat bow 
which is bordered by grooves and has central row of punched dots. The straight 
extension at head of bow allows the possibility that this was an unfinished brooch. 
Related to a Nauheim brooch, but it could have had (or been intended to have) 
two-coil spring with external chord (cf. Nos. 3-12). A 141. 

2. Extremely long open catch-plate from a La Tene Ill brooch. C 37. 
3-12. Pins and springs, but curiously none with bows or catch-plates, from La Tene Ill 

brooches with two-coil springs and external chords. For brooches of this type see 
Stead 1976 a: figs. 1, No. 3; 2, No. 6; 3, No. 3; and 4, No. 2. Second half of the first 
century B.C. No. 3, A 408; 4, B 39; 5, B 230; 6, B 10; 7, B 116; 8, B 15; 
9, A 150; 10, A 516; 11, C X; 12, A 112, spring coils and chord only. 

13. Lower part of bow and part of open catch-plate of a La Tene Ill brooch. It has a 
moulding on the bow and could conceivably be part of the same brooch as one of the 
pins and springs, Nos. 3 to 12. A 514. 

14. Brooch with broken open catch-plate and moulding on the bow. Two of the four 
coils survive and it has an internal chord. B 189. 

15-22. Brooches with flat decorated bows, four-coil springs with internal chords, and solid 
catch-plates. There is a superficial resemblance to a short Nauheim brooch, but the 
solid catch-plate is distinctive and the type belongs to the middle of the first century 
A.D., e.g. Cunliffe 1971: 100 and fig. 36, several examples dating from 43 to 75. No. 
15, B 172: here only one coil of the spring survives, and through it passes a ring which 
is also strung with rather more than one coil from another brooch (perhaps a crude· 
repair, if the other coil had been attached to a pin); No. 16, B 120; 17, A 157; 
18, A 12; 19, A 323; 20, A X; 21, B 15; 22, B 230. 

23-44. Simple brooches with four-coil springs, internal chords and solid catch-plates. The 
undecorated bows are thicker than Nos. 15-22; 23-24 have flattened bows, 35 is flat 
on the underside and rounded on top, whilst 36--40 have rounded bows. No. 39 has a 
markedly humped bow and Nos. 40 and 41 are slightly humped. The type has been 
classified as 'Nauheim derivative', e.g. Hull1961: 169, but its relationship to the true 
Nauheim brooch is remote. It resembles the continental 'soldier's brooch', Ettlinger 
1973: Type 4; Riha 1979: Type 1.6. Many have been found on military sites, e.g. 
Bohme 1972: 13-14, Nos. 49-309, which are very like the humped-bow brooches 
from Baldock, Nos. 39-41 (brooches which stand apart from the others in this group 
because they are made ofbrass and not bronze, seep: 382). But both on the Continent 
and in Britain they are found in civilian contexts and 'poor-man's brooch' is as 
appropriate a name as any, Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 204, Nos. 1 and 2. No. 
23, B 120; 24, A 259; 25, A 226; 26, A 160; 27, A 327; 28, A 106; 29, A X; 
30, B.191; 31, A 446; 32, A 418, with a copper alloy rod through two coils of 
the spring; 33, A 334; 34, A 121; 35, A 329; 36, B 120; 37, A 68; 38, B X; 39, B 46; 
40, B 15; 41, A 244; 42, A 173; 43, A 150; 44, A X, made of iron. 

45-7. Brooches with short bows and long wide feet; solid catch-plates; four-coil springs 
with internal chords; cf. Almgren 1923: Nos. 10 and 11, Riha 1979: 62, Nos. 133 and 
134, Hawkes & Hull 1947: 313, No. 64. No. 45, A 275, the catch-plate is corroded 
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44 

FIG. 41. Brooches: 26--41, copper alloy; 44, iron (full size). 
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FIG. 42. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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and damaged but it seems to have been solid; 46, A 529, only one coil survives, but 
the brooch certainly lacked hook and wings; 47, A 453, cf. No. 48. 

48-9. Similar to Nos. 45-7 in the form of bow and foot, but head is different- incipient 
wings, six-coil spring, external chord and hook. This is the 'Eye brooch', well
known in Britain and on the continent: Hawkes & Hull1947: Type xvi; Wheeler 1930: 
fig. 26,.Nos. 10 and 11; Ettlinger 1973: Type 17; Riha 1979: Type 2.3. No. 48, A 11; 
49, A 237. 

50. Brooch with high rounded bow, decorated with central notched band; transverse 
moulding between bow and foot; solid catch-plate with terminal moulding; wings; 
and six-coil spring, external chord and hook. The type is particularly well represented 
at Nijmegen (van Buchem 1941: pl. vi, Nos. 1-19). No. 50 has lost the pin and almost 
two coils, and has an iron rod through the surviving coils. A 210. 

51-2. Brooches with wide flat bow, external chord and hook. Variants of the Colchester 
brooch, Hawkes & Hull 1947: Type iii. No. 51, A 150, no wings, six-coil spring 
(only half survives), solid catch-plate; 52, A 497, slight wings, six-coil spring, 
elaborately pierced catch-plate. 

53. Smaller brooch with a narrower but flat bow and pronounced wings; eight-coil 
spring; open catch-plate now badly damaged. A 338. 

54-66. Colchester brooches, Hawkes & Hull 1947: Type iii, called Gallic brooches on the 
Continent, Ettlinger 1973: Type 9, Riha 1979: Type 2.2. One-piece brooches with a 
rod bow, wings, six- or eight-coil spring with external chord and hook, perforated 
catch-plate. Nos. 54-5 are large (70 mm), and have eight-coil springs (spring miss
ing for 54); Nos. 58-61 are smaller (50 mm) with six-coil springs. See also 
Nos. 16(k)2. No. 54, A 58; 55, A 106; 56, A 90; 57, A 227; 58, A 466; 60, A X; 
61, B X; 62, A X; spring has been repaired: less than one coil of the original sur
vives, and a separate six-coil spring has been fitted, with a rod to attach it to the 
original coil; 63, A 186, apparently a nine-coil spring, and two perforations in the 
catch-plate; 64, A 285; 65, C 6 and 66, A X, six-coil springs probably from Colchester 
brooches. 

67. Repaired, perhaps a Colchester brooch. Most of spring survives, with external chord. 
Probably a 10-coil spring. There is now a lump of corroded iron in the centre, which 
seems to represent a replacement iron pin which pivoted on an iron bar through the 

·coils of the spring. Nothing of the bow survives, nor any wings. A 191. 
68-80. Colchester-derivative brooches, Hawkes & Hull 1947: Type iv, with spring and pin 

made separately from the body. The external chord passes through hole in the head of 
the brooch (typologically developed from the hook) and the spring is retained by 
central bar which passes through a lug below the head. Several have zig-zag or 
notched ornament along the bow. No. 68, B 203, only three coils of a six-coil spring 
survive, and bar is retained not by perforated lug but by groove between two 
projections, open catch-plate; 69, B X, eight-coil spring, two perforations in 
catch-plate; 70, Brewery Field - eight-coil spring, single irregular perforation in 
catch-plate; 71, Brewery Field- seven-coil spring; 72, A 256, six-coil spring; 73, A 99 
-eight-coil spring; 74, A 259- five-coil spring; 75, A 252- six-coil spring; 76, B 13; 
77, A 155, broken spring; 78, B 224, eight-coil spring; 79, A 12, eight-coil spring; 80, 
A 514, pin and spring possibly from a Colchester-derivative brooch. 

81. Burial 5, see p. 63. 
82. 'Dolphin' brooch, Hawkes & Hull 1947: Type v, so-called because of its profile, and 

differing from Colchester-derivative brooches in having no lug for the central bar of 
spring, whilst the external chord is held by a reversed hook. It has a band of cast 
ornament along the bow, and two similar bands towards ends of each long wing. 
Catch-plate has a pierced design, supplemented by engraved or inscribed lines; 24-coil 
spring, without bar, whose chord is held additionally by a hook near end of each 
wing; Hull 1977: 292 refers to a comparable arrangement on a brooch from 
Colchester. One of the side-hooks (on the right as drawn) is a replacement inserted 
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through a drilled hole and attached to a plate soldered to the underside of wing. The 
spring is also clasped, not very satisfactorily, by the sides of the wings. A 338. 

83. 'Polden Hill' brooch, classified by Hawkes & Hull (194 7) as a variety of Type iv, 
although it also resembles the Dolphin brooch. The distinctive feature is that the 
rounded wings are dosed at ends and perforated to take ends of spring-bar. It has a 
reversed hook and lacks a bar-lug. Design on bow was cut out and filled with niello 
(or possibly a contrasting metal)dt has solid catch-plate and moulding on the foot. 
Spring has 10 coils, but was broken and a together with only two 
coils has been inserted. A 475. 

84. Heavy cast brooch with solid catch-plate, broken at head and lacking spring and pin. 
The head is hollowed on underside, which Jus tine Bayley has identified as a blow hole 
in the casting. Presumably related to the Trumpet brooch, cf. Boon & Savory 1975: 
fig. 2, No. 8. B 47. 

85. Burial 6, see p. 67. 
86. A 'Nertomarus' brooch, so-called because some examples bear this personal name 

(and some have other names), Behrens 1950: 3-5; classified by Hull as Langton Down 
C; Ettlinger 1973: Type 22; Riha 1979: Type 4.3. Spring case covered by typical 
moulding, and line of walked scorper ornament. Lacking pin and half spring. 
Brewery Field. 

87-95. Langton Down brooches, with encased springs and bows which are usually ribbed, 
Hawkes & Hull1947: Type xii. Two main varieties may be distinguished: Nos. 87-90 
have the slightly waisted bow, rounded at the head, Riha 1979: Type 4.4.1. Nos. 
93-5 have straight-sided bow and squared head, Riha 1979: Type 4.4.4. No. 87, B 
133; 88, Brewery Field, foot only oflarge brooch with perforated catch-plate like No. 
87; 89, B 13; 90, C 27; 91 A X, central groove inlaid, possibly with lead (silver inlay is 
also known on Lmgton Down brooches, e.g. Riha "1979: Nos. 522-5); No. 92, E 
X; 93, A 150; 94, A 420; 95, A 335. 

96-7. A variety of the Kragenfibel with narrow bow, Ettlinger 1973: Type 25A, differing 
from the thistle brooch in that the spring is not encased but has external chord, hook 
and wings. These two specimens have six-coil springs. 96, B X; 97, A 425. 

98. Thistle brooch, with square plate set diagonally across the bow, Hawkes & Hull1947: 
Type x; Ettlinger 1973: Type 24; Riha l979: Type 4.5. A 157. 

99-100. The Rosette brooch, decorated with repousse plaque soldered on to bow, Hawkes & 
Hull1947: Type xi; Ettlinger 1973: Type 26; Riha 1979: Type 4.7. No. 99, B 120, 
only the circular panel of ornament survives, and that has a central head (facing the 
spring) surrounded by a ribbed and knobbed border; 100, A 49, none of the 
ornamental plaque survives, the catch-plate (with circular perforation like No. 98) 
and spring-case are flattened, and the pin half of the spring are missing, traces of 
solder (lead-tin) on the front. . 

102. Brooch of an unnamed type whose head and foot had soldered panels of decoration. 
Hawkes & Hull1947: No. 113; Riha 1979: Type 4.8.3; an example from St. Albans 
has the decoration· very well preserved, Stead 1967b. Only the head of the Baldock 
example survives, and it has lost its decorative panel. A 321. 

103. Short brooch with humped bow, whose spring-cover, open on the underside, has 
solid end-plates through which a bronze bar passes through centre of spring. The 
spring (broken) has an internal chord. Line of tinning along the bow and another 
across the spring-cover. This is a Kniefibel, common on military sites along the 
Rhine/Danube frontier where it dates froth the second to the fourth century; Ettlinger 
1979: Type 53. B 35. 

Nos. 104-41. Hinged brooches, all with the copper-alloy pin pivoted on an iron bar. 
104-6. Aucissa brooches;, with a high rounded ribbed bow, and short solid catch-plate 

terminating in separate moulding. No. 104 is marked IIIAVCISSA, but the others are 
not named. Hawkes & Hull1947: Type xvii; Behrens 1950: 6-8; Ettlinger 1973: Type 
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FIG. 43. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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FIG. 44. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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FIG. 45. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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FIG. 46. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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FIG. 47. Copper alloy brooches (full size). 
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FIG. 48. 
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29; Riha 1979: Type 5. 2. No. 104, B 120; 105, B 133, two studs in the head; 106, C 
31, two perforations in the head. 

107-11. Hinged brooches with low ribbed bow separated by transverse moulding from flat 
foot usually terminating in a knob; solid catch-plate; tinned. Ettlinger 1973: Type 31; 
Riha 1979: Type 5.12. No. 107, A 515, cf Riha 1979: Type 5.12.1; No. 108, A 237; 
109, A 252; 110, A 253; 111, B X. 

112-19. Hinged brooches with long ribbed bow and projecting wings; solid catch-plates; 
tinned apart from Nos. 115 and 117. The Hod Hill brooch, Hawkes & Hull 1947: 
Type xviii (Class B); Ettlinger 1973: Type 34; Riha 1979: Type 5. 7. Nos. 112-16 
have short wide bow with a pair of knobs at the bottom, and 117-18 have a longer 
bow with a pair ofknobs at the top. 112, A 121; 113, A 294; 114, A 226; 115, A 
58; 116, B X; 117, A 237; 118, A 466; 119, A 141. 

120. Hinged brooch with long cross-piece bordered by transverse mouldings, Riha 1979: 
Type 5. 8. Remains of two iron rods through the foot, cf Hull1961: 179-82. The head 
is curiously asymmetrical so that the pin is by no means central to the brooch; tinned. 
A 68. 

121-2. · Hinged brooches with openwork bows; tinned. Hawkes & Hull 1947: Type xviii 
(Hod Hill, Class D); Riha 1979: Type 5. 7.10. No. 121, A 484; 122, A 150. 

123. Hinged brooch with three pairs of squarish knobs projecting from bow. Its bow, but 
not the foot, resembles Riha 1979: Type 5.3; Ettlinger, 1973: Type 31- especially pl. 
9, No. 13; Hull 1961: 178-9 (Bagendon 'C'). A 12. 

124. Hinged brooch whose ribbed bow is bordered by pronounced transverse mouldings; 
tinned. There is a similarity with Ettlinger 1973: Type 32, and Riha 1979: Type 5.6. 
A 68. 

125. Hinged brooch with moulding near head of bow; tinned. Catch-plate has circular 
perforation and there is a knob on the foot. It resembles Riha 1979: Type 5.10 and 
Ettlinger 1973: Type 33. B 72. 

126. Simple hinged brooch with flat ribbed bow, solid catch-plate and small moulding on 
foot, cf Hawkes & Hull 1947: No. 53. A X. 

127-30. Hinged iron brooches with solid catch-plates. In 127-129 bow expands at head and is 
simply wrapped round bar on which the pin pivots. No. 130 seems to have bow more 
sharply distinguished from the encasing of the bar. 127, A 290; 128, C X; 

· 129, A 12, has a bronze pin; 130, A 359. 
131-40. Pins from hinged brooches (not illustrated). 131, B 47; 132, B 203; 133, B 121; 

134, B 156; 135, B 203; 136, D 98; 137, A 150; 138, A 285; 139, A 285; 
140, A 150; 140a, A 252. 

141. Hinged rosette brooch in poor condition, much obscured by corrosion-products. The 
disc comprises two sheets of brass, the upper one domed and with concentric 
repousse cordons. A central ? iron pin is surmounted by a bead of red glass. A 12. 

Nos. 142-52. Hinged plate brooches, with pin pivoting on bar held between two lugs. 
Apart from Nos. 142. and 148 the hinge-bars are of iron. 

142. In form resembling a rosette brooch, with three projecting knobs, central cabochon of 
blue glass, and flat expanding foot which has been tinned. Cabochon held in place by 
thin sheet of metal with a cut-out soldered to back of brooch, cf No. 146. Similar to 
Thill 1969: No. 187; Riha 1979: No. 1583. A 318. 

143. Broad flat expanded foot of brooch with a very short solid catch-plat(!; tinned. It has 
bordering ribs and two longitudinal ribs down the centre. B 107. · 

144.. Circular plate with four projecting knobs tinned on the front. A central iron rivet 
with copper alloy head held a 'bead' which is represented only by iron corrosion
products. A 12. 

145. Ten-pointed star, lacking central bead secured by an iron rivet; tinned. cf Riha 1979: 
No. 1516. B 74. 
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FIG. 49. Copper a lloy brooches (full size). 
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146. Eight-pointed star, with amber-coloured glass cabochon held in place by repousse 
decorated tinned ? brass sheet soldered to the back-plate. A 463. 

147. Circular, in poor condition, with remains of six projections. C 20. 
148. Four-spoked wheel, cf. Ettlinger 1973: Type 40; Riha 1979: Type 7.6. 'The ring of 

enamel is made up of long and short blocks of alternating turquoise/green and purple 
translucent glass. Three of the projecting lugs contain opaque orange enamel, the 
fourth translucent amber/brown.' B 20. The enamel on Nos. 148, 149 and 151 is 
described by Justine Bayley. 

149. Domed pelta-shaped plate with projecting knobs, lacking hinge and pin. 'At least 
three enamel colours are visible. The central band of rectangles are alternately yellow 
and unknown. The big fields to each side are blue and the triangles round the edge 
alternately blue and unknown. The enamel in the protruding discs is also of unknown 
colour. The "unknowns" are most likely to have been red (or green) but are so 
decayed that no positive identification can be made.' Brailsford 1958: fig. 12, No,. 46 
is a more elaborate version of this type. A 191. 

150. Cruciform, with pointed-oval terminals, cf. Ettlinger 1973: pl. 13, No. 2. A 237. 
151. Diamond-shaped, with perforated border. 'The inset spots are hemispheres, probably 

originally spheres pressed into the blue field while it was soft, and then polished. The 
inner parts of these hemispheres have fallen out.' cf. Riha 1979: No. 1671 (illustrated 
in coloured frontispiece). Brewery Field. 

152. Representation of cat attacking small hare. Both are striped with shallow grooves 
inlaid almost certainly with niello; the eyes ofboth have been similarly treated. Upper 
surface tinned. A 230. 

Nos. 153-9. Penannular brooches 
153. Very small brooch, with rolled terminals. B 130. 
154. About half with rolled terminal. A 100. 
155. One terminal broken, the other simply folded back. B 156. 
156. Flat terminals, double-folded. A X. 
157. Double knobbed terminals, lacking pin. B 206. 
158. Flat terminals, each with two projections. B 139. 
159. Fragment with broken pin and lacking terminals. A 116. 

Nos. 162 Unfinished Brooches 
Three Colchester brooches had been broken and discarded in the course of manufacture: 

160. Flattened catch-plate, wings, a complete hook flattened at the end and still elongated 
(the projection to the left, as drawn); presumably discarded because the spring/pin 
had broken almost at its beginning. A 150. 

161. Twisted into a roughly circular shape when discarded. It differs from No. 160 in 
having the hook springing from almost the full width of the head below the wings. It 
has reached a slightly more advanced stage of manufacture in that the hook has been 
.curved into its final position, but work had not started on the catch-plate. Like No. 
160, this brooch must have been discarded because the spring/pin broke near its 
source. A 226. 

162. Another of the same type. The hook, which springs from nearly the full width as on 
No. 161, has been curved into position and retains a loop whose ends do not seem to 
have been broken. The spring/pin has broken at its source, as on Nos. 160, 161. The 
catch-plate is unworked, but bent over against the bow; and there are clear hammered 
tool-marks along what was to be the underside of the bow, towards the head. A 334. 
(Nos. 161 and 162 were found about 20 m apart). 

These three pieces illustrate some of the stages in the manufacture of a Colchester brooch, but 
they leave many questions unanswered. It is clear that the bow was cast as a straight bar, which 
was later hammered to its bow-shape- indeed hammer-marks on the underside of the bow are a 
feature of Colchester brooches. The catch-plate was probably hammered from the straight bar, 
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FIG. 50. Unfinished brass brooches (full size). 

or just possibly cast in rudimentary form. The wings seem likely to have been part of the original 
casting, and the projections to be worked into the hook and spring/pin were perhaps also 
distinguished in the casting. Apart from the rudimentary shaping of the catch-plate, work seems 
to have started at the head of the brooch, perhaps because there was more chance of failure in 
shaping the spring and pin. 

For the manufacture of one-piece brooches from a length of bronze see Drescher (1955). 
Several unfinished brooches are now known from the continent, and in particular a couple of 
unfinished Nauheim brooches from Basle and Berne have been studied in detail by Furger-Gunti 
(1977), who showed that the pins ofNauheim brooches were drawn and not hammered to shape 
(the points were hammered). One-piece brooches with more complex moulded bows were cast, 
of course, and occasional discarded castings are known, see Behrens 1954: 234-5. 

The stratification of the brooches 
A collection of162 brooches (including fragments and unfinished brooches) is sufficiently large 

to warrant some form of analysis. In the histograms (FIG. 51) brooches have been divided into 
types and plotted according to a very general chronology established for the contexts largely on 
the basis of the pottery. In order to provide some kind of control the same approach has been 
used for British coins (FIG. 51, n) whose manufacture ceased in the middle of the first century 
A. D., and for Roman toilet instruments (FIG. 51, p) which were not found in pre-conquest layers 
(p. 130) and were presumably in use throughout the Roman occupation. Of the British coins nine 
were found in pre-conquest contexts, four survived into Neronian and Flavian deposits, only one 
was in an early second-century feature and 18 were in residual contexts from the late second 
century onwards. The high percentage of the latter is hardly surprising. on a site occupied 
continuously for more than 400 years and accords well with the large amount of residual pottery 
in later features. More than halfthe British coins were clearly residual and of the rest two-thirds 
were in contemporary deposits and one-third survived fifty. or so years after manufacture. 

Like the coins, almost half of the brooches were in residual contexts, and in most instances 
there is a similar sharp division between contemporary and survival contexts on the one hand and 
residual contexts on the other. The earliest type is the brooch with two-coil spring and external 
chord (FIG. 51, a). Nos. 4, 5 and 7 were pre-Claudian (No'. 5 being late first-century B.C.), Nos. 6 
and 9 Neronian, and the rest residual. In the typological classification the one-piece brooch with 
flat decorated bow (Nos. 15-22, FIG. 51, b) was distinguished from the 'poor man's' brooch 
(Nos. 23-44, FIG. 51, c); the stratification suggests that the former is pre-Flavian (with the small 
fragment No. 22- for which a solid catch-plate cannot be proved - in the first century B.C.) 

whilst the latter continues to the end of the first century A.D. There are two 'poor man's' 
brooches from mid first-century A.D. contexts, but not certainly pre-Claudian (Nos. 25 and 28). 

Most Colchester brooches (FIG. 51, d) are in residual contexts, but four are pre-Flavian (Nos. 
51, 52, 55 and 64), No. 52, with a flat bow and vestigial wings, being early first-century A.D. 

There is only one Colchester brooch from a Flavian layer and none in an early second-century 
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FIG. 51. Histograms to show the chronological distribution of various types of brooch. a, two-coil, 
external chord (3--12); b, one-piece, flat (15-22); c, poor man's (23--44); d, Colchester 
(51-67, distinguishing Nos. 51 and 52) including the unfinished brooches e, 
Langton Down (87-95); f, Aucissa (104-6); h, Hod Hill A (1 07-11 ); j, Hod Hill (112-19); 
k, other hinged brooches, including isolated pins (120--41 ); 1, hinged plate brooches 
(143--52); m, penannular (153--9). For comparison: n, British coins; p, Roman toilet 

. instruments (263--312). 

context, but those layers produced several of the derived form with separate spring and pin (Nos. 
73--5, 77, 78 and 81; FIG. 51, e).The earliest oft.he latter type was found in a Neronian context 
(No. 79), and the histogram suggests that manufacture stopped about or soon after A.D. 100. 

Only three Langton Down brooches (FIG. 51, f) were not residual, but for what it is worth the 
earliest was of the type whose bow is rounded at the head (No. 87, early first-century), whereas 
the others had the bow with squared head (Nos. 93, Neronian, and 95, late first-century). A 
Kra.genfibel (No.c 97) ·was an ea-rly first-cent;ury context,, .and·two of.the..:thisde!Ros-ette 
brooches were stratified in Neronian features. 

Of the hinged brooches one Aucissa (No. 105, FIG. 51, g) and three Hod Hills (Nos. 112, 114 
and 121) were in pre-conquest contexts. An interesting distinction can be drawn between the 
stratification of the wingedHod Hill brooches (Ettlinger 34, FIG. 51, j) and their relatives without 
wings (Ettlinger 31, FIG. 51, h), for the earliest of the latter was in a late first-century layer (No. 
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109). The other hinged fibulae, including loose pins, were found in first-century contexts or in 
residual deposits of the third century onwards (FIG. 51, k). 

It is useful to have a number of plate brooches from Neronian and Flavian layers (Nos.143, 
144, 147, 150 and 152; FIG. 51, 1) because these brooches are not well-dated in Britain. The 
Baldock evidence suggests that they too are essentially of the second half of the first century. 
Indeed, the only histogram which differs markedly from this pattern is the one for penannular 
brooches (FIG. 51, m): not one comes from a first-century layer. But the significance of this is 
questionable, because Nos. 153-5 and 157 are certainly types known as far back as the first 
century A.D. 

As elsewhere in Britain and on the Continent, brooches were extremely fashionable at Baldock 
in the first century A.D. Few were found in early second-century levels, and it seems likely that 
with few exceptions production stopped about 100. The Knee brooch (No. 103) is one of the 
exceptions, whose late context (c. A. D. 180-220) reflects its date of manufacture and. use; but 
otherwise only the odd penannular brooch is likely to have been worn after the middle of the 
second century. 

OTHER BRONZE OBJECTS 

By I. M. Stead 

'Bronze' is used throughout this report as a term for copper allov objects which have 
not been analysed; this section includes the one object of silver (No. 206). 

163--6. 

A. BRACELETS (FIGS. 52-3) 

Lengths of broad flat bracelets with grooved and ribbed bodies and stamped 
decoration on the terminals. 163, A 321; 164, A 405; 165, A 100; 166, C 35. 

167-70. Bracelets with flat section at right-angles to the wrist, and notched decoration along 
outside. Made from a single length of bronze whose terminals have been tapered and 
soldered. No. 167, ciistorted, split operi along the soldered joint, B X; 168, K X; 169, 
K X; 170, soldered at one end, the other end broken on line of a perforation, B 96. 

171-81. Bracelets with flat section parallel with the wrist; various fastenings. No. 171, B 191, 
and 172, K X, riveted terminals; 173 and 174, B 96/98, no surviving terminals; 175, B 
179, presumably overlapping terminals (one is tapered and the other broken); 176, B 
13 and 177, D 13, no surviving terminals; 178, A X, hook-and-eye terminals; 179, H 
X, overlapping wrapped terminals; 180, B 179, and 181, B 8, each with one rounded 
terminal. 

182-6. Fragments of bracelets made of twisted strands of wire. Nos. 182-4 have three 
strands, and 185-6 have two. Only 182 has a terminal, and that is 182, A X; 
183, B 19; 184, Brewery Field; 185, B 178; 186, A 530. 

187-92. · Parts of braeele.ts with circular or:. oval section: 187, B.J20;.188,. B 120; ;189; CX; 
190, A 329; 191, B 96; 192, B X. 

Stratification: The small number of broad flat bracelets (Nos.163-6) ire from a mixture of 
contexts starting with Neronian (164). The next two types (Nos. 167-81) are clearly later: they 
are absent from layers earlier than the fourth century. Of the twisted wire bracelets (Nos.·· 
182-6), two are from third-century features, one is fourth-century, and the other two are 
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FIG. 53. Bronze bracelets (full size). 
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unstratified. The final type includes one no earlier than the late second century (No. 190) and 
three from late third- or fourth-century contexts. 

B. FINGER-RINGS (FIG. 54). 

193, also used as a key, B 62; No. 194, CX; 195, A 466; 196, A 108; 197, C 42 and 198, B 139, 
as No. 196 but with circular section. 

199-201. Spiral finger-rings. 199, A 150; 200, B 160; 201, B 102, found on finger of Burial 
No. 55. 

Also three iron finger-rings were found, see Nos. 517-19. 

Stratification: The spiral finger-rings are clearly early: No. 200 is in the first quarter of the first 
centuryA.D., No. 199 is Neronian, and No. 201 was with a burial cut into a later first-century 
B.C. ditch. Three rings were in third-century contexts (Nos. 193, 195 and 197); two were 
fourth-century (Nos. 196 and 198); No. 194 was unstratified. 

202-5. 

C. EAR-RINGS (FIG. 54). 

Small bronze spirals terminating in a hook. No. 203 is wound clockwise, and 202 and 
204 anticlockwise. Their identification as ear-rings is not certain, but seems rea
sonable. 202, A 156; 203, A 106; 204, A 1; 205, A 150, spiral only, lacking the 

.hook. 

Stratification: This is an early type, with two in Claudian or pre-Claudian layers (Nos. 202 and 
203), one Neronian (No. 205) and No. 204 presumably residual in a context no earlier than the · 
late second century (cf. also No. 358). 

D. HAIR-PINS (FIGS. 54-5). 

All have circular shanks, and are classified here according to the form of the head. 
206. Silver. Brewery Field. 
207-9. Globular head, with one cordon below. 207, A X; 208, Brewery Field; 209, C 27, 

possibly re-pointed like No. 214. 
210. Globular head, with three cordons below. A 109. 
211-17. Deep flat head, with one cordon below. 211, A 226; 212, A 344; 213, B 115; 

214, A 259; 215, B 231; 216, A 109; 217, B 108. 
218-23. Various heads, as drawn. 218, B X; 219, A 482; 220,. A 116; 221, A 109; 222, A X; 

223, A 116. 
224-6. Small head, no thicker than the shank. 224, A 100; ,225, C 31; 226, AS. 

Stratification: Of the 21 hair-pins 16 were in stratified contexts.: only one is early (No. 211, 
Claudian or pre-Claudian); No. 214 belongs to the first half of the second century; and most of 
the others are of the late second or third century. 

E. NEEDLES (FIG. 55). 

227, A 317, 228, B 156; 229, A 10; 230, B 204; 231, C 37; 232, C 37; 233, A 202. No. 234, 
A 12 is a needle of different type: it has a heavy square-sectioned shank and is not pointed 
but flattened and worn at the end. 
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FIG. 54. Bronze finger-rings, ear-rings and hair-pins, and one hair-pin of silver (No. 206) (full 
size). 
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Stratification: The only needle in an early context (No. 234, Neronian) is different in type from the 
others, none of which is earlier than the second half of the second century. 

F. SPATULAE (FIG. 55). 

235, A 13; 236, B X; 237, Brewery Field; 238, A 495; 239, B 8, blade only; 240, B 103, bulb
ous terminal only. 

Stratification: The spatulae were in third- and fourth-century contexts, with two unstratified. 

241-2. 
243--8. 

249-55. 

256-9. 

260. 
261. 
262. 

G. LIGULAE (FIGs. 55-6). 

Spoon-shaped end. 241, B 156; 242, A 290. 
Flat circular end, set at a slight angle to the shank. 243, A 288; 244, A X, broken and 
repainted; 245, A 202; 246, A 199; 247, A X; 248, A 237. 
Flat oval end, set at a slight angle to the shank. 249, A 109; 250, C 13; 251, A 10; 
252, A X; 253, A 18; 254, B 13; 255, A 106. 
The circular end is not at an angle to the shank. 256, A 521; 257, A 408; 258, A 268; 
259, A 433. 
Exceptionally heavy shank. A 90. 
Exceptionally large circular terminal. B X. 
The oval terminal is curious in that a thin sheet of a different metal has been soldered 
to the original surface; the end is worn but not broken. A 7. 

Stratification: Nos. 242-8 seem to stand apart, with four in the second century and two 
unstratified. For the rest, with the exception of No. 255 (Claudian or pre-Claudian), the 14 
stratified examples date from the second half of the second to the fourth century. 

263--5. 

266-74. 

275. 
276. 
277-9. 

280-83. 

284. 

285-8. 

289-303. 

304-12. 

H. TOILET INSTRUMENTS (FIGs. 56-7). 

Complete set, with the three items found together but without a linking ring. The 
nail-cleaner and tweezers have bordering grooves. A 290. 
Ear-scoops rounded at the perforated end. 266, A 418; 267, B 130; 268, A 230; 
269, A 290; 270, A 150; 271, B 15; 272, A 121; 273, B 120; 274, A 116. 
Ear-scoop with broad flat end. A X. 
Ear-scoop with twisted wire end. A 188. 
Nail-cleaners with filed herring-bone decoration on the neck. 277, A 158; 278, A 132; 
279, EX. 
Nail-cleaners with undecorated necks and bordering grooves. 280, A 395; 281, A 68; 
282, C 25; 283, A 213. 
Nail-cleaner whose perforated end is not simply twisted like the others. A very broad 
head has been folded, then cut to shape and perforated. A 290. 
Simple undecorated nail-cleaners. No. 265, A 418; No. 286, B 8; No. 287, A X; 
No. 288, B 68. 
Pairs of tweezers with bordering grooves. 289, B 13; 290, B 13; 291, A X; 
292, B 77; 293, B 13; 294, B 13; 295, A 356; 296, A 334; 297, A 204; 298, A 141; 
299, B 156; 300, A 90; 301, B X; 302, B X; 303, A X. 
Pairs of tweezers without bordering grooves. 304, A 10; 305, A 463; 306, B 68; 
307, A 317; 308, B 42; 309, B 13; 310, A 1; 311, A 324; 312, A 43. 

Stratification: The significant point about the stratification of toilet instruments is their absence 
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from early levels. They do not occur 'before the Roman conquest: elsewhere toilet instruments 
have been found in La Tene contexts, but they are certainly rare and it seems that the pre-Roman 
inhabitants of Baldock had no use for such refinements. After the conquest they remained in 
steady use throughout the Roman period: when interpreting the histogram (FIG. 51 p) a residual 
element must be allowed from the hte second century onwards (p. 123). 

J. STUDS, NAILS, TACKS, PINS, ETC. (FIGs., 57-8). 

Unless otherwise noted, all were found in third- or fourth-century contexts. 
313. (FIG 57). The stud secures a thin disc with repousse ornament. A X. 
314. (not illustrated). Similar disc, undecorated apart from ribbed border, lacking the stud. 

B X. 
315-21. Studs with large domed heads. 315, A 90; 316, B 120; 317, A 188; 318, A 235; 

319, B 120; 320, B 120; 321, A 483, head filled with? lead, and seems to have iron 
shank. 

Nos. 322-7. Studs with large fiat heads; Nos. 323 and 324 have rolled-over edges. 
322. End of shank is rectangular in section and slightly burred like a rivet. On the head 

representation of a bird has been faintly inscribed, with legs shown by punched dots. 

323-7 
Wheeler 1930: 112, fig. 37, No. 4 is very similar. A 43, c. A.D. 90-120. 

No. 323, B X, two perforations in the head; 324, A 291, Flavian; 325, A 329; 
326, A X; 327, B 120. 

328-30. Thin cordoned heads, no shanks. 328, A 58; 329, B 96; 330 D X. 
331. Stud with a long thin shank which could not have been hammered into the wood. B 

332. 
333-5. 

50, c. A.D. 150-80. 
Stud whose iron shank fits into a socket on underside of cast bronze head. B 13. 
Studs with small domed heads. 333, B 41; 334, A 201, possibly second-century; 
335, EX. 

336-44. Nails with bulbous heads. 336, A 58; 337, B 99; 338, B 110; 339, B 13; 340, A 10; 

345-6. 
347-9. 

350. 
351. 
352. 
353. 
354. 
355. 
356. 
357. 
358. 

341, A 327; .342, A X; 343, A 485, Claudian or pre-Claudian; 344, B 203. 
Tacks with flat decorated heads. 345, B 99; 346, A X. 
Sheet bronze tacks with wrapped shanks and folded heads. 347, B 121; 348, B 96; 
349, B 191. 
Very small tack with domed head. A X. 
Pin; head wrapped with two coils of wire. E X. 
Pin. C 8. 
Pin (not illustrated). A 324. 
Rivet. A 136, Flavian. 
Button, resembling a collar-stud, notched round the larger disc. B 41. 
Split-pin with rectangular head. A 457. 
Split-pin with open circular head. A 321. 
Twisted wire, terminating in hook at each end. Possibly a dress fastener. B 52, 
Neronian (cf. Nos. 202-5). 

K. MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS (FIGs. 58-61). 

359. Two plates of a strap-end, riveted at one end and soldered at the other. B 179, late 
fourth-century. 

360. Part of similar but broader strap-end. A X. 
361. Buckle with iron bar. A 335, Flavian. 
362. Buckle, with strap-end and pin round an iron bar. A 49, Neronian. 
363. Buckle without pin. C X. 
364. Belt-slider. B 62, late third-century. 
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365. Buckle. A 92, Neronian. 
366. Pin from buckle. Brewery Field. 
367. Handle with broken terminals. A 495, third-century. 
368. Handle, flat on the back and rounded/faceted on front; a casting flaw in the middle. 

The very flat back might suggest that it had not been used, but the two 'loops' are 
well worn and there is an interesting parallel (but pivoted on a central bar and not on 
two 'loops') from Crownthorpe, Norfolk (Norwich Castle Museum, a recent 
discovery). The Crownthorpe handle, which is on a strainer, is equally flat on the 
back, also has casting flaws, and was found with a hoard of metalwork dating early in 
the second half of the first century A.D. A 82, c. A.D. 18(}-220. 

369. One arm of hinge, with well-disguised rivet-head. A 269, c A.D. 18(}-220. 
370. Iron key, with very fine lion's head bronze handle. A 109, third- or fourth-century. 
371. Slide-key, perhaps for casket. A 418, fourth-century. 
372. Similar slide-key. B 189, Flavian. 
373. Handle for iron knife. A 12, Neronian. 
374. Crude spoon. A 525, third-century. 
375. Spatula, with traces of iron ring or bar through handle. A 68, late fourth-century. 
376. Handle with animal-head terminal. Head has protruding eyes and well-pronounced 

jaw-line with broken ring below. A 349, c. A. D. 18(}-220. 
377. Bronze object in the form of trough with animal head at each end and a central ring 

below. Three shield-shaped panels of enamel inlay (red in the centre flanked by two 
green panels) on each side. Found immediately adjoining No. 310. This object 
belongs to a type well-known from Romano-British contexts but apparently 
unrecorded on the Continent. It was discussed by Smith (1918) who suggested that it 
was a 'charm' pendant modelled on a piece ofhorse-harness known as a 'cavesson' or 
'barnacles'. The type is occasionally associated with a small curved bronze rod, e. g. in 
burials at Chichester (Down & Rule 1971: 115 and fig. 5.18, Burial228v, and w) and 
at King Harry Lane, St. Albans (unpublished). Possibly the rod was used to grind or 

·mix something (? cosmetics) in the trough. A 1, c. A.D. 18(}-220. 

Nos. 378-80. Ritual model objects 
The two axes and spearhead belong to a class of ritual object of which a fair percentage come 
from temple sites. Model axes are particularly common, see Green (1975). All three ritual models 
came from the east corner of the excavated area. No. 378 was in a pit well-dated by good-quality 
pottery, c. A.D. 18(}-220; No. 379 was in a third-century ditch; and No. 380 in the upper filling of 
the same late fourth...:century well that produced a fragment of bronze statuary (No. 382) and an 
iron 'ritual' rattle (No. 523); both ditch and well included a considerable amount of residual 
material. 
378. 
379. 
380. 
381. 

382. 

383. 

384. 

385. 
386. 
387. 

Model axe; blade deeply grooved on each face. A 11. 
Model axe. A 90. 
Model spear. A 68; 
Ring in the form of a miniature Iron Age terret. The type is found in two of the 
Yorkshire cart-burials as well as in a non-harness context at Honley, Stead 1979: 52, 
and on several settlement sites. A X. 
Decorated piece of thick cast bronze. Possibly part of a large bronze figure, with the 
swirls representing hair or drapery. A 68, late fourth-century (cf above, Nos. 
378-80). 
Part of cut-out plaque in the form of four-petalled flower. One pin-hole and part of 
another survive in the border. C 20, Flavian. 
Thin circular plaque with a cut-out design possibly representing a tree. Two pin-holes 
and part of another in the border. Brewery Field . 

. · Thin cut-out ornament, with central rib. Brewery Field. 
Distorted length, with three stamped circular motifs. A 480, third-century. 
Roughly rectangular plaque, all edges original and slightly worn, with faint 
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decoration on one face. A 186, second half of the first century A.D. 

388. Part ofbroad strip with ridged edges and three stamped circles down the centre. Only 
one edge survives; the other is broken. A 68, late fourth-century. 

389. Thin plaque ornamented with dotted design and with three pin-holes. The absence of 
decoration at top suggests that that part might have been covered. B X. 

390. Part of very thin decorated panel with bordering grooves and repousse circular device 
at one end. K X. 

391. Two lengths from a diagonally ribbed strip, with lumps of? lead underneath. A 8, 
c. A.D. 180--220. 

392. Well-preserved length of straight binding. B 13, c. A.D. 120--150. 
393. Ralph Jackson, who identified this as a split-nib pen, comments: 'A slender tube, 

formed by hammering a thin strip of bronze around a cylindrical former, now broken 
in two Qoining) pieces. The upper end is complete, but the tip of the nib is missing. 
The form is characteristic of Roman split-nib pens, and, though part of the nib is 
missing, this identification is confirmed by the horizontal cut near one end which 
removed just over half the diameter of the tube and forms the start of the nib section. 
Though a known Roman type, split-nib pens are not common. Where found they are 
normally of bronze, though reed pens also survive occasionally (e. g. BM GR 1906 
10--22 18, of Roman date, from Behnesa, Egypt), and must, one suspects, have been 
rather more common originally than those of bronze. Certainly the survival rate of 
tubular pens, whether of organic or inorganic materials, is likely to be much lower 
than that for the solid, more robust and ubiquitous stylus. Additionally, if the nib 
section is missing or badly corroded, the function of the remaining slender bronze 
tube is at all evident (e.g. Frere 1972: 147 fig. 51, 167). 

Although perhaps not always used for their intended purpose, the presence of 
split-nib pens, and inkwells, in Roman Britain demonstrates the currency and use of 
papyrus and/or parchment in the province. 

A bronze split-nib pen in fine condition (BM PRB OR 1 33, length 24.7 cm), from 
a site in Farringdon Street, London was found stratified amongst Antonine material. 
The top end appears broken but the nib is complete, and, though longer, is closely 
similar to the Baldock example. Five other split-nib pens from various sites in London 
are in the collections of the Museum of London (1263 - 1265, A 1315, A 2405). 
Double-ended examples are also known (e.g. BM GR 1904 2-4 1243).' 
B 13, fourth-century. 

394. Part of handle of pan or strainer. A 268, early/mid third-century. 
395. (not illustrated). Two fragments from strainer with perforations in regular network. 

A 145, second quarter of the first century A.D. 

396. (not illustrated). Small fragments from another strainer. B 107, fourth-century. 
397. (not illustrated). Fragment from a mirror, diameter c. 100 mm. A 20 mm length of rim 

survives, but there are no perforations. B 119, third-century. 
398. (not illustrated). Small fragment from mirrors. A 256, c. A.D. 90--120. 
399. (not illustrated). Small fragments from mirror. A 186, Claudian- Flavian; A 269, c. A. D. 

180--220. (Three of the mirror fragments (Nos. 398-9) were examined and analysed 
by Justine Bayley, see Appendix I b (p. 384). 

400. Heart-shaped seal-box with three air-holes. Wheeler 1930: 108, fig. 33, shows how a 
seal-box was used. D 71, Claudian. 

401. Heavy boss with squarish perforation for iron shank on underside. B 156, fourth-
century. 

402. Cast ornament in the form of acorn; broken stem. B 154, Neronian. 
403. Wrapped ferrule, with wood traces inside and out. A 320, third-century. 
404. Cast object, apparently a bar from which a series of studs was manufactured. At one 

end a stud has been completed but not snapped off. It was analysed by X-ray 
fluorescence, and Justine Bayley reports that it was made of brass, with no detectable 
lead. A 173, Flavian. 
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LATE BRONZE AGE ARTEFACTS (FIG. 62) 
By S.P. Needham 

Nos. 405-7. Three awls (for analyses see Appendix I g, p. 387). 
405. Awl: a square section for most of shank, with body angles variably faceted, becomes 

circular close to pointed working end; the tang end comes to very narrow chisel-like 
end; central swelling defined by weak transverse bevel on two faces. B 244. 

406. Awl: tang has crisp rectangular section tapering to chisel-like end; the square section 
of the pointed end is bevelled by angle facets which taper out at central swelling; 
hammer-marks and fine grinding-marks are present in the patina, A 191. 

407. Awl: bent and square-sectioned shank with faceted body angles throughout length, 
but somewhat distorted at one (? tang) end. There may also be a slight step just above 
the central swelling. A X. 

Although two of the bronze awls were from Roman contexts, and the other was unstratified, all 
three would appear to be oflater Bronze Age type. Parallels in firmly dated contexts, however, 
are not common. After the cessation of the practice of placing metal objects with burials in the 
earlier Bronze Age (Thomas 1968), awls become sporadic in closed groups, mainly because they 
do not generally occur in hoards. Three MBA hoards containing awls have been cited by 
Rowlands (1976: 48) while occasional examples are known from LBA hoards, such as those from 
Thorndon, Suffolk, (Hawkes & Smith 1955: GBll No. 5), or from Green End Road, Cambs. 
(Lethbridge & O'Reilly 1932), or in the Heathery Burn cave deposit, Co Durham (Britton 1968a: 
GB55 No. 89). Recent excavations on settlement sites of the period have, however, begun to turn 
up increasing numbers of these implements. 

At Chalton, Hants., an awl was found on the floor of a hut (Hut 1) on a site dated to the MBA 
by other bronze metalwork (Cunliffe 1970: 10--11 No. 7). More recently, the contemporary 
Blackpatch settlement in Sussex has yielded two awls, both from Hut 3 (Drewett 1980: 382, fig. 
6.6 and 6. 7). 

A midden deposit at Grimes Graves yielded, amongst much domestic a complete awl 
and one or two possible fragmentary examples (Mercer 1981: 74-5, M1-3). The midden filled the 
top of a flint-mine shaft and is believed to represent a short period of dumping which is dated by 
an assemblage of Deverel-Rimbury pottery and a C14 date of 1134 ± 44 be from the lowest 
deposits (group 3 midden) (Mercer 1981: 36). This evidence suggests that the bronzes belonged 
to a MBA settlement assemblage which was not, however, in situ. 

Other awl finds from settlement sites and likely to be of MBA date are those recorded by Pitt 
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Rivers at South Lodge Camp, Dorset, and Martin Down Camp, Wilts. (Pitt Rivers 1898: 22-3 
pl. 238 fig. 2, 199 pl. 311 fig. 6). On the other hand the example from Angle Ditch, Dorset, is 
recorded from the same level in the ditch as a heel-shaped razor of LBA type, suggesting a later 
date of deposition (Pitt Rivers 1898: 107-8 pl. 263 fig. 3). 

In the Fengate excavations, Cambs., an awl was found in Ditch 54 which post-dates the 
second-millennium B.C. field-system, but is cut by a Roman ditch (Pryor 1980: 128 fig. 77, 130). 
It was consequently interpreted as being in a secondary context, but the possibility that the object 
dates to the later Bronze Age was overlooked. A fragmentary awl is more certainly associated 
with aLBA horizon on the Weston Wood settlement site in Surrey (Harding 1964: 15), while 
another probable fragment occurs amongst the LBA netalwork assemblage from Ivinghoe 
Beacon, Bucks. (Britton 1968b: 208 fig. 11.18, 209 No. 18). An example at the Breiddin, Powys, 
was stratified in Bronze Age soil behind the rampart (C. R. Musson- pers. eo mm.) and another 
awl from the Billing borough field and enclosure complex, Lincs., belongs to one of the Bronze 
Age phases (Chowne 1978: 19). A related implement, best described as a bradawl, was well 
stratified in layer 7 of the eighth-century be occupation-horizon at Runnymede Bridge 
(Needham 1980: 13-14 fig. 11 No. 4, 19). 

Some sites of Early Iron Age date, which may have been established in the Llyn Fawr phase, 
i.e. LBA 3 (Burgess 1979), have also produced bronze awls. In Wiltshire, two examples came 
from Area C at All Cannings Cross, (Cunnington 1923: 121 Nos. 3-4, pl. 19), while another is 
recorded from Pit 22 at Swallowcliffe Down (Clay 1925-7: 16 No. A. I. pl. vii). Clay mentioned a 
similar awl from Ham Hill, Somerset. The hilltop site of Staple Ho we, North Yorks., produced 
two bronze awls from features a little inside the line of the palisade trenches (Brewster 1963: 
113-4 fig. 62.7-8). These sites raise the question of the replacement ofbronze by iron awls. Iron 
awls are present in the All Cannings Cross and Swallowcliffe Down assemblages, and we might 
expect such small implements, requiring little metal, to come into common use in the opening 
phases of a full ironworking economy. The associated bronze awls could either belong to the 
earliest phases of settlement, when bronze was still in standard use, or demonstrate a period of 
concurrent use of the two metals in the Early Iron Age for small domestic tools. Without secure 
contextual information this question is unlikely to be resolved, especially in view of the high risk 
of redeposition of small objects on settlement sites, a process that would seem to be 
demonstrated, for example, by the Baldock awls. 

Other bronze awls are known from uncertain contexts. At Ram's Hill, Berks., a stumpy awl 
was stratified in a late ploughsoil (Late Iron Age or Roman) and was presumably residual from 
the Bronze Age activity on the site, as were two other fragments of bronze metalwork found in 
the same context (Rowlands in Bradley & Ellison 1975: 85 fig. 3.1 No. 16, 88-89). An awl from 
the Romano-British site of Lowbury Hill, Berks. is one of several likely Bronze Age metal 
objects (Atkinson 1916: 46-7 No. 18, also Nos. 12-14, 21). A group of LBA metalwork of 
unknown context from Kingston Hill, Greater London, includes an awl (Devenish 1964: 2, 3 fig. 
2 No. 1093A). In view of the occurrence of domestic LBA material from that site, the 
fragmentary metalwork could represent either a hoard or settlement debris, or conceivably both. 
Again LBA/EIA occupation at Highdown Hill, Sussex, could provide a context for three bronze 
awls amongst a number of other Bronze Age types (Worthing Museum, Nos. 3475, 3476, 
X70/164). Finally, a small group of material from Aldwick Road, near Croydon, includes an awl 
and a few scraps of pottery referable to the LBA (Row 1926: 60). 

Although this survey of southern British material for later Bronze Age awls in definite or 
potential settlement contexts is not necessarily exhaustive, it points to a growing body of 
evidence which is not inconsiderable when contrasted with the poverty ofhoard-associated finds. 
The hoard/settlement dichotomy observed for awls is unsurprising in the light of the pattern 
now recognised for LBA settlement bronzes (Needham 1980: 24-6), a pattern which may 
reasonably be extended back to the MBA. It is becoming clear that awls were a common type 
throughout the Bronze Age and, as easily-lost items, would offer plentiful opportunities for 
discovery, reuse and redeposition in later times. 

408. Blade fragment of a Bronze Age sword with thick lozenge section. Width 31 mm; 
thickness 8.8 mm. A 226. 
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The whole of the surface is covered by diagonal scoremarks which run underneath corrosion 
lumps and are therefore ancient. There is no real indication of an edge bevel which may have been 
eradicated by the grinding. Intermittent traces oflongitudinal grooves, perhaps numbering three 
or four, do however survive parallel to one edge. There are further possible traces along one edge 
on the reverse edge. The blade is likely therefore to have been outlined by multiple grooves. 

Even allowing for some reduction of the surface from grinding, the original cross-section of 
the blade would have been lozenge, a form usually found on swords of Wilburton or earlier 
types. The later-dated Ewart Park swords typically have a more rounded midrib in section, 
flanked by concave tapered wings. Transitional Wilburton/Ewart Park swords of the sort 
isolated by Colquhoun in the Blackmoor hoard (1979: 106-9) can have lozenge cross-sections, 
but these tend to have a less pronounced taper to either side of the midrib than on the Baldock 
fragment and are brought to the cutting edge by means of a distinctive stepped bevel. Multiple 
grooving close to the edge bevel may be paralleled on Wilburton-period swords (e.g. O'Connor 
1980: fig. 42.3), on Ballintober swords of the Penard phase and on other early types (e.g. Lawson 
1979: 54 fig. 2. 5£). 

The Baldock blade fragment almost certainly therefore belonged to a sword of late Middle 
Bronze Age (MBA 3) or early Late Bronze Age (LBA 1) date, between c. 1200 and 900 B.C. 

BRONZE/BRASS-WORKING DEBRIS 
By Jennifer Foster. 

Nos. 409-33 (not illustrated except for No. 410 (FIG. 63)). 

A. METALWORK 

Incomplete objects include three brass brooch blanks (Nos. 160--62), several tacks like Nos. 
347-9 (some hammered flat through pieces of thin copper alloy sheet), and No. 404 which 
appears to be a blank for producing brass studs. Otherwise pieces of scrap were widely scattered 
across the site, the vast majority being sheet-metal clippings and other off-cuts. Most of the 
clippings have been cut by shears although a few chisel cuts were noted. Some pieces with one 
straight and one undulating edge had been cut from hammered sheet metal. Copper ·alloy 
distorted by heating included droplets - smooth-surfaced dribbles and blobs from spilt molten 
metal; and some sheet metal had been folded, possibly for re-melting. Among the fragments of 
bars and rods was one piece which appeared to be the cut-off end of a bar ingot, and others with 
hammer-marks illustrating an intermediate stage in the production of sheet metal. See Appendix 
I c (p. 385). 

B. CRUCIBLES 

All the fragments of crucibles were from simple beaker-shaped vessels (FIG. 63) typical of the 
Roman period and very different from the three-cornered Iron Age examples (cf. Bulleid & Gray 
1911: 300 ff..; Wainwright 1979: 132). They are wheel-turned with a narrow neck, simple rim and 
flat base; most of the bases were much thicker than the walls and the average diameter was about 
70 mm. Most sherds were in features no more than 8 m apart, which suggests the site of a 
workshop (410-17, A 195, c. A.D. 150-180; 418-20, A 191, c. A.D. 150-180; 421-4, A 188, up to 
fourth-century; 425-6, A 180), and one of the unfinished brooches (No. 160) was about 12 m 
away on the opposite side of the road. The other crucible fragments from the site were of the 
same form and fabric, and those that were analysed had similar metal deposits, so they may well 
represent more widely-scattered debris from the same workshop (427, A 268; LJ-28, A 160; 429, A 
68; 430, A 13; 431, A 10; 432, A 13; 433, A 13). See also Appendix I d (p. 385). 
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PEWTER OBJECTS 
By Catherine Johns 

Nos. 434-5. Pewter vessels (FIG. 63). 
434. Small shallow bowl with low footring and drooping everted rim which has a marked 

moulding at the edge. Approximate measurements: rim 92 mm, height 20 mm, 
footring 40 mm. B X. 

435. Small straight-sided dish with a thickened, flat-topped rim and a low footring. 
Approximate measurements: rim 90 mm, height 20 mm, footring 40 mm. B 128. 

Both vessels are considerably damaged and distorted, so that measurements cannot 
be precise. Most Romano-British pewter vessels of this small size are deeper and more 
cup-shaped, often with quite high footrings; these two are miniature bowls or dishes 
rather than cups. There is a straight-sided dish similar to No. 435 in the Appleshaw, 
Hants. hoard of pewter (BM No. 1897.12-18.26), and another from Icklingham, 
Suffolk (BM 1853.4-11.17): both are larger than the Baldock example, and instead of 
the simple thickened edge, they have a pronounced moulding at the rim. There is also 
a parallel for No. 434 from Icklingham (BM 1894.2-24.41), a bowl of very similar 
form, but again markedly larger than the Baldock bowl, and also proportionately 
somewhat deeper. 

No. 435 .was stratified at the bottom of a late third-century ditch, and No. 434 
(unstratified) is likely to have been contemporary or of fourth-century date. See also 
Appendix I e (p. 386). 

Nos. 436-9. Fragments, not illustrated. 
436. Pewter sheet fragment, possibly from a vessel. C X. 
437. Another. D 25, late fourth-century. 
438. Lump of pewter, 50 by 48 mm; and another smaller piece. B 8, late fourth-century. 
439. Fragments of lead sheet. See p. 386. 

410 

434 

435 

) 

FIG. 63. Crucible (a reconstruction based on several sherds) and pewter vessels (full size). 
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. IRON OBJECTS 
By W.H. Manning and I.R. Scott 

Nos. Spearheads (FIG. 64) 
440. Spearhead with leaf-shaped blade oflenticular cross section and closed socket. A 215, 

first- or second-century. 
441. Leaf-shaped blade of diamond cross-section and closed socket. A 334, Flavian. 
442. Asymmetrical diamond-shaped blade and split socket. A 68, late fourth-century. 

Although differing slightly in appearance these small spearheads are all of similar size, 
and probably had a similar function, perhaps as lance or javelin heads. Although 
spearheads or projectile heads of this size are common, many have narrower sockets 
than our exameles. One such is the well-made weapon from Newstead (Curie 1911: 
pl. XXXVII, 6, with a faceted socket), but a closer parallel is an unpublished example 
from Silchester ·(Reading Museum). 

443. Broken blade and closed(?) socket. A 298, third-century. Originally it will have had a 
long slim blade, which, with its wide socket, suggests a lancehead. The exact form of 
the blade is uncertain, but the overall length could have been at least 200 mm. A good 
parallel is provided by a lancehead from Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1949: pl. LVIII, 

278); cf. similar lanceheads from Hod Hill (Brailsford 1962: pl. V, B 18 & B 19). 
444. Diamond-shaped blade of h:nticular cross-section, and closed socket. A 58, third

century. There are a number of Roman spearheads of this size and with these 
proportions. They could have served almost equally well as lanceheads, javelins or 
even as stabbing spears. A rather larger example comes from Caerleon (Nash
Williams 1932: fig. 18, 6) and a slightly smaller one from Richborough (Bushe-Fox 
1926: pl. XVI,. 36). 

445. Leaf-shaped bLide of lenticular cross-section, and closed socket with retaining rivet. 
B 97, Claudiari. This long, well-made weapon was probably a lancehead. There is no 
exact parallel but a number of probable lanceheads of about this size are known from 
Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1949: pi. LVIII, 277, 278), Caerleon (Nash-Williams 1932: 
fig. 17, 1-9), and Hod Hill (Brailsford 1962: pl. V, B 18 and B 19). The best parallel is 
an unpublished example from Corbridge (Site Museum). 

446. Triangular blade with level shoulders and closed socket. The shaft, part of which 
survives, is secured by a rivet. B 172, Claudian. Spearheads with triangular or: barbed 
blades are not common from Roman contexts but they do occur. There are two from 
Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1926: 45, pl. XIV, 17; 1949: pl. LVIII, 284), unpublished 
examples from Chesters, and a particularly good parallel from Lyne, Peeblesshire 
(National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, Edinburgh). None is closely dated. 
Despite their rarity as site-finds, triangular-bladed spearheads appear quite often on 
small-scale reliefs. There are fine examples on the left-hand panel of the Bridgeness 
distance slab (RIB 2139), where both the Roman cavalrymen and apparently the 
native warrior so armed. However their popularity on reliefs is more probably 
the result of the ease with which a triangular head can be cut and recognised as a 
spearhead, especially on a small-scale carving, than an accurate reflection of reality. 

447. Diamond-shaped blade and crudely formed, split socket. A 14. 
448. Leaf-shaped blade which appears to lack cutting edges. The crudely formed open 

socket still retains a nail near the mouth. (cf. Nos. 440-42 above). A 10. 

Nos. 
449. 
450. 
451. 
452. 

449-59. Projectile heads (FIG 64.) 
Projectile point with flanged socket. A 58. 
Projectile point· with flanged socket. A 68. 
Leaf-shaped blade, and flanged socket. A 10. 
Crudely made irregular blade and flanged socket. A 413, c A.D. 180--220. 
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453. Triangular blade of slightly dished cross-section and flanged socket with a nail-:hole in 
mouth. A 16. 

454. Irregular blade and flanged socket. A 6. 
455. Narrow blade and flanged socket. A 58. 
456. Projectile point or spearhead with distorted blade and flanged socket. A 68. 
457. Projectile point or spearhead with irregular leaf-shaped blade and flanged socket. 

A 14. 
458. Socket and base of blade of ? spearhead. A X. 
459. Fragment of blade and flanged socket of? spearhead. A 329, late second-century. 

Apart from No. 452 and the fragments Nos. 458 and 459 all these small crudely-made 
projectile points and spearheads were from the east corner of Site A. They are discussed below, 
following No. 492. 

Nos. 
460. 
461. 
462. 
463. 
464. 
465. 
466. 
467. 

468. 

469. 

470. 
471. 
472. 

. 473. 

474. 

475. 

476. 
477. 
478. 
479. 
480. 

481. 

482. 
483. 
484. 
485. 

486. 

487. 

460-92. Projectile points from A 13, a third-century well (FIGS. 64-5). 
Narrow irregular blade and broken flanged socket. 
Small diamond-shaped blade, flanged socket. 
Slim, blunt-edged, leaf-shaped blade, flanged socket. 
(? Spearhead). Broken leaf-shaped blade of lenticular cross-section, flanged socket. 
Broken irregular blade, flanged socket. 
Irregular, narrow blade, now broken; flanged socket. 
Broken narrow leaf-shaped blade, apparently without cutting edges; open socket. 
Broad blade and narrow point. The open socket is very crudely made; nail near the 
mouth. 
Slim leaf-shaped blade lacking cutting edges. The open socket retains a nail near 
mouth. 
Irregularly-shaped blade, of almost rectangular cross-section; poorly made, open 
socket. 
Irregular leaf-shaped blade, of almost rectangular cross-section; open socket. 
Irregularly-shaped blade and open socket with nail-hole near mouth. 
Irregular blade; crudely formed open socket. 
Slightly irregular diamond-shaped blade, of irregular cross-section and crudely made 
open socket. 
Leaf-shaped blade, of sub-rectangular cross-section; open socket with nail near 
mouth. 
Irregular blade, of slightly curved cross-section; poorly made, very open socket with 
nail near mouth. 
Tapered blade; squashed, open socket. 
(? Spearhead). Narrow irregular blade; crudely made open socket. 
(? Spearhead). Slim leaf-shaped blade now lacking its point; distorted split socket. 
(? Spearhead). Diamond-shaped blade lacking its point; crudely formed open socket. 
(? Spearhead). Diamond-shaped blade of piano-convex cross-section and split socket 
which retains its nail. 
(? Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade of piano-convex cross-section; twisted and distorted 
split socket. 
(? Spearhead). Incomplete blade of irregular outline; crudely made open socket. 
(? Spearhead). Triangular blade; crude open socket. 
(? Spearhead). Small irregular blade of lenticular cross-section; long open socket. 
(? Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade of rectangular cross-section; open socket with nail 
near mouth. 
(?Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade oflenticular cross-section; poorly made open socket 
with nail near mouth. 
(? Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade, without an edge; open socket. 
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488. (? Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade of asymmetrical cross-section, one face flat, the 
other convex; open socket. 

489. (? Spearhead). Straight blade, tapering to a point; open socket. 
490. (? Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade of irregular cross-section; damaged open socket. 
491. (?Spearhead). Leaf-shaped blade, one face flat, the other with a slight ridge or midrib; 

socket open. 
492. Spearhead with leaf-shaped blade and split-socket. 

The discovery of such a large and closely dated group of weapons as Nos. 46(}-92 is both 
unusual and important. They were all in the filling of a third-century well (A 13) and six other 
projectile points were found in the immediate vicinity: four were in pits (Nos. 454, A 6; 448 and 
451, A 10; 453, A 16) and two were surface finds respectively above and adjoining one of these 
pits (Nos. 457 and 447, A 14). Three of these features dated from the third century and two were 
more precisely dated c. 18(}-220. Five other spearheads came from an adjoining part of the site 
(Nos. 444 and 455, A 58; 442, 450 and 456, A 68); A 58 is a third-century ditch and A 68 a late 
fourth-century well, but both features produced much residual material. Interestingly this 
distribution corresponds with that of the model votive weapons (No. 380 from A 68, which also 
produced the 'ritual' rattle No. 523; No. 379 from A 90, part of the same ditch-system as A 58; 
and No. 378 from A 11, one of the group of pits where most of the spearheads were found). 
Clearly there is a possibility that we may be dealing with a ritual deposit. Whatever the reason for 
their deposition it is likely that this was done either as a single operation or over a very short 
period of time. The possibility that they could be unfinished weapons must be discounted 
because some retain the nails used to secure the heads to the shafts. 

While it can be argued that the earlier weapons were roughly made for troops on campaign, 
when time rather than appearance was of the essence, this is less convincing when applied to the 
third-century pieces from Baldock, for the site is in the hinterland of the province far away from 
known military garrisons. But there are equal problems in supposing that they had a civilian 
origin, for civilians were only permitted to carry weapons when travelling or hunting·; and 
although this implies the existence of civilian weapons one would not expect to find a cache of 
this size. But even if this is accepted as a possibility it would not explain the mixture of 
spearheads and what are almost certainly artillery bolt-heads; a type unlikely to be found in any 
numbers out of military hands. 

The largest examples (Nos. 485-92) were probably javelin- or lance-heads. Nos. 478-84 are 
smaller and may have beenjavelin- or possibly bolt-heads. The remainder (Nos. 46(}-77) are all 
too small for spearheads and were probably projectile points of some kind. Assigning a·specific 
function to such pieces is difficult, but Nos. 46(}-70 may have been arrowheads, whereas Nos. 
471-7 could have been small bolt-heads or, less probably, arrowheads. 

The best parallels come from Hod Hill, Dorset (Brailsford 1962: 6, Group C, 'small': local 
manufacture and arrowheads), with a smaller group from Maiden Castle, Dorset (Wheeler 1943: 
281, fig. 93, 13; 353, pl. LVIII, A). Isolated examples are known from Ham Hill, Somerset 
(Hensleigh 1912: 51, fig. 2), Woodcuts, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1887: 91, pl. XXIX, 22) and Gussage 
All Saints, Dorset (Wainwright 1979: 108, fig. 83, 1114). All of these probably date from the 
middle years of the first century when the area was conquered by the Roman army, whereas the 
Baldock examples are firmly dated to the middle of the third century. As a group the Baldock 
pieces are extremely unusual, but it should be emphasised that third-century spear and bolt-heads 
are extremely rare; so much so that it would be unwise to assume that this group is either 
completely atypical or earlier material which had been preserved for some reason until the third 
century. Isolated examples of spearheads made in this way are known from a number ofFlavian 
and later sites··ontheGerman limes, which suggests that they were a recognised military type (e.g. 
Butzbach: Muller 1962: 59, Taf 16, 6; Faimingen: O.R.L. B.VI, Kastell66c (1929), 45, Taf IX, 

3; Weissenburg: O.R.L. B. VII, Kastell 72-(1914), 39, Taf VIII). The examples from Hod Hill 
make it clear that they follow the more carefully made forms in their length and general 
proportions, and it may be significant that the Baldock group, none .of which is more than 12 cm 
long, represents only the bottom end of the range. 
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493. Hammerhead. Cross-pane hammer with round eye, which has a diamond-shaped 
expansion about it, and a convex striking face. A 132, mid third-century. Typical 
example of the commonest form of Roman hand-hammer which is found in a variety 
of sizes. The neatly formed, rather angular, expansion about the eye is not 
uncommon (e.g. from the late first- or early second-century Eckford (Roxburghs.) 
hoard: Piggott 1953:27, fig. 6, E 13), and in an even more perfect form from the late 
Flavian fort at Newstead (Curie 1911: 285, pi. LXIII; 1 & 5), but the more rounded 
form seen in No. 494 is equally common, coming, for example, from the Eckford, 
and Carlingwark Loch (Kirkcudbrights.) hoards (Piggott 1953: 27, fig. 6, E 14; 37, 
fig. 9, C 44), the fourth-century Great Chesterford, (Essex) hoard (Neville 1856: 6, 
pl. 1, 3-7) and the two hoards of similar from Silchester (Reading Museum). 

494. Hammerhead. Striking-face with a long neck and a round eye. The other pane, which 
was probably a cross-pane, is lost. A 49, Neronian. 

495. Tanged mortise chisel. B 206, c. A.D. 120--150. Tanged mortise chisels are relatively 
rare for they were subject to heavy usage which would tend to split a tanged handle; 
but another comes from the Claudian fort at Hod Hill (Brailsford 1962: 14, fig. 13, G 
24). 

496. Drill bit with long, pyramidal head and broken stem. A 524, ? mid third-century. 
Such bits could have several forms of tips, the commonest being the spoon-bit. 

497. Carpenter's pivoted knife. The semici:rcular blade has a small looped eye at one end 
and a larger, open loop or bent tang at the other. A 13, third-century. This is an 
excellent example of a rare form of tool which may have a straight blade or a curving 
one of the type seen here. They first appear with straight blades in the Continental La 
Tene Oacobi 1974: 45, 287, Taf. 24, 402-05, and others discussed there), and are found 
in small numbers in the Roman period both in Britain and Germany, coming from 
London (British Museum) with a straight blade, Great Chesterford, Essex 
(publication forthcoming) with a curved blade; Zugmantel (Saalburg-]ahrbuch 2 
(1911), 42, Taf. 9,3) with a straight blade, and Butzbach (O.R.L. B. II 2, Kastell 14 
(1914), 19, Taf. II, 9) with a variant form of curved blade. In use they will have been 
attached to the work-bench by a staple through the smaller eye which left it free to 
move so that it could be used with one hand whilst the wood being worked was 
moved with the other. 

498. Awl with diamond-shaped head, upper edges rounded, and tapering stem which may 
be damaged at tip. B X. Other examples may be quoted from Hod Hill (British 
Museum) and Newstead (Curie 1911: 281, pi. LIX, 16). 

499. Awl with tapering square-sectioned tang, and round-sectioned blade which tapers to 
chisel edge. D 31, third-century. Probably a leather-working tool. A group of 
generally similar tools comes from London (British Museum; Museum of London; 
Wheeler 1930: 76, pi. XXXIII, 2 with a pointed tip), but examples which are 
sufficiently well preserved to be identified with certainty are rare. 

500. Spatula with splayed blade and broken stem, which when complete will have 
thickened slightly to form the handle. A 294, c. A.D. 180--220. Similar tools are known 
from London (British Museum and Museum of London) and Hofheim (Ritterling 
1913: 192, Taf. XX, 27-28). They will have been used as modelling tools for the 
shaping of clay (including pot making) or wet plaster. 

501. Ploughshare. Tip and part of the stem of a bar share. D 84. Even in a fragmentary 
form it is possible to identify this type of share by the characteristic pattern of wear on 
the tip. For the type cf. Manning 1964: 60, fig. SA, pi. VIII, 2; Rees 1979: 58, fig. 67, 
where others are listed. 

502. Scythe. The asymmetrical thickening of the back suggests that this is a fragment of a 
scythe blade, but too little remains for useful comment on the type. A 298, early to. 
mid third-century. 

503. Sickle now lacking parts of blade and tang. A 268, early to mid third-century. The 
strong backward curve of the blade suggests that the lost portion will not have 
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extended far in front of the line of the tang. A good example of this type comes from 
the Blackburn Mill (Berwicks.) hoard (Piggott 1953: 47, fig. 12, B 34) and others are 
listed by Rees 1979: 45 7. 

504. Horse bit link. The ends of the bar are thinned and were originally rolled into loops; 
one is now straightened and broken. A 141, c. A.D. 9(}-120. Links of this type are 
found in various forms of bits of which the most numerous are the simple two-link 
snaffle bits. 

Nos. 505-8. Hipposandals (FIG. 66) 
505. Wing and small fragment of the sole. A 235, early third-century. Its form suggests 

that it is from an example of Aubert's Type 1 (For a complete example of this type 
from London, cf. Wheeler 1946: 149, fig. 57). 

506. Wing probably from Type 1 sandal. A 132, mid third-century. 
507. Wing from sandal probably of Type 1. A 68, .late fourth-century. 
508. Wing. A 132, mid third-century. Although this could be from a Type 1 sandal its 

relatively long forward curve equally suggests an example of Aubert's Type 3 (For a 
complete example from Verulamium, cf. Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: pl. LXIII B, 3 & 4). 

Nos. 509-11 Linch-pins (FIG. 66) 
509. Spatulate head and rolled loop. B 72, fourth-century, on road surface. This, and the 

following one, are examples of the commonest form, Type 2b in the classification 
proposed by the writer (Manning 1976: 32, No. 98). Examples can be mentioned 
from Newstead (Curie 1911, 293, pl. LXX, 1), the Black burn Mill hoard (Piggott 
1953:41, fig. 11, B 4), and Verulamium (Manning 1972: 174, fig. 64, Nos. 33-35). 

510. Head of similar pin to the last. A 49, Neronian. 
511. Spatulate head and loop which is formed by an upward-curving projection set 

between head and stem. B 96, fourth-century, on road surface. This is an unusual 
form of the preceding type; a similar pin comes from the Gadebridge Park Villa 
(Manning 1974: 162, fig. 69, 351). 

Nos. 512-16. Ox-goads (FIG. 66) 
512. Rolled tubular socket. A 185, Claudian. This and the two following are typical 

examples of their type: others come from the Langton (East Yorks) Villa (Corder & 
Kirk 1932: 75, fig. 21, 46 and 47), Verulamium (Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 214, fig. 
46, 61), Woodcuts, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1887: 90, pl. XXIX, 10), Woodyates, Dorset 
(Pitt-Rivers 1892: 137, pl. CLXXXIII, 19). 

513. Rolled tubular socket. A X. 
514. Rolled tubular socket. C 38, late third-century. 
515. Coiled socket. B 13, c. A.D. 12(}-150. The coiledsocket is as common as the tubular 

one, and others come from Verulamium (Manning 1972: 170, fig. 62, 21), the 
Gadebridge Park Villa (Manning 1974: 167, fig. 71, 404), Lydney (Wheeler & Wheeler 
1932, 92, fig. 23, 189), Maiden Castle (Wheeler 1943: 288, fig. 97, 4), Rotherley, 
Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1888: 136-7, pl. CV, 1(}-12), and Woodyates (Pitt-Rivers 1892: 
137, pl. CLXXXIII, 17). 

516. Coiled socket. A 186, Claudian-Flavian. 

Nos. 517-19. Finger-rings (FIG. 66; see also No. 843) 
517. ? rectangular bezel on one side. B 156, fourth-century. Iron finger rings, usually with 

an intaglio are not uncommon but examples as simple as this are unusual; in part, 
perhaps, because the slightest damage would render them unrecognisable. 

518. Circular bezel. A 397, Neronian. 
519. Large oval bezel. Brewery Field. 
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Nos. 520-22. Styli (FIG. 66) . 
520. Long, splayed eraser and point clearly separated from the stem by a shoulder. A 1, c. 

A. D. 180--220. An example of Type 2 in the classification proposed in the Newcastle 
Museum Catalogue (Manning 1976: 34, fig. 10). The long, splaying eraser is unusual, 
most being distinctly shorter; but it can be compared with others from London in the 
British Museum and Museum of London; outside London they appear to be almost 
unknown. 

521. Splayed eraser and tapered point separated from stem by bronze collar. A 109, c. A.D. 

180--220. Example of Type 2; others are quoted in Manning 1976: 34. The use of a 
bronze collar rather than the more normal shoulder to separate the stem and point is 
unusual, but it is too simple a piece of decoration to justify comparison with the more 
elaborately decorated styli of Type 4. · 

522. Small, well-formed eraser and point which, most unusually, is wider at its top than 
the stem (the reverse being normal). A 5. Despite the wide point this is best regarded 
as an aberrant form of a Type 3 stylus. More typical examples are quoted in Manning 
1976: 34. 

523. 'Rattle', with a heart-shaped blade; the point ends in slight knob. Lobes are perforated 
and one retains a split ring. The straight stem or handle ends in a domed knob. A 68, 
late fourth-century, seep. 136. Example of a small group of objects which are usually 
called 'rattles'. Their true function is obscure although a ritual connection is not 
improbable. Others come from London (Wheeler 1946: 108, pl. XLVIII, 1-3) and 
Colchester (British Museum). 

Nos. 
524. 

525. 

526. 

527. 

528. 

529. 

530. 

524-36. Knives (FIGS 66-7). 
Upward-curving back and strongly curved edge. The point and tang are broken. B 
34, first quarter of first century A. D. Example of what was basically an Iron Age form 
which continued into the early Roman period; they vary in length, but long examples 
are uncommon. A number is known from Hod Hill, Dorset (Brailsford 1962: 14, pl. 
VIII, G67) and others come from Woodcuts, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1887: 71, pl. XXIII, 

8), Rotherley, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1887; 132, pl. CIV, 8), Newstead (Curie 1911: 281, 
pl. LX, 2 & 7), etc. 
The tang and back of the blade together form a convex curve; the edge is straight and 
stepped down from the handle. Comparison with similar knives suggests that what 
appears to be the tang may actually be a broken rod-like handle. A 378, Flavian. A 
number of generally similar knives is known, all dating from the early years of the 
Roman period: from Hod Hill (Brailsford 1962: 14, pl. VIII, G 80) and V erulamium 
(Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 219, pl. LXIV B, 11). 
The tang or handle continues line ofback in a convex curve which flatte!1s towards tip. 
The edge is damaged but runs up to the tip. A 327, third-century. Perhaps a damaged 
example of a rare and relatively early type known mainly from London (British 
Museum & Museum of London). If so the handle was a solid rod rather than tanged. 
Back is straight, continuing tile line of the tang. The edge runs straight from heel to 
tip, producing a triangular blade. D 10, fourth-century. A not uncommon form. 
Some from Hod Hill are in the British Museum, and others come from London 
(Museum of London) and Silchester (Reading Museum). 
Back curving evenly down from tang to tip and a straight edge which is stepped 
down from the tang. A 320, third-century. A relatively common type with examples 
from Hod Hill (British Museum); Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1949: 154, pl. LX, 331); 
Gadebridge Park Villa (Manning 1974: J67, fig. 72;· 407, 409, 410; 414). 
Downward-curving back which continues line of tang; damaged edge originally 
straight. A 394, Flavian. The same type as No. 528. 
Almost straight edge and slightly arched back; tang lost. A 320, third-century. 
Probably of the same type as Nos. 528-9. 

I 
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531. Downward-curving back continuing line of tang; straight edge. A 226, Claudian. It is 
essentially comparable with the preceding group. 

532. The tang, largely lost, is set almost on the midline of the blade which has almost 
straight back and edge. A 226, Claudian. Example of the commonest and most basic 
of all Roman knife types represented in most of the major collections; published 
examples from Lydney (Wheeler & Wheeler 1932: pi. XXXI, A, 152), Woodcuts 
(Pitt-Rivers 1887: 71, pi. XXIII, 3 & 5), Verulamium (Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 219, 
pl. LXIV B, 9), Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1928: 52, pl. XXIV, 74). 

533. Generally similar to the preceding but with stop or collar at junction of tang and 
blade. A 92, Neronian. 

534. Fragment of blade and tang of knife which was probably a large example of the same 
general type as Nos. 531 and 532. A 121, c. A.D. 90--120. 

535. Socketed with straight back and convex edge. Both socket and tip broken. B X. 
Socketed knives are relatively rare but small groups of very similar knives from 
London are in the British Museum and the Museum of London. 

536. Long socket which runs into the straight back of the blade; the edge is curved, but 
large part of blade now missing. A X. Probably originally very similar to the 
preceding example, although the socket is unusually long. 

Nos. 537-9. Cleavers. (FIG. 67) 
537. Split socket which continues line of the straight back; the edge, stepped down from 

the socket, curves up to the now bent top. B X. The commonest form of Roman 
cleaver and the one usually shown as the sacrificial knife on the sides of altars. Others 
come from Woodchester (Lysons 1797: 15, pi. XXXV, 1), Verulamium (Wheeler & 
Wheeler 1936: 219, pi. LXIV B, 14; Manning 1972: 174, fig. 65, 40), Cirencester 
(Sewell 1927: 321). 

538. Damaged, split socket; back runs down to now lost tip; straight edge almost parallel 
with the line of the handle. A 348, Neronian. One of the rarer forms of cleaver; a very 
similar one from London is in the Museum of London. 

539. Open socket continues line of back; edge runs up towards the missing tip. A 123, c. 
A. D. 120--150. The loss of a large portion of the blade makes it impossible to identify 
the type. 

540. Shears. Blade and part of wide spring from a medium-sized pair. B 174, fourth
century. Similar pieces come from Verulamium (Manning 1972: 176, fig. 65, 45), the 
Blackburn Mill hoard (Piggott 1953: 45, fig. 12, B 29), Silchester (Reading Museum), 
Caerwent (Newport Museum), etc. 

541. Shears. Blade and part of wide spring from small pair. A 221, third-century. Similar 
shears come from Woodcuts, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1887, 69, pl.·xxn, 1), Richborough 
(Bushe-Fox 1949: 154, pi. LX, 337), Silchester (Reading Museum), etc. 

542. Pot hook, with twisted stem, broken at tip, and with slight recurve at top of hook. 
The protrusion seen at the back of the stem is the result of corrosion. B 62, late 
third-century. Typical example of a relatively common type. The method by which 
they were suspended varies and with such a small fragment cannot be identified. 
Hooks of this type are considered in detail by Manning (1983). 

543. Spoon or small ladle, with a round bowl and short, possibly broken, handle. A 204, 
early third.,.century. Iron spoons are extremely rare. This one is presumably an iron 
version of the cochleare familiar in other metals traditionally held to have been 
used for eating eggs and shellfish. As Strong has pointed out, it is most common in 
the first century A.D. thereafter becoming increasingly rare (Strong 1966: 155, 177). A 
similar spoon from Dorchester, Dorset is in the County Museum in Dorchester. 

544. Ladle with round bowl and broken handle. B) 74, fourth-century. The handles of 
such ladles often have a decorative spiral twist and not infrequently have a flesh-hook 
at the end opposite to the bowl. Ladles with this type of bowl come from Fishbourne, 
(with twisted handle) (Cunliffe 1971: 11, 134, fig. 60, 55), and Caistor-by-Norwich 
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(Norwich Castle Museum). Examples with a flange between the bowl and handle are 
rather more common, cf. No. 545. 

545. Ladle ? Fragment of handle and flange which linked it to the bowl. A 132, mid 
third-century. This type of flange is commonly found between the handle and bowl 
of large ladles, e.g. from Margidunum, Notts. (Nottingham University Museum), 
Caerwent (Newport Museum), etc. 

546. 'Spatula' with flat, slightly oval blade, and straight handle with loop at end. A 59. The 
function is not obvious. It resembles the La Tene 'pokers' (Rodwell 1976) which 
continue into the Roman period and were most probably smith's rakes intended for 
adjusting a charcoal fire; but these are larger than our piece which would be quite 
unsuitable for such a purpose. More probably it is some form of spatula used in 
potting or modelling, or some similar process. 

547. Bucket handle and mount. Fragment consisting of hooked end of handle which passes 
through turned-over loop at the top of mount. B 62, late third-century. The form of 
both handle and mount can vary and too little remains for the probable form of this 
one to be clear. For a complete set of fittings of this general type from the Gadebridge 
Park Villa, cf. Manning 1974: 187, fig. 79. 

548. Bucket handle mount with turned-over loop and fragment of the strap. A 1, c. A.D. 

180-220. Probably from a mount of the same general type as Nos. 547. 
549. Handle mount consisting of a plate with sides turned down, which tapers into a 

turned-over loop at top; the lower edge is broken. A X. It will have held a ring handle 
probably mounted on a vessel or tub. A similar but more finely finished fragment still 
retaining ring was found in the Gadebridge Park Villa (Manning 1974: 159, fig. 69, 
343). 

550. Drop handle. Fragment of the D-shaped body with terminal knob at end. C 39, early 
to mid third-century. A not uncommon type which was probably mounted on 
wooden furniture to serve as a carrying handle. They are more often of bronze and 
their general form is shown by one found with the other bronze fittings on an 

_ iron-bound box at Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1928: 30, pl. XVI, 1 & 2). Unpublished 
iron examples exist in most of the major site collections. 

551. Drop handle. Flattened, D-shaped handle, broken at one end and with simple curved 
hook at the other which retains the split pin by which it was mounted. A 518, c. AD. 

150-180. 
552. Angle binding with flat, circular terminals perforated at centres and with edges 

decorated with notches. C 39, early to mid third-century. Probably from a box or 
chest. 

553. Lock plate. Rectangular plate with concave edges and small nails in each corner. The 
key-hole is a slit with circle at its top, a form which could only be used for a lever lock 
in which the key is turned and not lifted or slid. B 16, third- or fourth-century, found 
with Nos. 557, 564 and 582; see also p. 425. Lever-lock plates in iron are surprisingly 
rare, the form more commonly found having an L-shaped key-hole for a tumbler 
lock. 

554. Lock bolt from tumbler lock, with four triangular holes and damaged rectangular 
one; one end is narrowed. The whole is twisted and distorted. A 208, third-century. 
Such bolts were normally made in bronze. In the lock it will have been held firm by a 
group of small tumblers which fell into the holes in it. To open the lock these 
tumblers had to be raised by the insertion of a key whose bit carried a series of teeth, 
the arrangement of which corresponded with the holes in the bolt. Once the tumblers 

. had ,been <raised the .bolt could be slid aoross by the,.: key to operi ·the lock. 

Nos. 555-61. Keys etc. (FIGS. 67-8) 
555. L-shaped key, with loop at end of shank. Originally the bit will have had two teeth. 

A The commonest forms ofRoman key, and two teeth is the commonest number. 
Examples could be quoted from all the major collections, including the Gadebridge 
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Park Villa (Manning 1974: 166, fig. 71, 388), Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1928: 51, pl. 
XXIV, 69), the Blackburn Mill hoard (Piggott 1953: 42, fig. 11, B 9), etc. 

556. L-shaped lift key with two teeth and loop at top of handle. B 33, late fourth-century. 
(see also No. 370). 

557. Bolt with three springs on one face. The upper end of the bolt is perforated to receive 
a split pin, which is fastened to a fragment of curved plate. B 16, third- or 
fourth-century, see No. 553. Although bolts of this general type were widely used in 
the Roman period in padlocks, this example comes from a chest or similar container, 
probably being fastened to the outer edge of the lid and entering holes in or on the face 
in order to secure it. As the bolt was pushed home the spring would be compressed 
only to open again once in place, thus preventing withdrawal. To open it a key of the 
same general type as No. 558 below had to be slid along it to compress the spring. 
Fixed bolts of this type appear in the La Tene period both on the Continent (e.g. at 
Manching: Jacobi 1974: 162) and in Britain (e.g. at Gussage All Saints: Wainwright 
1979: 108, fig. 82, 1131). Roman examples are not common, although known from 
Silchester (Reading Museum), and, probably of Roman date, from Woodcuts 
(Pitt-Rivers 1887: 73, pl. XXIV, 1). cf. also Burial 6, No. 27 (p. 69). 

558. Padlock key for barb-spring padlock, with two holes (one T -shaped, the other 
L-shaped) at lower end and rolled loop at head. B 191, fourth-century. Straight keys 
such as this are very rare; almost all are L-shaped with the perforated bit forming the 
shorter arm. Whilst it could be unfinished, a form of barb-spring lock which would be 
opened by such a key would not be to envisage and it is probably best 
regarded as the key for such a variant. The presence of two holes indicates that it 
operated a lock with more than one set of barbs. 

559. Padlock key for barb-spring padlock with a broken bit and rolled-loop head. B 62, 
late third-century. Originally it will have been L-shaped, an example of the normal 
form of barb-spring padlock key. Others come from Gadebridge Park Villa (Man
ning 1974: 166, fig. 71, 392), Verulamium (Manning 1972, 184, fig. 68, 80 & 81), 
Rotherley (Pitt-Rivers 1888: 137, pl. CV, 13), the Great Chesterford hoard (Neville 
1856: 7, pl. 2, 25), etc. 

560. Padlock key for barb-spring padlock with broken bit and rolled-loop head still 
retaining a fragment of a suspension ring. B 62, late third-century. Similar to No. 559 
save for the fragment of suspension ring; no doubt the use of such rings was normal. 

561. Padlock key for a barb-spring lock, as Nos. 559-60. Brewery Field. 

Nos. 562-65. Hinges (FIG. 68) 
562. Strap hinge. Only one arm survives with a fragment of the spindle. The tip of the arm 

is damaged; a single nail-hole is visible, a second almost certainly concealed by 
corrosion. A 82, c . . A. D. 180-220. A typical example of its type, which tends to be 
relatively small in the Roman period. Similar ones come from Fishbourne (Cunliffe 
1971: II, 128, fig. 56, 12-16), Richborough (Bushe-Fox 1949: 153, pl. LIX, 318), the 
Lockleys Villa (Ward-Perkins 1938: 355, fig. 3, 5). etc. 

563. Strap hinge. Two arms, each consisting of a pair of spikes placed one above the other 
on a central pivot. In effect it is a pair of double spiked loops which rotated on a 
spindle. A 268, early to mid third-century. Rare form of strap hinge in which the 
spike arms were driven into the door and jamb rather than nailed to it. A similar one 
comes from Great Chesterford (British Museum), and others from Germany (e.g. 
Zugmantel and Saalburg: Saalburg-]ahrbuch 7 (1930), 53, Taf. XV, 10 & 11; 28, Taf. Ill, 

25). 
564. Loop hinge. The arms are of unequal length and the outer end of the larger is broken. A 

loop, which has been welded closed at the end of the larger arm passes through a hole in 
the shorter arm·; Two nails survive in thdarger arm and there was probably another in' 
the part now lost; the single nail in the shorter arm may originally have been 
supplemented by a second. The position of the heads of those nails indicates that the 
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arms were nailed on the opposite faces of the timbers to which they were attached, a 
fact which explains the right-angle bend in the small arm which had to pass along the 
edge of its timber to reach the outer face of the other piece. In use there can be little 
doubt that it will have carried a lid or shutter. Such hinges are usually too flexible to 
carry doors and the width of the main timber (which is shown by the short right
angled length of the smaller arm) is improbably narrow for a door-jamb. The main 
advantage of placing the two arms on opposite faces would be that it would be more 
difficult to rip of( the whole fitting. Probably the lid of a chest. B 16, third- or 
fourth-century, see No. 553. Loop hinges are not uncommon; several are known from 
Verulamium (Manning 1972: 180, fig. 66, and others are cited in that report. 

565. Drop hinge with two nails to hold it in place, their ends crudely hammered over. The 
narrowing at the curve is normal. It would have been attached to the door, and 
dropped over an L-shaped staple driven into the jamb. B X. A common type; for 
examples from Verulamium cf. Manning 1972: 180, fig. 66, 58 & 59, where others are 
quoted. 

566. Hook with flattened and pierced head, now damaged. A 68, late fourth-century. A 
relatively common type; cf. examples from the Carlingwark Loch hoard (Piggott 
1953: 37, fig. 10, C 57), Woodcuts, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers 1887: 90, pi. XXIX, 13) 
11aiden Castle (Wheeler 1943: 284, fig. 94, 5), etc. 

567. Number not used. 
568. Nail with thick, almost rectangular head and broken stem. A X. A large example of 

the common, square-headed nail (Type I of the Verulamium Report, Manning 1972: 
186). Although one of this size would usually have a slightly pyramidal head, equally 
flat ones come, for example, from the Gadebridge Park Villa (Manning 1974: 175, fig. 
74, 508-09). 

569. Nail with triangular head of the same width as the stem; tip lost. A 68, late 
fourth-century. Type II (Manning 1972: 186, fig. 69, 116-19). 

570. Nail or tack with domed head. A 58, third-century. A relatively common type, 
probably used mainly in upholstery. Others from Woodcuts (Pitt-Rivers 1887: 93, pi. 
XXX, 1), the Gadebridge Park Villa (Manning 1974: 173, fig. 74, 484), the Langton 
Villa (Corder & Kirk 1932: 73, fig. 21, 37 & 39) etc. 

571. Nail or tack with domed head with flange atound edge. B X. Unusual variant of the 
previous type. 

572. T -clamp, with slightly curved head. The stem is bent and broken. C 39, early to mid 
third-century. A very common type which can vary in precise form and size, and no 
doubt had a multitude of uses. Published examples from Verulamium (Manning 
1972: 184, fig. 68, 82), Newstead (Curie 1911: 289, pi. LXVII, 1-3), the Gadebridge 
Park Villa (Manning 1974: 177, fig. 74, 513, 514, 516, 517), Fishbourne (Cunliffe 
1971: II, 126, fig. 55, 1-3) etc. 

573. T-staple. B 62, late third-century. 
574. ? T -staple. A 82, c. A. D. The stem is unusually narrow, and both it and the 

arms are broken. It may well not be a normal T -staple but its fragmentary condition 
prevents certainty. 

575-80. Joiner's dogs. A common type which varies in size; this group illustrates almost the 
whole range. Cf. Manning 1972: 184, fig. 68, 84-85 and Manning 1974: 179, fig. 75, 
56H for examples from Verulamium and the Gadebridge Park Villa and references 
to others. No. 575, A 114, third-century; 576, A 82, c. A.D. 577, B 72, 
fourth-century; 578, B 155, third-century; 579, B 72, fourth:-century; 580 (FIG. 69), 
A 349, c. A.D. 

581. Ring-headed staple. A 409, Claudian. Probably for driving into woodwork. Others 
from Verulamium (Manning 1972: 186, fig. 69, 95-8), Gadebridge Park Villa 
(Manning 1974: fig. 75, 545-50), Newstead (Curie 1911: 289, pi. LXVII, 14); 
Woodcuts (Pitt-Rivers 1887: 90, pi. XXVII, 3; pi. XXIX, 16) etc. 
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582. ? Ring...:headed staple with flattened and pierced head. B 16, third- or fourth-century, 
see No. 553. The way in which the head has been formed is slightly unusual for such 
staples, but this remains its most probable function. 

583. Double-spiked loop with ends of spikes bent outwards. A 116, third-century. Very 
common type, cf. Manning 1972: 184, fig. 68, 90-4, and Manning 1974: 177, fig. 75, 
529-41 for examples from Verulamium and the Gadebridge Park Villa and references 
to others. 

584. Spiral ring. A 100, third-century. Possibly a finger ring or small spiral ferrule of the 
same general type as No. 585. Similar pieces from Hod Hill are in the British 
Museum, and another comes from Fishbourne (Cunliffe 1971: II, 139, fig. 62, 73). 

585. Spiral ferrule. A 334, Flavian. Ferrules of this type are not uncommon. Some may be 
sockets of damaged ox-goads such as Nos. 514-15 above, but others are clearly 
complete in themselves. There are some from Hod Hill (British Museum), and others 
from Rotherley (Pitt-Rivers 1888: 134, pl. CIV, 18), Silchester (Reading Museum), etc. 

586. Collar, now broken open. D 33, fourth-century. Probably a binding placed around 
the end of a haft to prevent its being split by the insertion of a tang. Similar pieces 
from Verulamium (Manning 1972: 182, fig. 69, 125), Silchester (Reading Museum), 
etc. 

587. Ring, now broken. A 43, c. A.D. 90-120. Such rings are very common and present in 
all the major collections. For examples from Verulamium and the Gadebridge Park 
Villa with references to others cf. Manning 1972: 188, fig. 69, 127, 128 and Manning 
1974: 178, fig. 75, 551-55. 

588. Ring with slightly triangular cross-section and small nail-holes almost opposite each 
other. A small part missing. B 191, fourth-century. 

589. Swivel. An elongated, broken link flattened and pierced at one end with a fragment of 
rod remaining in the hole. Two split rings hang at the lower end. B X. The top rod 
will originally have ended in a suspension loop, as in one from Fishbourne (Cunliffe 
1971: II, 131, fig. 57, 24), or a hook, as in one from Pfiinz (O.R.L. B VII, Kastell 73 
(1914), 41, Taf. XVII, 2). A complete example with terminal loop and ring on the 
main link comes from Zugmantel (Saalburg-]ahrbuch 2 (1911), 41, Taf. 10, 5), and 
others, set at the tops of chains of varying lengths, from Camulo'dunum (Hawkes & 
Hull1947: 383, pl. CV, 33), Zugmantel (O.R.L. B II 1, Kastell8 (1937), 101, Taf. XV, 

49, 57), Wiesbaden (O.R.L. B II 3, Kastell 31 (1915), 102, Taf. XII, 18) etc. 
590. Fitment consisting of asymmetrical figure-of-eight link with broken (?) ring-headed 

rod attached to larger half of link, and with fragment of a link (?) corroded to the 
smaller half. B 62, late third-century. cf. No. 591. 

591. Fitment: large asymmetrical figure-of-eight link with broken ring-headed rod 
attached to larger half, and part of similar rod and piece of bent rod, probably part of a 
link, on smaller half. B 62, late third-century. Almost identical with No. 590; quite 
probably they formed part of a single object, for they are strikingly similar to a piece 
from Zugmantel (Saalburg-]ahrbuch 7 (1930), 54, Taf. XVI, 9). This has two links of 
the type seen here, joined by a ring-headed hook, the hook being closed to hold one 
link. Possibly part of an elaborate chain, it was found with the remains of a bucket, 
No. 605, in a well. 

592. Elongated link pressed in at two points to give large central space flanked by smaller 
ones. D 25, late fourth-century. 

593. Tube, one end finishing obliquely, the other with square flange. A 11, c. A.D. 

180-220. Iron tubes are rare in the Roman period and it would be unwise to speculate 
on the function of this piece in the absence of evidence. 

594. .Spat.ulate-erided rod; broken at o.ther end. B.62, late third-century. It may be a spatula 
of some kind but could equally be a fragment of a more complex object. 

595. Fragment consisting of square-sectioned bar tapering to chisel-end at the bottom, 
which may be broken, and rolled over at the top to form loop. Part-way down is a 
rectangular projection now broken. B X. 
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596. Fragment of bar broken at one end, splayed and flattened at the other. B 13, c. A. D. 

597. Fragment of blade and tang probably from heavy knife. A 58, third-century. 
598. Fragment of curving strip with possible remains of tang or projection at one end. 

Both ends incomplete. A 109, c. A. D. The absence of an edge confirms that it 
is not from a sickle. 

599. ? Blade with straight edge and curved back, broken at both ends. A 483, third- or 
early fourth-century. 

600. Spatulate-ended bar broken at both ends. A 13, third-century. 
601. Fragment of slightly tapering bar with loop at one end and broken fragment of loop 

(?) at the other. At the midpoint is a small· nail-hole. A 98. 
602. Fragment of rod broken at both ends with bronze collar near one end. A 442, late 

third-century. Possibly part of a stylus cf. No. 520, although the diameter of stem is 
unusually constant for a stylus. 

603. Fragment of ferrule or socket. A 489, third-century. 
604. Binding fragment with dished cross-section; broken at one end, having leaf-shaped 

terminal with a nail at its centre. C 38, late third-century. Although this could be the 
end of a hinge, its dished section suggests a fragment of binding from e. g. a chest. 

605. Fragment of curved binding possibly from bucket or small barrel. B 62, late 
third-century. For the general type ofbucket binding, cf. Manning 1974: 187, fig. 79 
(see also Nos. 

606. Fragment of shaped binding (?). A 348, Neronian. 
607. Stout bar of almost square cross-section with flattened circular ends riveted to 

fragments of sheet bronze. A 419, c. A.D. Whether this is from a vessel, 
bronze-bound chest or other container, or from something quite different cannot be 
decided. 

608. (not illustrated) Cock spur. On the leg of a cock. A 1, c. A.D. 

609. Knife with bone handle and metal ferrule. The handle tapers; narrower end is 
decorated with incised lines and a cross; blade hinged at the wider end. A 68, late 
fourth-century. The ferrule was examined by Justine Bayley, who reports: 'XRF 
analysis detected copper, silver and some zinc. The metal was probably highly 
debased silver but it could have been brass with a silvered surface.' 

610. Chisel, with antler handle. A 109, third-century. 
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614. Game counter, hollowed on one side and flat on the other. Doubtless the hollowed 
surface was the upper, so that the disc could be moved around with the finger-tip. 
The flat surface is well-polished and scratched with a cross and a line. A 298, 
third-century. cf. Potter 1979: 75-87. 

615-16. 

617-21. 

622. 

623. 
624-56. 

657-9. 

660--63. 

664. 
665. 
666. 

BONE OBJECTS (FIGS. 70--72). 

Game pieces, like No. 614 hollowed on the upper surface, graffiti on the lower. 
Third- or fourth-century. No. 615, C 35, marked with a crude quadrangular shape, 
crossed diagonally, and three dots; 616, A 298, highly polished but corroded on the 
underside, which is marked with an X. 
Game pieces with concentric grooves on upper surface. 617, B 189, Flavian; 618, 
burnt fragment, A 82, c. A.D. 180--220; 619, C 41, mid third-century; 620, C 35, 
mid fourth-century; 621, A 457, third-century. 
Small undecorated game piece, one surface almost completely corroded. A 198, c. 
A.D. 120--150. 
Spindle-whorl. B 120, late third-century. 
Pins. Third- or fourth-century, unless otherwise noted. 624, A 68; 625, B 19; 626 
A 19, Neronian; 627, A 68, as No. 624; 628, lacking the point but used in broken 
condition, to judge by wear, A 268; 629, as No. 628, A 483; 630, C 31; 631, B 174; 
632, as No. 631; 633, Brewery Field; 634, perhaps broken and re-pointed, C 35; 635, 
A 141, c. A.D 90--120; 636, broken, lacking the very top but with two collars, A X; 
637, A 141, c. A.D. 90--120; 638, A 512, c. A.D. 150--180 (with Nos. 639, 644, 645 and 
649); 639, with No. 638; 640--41, C X, C 35; 642, A X; 643, A 221; 644-5, with No. 
638; 646, C 12; 647, A X; 648, A 193; 649, with No. 638; 650, as No. 648 but with 
crudely made head, A X; 651, A 10; 652, C 42; 653, B X; 654, as No. 653 but with 
flatter head, B 206, c. A.D. 120--150; 655, A 8, c. A.D. 180--220; 656, A X. 
Needles with elongated eyes. 657, A X; 658, as No. 657, possibly broken, but 
re-pointed and used in this state, A X; 659, A X. 
Needles with circular drilled eyes. All stained green through contact with bronze, 
which is curious because of the other bone pins and needles only No. 609 and two 
shank fragments were thus stained. 660, B 62, late third-century; 661, A X; 662, A 
495, third-century; 663, A 16, c. A.D. 180--220. 
The eye is formed by two circular perforations. C 31, late thrid-century. 
Crude point. A X. 
Spoon, broken at both ends. A 463, third-century. 

Nos 667-71. Handles (FIG. 72.) 
667. For folding knife, made from end of antler tine. B 171, fourth-century. 
668. Fragment, with dotted design and perforation for iron rivet. Brewery Field. 
669. Two fragments, one with iron rivet. B 176, late fourth-century. 
670. Undecorated fragment, possibly antler. B 26, Flavian. 
671. Grooved and cordoned bone 'handle' partly filled with lead which covers one end. 

AX. 
672. Length of bone, well polished and worn, three perforations. Brewery Field. 
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673. Much of triangular plaque with three perforations, probably used for tablet weaving. 
B 18, late fourth-century. cf. Wild 1970: 73--4. 

674. Fragment with two perforations, possibly from a cylinder, cf. Frere 1972: 149-50, 
identified as part of hinge. A 463, third-century. 

675. Small bead. C 8, late fourth-century. 
676. Perforated dog tooth (Canis familiaris, upper right canine, identified by A.J. Legge), 

stained by contact with bronze. A 150, Neronian. 
677-85. Reject fragments from the working of bone (Nos. 677-82) and antler (Nos. 683-5). 

Fourth-century unless noted. 667 (FIG. 72), D 68. (Remainder not illustrated); 678, D 72; 
679, A 466, third-century; 680, A 179, c. A.D. 90--120; 681, A 483; 682, D 25; 683, B 
13, c. A.D. 120--150: 684, B 176; 685, B 176. 

686. (not illustrated). Shell pendant; shell of Vitrea edulis deliberately pierced with two holes. 
D X. 

CERAMIC OBJECTS 

A. MOULDED OBJECTS (FIG. 73) 

687. Clay face mask By Valery Rigby. 
Nine fragments comprising almost half the mask; the surviving areas being the lower right 
and upper left sides. Light orange-pink ware (5YR 8/6), having translucent quartz, grog 
and iron inclusions; thick white slip overall. The forehead shows signs of burning. B 204, 
c. A.D. 150--180. 

The mask was made in a mould and still shows all the shaping smears on the inside. Circular 
holes 10 mm in diameter were cut when the clay was leather-hard- a pair for the pupils, a second 
pair in the nostrils and three pairs along the mouth. Three pairs ofholes were cut around the edge 
presumably as fixing holes. When all the modelling was completed the mask was immersed in a 
slip and then fired in oxidising conditions. 

The face has grotesque, leering and scarcely human features which are most closely paralleled 
by fragments from Cologne (Bracker 1965-6: 103, Abb.3, 1; Busch & Binsfeld 1971: 127, Abb.1, 
5). Examples from London and Trier have rather differently shaped mouths and teeth (Marsh 
1979: 263-5, fig. 4; Gose 1972: Abb.230--1). Its source is unknown although it is most likely to 
have been produced in a workshop specialising in moulded ceramic objects perhaps in Cologne 
or the Allier valley in Central Gaul. The comic masks known to have been made in Cologne are 
completely different to the Baldock example, while the fragment from Cairon (Puy-de-D6me) is 
of the persona tragica type and as such most closely resembles the mask from Wilderspool 
(Binsfeld 1964: 23, Taf. 4; Rouvier-Jeanlin 1972: No. 927). Evidence from the German sites 
suggests that production and use of fired clay masks had ceased before the end of the second 
century which accords well with the context at Baldock. 

Considerable discussion has been published on the use and sources of'theatrical masks' in fired 
clay, cf. Marsh 1979: 265. The Baldock mask is considerably larger than lifesize, even on the 
inside, so the tip of the nose would rest below any wearer's.mouth and the mouth would coincide 
with his chin! Apart from difficulties in breathing and speaking, much padding would have been 
needed to keep the mask stable and in position. Light masks in organic materials were worn by 
actors in the Greek and early Roman theatre and there seems no reason to have replaced them 
with cumbersome and uncomfortable clay masks in the northern provinces. The examples from 
Trier were found on the site of a theatre whose structural remains included inscribed stone seats, 
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and it seems much more likely that the masks had decorative structural functions (Gose 1972: 
103). 
688. Figurine of Venus in white pipeclay. By Catherine Johns. 

The surviving height of the figure is 133 mm, and the width across the broadest point, at 
the level of the elbows, 53 mm. The head is missing, as are the legs from mid-calf and the 
domed base on which the statuette would originally have stood. The clay is cream
coloured, with a moderately polished surface; there is no trace of pigment remaining. An 
air-hole for casting is located in the usual position in the left thigh of the figure behind the 
left hand. A 99, c. A.D. 90-120. 

The pose is the most usual one for Venuses in pipeclay, showing the goddess standing with her 
right arm raised, adjusting a lock of hair on her shoulder, while her left hand rests on a draped 
support. Precise identification of the type depends on the details of the hairstyle and the facial 
features and the rendering of the drapery on the column or support. Though the head is lacking 
in this example, it is possible to parallel the piece by means of the drapery. 

In the classification of Rouvier-Jeanlin (1972), the Baldock Venus is of Type II, the most 
common type, characterised by the fact that the drapery does not pass over the left wrist. 
Comparison with the published examples in Rouvier-Jeanlin's catalogue, at St. Germain-en
Laye, demonstrates that our figure is very close indeed to her numbers 77 to 79, probably close 
enough to suggest that they are all products of the same, or parallel, moulds. We can therefore 
conclude that our Venus, when complete, would have had hair drawn back into a roll round the 
head, with a centre parting and a knot at the neck, and a few separate locks following the curve of 
the shoulders. 

Rouvier-Jeanlin's 77 and 79 are both mould pieces, respectively the front and back of the 
Venus, while No. 78 is a statuette which appears to have been cast from these pieces. The anterior 
mould fragment, No. 77, is signed TRITOGENO, while the other, No. 79, has a different 
signature, VIVI or VILLIS. One is, no doubt, dealing with a series of parallel moulds which may 
well have different names on them. Both the mould sections were found at Toulon-sur-Allier, 
one of the major manufacturing sites of pipeclay figurines; the statuette, No. 78, is 
unprovenanced. 

There is no precise parallel for the Baldock Venus among the examples of pipeclay Venus 
figurines from London, though there are several of the same general type. Though it is not 
possible to establish the date more precisely than roughly first- to second-century, the place of 
manufacture, Toulon-sur-Allier, is certain. 

1. Triangular Weights. 

B. FIRED CLAY OBJECTS 
By JENNIFER FOSTER. 

There are fragments from at least nine different weights from various scattered locations, all in 
Fabric B1, except one (B2), (see p. 185). They are examples of the common Iron Age type 
(Bulleid & Gray 1917: 568, fig. 171, No. 7) generally interpreted as loom-weights, triangular and 
pierced across the corners. All were in first-century A.D. contexts, two being pre-conquest, one 
Neronian and the rest Flavian. At Verulamium (Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 178) loom-weights of 
this type were found exclusively in 'Belgic' contexts. 

2. Tall rectangular weight (No. 689, FIG. 77, p. 179) 
Firedclay rectangular weight, carefully shaped and finished. Pierced at the top and broken at 

the perforation. A 237, c. A.D. 90-120. Fabric 1, light orange-brown (p. 185). Weights of this 
type, generally interpreted as loom-weights, are known from Iron Age sites but are not as 
common as the triangular weights (Bulleid & Gray 1917: 58; Wheeler 1943:297, fig. 100, No. 2). 
A number of clay bars from the site (see below, p. 187) possibly be weights. 
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FIG. 73. Fired clay face-mask (1 :3) and pipeclay figurine (2:3). 
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C RE-USED CERAMIC MATERIAL. 

By jENNIFER FOSTER. 

1. Petjorated pottery discs. 
49 perforated discs, all cut from potsherds. Although usually known as spindle-whorls, some 

are too large and heavy for use in spinning: No. 714, for example, weighs 87.4 g. The size varies 
considerably (see Table 8), diameters ranging from 22 to 83 mm. The smallest discs may have 
been used on an abacus, or perhaps two at a time on a spindle; for example, two groups of small 
discs were found together in the same feature, and are of similar size (Nos. 704-7). The discs fall 
into two categories, well-made properly rounded discs, and badly-shaped chipped potsherd 
fragments. Those in the second group are unlikely to have been used as spindle-whorls, because 
of lack of balance; in some the holes are markedly asymmetrical. 

The perforated discs are undoubtedly early artefacts, on the grounds of stratification as well as 
fabric. Twenty were in first-century contexts (12 were Claudian or earlier); 10 second-century; 
six third-century; eight fourth-century; and five unstratified. Analysis of the fabrics produces 
even more positive results: 40 perforated discs were cut from sherds which could be pre-Roman 
and were certainly first-century, and of the other nine three were in first-century contexts. Not 
one example was cut from a sherd of Fabric 7- the commonest fabric used in the second century 
at Baldock: the latest examples would seem to be the four in Fabric 11, which was not introduced 
until the very end of the first century. The quarry A 418 produced six spindle-whorls- only one 
(No. 722) was in an early layer but four of the others were cut from the same type of combed 
storage-jar and were certainly residual. A 123 produced four spindle-whorls, A 226 and B 203 
had three each, whilst A 150 and A 179 had two each. 

It seems unlikely that spindle-whorls and loom weights (p. 168) were used at Baldock after the 
first century A.D., a phenomenon also noted at Verulamium (Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 178 and 
181). This clearly implies a change from the Iron Age practices, and could indicate that spinning 
and weaving were no longer domestic activities or perhaps that different artefacts were used. 

TABLE 8: DIMENSIONS OF PERFORATED POTTERY DISCS 

No. Feature Diameter Diameter Weight Material Fabric 
mm of hole gm 

mm 

WELL MADE DISCS 

690 A 418 48.5 13.5 * 2 
691 A 418 63.5 20 * 2 
692 A 484 64 10 Cooking pot, handcombed. After A.D. 70 8 
693 FX 58 16 * 2 
694 AX 58.2 6.1 34.3 Trimmed jar base 2 
695 A 226 43.5 10.5 26.4 Flagon 9 
696 A 226 70 18.5 * 3 
697 A 195 33 5 12.7 * 3 
698 A 179 39 7.5 * 3 
699 A 483 44 7 12.7 Flagon 9 
700 A 150 * 2 
701 A 100 53 12 Flagon 9 
702 A 99 36 3.3 samian platter base S.G. c.55-65 
703 A 230 44.4 7.4 19.9 * 2 
704 A 123 22 5.5 4.1 Jar 11 
705 A 123 22.5 5 3.7 Jar 11 
706 A 123 22.5 6 4.8 shellgritted jar after A.D. 80 4 
707 A 123 23 6 2.5 Jar 11 
708 A 150 75 13 54 Complete perforated base 4 
709 A 113 67 19 * 3 
710 B72 * 2 
711 B 19 39.5 6 12.3 Jar 11 
712 B 13 36 6.5 16 * 2 



POTTERY DISCS 

No. Feature Diameter Diameter Weight Material 
mm of hole gm 

mm 

713 B 203 65 16.5 * 
714 B 160 83 13 87.4 Cooking pot 

UNFINISHED OR BADLY MADE 

715 A 44 51.5 15.5 33 * 
716 c 37 95 15 * 
717 A 334 63.2 6.5 54.3 * 
718 AX 53 17.2 Handmade jar, see group 1 
719 A 418 63.5 6.8 69.8 * 
720 A 418 52.1 6.2 Cooking-pot 
721 A 418 59 13 * 
722 A 418 42.5 11 20.7 * 
723 EX 26.8 6 4.9 Barrel beaker, cf. Nos. 81-2 
724 D 84 59.5 8.5 50.2 * 
725 A 273 57 9 * 
726 A 270 31.4 6.1 * 
727 A 338 31.5 6 14.5 * 
728 A 221 73 12 * 
729 A 320 29 6 6.2 Jar/barrel beaker 
730 A 226 42 7 20,3 Jar 
731 A 179 29.5 7.5 J0.2 * 
732 A 106 73 9.5 47.9 Complete jar base 
733 B 50 43.5 6.4 17.2 * 
734 B 119 70.5 16.5 * 
735 B 116 36 7.5 17.9 * 
736 B 172 66.5 15.5 Cooking-pot 
737 B 203 47 11.9 29.7 Base sherd 
738 B 203 70 10 * 

Note: weights recorded only for complete examples. 
* Combed storage-jars (Type 208/9), Fabrics 2 or 3. 

2. Unpeiforated pottery discs. 

Fabric 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
9 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Ten unperforated discs, also cut from potsherds. The same variations in size and weight were 
noticed. These discs are either unfinished spindle-whorls or perhaps gaming counters (see bone 
counters, Nos. 615-22). 

They came from a mixture of contexts, and only one (No. 774) was in a first-century feature. 
Four were found in the same feature (B 190, late first- or early second-century) and two were 
found in A 418, the quarry which produced six of the pottery spindle-whorls. 

TABLE 9: DIMENSIONS OF POTTERY COUNTERS 

No. Feature Diameter Weight Material Fabric 

739 EX 21 7 
740 A 68 55.5 86.8 Tile 
741 A 418 22 3 * 2 
742 A 418 22.5 4.3 * 2 
743 A 241 25.5 4.9 * 2 
744 A 530 16 Samian 
745 B 190 45.5 19.9 * 2 
746 B 190 40.5 17.3 * 2 
747 B 190 48.5 30.4 * 2 
748 B 190 41 12.3 * 2 

* Combed storage-jars (Type 208/9), Fabrics 2 or 3. 
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FIG. 74. Flints (full size) . 



STONE OBJECTS 

A. THE FLINT ASSEMBLAGE. 
By Penny Robinson 

The flint assemblages from Baldock may be divided into two: 
1. individual pieces from various contexts from the site. 
2. one group of material from one context, A 110. 

1. INDIVIDUAL PIECES 

The flint- from various contexts comprises the following: 

Debitage 
Flakes with irregular retouch 
Arrowheads 
Scrapers 
Axes 

25 
5 
5 
3 
2 
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The raw material is almost all grey flint although of differing qualities. The degree of 
patination is variable: the surfaces of more than half of the pieces are only very lightly patinated. 
Patination on the remaining pieces is heavier, varying from grey to deep white. All but one piece 
is in sharp condition, although there is a small amount of damage along some edges. Only three 
show signs of burning. 

Debitage 
Six of these pieces are either complete or broken blades, the remaining 19 being flakes. Of the 

recognizable butts, the majority are plain; a hard hammer could have been used in all cases. Five 
pieces hinged on detachment and one· plunged, removing the opposite end of the core. There are 
no cores or core fragments. 

Flakes with irregular retouch·. 
Four of these five pieces have fine or abrupt retouch on small areas of their edges, but do not 

conform to any tool type. The retouch is direct in two cases and inverse in the other two, and 
may be a result of utilization, post-depositional damage, or deliberate retouch. A fifth piece, No. 
749 (FIG. 74), is a large expanding flake with several large removals forming a roughly 
denticulated edge on the distal end. 

Arrowheads (FIG. 74) 
Of the five arrowheads one, No. 750, is a leaf-shaped arrowhead, typical of the early Neolithic 

period. It is made on unpatinated, translucent grey flint, has a uniformly lustrous surface and is in 
sharp condition. It is made on a blade, the tip of the arrowhead being at the proximal end of the 
blade. It is worked by bifacial pressure on all edges save the lower right hand edge where the 
retouch is inverse only. The retouch, which is carefully done, is not very invasive and only 
extends 3 to 4 mm in from the edge. In profile, the edges are straight. 

The remaining four arrowheads, Nos. 751-4, are all barbed and tanged. They are all sharp and 
almost complete. No. 753 has a small break on the tang which was not repaired by further 
flaking, and may be a break in manufacture or possibly the result of impact in use. The flint in all 
examples is mottled and heavily patinated. On two of the pieces, Nos. 751 and 752, the ventral 
surface of the parent flake is still visible while the other two are completely bifacially worked. All 
are carefully finished by pressure flaking, but the degree of refinement is variable, with No. 754 
being rather thick and clumsily finished and No. 751 very finely worked. Nos. 751 and 753 are 
both very similar in form, having angled barbs which are almost as long as the tang; the other 
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two have more rounded barbs which are shorter than the tang. Since experiments suggest that it 
is the barbs which break more readily than the tang, it may be that the makers of these four 
arrowheads were all aiming at the same shape, but that there were problems because ofbreakage 
of the barbs during the manufacture of Nos. 752 and 754 making these two less successful. 

Scrapers 
Three scrapers were excavated, all of them end-scrapers. No. 755 (FIG. 74) is an erid-scraper on 

a retouched flake in sharp condition. It is made on translucent grey-brown flint which has grey 
patination over most of both surfaces. The flake is short with a plain butt, and was struck with a 
hard hammer. There is evidence of proximal thinning on the dorsal surface before the flake was 
removed from the core. The retouch is carefully executed direct scraper retouch, producing a 
smoothly curved and quite sharp working edge. The retouch on the right lateral edge is much 
less invasive than that forming the scraper on the distal end. There is no evidence of the piece 
having been resharpened, in the form of step-fractures or abruptness. No. 756 (FIG. 74), an 
end-scraper on a blade, is also in sharp condition; the raw material is unpatinated mottled grey 
flint with a slight lustre. The blade is almost its original length, as is shown by the angle of cortex 
on the distal end, and has an asymmetrical faceted butt. As with No. 755, there is evidence of 
proximal thinning on the dorsal surface before removal from the core. Regular retouch on the 
distal end forms the oblique scraping edge. Again, there is no evidence of resharpening. No. 757 
(not illustrated), an end-scraper on a short blade, is made on heavily white patinated flint. It is in 
poorer condition than most of the flint artefacts from the site, with all vulnerable edges showing· 
recent irregular direct and inverse edge damage. The blade is short with an irregularly faceted 
butt, with evidence of thinning at the proximal end on the dorsal surface prior to detachment 
from the core. The only undamaged edge is made by ancient retouch on the distal end where a 
heavily undercut scraper edge was formed by retouch which is in part ultra-abrupt; this is almost 
certainly due to attempts to renew the scraper edge. 

Axes 
No. 758 (FIG. 74) is a small partially polished axe with an irregular piano-convex cross-section. 

The flirtt is grey and unpatinated, with a generally fresh surface but with small areas of quite 
marked lustre towards the base of the axe. These areas do not seem to be the result of use or 
hafting since the lustre is found at the bottom of flake scars as well as on the ridges. It is 
impossible to tell whether the axe was made on a flake or a block of flint since it has been totally 
bifacially flaked. The flaking, which is rather irregular, could all have been done with a hard 
hammer. After flaking, the cutting edge and both sides of the axe were polished; polishing was 
done parallel to the long axis on both surfaces and the edges. Part of the lower right-hand corner 
of the axe, including the polished cutting edge, was removed by two flakes; this appears to have 
been intentional but has not really renewed the axe's cutting edge. On the surface, not illustrated, 
a large flake scar cuts through areas of lustre, showing that it was a later removal. It is now 
impossible to say how great a time-lapse occurred between this flake removal and the original 
manufacture of the axe, but since the later scar is as patinated as other scars it is not recent. It may 
have been formed in use as, for instance, the axe's butt contacted the bottom of a blind mortice in 
the haft. 

The second axe, No. 759 (FIG. 75), is partially polished, with straight tapered sides and a 
lenticular cross-section. It is made from grey flint which is now heavily patinated white. The 
piece has a transverse break at the butt and several flake scars cutting through the patina, as a 
result of later damage. The axe is almost completely bifacially flaked, having an area of nearly 
polished-out cortex. This area of cortex shows that this was not the ventral surface of a flake. It is 
not, however, possible to tell whether the axe was made on a flake or a block of flint since the 
opposite surface also has no trace of an original ventral surface and is no flatter than the surface 
with cortex. The flaking was executed carefully, resulting in an axe with a symmetrical 
cross-section and very straight edges. Two flaking stages may be seen: first, the removal oflarge, 
invasive flakes and second, retouching of the edges by shorter bifacial removals. Both stages 
could have been done using only a hard hammer. The cutting edge and the sides of the axe were 
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FIG. 75. Flints (full size), 
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then polished, the direction' of polishing again being parallel to the long axes. A few proud ridges 
nearer the butt are also slightly polished. 

2. MATERIAL FROM PIT A 110. 
Pit A 110 is the only feature to contain any quantity of flint material from a single context. It is 

a shallow pit with a diameter ofO. 75 m and a maximum depth of0.35 m. The flint artefacts were 
scattered throughout the filling and were associated with some burnt stone. The material consists 
of five retouched pieces (Nos. 766-70), five cores (Nos. 761-5) and 163 waste flakes. It is all in 
sharp condition with a grey patina of varying intensity, although the majority are heavily 
patinated. The raw material is a grey flint which was probably in the form of quite small nodules; 
the cortex, where it remains, has a rather uneven and knobby surface. 

It is impossible to say how many blocks of raw material are represented, but variations in 
cortex texture, colour and thickness suggest at least ten pieces. A total of seven joins were made, 
either one flake to another (six) or a flake to a core (one); no broken flakes could be refitted. None 
of the fits involved retouched pieces. All of the 163 flakes and chips seem to derive from the 
preparation and flaking of cores, that is, are not retouch chips or axe waste flakes. Most have 
plain butts and clear points and bulbs of percussion, suggesting the use of a hard hammer. A 
good many of the flakes end in hinge fractures and the general impression is of rather unskilled 
flaking with little or no preparation of the core's surface or platform. 

The graphs (FIG. 76) show that the flakes in this group are generally small and squat, and that 
only a few of them would have been suitable blanks for tools such as scrapers or arrowheads. 
Most of the larger flakes,are unsuitable blanks because of one or more faults: excess thickness, 
awkward shape, flaws in flint or extensive thick cortex. 

On three of the five cores (Nos. 761-3) the flaking strategy seems to have been rather 
haphazard alternate flaking, with occasional use of a single platform to strike several flakes. One 
of these cores (No. 763) has a single refitted flake, and has had the sinuous edges between flake 
removals blunted by hammering. Three cores (Nos. 762-4) retain enough of their original shape 
(as seen on the cortex) to deduce that the nodules were small. A fourth core (A 764) is made on a 
small pebble and shows the removal of a series of short blades from a plain platform; the junction 
between the core front and platform has been abraded to remove the negative bulbs from 
previous blade removals, leaving the familiar 'core scraper' appearance. A fifth core (No. 765) 
resembles a small Levallois flake core from which a single flake has been struck; the striking 
platform has been reflaked after the removal of this flake, removing the negative bulb of the 
Levallois-like flake. (This is not a proper Levallois core since the surface preparation is not 
carefully and regularly convergent). 

Five pieces from feature A 110 are retouched enough to be considered tools: two are 
end-scrapers on flakes (Nos. 766-7, FIG. 75), one is a petit tranchet derivative arrowhead (No. 
768), and the other two are flakes with bifacial retouch (Nos. 769-70). The petit tranchet 
derivative arrowhead has its tang made by bifacial retouch and the oblique cutting edge is formed 
by the lateral edge of the flake on which it was made. 

An attempt must be made to account for the presence of the flint artefacts in this pit. The pit is 
not related to any other feature on the site; this makes interpretation rather difficult. Two 
explanations can, however, be ruled out: first, the lack of tiny chips (< 2 mm) and the large 
number of missing pieces argue convincingly against the flints being an in situ knapping floor; 
secondly, although the presence of still useful tools may suggest a cache, the exhausted cores, the 
scatter of flint throughout the pit fill, the rarity of suitable blanks and the generally small size of 
the waste flakes refute this idea. 

Two further explanations are more plausible: one, that the flints came to be in the pit by 
accident. The spread of material in the pit fill and the mixture of tools, waste and cores would 
support this idea, but possibly stronger arguments against this view are the lack of other material 
types in the pit (except one scapula) and the large size of some of the flakes and cores, which 
would preclude their easy transport to the pit by natural means. 

A second possibility is that the flints are a dump or a series of dumps. In support of this is the 
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unsuitability of most of the waste flakes and cores for further use, and also the high ratio of waste 
flakes to tools which may themselves have been abandoned. These reasons, as well as the spread 
of the flints throughout the pit fill and the lack of any other material type in the pit, suggest the 
dump explanation is the most probable. 

B. OTHER STONE OBJECTS (FIGS. 77-79). 
(Geological identifications, apart from Nos. 771-2, by F. W. Anderson and R. Sanderson) 

771. Pebble mace-head/hammer (Mesolithic or Late Neolithic). lan Kinnes reports: 
'Quartzite pebble modified by limited grinding and polishing to symmetricallentoid 
section; central hourglass perforation polished by ? haft wear in narrowest section; 
limited abrasion at either end.' A 544. 

772. Polished stone axe fragment (Neolithic). lan Kinnes reports: 'Section of blade and 
cutting edge produced by impact fracture: ? side-faceted form; cutting-edge damaged 
? by use; greenstone, ungrouped'. A X. (Petrological identifications ofNos. 771-2 by 
Mineralogy; Department, British Museu'm, Natural History). 

773. Fragment of inlay or palette. Green and white veined Cipollino marble. F X. 
774. Fragment of inlay or palette. Polished black limestone, possibly from Somerset. C31. 
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FIG. 77. Stone objects: Nos. 771-4 (2:3); 775-6 (1:3); 689, fired clay object (1:3). 
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775. Two fragments from a stone mortar, each with squared-off lug. Purbeck marble. 
Polished interior, rough and tooled finish over the exterior including underside of the 
base. Heavily used so that the base has been worn thin or even holed. Generally 
weathered-looking. A 524, ? mid third-century. 

776. Fragment from a larger example of the same type of mortar, and from the same 
source. A 141, c. A.D. 90-120. Fragments from eleven different mortars from several 
different sources were found at Richborough in contexts ranging from the late first to 
the late second centuries. 

Nos. 777-86. Whetstones etc. (not illustrated). 
777. Broken, circular section. Fine-grained calcareous sandstone (? Upper Greensand). 

A 109. 
778. Broken, oval section, worn. Hard grey quartzite rock. B 191. 
779. Broken, rounded worn edges, oval section. Very fine-grained grey-green igneous 

rock. B 123. 
780. Broken, carefully squared edges, rectangular section. Very fine-grained hard pale 

grey-green igneous rock. B X. 
781. Broken, carefully squared edges, rectangular section. Very fine-grained hard grey

green igneous rock. C 33. 
782. Broken, squared edges, rectangular section. Fine-grained dark grey igneous rock. 

A 8. 
783. Broken, squared edges, raised section along top. Rectangular section. Serpentine. 

B 175. 
784. Broken, rectangular section, rounded worn edges. Fine-grained dark-grey igneous 

rock. EX. 
785. Rubbing stone, broken. Purplish-red ferruginous sandstone. A 150. 
786. Rubbing stone, broken. Fine white flaggy sandstone. A 12. 

C. QUERNS. 
By Jennifer Foster. 

(Geological identifications by F. W. Anderson) 

Hunsbury quern (FIG. 78) 
787. Almost half an upper stone of an Iron Age Hunsbury quem (Curwen 1941: 16-20). 

Typical shape, high and narrow with a flat top, basin-like hopper and straight 
cylindrical spindle socket. The grinding surface is flat. A handle socket is cut into the 
side of the stone. Grey sandstone. B 49, late first-century B.C. 

Saddle querns (FIG. 78) 
788. Complete. Fine-grained hard siliceous sandstone, probably a sarsen. A 522 (re-used in 

Building III). . 
789. Fragment. White sandstone. B 62. 

Three other fragments of saddle querns were found, two in calcareous sandstone and one in 
greywacke. 

Hertfordshire Puddingstone querns (FIG. 78). 
790. Slightly more than half an upper stone, with large open hopper. Upright rounded 

shape and flat grinding surface typical of Hertfordshire Puddingstone. A 522. 
791. Half of an upper stone. Slightly smaller hopper than No. 790. A 356. 
792. Fragment of upper stone. A 457. 

There were four other fragments of upper quem stones in Hertfordshire Puddingstone, two 
with traces of the spindle socket. 
793. Lower quem fragment, with traces of spindle socket. B 130. 
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794. Slightly more than half of lower stone. A 186. 
There were five other fragments oflower quem stones in Hertfordshire Puddingstone, all with 

slight traces of the central spindle socket. 

Querns of Niedermendig basalt (FIG. 78). 
795. Less than half of upper stone of a Niedermendig basalt quem. It has a very wide oval 

central hole with a rectangular cutting to seat the rynd. The grinding surface is 
. marked with shallow grooves. B X. 

796. Very worn segment, too worn to determine whether upper or lower stone. Very 
wide socket hole. A 483. 

There were five other fragments of Niedermendig basalt querns, all very worn and 
fragmentary. Only one had a trace of a grinding surface. 

Millstone Grit querns (FIGS. 78-9). 
The Millstone Grit querns divide into two types: a) upright stones, thicker than 60 mm with 

steeply-sloping grinding surfaces; and b) finer, thinner stones, less than 55 mm in thickness and 
with gently-sloping grinding surfaces. 

(a) more than 60 mm in thickness: 
797. Almost half an upright upper stone. A groove runs round the entire circumference. 

Flat grinding surface. A 67, (re-used as packing stone). 
798. Segment of upper stone. Slight groove for handle on one side and oval hopper. Slight 

grooves on grinding surface. A 113. 
799. Fragment of upper stone. Oval hopper. Coarse pebbly Millstone Grit. A 132. 
800. Segment of upper stone. Steeply-sloping grinding surface and waisted hopper. A 22. 
801. Over half of upper stone. Steeply-sloping grinding surface. A 132. 
802. Part oflower stone. Steeply-sloping grinding surface. Coarse pebbly Millstone Grit. 

A X. 
803. Part of lower stone. Coarse pebbly Millstone Grit. A X. 
804. Almost half of lower stone. A 522. 

(b) less than 60 mm in thickness: 
805. Part of upper stone and worked grinding surface, both with grooving in two different 

directions on the outer edge, and claw marks towards the centre. A 402. 
806. Segment of upper stone. Grinding surface grooved in two directions. Grooved at 

side, possibly to take a handle. B X. 
807. Segment of upper stone. Very shallow stone with gently-sloping grinding surface. A 

groove on upper surface runs round entire circumference, 10 mm from outer edge. 
Upper surface pecked all over. A 112. 

808. Segment of upper stone. Wide open hopper and sloping grinding surface; traces of 
pecking towards edges. Coarse pebbly grit. B 62. 

809. Almost half of upper stone. Upper surface has raised band around circumference and 
pecking. Grinding surface also pecked, though worn. A 69. 

810. Section of upper stone. Very rough specimen with sloping grinding surface. B 72. 
811. Almost complete, very fine lower stone. Very thinly worked (max. thickness 40 mm) 

and almost flat. Central pivot rises up in centre. Coarse pebbly Millstone Grit. A 522, 
(re-used in Building III). 

Five other fragments of upper quem stones and one lower stone were in Millstone Grit. 
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BUILDING MATERIALS. 
By Valery Rigby and Jennifer Foster. 

Although the excavations revealed little in the way of Roman buildings at Baldock, finds 
included considerable quantities of various types of debris from demolished buildings. By weight 
and volume this debris represents the third largest category of finds, after the pottery and the 
animal bones. None was found demonstrably in situ, and the fragments are somewhat 
miscellaneous and impossible to reconstruct. Given the intractable nature of this group of 
material, the classification had to be somewhat arbitrary and the illustrated examples limited. The 
fragments were divided into two main categories: first, those obviously derived.from buildings: 
and second, those from structures of unknown types. Further sub-division is by type of material 
and by function where this is known. 

1. EVIDENCE FOR BUILDINGS 

The material divides into two main groups: first, the unfired types such as daub, decorative 
mortar and wall-plaster; and the second, the fired clay artefacts, here confined to various types of 
tile. 

A. UN FIRED MATERIALS 

(i) Structural daub and mortar 
Fragments of daub with wattle impressions on the back belong to two easily distinguishable 

types. One is a good-quality beige or dark cream matrix with much lime, large lumps of flint and 
chalk, and impressions from chopped vegetable matter like that used for the decorative pieces 
described below, Nos. 812-14. The other type is a poor crumbly coarse-textured mixture, 
ginger-brown in colour, with the same range of inclusions; the fragments are small, heavily 
weathered and rounded. The lath-impressions are much thinner (c. 10 mm in diameter). 

The largest group of cream mortar, over 15 kg., came from Pit B 16 and represents the debris 
from a substantial wall or building found with remains of a wooden door with iron fittings (Nos. 
553, 557, 564 and 582). Most of the fragments show impressions from various arrangements of 
typical wattles, horizontal braces and pairs of vertical posts. Few pieces could be joined, but by 
using the larger pieces with lengths of dowel and perspex tubing to represent the timber it has 
been possible to suggest one method of construction (FIG. 80). 

The fragments vary in weight from 0.01 to 0.5 kg. and show that the wall was based on pairs 
of posts of different diameters (20 mm and 35 mm) set at least 300 mm apart (FIG. 80A and A 1). 

Three fragments have finished edges which represent the top or bottom of the wall. They have an 
impression from a horizontal brace (FIG. SOB) running in front of the posts at about 25 mm from 
the bottom edge, and a similar distance behind the wall-surface. There is also an impression from 
one of the cross struts (FIG. 80C) which shows that it passed in front of the posts above the 
horizontal brace. 

The remaining fragments lack finished edges but have one finished face (the wall-surface) with 
wattle impressions on the back. One fragment indicates that there was at least one horizontal 
brace higher up on the wall, but there is no way of establishing either the number of horizontal 
braces used or the distances between them. 

Other fragments show that the cross-struts went from the front to the back of the wall, rising 
at an angle of about 20°, and were arranged at 25 mm intervals with at least three cross-struts 
between the horizontal braces. There is no evidence for more substantial ties, iron nails or 
wooden pegs. 

The finished wall would have been about 75 mm thick, with rough and uneven surfaces which 
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Suggested construction of a wall, based on debris found in pit B16. 

sometimes show finger-smears and sometimes the effects of floats or skimmers. Two fragments 
have an additional surface skimming (10 mm thick) of better-quality 'wall-plaster' and one of 
them appears to be decorated with structural moulding and pargetting (No. 815). It seems that 
residences of some quality were constructed in this way; but after centuries of ploughing they 
have left little trace. 

Pit B 16 was cut into the top of the filling of a quarry (B 13) filled before the end of the second 
century. The pottery in B 16 is sparse, consisting of several sherds from a Nene Valley 
mortarium dated to the later third or fourth century, which implies that the building was not 
demolished much before the end of the third century. At Little Waltham, Essex, Drury found 
similar daub in a context dating from the mid third to later second centuries B.C. (Drury 1978: 
N4, fig. 66, 13.8) and he records that such techniques were practised locally in the medieval 
period. It is just conceivable that the debris from Baldock is medieval, but it is more likely to 
have belonged to a building demolished before the end of the Roman period. 

(ii) Decorative mortar (FIG. 81) 
There are a few pieces of decorative mortar from the area of Building Ill, including pieces with 

decorated flat surfaces and some with mouldings which are presumably from internal structural 
details. 
812-14. 

813. 

Building Ill. Deposited about the middle of the third century. A large piece of typical 
cream mortar, at least 60 mm thick, with the impression of a fairly major beam on the 
back, 30 mm in diameter. The front face has an interlocking chevron design in relief 
which was probably done by the technique known as pargetting. 

In recent times, pargetting has generally been found on the exterior walls of 
buildings, but very similar designs have been found on interior walls of Roman date 
at. Grandford, March, Cambs. and Colchester, Essex (Potter 1982: 81, No. 308; 
Crummy 1977: fig. 10). The surface retains a coat of whitening, disproving the theory 
that the decoration was simply keying for the application of finer wall-plaster. A 544. 
·(not illustrated). Second piece showing the same mortar mix and design, and 
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presumably from the same wall as No. 812. No wattle impressions Maximum 
thickness 60 mm. A 544. 

814. (not illustrated). Piece of similar mortar with well-finished quarter-round moulding, 
possibly from a structural detail around a window or doorway. A 524. 

815. (not illustrated). Fragment from the 15 kg of cream mortar fragments discussed above 
(pp. 183-4). Maximum thickness 60 mm, with wattle impressions on the back. The 
face is in poor condition, but there are the remains of a half-round moulding with an 
incised decorated design below it, consisting of one corner of a square or rectangular 
border, with a circle of zig-zag or 'crown-of-thorns' within. B 13. 

(iii) Painted Wall-plaster . 
Most of the fragments were concentrated in three areas, with a sparse ;catter across the rest of 

the site. It is in fairly good condition, but no group was capable of reconstruction. All the 
backing mortar is coarse in texture, with the usual lumps of flint and chalk, but the surface 
skimming, about 15 mm thick, is finer-grained and decorated. The painted designs are simple 
and geometric, the colour range limited. 
Group 1, A 533, late third/early fourth-century. 

The largest group, of 631 fragments. The main ground colour is yellow (176 pieces) with red 
and grey painted stripes and occasionally orange and beige; only five pieces show more than two 
colours. There is a possible dado division between the yellow and red zones. One group 
contained 87 pieces which had a different proportion of colours, in particular more orange, and 
the suggestion of a flower design. 
Group 2, A 544, mid third-century. 

Twenty-five large pieces, in good condition, from features under Building Ill. The range of 
colours is noticeably different from Group 1, with red as the predominant ground, painted with 
orange, white and blue. 
Group 3, A 68, late fourth-century. 

A concentration .of 35 fragments all coloured pink or red. The quantity is small and the 
condition fragmentary, so that the provenance is likely to be accidental. 

The remaining pieces were also from Site A but were small and in poor condition. 

B. ROMAN TILES 

Very few fragments of Roman tiles were found, but all the main types are represented. Four 
'box' flue"-tiles (three combed) and four pila tiles are evidence for at least one hypocaust system. 
The roofing-tiles consist of eight tegulae, one with a 'Type B Cutaway' and another with a typical 
circular 'signature', two imbrices and four diamond-shaped tiles. One broken diamond-shaped 
roofing slate of black ferruginous sandstone was also found. 

2. EVIDENCE FOR OTHER STRUCTURES 

The following objects are of fired clay and were presumably used in the construction or 
furnishing of buildings, or were prefabricated components of kilns, furnaces or ovens. 
The following fabrics were used for fired-day artefacts and building-materials: 

B 1. Fine-grained matrix heavily tempered with large inclusions, between 5 and 15 mm long, 
of chalk, flint, grog, clay pellets and coarsely chopped vegetable stalks. The vegetable 
matter was not carbonised during the firing or baking process, so is represented by 
straw-like voids in the fabric and on the 'finished surfaces. The fabric is usually pale pink or 
light orange at the core, with paler greyish buff surfaces discoloured by soot and smoky 
patches. 

B 2. Fine-grained matrix, with fine inclusions, about 2 mm in length, of iron, grog and flint, 
with occasional large water-worn pebbles over 10 mm in length, showing that the clay 
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was only roughly prepared. When under-fired, there is a dirty grey, carbon-rich core, 
otherwise the fired colour is variegated orange and buff " 

B 3. Fine-grained slightly micaceous iron-rich matrix, heavily tempered with finely chopped 
vegetable matter carbonised in the firing to black flecks between 5 and 10 mm in length. At 
the surfaces the tempering has been leached out of the fabric leaving a dense pattern of 
straw-like voids. When fired under oxidising conditions the fabric is dark red. 

B 4. Coarse-grained sandy matrix with occasional large water-worn inclusions, heavily 
tempered with vegetable matter, mainly cultivated cereals, both chopped straw and 
grains. The objects were insufficiently fired to carbonise the tempering which is 
represented by straw-like and grain-shaped voids both in the body of the fabric and on the 
surfaces. 

(a) CLAY BARS (FIG. 81). 

Well-shaped bars, square in section which may possibly have been used as weights, like No. 
689, although no evidence of a suspension-loop survives. They could be pre-fabricated oven- or 
kiln-furniture. 
816. Carefully smoothed surfaces. Fabric B2, underfired. B 42. 
817. Splayed end as a result of flattening during manufacture. Fabric B2, well fired. B 189. 

There are fragments from at least four others, in the same fabric, scattered over the site. 

(b) CLAY SLABS (FIG. 81) 

There are fragments from about 55 different handmade fired-day slabs or tiles. They vary in 
thickness from 15 to 50 mm, are more or less rectangular in plan with sharp squared-off edges, 
and have a finger-smoothed upper surface and a rough and unfinished lower surface. The thinner 
versions (15-20 mm) are somewhat better made and less distorted in the firing, but the thicker 
slabs are particularly roughly shaped and were so poorly fired that the vegetable tempering did 
not carbonise and eventually rotted away leaving voids. P. Barford has suggested that slabs in the 
porous Fabric B3 were used as 'salt-licks' in cattle-rearing and hence are briquetage. 

(i) Rectangular slabs 15 mm thick and at least 110 by 110 mm. The upper surfaces are finished with 
finger-smoothing, the lower surfaces rough and unfinished, the edges straight and the angles 
sharp. All are in Fabric B3, heavily tempered with chopped vegetable matter, now carbonised, 
and were fired red. One, No. 819, has a fluted edge; tiles with fluted edge were found ·amongst 
the briquetage and other settlement-debris at Langenhoe, Essex (Reader 1908; 15-16, fig. 15). 
There is no trace of mortar or cement on any of them. 

At least 28 slabs are represented, 24 of which were concentrated in the southern part of Site A 
in a number of mainly pre-Flavian features, suggesting that they were in use in the immediately 
pre- or post-Conquest period. 
818. At least 110 by 110 mm. One straight finished edge. B 59. 
819. Fragment with a fluted edge. A X. 

(ii) Rectangular slabs 20 mm thick and at least 90 by 90 mm. There are at least four examples, in Fabric 
B3, red. Very similar to the thinner version discussed above, presumably they served the same 
function. 

(iii) Slabs 30 mm thick, and at least 100 mm by 90 mm. They have roughly finger-smoothed upper 
surfaces, with rounded edges, and unfinished lower surfaces. Of the six examples one is from a 
pre-Conquest context and the others were in features dated to the pre-Flavian period, suggesting 
use before and just possibly after the conquest. 
820. At least 80 by 90 mm. Fabric Bl. A 160. 
821. At least 90 by 100 mm. Fabric Bl. A 160. 
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(iv) Slabs 50 mm thick, more or less rectangular with roughly smoothed upper surface and sides but 
totally unfinished lower surface. 
822. Incomplete, but 200 mm wide and at least 210 mm long. The upper surface is slightly 

dished, and one end has a roughly tooled chamfered edge. It had been pierced twice 
with a tool about 5 mm in diameter, once successfully along its length, and the second 
time unsuccessfully, resulting in a furrow on the lower surface. This was presumably 
to reduce distortion during the firing and baking process. Fabric B2. A 137. 

823. Incomplete, but at least 170 by 200 mm. It was pierced twice before firing. Fabric B4, 
dark grey carbon-rich core, dirty yellow-buff surfaces. The tempering had been 
notably and dense, leaving the fabric heavily voided and the surfaces deeply 
pitted. The presence of grain and chaff suggests that it was made in the vicinity of 
cereal processing, probably in the farm-yard. A 137. 
Both slabs are from the same feature and were found with pottery of pre-Flavian date, 
suggesting use in the early and mid first century A.D. There are fragments from three 
others, one from a pre-Claudian context. 

(v) Sub-rectangular slabs with rounded edges 
824. Incomplete but at least 120 mm by 100 mm and 30 mm thick. Upper surface and 

825. 

826. 
827 .. 

edges well smoothed, the lower surface left unfinished. Fabric Bl. A 334. 
Incomplete, at least 160 mm by 120 mm and25 mm thick atthinnest point. Made by 
folding a flat piece of clay. FabricB1, with voids on surface. A 418. A second example 
came from the same feature. 
Incomplete, at least 130 mm by 90 mm and 25 mm thick. Burnt. Fabric Bl. A 106. 
Incomplete, at least 190 mm by 170 mm and 25 mm thick. Evenly smoothed upper 
surface, unfinished lower surface. Fabric B1, with voids and vegetable impressions on 
surface. Burnt. A 418. Fragments from at least five others. 

(vi) Lipped slabs or tiles 
828. Incomplete, at least 140 mm by 100 mm and 30 mm thick at centre .. Evenly smoothed 

upper or inner surface, the lower surface tooled leaving lengthwise striations. Fabric 
B2. Possibly a roofing-tile since shape and dimensions resemble those of a tegula. 
A 512. 

The slabs clearly belong to the category of 'Belgic Bricks' discussed in the Verulamium 
report (Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 178, fig. 26, No. 3). Their more precise functions remain 
obscure because they are usually found in a fragmentary state. The various types from Baldock 
seem unsuitable as building-materials, for their rough and uneven shape would make stacking 
difficult without a thick bonding layer, and none show any signs of mortar or clay. They appear 
to be only slightly less unsuitable as floor-slabs, for besides being uneven they are scarcely strong 
enough . to stand heavy wear. Some may have been pre-fabricated components for small 
structures which were to be further fired or baked, such as hearths, ovens or kilns. However, the 
absence ofbaked or fired bonding on the slabs argues against this interpretation, for it is unlikely 
that all the fragments found were from unused 'wasters'. The majority were in contexts dated to 
the first century A.D., with a few pre-dating the Conquest, so they belong to the phase of 
occupation when Roman influences were strong but indirect. 

(vii) Hollow circular object (FIG. 81). 
829. One fragment from circumference of the mouth ofhollow circular container, pierced 

in the side by a hole c. 30 mm in diameter. Surfaces carefully finger-smoothed. Fabric 
Bl. A 334. Possibly p;:trt of an oven of the type discussed. in report on the,. 
excavations at Harrold, Beds. (Eagles & Evison 1970: fig. 4). 

(viii) Briquetage. 
A base fragment from what appears to be a cylindrical container, in over-fired clay. Possibly a 
salt container. A 334. 
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GRAFFITI 
By Mark Hassall (FIG. 82) 

830. Samian cup (Drag. 33); a graffito on the outside of the vessel reads: BilL, Bel( ... ), 
presumably an abbreviation for the owner's name for which there are several 
possibilities. C 42. 

831. Sherd from the wall of a samian cup (Drag. 33); a graffito probably complete at the 
beginning reads: ]BELLENIN[. Only part of the bottom right of the first letter survives 
and it could theoretically be S, while the last letter could be an A but is more probably 
part of an N. The name given either in the nominative or genitive was probably 
Belleninus/a, formed from the attested nomen Bellenius (CIL viii 4695: Madaura, 
Numidia Proconsularis). A X. 

832. Sherd from the base of a samian bowl (Drag. 30?); graffito cut on the outside between 
the footring at the angle with the wall of the vessel reads IVC ( ... ·or, if inverted with 
respect to the footring, ... ) M I. If the first alternative is correct this will probably be 
part of the common personal name lucundus. A 535. 

833. A dish (Drag. 18, stamped, No. S 74, p. 207) repaired in antiquity with bronze rivets. 
On the underside within the footring a mark of ownership and the owner's name have 
been inscribed: MELENIO or MELENIU. Outside the footring is an inscribed cross. Burial 
7 (p. 73). Two vessels from this burial have been inscribed, but the names are 
different: see also No. 840. 

834. Fragment from the base of a samian platter (Drag. 18?); a graffito cut on the underside 
of the footring itself reads M. B 62. 

835. Sherds from a samian bowl (Drag. 38); a graffito cut between flange and footring 
reads: MVNIA (or, less probably MINIA). Brewery Field. 

836. Base and part of wall of a samian cup (Drag. 27); a graffito cut on the underside of the 
base within the footring reads: PRI, for Pri(mi), 'of Primus'. A 12. 

837. Part of a samian cup (Drag. 33, stamped, No. 24, p. 204); on the outside of the base 
between the footring and the carination is a blundered X, '10' or mark of ownership. 
A 13. 

838. Sherd from a small vessel with near vertical wall and cordon below an everted rim in 
fabric imitating terra nigra; below the cordon is a graffito cut in elegant capitals 
furnished with serifs: ... ]DON[ Either a personal name Donatus (or cognates), or 
donavit, 'dedicated'. B 19. 

839. Sherd from base of a grey burnished vessel; a graffito cut apparently on the inside 
reads: ... ]TOLl[ ... D 25. . 

840. Three conjoining sherds forming nearly complete samian bowl (Drag. 24; stamped, 
No. S 12, p. 203); the vessei has been mended in antiquity with bronze rivets: On the 
lower wall of the bowl a mark of ownership followed by the owner's actual name has 
been inscribed inverted with respect to the footring: X VATILA. Burial 7 (see No. 833). 

841. Sherd from base of a greyware dish with smooth outer surface and burnished· 
scrawl-marks on the inside of the vessel; a graffito on the underside of the vessel reads 
]X, either part of a numeral, 10 or more, or a simple mark of ownership. D 25. 

842. Part of the base of a samian bowl (Drag. 38?; stamped, No. S 127 p. 210). On the 
underside of the base within the footring is a graffito, conceivably a monogram but 
probably non-alphabetic. A X. 
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INTAGLIOS 
By Martin Henig (FIG. 82) 
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843. Onyx intaglio, oval with bevelled edge (shape F4). In good condition apart from chip 
on side. The gem was originally set in an iron ring of which traces remain on the 
lower surface and on the side. Dimensions: 14 by 11 mm (upper surface 10 by 7 mm). 
Thickness 3 mm. B X. The device is a nude male figure- probably Mars- walking to 
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the left (impression described). On his head is a Corinthian helmet with plume, and 
he clasps a spear in his right hand and holds a shield on his left arm. Ground line. 

The intaglio is derived from the (very common) representation of Mars Gradivus 
(see Henig 1978: Nos. 70--74; App.29; A pp. 71), but here there is no scarf around the 
waist and the figure does not carry a trophy. It may be compared especially with an 
agate gem in New York (Richter 1956: No. 297) and a nicolo in the Hague 
(Maaskant-Kleibrink 1978: No. 931); like the latter the gem, which is coarsely cut as a 
series of plain rounded grooves, may be ascribed to the Plain Grooves style of the 
second century A.D. 

A bronze statuette from the Barkway cache (B.M. 1817 3-8 1) shows a comparable 
Mars (Lysons 1817: pl. XLII). 

844. Cornelian intaglio, oval, slightly convex (shape A4). Dimensions 12.5 by 10 by 2.25 
mm. A 356. The device is a male youth in profile to the right. He is nude apart from 
the chlamys which hangs down from his shoulders. He holds a helmet and spear; in 
front of him is a shield. Ground line. 

I have identified the type as Achilles possessed of the armour fashioned by 
Hephaistos and brought to him by his mother Thetis (Henig 1970). The type is 
common on gems and a number of examples is recorded from sites in Britain (Henig 
1978: Nos. 457-462; App.39; App.154). Although my interpretation has not achieved 
uunimous acceptance (see Sena Chiesa 1978: No. 89, for the view that it portrays 
Mars or a soldier), it still seems the most reasonable explanation for a figure-type 
whose closest parallel is a figure of the Athenian hero Theseus standing and 
contemplating the sword ofhis father Aegeus. Achilles was a much more famous and 
highly venerated exemplar than Theseus, and we know, for instance, that statues (of 
Achilles) stood in gymnasia. However, it is not unlikely that the figure was 
interpreted as Mars by the owner of the gem. 

The intaglio is cut with the same broad rounded grooves as the onyx discussed 
above and may also be ascribed to the Plain Grooves style. A close parallel to type, 
style and material was found in Bedfordshire between Chalgrave and Toddington and 
is set in a ring of Antonine type (Henig 1970: pl. XXIV A and B; Henig 1978: No. 458). 

845. Yellow glass intaglio, oval, very thin (F). Dimensions: 11.5 by 9.5 by 1 mm. A 58. A 
lion walks towards the right. Lions are common subjects on glass gems. Compare 
Henig 1978: Nos. 627 (from Hod Hill); Henig 1975: App.44; Gercke 1970: Nos. 
504-06; Schmidt 1970: No. 1938; Zatoff 1975: Nos. 65&-58, 1149-53. These may be 
dated to the first century B. C. or to the early decades of the first century A. D. Despite 
the worn mould from which it was cast, the Baldock intaglio is clearly in the 
classicising style of the early first century A.D. 

Two of the intaglios (843 and 844) portray warrior figures whose strongest appeal 
would surely have been to soldiers (Henig 1970). If they did not belong to legionaries 
(or auxiliary officers) on secondment, their presence at Baldock is not readily 
explained. However, Mars is invoked (as Alator and Toutatis) on silver plaques from 
a shrine at Barkway, RIB 218 (Collingwood and Wright 1965), where he was 
doubtless venerated by civilians as an agricultural deity rather than as a war god. It is 
interesting that No. 843 so closely parallels the type of the statuette of Mars from 
Barkway. 
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THE GLASS 

A. THE GLASS VESSELS. 
By Dorothy Charlesworth 

About 300 fragments of glass were found in the excavations, all but a few of Roman date. The 
bulk of material is wall-fragments of natural green bottle glass, a metal used for so many different 
types of vessel that it is impossible to identify most of the pieces with any one type. 

1. Pillar-moulded vessels (not illustrated). 
The earliest identifiable vessels are four pillar-moulded bowls (!sings form 3). The shape was 

common in the first century and, because the walls are fairly thick and strengthened by the ribs, it 
has a high survival value. The bowls are cast in a mould. 
846. Natural green glass. A 373. 
847. Natural blue-green glass. A 344. 
848. Greenish glass. C 31. 
849. Iridescent amber glass. A 198. 

2. Mould-blown vessel (FIG. 83). 
850. Three fragments of thin mould-blown natural green glass from the same face-flask, 

the largest fragment showing the nose, upper lift and left eye. The features closely 
resemble those on a flask from Cologne although they appear to be slightly smaller in 
scale than the published photographs (Fremersdorf1961: No. 171). A 237, A 69, and 
possibly B 104. 

3. Imported coloured glass (not illustrated). 
A few fragments of coloured glass were found, too small to reconstruct the forms. 

(i) Millefiori: 851, B 203; 852, C X, emerald green with floral design. 
(ii) Blue with marvered white spots: 853, B 203. 
(iii) Deep blue: 854, C X, ribbed fragment from jar or flagon; 855, A 344, lower part of flagon 

850 

FIG. 83. Glass vessel (1/2). 
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handle; 856, A 290, ribbed; 857, A 533, chipped, possibly for re-use as a gaming counter; 
858, B 23. (see No. 875). 
(iv) Emerald green: 859, B 120, blown glass with chipped trail; 860, B 15. 

(v) Amber: 861, H X, base ofjar or beaker; 862, A 344; 863, A X, part ofbase ring; 864, B 4, 
folded rim; 865, B 128; 866, B 190, ribbed; 867, B 203. (See also Nos. 873-4). 

The polychrome fragments are probably of mid first-century A. D. date, the monochromes mid 
to late first-century, but the coloured metals were less used in the later first century, colourless 
glass becoming more fashionable. 

4. Square- or angular-bodied bottles (not illustrated). 
Eighteen fragments can be identified as parts of angular bottles, c. A.D. 60-130. 

868. Moulded base marking of two concentric circles. A 483. 
869. Unusually colourless glass. A X. 

5. Flagons and flasks (FIG. 84). 
There are six or eight flagons, some in coloured glass and most imported from the Seine/F-..hine 

area c. A. D. 60 to 130 or 150. In general the strongly-coloured metals are of first-century date and 
the green glass, which is more common, was used over a longer period. It is impossible to make 
an exact identification for any of the pieces. Types of these flagons are illustrated in Charles worth 
1959: fig. 8 and discussed by Harden in Biddle 1967: 238-40; Isings forms 52 and 55. 
870-1. Fragments from the lower parts of conical-bodied flagons, blue-green glass. A 141; A 

X. 
872. 

873-4. 
875. 

876. 

877. 
878. 

879. 

Fragments from the base and side of a flagon decorated with spirally-twisted ribbing, 
poor-quality blue-greenish glass. B 187. 
(not illustrated). Fragments from handles of flagons, amber glass. A 327; A X. 
(not illustrated). Neck fragment in deep blue glass. The ribbed fragment (no. 858) 
might be from the body of the same vessel. B 189. 
Base fragment in olive-green glass. Could be from a flagon or globular bowl (Isings 
form 67c). B 79. 
(not illustrated). Base and part of side of small unguent flask, olive-green glass. A 82. 
Out-splayed rim, folded at tip, and part of neck of a flask in poor-quality bubbly 
streaky-green metal. B X. 
(not illustrated). Part of base of small unguent flask. A 418. 

6. Beakers (FIG. 84). 
880. Folded rim, colourless glass. A 298. 
881. Rounded thickened rim and part of straight side in colourless glass, probably 'Airlie 

882. 

883. 
884. 
885. 
886. 
887-8. 

889. 

890. 

type' (Thorpe 1949: pl. Vib). A X. 
Knocked-off and ground, slightly everted rim, probably from tall beaker. Colourless 
glass (Isings form 34). A 533. 
Two rim fragments, one green, one blue-green, rounded, thickened. B 238. 
Folded rim fragment, poor-quality green glass. B 8. 
Half of pushed-in base (Isings form 109b). B 41. 
Folded base. B X. 
(not illustrated). Two folded rims ofbowls in green glass. lsings forms 44, 45, 46 cover 
some of the variations in size and depth of these bowls which are in use throughout 
the Roman period. D X; A 259. 
Fragment in colourless glass with pinched-up dots. The type of decoration is 
sufficiently rare to deserve notice. A complete beaker from Verulamium is so 
decorated (Wheeler & Wheeler 1936: 186, dated A.D. 160-190). B 191. 
(not illustrated). Small fragment with two crossing trails, green glass. This crossed or 
zig-zagged trail decoration in matching or contrasting colour is often used on late 
fourth-century beakers found in the middle and lower Rhineland. It is later than the 
snake thread trailing and has obvious links with some fifth- and sixth-century 
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beakers. Some late Roman examples are illustrated in Doppelfeld 1966: fig. 134, 5, 7. 
KX. 

891. (not illustrated). Part of a beaker base, pushed-in ring. Colourless. A 8. 
892. (not illustrated). Beaker fragment with knocked-off rim. Greenish. A 482. 

7. Bowls (not illustrated) 
893. Small bowl, blue-green. A 475. 
894. Handle and rim of small bowl. A 268. 
895. Everted rounded thickened rim of bowl, side sloping steeply in. Colourless. A 159. 

B. WINDOW GLASS 
By Dorothy Charlesworth 

Several pieces of moulded window panes were found. No pane could be reconstructed and no 
fragment retained any evidence of how it had been fixed in place. No more than two dozen 
fragments were found, scattered across the site; the greatest concentration was of four fragments 
from the contractor's trenches at The Tene (Sites H and J). Three fragments of window glass 
were in second-century contexts (A 259, B 42 and B 175); otherwise the stratified examples were 
in third- and fourth-century layers. 
896. (n'ot illustrated). One edge fragment which had been deliberately chipped round the 

edge after it had been broken. Very abraded. D X. 

C. GLASS OBJECTS 
By Dorothy Charlesworth (FIG. 84). 

897. Bangle, streaky-blue, blue and white twisted trails, marvered on either side with a 
piano-convex section. Poor quality. Kilbride-Jones Type 2. C 36. 

898. Opaque blue gaming counter. A 177. 
899. Emerald-green glass bezel from ring or brooch, rectangular with bevelled edges and 

curved outer surfaces, layer of opaque glass on the back with surface roughened to 
'key' it to metal setting. B 175. 

D. GLASS BEADS 
By Jennifer Foster (FIG. 85). 

Apart from the melon beads all stratified beads were in third- or fourth-century contexts. 

1. Annular beads 
900. Translucent amber-coloured ring bead with wide perforation. Striations from the 

winding process and the joining line clearly visible on surface. A 211. 
901. Translucent natural greenish. One large bubble, and outer strations due to winding 

during manufacture. B 139. 
902. Half an opaque black (or dark brown) bead. Beads of this colour are unusual in 

Britain; their date-range extends from the end of the Iron Age (Meare) through the 
Roman period. A X. 

2. Globular beads 
903. Tiny translucent bottle-green. Of the few examples known from Britain; most are 

Roman with an early example from Bagendon (Clifford 1961: 200). A 457. 
904. Large translucent light blue globular, slightly crazed on surface. A X. 
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905. Translucent dark green. This is unusual in that most green biconical beads are small 
and of opaque glass (Guido 1978: 97). B 96. 

4. Cylinder beads 
906. Opaque green with two segments. Common type from Roman sites in Britain. A 58. 
907. Cut segment of an opaque green bead, circular section. Very common type on 

Roman sites, particularly late Roman. Burial 1, see p. 60. 
908. Another. B 174. 
909. Translucent light-blue irregular bead badly made by winding, and smoothed to a 

square section to hide the marks. E X. 

5. Melon beads 
910. Complete turquoise-blue faience, of typical Roman type. Worn. A 43. 
911. Half a large worn turquoise-blue faience bead; core is exposed through excessive 

wear. B 204. 
912. Faience, badly distorted and vesicular, more vitrified than usual, probably through 

accidental overheating. The usual blue has become red because of reducing condi
tions. A 82. 



PART Ill. THE POTTERY 

A. EARLY PREHISTORIC POTTERY 
By I.H. Longworth 

l. EBBSFLEET(FIG. 86) 
1. Compact paste tempered with a large quantity of coarse to fine calcined flint, brown both 

faces with grey core. Weathered. Decoration: on external rim bevel and at base of neck, 
diagonal blurred ? twisted-cord lines. On internal surface, remains of whipped-cord 
herringbone. A 69. 

2. Fairly compact paste tempered with crushed calcined flint, grey to brown externally, grey 
internally. Decoration: on outer edge of rim, incised herringbone. A 44. 

3. (Not illustrated). Two sherds including rim of rather coarse paste tempered with calcined 
flint grit, light brown externally, brown internally with grey core. Decoration: on external 
rim bevel, transverse twisted-cord lines. On internal surface, diagonal twisted-cord lines. 
Externally, a row of? bone-impressions. C 10. 

11. MORTLAKE (FIG. 86) 
4. Three sherds including rim of rather flakey paste, tempered with calcined flint, grey 

externally, brown internally. Decoration: on external rim bevel, twisted-cord herringbone. 
On neck, one to two rows of bone-impressions above short diagonal twisted cord-lines. 
On body, a row of diagonal and a row of vertical short twisted-cord lines with remains of 
further row beneath. On internal surface, two rows of short diagonal twisted-cord lines. 
c 10. 

5. Wall sherd, probably from near base, of flakey paste tempered with coarse calcined flints, 
light brown externally, grey internally. Decoration: Horizontal rows of short diagonal 
twisted-cord lines C 10. 

6. Wall sherd of flakey paste tempered with calcined flint, red externally, black internally. 
Decoration: fingernail impression. A 295 

III. FENGATE (FIG. 86) 
7. Sherd of collar; cbmpact paste tempered with some flint and grog, brown externally, 

brown to grey internally. Decoration: on collar, carefully-executed filled-triangle pattern; 
on internal rim bevel, herringbone, both made with fingernail impressions. A 247. 

8. Sherd of upper collar; compact paste tempered with much crushed flint, brown to grey both 
faces. Decoration: on collar, row of finger-pinching above finger-nail herringbone. On 
internal rim bevel, fingernail herringbone. A 216. 

IV. PETERBOROUGH WARE (UNASSIGNED) (Nos. 9-12 not illustrated). 
9. Fragment of shoulder; compact well fired paste tempered with much calcined flint, brown 

197 
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externally, grey to brown internally. Weathered. Decoration: a single row of short diagonal 
blurred whipped-cord lines beneath shoulder. C X. 

10. Wall sherd of compact paste tempered with flint and quartz, brown externally, dark grey 
internally. Weathered. Decoration: remains of fingernail impressions. B X. 

11. Plain wall sherd of similar paste to No. 9 but brown throughout. External surface lacking. 
A 287. 

12. Neck sherd of crumbly paste tempered with calcined flint, grey externally, brown 
internally. Decoration: remains of round-based pit. A 319. 

V. GROOVED WARE (FIG. 86) 

13. Three sherds including rim of soft flakey paste tempered with grit, dark grey throughout. 
Decoration: multiple grooved chevrons. One sherd carries jabbed impressions. A 88. 

14. Three sherds including rim of fairly soft paste, grey to brown externally, grey internally. 
Decoration: horizontal round-based grooved lines. A 88. 

15. Six sherds including base, probably all from same vessel, of rather soft paste tempered with 
some grit and grog, brown externally, grey to brown internally with dark grey core. 
Decoration: at the base, multiple grooved semicircles, the space between filled with jabbed 
impressions above a single horizontal grooved line. One sherd carries rusticated decoration. 
A 88. 

16. (Not illustrated). Four sherds of soft paste tempered with some grit and grog, brown 
externally and grey internally. Decoration: remains of wide round-based horizontal 
grooved lines, and diagonal grooved lines adjoining ? finger-pinched impressions. A. 88. 

17. Four sherds probably from same vessel of compact paste tempered with a little grit 
including shell, brown both faces with dark grey core. Decoration: pattern includes 
horizontal grooved lines above grooved multiple chevrons and finger-pinched impressions. 
A 88. 

18. Wall sherd of compact paste tempered with some grit and grog, light brown, externally, 
grey internally. Decoration: grooved herringbone. A 88. 

(Nos. 19-22 Not illustrated) 
19. Wall sherd; sandy, tempered with grit and grog, reddish-brown externally, grey internally. 

Weathered. Striated grooved lines. A 88. 
20. Wall sherd; soft, brown externally, grey internally, dark grey core. Remains of parallel 

grooved lines. D x: 
21. Wall sherd, compact paste, grey. Weathered. Remains of grooved decoration. D X. 
22. Nineteen sherds possibly from same vessel; fairly soft paste tempered with some grit, 

brown externally, brown to grey internally. Weathered. Small rim sherd carries horizontal 
grooved lines; fragments from near base indistinct horizontal and vertical grooved lines. 
A 5. 

VI. BEAKER (FIG 87) 
23. Rim, rather crumbly paste tempered with fine grit, brown externally, grey internally. 

Decoration: remains of pendant triangles filled and probably bordered above with 
horizontal lines all in tooth-comb stamp. A X. 

24. (Not illustrated). Rim sherd, compact paste, brown both faces with grey core. Beneath the 
rim a row of diagonal fingernail impressions. A 2. 

25. Wall sherd, compact paste, brown both faces with dark grey core. Remains of incised 
triangle filled with vertical lines. A X. 

26. Wall sherd, compact paste, light brown throughout. Remains of? bar-chevron pattern, the 
patterns above and below filled with vertical incised lines. A 40. . 

27. Wall sherd, compact sandy paste, brown externally, grey to brown internally. Band of 
incised lattice bounded above by one and below by two incised horizontal lines. A 40. 

28. Wall sherd, rather porous paste tempered with some grog, reddish bro-wn externally, 
brown internally. Alternate narrow zones of reservation and incised lozengeilattice pattern 
outlined by single horizontal lines. A. 40. 
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29. Wall sherd, compact sandy paste, light brown externally, grey internally. Remains of 
vertical toothed-comb triangle filled with horizontal lines. A 40. 

30. Three wall sherds, soft paste, light brown externally, brown internally with grey core. 
Well-executed spatulate herringbone. A X. 

31. Three walls sherds,, coarse laminar paste, tempered with quantity of calcined flint, light to 
reddish brown externally, light brown to grey internally. Heavy finger-pinched rus
tication. C 10. 

32. Wall sherd, hard compact paste tempered with large quantity of calcined flint, grey to 
brown externally, grey internally. Repetitive diagonal impressions made with spatula. 
A 287. 

(Nos. 33-6 not illustrated) 
33. Wall sherd, compact sandy paste, reddish brown externally, brown internally. Weathered. 

Remains of triangular pattern outlined by two lines and filled with horizontal lines. All in 
tooth-comb stamp, separated by reserved triang4lar shape .. A X. 

34. Wall sherd, compact paste tempered with grit, brown throughout. Remains of horizontal 
decoration. Very weathered. A 40. 

35. Wall sherd, sandy paste tempered with grog, reddish brown. Very weathered. Remains of 
horizontal coarse tooth-comb lines. A 40. 

36. Two wall sherds, sandy paste, one with remains of toothed-comb stamp decoration. Very 
weathered. A 40. 

VII. COLLARED VESSEL (FIG. 87) 
37. Sherd of plain collar, brown externally, dark grey internally. Surface smooth. A 106. 

VIII. UNCLASSIFIED (FIG 87) 
38. Plain rim sherd of soft coarse paste tempered with chalk, light brown both faces with grey 

core. A 418. · 

Some 95 pre-Iron Age sherds were recovered during the excavations, the vast majority being 
of Late-Neolithic date. Fifteen can be assigned to forms of Peterborough Ware, 43 to Grooved 
Ware and 19 to Beaker. One sherd comes from a Bronze Age Collared vessel. 
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All three styles of Peterborough Ware are represented: Decorated Ebbsfleet (No. 3) and 
Mortlake (Nos. 4 and 5) being associated together in the same Feature together with three sherds 
of a heavily rusticated Beaker (No. 31). The Grooved Ware, the bulk of which comes from a 
single Feature, belongs to the Clacton Sub-style carrying typical multiple-chevrons and dot-filled 
patterns. The sherds of Beaker are more difficult to assess because of their relatively small size, 
but their range and the presence of rusticated sherds suggest domestic occupation rather than 
disturbed burial contexts. A variety of styles is represented but no corded sherds are present. A 
number carrying either pendant-filled triangles beneath a zone of horizontal lines in toothed
comb stamp set beneath the rim (No. 23 and possibly 29. cf. Clarke 1970: Nos. 754, 756-57 and 
808), incised bar-chevrons (Nos. 25--6) or bands of incised lattice (Nos. 27-8), probably belong to 
the Southern style. 

The Baldock sherds, particularly those stemming from Peterborough Ware and Grooved Ware 
vessels, form an important addition to our knowledge ofLate-Neolithic ceramics from the area. 
At present these, together with the as yet unpublished group from Blackhorse Road, Letchworth 
(excavation by J Moss-Eccardt), represent the only examples ofPeterborough Ware known from 
Hertfordshire, while only six sites have yielded this type of pottery in the adjoinging areas of 
Bedfordshire and southern Cambridgeshire: Dunstable Five Knolls (Thomas 1964: 26), 
Totternhoe Ridge (Matthews 1976: 32, fig. 8.2), Eaton Socon (Tebbutt 1955: 54-5), Kempston 
(Piggott 1932: fig. 16 & pl. m), Streatley (Dyer 1962: fig. 6) and Little Paxton (Rudd 1968: fig. 3). 
Grooved Ware is equally rare, being known elsewhere in the vicinity from only two sites in 
Hertfordshire: Pishobury (Piggott 1954: fig. 57, 2-3) and Blackhorse Road, Letchworth: from 
Dunstable Five Knolls (Gibson 1982: fig. DUN 1.5), Puddlehill (Matthews 1976: 4-8, figs. 2-J) 
and Waulud' s Bank, Lea grave (Dyer 1962: fig. 5) in Bedfordshire; and in Cambridgeshire, from 
near Cambridge (Frere 1943) and Cherry Hinton (Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, 
Cambridge). The Clacton Sub-style is represented on both Hertfordshire sites and in the Pit 6 
assemblage on Puddlehill. The single sherd of Collared vessel belongs to an undecorated vessel of 
the Secondary Series. 
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B. LATE IRON AGE AND ROMAN POTTERY 

The pottery report is divided into two sections; the first comprises the specialist reports 
contributed by a number of different authors, the second is confined to stratified groups. Where 
limitations of scale allow, vessels occurring in both sections are illustrated within their stratified 
group, and in all cases a summary of the specialist report is included in the group catalogue. 

THE SAMIAN POTTERS' STAMPS 
By Brenda M. Dickinson 

All forms are Dragendorff unless otherwise stated. 

The following abbreviations and superscript notations are used. 

R forms of dishes have a band of rouletting on the base, eg. 31R etc. 

Form 27g has an external groove on the foot-ring, common on South Gaulish examples. 

Superscript 1. a stamp attested at the pottery in question. 
2

• other stamps of the potter, but not the particular one, attested at the pottery in 
question. 

3
· a stamp ascribed to the pottery on the evidence of fabric, distribution etc. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
• a broken die re-used in one, two or three different readings. 

ITALIAN WARES 

1. ATEI [ .. ] E. Plate. Ateius, Oxe- Comfort 144-86, die not identified. Possibly Cn. Ateius 
Mahes, 168, No. 39, or Cn. Ateius Xanthus, 176, Nos. 57-65 (Oxe & Comfort 1968: 42-90). 
Arezzo. Late Augustan. 

GAULISH WARES 

S 1. Acco die la. Form 27g. [A]CCO·F La Graufesenque. 2 A minor South Gaulish potter 
whose forms include Ritterling 9 (with this particular stamp) and 24. Pre-Flavian. 
Brewery Field. 

S 2. Advocisus die 2a. Cup or dish Lezoux. 1 A stamp recorded on forms 
79, 80 and Ludowici Tg and Tx, and at sites in the Hadrian's Wall system reoccupied 
c. A.D.l60. c. A.D. 160-190. A 525. 

S 3. Advocisus die Sa. Form 37. ADVOC[ISI] (see No. D 62). Lezoux, 1 Lubie. 1 Site
dating for this stamp includes Carrawburgh, Catterick (two), Chesters and the 
Wroxeter Gutter and, together with the associated decoration, suggests a date c.A.D. 
160-190. B 174. 

S 4. Aestivus die 6a. Form 33. AIST[IVIM] Lezoux. 2 A stamp recorded from Halton 
Chesters and Benwell. Aestivus worked in the mid- to late- Antonine period and his 
forms include many examples of 31R and 79, but he occasionally made form 27 too. 
c. A.D. 160-190. A. 13 

S 5. Aeternus die Sa. Form 31R. AETE[RNII) Lezoux. 1 Forms bearing this stamp include 
31, 31R, 79, 80 and 27 (once only). His other common stamp is known on Hadrian's 
Wall, in the Aquincum Hoard and in the Wroxeter Gutter. c. A.D. 155-185. A 529. 
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S 6. Albucius ii die3b. Form 31. ALBVCIOF Lezoux. 1 A stamp recorded at Camelon and 
Great Chesters. c. A.D. 150--180. A 268. 

S 7. Albus i die 3b. Form 18. OFALBI (cursive L) LaGraufesenque. 2 Albus began work in 
the Claudian period, but his stamps appear occasionally in Flavian contexts. This 
particular one has been noted at Chester (two), the Nijmegen fortress and York 
(several). It was also used on form 29. c.A.D. 55-70. B 15. 

S 8. Amandus ii die 4a. Form 27. OFAMAN La Graufesenque. 2 Amandus almost certainly 
worked entirely in the pre-Flavian period, though his stamps turn up occasionally in 
Flavian contexts. This particular one, common on form 24, occurs in the Cirencester 
Fort Ditch group and at Camulodunum and Fishbourne (Period lB). c. A.D. 50--65. 
A 12. (p. 305). 

S 9. Annius ii die la. Form 18/31. /\NNIOSF (reversed s) Les Martres-de-Veyre, 2•
3 

Lezoux2
. From a die thought to have been used only at Les Martres. One of his 

stamps from these kilns is in the London Second Fire deposits. His Lezoux ware 
occurs at Maryport, Falkirk and in the Birdoswald Alley. His activity at Les Martres 
is therefore probably c.A.D. 110--125. Brewery Field. 

S 10. Annius ii die 6a. Form 33. ANNIM retrograde Les Martres-de-Veyre, 2 Lezoux. 1 This 
stamp comes from a die which was almost certainly only used at Lezoux, to judge by 
the associated fabrics. It occurs on forms 18/31, 18/31R and 38 and there is one 
example from Falkirk. Stamps from his other dies are known from the London 
Second Fire, the Birdoswald Alley and Period IIC at Verulamium. His general range 
is c. A.D. 115-150, with 130--150 for this particular stamp. B 191. 

S 11. A per i die 5d. Form 18. OFAPR[I) La Graufesenque. 2 A per's activity was almost 
certainly pre-Flavian. He used forms 24, 29 and Ritterling 8 and his stamps occur at 
Aislingen and Hofheim, and in a wreck off Cap Dramont with material dated c. A. D. 

60--70. c. A.D. 55-70. A X. 
S 12. Aquitanus die llb'. Form 24. (AO)VITANI La Graufesenque. 2 There is no dating 

evidence for stamps from either the complete or the broken die, but Aquitanus's 
general site record and his decorated ware make a date c. A.D. 40--65 certain. Burial 7 
(FIG. 32, 1). 

S 13. Ardacus d!e 4a'. Form 15/17. OFIARDACI La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp from the 
secondary stage of a die which underwent a further modification. All three versions 
were used in the pre-Flavian period and the latest one (4a") appears on variants of 
forms 16 (marbled) and Loeschcke 1. c. A.D. 40--60. A 92. 

S 14. Atica (?) die 1 a. Form 27. A fHkAE La Graufesenque. 3 Stamps from this die, all on 
form 27, come from the Nijmegen fortress (two) and the cemetery of Ulpia 
Noviomagus, but also from Risstissen. The potter's name is not completely certain, 
and only one die is known for him. Late Neronian or early Flavian. A 141. 

S. 15 Atticus ii die 2c. Form, 33. >--.TTICIM Lezoux. 2 A stamp used only on form 33. His 
range of forms includes 18/31, 27 and 80 and his work occurs in the Rhineland 
(suggesting activity before A.D. 150), in an early Antonine context at Castleford and 
at Bainbridge. c. A.D. 140--170. A 477. · 

S 16. Attius ii die 6a (probably). Form 31. 1\TTIV[SEF) (reversed s) Lezoux. 2 Attius's main 
activity was in the early Antonine period. His work occurs in the Rhineland and at the 
Saalburg Erdkastell and Verulamium (Period 11 C). His forms include 18/31, 18/31R, 
27 and 79. This particular stamp has been recorded at Corbridge and South Shields. c. 
A.D. 135-165. A 213 (p. 350). 

S 17-18. Avitus iii die 7a. Form 31 (two). AV[ITVSF); AVITVS[F) Lezoux. 2 A stamp common in 
Antonine Scotland (Bar Hill, Camelon (two), Newstead (four) and Inveresk) and 
occurring in the Wroxeter forum destruction. His decorated ware is mainly 
Hadrianic, however, c. A.D. 130--155. A X; B 104. 

S 19. Bassus i die 4m. Form 18. OfBI\SSI La Graufesenque. 1 There is no dating evidence 
for this particular stamp, but his site record and decorated ware suggest a date c. A.D. 

45-65. A 275. 
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Beliniccus i die 9c. Form 33. BELINIC.CIW Les Martres-de-V eyre, 2 Lezoux. 2&
3 The 

other examples noted of this stamp are all in Lezoux fabric. It occurs at Corbridge and 
on forms 18/31R and 38. c. A.D. 130-150. A 495 (p. 360). 
Billicedo die 3a. Form 38 (burnt). [BILLIC)ED[O·F) Les Martres-de-V eyre. 2 There is 
no dating evidence for this particular stamp. His others come from the London 
Second Fire deposits and from a burial at Neatham, Hants, with vessels stamped by 
Donnaucus. c. A.D. 100-120. A 489. 
Biturix die la. Form 31. BITVRIXF Lezoux. 2 A stamp used on forms 18/31, 18/31R 
and 27. His work occurs in the Rhineland and at Birdoswald and Catterick, 
suggesting Hadrianic-Antonine date. c. A.D. 120-150. B X. 
Butrio die la. Form 37. BVTRIO Lezoux. 1 Dating evidence for Butrio's decorated 
ware comes mainly from Hadrianic contexts, but there are a few sherds from 
Scotland and a stamped bowl from a pottery shop of the 140s at Castleford. c. A.D. 

125-145. Brewery Field. 
Cacasus die 2a. Form 33. CACASIM (A with cross-bar sloping to left) Lezoux, 1 

Vichy, Terre-Franche. 2 There is no site dating for Cacasus. His range of forms is 
much the same at both centres, except that he made form 27 at Vichy. This particular 
stamp appears on forms 38 (two), 79 and 80. c. A.D. 155-180. A 13. 
Cambus incomplete die 2. Form 38. CAMBVS .. Lezoux, 2 Toulon-sur-Allier. 2 No 
other examples of this stamp have been recorded by us. Cambus's wares occur at 
Corbridge and at forts in the Hadrian's Wall system. His range of forms includes 
18/31, 31R and 80. c. A.D. 155-175. Brewery Field. 
Carbo die la. Forms 15/17 or 18; 18. )ONISMA; CARBONISMA La Graufesenque. 1 

There are many examples of this stamp from Flavian foundations, including 
Wilderspool and the main site at Corbridge, but it was also used occasionally on form 
24. c. A.D. 65-90. D 33; A 141. 
Cassius ii die 4d. Form 33. C/\SSIVSF Chemery-Faulquemont. 1 One of Cassius's 
later stamps, recorded in Antonine Scotland (Bothwellhaugh, Mumrills, Newstead) 
and in the Verulamium Second Fire. c. A.D. 130-155. A 268. 
Caupa die la. Form 33. CAVP/.\M retrograde Lezoux. 3 The occurrence of this 
uncommon stamp at Corbridge (three) and on forms 31 and 31R suggests an 
Antonine date. G X. 
Caupirra die 3a. Complete form 31. CAVPIRAM retrograde Lezoux. 2 There is no 
site-dating for this stamp. His range of forms includes 18/31R, 31R and 44/81 and his 
work is known at Corbridge and in Period 11 C at Verulamium. c. A.D. 140-165. 
A 475. 
Cerialis ii die 2a. Form 27. CERI[ALI·MA) Lezoux. 1 There are four examples of this 
stamp in a pottery shop of the 140s at Castleford, and it also comes from the 
Rhineland and Newstead. The forms include 18/31 and 27. His decorated ware has 
links with Cinnamus ii's early work. c. A.D. 140-160. A 525. 
Chresimus die Sa. Form 37. CHRESIM Montans. 2 Decorated and plain ware stamped 
by Chresimus and other Montans potters occur at sites in Scotland only occupied in 
the second century (Hartley 1972a: The forms suggest a range c. A.D. 115-145. 
Brewery Field. 
Chresimus die 4f. Form 33. C-RESIM (I) M on tans. 2 One of the Montans potters 
whose stamps occur in Antonine Scotland. This particular one comes from 
Newstead. c. A.D. 130-145. A X. 
Cintusmus i die 3d. Form 33. Cl ·T.VS·MI Lezoux. 2 A stamp used on forms 31 and 
79. c. A.D. 150-180. A 446 (p.360). 
Cintusmus i die 6a. Form 33. CINTVSMVSF Lezoux. 2 One of his commoner stamps, 
used as a rim-stamp on bowls by Cinnamus ii (mainly), Albucius ii and, probably, 
Criciro v. It has been noted in Antonine Scotland and on forms 18/31 and 31R. c. A. D. 

150-180. A 100. 
S 36. Cracuna i die 2a. Form 33. [CRAC)VNA-F Lezoux. 1 A stamp occurring both on 
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Hadrian's Wall and in Antonine Scotland (including an Antonine I pit at Newstead). 
Other dated contexts include groups of samian of the 140s at Castleford and the 150s 
at Alcester. The most common forms are 18/31 and 27. c. A.D. 130--155. B 231. 

S 37. Crestio die Sa. Form 29. OF>CR[ESTIO] La Graufesenque. 2 One of Crestio's later 
stamps, occurring at Flavian foundations (though the example from Castledykes 
must be a survival). However, it also comes from Period I at Verulamium, and 
appears on form 29 from a signed mould ofModestus i . . c. A.D. 55-70. Brewery Field. 

S 38. · Crestio die Sb'. Form 29. OFCRESTIO (see No. D 66) La Graufesenque. 1 Most of the 
recorded examples of this stamp are on form 29. One stamp from the original die (Sb) 
occurs in Period Ill (c. A.D. 60--70) at Valkenburg ZH. The two dies may be 
more-or-less contemporary, since Sb' was made, by surmoulage, from an impression 
of Sb. The decoration associated with both versions of the stamp is pre-Flavian, 
though Sb' turns up at Caerleon and Chester. c. A.D. S0--65. Burial 6 (Fig. 28, 8). 

S 39. Crestio die Se. Form 29. OFCRES[TIO] La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp used on bowls of 
form 29 with decoration typical of the period c. A.D. 4S-65. A 253 and A 2S2. 

S 40--41. Crestio die 17c. Form 18 (two). CRESTI La Graufesenque. 2 One ofhis later stamps, 
recorded at Malton and in Period 2 construction at Fishbourne. c. A.D. S5-75. Burial 
6. (FIG 28,3); A X. 

S 42. Crestus die 3a. Form 18. OFC[RES] La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp noted at Caerleon, 
Catterick and the Nijmegen fortress. His work is known from Domitianic foun
dations, such as Wilderspool and Cannstatt. c. A.D. 70--95. B 46. 

S 43. Cucalus die 2b. Form 27. CVC/\L[IM] Lezoux. 1 A stamp used mainly on form 27, 
but known also on forms 18/31, 18/31R, 31 and 33. His work occurs in An
tonine Scotland, and he occasionally made forms 79 and 80. c. A.D. 140--160. A 483 
(p.367). 

S 44. Cuccillus i die 2a. Form 31. <::VC[<::ILL·IM] Lezoux. 2 A stamp used mainly on form 31, 
and recorded at Halton Chesters. His other stamps occur in Antonine Scotland, in the 
Wroxeter Gutter and at Malton. His output consists mainly of form 31, though he 
occasionally made form 27. c. A.D. 150--180. A 298. 

S 45. Dagomarus die 3b. Form 18/31. DAGOMARVSF Les Martres-de-Veyre,2 Lezoux. 2 

From a die probably only used at Les Martres. The stamp occurs in the London 
Second Fire deposits and in Period 11 B at Verulamium. c. A.D. 110--125. B 246. 

S 46. Dagomarus die 4c. Form 18/31R. DAG[OMARVS·F]. From a die probably used at both 
Les Martres-de-Veyre and Lezoux. The stamp has been noted at Catterick, Hadrian's 
Wall (Chesters Mus.) and Verulamium (Period 11 B). Dagomarus's work also occurs 
in the Birdoswald Alley and at a pottery shop of the 140s at Castleford. c.A.D. 

115-130. D X. 
S 47. Decuminus i die 7a. Form 18/31. DIICV[MINVS] Les Martres-de-Veyre. 1 A stamp 

reserved for form 18/31, apparently, and recorded from Corbridge. His forms 
include 18/31R and 27. Other stamps come from Cramond and, again, from 
Corbridge. c. A.D. 120--1SO. B 13. 

S 48 Fa bus die Sa'. Form 18. (F)I.\BVSFE La Graufesenque. 3 A stamp recorded in the 
Cirencester Fort Ditch group (A.D. 55-65) and on forms 24 and Ritt. 8 and 9. A vessel 
in Period I A at Valkenburg ZH is stamped with the complete die. c. A.D. S0--6S. 
Brewery Field. 

S 49 Felicio iii die Sa. Form 18/31. CEFLICIO retrograde Montans. 1 This is almost 
certainly from a miscut die of Felicio. The stamp is also known from Balmuildy and 
Old Kilpatrick and was used on examples of form 37 with decoration typical of 
second-century Montans ware. c. A.D. 120--14S. B 175 (p. 341). 

S 50 Felix i die la. Form lS/17 or 18. OFFELICISM/\ retrograde La Graufesenque. 2 One of 
Felix's less common stamps, not noted in a dated context. His decorated ware 
belongs to the Neronian period and one of his bowls is in the Boudiccan burning at 
Colchester. c. A.D. 50--75. A 226. 

S 51. Felix i die 6b. Form 27. OFFEIC La Graufesenque. 1 There are five examples of this 
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stamp from one of the Colchester pottery shops ofA.D.60/61, but it has also been 
recorded at Caerleon. c. A.D. 55-70. A 8. 

S 52. Felix i die 41a. Form 18. FELIXS·FE€ La Graufesenque. 2 From one of Felix's 
less-common dies, used only on dishes. c. A:D. 55-70. Burial 6 (FIG. 28, 4). 

S 53. Firmo i die 15a. Form 27g. FIR MO La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp used mainly on cups, 
including forms 24 and Ritterling 8 and 9. His range of forms also includes 17 and 
Ritterling 5. Some of his decorated ware is Tiberian. c. A.D.40-60. Burial6 (FIG. 28, 
2). 

S 54. Geminus vi die 4a. Form 45. GEMINIIVJA Lezoux. 1 Most of the examples recorded are 
on form 45, but the stamp was also used on forms 33, 79 and 80. c. A. D. 17(}-200. 
c 42. 

S 55. Geminus vi die 6a. form 33. GEM[INIF) Lezoux. 1 There is no site-dating for this 
stamp, but its use on form 79 and his general record suggest a range c. A.D. 165-200. 
KX. 

S 56. Genetius ii die 4a. Form 79. GENETI:M Lezoux. 1 A stamp recorded at Malton (two), 
Old Penrith and Piercebridge and on forms 27 (two), 31R, 79 and 80. It also appears 
once on form 37, with decoration suggesting mid to late Antonine date. c. A.D. 
15(}-180. B 175 (p. 341). 

S 57. Genialis iii die 2b. Form 33. GENI/\LIS Les Martres-de-Veyres, 2 Lezoux. 2 A stamp 
not previously recorded by us. One of his others, from a die used at Les Martres, is on 
a burnt sherd from London which possibly, though not necessarily, comes from the 
Second Fire deposits. c. A.D. 11(}-140, with A.D. 11(}-130 for his activity at Les 
Martres. Brewery Field. 

S 58. Germanus i die 13a. Form 29. [GERM)NIOF La Graufesenque. 1 From a die used only 
on form 29 and, to judge by its distribution, only in the Flavian period. The 
site-dating includes Chester, Rottweil (three), York and Pompeii. c. A. D. 7(}-85. B 15. 

S 59. Germanus i die 27a. Form 30. [GERMA)NIF La Graufesenque. 1 A stamp which was 
used on moulds for forms 29, 30, 37 and 78. Site-dating includes Camelon (two 
bowls of form 29) and Wilderspool (two). c A.D. 75-95. B 14. 

S 60. Gluppus die la. Form 33. GLVPPI·M Lezoux. 3 A minor potter, whose output consists 
mainly of form 33. This stamp, probably from his only die, occurs in the Wroxeter 
forum destruction. Antonine. A 525. 

S 61. Gnatius ii die 4a. Form 33. GNAl"IVS Lezoux. 3 A stamp recorded in large numbers 
from a pottery shop of the 140s at Castleford, and used on forms 18/31, 27, 81 and a 
cup on the borderline between the early and the fully-developed second-century form 
33. One of his other stamps occurs in Antonine Scotland. c. A.D. 13(}-155. B 103. 

S 62. Gongius die 2a. Form 33. GONDI·M (reversed D) Lezoux. 3 The commoner of 
Gongius's two known stamps, noted at Camelon and Corbridge (two) and on forms 
18/31, 18/31R, 27 and 31. Two examples ofhis other stamp come from a pit-group of 
the 150s at Alcester. c. A.D.14(}-165. B 155. 

S 63. Habilis die lb. Form 31. HABILIS·M Lezoux. 1 Habilis's stamps come from Hadrian's 
Wall, Chester-le-Street and the Antonine fire at Verulamium. This particular one 
occurs at Chesters and on forms 18/31R, 31. and 79. He also made forms 27, 80 and 
Ludowici Tg. c. A.D. 15(}-180. A 475. 

S 64. Habilis die 5d. Form 18/31 or, more probably, 31. HAB[ILIS·F) Lezoux. 2 Habilis's 
ware reached sites in northern Britain founded, or reoccupied, c. A.D. 160. This 
particular one comes from Benwell and Stanwix and was used on forms 31, 31R, 33 
and 38. His forms also include 27, 80 and Ludowici Tg. c. A.D. 145-180. Brewery 
Field. 

S 65. lanuarius ii die 3a. Form 31. ·1/\NV/\RIM/\N· A stamp from one of his less common 
dies, recorded from Ebchester. This is no other site-dating for him, but his forms 
include 27 (many), 18/31 and 42. A range c. A.D. 13(}-160 is likely. A 466. 

S 66. Illixo die 3a. Form 33. ILLIXXONIM (cursive LL) Lezoux. 2 Illixo's decorated ware, his 
forms and his site record (Old Kilpatrick (two), Newstead (two) and Hadrian's Wall) 
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suggest a date c. A.D. 145-175. He made a wide range of forms, including 18/31, 
18/31R, 27, 42, 79, 80 and Ludowici Tx. C 38. 

S 67. Iullinus ii die 2a. Form 31. [IVLLI)NI·O[F) Lezoux. 1 This stamp occurs at Catterick and 
on Hadrian's Wall (Chesters Mus.). One of his others comes from Pudding Pan 
Rock. His forms include 31R, 80 and bowls of form 37 with decoration typical of the 
mid to late Antonine period. c.A.D.160-190. A 269. 

S 68. lustus i die Sa. Form 18 (?). IVS[III;l) .(reversed S) La 2 A stamp 
recorded from the Nijmegen fortress and on bowls of form 29. Iustus used some 
pre-Flavian forms and one of his stamps is in the Boudiccan burning at Colchester, 
but much of his decorated ware, which includes form 37, is Flavian. This particular 
stamp falls within the range c. A.D. 65-85. A 482. 

S 69-70. Iustus i die 12a. Form 18 (two). IVSTI La Graufesenque. 2 There is no dating evidence 
for this stamp, but his range is c. A.D. 60--90. A 237; 417. 

S 71. Ivenis die Sa. Form 38. IVENIM Lezoux. 2 A stamp used on forms 18/31R and, 
probably, 79. He also made forms 27 and 80. One of his stamps comes from 
Camelon. c. A.D. 150--170. Brewery Field . 

. S 72. Lallo die la. Complete form 18/31. LALLO·F Lezoux. 3 Only three other stamps have 
been rec;orded for this potter, all from the same die. The forms are 18/31, 31 and 33. 
Hadrianic or early Antonine. B 108 (p. 358). 

S 73. Latinianus die 3a. Form 31. LATINIANVS[*J (cursive letters throughout; reversed N 

and S; A with cross-bar sloping to right) Rheinzabern. 1 The forms provide the only 
dating evidence for Latinianus. This particular stamp appears on form 31 (Ludowici 
Sa). Others occur on forms 31R, 32 and Ludowici Tp. Late second or early third 
century. B X. 

S 74. Lauratus die 2b. Form 18: LJWR/\TVS La Graufesenque. 2 His stamps occur on form 
29 and one comes from the pre-Flavian cemeteries at Nijmegen. No closer dating is 
possible. Burial 7 (FIG.32, 4): 

S 75. Legitumus die la'. Form 18. ::lFLEGITVI La Graufesenque. 1 From a broken version 
of a die originally giving OFLEGITVM. A stamp from the complete die comes from the 
fort at Great Casterton. One from the broken die is in the Cirencester Fort Ditch 
group. His forms include 16 and 29, the latter with decoration suggesting Claudio
Neronian date. c. A.D. 40--65. A 484 (p. 287). 

S 76. Libertus i die 4a. Form 27g. IBERTVs La Graufesenque. 3 The site evidence for this 
stamp, including Chester (three) and the Nijmegen fortress (three) suggests use 
mainly in the Flavian period. He made forms 24, Ritterling 8 and 9, however, and a 
bowl of form 29 with decoration belonging to the Neronian period. c. A.D. 65-85. 
Burial 5 (FIG. 27,1). 

S 77. Licinus die 19a. Form 15/17 or 18. OFLI[CINI) La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp noted so 
far only on form Ritterling 1 and three other dishes. Most ofLicinus's output, as can 
be seen from his decorated ware, falls within the period c. A.D 40--65. Brewery Field. 

S 78. Licinus die 20a. Form 15/17 or 18. OFLICNI La Graufesenque. 1 A stamp used on 
form Ritt.l and recorded in a Claudio-Neronian pit-group at La Graufesenque. c. 

A.D. 45-65, A 188. 
S 79. Licinus die 43a. Form 29. LIC::INVS·F (cursive N) La Graufesenque. 1 Clearly from one 

of his earliest dies, which appears on form 29 at Colchester from a signed mould of 
Volus. c. A.D. 40--55. Brewery Field (FIG.89, No. D 21). 

S 80. Licinus die 46a. Form 18, almost complete. LICINVS (cursive N) La Graufesenque. 2 

There is no dating evidence for this particular stamp. Licinus's range is c. A.D. 40--65. 
D 24. 

S 81. Licinus die 46i. Form 15/17. LICINVS (cursive N) La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp for 
which there is no independent dating evidence. c, A.D. 40--65. Burial 7 (FIG.32,3). 

S 82. Luppa ii die 2a. Form 31. LVPPA Lezoux. 2 A potter whose work occurs in Antonine 
Scotland. This stamp is known on forms 18/31, 27 and 81 and at Carzield. Others 
come from Camelon (two) and Binchester. c A.D. 130--155. C 42. 
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S 83-83a Lupus ii die 3a'. Form 15/17 or 18. [LV)PIMA; [L)VPIMA; La Graufesenque2 From a 
modified die which originally had swallow-tail ends. Die 3a' occurs at one of the 
pre-Flavian cemeteries at Nijmegen. A stamp from the final version of the die, 3a", 
comes from Rheingonheim (before c. A.D. 75). Lupus probably worked entirely in the 
pre-Flavian period. His stamps appear in Periods 1B and 2 construction at Fishbourne 
and his forms include 24 and Ritterling 8. c. A. D. 55-70 .. A 8 and Brewery Field. 

S 84. Maccarus die 13a. Form 18. OF·MACCAR La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp perhaps from 
one of his later dies, since one example comes from York. Maccarus began work in 
the 40s, and several of his stamps occur at Velsen (before A.D. 47). A range c. A.D. 

50--65 is likely for this particular one. Burial 6 (FIG. 28, 5). 
S 85. Malledo die 2a. Form 31. MALLEDO·[F) Lezoux. 1 There is no site-dating for this 

stamp, but it was used on forms 31R, 79/80 and 80. His other stamps occur at sites in 
northern Britain founded, or reoccupied, c. A.D. 160, and in the Antonine fire deposits 
at Verulamium and Worcester. c. A.D. 150-180. A 187. 

S 86. Malluro i die 3b. Form 27. MAL[LVRO·F) Lezoux. 1 A stamp from one of his earlier 
dies, noted at Chesters and on forms 18/31, 27 and 42. Malluro also made forms 79 
and Ludowici Tg and his wares reached Bar Hill, Corbridge and Halton Chesters. c. 
A.D. 135-160. A 466. 

S 87. Ma(n)suetus ii die 2a'. Form 31. [M/\·]SVETic Lezoux. 1 Both the complete version of 
this stamp (2a, originally ending in ... Tlo) and the shorter one appear on form 27. 
Die 2a occurs at Chesterholm, 2a' at Benwell, Halton Chesters (two) and Malton. His 
other forms suggest mid- to late Antonine date. c. A.D. 155-185. Brewery Field. 

S 88. Marcus v die 4a. Form 31. MARCIMA (final A with cross-bar sloping to right) 
Lezoux. 2 Marcus's stamps, including this one, are common at forts in the Hadrian's 
Wall system reoccupied c. A.D. 160. One also comes from Pudding Pan Rock. His 
forms include 31R, 79R and Ludowici TgR. c. A.D. 165-200. A 446. (p. 360). 

S 89. Martialis i Uncertain die 1. Form 24. M/.\RT!J\[ La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp not 
recorded for Martialis before. His work occurs at the Kingsholm site at Gloucester 
and in a group of vessels of c. A.D. 50--60 from a depot at Natbonne. His decorated 
ware is mainly Neronian. c. A.D. 50--65. Burial 7 (FIG.32, 2). 

S 90. Martius iv die Sa. Form 33. MARTI·VSM Lezoux. 2 There are many examples of 
Martius's Stamps at sites in northern Britain re-occupied c. A.D. 160. This particular 
one is known at Malton (two). His forms include 31R, 80 and Ludowici Tx. c. A.D. 

160-190. A 475. 
S 91. Mascellio i die 4a. Form 31. MAS[CIILLIO) (cursive LL) Lezoux. 2 The site dating is the 

same as for No. S 88. Mascellio's forms include 31R and 79R. c. A.D. 165-200. A 544 
. (p. 361). 

S 92-3. Modestus i die 4b. Form 27 (two). OFMoDES La Graufesenque. 2 There is no dating 
evidence for this particular stamp, but the occurrence of his work in dated contexts 
such as the Boudiccan burning at Colchester, the Cirencester Fort Ditch and the La 
Nautique depot at Narbonne (c. A.D. 50--60) gives a range of c. A.D. 45-65. A 12 
(p.305). 

S 94-5. Modestus i die 4d. Form 24 (two). OF·MoDES; OF·MoD[ La Graufesenque. 1 A stamp 
occurring on forms 24 and Ritterling 8 and in a group of samian of c. A. D. 50--60 from 
a depot at Narbonne. c. A.D. 45-65. A 106 (p. 293), C 35. 

S 96. Mommo die 14a'. Form 27g. :lMOM La Graufesenque. 2 One of his later stamps, 
recorded consistently at Flavian foundations. The complete die, 14a, was used on 
form Ritterling 8. c. A.D. 70-90. A 197. 

S 97. Murranus die 16e. Form 27. 0F·[MVR) La Graufesenque. 2 Site-dating for Murranus 
includes Verulamium (Period I), Catterick and Chester. His decorated ware suggests 
a range c. A.D. 45-65. This is one of his less common stamps. B 120. 

S 98. Nequres die la"'. Form 27. [-E]QVRE. From a die attested at La Graufesenque, 
originally giving NEQVRES. This stamp, from the die in its most reduced form, occurs 
also at Chester and the Nijmegen fortress (two). All earlier versions are recorded at 
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Rottweil, but the two earliest also come from the pre-Flavian cemeteries at 
Nijmegen. The attribution of a stamp from the second modification of the die to 
Period I at Valkenburg ZH presumably involves some error. c. A.D. 70-:-90. A 295. 

S 99. Nestor die 2a. Form 18. NESTORFE€ (reversed s) La Graufesenque. 1 A stamp 
recorded from the Cirencester Fort Ditch, in the Boudiccan burning at Colchester 
and on form Ritterling 1. c. A.D. 50--65. Burial 6 (FIG. 28, 6). 

S 100. Nicundio die 1 a. Form 33. NICVNDII? (Second N and final D reversed) Lezoux. 3 Only 
six examples of this stamp are known, all on form 33s of the Antonine period. 
Brewery Field. 

S 101-2. Niger ii die 4a'. Forms 27(?); 15/17 or 18. GFNIGI; GF[ La Graufesenque. 1 Stamps 
from the complete die (giving OFNIGR, without a stop in the 0) occur on form 
Ritterling 8 and in the Cirencester Fort ditch group. Die 4a' comes from Caerleon 
and was used on form 29. The decoration suggests a date c. A.D. 60-:-70. A 477; 133. 

S 103. Ollognatus die 3a. Form 33. OLLOGNI\ retrograde (cursive LL) Lezoux. 1 A stamp 
used mainly on forms 79 and 80. Mid to late Antonine. D 33. 

S 104. Pass(i)enus die 26a'. Form 18. [P/\S]SEN(I) La Graufesenque. 2 Probably one of his 
later stamps, since three examples from the full die come from the Nijmegen fortress. 
Pass(i)enus was basically a Neronian potter, but his stamps occur in a few Flavian 
contexts, including Camelon. c. A.D. 65-75. Brewery Field. 

S 105. Pateratus die la. Form 18/31. ·P/\TER/\TIO[F] Lezoux. 1 His most common stamp, 
recorded at Camelon, Corbridge, Halton Chesters and in an early Antonine context 
at Castleford. The forms include 18/31, 18/31R, 27 and 81. c. A.D. 130-:-160. Brewery 
Field. 

S 106. Paterclinus die la. Form 33. P/\TERCLINIOF Lezoux. 1 His stamps occur in the 
Wroxeter Gutter and at sites in the north of Brita;n reoccupied c. A.D. 160. This 
particular one has been noted on forms 31 and 31R but also, once, on form 27. c. A.D. 

150-:-180. Brewery Field. 
S 107. Paternus iii die 2a. Form 27. PA[TERNI] Lezoux. 1 A stamp recorded at Carrawburgh 

and Chesterholm and on forms 18/31, 27 and 81. His work occurs in the Rhineland 
and in an early Antonine context at Castleford. He is associated with lanuaris ii in the 
stamping of a mould for form 37 at Lezoux. c. A.D. 130-:-155. B X, 

S 108. Paternus v die 6a. Form .31. [P·AT·E]·RN I Lezoux. 2 A stamp of the well-known 
maker of decorated ware, used on forms 31R and, probably, 79. c. A.D. 165-200. A 
132. 

S 109. Patricius i die 4b. Form 18. OFPATRIC La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp used probably 
only in the Flavian period, and recorded on form 29. He occasionally made form 24, 
however, so a range c. A.D. 65-90 would not be impossible for the stamp. Burial 6 
(FIG. 28, 7). 

S 110-:-11. Patricius i die 4c. -Forms 15/17 or 18; 27. OFPATRIC La Graufesenque. 2 Site-dating 
for this stamp includes Caerleon, Carmarthen, Segontium and York. It appears on 
form 29. c. A.D. 70-:-90. A 226; A 173. 

S 112. Patricius i die Sa. Form 18. [OFP]/\TRC La Graufesenque. 2 One of his commonest 
stamps, recorded from Domitianic foundations such as Butzbach, the Saalburg and 
Wilderspool. c. A.D. 80-:-100. B 187. 

S 113. Patricius ii die 7b. Form 18/31R. PATRICI·M Lezoux. 2 Records of this stamp from the 
Rhineland suggest use in the first half of the second century. An example from 
Catterick is likely to be Antonine, in view of his general distribution. The forms 
include 18/31 and 18/31R. c. A.D. 140-:-160. B 204. 

S 114. Paullus v die 3a. Form 31. PA[VLLIM] (cursive LL) Lezoux. 2 Paullus' stamps are 
known from sites in the Hadrian's Wall system reoccupied c. A.D. 160 and one has 
been noted from Pudding Pan Rock. This particular one appears on forms 15/31R 
and 79. c. A.D. 160-:-200. A 268. 

S 115. Paullus v die 4a. Form uncertain. PAVLI·M Lezoux. 1 Noted from Benwell, Binchester, 
Catterick and Chesters. c. A.D. 160-:-200. A 489. 
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S 116. Peculiaris i die 2a. Form 33. PECVLARISF (reversed P) Lezoux. 2 The later of 
Peculiaris's common stamps, recorded in Antonine Scotland, on Hadrian's Wall 
(Chesters Mus.) and at Catterick and Verulamium (in the Second Fire deposits). The 
forms include 79 and 80 but also, occasionally, 27 c. A.D. 150--170. A 414 (p. 353). 

S 117. Peculiaris i die Sa. Form 33. PECVLIAR·F (reversed P) Lezoux. 1 The stamp appears 
mainly .on forms 18/31 and 27, but is also recorded on form 80. Site-dating includes 
Carzield and Wallsend. c. A.D. 140--165. B 78 (p.339). 

S 118. Perrus i die 12b. Form 27g. PERRVSF La Graufesenque. 1 Perrus worked in the 
Neronian-Flavian period and his stamps are known from Carlisle, Chester and York. 
This particular one occurs at the Nijmegen fortress and was used on forms 24 and 
Ritt. 8. c. A.D. 55-75. Burial 6 (FIG.28, 1). 

S 119. Pottacus die 3a. Form 31. POT·TACVS Lezoux. 2 Pottacus's wares reached sites in 
northern Britain reoccupied c. A.D. 160. This particular stamp also occurs at Birrens 
and was used on forms 31R and 80. c. A.D. 160--185. F 8. 

S 120. Primanus iii die 6d. Form 33. PRIMANI Lezoux. 1 Also recorded at the Brougham 
cemetery, Old Penrith and Pudding Pan Rock. There is one example on form 80. c. 
A.D. 165-200. B 62. 

S 121. Prim us iii die 12c. Form 18. OFPRIMI La Graufesenque. 2 One of his less-common 
stamps c. A.D. 45-70. D 104. 

S 122. Prim us iii die 18b. Form 27. OFPRIM La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp almost certainly 
used entirely in the pre-Flavian period, though there are examples from Chester and 
the Nijmegen fortress. It occurs also in the Boudiccan burning at Colchester, in 
Period I at Verulamium and on forms 24, Ritterling 8 and 9. c. A.D. 50--70. A 334. 

S 123. Primtis iii die 18g. Form 15/17 or 18. [O)F·PRIM La Graufesenque. 2 The only other 
example noted of this stamp is on form 16. It is probably one of his earlier ones, but, 
with so little evidence, a range c. A.D. 45-70 must be allowed. D 25. 

S 124. Primus iii die 21h. Form 27. OFPRM La Graufesenque. 2 There is no useful dating 
evidence for this stamp. c. A.D. 45-70. A 12. 

S 125. Primus iii die 23a. Form 24 or 27. O!·PR La Graufesenque. 2 The other recorded 
examples of this stamp are on forms 24 and Ritterling 8 (two). c. A.D. 45-70. A X. 

S 126. Reburrus ii die 3a. Form 33. REBVRRI·OFF Lezoux. 1 A stamp which occurs in the 
Wroxeter forum destruction and is identified, fairly certainly, at Croy Hill. The 
forms include 27 and 79. c. A.D. 150--170. A 111 (p. 356). 

S 127. Reburrus ii die 4a. Form 38 (?). REBVRRIOF (leaf stop-between I and 0; cursive F) 
Lezoux. 1 The site-dating includes Great Chesters, the Wroxeter forum destruction 
and the Antonine fire at Verulamium. The stamp was used on forms 79 and 80. c. 
A.D. 150--170. A X. 

S 128-9. Reditus die 3c. Form 33 (two). REDITI·M: )EDITI[ Lezoux. 3 One of his later stamps, 
recorded on forms 31, 31R and 79R and in a group of burnt samian of c. A.D. 170 at 
Tic (Hungary). His other stamps appear at Camelon and on forms 18/31 and 18/31R. 
c. A.D. 155-170. A X; B 46. 

S 130. Regulus die 4f. Form 31. REGVLIM Lezoux. 2 Regulus's wares reached sites in the 
Hadrian's Wall system reoccupied c. A.D. 160. His forms range from 18/31 and 27 to 
15/31R and 80 c. A.D. 145-175. B 120. 

S 131. Romulicus die la. Form uncertain. ROMVLIK (cursive L) Lezoux. 3 A minor Central 
Gaulish potter who probably only used one die. The stamp occurs at Corbridge and 
on form 80. Antonine. B 110. 

S 132. Rufinus ii die 4c or 4c'. Form 27. OFRVF[IN) or :lFRVF[IN) La Graufesenque (4c'). 
Rufinus probably began work under Nero, but there is no evidence that this stamp, in 
either of its versions, was in use in the pre-Flavian period. It is known from sites such 
as Caerhfm, Chester and the fortresses at Nijmegen and York. c. A.D. 70--90. D 82. 

S 133. Rufus ii die 4a. Form uncertain. RVFI La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp recorded on forms 
24 and Ritterling 5. He also made forms Ritterling 8 and 9. c. A.D. 35-55. A 19. 

S 134. Rufus iv die la. Form 31. RVFVS·f- Lezoux. 3 The stamp is recorded at Corbridge 
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on forms 18/31, 31 and 33. Rufus.iv apparently used only one die. Antonine.C 31. 
Sabinianus iv die la. Dish. [SABINI)ANV[SF) Rheinzabern. 1 There is no site-dating 
for this potter. His forms include 31R and 32. Late second or early third century. 
EX. . 

Sabinus iii die 33a. Form Ritterling 8. ISABINII (A with cross-bar sloping to left) La 
Graufesengue. 1 One of the earliest stamps of a potter whose wares are common at 
Flavian foundations. It was used on forms 24 and Ritterling 8. Some ofhis decorated 
bowls with this stamp seem to have been made in the Claudio-Neronian period. c. 

A.D. 50--70. A 12. 
Sabinus iii die 41a. Form 18. SA.BINVSF La Graufesenque. 2 A later stamp than No. S 
136; it is recorded at Newstead, and on bowls with decoration suggesting a date c. 
A.D. 65-80. Burial 5 (FIG.27, 2). 
Sextus v die 4b'. Form 31. SEXT[IMA). From a die probably formed by surmoulage, 
from an impression of a larger die which was used at Lezoux. Sextus's stamps, 
although not this particular one, occur at Chester-le-Street and Pudding Pan Rock. c. 
A.D. 165-200. B 114. 
Silvanus i incomplete die 2. Form 18 or 18R. ]ILVANI La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp not 
recorded before. Silvanus's wares turn up at Velsen (before A.D. 47) and in a group of 
samian of c. A.D. 50--60 at Narbonne, but also occasionally in Flavian contexts. His 
forms include 17, 24 and Ritterling 5, 8 and 9. c. A.D. 40--65. B 120. 
Silvinus i die Sa. Form 15/17 or 18. [SILVI)NIF La Graufesenque. 2 A stamp probably 
only in use in the Flavian period, and recorded at Caerleon and both the fortress and 
Ulpia Noviomagus sites at Nijmegen. His general record includes stamps at 
Corbridge and Wilderspool and the use of form 24. c. A.D. 70--85. A 116. 
C Silvius Patricius die 11b. Form 18. C::SIL[VIP) La Graufesenque. 2 This potter's 
record seems to be entirely Flavian and his stamps are known from sites such as 
Caerleon, Chester (three) and Newstead. The one in question appears on form 29 
occasionally. c. A.D. 75-100. A 259. 
Sollemnis i die 2a. Form 33. SOLLEMNI·OF Lezoux. 1 One of his less common 
stamps, recorded also on forms 27 and 37. c. A.D. 125-150, on the style of decoration. 
B 180 (p.339). 
Sollemnis i die 3a. Form 33. SOLLEMNI·M Lezoux. 1 Sollemnis's general record 
includes stamps from Old Penrith, the Rhineland, the Birdoswald Alley and a pottery 
shop of the 140s at Castleford. His range of forms includes 18/31R and 27. This 
particular stamp occurs on Hadrian's Wall (Chesters Mus.). c. A.D. 125-150. Brewery 
Field. 
Sollemnis i die Sa. Dish. SOLIIMNI (cursive Sand L) Lezoux. 2 Many examples of this 
stamp come from a pottery shop of the 140s at Castleford. It occurs also in the 
Birdoswald Alley and at Old Penrith. The forms include 18/31R and 27. c. A.D. 

125-150. B 175 (p.34.1) ...... . 
Symphorus die 2a. Form 18/31. SYMPHORIM (reversed P) Lezoux. 2 This stamp 
occurs on form 18/31-31 at Corbridge. Another, probably from one of his dies, 
appears on form 38. Probably Antonine. B 175 (p.341). 
Teddillus die 2a. Form 18/31. [oiTE8)81Lio Lezoux. 3 A stamp noted from Corbridge 
and one of the sites on Hadrian's Wall (Chesters Mus.). c. A.D. 130--160. C X. 
Teddillus die 4a. Form 31. [G-ITEDD]I-e Lezoux. 3 A stamp used mainly on forms 
18/31 and 27. c. A.D. 130--160. A 268. 
Titus iii die lOa. Form 33. [TITVS·) FECIT Lezoux. 2 A stamp used on forms 18/31 and 
18/31R. Titus's wares occur at Corbridge and Mumrills, in an early Antonine 
pit-group at Alcester and in a group of burnt samian of c. A.D. 170 from Tic 
(Hungary). c. A.D. 145-175. B X. 
Q. V- C- die 1 b. Form 33. O.V.C M on tans. 3 A stamp recorded at Inveresk. One of 
his others is in a group of burnt second-century Montans ware from St. Catherine 
Coleman, London, together with stamps of Felicio iii. c. A.D. 120--145. A 524. 
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Vaxtius die la. Form 27. VAXTI La Graufesenque. 1 A stamp noted from Rottweil 
and the Nijmegen fortress. Flavian (?) B 15. 
Vegiso ii die 2b. Form 32 (?). VEGISO Rheinzabern. 3 All the stamps noted for this 
potter are in East Gaulish fabric and one comes from a cemetery at Rheinzabern, 
suggesting origin at the kilns there. It is on form Ludowici Tq. c. A. D. 160-200 (?). 
B 175 (p.341). 
Victor iv die 4a. Form 31. [VICTlOR·F Lezoux. 2 A stamp used on forms 31R and 80 
and noted from Catterick (three) and the Wroxeter Gutter (eight). One ofhis others is 
in a grave-group at Sompting, Sussex, with stamps of Lezoux and Rheinzabern 
potters and an almost mint coin of Geta as Caesar (Dannell and Hartley 1974: 312). c. 
A.D. 165-190. D 8. 
[I]INII[I/\1 (reversed N) on form 15/17 or 18. La Graufesenque. 3 An illiterate stamp, 
recorded at Castleford and Catterick and on forms 18, 27 and 29 (without surviving 
decoration). c. A.D. 65-90. B X. 
A herringbone stamp on form 33, almost certainly from Lezoux and Antonine. B 60 
(p.349). 

broken stamps 
]I Nil on form Ritterling 8. La Graufesenque. 3 Probably an illiterate stamp. Pre-
Flavian. B 68. 
0[ or ]0 on form 15/17 or 18. La Graufesenque. 3 B 120. 
]RI[ or ]RT[ on form 15/17R or 18R. La Graufesenque. 3 A X. 
CII/\·N (reversed N) on form 27. La Graufesenque. 3 A X. 
lVI[ or N[ on form 15/17 or 18. La Graufesenque. 3 Probably pre-Flavian. A 188. 
0[ or ]0 on form 29. La Graufesenque. 3 Probably pre-Flavian. A 155. 
]MV on form 27. La Graufesenque. 3 Pre-Flavian. B X. 
OF·C[ on form 29. La Graufesenque. 3 Before A. D. 85. A 116. 
OF·$[ on form 29. La Graufesenque. 3 Perhaps Sabinus iii 12d (OF·SABIN) and, if so, 
Neronian-Flavian, but before A.D. 85 in any case. E X. 
]Cl on a dish. La Graufesenque. 3 First century. A X. 
]/\[ or ]V[ on form 18/31 or 31. Central Gaulish, Hadrianic or Antonine. B X. 
]llo on form 31, heavily burnt, Central Gaulish. Antonine. C 31. 
]VE[ on form 33, Central Gaulish. Perhaps Vegetus iii of Lezoux, die 2a (VEGETI·M) 
Hadrianic-Antonine. B 121. 
]QI·M on form 33, probably Central Gaulish. Antonine. B X. 
M[ or ]VV on form 33, burnt, Central Gaulish. Antonine. A 43. 
An illegible fragmentary stamp on form 31R, probably Trier ware. Late second or 
early third century. Brewery Field 
... VSFE on form 31, East Gaulish. Late second or early third century. B X. 
... EC .. IN! (reversed N) on form 18/31. Perhaps a stamp of Peculiaris ii of 
Chemery-Faulquemont. C 37. 
]MTAII[ (cursive letters throughout; A with cross-bar sloping to right) on form 33, 
East Gaulish. A 197. 
]NDF or ]LVSF on form 33, heavily burnt. Probably Antonine. A 90. 
MA[ on form 33. Probably Malledo 4b. Lezoux2

. A stamp noted on forms 31R, 79 and 
80, and occurring at Catterick. One of his other stamps comes from Chester-le-
Street. Although the bulk of his output is after c. A.D. 160, some of his dishes suggest 
that he began work rather earlier. c. A.D. 150-180. A 154. 
MN!( ]MA on form 18. La Graufesenque. 3 First century. Brewery Field. 
OFN on form 27. La Graufesenque. First century. A 33. 
GV· M on form Central Gaulish. Perhaps Ambitotus of Lezoux. Hadrianic
Antonine. A 525.: 

S 179. lAILLI retrograde, form uncertain. Central Gaulish. Antonine. B 31. 
S 180. M .. R ... L on form 31. Central Gaulish. Antonine. C 8. 
S 181-94. Illegible or too fragmentary for identification. 
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A. SHERDS FROM THE ILLUSTRATED GROUPS (FIG. 88) 
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D 1. Form 29. Upper zone: Open scroll, with six-lobed palm leaves and narrow 
imbricated leaves, enclosing large six-pointed rosette in double medallion. Lower 
zone: Compound scroll with feather-edged leaf enclosing leaf-tree ornament with 
narrow pinnate leaves. 

The motifs are shared between Licinus, Scottius and Senicio. The palm leaf is 
closest to that of Senicio, cf Knorr 1919: Taf. 75, 44, and the tendril binding is detail 
11. The rosette is used by Licinus, ibid.: Taf. 45, 22. The imbricated leaf is similar to 
that of Scottius, ibid.: Taf. 70,27, while the wreath is on a bowl in his style from 
Windisch, ibid. Taf. 71E. South Gaul c. A.D. 50--65. A 318 (p. 314). 

D 2. Form 37. Vessel in style of the Pompeii hoard. The ovolo is the one attributed to the 
OF MO potter, Oswald 1948: pl. XII and Atkinson 1914: pl. XII,60. The figures are a 
lion, 0.1397, lion devouring man, 0.1493, a gryphon with a striped tail, not shown 
by Oswald or Dechelette but similar to Hermet 4, and finally a small stag 0.1737. 

It is very difficult to be precise from Atkinson's drawings, but much of the detail 
appears upon f.29s stamped by the OF MO/OF MOM potter. The lion is on No.14, the 
gryphon on No. 17, and the stag on a f. 29 from Orange (Dechelette 1904). The small 
festoon is used as a terminal on Atkinson's No. 15, and the basal wreath is on No.2; 
The triple medallion is the same size as that on a f.30 from La Graufesenque, if 
Hermet 1934: pl. 72, 2 c. A.D. 70-85. A 415 (p. 318). 

D 3. Form 37. A vessel in the style of the Pompeii hoard, if Atkinson 1914 for the style 
of the 'Potter of the large rosette'. The lower zone is very close to 47, the straight 
wreaths are on 52 and 53. Unfortunately the ovolo is too blurred for identification, 
but faint impressions of a rosette tongue survive. South Gaul. c. A.D. 70-85. A 141 
(p. 320). 

D 4. Form 37. The large gryphon 0.878 is not common on Flavian bowls. It appears in 
the work of Secundus, cf. Knorr 1919: Taf. 74E. The tree-ornament and pendant are 
used by Vitalis, ibid. Taf. 83E and detail 8. The straight wreath is also used by 
Secundus, ibid., Taf. 74C. South Gaul, c. A.D. 75-90. A 141 (p. 322). 

D 5. Form 29. Lower zone in panel decoration, with small stag 0.1738 above narrow 
leaf-tips. To the side, saltire with small poppy-heads and striated rods. A common 
type of design, if Knorr 1952: Taf. 49D by Passienus. South Gaul. c. A.D. 75-90. A 
141 (p. 322). 

D 6. Form 37. Double-bordered ovolo, with tongue to the right ending in blurred 
(swollen?) tip. Below a wavy-line border, a deer with stylised tree and small bird. 
Probably from the Germanus school. The deer is 0.1810, and the design common in 
their work. South Gaul. c. A. D. 75-100. A 141 (p. 322). 

D 7. Form 67. Very similar to the design ascribed to the anonymous potter GM 17 
(Bemont 1977). The sphinx is a variant of0.867A, but more detailed. To the left is a 
small cupped column, perhaps closer to the element on 25762b used by P 10 (ibid.), 
but the lower detail is obscure. Lezoux c. A.D. 120-140. A 141 (p. 322). 

D 8. Form 37. Signature of FRONTINVS cf Hermet 1934: pl. 85.2. South Gaul. c. A.D. 
70-85. B 204 (p. 338). 

D 9. (Not illustrated) Form 29. Double-bordered ovolo with tongue to left ending in solid 
six-petalled rosette. For ovolo, if Hermet 1934: pl. 82.5. The leaf is on a curious f.30, 
apparently with the M(asclus signature (Knorr 1919: Taf. 98A). South Gaul. c. A.D. 
70-85. B 204 (p.266). •'-'' 

D 10. Form 37. Rogers's ovolo B 39 on a bowl from Lezoux. The closest drawing is in 
factS & S: fig. 19, 4. Lezoux. c. A.D. 140-160, B 175 (p. 345). 
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Form 37. Rosette-tongued ovolo, probably that used by Frontinus (externally 
stamped f.37. in the Museum of London). South Gaul, c. A.D. 7G-85. B 175 (p. 345). 
Form 37. Rogers's motif Q 58 used by Cinnamus. The claws belong to his lion, if. 
S & S: pl. 162, 60. Lezoux. c. A.D. 15{}-180. B 175 (p. 347). 
From 37. Style ofCriciro with ovolo shown on S & S: pl. 118,17. The animals are a 
bear 0.1595, panther 0.1512 and doe 0.1743. Lezoux. c. A.D. 15{}-180. A 211 
(p. 354). 
Form 37. Bear, 0.1608 on a bowl in the style of Advocisus. Lezoux. c. A.D. 

15{}-180. c 42 (p. 363). 

B. FIRST-CENTURY LEZOUX WARES (FIG. 89). 

There are fragmentary remains of four decorated bowls, three 29s and a probable 37. 
Plain-ware sherds present include two 18s and an 18R. 
Form 29. Lower zone: arcade design with surrounding wavy line containing small 
hare facing left. Tendrils emerge from base of arcades trailing lanceolate and 
imbricated leaves. There are two basal wreaths, one of spirals with a 'tobacco-pipe'. 
end, the lower of eight-lobed palmate leaves. None of the details are shown in either 
Oswald's or Boon's articles (Oswald 1937, and Boon 1967), although there is a 
similar basal wreath on Oswald's fig 15, 26. Lezoux. c. A.D. 55-75. A X, B X. 
Form 29. Upper zone, small dolphin. Lezoux. Flavian? A 132. 
Form 29. Small fragment of wreath, if. Oswald 1937: fig.14, 16. Lezoux. c. A.D. 

SG-65. A 237. 
Form 37. Early bowl in the style of the 'Potter of the rosette', with the small 
leaf-wreath Rogers's G 341, attributed to his potter P 30. The ware is similar to 
Flavian products. Lezoux. c. A.D. 10G-120. A 137, 417. 
(Not illustrated). Roger's ovolo B 86 ascribed to his potter P 30. This is probably the 
ovolo to No: 0 18. A 269. 

C. OTHER DECORATED WARES (FIGS. 89-91) 

Form 29. Small fragment of very early bowl showing typical half-medallion with 
wreathed ends, enclosing face mask with tufted ears. Similar vessels have been 
recorded recently from Sheepen (ColChester, Niblett 1985). A preliminary exam
ination of this early material has been published by Vernhet (1971: 175-190). La 
Graufesenque c. A.D. 25-40. B 139 (p. 369). 
Form 29. Stamped (S 79). Upper zone has a winding scroll containing 
cross-rosettes, and terminating in small, bold rosettes, and a three-bud motif. Lower 
zone has repeated panels with festoons of V -shaped leaves trailing three-leafed 
cluster, flanked by fern-leaf motif. Within festoon are a pair of indented leaves and a 
twelve-petalled rosette. Festoon has opposed geese, 0.2311 and 2320 at sides above 
fern-leaf motif. The alternate panel has saltire with large acorns, the three-leaf cluster 
and cordate leaves. 

The wealth of details a_re for the most part already known in the work of Licinus. 
From the upper zone, the geese and buds are on bowls from Mainz and Windisch, if. 
Knorr 1919: Taf.45, 12, 13 and 31. The cross-rosette is on an unstamped bowl from 
Camulodunum, if. Hawkes & Hull 1947: pl. XXXVII.3, the large terminal rosette is 
similar to one from Bregenz, if. Knorr 1919: Taf. 93B, while the small rosette in the 
field is used as a scroll-terminal on a stamped bowl from London (Mus. of Lond. 
London Mus. A 10149 = Knorr 1952: Taf. 34C). The lower zone motifs already 
recorded on stamped vessels include: the geese, if. Knorr ibid. and a bowl from 
Southwark, if. Bird and Marsh 1978: fig.29; the fern-leaf motif is on a bowl in the 
British Museum, if. Knorr 1952: Taf. 34B; the three-leaf cluster is found at Rodez; the 
cordate-leaves are on a f.29 stamped by Licinus with a VOLVS mould-signature, if. 
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Knorr 1952: Taf. 63E. The indented leaves are on a bowl with other motifs used by 
Licinus from Camulodunum, if. Hawkes & Hull1947: pl. XXV,2. South Caul. c. A.D. 
40-55. Brewery Field (p. 207, S 79). 
Form 30. Double-bordered ovolo with tongue to right ending in rosette. Juggler 
0. 965, with part of ladder to left, up which there is usually a running monkey. The 
vessel looks pre-Flavian. South Caul. c. A.D. 50-65. B 15. 
Form 29. Early leaf if. Knorr 1919: Textbild 9.6, there ascribed to Namus and 
Scottius, and also Senicio. South Caul. c. A.D. 50-65. Brewery Field. 
Form 29. Neat scroll ending in six-lobed frond and rosette-spirals. The bifid 
tendril-binding is backed by three beads, if. Hermet 1934: pl.38, 11. South Caul. c. 
A.D. 50-65. A 275. 
Form 29. The small leaf looks similar to, but a little smaller than, that used by 
Senicio, if. Knorr 1919: Textbild 8.35. South Caul. c. A.D. 50-65. Brewery Field. 
Form 29. These cordate buds were popular in the Neronian period, and cannot be 
ascribed. South Caul. c. A.D. 50-65. Brewery Field. 
Form 29. This small four-pronged motif is common to a number of potters, 
including Aquitanus, Celadus, Marinus and Murranus, if. also Haalebos 1979, for 
recently-found stamped bowls by Primus. South Caul. c. A.D. 50-65. Brewery Field. 
Form 29. The style of Bassus and Coelus, if. Knorr 1952: Taf. 10, and Taf. 58v. 
South Caul. c. A.D. 55-70. A 237. 
Form 29. Upper zone: festoon design with four-lobed swag hung from four-beaded 
motifs. Lower zone: winding scroll of seven-lobed leaves with six-beaded tendril 
bindings. In the lower concavities are medallions containing birds 0.2247 and 
0.2289. Below the central moulding a straight wreath of leaf-tips formed from the 
lower-zone motif. 

Most of the elements of this design occur in the work of Passienus, Knorr 1919: 
Taf. 62, 7 and 8 for the birds; details 15 and 16 for the rosette spirals, and 30 for the 
swag. The leaf is on a f.29 from Segontium (Creene 1974: p.64.1), together with 
twisted rods. South Caul. c. A.D. 60-80. A 417. 
Form 29. Style of Cermanus; his palm wreaths as on a f.29 (Museum of London), 
with his rosette, if. Knorr 1919: Taf. 35,81. South Caul. c. A.D. 60-80. B 13. 
Form 30. Style ofCermanus: his lion, Hermet 1934: PI. 25,11 (0.1419). His ovolo, 
if. Hermet, ibid. 38 and Knorr 1952: Taf. 28F. South Caul. c. A.D. 65-80. B 13. 
Form 29. Upper zone: winding scroll terminating in small acorns and rosettes. 
Lower zone: gadroons. 

A small bowl in the style used by potters such as Censor and Coelus. The acorns 
appear in the work of Vanderio, if. Knorr 1919: Taf. 80E. South Caul. c. A.D. 70-85. 
A 237. 
Form 30. Style oflucundus: His stipuled cordate bud, if. Knorr 1919: Taf. 43, 12., 
hare 0.2074 and dog. 0.1921 (if. Knorr 1952: Taf. 31D). The narrow barley-ears are 
characteristic. South Caul. c. A.D. 70-85. B 13. 
Form 37. Style of the OF MO potter: his ovolo, if. Knorr 1919: Taf. 59,24. The swag 
appears on two f.29s at Pompeii, Atkinson 1914: pl. I!, 4 and V, 19. The cordate 
buds are on pl.XI, 57 and XIII, 63. South Caul. c. A.D. 70-85. B 187, 190. 
Form 37. Double-bordered ovolo with tongue to right, ending in swollen tip. Panel 
decoration, with large leaf motifs horizontally above festoon. A vertical panel to left 
has half only· of a five-or six-lobed leaf wreath and, to the right, repeated spirals. The 
ovolo is too blurred for confident identification, but the general design belongs to the 
penultimate group of South Caul potters, if. Knorr 1912: Taf. XXVI, 1 and 2, such as 
Cermanus Ser and L. Cosius. South Caul. c. A.D. 90-110. C 6. 
Form 29. Upper zone: panel decoration with compound leaf-motif and barley ears. 
Lower zone: winding scroll with segmented leaves. The detail is similar to that used 
by Cotoius if. Knorr 1919: Taf. 27, particularly details 5, 7 and 9. South Caul. c. A.D. 
70-85. A 269. 
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Form 37. This ovolo is very similar to one on a mould for a f.30 with a plain-ware 
stamp ofFrontinus in the decoration, but in a style associated with Germanus. South 
Gaul. c. A.D. 70-85. 'B 13. 
Form 78. Upright wavy lines with large rosettes. A thin-walled vessel, neatly 
made. No exact parallel, but the poin<;on for the roulette has a fault on the right 
which should make it traceable, cf. Knorr 1919: Taf. 62A, by Passienus. South Gaul. c. 

A.D. 70-85. B 189. 
Form 37 ? The straight wreath looks very like that on a f.29 from Pompeii, cf. 
Atkinson 1914: pi. IV,18., and cf. ibid. 68, for a f.37. South Gaul. c. A.D. 70-85. 
Brewery Field. 
Form 37. Ovolo of Frontinus, see No. D 11. B 189. 
Form 37. Double-bordered ovolo with tongue to left ending in rosette. The 
surviving decoration shows part of two panels: to left, diagonal wavy lines above 
barley ears; to right, compound leaf-motif with goose 0.2244 type. Probably by 
Frontinus cf. Hermet 1934: pl.85. South Gaul. c. A.D. 75-90. B 190. 
Form 37. Three decorative zones: panels of barley ears; a narrow scroll with a 
vine-leaf and dolphin; finally a straight wreath of V -shaped leaves, with tips bent 
back. For tail of dolphin see 0.2390A. cf. Hermet 1934: pl.80,9. South Gaul. c. A.D. 
75-90. B 190. 
Form 37. Scroll with large lanceolate leaves and leaf 'tree ornament' above 
wavy-line border. Below, straight wreath of segmented leaves. This may be by 
Frontinus. He uses the lower wreath, cf. Bushe-Fox 1932: pl.XXVI, 3, and the leaves 
are on a f.29 from Rottweil (Knorr 1919: Taf. 94c). South Gaul. c. A.D. 75-90. B 190. 

Form 37. Probably by Mercator and his associates; most of the vegetation is 
known, cf. Knorr 1919, Taf. 57, together with the bird. The animals appear to be a 
boar and hound. South Gaul. c. A.D. 75-90. Brewery Field. 
Form 37. The ovolo is the rounded form used by Mercator, cf. May 1916: pi. XXV, 
5/6. He also used the stag 0.1794 and the leaf-tree, cf. Knorr 1919: Taf. 57, 11. The 
column is closer to that of Biragillus, ibid.: Taf.16, 17 and cf. Hermet 1934:· pi., 119, 1, 
where the spirals occur. The basal-wreath leaf is in the work of Coelus, cf. Knorr 
1919: Taf. 23, 18. The lower zone is close to one from Burghofe, cf. Ulbert 1959: 
Taf.39, 2. South Gaul. c. A.D. 80-100. B 187. 
Form 37. The figure is a version of Hermet 114, while the basal wreath may be 
blurred trifid-leaf motif, cf. Knorr 1919: Taf. 26A, by L. Cosius. South Gaul. c. A.D. 
90-110. Brewery Field. 
Form 37. Basal wreath used by the potter X-2. Les-Martres-de-Veyre. c. A.D. 
100-120. Brewery Field. 
Form 37. Rogers's urn T 1 on a f. 37 in the style of his potter X-9. Although the 
drawing shows an incomplete handle as on the present vessel, all the references 
quoted appear to be to complete poin<;ons. Les Martres-de-Veyre. c. A.D. 100-120. 
B13. 
Form 37. Style of Potter X-3; his ovolo, cf. S & S: fig.4, 1. Les Martres-de-V eyre. c. 
A.D. 100-120. B 187. 
Form 37. Small bowl with single-bordered ovolo with split or hollow tongue to 
left. Below, chase scene with stag 0.1738 (reduced) and blurred hare. A heavily 
roped border is above a straight wreath of blurred leaf-tips. Montans. c. A.D. 
115-145. A 512. 
Form 37. Style ofButrio; his ovolo, Rogers's B 109, and figures, 0.263 and 524 and 
the masks 0.695 and 711. Lezoux. c. A.D. 120-145. Brewery Field. 
Form 37. Style of Acaunissa; his ovolo, S & S. fig.21 and medallions, Rogers E 27 
and F 70. The lion's head is on S & S: pl. 79.1, and the crane is on the bowl stamped 
IV. Note the variability of the ovolo on the smaller fragment. The slip is dull and 
reddish, the paste orange-red. Perhaps from the Vichy workshop. c. A.D. 125-140. 
A 321. 
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Form 37. Stamped AVS[TRI·OF]. His ovolo, if S & S: fig.25,2. Lezoux. c. A.D. 

120--140. F X. 
Form 37. Face-mask D. 675 and narrow wreath, both used by Sissus, for whom the 
fabric of this vessel would fit. The panther, D. 785, was used by Illixo, who also used 
the face-mask. Lezoux. c. A.D. 120--140. Brewery Field. 
Form 64. A curious fragment, with poorly-moulded decoration. To the left appears 
to be a tiny cupid, straight-legged, with torso bent forward, holding amphora in an 
impossibly-balanced position for a mortal. To the right, head and upper arm of figure 
supported on a staff, facing left, but with head turned to look over shoulder. The 
fabric and style of this cup are of Libertus, but the detail is not shown by Bemont 
1977. Lezoux. c. A.D. 125-140. A 521. 
Form 37. Small bowl in coarse pale fabric, with red-brown glaze and delicate 
footring. There is a cursive signature, ]SSI retrograde, below the decoration, from a 
mould inscribed post cocturam. Decoration apparently consists of two or four repeated 
panels: (1) elongated, heart-shaped leaves with tips turned over (Rogers 1974: J 50 and 
67), probably flanking a bird. (2 and 3) No decoration surviving. (4) Horizontal band 
of fan-shaped motifs at bottom of panel. The panels are separated by delicate wavy 
lines, with finely striated spindles at lower ends. 

Two other signatures with the same probable reading are known, both broken in 
the same place and both from moulds signed after firing. One is on an unpublished 
bowl from Bannaventa, with the same borders, spindles and fan-shaped plant. Other 
details on this bowl strongly suggest the work of Sissus ii, in a style apparently 
reserved for the smaller bowls. The other signature is on a bowl from Carlisle (S & S: 
pl. 76, 24), with an ovolo occurring in a mid-Antonine pit-group at Alcester, on a 
bowl with a mould-stamp of Tittius and a cursive signature of Cassius i. 

This raises the problem of whether the signature could belong to Cassius, rather than 
Sissus. Neither potter habitually inscribed moulds with cursive signatures in the genitive. 
Cassius used Cassia· oj(for Cassiana officina, presumably), and Sissus used Sissus. Very 
little is known about either Cassius or Tittius, but their repertoire so far does not suggest 
any dose parallels with Sissus's style or the Bannaventa bowl. However, both leaves 
occur on a bowl from Les Martres-de-Veyre (S & S: pl.76, 30, not necessarily from the 
same kilns) attributed to X-6, and one of them (RogersJ 67) is on an unpublished bowl 
from Cambridge with an ovolo said to have been used by X-6 and Tittius. 

It has been dear for some time that the mantle ofX-6 hides several potters whose 
styles are more-or-less closely linked, and Cassius i and Tittius must clearly belong to 
this group. It is not possible to be sure whether this bowl is by Cassius or Sissus, but 
on balance, Sissus is more likely. Bowls in his style occur in Scotland (at Camelon 
and Newstead), and his decorative details suggest a date c. A.D. 130--160. The 
evidence from Alcester for Cassius and the presence of two of his stamps in an early 
Antonine context at Castleford put him in the same range. B 187. 
Form 37. Style of Arcanus; his Apollo, D. 52, and ovolo, Rogers's B 45. South 
Gaul. c. A.D. 120--140. Brewery Field. 
Form 37. Style of Cinnamus. His ovolo, if S & S: fig. 47, 3. The lion is 0.1518. 
Central Gaul. c. A.D. 150--175. A 521. 
Forn 37. Blurred version of the Cinnamus ovolo, if S & S: fig. 47, 3, D.236. 
Lezoux. c. A.D. 150--180. Brewery Field. 
Form 30. Bird, 0.2250A in a double-medallion above a vegetable frond. The style 
is similar to that of Doeccus, S & S : p1.151, 55 and 60. Central Gaul. c. A.D. 

160--190. A 521. 
Form 37. Advocisvs's ovolo, if S & S : pl. 114.33, note the shortened tonge. 
Lezoux. c. A.D. 160--190. A 68. 
Form 37. Stamped ADVOC[ISI] (seeS 3). His ovolo, Rogers B 102, dolphins 0.2382 
and 0.2393, sea-horse 0.33 and draped figure D.538. Lezoux. c. A.D. 160--190. B 
174. 
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Form 37. Style of Doeccus; his ovolo, S & S: fig. 44.2, with corded tongue. His 
wreathed rosette, ibid. 18, and leaves, 30 and 32. Lezoux. c. A.D. 160-190. B 75. 
Form 37. Style ofDoeccus; his leaf and ovolo, cf S & S: fig. 44.27 and 2. Lezoux. c. 
A.D. 160-190. Brewery Field. 
Form 37. Apollo in chariot, 0.102, cf. Butrio-style sherd inS & S: pl.61, 686, and a 
vessel stamped AVSTRVS, S & S; pl. 94, 7. There is also a small unidentified animal 
running to the right. Lezoux. c. A.D. 140-160. A 521. 
See p. 67, Burial 6, no.8 and fig. 28.8, for the description and profile. See S 38 for 
stamp. 

D. ARGONNE V:! ARE (FIG. 91) 

Body sherd from a bowl, form 37 or Chenet 320. Typical orange ware with a glossy 
finish. Decoration: 'basket-weave' rouletted pattern. Fourth-or fifth-century. K X. 

(Not illustrated) A rim sherd from a bowl, either form 37 or Chenet 319. Orange ware 
with white quartz sand; glossy orange slip. Not the usual fabric for Central Gaul but 
thin-sectioning confirms this source. In addition there is a base sherd probably from 
the same bowl. B 13. Group date: mid first to mid second centuries A.D. 

BLACK SAMIAN 
By Catherine Johns (FIG.91) 

The sherd is a small fragment decorated with a human figure in relief. The ware is 
thin (2. 5-3 mm) and the profile strongly curved. The fabric is micaceous, fairly soft, 
and buff in colour, changing to pink towards the interior surface of the vessel. The 
slip is thin, black and shows little gloss. Reduction is imperfect on the interior of the 
vessel, leaving orange-pink patches. 

The figure is of a draped man, looking down and holding a scroll in his right hand: 
Dechelette 524 (0. 907 A). In Bemont and Rogers's repertoire ofLibertus types (1978) it 
is N o.143. The figure is in very high relief, the total thickness of the sherd in the centre 
being about 6 mm, and at one edge the slight separation of the motif from the wall of 
the vessel shows it to have been applied, not moulded in the usual way. Immediately 
below the figure are traces of a band of coarse rouletting. The interior of the sherd 
shows the fine horizontal grooving usual on closed forms such as beakers. B 136. 

The figure-type was used on moulded forms by Libertus, Butrio and associated later 
potters. It does not appear to be recorded as an applique type, though naturally there is 
no technical reason why it should not be used thus. The fabric and slip compare closely 
with examples of moulded black beakers by Libertus Qohns 1971: 40). 

If this figure-type and fabric were to occur in a moulded beaker of form Dechelette 
64 or 66, there would be no difficulty in attributing it to the workshop ofLibertus and 
assigning it to the Trajanic period. As a vessel with applied decoration, however, the 
matter is more difficult. The form itself is uncertain, but the presence of the band of 
rouletting probably indicates the handled vase Dechelette 74. It is not usual for the 
decoration on this form to be placed so close to the rouletted zone, but vessels of this 
type are not as standardised as the common decorated forms, and can vary 
considerably from one example to the next. 

The isolated motifs on applique ware vessels preclude any stylistic dating on the 
basis of general decorative style, and there appears to be little evidence for the date 
range of black vessels of this type. The black Dechelette 74 from Verulamium is from 
a context dated to the middle of the second century (Hartley 1972: 0.112): in the case 
of the Baldock piece, the figure-type and the character of the fabric make it tempting 
to attribute it to the Libertus/Butrio circle of potters, even though there is no definite 
evidence of their producing applique black vessels as opposed to moulded ones. This 
would imply a date in the first half of the second century. 



GAULISH FINE-WARE IMPORTS. 
By Valery Rigby 

GALLO-BELGIC WARES 

All the sherds of terra nigra (TN) and terra rubra (TR) were classified by form and fabric. The 
typology was developed specifically for the site, based on the forms found during the excavations 
of 1968-1972. The type series is illustrated in FIGS. 92-3, while TABLE 10 includes the 
Camulodunum form equivalents (Hawkes & Hull 1947: pl.XLIX, LIII-V +LVIII). Some forms 
were represented by such small sherds that they were not illustrated (forms 19-20, 22-3). The 
precise typological details of the complex moulded forms are chronologically significant; 
therefore they have been illustrated at a larger scale (forms 6-15). The fabric classification is a 
modified version of one first used by Hawkes and Hull in Camulodunum, based on the superficial 
characteristics of paste-colour and texture, combined with those of surface-colour and finish. It is 
restricted to TR because of the difficulties of applying it to TN. Although the method may group 
fabrics which later prove to be from different sources, it does provide a framework for dating the 
sherds. 

TR 1 (A): iron-free matrix, sandy texture, some red grog grits; colour variable, from off-white 
to pale pink (Munsell 2, 5YR to lOR 8/8). Coral red slip, with polished finish, on the visible 
surfaces- upper surface of cups and platters, outer surface of pedestalled cups (lOR 7/10 to 5/12). 
Examples were made in the Marne-Vesle potteries, in and near Rheims. c. 15 B.C.- A.D. 25. 

TR 1 (B): fairly iron-free matrix, sandy texture, some grog grits; colour varies from buff to 
pink (1 OYR 7 I 4 to 1 OR 8/8). The slip varies from bright orange to coral red, with a polished 
finish, covering the whole vessel (2.5YR 7/12 to lOR 7/10). Both matrixes and slips overlap in 
colour and texture with TR 1 (A), and so are presumably from the same sources. The Rheims area 
seems to be the source of most examples. c. 15 B.C. - A.D. 15. 

TR 1 (C): iron-rich matrix, texture varies from fine-grained smooth to comparatively sandy, 
and with variable amounts of grog gritting; orange colour (cf lOYR 6/10). Highly polished 
darker slip on the upper surface, as TR l(A). The coarser-grained versions were made in the 
Vesle potteries c 15 B.C.- A.D. 40, and the smoother and more heavily grogged in the Moselle, 
probably near Trier, c.A.D. 20--65. 

TR 2: the same range of matrixes as TR l(C); self-coloured polished finish. Probably the same 
production-centres at TR l(C). Mainly produced A.D. 20-65. 

TR 3: same range of matrixes at TR 1 (A) to TR 2, so that colour varies from off-white to red. 
Firing conditions were controlled to produce a variety of finishes on the exterior, from a dense 
black to a thin pearly grey haze, the black finish being particularly glossy. The colour differences 
may indicate different production-centres, but it could merely indicate a changing source of clays 
at the same centre. 

TN: texturally the same range as TR, with the colour varying from bluish-white to dark 
blue-grey (lOB 5/2); generally, the lighter the matrix, the sandier the texture and the larger the 
diameter of the vessel. The surfaces vary from pale dove-grey (5PB 9/1) to dense blue-black 
(lOPB 2, 5/1), and such extremes are not unknown on the same vessel. The coarser-grained 
sandy wares may come from the Rheims area, while the smoother-textured versions, with more 
grog inclusions, may be from Trier. 

The Gallo-Belgic wares (GB) from Baldock constitute a fairly large and varied collection, but 
most sherds are small and rather worn (FIGS. 92-3). About half were residual or intrusive, either 
disturbed from early features or kicked around on the surface before final deposition. The 
histograms of the various types of GB wares suggest continuing deposition to the end of the first 
century A.D., with a small peak in the later second century and repeated redeposition in the later 
third and fourth centuries (FIG. 94). 

The collection consists of a maximum of221 vessels -134 platters, 25 cups, 11 pedes tailed cups 
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FIG. 92. Gallo-Belgic and Central Gaulish Imports (%). 

and 51 beakers. It ranks sixth behind the equivalent collections from Camulodunum, Prae 
Wood-King Harry Lane Cemetery, Braughing-Skeleton Green, Silchester and Chichester
Fishbourne- the major contenders for the title of pre-Roman oppida. The range of forms is quite 
varied, twenty-four in all, but comprises only the most common types. 

All of the classifiable stamps are names or copies of names. No known early dies or potters are 
represented, with the exception of the unhelpful Julios, so that the stamps date mainly to the 
period after A.D. 30. Since three-quarters of the names and dies-· can be paralleled at 
Camulodunum, this appears to have been the distribution-centre. 

Predictably the forms and fabrics also show a marked shortage of early products. Only about 
25% of the vessels represented are in TR, mainly the longer-lived TR 1 (C) and TR 2 versions. 
The early short-lived and hence comparatively rare TR 1 (B) is only just represented but there is 
more of the equally early but less uncommon TR 1 (A). Because TR 1 (A) products were seldom if 
ever stamped, its position as the most common early fabric has a direct effect in the smallness of 
the number of the early.stamped products available in the late. Augustan period. The shortage of 
TR is in marked contrast to the situation at Skeleton Green where TR is predominant and TN 
comparatively scarce in the earliest groups (Rig by 1981 b: 195). 

The range of forms is equally restricted by the scarcity of early products and is confined to the 
more usual cup- and platter -forms, with an emphasis on post-Conquest types. Together, the five 
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most common types account for 89% of the total. However, despite the heavy hand of 
chronology, proximity to (and established trading-connections with) Camulodunum apparently 
resulted in the presence of some comparative rarities in TR- the platter-types 7 and 15; and the 
cup 17. 

If we use only classifiable rims, about 17% date to the period before A. D. 20, 26% to the period 
20--60 and 32% to the period 60-80, the remainder being of indeterminate date. The earliest of 
these groups includes the highest proportion ofTR, with only one TN platter from a total of 14 
vessels, and the greatest diversity of forms, ten in all. Only TN occurs in the latest groups, while 
the range of forms is limited to three. 

Generally on British sites butt beakers are more common than girth beakers and have a wider 
distribution-pattern. Typologically they developed from large tubby . shapes with varied 
decorative patterns in pale versions of TR 3 to smaller more curvaceous vessels with mainly 
rouletted decoration in dark red or orange TR 3. A similar change from pale to darker colours 
occurred also in girth beakers, while typologically the change was from the angular form to the 
waisted and curvaceous form. Unfortunately most sherds found at Baldock were small and 
difficult to classify other than by type of decoration and motif. Examples of the earliest 
decorative motifs and paler wares so common in the assemblages from Skeleton Green occurred 
only in Area D (p. 31) where a number of the earliest Iron Age features occurred (D 98, p. 44). A 
number of the small late versions in dark red TR 3 were found elsewhere in the settlement 
(TABLE 11). , 

The tall grooved and cordoned pedestalled cups in TR 1(A) appearto have been made in the 
late Augustan period, while the smaller and plain variants belong to the Tiberio-Claudian period. 
Their distribution is more restricted than that of butt beakers but they are by no means rare. 
Baldock lies well within the main distribution area, having easy access to Camulodunum; but so 
far the sherds are too few and fragmentary for any conclusions to be drawn. 

A comparison of the numbers of early GB wares and contemporary Terra Sigillata from Italy 
and Gaul suggests that the GB wares were being imported in greater quantities. From Baldock 
there is one stamp and six other vessels in TR but only one Arretine stamp (p. 202) and no 
provincial Gaulish vessels of the same date. This pattern is paralleled at Camulodunum, 
Braughing-Puckeridge and Prae Wood-King Harry Lane. After A.D.50 the positions were 
radically reversed with South Gaulish T. S. greatly outweighing contemporary GB imports. 

Despite the absence of an extensive stamp list, the collection of GB wares suggests that 
Baldock conforms to the chronological pattern of supply established by study of the collections 
from Skeleton Green, the King Harry Lane Cemetery (St Albans), Camulodunum and 
Chichester. The earliest GB imports consisted almost entirely of TR from the Marne-V esle 
potteries of the Rheims area in no way different to that reaching continental sites. By the 
Claudian period new production-centres specialising in TN had been established in northern 
Gaul and the Rhineland, possibly even at Camulodunum; these exported TN to Britain on a large 
scale and supplanted the original suppliers. In the period after A.D.40 TN is the predominant 
fabric on sites in Britain and adjacent areas of Holland, Belgium and north-western France, in 
marked contrast to more south-easterly sites in adjacent areas of Luxembourg, France and 
Germany. Here, where the original production-centres were located, TR continued to be made 
and used, so that the rapid diminution ofTR supplies with the accompanying rapid rise ofTN is 
not apparent. 

POTTERS' STAMPS ON TN AND TR (FIG 95) 

A. Name Stamps 
1. ANDEC[o], central stamp within incised circle, on a cup. base. TR 2. Light orange 

fine-grained ware; highly polished self-coloured interior. surface; worn exterior. A X. 
Die 1A1. Five stamps from the same die: Camulodunum (three), all TN, two cups and a 
platter (No. 16); King Harry Lane Cemetery, St Albans (one), a TN cup in a Claudio
Neronian grave group; Chichester (one). Examples from related dies: Bagendon, Glos.; 
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Brundon, Suffolk; Camulodunum (No.17); Speyer; Worms; Trier; Luxembourg and 
Bavay. 

The widespread but thin distribution of his stamps suggests that Andecos was a major 
supplier ofTN. His range of forms and concentration on TN indicate that he was working 
in the period c. A.D. 25-60. Source unknown; both Trier and Vertault (Cote d'Or) have 
been suggested. 

2. BIT[VCAN], radial stamp between two bordered rou]etted wreaths and an incised circle, on 
large platter with applied foot-ring. TN, very heivily burnt and discoloured. A 106 
(p. 293). ' \ 
Die 1A1. Two other stamps from this die: Camulodunum neither dated (No. 52). 
Examples from related dies: Arras; Nijmegen (two) in Cemeteries 0 and E, originally 
dated A.D.S/10- 30 and 20-40 respectively, but now considered to be contemporary, and 
with considerable later use (Holwerda 1941: 30; Stuart 1979: 288-9). Source unknown. 
Tiberio-Claudian. 

3. (Not illustrated). C/\S[SICOS], radial stamp on large platter. TR 1 (C), bright orange ware; 
darker orange slip with traces of a polished finish on the upper surface; self-coloured matt 
exterior. A 485. 
Die 1A1. Eight stamps from this die, all of TR platters and all from Camulodunum 
(No.179). In the Sheepen 1970 material there are almost complete versions ofType 14, with 
a smaller and more fragmented example, in a pit group thought to be associated with 
clearing-up after the Boudiccan destruction of60-1 (R.Niblett, pers. comm:). Continental 
finds probably from the same workshop occur at Lebach (Grave 6), Freinsheim, Neuss, 
Nijmegen, Luxembourg and Ladenburg (Kr Mannheim). 

The reading of the third and fourth letters as SS remains uncertain, so that the dye may 
belong to the large-scale producer Canicos rather than the less well-known Cassicos, 
although the die-style, forms and fabrics suggest that at least two potters were involved. 
Apparently a potter called Cas(s)icos worked at Metz; but again the die-styles and forms do 
not match, implying that different workshops if not different potters are represented. The 
context at Sheepen is unusually late for such a large group ofTR platters since TN products 
predominate in the Neronian period (see above, p. 226). Source, Vesle or Trier potteries. c. 
A.D. 50-70. 

4. [CASS]OS, radial on large platter. TR 1 (C), orange ware; darker orange slip on upper 
surface, now badly flaked and laminated. A 287. 
Die 1A1. From the same die as two radial stamps on large TN platters found at Bavay 
(Nord). A central stamp on a platter of Type 14 in TR which was found in Grave 13 at 
Lebach may be from the same die; unfortunately access to it was denied by Saarbrucken 
museum so it is not possible to compare the rubbings. The illustration suggests that the die 
is related but different (Gerlach 1976: Taf. 16, e). Source unknown. Claudio-Neronian. 

5. DV[ROTIX], radial stamp on large platter. TR 1(C), orange ware; orange slip on the upper 
surfaces with polished finish. A: 484. 
Die 1A2. Examples from related dies all on TR platters: 1A1, Camulodunum (three);King 
Harry Lane Cemetery (one). The die 2A1, from West Coker, Somerset, although similar 
was cut by a different die-maker. Continental finds are all on TR platters and stamped with 
related dies: Trier, Compiegne, Weisenau, Rheims, Amiens, Xanten and Arlon. Source 
most probably the Vesle potteries, possibly Rheims. The die-style indicates association 
with Acutus, Attissus and Smertuccos etc., although the forms suggest a slightly later date 
in the Tiberian period, c. A.D. 15-35. 

6. IVLIOS central stamp on small platter. TN, bluish white matrix; dark metallic grey surfaces; 
polished lower surface; highly polished upper surface. B 5. 
Die 2G1. Two others from this die: Kayser Bondor Burial Group, Havercroft 
forthcoming); Camulodunum. Examples from related dies which can be read IVLIOS, 

IVLLIOS and IVLLOS occur at Braughing-Puckeridge, Chichester-Fishbourne, 
Camulodunum (by far the greatest number), Snail well, Cambs. (the 'Rich Burial', 
Lethbridge 1953: fig.3, 53.15A) and Duston, Northants. For discussion of the number of 

i 
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• Forms standardised before A. D. 30 

Forms standardised after A.D.30 

FIG. 94. Histograms to show the chronological distribution of Gaulish Imports. 
a, Terra Nigra - platters and cups; b, Terra Rubra 1-2 - platters and cups; 
c, Terra Rubra 3 - beakers; d, Terra Rubra 1 - pedestal cups; e, Micaceous Terra Nigra -
platters; f, white-ware butt beakers Cam. form 113; g, A comparison of forms in TN and 
TR standardised before and after AD 30. 
Period 1 20--1 BC; 2 AD 1-25; 3 AD 25-50; 4 AD 50--70; 5 AD 70--90; 6 AD 90--120; 
7 AD 120--150; 8 AD 150--180; 9 AD 180--210; 10 AD210--240; 11 AD 240--270; 12 AD 270--300; 
13, 4th century; 14, Late 4th/early 5th century; unstratified. 
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7 8 9 

FIG. 95. Potter's stamps on TN and TR (full size). 

potters using the name Julios, and the sources and of different classified A 
toR see Rigby 1981a: 39-50. Source: northern Gaul or Camulodunum are the most likely 
production-centres for the potter or potters who used dies of style G. Claudio-Neronian. 

B. Uncertain Reading 
7. 1\TITI, central stamp within incised circle, on small cup, probably Type 16. TN, pale blue 

matrix; patchy metallic blue-grey surfaces; unevenly polished upper surface, matt exterior. 
A 397. 
The reading is uncertain because of the poor quality of the die-cutting and light impression 
on the base. No other stamp from this die has been identified. The potter may be Atitisus 
whose stamps have been found at Camulodunum (No.33), Leicester (Kenyan 1948: 221) 
and Blicquy (Hainaut, Belgium) (de Laet & Thoen 1968: fig. 17, D XXXI). Source 
unknown. Claudio-Neronian. 

8. ]1\0VII, central stamp, within two incised circles, on small platter. TN; hard bluish-white 
sandy paste; mottled metallic blue surfaces; matt exterior, flaked upper surface, with traces 
of a polished finish, matt exterior. A 57. 

No other stamps from this die have been identified, so that the reading cannot be 
completed. The impression is clear; but the letters are badly shaped, making their reading 
uncertain. It may be part of a name or it could be a mark, with inverted repeats of the same 
motif on either side of a central 0, giving 11/\0VII. Source unknown. Date, Claudio
Neronian. 

C. Illegible Fragments 
9. Central stamp,· an incised circle, on platter possibly of Type 2; useless foot-ring. 

TN, very hard, pale blue-grey dense matrix; patchy blue-grey surfaces with polished finish. 
The die was so clogged with clay that the stamp is unreadable. The form and fabric are 
clearly late. A.D. 50-85. EX. 

10. (Not illustrated). Central stamp on a small platter. TN; the fabric and finish are like GB 6 
above. A 121. Too fragmentary for identification. Probably c. A.D. 40-70; 

11. (Not illustrated). Radial stamp placed over double-bordered rouletted wreath on a large 
platter. Heavily burnt and discoloured to shade from pink to blue; matt exterior, polished 
interior finish. A 63. Too fragmentary for identification. Pre-Claudian. 
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TABLE 10: INCIDENCE OF GALLO-BELGIC FORMS AND FABRICS 

Form Illustration Cam. 
(FIGS 92-3) from Feature Form TRl (A) TRl (B) TRl (C) TR2 TR Total TN Total Date 

No. 

lA A 416 2 0 15 B.C.-A.D. 55 
lB A 334 2 0 6 6 
le A 106 2 0 3 3 

2A B 105 16 6 6 40-85 
2B A 267 16 
2e A 188 16 

3 A 346 12 0 0 0 1 1-25 
4 AX 12/13 4 4 25-50 
SA A 484 14 5 5 40-60 
SB A 47 14 ' 3 3 40-60 
se A 150 14 6 6 40-60 
SD B 24 14 40-60 

6 A 188 7 0 0 0 1-25 

7 A 425 6 0 0 ,0 1-25 

8 AX 7e 0 0 0 15B.C.-A.D.15 

9 B 116 7 0 2 0 2 1-25 

10 B 22 7/8 0 2 20-60 

11 A 121 8 0 2 2 4 6 20-60 

12 A 416 3 0 0 0 2 15 B.C.-A.D. 35 

13 A 466 3/5 0 0 0 10 B.C.-A.D.1 

14A AX 5 2 0 0 3 9 12 15 B.C.-A.D. 5 
14B A 48 5 0 0 0 4 4 1-55 

15 A 216 5/6 3 3 3 10 B. C.-A. D. 20 

16A ex 56 A 0 2 3 1-40 
16B BX 56e 0 0 2 2 5 7 20-60 

17 A 106 0 0 10 B. C.-A. D. 15 

18 58 0 0 0 2 2 35-70 

Platter bases 9-11 0 2 3 6 9 
Mise. Platter bases 3 0 7 4 14 29 43 

Platters total 8 0 12 12 33 92 125 

Mise. cup sherds 0 2 3 7 10 
Cups total 6 8 15 23 

Total - all forms 8 13 18 41 107 148 

Form Feature No. Cam. TR1 (A) TR1 (C) TR2 TR Total Total Date 
Form 

19 74/9 0 11 2 2 20-50 

I 

20 79 0 0 1-40 
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Form Feature No. Cam. TR1 (A) TR1 (C) TR2· TR Total Total Date 

Form 

Mise. Pedestalled Bases 2 0 3 3 
Body Sherds 3 2 0 5 5 

Total all forms. 7 3 11 11 

21 A 155 84 TR3 6 6 1-50 

22 82 TR3 1 10 B.C.-A.D.20 

23 -Rims 112 TR3 7 7 1-50 
A Vertical Strips TR3 3 3 1-50 
B Lattice -2 prong comb TR3 2 2 
c Lattice -3 prong comb TR3 
D Angled 2 prong stripes TR3 1 1 
E Notched scroll rouletting TR3 8 8 
F Broad rouletted band TR3 9 9 

Mise. neck sherd TR3 

Total 32 32 

24 91 TR3 3 3 2{}-..50 

Mise. sherds TR3 9 9 

Total beakers TR3 51 51 

TABLE 11: INCIDENCE OF CENTRAL GAULISH MICACEOUS TN AND TR 

Form Feature Cam. Form TR TN Total Date 
(FIG 92) 

25 A 188 0 4 4 10 B.C.-A.D. 25 

26 A 334 4 2 2 10 B.C.-A.D. 25 

Mise. platter bases 1. 0 20 B.C.-A.D. 10 

Total 1 6 7 

no. 92. B 18 (p.373) 262 20 B.C.-A.D. 25 

TABLE 12: INCIDENCE OF GAULISH WHITE WARE BEAKERS WITH MICA SLIP ON RIM AND 

SHOULDER 

Form 
(FIG 92) 

27A 

Feature 

B 121 
27B B 116 

Cam. Form Total 

114 4 

5 

Date 

A.D. 1{}-..50 
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IMPORTS FROM NORTH-WESTERN GAUL 

There are at least 50 butt beakers in related versions of the white sandy Fabric 11 (p. 263). Hawkes 
& Hull (1947: 238-9) argue persuasively that this common pre-Flavian fine-ware, Cam. form 
113, was made at Camulodunum because of the absence of close parallels on the continent, which 
contrasted markedly with the large numbers at Camulodunum itself, and the wide and varied 
distribution of the type in southern Britain. 
· Recent research has shown that fine wares excavated from first-century contexts, particularly 

those pre-dating A.D. 60, had been imported from the continent. The range is wide and includes 
all thin-walled vessels· and those with special decorative finishes and colours which required 
careful clay preparation, skill in throwing-techniques and controlled firing-conditions in kilns. 

It appears that butt beakers of Cam. form 113, if British-made, would have been the only 
kiln-fired white or parchment wares to have been produced here in the first quarter of the first 
century A. D .. Production had begun by 10 B. C., almost at the outset of the trade in fine pottery, 
so it is surprising that the alleged Camulodunum potters had such a restricted range of products 
and were not joined by specialist producers of other fine and decorative wares. 

Recent publications of sites in the Pas de Calais, Nord and Aisne Departements of northern 
France include close parallels for most variants, ranging from the tubby earliest version to the 
slimmer and curvaceous examples. They could just possibly be the result of trade with 
south-eastern Britain. However, it is more probable that northern France was their place of 
origin, since the development of the butt beaker into the slimmer pentice-moulded beaker, 
Gillam 42, can be traced in various contexts dating from the first to the fourth centuries. In 
contrast, on British sites the representation is confined to the first and fourth centuries. The large 
quantities of Cam. form 113 beakers found at Camulodunum are probably the result of its 
overwhelming position as an entrepot for imported fineware in the pre-Boudiccan period. 

IMPORTS FROM CENTRAL GAUL 

Micaceous TR and TN 
Conventionally the large platters, Types 25 and 26, are grouped with GB imports since they are 
closely related in form and function despite being from different sources. They belong to a group 
of more than a dozen vessel-forms many of which appear to be derived from the earliest Terra 
Sigillata, Loeschcke Service 1. A source in Central Gaul was suggested by parallels at Mont 
Beuvray and Gergovia, and thin-sectioning analysis supports this hypothesis. The large platters 
of Types 25 and 26 appear to be pre-conquest imports with a distribution-pattern which overlaps 
remarkably with that oftheearliest GB imports. Other forms, particularly the bowls, may be 
somewhat later. 

Micaceous TR was considered to be the oxidised version of micaceous TN and hence from the 
same source. Thin-sectioning analysis has shown that the large platters of Type 25 in TR found at 
Welwyn Garden City, Skeleton Green and Canterbury are in a different but related fabric whose 
source should also be located in Central Gaul. A single burnt base sherd from Baldock takes the 
number of find-spots to four. Micaceous TR platters may have been imported somewhat earlier 
in the late Augustan period than micaceous TN and GB wares, c. 25 B.C .. 

Petrological analysis has shown that the basic clay of micaceous TR was used for two other 
fabrics with quite different finishes, including the mica-coated jar, No. 92. This fabric and finish 
is part of a range of products identified at Skeleton Green and Canterbury, and in the King Harry 
Lane Cemetery. The basic jar-form is common in Central Gaul- the Loire valley and the Morvan 
-extending into the Paris Basin (A. & M. Ferdiere 1972: 77-88). It occurs in a variety of different 
fabrics similar to micaceous TR at least three of which are also known from early sites in Britain. 

Jars in fine-grained white ware with a zone of mica-coating on the rim and shoulder, Type 27, 
are not represented in the published groups. The form, fabric, use of barbotine decoration and 
mica-coating, combine to suggest a source in Central rather than Northern Gaul, possibly 
associated with the manufacture of green-glazed products. Variants with a red slip may have been 
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made at Sept-Saulx; and Thuisy, Marne, but there is no evidence for the mica-coated v.ersions 
there. Finds also occur widely in the Rhineland, which is a possible alternative source. The 
British distribution is wide but thin: Camulodunum and Kelvedon, Essex; Prae Wood-King 
Harry Lane Cemetery and Braughing'-Puckeridge, Herts; Burgh-by-Woodbridge, Suffolk; 
Needham, Norfolk; Chichester-Fishbourne, Sussex; Silchester, Hants; Bagendon and 
Rodborough Common, Glos. Eleven examples were found in the King Harry Lane Cemetery, 
but only two during the excavations at Skeleton Green and none in the earliest groups, which 
suggests that trade in these mica-coated wares began after c. A. D. 15 and continued as late as c. 50. 
(The petrological analysis referred to is part of the joint programme undertaken by Dr I. 
Frees tone and the writer on behalf of the Departments of Scientific Research and Prehistoric and 
Romano-British Antiquities of the British Museum.) 

Glazed and Colour-coated Wares 
Thirteen sherds of glazed ware found in the course of the excavation have been examined and 
published by K. T. Greehe (1978) and P. Arthur (1978). They divide into three groups: Central 
Gaulish imports; pieces manufactured in Britain; and two vessels probably imported but not 
typical of Central Gaulish fabrics. None was usefully stratified. 

Early colour-coated vessels from Central Gaul ('Lyons Ware') were just as scarce; only ten 
were identified, two bowls (Nos. 228, 248) and body-sherds from eight beakers. 
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FIG. 96. Glazed wares· (1/2). 
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(a) Imports (FIG. 96) 
1 A moulded lion-shaped flagon; one front paw, the rim from the spout together with the 

tail (which was folded back to make the handle) are missing. White fine-grained dense 
ware, with a patchy lime-yellow glaze over the exterior. Pre-Flavian to early-Flavian. B 
39, early first century. 

Of the examples found in France, the complete flagon from Caudebec-les-Elbeuf, 
Seine Maritime, appears to be from the same mould (Rouvier-Jeanlin 1972: 1099). Four 
others of the same basic type are illustrated by Rouvier-Jeanlin, who considers that they 
were made in the Allier valley (1095-8). Few have been found in Britain, but a pair 
occurred in a small menagerie of moulded and glazed animals and birds found in a burial 
at Colchester, Joslin Grave 3 (May 1930: 252, 1120--1, and pl. LXXV, 3b). 

2 A rim sherd from a small cup with applied handles, probably Dechelette 59. Pale cream 
fine-grained ware very good matt lime-green glaze. Pre-Flavian to early Flavian. A 327, 
third century. 

Also a small sherd from another handled cup in identical fabric. K X. 
3 Rim sherds from small jar. Cream fine-grained ware; thin dull lime-green glaze. 

Decoration: barbotine spots, below the glaze. Pre-Flavian to early Flavian (cf. 
Wroxeter: Greene 1972: fig.11, 12). D 68 and 111, first and fourth century. 

4 Body sherds from a small flagon, Dechelette 60. White, smooth dense ware; thick 
lime-green glaze. Decoration: a band of moulded fern-leaves (Greene 1978: fig. 3.2, 
form 2.1). Pre-Flavian. Brewery Field. 

5 (Not illustrated). Body sherds from a small jar, in a fabric identical to No. 3. Decoration: 
brilliant white barbotine stripes below the glaze (cf. Ehl, Alsace- Greene 1972: fig.12, 
13). Pre-Flavian to early Flavian. A 124 and A X. 

6 (Not illustrated). Body sherd from a small jar, with double groove on shoulder, fabric 
identical to No. 4. Pre-Flavian to early Flavian. A 408, third century. 

7 (Not illustrated). Body sherd from small jar, with groove on lower body. Cream 
fine-grained ware; pale yellow-green glaze. Pre-Flavian to early Flavian. A 141, early 
second century (p. 322). 

(b) Probable Imports 
8 Rim sherd from a small jar, form unknown. Dark grey fine-grained ware; red rind; 

mottled red-brown and yellow glaze, inside and out. A 291, late first century. 
9 (Not illustrated). Strap handle, probably from small flagon, in same ware and with same 

glaze as No. 8. E X. 

(c) British Products 
10 (FIG. 132, No. 359). Rim and body sherds from bowl. Fine-grained sandy ware, grey 

core, orange 'rind'; thin dark green glaze. Decoration, white barbotine stripes below the 
glaze. Source, South-east England, possibly Staines. Late Flavian to Hadrianic. A 141, 
early second century (p. 322). · 

11 Base sherd from bowl probably imitating Drag.30 in the same ware as No.10, with 
badly-crackled green glaze. Decoration, circles in white slip below glaze. Source, 
South-east England, probably Staines. Late Flavian to Hadrianic. B 210, third century. 

12 (Not illustrated). Base sherd from small jar. Orange-brown ware; thin patchy green 
glaze. Source, South-east England, possibly Staines. Late Flavian to Hadrianic. B X (B 
125). 

13 (Not illustrated). Sherds from flask. Brownish grey fine-grained sandy ware; dark green 
glaze. Decoration, barbotine spots in white slip below glaze. Source, South-east 
England, possibly Staines. B 119, third century. 
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Amphora sherds were unexpectedly scarce, and no stamps were found. TABLE 13 summarises the 
finds from stratified groups. 

Despite the presence of a complete Dressel1A in Burial1, which implies that Italian amphorae 
reached the area by c. 50 B. C. only eleven sherds from Italian imports were identified. Features B 
61 and D 98 (pp. 279-81) appear to be the earliest contexts in which examples occur, while the 
latest is the enclosure ditch A 106 which was finally filled c. A.D. 50 (287). It is presumably 
significant that one of the. sherds from the primary filfing had been re-used as a rubber or 
whetstone, implying that it was markedly residual. Italian amphora sherds were deposited in the 
settlement area before imported fine wares reached any rubbish pit there. Unfortunately none of 
the Spanish oil vessels was usefully stratified. 

TABLE 13: THE INCIDENCE OF AMPHORA TYPES 

Form Rims Neck Handle Base Sherds 

Dressel lA 1 complete 0 0 0 
Dressel 1 1 0 1 0 
Dressel 0 0 0 
Dressel 0 0 0 0 8 

Camulodunum 185 0 0 0 

Dressel 20 5 5 4 48 

Dressel 30 2 
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FIG. 97. Mortarium stamps (112). 
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THE MORTARIA 

All of the mortarium sherds were examined by Mrs Katharine F. Hartley who identified and 
dated them and prepared the report on the stamps. The rims have been arranged in a type-series 
M.1-52 in chronological order (TABLE 14). and the more complete profiles chosen for 
illustration. Where sherds are too small to be usefully illustrated references are given in the Table 
to more complete published examples. All drawable rim-sherds from the published groups, 
whether type-examples or not, have been illustrated with their respective groups below (pp. 
297-379). The remaining type-examples have been inserted between the groups in their 
appropriate chronological position. 

MORT ARIUM STAMPS 
By Katharine F. Hartley 

The very detailed report on the mortarium stamps in Verulamium i (Frere 1972) has been used as 
the ba,sis for this section and only those not included in that volume are illustrated and described 
in full (FIG. 97) 

1. (Not illustrated). /\RIIN X retrograde. Verulamium Region, see Verulamium i fig. 146, 41 
c. A.D. 110--145. Sandy ware, pink core, cream surfaces. Type 5. A 237 (FIG. 139. No. 476). 
Others similar in A 18; B 189. 

2. (Not illustrated). retrograde. From same die as No.l. Rim sherd, including spout. 
Orange coarse-grained sandy ware, with cream slip. Brewery Field. 

3. (Not illustrated). retrograde. From same die as Nos. 1-2. Rim sherd. Pale brown 
sandy ware. B 204. (FIG. 140, No. 496). 

4. CVS FEC/C/\MVL Camulacus III worked in the Upper Nene Valley, perhaps near 
Wellingborough, Northants, within the period 130--180. Sandy ware. Grey core, pale 
orange surface, with smoothed finish on the rim. C 42. (p. 363). 

5. C/\NDIDVS retrograde. This stamp of Candidus I is incompletely impressed. Other stamps 
are known from London (five), Richborough, and Brockley Hill (five) where he probably 
worked. His rim-forms suggest a date between 90 and 130. Granular greyish cream fabric, 
with darker core and drab cream slip. k X. (FIG.139, No. 477). 

6. [C)ASTVS Verulamium Region, Radlett, see Verulamium i, fig.145, 15. c. A.D, 100--140. 
Flange fragment. Cream coarse-grained sandy ware, with a darker yellow slip. Brewery 
Field. 

7. [CA)STV[S) See No. 6, but from a different die. Flange fragment. Cream coarse-grained 
sandy ware, with darker yellowish cream slip. A X. 

8. DOINVS. A stamp from what is probably the latest of Doinus's four dies. More than a 
hundred ofhis stamps are known from England, Scotland and Wales excluding those found 
at Brockley Hill, where he worked. The stamps from the Flavian forts in Scotland, at 
Loudon Hill, Newstead (two) and Dalswinston II, and the rim-Jorms he produced, all 
indicate that a date of70--110 would cover the whole ofhis working-life (Gillam 1955-6, 
20--21). Dalswinston stamp is from the same die as that from Baldock and, to judge 
from its findspot, must have been in use in the late stages of the occupation of the site. 
c. A.D. 80--110. 

Pale orange ware, with dirty cream surfaces; burnt and discoloured; very worn, no 
trituration grits survive. Type 8. A 120 (FIG. 134, 383). 

9. (Not illustrated). Doinus. From the same die as Verulamium i, fig.145, 20. See No. 8. AD 
85-110. Pale yellow coarse-grained sandy core, cream surfaces; white and grey trituration 
grits. Badly burnt and discoloured in patches. B 189. 
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10. (Not illustrated). GISSVS. Attributed to Gissus. Verulamium Region, see Verulamium i, fig. 
145, 21 c. A.D. 100-,.140. Only a fragment of the border and stamp survives. A X. 

11. MART retrograde. Verulamium Region. c. A.D. 90-,.130. Pink coarse-grained sandy core, 
cream surfaces; interior very worn, with only sparse white and grey trituration grits. Badly 
burnt and discoloured in patches. Type 7. A 533 (FIG 139, No. 475). Others similar in 
A 132; A 512; B 13. 

12. (Not illustrated). [MATV)GEN[VS). A fragment, only the border and bottom ofletters GEN are 
preserved. Brockley Hill. c. A.D. 80-,.120 (Suggett 1954: 259-76). Cream sandy ware. A X. 

13. NIBVS. The stamp appears to be complete, but the third letter is uncertain, being either B, P 

or D, giving NIBVS etc. Alternatively, the name could be NILVS retrograde, with a reversed 
S. The letters are unique in being picked-out in the die with a pointed tool. Only one other 
example is known, from North Church, Herts (better known as Cow Roast). The fabric 
suggests an origin in the V erulamium Region, including the workshops at Brockley Hill, 
Bricket Wood, Radlett and Verulamium itself. The potters in this area stopped stamping 
mortaria about the middle the second century, and this rim form should belong to the 
period A.D. 100-,.150. Grey granular ware, probably overtired, with a brownish slip. (FIG. 

139, No. 478). A X. 
14. SOLLVS. A stamp from the most commonly used ofSollus's three dies. More than 70 ofhis 

stamps are known from sites throughout Britain, including 32 from London, and three 
from Flavian sites in Scotland. His fabrics and distribution-pattern are typical of major 
potters working in the Verulamium Region, in the Flavian period. A.D. 70-,.100. A complete 
mortarium, but for a hole worn at the centre of the base by excessive wear in antiquity. 
Coarse-grained cream ware, with traces of orange slip; the interior is so worn and burnt 
that no trituration grits survive. Type 4. A 210 (FIG. 139, No. 384). Others similar in C 35; 
A 210 (p. 324); A 123 (p. 326); B 62; B 46; B 189. 

15. (Not illustrated). SOLLVS. From same die as Verulamium i, fig. 146, 38. Verulamium Region. 
A.D. 70-,.100. See No. 14. Flange fragment. Cream sandy ware. B 28. 

16. (Not illustrated). VIIDIACVS. The products of Vediacus are strikingly similar to those of 
Camulacus III in both the forms and fabrics made, while the distribution-pattern is virtually 
identical. It is highly probable that they both worked in the same area, in the Upper Nene 
Valley, c. A.D. 130/140-,.190. Rim sherd. Cream sandy ware, with smoky grey slip, and a 
smoothed finish on the rim. C 31. 

17. VIIDIACVS/FIICIT, see No. 12. Rim sherd. Sandy ware, badly burnt and discoloured. A 235. 
18. Worn and illegible, potter not identified. Verulamium Region. A.D. 120-,.150. Rim sherds. 

Grey sandy core, bright cortex, smoky grey surfaces. Type 13. F X (FIG. 139, No. 475). 
Others similar: two from unstratified contexts. 

19. (Not illustrated). Unidentified stamp. Uncertain origin, probably Verulamium Region. 
Flavian. A complete mortarium but for a small hole at the centre caused by excessive wear. 
Interior is so worn that no trituration grits survive, and the surviving base extremely thin. 
Hard buff sandy ware, discoloured in patches on the rim and interior by burning. Type 5. A 
417 (FIG. 129, No. 292.). 

20. (Not illustrated). Unidentified stamp, only the border survives. Verulamium Region. 
Probably A.D. 100-,.150. Rim sherd. Hard cream sandy ware, with burnt and discoloured 
patches. B 174. 

DISCUSSION 

Information concerning the type-series, sources and dates is given in full in TABLE 14 and 
summarised in TABLE 15. The changing pattern of sources shown in FIG. 98illustrates the rise and 
fall of the major British mortarium workshops beginning with the rapid rise of the V erulamium 
Region in the Flavian period. 'Unknown' sources represent an unexpected persistence of local 
production centres and possibly also imports. The format of FIG. 98 implies that the market for 
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Sources of mortaria throughout the occupation of the site. Abbreviations: 
C = Colchester, LNV = Lower Nene Valley, M = Mancetter, 0 = Oxfordshire, 
S-E = South-east Britain, UNV = Upper Nene Valley, Ver = Verulamium Region, 
X = Source unknown. 

mortaria remained stable throughout the Roman period and, to compensate for this, FIG. 99 
illustrates the increased loss-rate for mortaria from the Flavian period onwards which may 
indicate that changed eating habits and increased population created a growing demand. To 
counter the apparent super-abundance of mortaria in the later third and fourth centuries, which 
may be due to the limitations of the dating method rather than more complex demographic and 
economic causes, the average loss rate per decade is estimated in FIG. 99. 

The Roman settlement of Baldock is less that 75 km from the Verulamium Region, and from 
the Upper and Lower Nene Valley and the Colchester mortarium factories, and less than 150 km 
from Mancetter-Hartshill, so supplies were readily available from most of the major production 
centres. 

Most mortaria appear to have come from the recognised 'market leaders' of each period with 
only small quantities from local centres. From the Flavian period to the end of the second century 
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FIG. 99. Relative quantities of mortaria throughout the occupation of the site. 

the Verulamium Region was the biggest single source and large numbers of flagons were 
included in the trade (Nos. 294-299). Small quantities came from more distant sources: 
Colchester (possibly accompanying colour-coated vessels), the Upper Nene Valley, and the 
Oxfordshire Region. By the early third century the Oxfordshire Region was the largest single 
supplier, but it never quite achieved the predominant position of the Verulamium Region in the 
Flavian-Trajanic periods. Lower Nene Valley products first appeared in the third century, 
possibly in the wake of colour-coated wares, and continued to hold about one-fifth of the 
market. Mancetter-Hartshill potters managed to take about one-quarter of the market in the 
early decades of the third century, perhaps capitalising on the decline ofVerulamium Region and 
the newly established Oxfordshire connections. Later they could only hold a much reduced 
sector against the Oxfordshire products. Oxfordshire colour-coated wares appear to have 
following the trading connections established for mortaria; but that sequence was reversed for 
Lower Nene Valley products. 
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T ABLE-14 MORT ARIUM TYPES 
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No. 163 40-55 4 
2 No. 660 50-110 4 
3 No. 398 65-90 2 
4 No. 384 70-100 9 
5 No. 292 70-110 1 
6 Verulamium i Type 553 105-130 3 
7 No. 475 90-130 7 
8 No. 383 70-110 9 
9 No. 476 105-145 7 

10 FIG.96, 5; No. 477 90-130 3 
11 No. 529 115-160 7 7 
12 No. 390 140-180 4 
13 No. 479 110-150 5 
14 No. 632 100-145 2 
15 Verulamium i, 1 

Type 1027 
16 No. 620 140-180 2 
17 No. 621 150-210 1 
18 No. 687 early 3rd c. 2 
19 No. 622 150-200 
20 No. 496 135-180 2 2 
21 Verulamium i, 140-200 7 

Type 1039 
22 No. 630 late 2nd-early 3rd c. 1 4 
23 Verulamium i, 12 

Type 1036/1054 
24 No. 519 c 160-200 3 
25 No. 520 c.150-200 3 
26 No. 689 after 150 
27 No. 631 late 2nd-early 3rd c. 
28 No. 690 late 2nd-early 3rd c. 
29 No. 605 c. 140-200 ?1 -or- 1? 
30 Colchester late 2nd or early 3rd c. 

fig. 8, 7 
31 No. 764 late 2nd-early 3rd c. 2 
32 Churchill 1 

fig. 5, 9 
33 No. 692 late 2nd-early 3rd c. 
34 Colchester ?4 

Type 501 
35 No. 693 ? 3rd c. 2 
36 No. 695 late 2nd-early 3rd c. 
37 Young MS after 240 5 
38 No. 715 200-250 11 
39 No. 716 after 250 4 
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40 No. 748 after 250 10 
41 No. 743 late 3rd or 4th c. 9 
42 ex late 3rd or 4th c. 
43 No. 805 late 3rd or 4th c. 
44 No. 730 3rd or 4th c. 
45 No. 804 after 240 
46 No. 832 3rd or 4th c. 16 
47 No. 768 3rd or 4th c. 
48 Gillam 273 after 240 2 
49 Gillam 276 after 250 4 
50 Gillam 281 after 290 2 
51 No. 833 4th or 5th c. 2 3 
52 No. 669 late 2nd or 3rd c. 

TABLE 15: MORTARIA, SUMMARY OF THE INCIDENCE OF FABRICS 

Source Definite Probable Mise. Sherds Total 

South-East or Gaul 8 1 1 10 

V erulamium Region 86 8 21 115 

Oxford Region - Rims 54 
Cream wares 49 31 80 
Red slip wares 14 14 
Cream slip wares 10 10 

Colchester 8 4 1 13 

Upper N ene V alley 6 5 1 12 

Lower Nene Valley 27 8 35 

Mancetter-Hartshill 8 10 18 

Much Hadham 6 7 13 

Origin Unknown 10 18 28 

TOTAL 232 18 98 348 
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POTTERS' MARKS ON COARSE-WARE VESSELS. 
By Valery Rigby 

Sixteen stamps were recovered from a range of contexts, including Burial 6, dating to the 
period 50--180. One occurred on the neck of a flagon (FIG 100,2), another on the wall of a jar or 
bowl (FIG. 100, 14); otherwise they had been centrally placed on the bases of shallow platters. 
They have been arranged according to the characteristics of their die-styles on the assumption 
that similar dies may be related geographically and chronologically. 

TABLE 16 summarises the die-style/fabric-type/production-centre association. No die-style 
represented by more than one example is restricted to a single fabric-type. The most common 
die-style (A) occurs on three different fabrics, two tentatively assigned to the Lower Nene Valley 
and one to a local workshop. Since no clear-cut die-style/fabric-association can be established, 
probably more than one production-centre was involved; and given the date-range of the stamps, 
this is unexpected. Only Die-style A has a markedly regional distribution; examples of the other 
styles occur throughout southern Britain. 
For Fabric-descriptions, see p. 260. 

1. Almost half. Central stamp within burnished circle. Flat-based platter. Fabric 7C: light grey 
ware; darker micaceous slip; smoothly burnished finish but for matt band on exterior. B 
180, mid to late second century (FIG. 141, No. 521). 
No other stamps from this die have been identified although there are several very similar 
examples from the site (Nos. 2-4) and from other settlements, including at least one 
pottery, in eastern England between the Thames estuary and the Wash. The closest parallels 
are from Baldock itself and Needham, Norfolk (Frere & Clarke 1945; fig. 2, 7d). The others 
are from Camulodunum (No.254), Weston, Herts (Letchworth Museum 30.3.22), 
Wereham and Scole, Norfolk (Norwich Castle Museum; Rogerson 1977: fig. 75, 56) and 
West Stow, Suffolk (excavations by S.J. West, forthcoming). Although the fabrics are 
similar, the forms made at West Stow are quite different to those found at Baldock, so there 
was clearly more than one centre using this motif. Unstamped variants of the platter-form 
in the same fabric are common on the site, suggesting a local source, either Hadham or a 
related pottery (seep. 271). The motif occurs occasionally on imported vessels in TN and 
TR, which may have provided the prototype, but its earliest use in Britain is on British 
staters. 

2. Two stamps from same die placed at right angles to each other on the neck of a flagon 
similar to No. 229. Fabric 17: orange ware heavily tempered with white calcareous grits; 
worn pitted and gritty surfaces. A 150, A.D. 50--70. The fabric and die-style suggest a local 
source, although there are no lo'cal parallels for stamped flagon-necks. 

3. Central stamp; platter with moulded,foot-ring like No.4. Fabric 6: brownish black ware; 
soapy burnished exterior, worn interior. A 466, first to third centuries. Possibly from the 
Lower Nene Valley. 

4. (Not illustrated). Central stamp within a burnished circle; platter with shallow moulded 
foot-ring. Fabric 6: dark grey core; brown under-surface; dark brown-black surfaces with 
soapy smooth finish. A 92, A.D. 50--70 (FIG. 129, No. 305). The stamp is very fragmentary 
but appears to be the same as one on an almost identical platter from Longthorpe (Dannell 
& Wild forthcoming). 

5. Central stamp; complete platter. Fabric 2: patchy grey and brown surfaces; very worn. 
Burial 7 (FIG. 32,6). Possibly a variant of the 'domino' motif; no other examples have been 
identified. Presumably local. Typologically the earliest platter. 

6. Central within four lightly burnished circles; platter with double foot..,.ring as No. 185. 
Fabric 6: dark brown ware; smoothly burnished finish. K X. No other stamps from this die 
have been identified and there are no close parallels. The double foot-ring occurs on several 
platters from the site and also from settlements to the north of Baldock- Quinton, Brafield 
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FIG. 100. Potters' stamps on coarse wares (full size). 

and Duston (Northants) - suggesting a source in the Upper Nene Valley (Friendship
Taylor 1979: fig.32, 15; Johnstone 1969: fig. 5, 9.). 

7. Central stamp within three lightly incised circles with a second group nearer the wall; 
platter with foot-ring formed by two angled offsets. Fabric 17: dark grey core; brown 
under-surface; light brown-buff upper surface with soapy burnished finish, variegated dark 
grey and buff exterior with faceted burnished finish. A 405, c. A.D. 50--70 (FIG 119, No. 
185). There are no other stamps from this die. The form is quite common on the site, 
suggesting a comparatively local source. 

8. Central stamp within lightly incised circle; platter with useless moulded foot-ring. (FIG. 

129, No. 303). Fabric 8: some flint inclusions; dark brown core; rust under-surface; very 
worn and gritty surfaces with little of the original brown burnished finish surviving. A 189, 
late second century. The stamp is very worn but comprises angled strokes which extended 
to the edges of the die-face as No. 9, but unlike the bordered examples. In type the die is the 
same positive type as those used for stamped decoration, particularly on so-called Parisian 
ware (Stead 1976b: fig. 90--1). 

9. Central stamp within broad matt band edged with burnished grooves; platter with moulded 
useless foot-ring. Fabric 7: grey ware with incidental chalk grits; faceted burnished finish. 
B 42, early to mid second century. No other stamps from this die have been identified. Like 
No. 8, it is a positive die. Probably local. 

10. Central stamp within pair of incised circles 5 mm apart; dish or platter with a flat base. 
Fabric 6: as No. 7 with a soapy burnished finish. A 536, A.D.90--120. There are no other 
stamps from this die but the arrangement of 0 and N motifs occurs on a smaller bordered 
die used at the West Stow pottery to stamp bowls, cups and platters. Traded examples have 
been found at Doncaster, South Y orks. and Brandon, Suffolk (for detailed discussion see 
S.J. West forthcoming). The arrangement can be paralleled on imported cups and platters in 
TR and TN made as early as the late Augustan period. 

11. Central stamp within raised cordon; platter with functional moulded foot-ring. Fabric 10: 
dark grey core; brown mottled grey and buff surfaces with a worn and gritty 
finish. B 75, third century. The stamp is unique. The closest parallel, from Duston, 
Northants., has a vertical chevron motif instead of the three vertical strokes, and shares the 
unusual features of a raised cordon on the upper surface and a double foot-ring. A similar 
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platter was found at Brafield, Northants, which suggests that, like No. 6, the workshop 
was in the Upper Nene Valley. 

12. (Not illustrated). Central stamp within burnished circle; platter with tall functional foot-ring. 
Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished interior, matt exterior with burnished spiral inside 
foot-ring. A 210, early to mid second century (p. 324). There are no other stamps from this 
die. Similar stamps with at least one retrograde N motif have been found at Silchester, 
Hants., Cirencester, Glos. and Leicester. Possibly from Hadham or a related pottery. 

FABRIC 

Die Style/Source 

A 
Local 
? Hadham 

B 
? Local 

c 
Upper Nene 
Valley 

D 
Lower Nene 
Valley 
E. Anglia 

E 
Upper Nene 
Valley 

F 
Local 

G 
Upper Nene 
Valley 

H 
Undifferentiated Motifs 

TOTALS 

TABLE 16: COARSE-WARE POTTERS' MARKS 

ASSOCIATION OF DIE-STYLE, FABRIC AND SOURCE 

2 

Local 

No. 5 

6 

Lower 
Nene 
Valley 

No. 3 
No. 4 

No. 6 

No. 13 

No. 14 

No. 16 

No. 15 

7 

7 

Local 
?Hadham 

No. 1 

No. 9 

No. 10 

No. 12 

4 

10 

Local 
Upper 
Nene 
Valley 

No. 11 

17 

Local 

No. 2 

No. 7 
No. 8 

3 

For Fabric-descriptions see pp. 260-67. 

TOTALS 

4 

2 

2 

4 

13. (Not illustrated). Central stamp within burnished circle; platter or dish with markedly 
domed centre and shallow moulded foot-ring. Fabric 6: dark grey-black ware; very worn. 
A 122, early to mid second century. Thestamp is not legible. It is bordered, with at least 
one cross and one vertical stroke; the remainder mayhave been made up of symmetrically
arranged repeats of the same motifs. A stamp ·from Hacheston, Suffolk has this 
arrangement but in grey sandy-textured ware. Possibly from the West Stow pottery. 

14. At least one stamp placed vertically on exterior of a carinated vessel; either a maker's mark 
or repeated stamped decoration. Fabric 6: grey core; black surfaces with soapy smooth 
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finish on the exterior. A 446, late third century. A unique double-line stamp with repeated 
motif. 

15. Not illustrated). Central stamp within very fine incised circle and bordered rouletted wreath; 
platter with marked functional foot-ring. Fabric 6: dark grey-brown ware with soapy 
polished finish. Possibly an import because of the quality of the fabric and decoration; 
possibly from the same source as No.4. A X. Stamp too fragmentary for identification. 

16. (Not illustrated). Central stamp within two incised circles; platter with moulded foot-ring. 
Fabric 6: dark grey-brown ware; worn, no finish survives. A 267, late second or early third 
century. Probably from same source as No. 7. 

17. INDVCCIVS, a single impression on underside ofbase ofsmalljar. Fabric 26: blue-grey core; 
orange-brown surfaces; with mica slip on exterior. Flavian-Trajanic. Brewery Field. This is 
from the same die as a stamp, also on a mica-coated jar, found in London (Museum of 
London A. 24912). Marsh considers that both could have been made in London in the late 
first or second centuries (Marsh 1978: 122-3, 195-8). On superficial examination the fabrics 
appear different, with the London piece having a coarser texture and being a thicker-walled 
vessel; but analysis undertaken by S.A. McKenna shows that the matrixes are sufficiently 
similar to be derived from the same source, and that that source could be London 
(ibid. :209). 

Mica-coated wares are common in late first- and second-century contexts before the 
native colour-coated industries developed fully in the second century. Stamped examples 
are extremely rare: Lincoln, two identical stamps reading CAMARO.F[ECIT], on embossed jars 
(Lincoln Museum; BM 1866, 12-3, 49); Richborough, two 'marks', reading uncertain, 
possibly 1/\IMI and IIVIMI, form unknown (Bushe-Fox 1932: pl. XXXVIII, 286; 1949. pl. 
LXXII, 1, 241). They are scarcely more frequent on the Continent, although the Rhineland is 
a possible source. 

VESSELS WITH DECORATION IN RELIEF. 
By Valery Rigby 

Where possible these vessels have been illustrated in their context groups; but for the convenience 
of illustration, facsimiles of stamps and ungrouped examples have been gathered together here. 
The fabrics have been defined and described on pp. 260-67. 

The decorative techniques include simple incising, combing, rouletting, stamping, barbotine, 
embossing, channelling, moulding and rustication. Each method occurs alone and some also in 
varied combinations. Most of the simple incising-techniques could have been derived from the 
late Iron Age pottery tradition of the region - combing and comb impressions, stamping, 
rouletting and burnishing. Early fine wares imported from Italy and Gaul between c. 15 B.C. and 
c. A.D. 70 provided new shapes, more complex motifs and arrangements, as well as new 
techniques such as barbotine, moulding and rustication. In the first century A.D. the copies were 
extremely close to their prototypes in form, finish and decoration: for instance, the globular 
beaker No. 167 is almost identical to the Gallo-Belgic Type 24; but from the late Flavian period 
onwards there was greater variation. 

Vessel-forms are limited to open and necked bowls, and globular jars, with an apparent 
technique/form relationship. Simply incised patterns occur on open bowls and globular jars, 
lozenges of barbotine spots on globular jars, while the more sculptured effects of so-called 
'Romano-Saxon' Wares are confined to necked bowls. 

Almost the same divisions are achieved by the fabric/form relationship. Most open bowls and 
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globular jars are in Fabrics 6 and 7 which had been fired in reducing conditions to grey; while, in 
the main, the necked bowls in Fabrics 7 and 13 had been oxidised to produce orange red wares. 
Hence simple incised and barbotine decoration occurs on open bowls or globular jars in grey 
wares while sculptured decoration occurs more frequently on necked bowls in orange-red than in 
grey wares. 

The division into two groups according to the form/fabric/technique relationship coincides 
with the chronological division. Open bowls and their related globular jars ·occur in 
comparatively early contexts from the late first to the late second centuries, while the necked 
bowls with sculptured decoration (Romano-Saxon) are found in late contexts, after c, 350. The 
gap thus created may be more apparent than real because there is a shortage of good, stratified 
groups of third- and early fourth-century pottery. Two 'sculptured' bowls (FIG. 102, Nos. 12-13) 
may represent an intermediate phase of development, for they are not absolutely typical of their 
group and were found in rather earlier, third-century contexts. 

Fabrics 7 and 13 (pp. 262, 264) are common in a range of other plain forms, so that sources in, 
or related to, the Hadham potteries can be inferred, while the Lower Nene Valley potteries are 
likely sources for decorated vessels in Fabric 6 and CC (colour-coated) 3. Overlaps in motif and 
technique on these five fabrics suggest that they belonged to a regional style. Perhaps a further 
example of such regional grouping is the similar overlap and sharing of motifs used as potters' 
marks (p. 293). ' 

Baldock provides a good sample of the varied relief-decorated vessels available in the region 
from comparatively local sources in the Roman period. Technically, typologically and 
chronologically, they are related to so-called 'London Wares' to the south and 'Parisian Ware' to 
the north. Later, in the fourth century, self-coloured 'sculptured' or Romano-Saxon Wares 
became the speciality of the Bromley Hall Farm potteries, Little Hadham. The Lower Nene 
Valley, Oxfordshire and New Forest potters produced their versions in fabrics. 
For Fabric-descriptions, see pp. 260-67. 

I. STAMPED AND INCISED DECORATION (FIGS 101-2) 

(a) Mica-coated wares 
1. Fabric 28: heavily tempered; orange ware with mica coating on the exterior only. 

Decoration: a row of vertical stamps produced with the same die which was inverted 
after each impression so that alternate stamps are the same. A 141 (No.362). The only 
example with no. known parallels. From the upper levels of feature A 141, therefore not 
securely stratified. It was accompanied by pottery dating from the Flavian to the 
Antonine periods including No.2 below. There is an embossed bowl in the same fabric 
but lacking the mica-coating (see FIG. 103, No.2). 

2. Fabric 28: heavily burnt and discoloured; traces of the mica-coating survive on the 
outside only. Decoration: a row of vertical stamps. Probably only one die was used to 
produce alternate inverted impressions, as No.l. A 141 (No. 363). Sherds from identical 
bowls include one from B 139 which could belong to the same vessel although the sherds 
do not join, and two from distant sites (Site K and L) which are unlikely to have belonged 
to the same vessel; therefore, at least three different vessels are represented. They appear 
to be from the same source, possibly in south-eastern England, as the mica-coated bowls 
with embossed decoration (No.412) and the glazed bowl (No. 359) in the same feature. 
(Not illustrated). A body sherd from a bowl of rather different shape but in the same fabric 
and stamped with the same die. Site K. 
The best dating evidence is provided by the embossed versions in contexts dated c. A.D. 
90-140. 

(b) Other Wares 
3. Almost half. Fabric 17: pale orange ware with grey core; worn surfaces; no trace of 

original finish survives. Decoration: rouletted band below rim; two ·rows of circular 
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stamps. Source unknown, possibly local. A 259. A.D. 120-150 (No. 439). 
4-5. Almost complete. Fabric 6: brown dense smooth ware with darker surfaces; worn but 

trace of highly polished finish on outside. Decoration, two motifs grouped: No. 4, an 
oval rosette. No. 5, a tear-drop motif. B 78 GNo. 512). 
No other examples from these dies have been identified elsewhere although vessels with 
similar rosette motifs were made in the Lower Nene Valley (Dannell 1973: fig. 1, la 
2a-2c; 3 and 4a) and at West Stow where the tear-drop motif was also in use (Rod well 
1978: fig. 7.10, 7, 12-13). Mid second century. 

6. Fabric 7: light orange-brown ware with red core; faceted burnished exterior. Decoration: 
a row of half-rosette stamps. This motif is particularly associated with the red slipped 
wares of the Oxfordshire potters, but this jar is from a different source. The form and 
fabric suggest the same production-centre as many of the so-called Romano-Saxon wares 
with channelled and embossed decoration discussed below. Possibly Much Hadham. 
Stamped Oxfordshire pots produced after c. 330 are absent from Site A and scarce on Site 
B. A 68. 

7. Fabric 7: micaceous orange ware; self-coloured burnished exterior. Decoration: only one 
stamped ovolo survives from a single row defining the top of the decorative zone. 
Similar to samian bowl Drag. 37. Brewery Field. Similar stamped ovolo motifs occur on 
a series of bowls from Brixworth, Northants (Woods 1970: fig.40, 284-92). Possibly 
from the Hadham or related potteries. 

8. Fabric 6: red-brown smooth ware with brownish grey surfaces; soapy burnished 
exterior. Decoration: repeated impressions of circular stamp comprising three concentric 
circles, with lightly combed vertical stripe as a 'stalk'. Brewery Field. Possibly from the 
same die as stamps from Billericay (Essex), London and Braughing (Rodwell 1978: Ring 
Stamp 3.2A, fig.7.19, 274). Probably early to mid-second century. 

9. Fabric 6: grey-brown ware with lighter brown interior surface; smoothly burnished 
finish. Decoration: two rows of rather unevenly-spaced circular stamps comprising three 
concentric rings joined by zig-zag arrangement of combed stalks. B 13; pottery dates 
from the first to fourth centuries. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from three similar bowls decorated with concentric ring-stamps 
in Fabrics 6, 7 and 17. 

Combed stripes 
10. Fabric 7: red ware; thick white slip on exterior only; faceted burnished finish. Decoration: 

neatly combed stripes at the quarters, cut through the slip so that the red of the body is 
exposed as contrasting stripes. Source unknown, possibly local. B 105. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherd from rounded bowl. Fabric 24, white ware. Decoration, 
vertical combed stripes. Probably imported from Central Gaul or the Rhineland. Flavian. 
A 273, late first century. 

Compass-point Decoration 
11. (See FIG. 125, No. 242) Fabric 6: smooth micaceous ware; grey core; brown under

surface; black surfaces with polished finish. Decoration: compass-point design with a 
combed 'stalk'. A 12 , main filling. Neronian. 
(Not illustrated). Rim and sherds from eight similar bowls in Fabric 6, fired to grey or 
brown. Probably from the Lower Nene Valley. 
Also a flask with raised cordons delimiting the decorative zone. Possibly a version of 
Marsh type 51 (Marsh 1978: fig. 6, 22). The nearest approach to 'London Ware' from the 
site. B 13/15, fourth century. 

Rouletted patterns 
12. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware with darker surfaces; burnished from the internal groove to 

carination outside. Decoration, single broad rouletted scroll. Probably from a Hadham
related source or Lower Nene Valley. B 42, early to mid second century. 
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(Not illustrated). Sherds from three similar carinated bowls in Fabrics 6 and 7. 
13. Almost complete rim circuit but no base-sherds. Fabric 6, burnt and discoloured. 

Originally light grey-buff; interior surface flaked and sooty; burnished finish on the 
outside. Decoration, lozenges of rouletting. Lower Nene Valley. B 13/15, fourth 
century. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherds from a rounded bowl. Fabric 6: dark blue-grey ware; highly 
polished finish. Decoration: row of lozenges with row of circular stamps set above and 
between. The arrangement is like that on bowls from Water Newton, Longthorpe and 
Orton Longueville and thought to be from the Lower Nene Valley potteries. 

14. About half. Fabric 6: grey core; streaky grey and brown surfaces; highly burnished 
exterior. Decoration, rouletted lozenge. Possibly from the Lower Nene Valley. B 66, late 
first to early second century. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from seven jars and two bowls with same type of decoration in 
Fabrics 6 and 7. 

Incised Patterns 
15. Almost complete. Fabric 7: shades from yellow to blue-grey; highly polished rim and 

burnished lower body. Decoration, incised. Probably from Lower Nene Valley or a 
Hadham-related source. B 13/15, fourth century. 

16. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished exterior. Decoration, deeply incised. Probably from a 
Hadham-related source. Third century A 514. 

17. Fabric 6: grey-black ware; worn surfaces. Decoration: pattern incised with broad shallow 
grooves. A 415. 

18. Rim sherds from bowl of unknown form. Fabric 6: grey core; grey-black surfaces; worn, 
with traces of highly burnished exterior. Decoration: pattern arranged in circles or scrolls. 
A 237, late first or early second centuries. 

11. VESSELS WITH EMBOSSED DECORATION (FIG. 103) 

(a) Mica-coated Wares 
1. Fabric 28: pale buff ware, with thin grey core; mica-coating confined to exterior surface. 

Decoration: at least one row of defined bosses pressed out from the inside of the vessel 
into a 'mould', possibly the end of a tube. A 42, early to mid-second century. The form 
and fabric closely resemble those of the mica-coated bowls with stamped decoration 
discussed above and should be from the same source and of the same date. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from six similar embossed bowls with mica-coating; also a small 
globular beaker in Burial 11, and a large jar in Feature A 141. 

(b) Other Wares 
2. Fabric 17: heavily tempered light orange-brown ware; very worn darker surfaces. Fabric 

appears identical to the flagon with two stamp impressions on the neck, p.243 No. 2, B 
13, fourth century. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from four similar embossed bowls in Fabric 16, one in a pit dated 
c.A.D.100-150. 

Ill. 'ROMANO-SAXON' WARES WITH EMBOSSED DECORATION (FIG. 103) 

(a) Colour-coated Wares 
Fabric CC 3 (p.267) dark grey slip. Decoration, at least two zones ofbosses. B 176, filling 
deposited after A.D. 367 . . 
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4. Fabric 7: bright orange ware; burnished exterior. Decoration: at least one row of 
· undefined bosses. Probably made at the Hadham or related potteries. B X. 
(Not illustrated). One other example. Feature B 179, late fourth century. 

5. Fabric 6: dark orange ware with brown core; faceted burnished finish on the shoulder 
with matt ground for decoration. Decoration: row of bosses defined by two concentric 
circles. B 156, deposited, after ·A.D.330. ···'"· 

(Not illustrated). Sherds from seven similar necked bowls in Fabrics 7, 7B or 13, decorated 
with a least one row of defined and over-stamped bosses. 

6. Rim sherd.:from large wide-mouthed jug or bowl with at least one handle. Fabric 7: 
orange-red ·ware; burnished lip, matt neck. Decoration: at least one row of bosses 
overstamped with three concentric rings. K X. 
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IV 'ROMANO-SAXON' WARES WITH CHANNELLED AND DIMPLED DECORATION (FIG. 103) 

(a) Colour-coated Wares 
7. Fabric CC 3 with some grog inclusions; cream with pale grey core; dark brownish grey 

slip with burnished exterior. Decoration: dot and chevron motifs like those used on 
self-coloured wares. B 190. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherd from a second example. 

8. Fabric CC 3: orange ware with grey core; metallic brown slip. Decoration, lattice 
pattern. B 176, deposited after A.D. 367. Lower Nene Valley. 

(b) Other Wares 
9. Fabric 7B: brown core; dark grey highly polished finish. Decoration, evenly spaced 

groups of six dimples. D 25, late fourth century. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from four bowls with the same arrangement and five others with 
variant arrangements all in Fabric 7 or 13 both oxidised and reduced. 

10. Fabric 7: bright orange ware with burnished exterior. Decoration: pair of parallel 
channels, presumbly one arm of a chevron as No. 7. No evidence of any other motifs. 
F X. Probably made at Bromley Hall Farm, Little Hadham. 

11. Fabric 7: blue core; orange surfaces; burnished lip; matt body. Decoration: only one 
channel survives, suggesting a chevron comprised of single arms. K X. 

12. Fabric 7B: light brown core; grey-black surfaces with highly polished soapy finish. A 13. 
This may be the earliest example of channelled and dimpled decoration from the site, to 
judge from its context. None of the types which dominate the latest fourth-century 
groups is represented in A 13, and there is a noticeable absence of late mortaria and 
colour-coated wares. Nothing need be later than the third quarter of the third century. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherd from an identical bowl. 

13. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware; faceted burnished finish. Decoration: pairs of channels 
forming continuous chevron band around shoulder. Possibly a transitional piece. B X. 

14. Fabric 7B: orange-brown ware; grey-black slip on the exterior extending over rim to 
interior; highly polished finish. Decoration: groups of parallel channels arranged in 
different directions to produce basket-weave effect. B 171. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from three others with similar decoration. 

V. 'ROMANO-SAXON' WARES WITH COMBINATION OF CHANNELLED AND EMBOSSED 
PATTERNS (FIG. 103) 

15. Fabric 13: bright orange ware with burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration: groups of 
four dimples alternating with defined and over-stamped bosses. B 191, deposited after 
A.D. 388. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from two other examples. 

16. Fabric 7: bright orange ware; burnished exterior. Decoration: at least one row of defined 
bosses alternating with groups of six dimples. Probably made at Bromley Hall Farm, 
Little Hadham. B 203. Late third century. 
(Not illustrated). Sherd from three other examples, one deposited after A.D. 388. 

VI. EMBOSSED AND STAMPED DECORATION (FIG. 103) 

17. Body sherd probablyfrom a closed vessel-form. Fabric 7B: pale blue-grey ware; dark 
grey slip with uneven burnished finish on exterior. Decoration: at least two rows of 
undefined bosses; at least one overstamped boss. B · 211, late second century. 
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FIG. 104. Pottery decorated in relief, Nos. 18-23; a, painted decoration (112). 
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VII. VESSELS WITH MOULDED DECORATION (FIG. 104) 

18. Fabric 7B: brown core; grey-black surfaces with highly polished exterior. Decoration: the 
only surviving motif appears to be the tail of a snake or lizard, a comparatively common 
motif on relief-decorated vessels. The motif is associated with Egyptian rather than 
Classical cults. Probably from the same source as No. 19. B X. 

19. Fabric 7B: grey core; red-brown under-surfaces; grey-black surfaces with highly polished 
exterior. Decoration: motifs too fragmentary for certain restoration. The more complete 
comprises three concentric half-circles supported by two pillar-like 'figures'; the second 
may be the bent arm or leg of a human figure or animal. B 179 (No. 770). 

20. (Not illustrated). Several body sherds from small globular jar. Fabric 7B: light grey ware 
with blue-black slip on the outside only; highly polished finish. Decoration: at least one 
frog motif in high relief pressed out from the inside into a mould. B 115, third century. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from three vessels in Fabric 7 decorated with fragmentary frog 
motifs similarly pressed into a mould. 

21. Fabric 7: orange-brown ware; highly burnished exterior. Decoration: motifs produced in 
a vessel-mould, not with individual moulds used directly on the pot. The surviving motif 
is the neck and hindquarters of a horse whose mane appears to have been dressed 
decoratively while the trappings are represented as garlands. There is a border of 
unevenly sized and spaced raised dots, each textured with incised lattice. C 39, third 
century. Apparently from same source as many of the Romano-Saxon vessels. 

VIII. BARBOTINE DECORATION (FIG. 104) 

22. Body sherd from large beaker. Fabric CC 5: orange-brown ware; very dark brown matt 
slip. Decoration: nude female figure dancing or running. Probably a Colchester product, 
although the figure is unparalleled. B X. 

23. Body sherd from large beaker. Fabric CC 5: orange-brown ware; dark grey-green matt 
slip. Decoration: a female figure with her hair tied in a pony-tail. A 475, late second 
century. 

VESSELS WITH PAINTED DECORATION. 
By Valery Rigby 

The range of forms and fabrics with decoration painted in a darker contrasting slip on a light 
ground is poorly represented by the illustrated samples. Most of the painted vessels survive only 
as small body sherds of indeterminate form and vvith such incomplete decorative schemes that 
they cannot be satisfactorily drawn. In all at least 65 different vessels are represented. They occur 
in a great variety of forms and fabrics and in contexts dating from the N eronian period to the late 
fourth or early fifth century. 

By far the largest related group is also one of the earliest, but also the most fragmentary, so that 
no example was sufficiently large to be illustrated. It comprises 18 vessels of rather complex 
girth-grooved and/or cordoned profile in Fabric 5, with surfaces fired to a pinky buff, and 
decorated with red painted designs. All are sufficiently related in form and fabric to suggest no 
more than two different contemporary workshops at work for only a short time in the 
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Neronian-Flavian period. The closest parallels are from sites north ofBaldock: the Rushden kilns 
and lrchester, Northamptonshire (Hall and Nickerson 1967: Nos. 39 & 41 from cremation 
burials; Nos. 53, 57-8 from the settlement). 

Equally early is a series of small globular jars or beakers, each decorated with circular patterns 
in thick slip. Although similar in shape and decoration, the fabrics suggest two different 
workshops. No. 249 (FIG. 126) is in a palepink fairly iron-free ware with red-brown decoration, 
while No. 350 is in a red-brown iron-rich ware with the design in clean white slip. There are at 
least three other examples of the latter type from the site. 

Apart from the beaker No.350, Feature A 141 contained in its upper levels two bowls in 
parchment wares with decoration in red paint, Nos. 360 and 361 (FIG. 132). The latter resembles 
the samian form Drag. 29 in shape, and its highly burnished cream exterior surface is decorated 
with simple duck motifs in rather thin red or pink paint. No parallels have been discovered for 
the bowl, so that it may have been imported. The duck motif is repeated, but in matt black slip, 
on a narrow-necked carinated jar, as No. 460, in Fabric 7, which suggests a Hadham-related or 
Lower Nene Valley source. Possibly related is the bowl No. 481, with traces of a more 
complicated pattern which may involve human figures. 

The other bowl from Feature A 141, No.360, resembles the flanged samian bowl Drag. 36 in 
form. On a burnished upper surface of pale orange slip red painted lines were used to divide the 
inside of the bowl into quadrants, while the rim was outlined with narrow red bands which were 
infilled with parallel stripes. Since only one other was found, a larger version, they were 
probably imported from Gaul. The presence of three painted vessels in Feature A 141 in spite of 
their comparative rarity may indicate that such decorated pieces were most common between 
A. D. 90 and 140, when a variety of other decorative finishes were available. 

Two vessels in similar calcareous pale wares with rather more complex designs in red paint 
were found in second-century contexts." They are the bowl No.481 from Brewery Field, and two 
sherds from the vessel illustrated in FIG.104, No. a. Thin and spidery outlines have been infilled 
with splodges, but the sherds are too fragmentary to restore any overall pattern. The closest 
parallels are from the Nene Valley, where they are thought to be of second-century date (Howe et 
al. 1981: fig. 8, 93--4 and 100). 

The two main production-centres of late red-painted parchment wares, Oxfordshire and 
Lower N ene Valley, are comparatively poorly represented. Of 40 types distinguished by Young, 
only two have been identified, and they total eight vessels. Nene Valley products are the 
face-flagon, No. 830, and four flasks, like No. 714, also decorated with horizontal painted bands. 
Other production-centres appear to have supplied a series of cream- or white-slipped red wares 
also with red painted decoration. Beneath the white slip of two examples the orange ware looks 
sufficiently like Fabric 7 to suggest that Hadham was the source, along with the beaker and bowl, 
Nos.824-5, in red ware with white painted decoration. The remaining seven cream-slipped 
vessels, including No. 709, appear to be from a different source. 

The wide range of painted wares reaching Baldock in the Roman period constitutes a 
significant section of the trade in better-quality table wares. The contexts appear to show two 
separate groupings: an early period in the late first and early second centuries, and a later period in 
the fourth century. While the gap between the two may be significant, it must be noted that few 
features could be reliably dated to the third century. 
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Over two tons of potsherds were processed to provide a record of the finds by context and a text 
for publication. Given the quantity of material, priority was given to the 1000+ groups from 
recognisable features. 

Initial recording was by feature and layer. Sherds of adequate size were drawn to form the basis 
of the typological index, and classifiable repeats were listed rather than drawn. Typological and 
fabric information was then transferred to the feature cards which form the basic manuscript 
archive record. 

The condition and quality of each group was assessed on a 6-point scale- A to F- according to 
its size and the condition and size of its sherds. This coding was used to indicate groups for 
further study, illustration and publication in the final report. 

A. Pots complete and functional or almost complete at the time of deposition. Likely to be 
published unless a repeat group. Pots referred to as 'complete' in the discussion. 

B. Large sherds joining into considerable profiles and in good condition. Reserve groups for 
publication, to be used if there are no groups of quality A of the same date-range. 

C. Medium to large sherds in good condition. Published only if no better groups of the same 
date exist. 

D. A small number of sherds in good condition but no profiles for illustration. 
E. Large quantity of small worn and weathered sherds with few if any joins. Obviously 

residual and redeposited. Little or nothing to draw. 
F. Small quantity of small worn and weathered sherds. 

The pottery has been arranged in groups, with the exception of pieces in the specialist reports 
or those needing separate illustration because of difficulties of scale. Groups are in chronological 
order, and where possible the illustrated pottery has been arranged by layer. Interesting pots 
from unpublished groups have been linked with contemporary material and inserted in the 
sequence as 'ungrouped' sections. All the relevant specialist reports are summarised at the 
beginning of each group or layer. 

The recording of pottery and the first draft of the report of the stratified groups were 
completed in 1973. Although the text has been reduced and revised, the arrangement and content 
remain basically unaltered since there were no resources for any fundamental changes. 

The condition of the pottery 
Each phase of excavation produced large quantities of pottery which varied markedly in 
condition. More than 200 'complete' pots (A) were found in the settlement, yet 180 features were 
filled with groups of small worn and weathered sherds (E) which had achieved that optimum 
survival-size where the size/thickness/curvature ratio makes it necessary to use violence to inflict 
further fracturing. Such contrasts indicate how different the history of each pottery group may 
have been. 

A study of the distribution of 'complete' pots has shown that condition is directly related to 
feature-type, stratification and date. Most 'complete' pots were found in the lower layers of deep 
pits, while worn sherds occurred in shallow features. TABLE 17 summarises the relationship of 
feature-type and date with the number of 'complete' pots recovered. Almost two-thirds were 
found in the comparatively rare Pit-types 2 and 3 (more than 1.2 m deep: see p. 47) and were 
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deposited between A.D. 50 and 250. The more numerous shallow pits (of Types 1, 4 and 5) 
provided only about one-tenth of the total, with all other feature-types contributing the 
remainder. Before A.D. 50 and after 250 few 'complete' vessels were discarded; in the early period 
they found their way into ditches and gullies, and in the later period into wells but definitely not 
into pits. It appears therefore that the method of rubbish disposal was modified twice- in the mid 
first and in the mid third centuries. 

Since the 'complete' pots occur in groups rather than individually, at least some may have been 
part of ritual sealing deposits or may indicate that the features in which they occurred had a ritual 
aspect. An important series of small groups of between two and eight pots closely resemble 
burials in the selection of types, since smaller, decorated and decorative forms and finishes have 
been preferred to plain and more utilitarian products. The sequence begins in the first half of the 
first century A.D. with A 40, which compares well with contemporary burials in the King Harry 
Lane Cemetery, St. Albans (Nos. 81-4), and continues into the third century with Features A 
405, 318, 415 and 446, B 78, 180, 50, 60 and 108 (FIG. 128 etc.). Products of the second half of the 
second century are particularly well-represented. 

TABLE 17 
RELATIONSHIP OF TYPE OF FEATURE, ITS DATE AND NUMBER OF 'COMPLETE' POTS FOUND 

Date Context Storage Type Type Type Type Type Well Quarry Ditch/ Mise. TOTAL 

Pits 2 1 3 5 4 Gully 

to Groups 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 19 
A.D. 50 

Ungrouped 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 19 

50--270 
Groups 0 54 14 83 13 0 0 5 0 170 

Ungrouped 0 3 7 0 0 4 3 3 2 23 

TOTAL 0 57 21 83 13 4 4 8 2 193 

270+ Groups 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 

Ungrouped 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 

TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 2 0 14 

TOTALS Groups 2 54 14 83 13 0 12' 22 0 201 

Ungrouped 0 3 7 0 0 4 3 5 2 25 

TOTAL 2 57 21 83 13 4 13 4 27 2 226 

The largest groups, from Features A 12, 19, 259, B 10 and 175, were also found in Pit-types 2 
and 3. They include a much wider range of forms, fabric and sizes, and therefore appear to be 
accidental rather than the result of deliberate selection. Whether these large groups are to be 
considered as ritual sealing deposits or domestic refuse is even more uncertain. Few of the 
accompanying finds are of assistance; perhaps the mask, No. 687 in B 204, the complete dog 
skeletons in A 446 and B· 78 and the large group of animal bones in A 12 (p. 396) had ritual 
connotations. However, the 'complete' condition of the pots in these groups makes it unlikely 
that they were just ordinary domestic rubbish. If the groups were ritual then they are evidence for 
profound changes in practice in the mid first and mid third centuries. 
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If the 'complete' pots were discarded amongst domestic rubbish, perhaps because they were 
rancid or contaminated by mould, then their completeness implies that they were thrown 
directly into rubbish-pits. Alternatively, they may have been dumped in locations protected from 
weather and the destructive interference of human and animal agents. In some cases, these 
prote<;ted locations may themselves have been of ritual significance; in others, the pots may 
represent out-of-date stock or just forgotten items from domestic stores. Groups in conditions B 
and C (p. 257) are likely to have had a longer ·and/or more disturbed penod of discard than 1\ 

groups. There are joining sherds from almost complete pots in the adjacent features A 210 and 
123, which suggests a somewhat peripatetic history including at least one phase on a rubbish heap 
or even a period as funerary offerings. If the discard history of groups of conditions Band C can 
be so disturbed then that of the small and worn sherds of conditionE must be long and exposed. 

Shallow pits and hollows, gullies and ditches, the upper layers of deep features and the 
weathering-cones of wells are the contexts in which groups of condition E were found. They are 
similar in that they lie just below the ploughsoil, so that sherds could be deposited during natural 
silting rather than during deliberate back-filling; such contexts were always liable to disturbance 
and redeposition. 

Hollows of considerable size were created at the surface by consolidation and subsidence 
within features; the deeper the feature and the greater the amount of organic matter in the original 
filling, then the greater was the degree of subsidence and the deeper the hollow created. Some 
were apparently used for rubbish disposal, while others were allowed to silt up naturally. When 
natural silting occurred, the date of any pottery introduced into a hollow depended upon what 
was lying around in the immediate vicinity. Inverted chronology was occasionally the result 
because much of the surface rubbish consisted of pottery of first-century date. Deep pits of Types 
2 and 3, and wells, were especially prone to this 257). Similar also caused voids to 
develop in these deep features. Some were filled at a later stage by the faulting and slippage of the 
layers above, so disturbing the stratigraphy and intruding chronologically 'exotic' finds far down 
into the filling. 

During processing it became clear that groups of conditions E and F were markedly residual, 
and provided dubious dating evidence. Archaeologically, there was no doubt that Ditch A 327 
cut A 320, yet the pottery from the former was the earlier. When information for the phase plans 
was gathered (FIGS. 38-9), all of the non-linear features containing sherds of conditions E and F 
were removed experimentally from the plan. The exercise was vindicated because in no case was 
any feature cut by one containing good-quality A to C groups. 

TABLE 17 shows that there are few complete pots oflate third- or fourth-century date, with the 
consequent shortage of good groups, and that they occurred in wells, not pits as previously. 
Most of the pottery varies in condition from C to E, and so had enjoyed a long and mobile 
history before its final deposition. 

Late pottery is not distributed evenly over the excavated Areas A-D. There is a particular 
shortage on Site A which is emphasised by the total absence of Oxford red-slipped wares, 
although these are common on the adjacent Site Band, considering the size of the area excavated, 
very common on Sites C and D. 

The distribution of late pottery suggests that the settlement may have contracted from 
outlying areas like Site A to more central areas like Site D in the third and fourth centuries. Some 
erosion will have exaggerated any such changes, for Sites B, C and D lie downslope from Site A. 
Deposition of eroded material on Sites C and D, and to a lesser extent Site B, will have both 
protected the late in situ features there while increasing the quantities of late pottery. 

The varying condition of pottery according to its site, feature type, stratification and date is to 
some extent matched by the animal bones. Those associated with E-condition sherds tend to be 
fragmented and weathered, while those found with A- and B-condition groups are in a much 
better condition. Throughout the occupation of the settlement large amounts of potsherds and 
animal bones, and presumably other organic materials which no longer survive, were kicked 
about on the surface for long periods before being finally deposited. Although post-Roman 
pottery and finds are scarce and none was securely stratified, the functional date of any feature 
containing E-condition sherds may not be closely related to the date provided by the pottery. 
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When joining sherds from almost 'complete' vessels occur in different features, for instance A 210 
and 123, then the date of deposition of even the largest pit-group can be suspect (p. 326). 

B. FABRIC DESCRIPTIONS 

The fabrics have been classified and described according to their superficial characteristics with 
the aim of grouping together those of similar appearance, on the general assumption that they are 
likely to be of similar date and from related sources of origin. The classification has been based 
upon an examination of hand specimens only, using as the basic criteria the texture and 
appearance of the clay matrix, and the colour, size, frequency and type of the aplastic inclusions. 
Colour has also been considered because it can be symptomatic of the presence or absence of iron 
and other impurities in the basic clay matrix. As a result, white wares requiring pure clays, which 
are comparatively scarce and occur in only a few geological deposits, have been classified 
separately; otherwise, no simple colour-distinction has been made between orange oxidised, and 
grey reduced wares. The numerical system excludes all mortaria and their related 'parchment' 
wares, and most imported wares, for instance samian and glazed wares. 

Naturally, a system based upon only superficial characteristics will result in wares of similar 
appearance but different sources of origin being grouped together. Conversely, wares of different 
appearance but from the same source will have been separated, the most obvious examples being 
Oxfordshire Red-slipped and Parchment Wares. 

DESCRIPTIONS 

Fabric 1: black grog-tempered wares. 
Sandy textured ware. Bonfire-fired in a carbon-rich reducing atmosphere to dark grey, brown or 
black, so that fragments ofblack grog and organic matter are not easily detected. Used only for 
handmade and rather shapeless vessel-forms (Nos. 5-7, 19 etc.). The inside surface was usually 
carefully smoothed or wiped, while the outer surface received a highly burnished finish (Nos. 2, 
21-3). Most vessels were presumably made locally from the nearest clay sources, but there is 
evidence for trade or exchange in decorated products (No. 21 etc.). Identical examples have been 
found on a second settlement, about 2 km distant (see p. 262). Fabric 1 is most significant in 
contexts dating to the early first century B.C. 

Nos. 2, 5-7, 10, 13-14, 19-24, 26, 28-30, 37-9, 56, 89, 97, 121, 151. 

Fabric 2: grog-tempered wares typical of the late Iron Age. Grey or brown matrix heavily 
tempered with opaque black crushed grog fragments. Bonfire-fired in varying conditions, 
frequently with a short period of oxidation, to produce a grey or brown ware with brown or 
grey surfaces, although the colour range is buff to black. Differs from Fabric 1 in the amount of 
grog temper and type of firing conditions. 

Used for handmade and wheelthrown forms, both burnished 'fine' wares and combed 
cooking-pots. Early handmade vessels, as No.3, given a smoothed surface finish inside; 
wheelthrown vessels, with the exception of shallow platters and cups, unfinished inside. 
Presumably most vessels were made locally from the nearest clay sources, particularly the earliest 
handmade jars, as Nos. 5 and 6. The degree of standardisation of later wheelthrown forms 
implies some trade and possibly also migratory potters (No. 150 etc.). Present from the mid first 
century B.C., at the latest, until the Neronian period. 
Nos. 1, 3-4, 8, 11-2, 15-8, 25, 27, 32-6, 40-54, 57-77, 79-83, 87-8, 91, 93-6, 98-103, 105-6, 
108-9, 111-2, 114-20, 122-6, 128, 130-5, 137-9, 141, 150, 156, 159, 161, 171, 189, 199, 209-219, 
245, 247, 254, 260, 266-7, 274, 310, 313, 319, 322, 427, 429-30, 451. 

Fabric 3: mixed grog and shelly wares. 
Black grog and white shell inclusions. Bonfire-fired, the surface colours vary from oxidised red 
to reduced grey. Possibly divides into fine and coarse shell, the former suggesting shelly sand 
temper, the latter similar to Fabric 4 and suggesting Lias clays. 
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Fine shell, Nos. 9, 84 
Coarse shell, Nos. 55, 86, 157, 190, 282, 333 

Mainly handmade vessels. Four are grooved-rim cooking-pots of types occurring usually in 
Fabric 4 and are probably from the same sources (Nos. 157, 190, 282, 333). The remainder 
represent a range of different forms, and should be considered as 'traded' wares, particularly 
No.86, which has affinities with early Roman forms in Lincolnshire .. No.9 represents an earlier 
tradition of bead-rimmed jar than No.157 etc. 

Fabric 4: shelly wares. 
More-or-less oxidised wares, with white shell inclusions, up to 10 mm in length. Some may 
include additional crushed shell temper, but most appears to be fossil shell in such quantities that 
it suggests the Lias clays of the Lower Jurassic. Bonfire-fired, the surfaces of the earlier examples 
were allowed to oxidise when the fuel was spent: orange and red in the first century, 
yellowish-buff or light orange in the second. Later versions are variegated pink and grey. 

Used for both handmade and wheelthrown vessels, the former occasionally and the latter 
usually having zone of rilling on body. Provided a basic range of kitchen or cooking wares -
dishes, bowls, cooking-pots and storage jars; presumably shelly wares were cheap and 
functional. The earliest example is No.31, an unusual jar with a notched rim edge in a mid 
first-century B.C. context, presumably a 'traded' piece. By the mid first century A.D., bead- and 
grooved-rimmed jars were sufficiently common to be considered as 'local', although the nearest 
sources of suitable clay lie 16 km to the north-west. The forms are varied, so that several sources 
were involved. Possibly raw clay was brought as well as finished pots. From the mid second 
century onwards, supplies were increasingly standardised in form and finish, as if a single, 
large-scale regional production-centre took over. The fourth-century shelly wares are types 
which can be paralleled throughout southern Britain from the Welsh Marches to East Anglia. 
Nos. 31, 78, 90, 107, 144, 152, 182-3, 220--2, 236-7, 239, 283, 377, 397, 452, 470, 519, 522, 559, 
570, 588, 590--1, 614-5, 648, 673-5, 683--4, 703-7, 726-8, 745, 753, 777-80, 797, 821-2, 843-6, 

Fabric 5: yellow-buff fine sandy wares. 
Even-textured, fine sandy wares, with incidental black grog or organic inclusions and natural 
clay pellets. Usually fired with a grey or blue core and oxidised surfaces varying from buff to 
orange, frequently discoloured by patches of smoke and soot; the range overlaps with Fabric 2. 
The colours suggest rather short and imperfectly-controlled firing, with a final period of 
oxidation, using a bonfire technique, rather than a permanent kiln structure. In appearance, 
Fabric 5 is similar to Fabric 7, and may represent an early phase in the development of 
sand-tempered Roman wares which culminated in Fabrics 7 and 13. 

Used for wheelthrown vessels which were close copies of imported 'table wares', particularly 
girth and butt beakers (Nos. 166-8). Close parallels have been identified in the Skeleton 
Green-Braughing area, suggesting closely-related or even shared sources of supply. Similarities 
with Fabric 7 suggest that the Much Hadham area is. -a likely location for the workshops. 
Typologically, there are close connections with the Rushden Kilns, Northants. (Woods 1984), so 
it is possible that Fabric 5. was traded; it was certainly traded in the Verulamium area; two 
examples were found there in the King Harry Lane Cemetery. 

Common in Claudian and Flavian contexts, they were amongst the earliest fine sand-tempered 
wares in use on the site. 
Platters: 149, 165, 205, 304 
Butt beakers: 110, 129, 168, 184, 192, 204, 257, 277 
Girth beakers: 158, 166-7, 255 
Cordoned jars: 162, 256, 268 
Flagons: 224 
Cups: 308 
Decorated jars: 341 
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Nos. 110, 129, 149, 158, 162, 165-8, 184, 192, 204-5, 224, 255-7, 268, 277, 304, 308, 341. 

Fabric 6: soapy smooth wares. 
A group of even-textured, fine-grained wares, with smooth fractures and surface finishes, made 
from well-levigated clays. Occasionally black, most examples are light grey or buff and appear to 
be from the Lower Nene Valley (Howe et al. 1981: Nos. 23-5). There are few convincing 
examples of the finest fabric of this type, so-called 'London Ware' (see p. 310). 

All examples are wheelthrown. Typologically, they are confined to related ranges of 
hemisphencal and cannated bowls, and globular jars, with relief decoration (p.246). There are 
overlaps with Fabric 7 (below). 
Nos. 242, 305, 321,.329, 350-1, 360, 364, 379-80, 393, 421, 434, 438, 443, 489, 512, 579, 646. 

Fabric 7: fine sand-tempered wares. 
A group of even-textured fine sand-tempered wares made from iron-rich clays. Kiln-fired to 
produce a wide range of self-coloured reduced light grey wares, and, more rarely, oxidised 
orange-red wares. Also slipped to produce lighter and darker surfaces and fired under 
carbon-rich conditions to produce Black Burnished Wares (p. 272). 
A: thin white slip on the exterior only. Related to similar products from the Highgate Kilns. 
B: dark blue-grey micaceous slip on the exterior only. 
C: grey-black slip over the entire vessel. 

Used only for wheelthrown vessels, not cooking-pots, but otherwise a very wide range of 
platters, dishes, bowls, beakers andjars, both plain and decorated (FIGS. 142-4). Cordoned and 
carinated forms in grey wares are predominant in the early period of the late first and second 
centuries (FIGS. 132-7). So-called 'Romano-Saxon' wares and a series of flagons and necked 
bowls or jars in red wares are common in the late fourth century (FIGS. 156-8). Identical parallels 
from Skeleton Green/Braughing suggest a number of shared and related 'local' workshops, some 
at least in the Hadham area of Hertfordshire, utilising either the Eocene and London clays. 
Flagons: 516, 598 
Platters: 286, 302, 400, 431, 437, 456, 521, 532, 533, 600, 643, 677 
Cups: 307, 542 
Dishes: 541, 574, 73'L, 773, 775 
Bowls: 243, 314, 365-7, 401-2, 415, 417, 458, 487-8, 543, 573, 607, 836 
Butt beakers: 309, 339 
Globular jars: 230, 328, 354, 424-5, 441-2, 463, 474, 490, 550 
Necked jars: 372-4, 388, 394, 396, 409, 414, 426, 428, 448-9, 465, 493, 514, 

553-5, 558, 571, 582, 612, 635, 670, 681, 723-4, 736, 819 
Carinated jars: 353, 368, 391, 459-61, 494, 504, 513, 547, 560, 566, 578, 594-5, 

610 
Widemouthed carinated jars: 344, 357, 382, 389, 423, 445, 462, 492, 549 
Poppy-head & lattice beakers: 352, 369, 433, 518, 546, 580-1, 647, 679 

340, 411, 545, 602, 608-9, 645, 735, 807 
Folded beakers: 680 
Widemouthed jars: 721-2, 793, 820 
Lids: 454 

BB2 forms and finishes 
Platters: 
Dishes 
Jars: 

? Much Hadham products 
'Romano-Saxon' bowls: 
Bowls: 
Dishes: 
Flagon: 

534, 639, 643, 786-7 
501, 535-40, 565, 589, 593, 601, 654, 678, 717, 733-4, 776, 814 
506-7, 551-2, 567, 587, 603-4, 720 

750, 769-70, 785, 789, 791 
676, 772, 837 
718, 840-2 
771 
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Beakers: 
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774, 796, 816--7, 838 
815 

Fabric 8: gritty-textured grog-tempered wares. 
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Coarse-grained gritty wares with black grog temper, similar to Fabric 2, but coarser in texture, 
fired in different conditions and. used for a different rarige of forms. 

Used for entirely handmade, or handmade and wheel-finished, vessels. Its appearance signals a 
noticeable decline in the quality of pottery skills in locally-made wares and a marked break in 
typological developments, the traditional forms (FIGS. 110-12) being replaced by new forms and 
variants (FIGS. 120-25). 
Nos. 104, 113, 127, 136, 140, 148, 153-5, 169, 173-81, 188, 193-8, 206, 208, 210, 212-8, 225, 
227, 231-2, 234-5, 240, 244, 262-3, 265, 269-74, 276, 278, 280, 288, 290, 301, 303, 315, 317-8, 
323, 325-6, 332, 346--7. 

Fabric 9: coarse sand-tempered wares. 
Heavily tempered with coarse sand resulting in a gritty-textured ware with rough sandpaper-like 
surfaces. Some examples have a slipped finish which partially masks the coarse inclusions at the 
surfaces. The basic clay varies from iron-free to iron-rich, so that the kiln-fired wares vary in 
colour from white to red. 

Used for wheelthrown vessels, particularly flagons (Nos. 238, 284 etc.), carinated bowls (Nos. 
485-6 etc.) and necked jars (Nos. 561-2 etc.); many mortaria of first- and second-century date 
are in wares similar to Fabric 9, particularly Verulamium Region products. Other likely sources 
are the Upper Nene Valley and Oxfordshire potteries. If we assume that mortarium stamps are a 
fair indicator of trade in other products, then most vessels in Fabric 9 came from workshops in 
the Verulamium Region, with some from the Upper Nene Valley. There is a notable absence of 
Oxfordshire stamps, although some unstamped Oxfordshire mortaria of second-century date 
have been identified, which suggests that few, if any, flagons, bowls or jars were from this 
source. 

The earliest mortaria are early Flavian in date, while cornice-rimmed and ring-necked flagons 
appear first in Flavian contexts. 
Probable Verulamium Region products: 
Mortaria: 292-3, 383-4, 398, 475-9, 496, 520, 529, 632, 689, 691 
Flagons: 238, 284, 294-9, 436, 531, 599, 623 
Bowls: 457, 485-6, 503, 633, 696 
Necked jars: 420, 464, 515, 561-2, 628-9, 634, 641, 699 

Fabric 10: coarse-grained sandy wares. 
Tempered with coarse-grained sand; similar to Fabric 8 but without the grog temper. When 
worn, the surfaces are extremely rough and abrasive. Fired to dark grey or black with an orange 
core. 

Occasionally used for handmade vessels, but mainly for wheelthrown jars and bowls. The 
forms are related to those in Fabric 8, and appear to be later variants. Presumably made in 
comparatively local workshops in the late first and early second centuries. 
Nos.207, 233,241,246,259,264,279,281,289,300,334,348,355,370,405,407,435,447,453, 
468, 548, 627, 700-1, 794-5. 

Fabric 11: fine white sandy wares. 
More-or-less iron-free clay matrix tempered with fine quartz sand; sparse inclusions of grog and 
clay pellets. Kiln-fired to as white as the clay matrix allowed, sometimes with a final smoky grey 
or mauve haze over the exterior only. 

Examples are restricted to identifiable sherds from butt beakers of Camulodunum form 113. 
Probably imported from northern Gaul in the Tiberio-Claudian period (see p. 232). 
Nos. 148, 164, 223. 
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Fabric 12: pale sandy wares. 
A fairly iron-free clay, with variable-coloured sand temper, added to produce a smooth dense 
matrix with obvious coarse sand inclusions. When worn, the sand grains protrude through the 
surface giving a pimply finish. 

Used for a range of flagons and decorated bowls, and probably traded by a number of different 
workshops. In texture, colour, and typology, bowls in these fabrics appear similar to the 
mica-coated bowls with stamped and embossed decoration (FIG. 101). The earliest example is the 
handmade flagon No.229, in a Neronian-early Flavian context. 
Nos. 229, 253, 287, 336. 

Fabric 13: coarse sand-tempered grey and red wares. 
Fine-grained matrix heavily tempered with coarse sand. Kiln-fired mainly to grey or blue grey, 
rarely oxidised to orange-red. Typologically, Fabric 13 slightly overlaps with Fabric 7, but it 
mainly complements the range of forms being used for cooking-pots and bowls. It is presumably 
from the same 'local' workshops which produced Fabric 7 (see above, p. 262). 
Platters: 413, 576, 731 
Dishes: 751, 790, 811-3, 839 
Bowls: 410, 418-9, 502, 644 
Necked jars: 324, 327, 345, 395, 495, 509, 557, 563, 568-9, 613, 657-8, 663, 682, 

Globular jars: 
Lid-seated jars: 
Lids: 

737, 752, 818 
211' 330, 375 
331, 358, 392, 498, 556 
445 

Widemouthed jars: 637 
Flasks: 653 

BB2 forms and finishes 
Platters: 499, 564, 642, 788, 808-10 

Nos. 381, 404, 422, 432, 440, 444, 446-7, 484, 491, 544, 586, 668, 698, 725. 

Fabric 14: black sandy wares. 
Similar in texture to Fabric 7, it resembles Fabric 10 in surface treatment and colour, and so may 
be the contemporary finer-grained version of Fabric 10. 

Used for wheelthrown vessels, the range of forms differs from Fabrics 7 and 13, and appears 
related to those in Fabrics 8 and 10. 
Bowls: 432, 440, 484, 544 
Necked jars: 381, 404, 446-7, 725 
Carinated jars: 586 
Widemouthed carinated 

Jars: 422, 444 
'Bucket': 491 
Folded jars: 655-6, 668, 698 

Fabric 15: fine shelly wares. 
A sandy-textured ware with fine shell inclusions, probably the result of tempering the clay 
matrix with a shelly sand. Possibly related to Fabric 3. 

Two examples identified, so possibly traded or experimental pieces, since No. 160 is a 
handmade version of a butt beaker, with raised cordons on the body. 
Nos. 160, 483. 

Fabric 16: sandy-textured painted wares. 
Fairly coarse-grained iron-rich sandy wares, similar in texture to Fabrics 9 and 13, used for two 
unusual slipped and painted jars found in Neronian and early fourth-century contexts respect
ively. Source unknown, probably traded. 
Nos. 291, 710. 
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Fabric 17: smooth and 'pimpled' wares. 
Iron-rich, fine-grained smooth matrix with varying amounts of coarse sand, clay pellets, grog 
and organic matter. When abraded, the inclusions protrude to produce a 'pimpled' surface. 

Used for wheelthrown vessels in the late first century; associated with Fabric 5, and possibly 
from the same sources. Some overlap in forms with Fabric 7, particularly carinated jars as 
No.320. 
Platters: 
Bowls: 
Corrugated jars: 
Necked jars: 
Carinated jars: 
Globular jars: 

185-7, 306, 338, 399 
316, 416, 439 
258 
172, 226, 343, 371, 611 
320 
342 

Fabric 18: highly micaceous red wares. 
Highly micaceous, iron-rich fine-grained sandy wares, both self-coloured and with a cream slip 
covering the outer surface only. The only identified forms are two unusual flagons, Nos. 203 and 
252, found in first-century contexts. Not local products, probably imports from Central Gaul 
(see p. 270). 
Nos. 203, 252. 

Fabric 19: Black-Burnished Ware, Category 1. 
Presumably traded from Dorset. Examples are very rare, although versions of the wheel thrown 
Category 2 are common from the second half of the second century. 
Nos. 664, 697, 792. 

Fabric 20: cream sandy wares. 
Iron-free, sand-tempered wares similar to, but finer textured and less varied in colour than 
Fabric 9. Both reduced and oxidised to cream or off-white, with grey or orange core. 

Used for wheelthrown vessels, mainly flagons, but also carinated bowls, necked jars and 
mortaria- the same range as Fabric 9. The most likely sources are workshops of the Verulamium 
Region, with the Upper N ene Valley and Oxfordshire potteries as possibilities (see Fabric 9). 
Flagons: 337, 482, 517, 530, 651 
Bowls: 577 
Jars: 406, 505, 671, 719 
Lids: 469 

Fabric 21: fine white pipeclay wares. 
Pure iron-free clays, welllevigated to produce a fine-grained and even texture. The best are pure 
white smooth 'pipeclays' (Nos. 191, 202), the remainder are creamier and less smooth (Nos. 147, 
251). 

Used only for large flagons of Camulodunum form 140, 161 and 163. There is a possible 
fabric/form association; white pipeclays occur in forms 140 and 161, never 163, while the 
remaining less pure wares occur in all three forms. The reeded-rim form,. 163, may have been a 
Gallo-Belgic import; there are numerous examples from the area around Rheims. The 
cornice-rim form, 161, appears to have been made elsewhere, possibly at Cologne, in the 
Rhineland. No examples of Fabric 21 have been identified in definitely pre-conquest contexts, 
although examples from the King Harry Lane Cemetery, St. Albans, confirm that some were 
being imported in the Tiberian period. 

Fabric 22: coarse-grained sandy wares. 
A fine-grained matrix heavily tempered with very coarse sand, which results in a rough surface 
when abraded; coarser version of Fabric 17. Only a single example, a 'Romano-Saxon' bowl, 
deposited after A. D. 398 (No. 749). Probably local. 
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Fabric 23: black polished ware. 
A micaceous fine-grained sand-tempered ware, similar to Fabric 18, with a highly polished slip 
on the exterior. Fired in reducing conditions to a grey ware with black surfaces. Only one 
example, No. 387. Probably imported from Gaul. 

Fabric 24: smooth cream ware. 
A fine-grained and smooth cream ware, with incidental clay pellets or grog inclusions. Similar to 
Fabric 2.1, but less well-prepared clays and, usually, less well-preserved surfaces. 

Used mainly for flagons, but also for decorated bowls and beakers. Presumably traded and 
imported from a number of different and unknown production-centres. Typologically the 
flagons mainly post-date those in Fabrics 9 and 20; the earliest example occurred in a late second
or early third-century context. 
Painted vessels: 249, 361, 378, 481, 714 
Flagons: 597, 624-6, 652, 661 

Fabric 25: grog-tempered cream wares. 
Fairly iron-free, fine-grained and dense clay matrix heavily tempered with coarse grog 
fragments. All the identified examples are cream oxidised wares, with a coloured slip masking 
the grits. The most common form is a large flat-rimmed bowl (as No. 638), five examples; there 
is also a butt beaker from an earlier context (No. 170). Presumably a 'traded' product; 
typologically, the Upper Nene Valley seems the likely source (Woods 1984). 
Butt beaker: 170 
Bowls: 636, 638 

Fabrics 26--28: mica-coated wares. 
The.wares have been divided into three groups, according to texture, form and possible source. 
Fabric 26: a fine-grained smooth ware used for bobble-pots, like the example in Burial11, No. 2 
(p. 76). Mid to late first century. Probably imported. 

Fabric 27: an even-textured sandy ware similar to Fabric 7. 
No. 472. 

Fabric 28: a sandy-textured ware, similar to Fabric 17. 
Typologically, it overlaps with Fabrics 12 and 17. The most common group of mica-coated 
wares from the site. Probably from a comparatively localsource (seep. 267). Late first to third 
century. 
Reeded dishes/funnels: 
Bowls: 
Stamped bowls: 
Embossed bowls: 
Globular jars: 
Flasks: 

386, 473, 500, 618 
471, 592, 619 
362-3 
412 
606 
667 

Fabric 29: yellow gritty ware. 
Fine-grained smoothed matrix with coarse coloured sand tempering. Only one example, No. 
640. Similar to Fabrics 12 and 28, but presumably traded. 

METALLIC AND RELATED COLOUR-COATED WARES 

CC 1 Iron-free fine-grained powdery ware; metallic slip in varying shades of brown. Fine 
sandrough-casting inside, below the slip. Rough-cast or barbotine decoration outside. 
Only three bowls of Type 278 and body sherds from seven beakers found on the site. 
Imported from Central Gaul. Pre-Flavian. Nos.228, 248. 

CC 2 Iron-free fine-grained dense ware, usually white in colour; thick good-quality metallic 
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slip in varying shades of green or brown. Imported from Rhineland or Central Gaul. 
Nos. 510--11,- 525, 584, 665. 
Varies from fairly iron-free cream to iron-rich orange or grey wares; slip varies from 
orange to dark brown. From the Lower Nene Valley potteries. The most common 
metallescent colour-coated ware on the site in the third and fourth centuries. For the 
typology and discussion see Howe et al. 1981, abbreviated to N. V. below). Nos. 575, 
583-5, 596, 672, 685-6, 711-2, 729, 738-40, 754, 798-802, 827. 
Iron-rich fine-grained sandy matrix; metallic slip, in varying shades of brown or 
bluish-grey. Imported, probably East Gaul. Nos. 526-8, 649-50. 
Iron-rich fine-grained sandy matrix; variable slip in colour and quality. Probably from 
the Colchester potteries. Nos. 523-4, 616, 666. 
Iron-rich fine-grained smooth dense matrix, as Central Gaulish samian in colour and 
texture; thick metallic brownish-black slip. Imported from Central Gaul, most 
probably Lezoux. No. 617. 
Iron-free sandy matrix; metallic slip on exterior only (see No.659). Probably imported 
from Rhineland. 

CC 8-10 Oxfordshire red-slipped wares. For detailed discussion of fabrics see Young 1977. 

cc 8 
cc 9 

cc 10 
cc 11 

cc 12 

cc 13 

Nos. 708, 742, 747, 755-63, 781-3, 826. 
Iron-rich, fine-grained matrix; brown slip, varying in tone. Oxidised. 
Iron-rich highly micaceous fine-grained matrix; oxidised, usually has a buff or khaki 
core; micaceous red slip. 
Matrix as CC 8, with red slip; frequently has blue-grey core. 
Matrix as CC 8, with a thin white slip, oxidised; but frequently with grey core. 
Oxfordshire white-slipped wares, see Young 1977. Nos. 743, 767. 
Iron-rich sandy-textured matrix; oxidised, frequently with grey core; brownish red 
slip, sometimes slightly metallic. Probably a local version of Oxfordshire red-slipped 
wares since in a similar range of forms. Nos. 713, 746, 823-5. 
Same matrix as CC 12 but with white slip replacing red slip. Presumably local 
equivalent of Oxfordshire white-slipped wares (CC 11). 

C. SOURCES OF THE POTTERY 

No kilns have been found in the immediate vicinity of Baldock. However, some sort of clay 
must have been dug locally for the various domestic and industrial ovens and kilns found during 
the excavations, but whether or not it was suitable for pottery-making is uncertain. 

The most immediately accessible source of superficial clays is the upper valley of the river Ivel, 
which rises close to Baldock and flows north-west and north to join the Ouse. There are bands of 
geological clays running south-west to north-east across the valley which could have been 
exploited by the occupants ofBaldock, if the I vel sediments were unsatisfactory. At a distance of 
4 km the clays of the Upper Greensand and Gault begin, while beyond (at between 8 and 16 km) 
are the Oxford clays of the Lower Greensand, with the shelly clays of the Lower Jurassic at 47 
km. These clays are all variable in quality, and some areas are better than others; but it is clear that 
there were reasonable potting clays well within a day's journey to the north of the Baldock 
settlement. To the south-east, the Eocene clays are known to have been used by late Roman 
potters at Much Hadham, so this area too was available for exploitation. 

In the earliest groups, all vessels, whether handmade or wheelthrown, are in grog-tempered 
wares, Fabrics 1 and 2 (FIGS. 105-6). The basic difference between these two is the conditions in 
which they were fired rather than the inclusions. Both appear to have been fired in bonfires, but 
Fabric 1 required a well-controlled carbon-rich smoky atmosphere throughout the period of 
firing to achieve an intensely black ware (Nos.2 and 21); Fabric 2 was fired in more variable 
conditions, usually with a short period of re-oxidation when the fuel was spent and the pots 
exposed to air (No.14). Most vessels were presumably made locally, but there is evidence that the 
type of decorated and burnished jar, No.21 etc., was being traded or exchanged in the area of 
Baldock. Identical jars have been found at Abington Pigotts, about 15 km to the north. Unless a 
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INCIDENCE OF IMPORTED AND SPECIAL WARES IN THE PUBLISHED GROUPS 
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migratory potter was at work, these jars were the specialist decorated wares of a potter working 
within easy reach of both sites. 

Most groups dating from the second half of the first century B. C. to the mid first century A. D. 

are dominated by wheelthrown pots in Fabric 2, the typical late Iron Age grog-tempered wares 
current throughout much of south-eastern Britain. The wheelthrown types are markedly 
different from and much more shapely than their handmade predecessors, with the use of 
cordons and grooves to emphasize the profile. However, the range of vessel-types is limited to 
necked and shouldered jars of various types and sizes, with no apparent form/function 
specialisation (FIG. 108). Following the import of'fine' pottery, the range offorms and functional 
specialisation was catered for by local potters who closely copied the imports in their usual 
grog-tempered wares, adding cups, platters, tazze, butt beakers and flagons to their repertoires. 

Although many forms are different and clearly from different sources, there are sufficient close 
parallels between the late Iron Age pottery of Baldock and that found at Prae Wood, and in the 
nearby King Harry Lane Cemetery, to suggest a brisk pottery trade, with distribution from a 
series of special workshops, or by specialist potters. 

Shelly wares have been identified in first century B.C. contexts, but they are scarce, just one 
example each in the small groups D 116 (No. 9) and B 49 (No.31) and in the larger and laterD 98 
(No.78). The sources of shelly clays lie considerably further north than the nearest sources of 
other good-quality clays, so these pots probably qualify as 'traded wares'. They were, however, 
just the precursors of an important component in the supply of cooking-pots, handmade and 
wheelthrown, to Baldock from the pre-Claudian period until the end of the Roman period 
(Fabric 4, p. 261). 

The earliest imports to be isolated are sherds from Italian amphorae of Dressel Type 1. They 
occur with wheelmade vessels in groups in which there are no copies of imported 'fine' wares 
(FIG. 108). In the relative chronology of the first century B. C., this places such groups after the 
earliest imports of Dressel 1B amphorae, c. 50 B. C., but before the deposition of the Welwyn 
Garden City burial, which, because of its five amphorae, has the suggested terminus ante quem of 
15 B.C. 

The import of 'fine' pottery, traded for its own sake rather than for its contents (unlike wine 
and oil amphorae), developed after c. 25 B.C. Initially, it appears to have provided flgons, or 
'decorated' wide-mouthed drinking-cups and large, shallow platters, for use in the ceremony of 
wine-drinking; none of these functions was provided for in the range of indigenous forms. The 
imports in the Welwyn Garden City burial suggest that Central Gaulish products arrived before 
their Italian equivalents (see No. 92); the forlner are only just represented at Baldock (seep. 265). 
Little pre-Claudian samian has been found, and, what there is is almost entirely Gaulish apart 
from a single Arretine stamp (p. 202). Gallia Belgica or northern Gaul provided the bulk of the 
fine pottery from the late Augustan period until after the Roman conquest (FIGS. 96, 111, 116). 

Sometime during the mid first century A.D., the utilitarian vessel-types in Fabric 2 were 
replaced by versions in the much more coarse-grained but still grog-tempered Fabric 8, followed 
by the coarse sand-tempered wares ofFabric 10 (FIG.118). More decorated and decorative types, 
particularly those copying imported prototypes, such as butt beakers, were made in wares 
tempered with fine sand, Fabric 5. This change is also marked by a break in typological 
continuity, for the vessel-types differ from those in Fabric 2, and by apparent technical 
regression, with many pots being hand-worked (FIGS.120-2). Despite the growing use of sand as 
a tempering agent, the type of colour-range and its variability suggest that permanent day-built 
kiln-structures were not widely used and that firing techniques remained much as they had been 
in the pre-Conquest period. Since the earliest examples of Fabric 8 occurred with pre-Flavian 
samian in general, and Neronian 'bright-glaze' in particular, the break may have occurred 
between A.D. 50 and 70. 

Later first-century groups see the re-emergence of wheelthrown vessels, in wares probably not 
yet fired in permanent day-built kiln-structures. The wares are comparatively soft, and vary in 
colour from black to bright orange, frequently with a contrasting orange or dark grey core. The 
forms appear to have developed from those introduced around the mid first century A.D. in 
Fabric 8, rather than from the earliest wheelthrown types in Fabric 2 (FIG.128). With the 
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appearance before the end of the first century of mortaria and flagons from the Verulamium 
Region potteries (Fabric 9) and decorative types in Fabrics 6 and 7, the basis was laid for the main 
developments of the second century. 

·In the early second century, the fine sand-tempered wares of Fabric 7 emerged as the most 
important for non-cooking vessel-types. They were used for a wide range of platters, dishes, 
bowls, carinated and necked jars, both plain and decorated, with self-coloured and slipped 
finishes (FIGS.142-3). Cooking-vessels were made in wares tempered with coarser-grade sands, 
Fabric 13. The range of types in Fabric 7 is complementary to rather than competing with that in 
Fabric 13, so may well have been produced in the same workshops. 

No kilns have been identified. Since many contemporary forms and fabrics found at Baldock 
and Skeleton Green-Braughing appear identical, and the settlements are only about 20 km 
distant, it is likely that they drew at least some supplies of pottery from the same workshops, and 
that all of their local workshops belonged to the same regional pottery tradition. Existing 
archaeological evidence has identified Bromley Hall Farm, Little Hadham as an important late 
Roman pottery production-centre. Some of its products have been identified at Baldock (FIGS. 
157-9), and to superficial examination they are wares of Fabric 7 type. It is possible therefore, 
that the Hadham area was an important local pottery production area from the second century 
onwards, which supplied many of the vessels in Fabrics 7 and 13 to both Baldock and the 
Skeleton Green-Braughing area. There is typological overlap with the Highgate Kilns, so that a 
few vessels may be from this source, but the most important types are platters as Nos.431 and 
521, carinated jars as Nos.460-1, and decoratedjars as Nos.424-5. They are also very scarce or 
absent from likely contemporary deposits at Verulamium, which suggests that the sources lie to 
the north-east outside the Verulamium Region potteries. 

The Verulamium Region did however supply most, if not all, of the flagons, carinated bowls 
and necked jars in the coarse-grained sand-tempered pale or parchment wares, Fabrics 9 and 20, 
found in contexts dating from the Flavian period to the fourth century. Functionally, the bowls 
and jars may have been in direct competition and so their market share was limited. With 
imported mortaria and flagons apparently in short supply by the Neronian period, the 
workshops of the V erulamium Region were well placed to satisfy any shortfall in supplies and 
then to dominate the market. The published groups suggest a monopoly situation. This may be 
exaggerated, but the evidence of mortaria illustrated in FIG. 98 shows that there was little serious 
competition until the late second century. Since at least some of the Verulamium Region 
workshops lay less than 30 km from Baldock, the potters must have considered this settlement as 
part of their natural market area, even if their products cannot be classified as 'locally made'. 

During the later first century, it appears that potters were experimenting with especially 
decorative products by copying and adopting imported prototypes; immigrant potters may have 
been involved in some developments. Slip-coating was tried out along with painted, barbotine, 
stamped, rouletted, combed and embossed pottery. Mica-coated and, to a lesser extent, 
green-glazed products gave particular decorative finishes which were developed at this time. 
Clearly, there was a buoyant demand for decorative pottery, which reflects increased affluence 
and enhanced expectations in an enlarging section of the native population. 

Much of this local experimental activity coincided with an apparent shortage of Gaulish 
imports. The archaeological record appears to show that supplies of colour-coated and glazed 
vessels from Lyons and Central Gaul generally ceased or were drastically curtailed. But more 
significantly, it appears that the amount of available samian also diminished in the late first 
century as the supply of South Gaulish products was greatly reduced while Central Gaulish 
workshops were not in a position to make up the deficit. The situation was right for opportunist 
potters to experiment and expand their ranges of products. 

By the end of this period of experiment, metallic colour-coated wares were apparently 
preferred to mica-coated wares, and emerged as the major decorative finish. Imported products, 
rough-cast and hairpin beakers and Hunt Cups - from Central Gaul and the Rhineland - began 
this development (FIGS.144-5). Comparable vessels from the Colchester and Lower Nene Valley 
potteries occur in somewhat later contexts, after 160, with the latter area dominating the market 
for metallic colour-coats throughout the third and fourth centuries. Later Rhenish and Lezoux 
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wares are only just represented, although extraneous factors may have exaggerated their 
archaeological scarcity (p. 259). 

By the second half of the second century the dead hand of the Black-Burnished Ware industry 
can be seen in the introduction of a related series oflattice-decorated dishes and jars, such as Nos. 
534-40, 550--2. They are in Fabrics 7 and 13, but with sooty grey-black finishes similar to 
Category 1 Black-Burnished Ware (BB1), and since wheelthrown they are presumably the local 
version of Category 2 (BB2). Some vessels may be from Colchester or southern Thameside 
production-centres, but the majority should be from local sources. 

Just how and why Dorset BB1 should have been so influential in the area is difficult to imagine, 
for very few examples were found. Occasional vessels are represented in later second- and 
third-century contexts, including two fairly complete examples, Nos.664 and 697. Presumably, 
as a cooking-ware, BB1 was in direct competition with cheap, local and traditional shelly wares, 
and could make no direct headway. However, the taste for sooty black lattice-decorated vessels 
had its effect. 

Due to the poor quality of the groups, the pottery record for the third and fourth centuries is 
less complete and satisfactory than for the earlier period, and so certain apparent developments 
may have been exaggerated (p. 259). There was apparently no reduction in demand, but a marked 
reduction in the variety of vessel-forms, fabrics and finishes as large-scale producers, 
narrow and standardised ranges, squeezed-out more varied and specialised local workshops. The 
limited ranges in FIG.151 illustrate the earlier stages of the change, while FIGS.156-8 illustrate the 
culmination. 

By the later fourth century, four large-scale production areas, which distributed their products 
on a provincial scale, had divided up the market at Baldock to the exclusion of all but occasional 
Gaulish imports (Argonne Wares) and traded wares (New Forest). The cooking-vessel market 
had fallen to mass-produced shelly wares of types current throughout southern Britain south of 
the Trent Valley (Nos. 777-80). The source has not been located, but it must have been favoured 
with good transport conditions and dynamic salesmen, as well as large supplies of shelly clays. 

Complementary 'non-cooking' wares, both reduced and oxidised, came from Hadham and its 
related workshops (FIGS.157-9). Output included a range of decorated 'Romano-Saxon' bowls, 
and also flagons and mortaria which copied Oxfordshire products, and were in direct 
competition with that area and, also, less obviously, with the Lower Nene Valley. 

From the third century, Oxfordshire and Lower Nene Valley parchment-ware mortaria 
competed directly; but the former area, although more distant, was always the major supplier 
(FIG.98). Painted parchment wares from both sources are comparatively scarce, and provide no 
statistical evidence for deciding which was the major supplier. Although there was some 
functional overlap, Oxfordshire red-slipped and Nene Valley colour-coated types were different, 
and so were not. in direct competition. The Oxfordshire potters supplied some flagons and 
beakers, but concentrated on open shallow bowls and mortaria; the Nene Valley potters supplied 
some mortaria, flagons and shallow bowls, but concentrated on beakers and utilitarian dish and 
jar types (Nos. 738-40). 

The Oxfordshire potters appear to have despatched few, if any, red- or white-slipped wares 
(CC 8-11) before the early fourth century, despite trading in parchment-ware mortaria from the 
later second century. The Lower Nene Valley potters supplied metallic colour-coated beakers 
from the second half of the second century and held their market position for the remainder of the 
Roman period. 

The end of the pottery sequence is abrupt. Although the area over which the latest Roman 
pottery has been identified is reduced in extent, this may be due to other causes, and may not 
indicate a reduction in population-size and a consequent shrinkage of settlement area (p.OOO). 
There is no definable reduction in the quantity or quality of the late Roman pottery. No 
'sub-Roman' handmade vessels, similar to types identified in south-western Britain on sites such 
as Cirencester and Frocester, have been identified. There is reason to believe that the area was 
completely abandoned while supplies of late Roman pottery were still available; that the site 
reverted to a semi-wild state is suggested by the fox and red deer bones from the top of•Well B 
139. 



D. THE STRATIFIED GROUPS 

FIG.105, Nos.1-11. FeatureD 116, a storage pit. 
There was one complete vessel at the bottom of the pit. All the classifiable sherds are illustrated 

or described. Early to mid first century B.C. 

(a) Layers 3 and 2 
1. Complete profile. Fabric 2: grey ware, patchy grey and brown surfaces; smoothed 

interior, burnished rim, shoulder and at base. Decoration: lightly burnished, on 
smoothed ground. Rim sherd from second example. 

2. Fabric 1: grey-black sandy ware; highly burnished rim, smoothly finished matt lower 
body; inside surface wiped smooth. Decoration, rouletted. 

3. Fabric 2: grey core; yellow-buff surfaces with sooty exterior. Angled notches on 
external edge of lip. Also rim from another example. 

4. Four sherds. Fabric 2: heavily tempered with black grog grits; light grey core; 
grey-black surfaces; burnished rim and cordons. Decoration: lightly incised combing 
and finger impressions. 

(b) Layer 1 
5. Fabric 1: dark grey-brown ware; highly burnished exterior; horizontally smoothed 

interior. 
6. Fabric and finish as No.5. Traces of finger-nail impressions on rim edge. 
7. Fabric 1: dark brown ware, with orange patches; highly burnished rim and exterior. 

Also rims from three other similar jars. 
8. Fabric 2: heavily tempered; khaki core; grey-brown surfaces; highly burnished rim and 

exterior. Also rim from second example. 
9. Fabric 3: heavily tempered with grog and shelly sand; brown core; orange-brown 

surfaces; highly burnished rim, no finish survives on shoulder. 
10. Small rim sherd. Fabric 1: coarse tempering; dark brown ware; orange patches; matt 

finish. Very similar jars have been found at Hardingstone (Woods 1969: fig.10, 36). 
11. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy grey and orange-buff surfaces; burnished finish. Also two 

rims, base and body sherds from second example, similar to No.4. 

FIGS.105-6, Nos. 12-27. Feature B 230, Iron Age enclosure ditch. 
The illustrated pots are from the undisturbed stretches of the ditch. Early to mid first century 

B.C. 

(a) Layer 4, below 0.40 m 
12. Several body sherds from large cordoned jar. Fabric 2: heavily tempered; soft and 

friable brown ware; patchy brown and buff surfaces; highly burnished from neck to 
second cordon, matt finish below. Pairs of broad, shallow grooves form the cordons 
or corrugations. 

Similar jars were found in cremations at Swarling, Kent, Shoebury, Essex and the 
King Harry Lane Cemetery, St. Albans (Birchall 1965: Nos. 38 and 134; excavations 
by I.M. Stead). Mid first century B.C. 

13. Handmade. Fabric 1: dark brown; burnished exterior. 

(b) Layer 2, below 0.20 m 
14. · Handmade. Fabric 1: grey core; patchy orange and brown surfaces, darker inside; 

smoothed rim; interior wiped smooth; lightly incised combing outside. 
(Not illustrated). Small rim and body sherds from three necked bowls in Fabric 2. 
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(c) Layer 1, undisturbed stretches 
15. Complete base circuit from pedestalledjar. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy brown and grey 

surfaces; worn and flaked, originally burnished. · 
16. Fabric 2: soft brown ware; dark grey and brown patchy surfaces. 
17. Fabric 2: brown ware; burnished exterior; smoothed interior. 
18. Handmade. Fabric 2: brown ware; burnished rim, inside and out. 
19. Handmade; very roughly made and finished. Fabric 1: black core; patchy grey and 

brown surfaces; exterior burnished. A slight shoulder produced by thickening wall on 
outside. 

20. 

21. 

22-23. 
24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Handmade. Fabric 1: black ware; roughly smoothed interior; burnished zone at 
mouth. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 
Almost complete. Handmade. Fabric 1: black ware; highly burnished rim-top; 
carefully finished matt lower body; interior wiped smooth. Decoration, rouletted. (See 
No.2.) 
Fabric and finish as No.21. Also rims from three other identical jars. 
Handmade. Fabric 1: with incidental chalk grits; dark grey core; red-brown surfaces; 
burnished rim and shoulder; lower body matt. Decoration, rouletted, as Nos.21-23 
etc. This is the only example to combine the common necked-jar form with local 
square-notched rouletted decoration. 
Handmade. Fabric 2: grey core; orange-buff surfaces, sooty exterior. Roughly shaped 
and poorly finished. 
Handmade. Fabric 1: black ware; burnished rim and neck. Sooty interior. Decoration, 
lightly incised. 
Handmade. Fabric 2: dark grey core; yellow ochre surfaces; sooty grey exterior; 
smoothed rim-top and mouth. Decoration, lightly incised. At least five others from 
the site. Similar jars were found at Bromham, Beds., and Hunsbury, Northants. 
(Tilson 1973: fig. 7, 108; Fell1936: fig. 7, D 13). They also occur at Wissant, Frencq and 
Marck, Pas de Calais (Mariette 1966: fig.15-6, Type ii; Dilly 1978: pl. 1, 8, 16, 19-22 
etc.; van Es and Wynia 1979: fig 7, Type 2). 
(Not illustrated). More than 20 sherds from the complete base of a storage jar; roughly 
made and underfired. Handmade. Fabric 2: heavily tempered, coarse grits, including 
much vegetable matter; soft and friable; brown core; patchy orange, buff and grey 
surfaces. Decoration: combed; overlapping arcs on the shoulder, vertical stripes on 
lower body. Classified body sherds in Fabric 2 include a carinated jar as No.63, and a 
necked jar. 

FIGS.106--7, Nos. 28-36. Feature B 49, Iron Age enclosure ditch. 
All the classifiable sherds are illustrated or described. 

28. Body sherds only from a handmade saucepan pot. Fabric 1: black ware; smoothly 
wiped interior; burnished exterior. Decoration, incised. Sherds in the same fabric with 
similar decoration were found at Aldwick, Herts., 6 km distant (Cra'ster 1960: fig.8, 
88-98). 

29. Handmade. Fabric 1: black ware at rim shading to brown at base; fabric and finish as 
No.21. 

30. Handmade. Fabric 1: very soft; brown core; dark grey surfaces; worn, but traces of 
combing on the body. 

31. Handmade. Fabric 4: heavily tempered with shell grit up to 4 mm in length; grey core; 
orange-brown surfaces at rim shading to grey over the body; outside edge of the rim 
notched. 

32. Handmade. Fabric 2: grey core; brown surfaces; smoothed rim. Decoration: combed. 
33. (Not illustrated). Base sherds from handmade jar. Fabric 2: grey core, patchy brown and 

grey surfaces. Decoration: horizontal and vertical combing to form basket-weave 
design. 
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34. Complete quoit-shaped base. Fabric 2: heavily burnt and discoloured; no finish 
survives. 

35. Fabric 2: grey core; , -brown; patchy grey and brown surfaces; burnished to below 
maximum girth. Also body sherd from second example. 

36. Fabric 2: grey core; worn brown surfaces. Decoration, fine combing. (A joining sherd 
in Feature B 66.) 
(Not illustrated). Rim and body sherds in Fabric 2 from necked bowl and storage jar. 

FIG.107, Nos. 37-47. Ungrouped vessels dated to the first century B.C. 

All vessels are handmade. 
37. Fabric 1: brown core; grey-black surfaces; burnished to maximum girth, smoothed 

lower body. B 59. 
38. Fabric 1: black core; patchy brown and black surfaces; burnished lip and exterior. B 46. 
39. Fabric 1: brown core; patchy brown and grey surfaces; burnished exterior. B 76. 
40. Fabric 2: brown core; red-brown patchy grey and brown surfaces; smoothed rim-top 

and exterior; traces of combing on the shoulder. B 46. 
41. Fabric 2: grey ware with red-brown exterior; burnished rim-top, matt shoulder. B 45. 
42. Fabric 2: hard; blue-grey core; patchy grey and orange exterior; buff interior; 

smoothed rim-top; lightly combed lower body. B 46. 
43. Fabric 2: blue-grey core; orange-brown surfaces, with sooty edge at the lip; matt 

finish. Rim projects markedly on inside of mouth, while outside edge is decorated with 
cabling. D 115. 

44. Fabric 2: dark grey core; orange interior surface; patchy grey, buff and brown exterior; 
smoothed rim-top. Decoration, deeply incised. B 72. 

45. Fabric 2: grey-black ware, shading to light brown on inside; burnished rim; smoothed 
interior. Decoration, high-relief combing. B 72. 

46. Fabric 2: heavily tempered; grey core; smoothed interior; worn dark 
brown exterior, burnished rim, cordons and base, remainder matt. 
burnished. A X. 

47. Fabric and firing identical to No. 46, with which it was found. Decoration, lightly 
incised combing. A X. 

FIG.108, Nos. 48-57. Feature B 61, Iron Age Gully. 
All the classifiable sherds are illustrated or described. Late first century B.C. 

(Not illustrated) Amphora body sherd. Dressel Type 1-4. Italian. Late Augustan at the latest. 

48. Fabric 2: brown ware, with sooty patches; burnished to maximum girth, smoothed 
lower body; rather roughly shaped and finished. Also rims from three others similar. 

49. Fabric 2: brown core; red-brown; dark brown surfaces; burnished to below maximum 
girth. One of the most common forms. 

50. About one-third. Fabric 2: brown ware; burnished to maximum girth; lower body 
matt. At least three others from the site, from D 98, B 60 and 66. 

51. About one-third. Fabric 2: brown ware, with grey patches outside; burnished to 
maximum girth, with burnished bands on matt ground below. Possibly upper section 
of a pedestalled jar. At least two others from the site, from D 98; A 150/285. 

52. Fabric 2: brown core; black surfaces; burnished exterior. 
53. Fabric 2: brown core shading to grey; red-brown surfaces shading to grey-brown; 

burnished to maximum girth. Also sherd from second example. 
54. Complete. Fabric 2: firing as No. 53; burnished to above the maximum girth; rilled 

lower body. Base handmade, but upper body and exterior finished on a wheel. Also a 
rim from second example. 

55. About half rim circuit. Handmade. Fabric 3: light grey ware; vesicular exterior with 
soot patches at the base; smoothed interior, burnished to above maximum girth, with 
matt lower body. 
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About half rim circuit. Handmade. Fabric 1: dark grey ware; surfaces shade from black 
at rim to buff at base; highly burnished neck. Sooty at the rim. Decoration, incised. 
Also rim from second example. There is a similar jar from Abington Pigotts, Cambs. 
(Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge). · 
Almost complete. Fabric 2: heavily tempered, with coarse grits over 2 mm long; 
brown core; orange surfaces shading to grey-brown at the rim; highly burnished rim 
and cordon. Decoration, incised. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherd from handmade tazza, as No.131 in Fabric 2. The 
remaining body sherds were from wheel-made vessels in Fabric 2. 

Nos. 58-9. Feature B 200, pit of Type 5. 
Large sherd from pedestalled jar similar to the cremation urn from Burial2 (see FIG. 
25). Fabric 2: brown core; orange; variegated brown surfaces; burnished rim and 
cordons, matt lower body with two burnished grooves forming slight cordon. 
Fabric 2: dark grey core; dark grey-brown surfaces; highly burnished to maximum 
girth; matt lower body, with one burnished band. Probably tall pedestalled jar rather 
than shallower bowl. 
(Not illustrated). Rim from storage jar, as No. 57 in Fabric 2. 

FIGS.109-10, Nos. 60--80. Feature D 98, major Iron Age ditch (p. 44). 
Much of the pottery was concentrated in the top of the filling, near an infant burial, with a 

smaller group at about 1. 75 m; few sherds occurred below this level. No pottery from the upper 
levels has been illustrated. Late Augustan. 

(a) Layers below 1.6 m 
Imported Fine Wares 
(Not illustrated). Base sherd from a platter in Pompeian Red ware, Peacock's Fabric 1: dark orange 
coarse-grained sandy ware, with typical black volcanic glass inclusions; thick coral red slip. 
Italian import. Late Augustan to Claudian. 

Coarse Wares 
60. Quoit-shaped pedestalled base. Grey core; red; variegated brown surfaces; burnished 

exterior. Also two other trimmed bases in Fabric 2. 
61. Fabric 2: rust core; dark grey surfaces; very worn burnished exterior. 
62. Complete. Fabric 2: brown core; very worn flaked red surfaces, with traces of highly 

burnished finish above off-set; sooty patches on lower body. 
63. About one-third. Fabric 2: dark grey core; patchy buff, brown and grey surfaces; 

highly burnished to shoulder carination, matt lower body. Only one other from the 
site, unstratified. 

64. About half. Fabric 2: dark grey core; patchy grey surfaces shading to buff at base; 
highly burnished to maximum girth, ma.tt lower body. 

65. Almost complete. Fabric 2: dark brown variegated brown surfaces; burnished to 
the groove, matt lower body with burnished bands; burnished zones are red-brown, 
matt are grey brown. Two other examples, from A 101 and 331. 

66. About a quarter. Fabric 2: light grey core; variegated grey surfaces; highly burnished to 
maximum girth, the lower body deliberately roughened with fine rilling. Also body 
sherds from five examples in Fabric 2. 

67. Five sherds. Fabric 2: brown core; dark grey surfaces; highly burnished to below 
shoulder groove .. 

68. · Three sherds. Fabric 2:. light grey Cbre; •patchy grey ·and btown surfaces; burnished. 
Pedestalled jar. Rim sherds from one and bases from two others in Fabric 2. 

69. Two sherds. Fabric 2: brown core; dark grey surfaces; smoothed rim; deeply incised 
combing; sooty patches inside and out. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherd from necked jar in Fabric 2. 
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(b) Middle Layers, between 1.40 and 1.00 m 
70. Fabric 2: grey core; grey-brown surfaces; burnished rim and neck. Decoration, 

combed. 
71. Fabric 2: light grey core; black surfaces; highly burnished finish. 
72. About one-third. Fabric 2: light grey core; patchy black and buff surfaces; highly 

burnished to below maximum girth, matt lower body. (Most sherds from upper 
layers.) Paralleled in the Grove Mill Burial Group, Walsworth, Hitchin, Herts. 
(Birchall1965: fig.13, 114). 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherds from two necked jars in Fabric 2. 

(c) Main Concentration at 1.30-1.20 m 
73. Almost complete, with trimmed pedestal, see No. 60. Fabric 2: light grey core; 

variegated dark grey micaceous surfaces; highly burnished to below maximum girth, 
matt lower body, with burnished bands; sooty patches at base. Pedestalled bases from 
at least 32 vessels were found elsewhere on the site. 

74. Half circuit. Fabric 2: light grey core; dark brown buff and black patchy surfaces; 
burnished to below maximum girth, matt lower body, with burnished bands. 

75. Complete. Fabric 2: light grey core; patchy buff, black and brown surfaces; highly 
burnished to carination, matt lower body. Rim from identical jar was found in A 404. 

76. About half. Fabric 2: light grey core; patchy grey, brown and black surfaces; highly 
burnished to below maximum girth, matt lower body; sooty patches. 

77. Complete rim circuit. Fabric 2: brown core; red; patchy grey and black surfaces; 
smoothed rim. Decoration, combed. 

78. About half. Handmade. Fabric 4: dark grey core; heavily tempered with shell grits; 
inside red; patchy buff and dark grey exterior. Decoration, combed. Unique 
combination of form and fabric. 

79. Lid, pierced near the edge possibly for attachment to container. Fabric 2: light grey 
core; variegated grey burnished surfaces. 

80. Almost complete profile. Handmade. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy orange, buff and grey 
surfaces; burnished rim and neck. Decoration, combed. 

(d) Upper Layers 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from Gallo-Belgic butt beaker Type 23, in typical dark pink TR 3, with 
smoky grey haze on the exterior surface. Decoration, notched scroll rouletting. Burnt. Late 
Augustan. 

FIG. 111, Nos. 81-4. Feature A 40, Iron Age Gully. 
The group comprises four almost complete pots and several Beaker sherds illustrated in FIG.87: 

Nos. 24, 26--9 and 34-6. 
81. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy grey and red-brown surfaces; unevenly burnished exterior. 

Decoration: lightly incised, unevenly spaced. At least two holes had been pierced 
below rim in antiquity (not obviously for a repair). 

82. Fabric 2: soft and friable; brown core; dark grey surfaces; burnished exterior. 
Decoration, lightly incised. Several identical beakers were found in cremation burials 
in the King Harry Lane Cemetery, St. Albans. Four other identical beakers found on 
the site. 

83. Fabric 2: grey core; red-brown surfaces; worn, burnished finish. 
84. Handmade. Fabric 3: dark grey core; patchy grey and orange-brown surfaces; 

smoothed at mouth before the lip was notched, unfinished matt body. At least three 
others, from C 20 and A 418. Similar jars were found at Hardingstone, Hunsbury, 
Stoke Goldington (Northants.), and Eggington, Beds. 
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FIG.111, Nos. 85-91. Feature A 425, Iron Age ditch. 
Galla-Belgic Wares 
85. Rim, platter Type 7; TR 2: orange fine-grained ware, with self-coloured polished 

surfaces; slightly burnt. Tiberian. 
(Not illustrated). Base of flagon, Fabric 18; highly micaceous red ware; white slip. 
? From Central Gaul. Augustan. 

Coarse Wares 
86. Wheelmade. Fabric 3: dark grey core; very worn and flaked patchy red-brown and 

gtey surfaces; burnished finish. Decoration, lightly incised. 
87. Fabric 2: brown core; dark grey surfaces; burnished. Also rim sherd from second 

example. 
88. Fabric 2: hard-fired; light grey core; red-brown; dark grey surfaces shading to 

orange-brown at rim; burnished to below shoulder groove. The use of a double 
cordon below the broad one is fairly common on the site, but less so than a single 
cordon. Examples can usually be identified on most contemporary sites in the 
Herts-Cambs-Beds-Northants region. 

89. Handmade. Fabric 1: dark grey ware; burnished rim top and exterior. Decoration, 
combed. 

90. 

91. 

FIG. 111, 
92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 
96. 

97. 

98. 

Handmade. Fabric 4: blue-grey core; orange-red surfaces; burnished exterior, worn 
and vesicular interior. This is the only example identified from the site, but others have 
been found in the region at Hardingstone and Hunsbury, Northants., and Wilbury 
Hill, Herts. 
Fabric 2: heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished rim and neck. Decoration, combed. 
Also rim from another example. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherd from necked jar in Fabric 2. 

Nos. Ungrouped vessels of pre-Claudian date. 
Fine-grained orange-brown ware; traces of mica slip coating rim and shoulder. 
Import. B 72. A more varied range of examples was found at Skeleton Green
Braughing, Herts. (Tyers 1981: 101-3). In addition, the type is represented at 
Canterbury, Camulodunum, Silchester, and the King Harry Lane Cemetery, St. 
Albans. They are from the same source as certain cream- or white-slipped flagons, 
Cam. form 165, and platters, Cam. form 1, in micaceous TR. The source lay in 
Central Gaul around the northern edges of the Massif Central. Dating evidence 
provided by the rich burial at W elwyn Garden City suggests that some at least of the 
platters and flagons pre-dated the import of Arretine and Gallo-Belgic fine wares in the 
second half of the first century B. C. The jar and three flagons from the King Harry Lane 
occurred in burials within the enclosures which should date to the first two decades of 
the first century A.D. at the latest. 
Fabric 2: brown core; patchy red-brown surfaces; worn burnished finish, particularly 
worn inside. A 226. 
Fabric 2: brown core; patchy grey and brown surfaces; worn traces of burnished finish 
on the outside. B 72. Tazze are rare, only six examples with evenly spaced cordons 
were identified. 
Fabric 2: brown core; sooty black surfaces; highly burnished finish. A 418. 
Handmade. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy light grey and brown surfaces; unevenly 
burnished finish. Bead rim formed by folding over narrow collar of clay on to inside. 
A 450. 
Handmade. Fabric 1: dark grey core; red-brown exterior, sooty patches; brown 
interior; highly burnished rim. Decoration, deeply incised. A 106. 
Handmade. Fabric 2: heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished rim. Decoration: row 
of finger-nail impressions above zone of overlapped vertical combing. A 331/535. 
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FIG. 112, Nos. 99-107. Feature A 484, a pit of Type 5 
The upper layers had been contaminated by pottery of second- and third-century date. Only 

sherds from the bottom layers, including three almost complete vessels, have been illustrated. 

(a) Lower Layers 
99. Over half circuit. Fabric 2: brown core; variegated red-brown surfaces; burnished 

exterior, with matt band on lower body. At least one hole cut in the base after firing. 
Only one other example found on the site, from A 216. 

100. Fabric 2: brown core; dark grey-black surfaces; highly burnished finish. 
101. Half circuit. Fabric 2: brown core; orange; patchy grey and brown surfaces; burnished 

to maximum girth, matt lower body. 
102. Fabric 2: brown core; red-brown; dark grey surfaces; burnished to shoulder groove, 

matt lower body. 
103. Fabric 2: grey core; grey-brown surfaces; burnished to maximum girth. Decoration, 

lightly combed. 
104. Complete rim circuit. Fabric 8: light grey core; rust under-surface; grey-black surfaces; 

burnished rim. Decoration, combed. 
105. Almost complete. Fabric 2: light grey core; grey, with buff patches outside; burnt and 

sooty base. Decoration, combed. 
106. E.bric 2: light grey core; dark grey interior; patchy grey and buff exterior; smoothed 

rim. Decoration, combed. 
107. Handmade. Fabric 4: red-brown ware; heavily tempered; sooty patches on outside. At 

least six others were identified by the handles from A 111, 237 and 425; B 59/60, 39 and 
68. Presumably it was used as_ a bucket with a wooden handle pushed through the 
holes. Identical vessels, in shell-gritted wares occurred at Abington Pigotts, Cambs., 
Heybridge and Mucking, Essex and Hardwick Park, Northants. (MAA 51.285A; May 
1930: pl. LIII, A; information from Mrs M. U.Jones; Foster, Harper and Watkins 1977: 
fig.11, 19, almost complete). A similar jar was found at Glastonbury (Bulleid and Gray 
1917: fig.169). Later versions occurred elsewhere on the site (Nos.334 and 491) while at 
Shakenoak and Clapham Common further variants have been found in post-R<?man 
contexts (Brodribb et al. 1972: 399-400; Densem and Seeley 1982: fig.5.2). 

(b) Upper Layers 
Samian 
S 75 - Legitimus la'. Form 18. La G. c. A.D, 40--65. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
FIG. 95, No. 5, a stamp of Durotix. A platter of Type 5, in TN. Claudio-Neronian. 

FIGS, 113-6, Nos. 108-150. Feature A 106, an enclosure ditch. 
All the classifiable sherds from the lower layers are illustrated or described, but from the upper 

layers only the unusual types have been selected. Early to mid first century A.D. 

(a) Lower Layers 
Gallo-Belgic Wares 
FIG.92, 1C, platter rim in TN. 

Amphorae 
Rim, Dressel 1. Italian. Sherd had been re-used as rubbing tool or whetstone. 
Spike, Dressel 2-9. Italian. 

Coarse Wares 
108. Fabric 2: light brown core; dark grey-brown surfaces; exterior burnished before being 

decorated. Decoration, incised. 
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109. Fabric 2: brown core; patchy grey and brown surfaces; highly burnished finish. 
Decoration, lightly incised. 

110. Complete circuit. Handmade. Fabric 5: grey core; surfaces shade from pinkish brown 
to dark grey; roughly burnished to below top cordon, and on bottom cordon, 
remainder rilled fmish. The body had been poorly shaped, the inside being corrugated 
and, to judge by the uneven thickness and line of the cordons, the exterior was finished 
free-hand without the aid of a turntable. Several other pots from the site show the same 
technique, as if an unskilled potter was trying to make well-known and normally 
wheelmade types, eg. Nos. 229 and 253. Two similar beakers found elsewhere on the 
site. 

111. Pedestalled base. Fabric 2: dark grey core; patchy grey, buff and brown surfaces, 
micaceous; burnished finish. 

112. Almost complete. Fabric 2: over-fired; light grey core; variegated brown surfaces; 
burnished to off-set and below groove. 

113. About half rim circuit. Handmade. Fabric 8: black core; brown surfaces; highly 
burnished from lip to maximum girth, matt lower body. At least two other examples 
found, in B 107 (two) + joining sherds in B 37. 

114. Fabric 2: dark brown core; orange; variegated red-brown surfaces; highly burnished 
from lip to maximum girth, matt lower body. Slightly vesicular surfaces. At least one 
other example, from A 96. 

115. Fabric 2: khaki core; orange; red-brown surfaces; faceted burnished finish. 
116. Fabric 2: heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished from lip to maximum girth, matt 

lower body. 
117. Fabric 2: additional chalk grits; dark grey core; patchy brown surfaces; burnished 

exterior. 
118. Fabric 2: light grey core; variegated brown surfaces; burnished from lip to below 

maximum girth, matt lower body. 
119. Fabric 2: grey core; light grey; dark brown surfaces; burnished from lip to below 

maximum girth, matt lower body. 
120. Fabric 2: overfired. Light grey core; orange-buff surfaces; no finish survives. 
121. Handmade. Fabric 1: dark grey-brown ware; highly burnished rim and upper 

shoulder. 
122. Fabric 2: brown core; dark grey-brown surfaces; burnished from lip to shoulder 

groove, worn matt lower body. One other, in A 331. 
123. Fabric 2: light grey core; brown surfaces, with grey patches; highly burnished from lip 

to shoulder groove. Also sherds from three others similar, Fabric 2. Fifteen other 
examples, from A 49, 150/285, 267, 230, 331, 418 (three), 456 (four) and 484. 

124. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy orange, brown and grey surfaces; burnished exterior. 
Heavily burnt inside. At least three other large versions, from A 410 and 519; D 98. 

125. Almost complete. Fabric 2, overfired. Light grey core; patchy orange, grey and brown 
surfaces; smoothed rim; deeply incised, narrowly-spaced combing on shoulder; 
narrow bands of coarser combing on a deliberately roughened body. 

126. Fabric 2: grey core; light brown surfaces; smoothed rim and upper shoulder. 
Decoration: lightly incised combing; deeply incised patches on edge of rim. 

127. Handmade. Fabric 8: black core; orange brown exterior, orange interior, with smoky 
grey patches. 

128. Fabric 2: brown core; patchy orange, brown and black surfaces; burnished rim, 
smoothed shoulder; sooty interior. Decoration: burnished pattern on smoothed 
ground; band of combed scroll above overlapped combed arcs. Also rim sherds from 
two other storage jars. 
(Not illustrated). Rim from handmade jar with bead-rim. Fabric 4. 

(b) Middle layers, below 0.25 m 
Samian 
Form 33, S.G. Pre-Flavian. 
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Gallo-Belgic Wares 
Body sherd from girth beaker, Type 21, in TR 3. Claudian at latest. 

Central Gaulish imports 
Body sherds from flagon. Fabric 18, micaceous red ware. 

Coarse Wares 
129. Fabric 5: blue core; ochre surfaces, shading to grey; burnished rim and neck. 

Decoration: overlapped row of incised zig-zag. Also body sherds from three different 
beakers and a fourth in the upper layers. The illustrated beakers Nos. 168, 184, 257, 
264 must be from the same or closely related sources. 

130. Quoit-shaped pedestalled base. Fabric 2: grey core; brown surfaces; burnished 
exterior. Larger example from the upper layers. 

131. Body sherd from cordoned tazza with pedestalled base. Fabric 2: dark grey core; 
red-brown micaceous surfaces; burnished exterior; rilled interior, with burnished lines. 
The vessel was deliberately trimmed to the level of a central cordon in antiquity. The 
only example of this particular arrangement of cordons from the site; see No. 94 for 
other tazze. 

132. Fabric 2: blue-grey core; orange and yellow ochre surfaces; burnished from lip to 
cordon, matt lower body. Two pairs of holes pierced opposite each other, below the 
rim, in antiquity. 

133. Handmade. Fabric 2: dark grey ware; burnished exterior. Also rim sherd from another 
in Fabric 2. 
(Not illustrated). Rim from globular jar in Fabric 5, heavily burnt and discoloured. 

134. Fabric 2: brown ware; burnished from lip to maximum girth, matt lower body. Also 
rim sherds from five other similar bowls. 

135. Fabric 2: dark brown core; orange surfaces; burnished from lip to shoulder, matt lower 
body. Sooty exterior. Smoothed interior. Also rims from two others similar, Fabric 2. 

136. Almost complete. Fabric 8: with occasional flint grits; blue-grey core; rust; dark grey 
surfaces; burnished rim and cordon; rough matt lower body. Also rims from two 
similar jars. 

137. Fabric 2: brown ware; burnished from .lip to shoulder groove, matt lower body. Also 
rims from ten similar Jars. 

138. Fabric 2: heavily tempered; grey core; patchy grey, buff and orange surfaces; smoothed 
rim. Decoration: combed scroll and horizontal combing. Also rims from two similar 
prs. 

139. Fabric 2: with incidental flirit grits; grey core; brown surfaces; burnished rim and 
cordons. Decoration, overlapped combing on shoulder and presumably also on lower 
body. 

140. Handmade. Fabric 8: black tore; orange-brown surfaces, with sooty patches; 
smoothed exterior. Also rim sherd with cabled edge to rim. 

141. Fabric 2: dark grey core; pinky brown surfaces. Decoration: notches along lip, 
overlapped combing. 

142. Half circuit. Handmade. Fabric 8: blue core; buff surfaces with brown and sooty 
patches on outside. Unevenly smoothed interior. 

143. Fabric 8: black core; orange-brown surfaces, with sooty patches; smoothed exterior 
with combing. Also rim sherd from similar handmade jar in Fabric 3. 

144. Handmade. Fabric 4: grey core; orange surfaces, encrusted with soot. Also rim sherds 
from four other similar jars. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherds from two handmade jars with lid-seated rims, in Fabric 4. 
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(e) Upper Layers 
Samian 
S 94 - Modestus i 4d, La G. c.A.D. 45-65. 
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Forms 18 (three); 27 (two), 35, S.G. First century. Form 37, S.G. Flavian. Scrap, Le.s Martr:es; 
Trajanic. Form 33, C.G. Antonine. 

Gallo-Belgic wares 
FIG. 95, No. 2: stamp of Bitucan·, see p. 227. Tiberio-Claudian. 
145. Rim from a platter Type 4B in TN. c.A.D. 45-70. Also sherds from two TN platters. 

Pre-Flavian. 
146. Rim from a cup Type 17 in TR 2. Pre-Claudian. 

(Not illustrated). Sherd from a cup Type 16B in TN. Pre-Flavian. Also tiny sherds from 
one TN and one TR cup. Pre-Flavian. Body sherd from a girth beaker Type 22 in TR 
3. Tiberio-Claudian. 
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Impurts 
147. 

148. 

BALDOCK 

Rim from two-handled flagon. Fabric 21, cream ware. Gaulish import. Also handles 
and body sherds from three others. 
Fabric 11: cream ware with occasional red grog grits; burnished from inside rim to 
cordon. Typical example, imported from northern Gaul. A total of 18 rims and 57 
other sherds were found, identical in the range of variants and fabrics to those found at 
Camulodunum and Verulamium (p. 232). 

Coarse Wares 
149. Fabric 5: heavily burnt and discoloured, originally orange-brown; burnished upper and 

lower surfaces. 
150. Fabric 2: grey core; dark brown surfaces; burnished finish, with lightly incised 

concentric circles on underside. This form appears in a series of platters from burials in 
the King Harry Lane Cemetery, St. Albans. 

FIG.117, Nos. 151-162. Feature A 331, probably continuation of enclosure-ditch A 106. 
A large group similar to that from A 106. All the classifiable sherds from Layers 3 and 2 are 
illustrated or described, but only the unusual types from Layer 1 have been selected. Early to mid 
first century A.D. 

Layer 3 
Samian 
Scrap from a platter, S.G. Pre-Flavian. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
Base sherd from unclassified platter in TN. Pre-Flavian. 

Coarse Wares 
151. Almost complete. Handmade. Fabric 1: grey-black ware; burnished from lip to above 

maximum girth, matt lower body; sooty patches. 
152. Complete rim" circuit. Handmade. Fabric 4: heavily tempered; colour shades from 

maroon on inside to sooty grey on outside. Roughly shaped, with thick and uneven 
walls and variable profile. 

Layer 2 
153. 

154. 
155. 

156. 

157. 

(Not illustrated). In Fabric 2, rim sherd from storage jar, Type 209; base and body 
sherds from three wheelmade jars. 

Base from pedestalled jar. Fabric 8: dark brown core; red-brown; worn grey-black 
surfaces. 
Fabric 8: firing as No. 153. Burnished from lip to cordon. 
Fabric 8: dark brown core; orange-brown patchy surfaces; worn, with trace of 
burnished finish from lip to maximum girth, matt lower body. At least three others 
from the site, from Features A 106, 416 and 418. 
Fabric 2: overfired. Light grey core; grey-brown interior surface, exterior shades from 
yellow ochre to blue-grey; burnished from lip to groove, matt lower body. 
Complete. Handmade. Fabric 3: dark grey core; orange exterior surface coated with 
soot up to rim; roughly smoothed finish. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherd from necked bowl. 

Upper Layers 
(A selection of types) 
158. Almost complete. Fabric 5: pale blue core, some black flecks; yellow-buff surfaces; 

white slip on base below the cordon; faceted burnished finish. Decoration: at least three 
zones of rouletting. 
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159. Almost complete. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy red-brown and grey surfaces; burnished 
exterior. Decoration; angled combed stripes over horizontal bands. 

160. Handmade. Fabric 15: dark grey core; patchy light and dark red-brown surfaces; 
burnished from lip to below cordon, matt lower body. 

161. Fabric 2: blue-grey core; red-brown; grey-brown surfaces; burnished to cordon. 
Decoration: burnished pattern on matt ground. Burnt. 

162. Fabric 5: dark grey core; pinkish buff surfaces; burnished exterior; soft and friable. 
Probably from same source as No. 159. 

FIGS.118-9, Nos. 163-83. Feature B 10, pit of Type 3. 
All the classified sherds have been illustrated or described. Deposited c.A.D. 60. 

Samian 
Forms 15/17R, 15/17 (three), S.G. Claudio-Neronian. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
Body sherds from butt beaker, Type 23, in TR 3, with rouletted decoration. 

Colour-coated Wares 
Body sherds from small beaker. Pale orange powdery ware; red-brown slip; sand rough-casting. 
Possibly from the Rhineland. Only one other from the site in the same fabric. Pre- or early 
Flavian. 

Mortarium 
163. Rim. Dark cream fine-grained sandy ware, with sparse brown and white opaque grits 

throughout the fabric, no trituration grits. South-east Britain or North-east Gaul. 
Claudian; they occasionally survived in use into the Neronian period. Type M 1. 

Imports 
164. Rim and body sherds from a typical butt beaker in Fabric 11. Also body sherds from 

second larger example. 

Coarse Wares 
165. Fabric 5: dark brown core; patchy brown and grey micaceous surfaces; highly 

burnished finish. At least eight others from the site. 
166. Fabric 5: hard. Grey core; heavily-burnt and discoloured surfaces, probably originally 

yellow,...buff; highly burnished rim and area of grooves, remainder 
Decoration: rouletted bands on alternate zones. Probably from same source as Nos. 
165 and 167. 

167. Fabric 5: blue-grey core; light pinky-orange surfaces; highly burnished finish. 
Decoration: deeply incised combed chevrons, in three zones. 

168. Almost complete. Fabric 5: heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished from lip to 
cordon. Decoration: lightly incised zig-zag. Almost certainly from same source as 
other beakers with this type of decoration; see No. 129. 

169. Almost complete. Fabric 8: dark grey core; orange; dark brown-grey surfaces; 
burnished from lip to cordon, and at base. Decoration: vertical combed stripes on a 
matt ground. Badly flaked interior. 

170. Fabric 25: grey-buff core; patchy yellow ochre and orange surfaces; uneven faceted 
burnishing from lip to top cordon, and below second cordon also. Decoration: 
burnished lattice on a matt ground. No inside surface survives. 

171. Handmade. Fabric 2: light grey core; dark grey surfaces; highly burnished rim and 
shoulder, smoothed lower body. Burnt. 

172. Fabric 17: grey core; light orange surfaces; burnished from lip to maximum girth, matt 
lower body. 
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About half. Fabric 8: dark grey core; dark grey-brown surfaces; highly burnished rim 
and shoulder, lower body roughly wiped. Also rim from another larger version. 
Fabric 8: blue core; brown-grey surfaces; matt exterior. Overfired. 
Small rim. Fabric 8: grey core; brown surfaces; burnished exterior. 
Almost complete. Fabric 8: dark grey core; orange; brown surfaces; burnished rim and 
shoulder, combed band on maximum girth, roughly tooled zone at the base. Other 
examples from Features A 11, 47, 107, 230, 353, 485; C 20. 
Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 8: black core; orange; brown surfaces; highly 
burnished from lip to groove, matt lower body. 
Almost complete. Overfired and distorted, a 'second'. Fabric 8: dark grey core; patchy 
brown and metallic grey surfaces; highly burnished from lip to groove, lower body 
wiped vertically to produce matt finish. An identical jar was found in Feature A 418. 
Almost complete. Fabric and finish as No.178. 
Fabric 8: hard. Dark grey core; red-brown surfaces; burnished exterior. Burnt. 
Fabric 4: soft; brick red ware; smoothed exterior. Also rims from other similar jars. 
Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 4: blue-grey core; orange and buff patchy surfaces. 
Also rims from two similar handmade jars, Fabric 4. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 8: complete pedestalled base; complete body circuit from a 
pr. 

FIG.119, Nos. 184-90. Feature A 405, pit of Type 1. 
Samian 
Form 18, S.G. Pre-Flavian. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
Base sherd from small platter, Types 9-11, in TN. Pre-Flavian. 
Also unclassified TN platter sherd. 

Coarse Wares 
184. Almost complete. Fabric 5: blue-grey core; orange-buff surfaces; burnished rim and 

neck, lower body matt; exterior slightly vesicular, interior very worn and pitted so no 
surface survives. Decoration: burnished zig-zags on matt ground, divided into four 
zones with burnished bands. Also rim sherd from second example. Heavily burnt. 

185. Almost complete, with central potter's mark (FIG.100, No. 7, p.244). Fabric 17: some 
grog temper; grey core; orange-brown under-surface; grey-buff upper and darker 
lower surfaces. Badly flaked and laminated so no surface finish survives. At least 13 
other examples from the site. 

186. Fabric 17: grey core; orange-brown; worn grey-buff surfaces. Also rim sherd from 
second identical example. 

187. Fabric 17: grey ware, highly burnished finish. 
188. Fabric 8: brown ware; highly burnished finish. Also rims from two others in Fabric 2. 
189. Fabric 2: burnt and discoloured; burnished exterior. Also rim sherd from second 

example. 
190. Handmade. Fabric 3: dark grey core; orange-brown surfaces, discoloured by sooty 

patches inside and out. Also rim sherd from second example. 

FIG.120, Nos. 191-200. Feature A 397, pit of Type 3. 
A comparatively small group of pottery which includes six almost complete vessels from the 

lower levels of the pit. 

Lower Layers 
Samian 
Form 27, E.G. Hadrianic. Intrusive 
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Gallo-Belgic Wares 
FIG. 95, No. 7, stamp on a TN cup. Pre-Flavian. See p. 229. 
Body sherd from butt beaker of Type 23 in TR 3. Tiberio-Claudian. 
Sherd from pedestalled beaker, probably Type 19, in TR 1 (A). Tiberio-Claudian. 
Flagon 

301 

191. Complete. Fabric 21: hard white pipeclay ware. Import. Pre-Flavian. A rare type; only 
four other stratified examples, all in post-conquest, pre- or early-Flavian contexts from 
Features A 63, 121, 160; B 121. 

Coarse Wares 
192. Complete rim circuit, with body sherds. Fabric 5: dark grey core; light orange 

under-surface; variegated grey-buff surfaces; burnished exterior. Decoration, broad 
rouletted bands. Burnt. No inside surface survives. 

193. Complete. Handmade, wheel-fmished. Fabric 8: black core; rust under-surface; dark 
grey surfaces; highly burnished rim and cordon, lower body wiped vertically to 
produce matt finish. Decoration, burnished. (See Nos. 177-80 for similar finishes.) 

194. Fabric 8: dark grey core; brown surfaces with dark grey patches; highly burnished to 
below groove, matt lower body. 

195. Fabric 8: red-brown core; dark grey-brown surfaces; highly burnished from lip to 
groove, matt lower body. 

196. Handmade. Fabric 8: dark grey core; patchy orange and brown surfaces; uneven 
faceted burnished band at lip, remainder matt. 

197. Handmade. Fabric 8: overfired. Dark grey core; patchy orange and brown surfaces; 
highly burnished band at lip, remainder has roughly wiped matt finish (see No. 193). 

198. Almost complete. Handmade. Fabric 8: black core; variegated brown surfaces; 
burnished band at lip, remainder rilled. Decoration, burnished. Burnt. 

199. Complete. Fabric 2: grey core; orange-brown at base shading to patchy dark grey and 
brown at rim; burnished from lip to shoulder. Decoration: burnished pattern on 
shoulder, combed lower body. 

Upper Layers 
Samian 
Forms 29, 15/17R, S.G. Pre-Flavian. Form 27, S.G. Neronian. A jar, C. G. Second century. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
200. Rim sherd from platter of Type 11, TN; soft bluish-white fine-grained paste; dark 

blue-grey surfaces; badly flaked and laminated, no finish survives. Probably from the 
workshop of Benios at Sept-Saulx, Marne. Tiberio-Claudian. 
(Not illustrated). Platter of Type SE in TN. Claudio-Neronian. 

FIGS.121-3, Nos 201-228 Feature A 19, pit of Type 2. 
Two large groups, including nine virtually complete vessels, from Layers 3 and 7 of the filling. 

The absence ofjoins between the groups suggests that they were deposited on different occasions 
or were derived from different rubbish piles. Sherds from the upper layers (above Layer 3) are 
small, worn and miscellaneous, presumably the result of secondary infilling by residual material 
as subsidence of the original filling occurred. Deposited c.A.D. 60. 

Layer 7 
Samian 
S 133. Rufus ii 4a, La G. c.A.D. 35-55. Form 27 (two), S.G. Claudian. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
201. Cylindrical beaker, Type 20, TR 3: buff core; apricot surfaces, with red streaks from 

grog inclusions; faceted burnished finish outside, wiped interior. Pre-Flavian. 
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Flagons 
202. 

BALDOCK 

Fabric 21: typical white pipeclay. Import. Pre-Flavian. One other from the site, from 
Feature A 49. 

203. Complete. Fabric 18: highly micaceous red ware with a grey core; thin maroon 
under-slip over the complete pot, with thick cream slip on outside only; smoothly 
burnished finish. Unique, probably an import from Central Gaul. Pre-Flavian. 

Coarse Wares 
204. 

205. 

206. 

207. 

208. 

209. 
210. 

211. 
212. 
213. 

214. 

215. 

216. 

217. 

218. 
219. 

220. 

221-2. 

Layer 3 
Imports 
223. 

Flagon 
224. 

Rim and body sherds, Fabric 5: grey core; orange-buff surfaces, with grey patches; 
highly burnished rim and neck. Decoration: burnished, on a smoothed ground. 
Fabric 5: grey core; patchy red-brown and dark brown surfaces; highly burnished 
upper surface, less glossy exterior. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherd from platter as No.149, in Fabric 5, and bases from five 
other unclassified examples in Fabrics 2 and 5. 
Over half. Fabric 8: heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished rim, rilled interior. 
Decoration: burnished pattern on matt ground. 
Fabric 10: with incidental flint and chalk inclusions; patchy brown ware; highly 
burnished to maximum girth, deliberately roughened lower body. 
Handmade, wheei=hillshed. Fabric 8: brown core; orange under-surface; dark brown 
surfaces; highly burnished from lip to below maximum girth, matt lower body. 
Fabric 2: heavily burnt and discoloured; highly burnished exterior. 
Almost complete. Handmade. Fabric 8: grey core; orange-brown surfaces, heavily 
burnt and discoloured particularly towards the base; faceted burnished rim, matt lower 
body. Decoration: burnished scribbles at the quadrant points. 
Fabric 13: very thin-walled. Dark grey ware; smoothed shoulder. 
Complete rim circuit. Fabric 8: dark grey ware; badly worn and flaked surfaces. 
Fabric 8: grey core; dark grey-brown surfaces; burnished from lip to maximum girth, 
smoothed lower body. At least six others, from Features C 117, A 334, 418 (two), 450; 
B 66. 
Complete. Fabric 8: grey core; rust under-surface; dark grey surfaces; smoothed rim 
and shoulder, roughly wiped lower body below band of combing, smoothed interior 
surface. 
Handmade. Fabric 8: fired as No. 213; highly burnished rim and shoulder, matt lower 
body, combed. Heavily burnt and discoloured in patches. 
Handmade. Fabric 8: grey-black ware; highly burnished rim and shoulder, roughly 
wiped lower body. Decoration, combed. Also rim sherds from three others, Fabric 8. 
Fourteen examples from the site, from Features A 121, 150, 150/285 (seven), 226, 378 
(two), 397; B 521. 
Handmade. Fabric 8: dark grey-black ware; highly burnished band at lip, remainder 
roughly wiped. 
Fabric 8: grey-brown core; orange-brown surfaces; burnished rim and shoulder. 
Almost complete. Fabric 2: grey core; surface shades from dark grey at rim to 
red-brown at base. Decoration, combed. 
Handmade. Fabric 4: hard, blue-grey core; orange-red surfaces, with sooty patches on 
outside. Rim sherd from second example. 
Handmade. Fabric 4: hard. Grey core; red-brown surfaces; rilled exterior. 

Fabric 11; typical butt beaker. 

Complete. Fabric 5: grey core; yellow-buff surfaces; highly burnished exterior. Handle 
fixed to body with tang. It is usual for a flagon of this size to have two handles, as, for 
example, the imported version, No. 202. 
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Coarse Wares 
225. Handmade. Fabric 8: dark grey core; patchy brown surfaces; burnished from lip to 

maximum girth; matt lower body. Burnt. 
226. Fabric 17: heavily burnt and discoloured. No finish survives. 
227. Fabric 8: fabric and finish as No.216. Burnt at base. At least three others, from Features 

A 512, A X; B 52. 

Layer 2 
228. Fabric CC l: matt brown slip; fine sand rough-casting inside. Probably imported from 

Central Gaul. Pre-Flavian. 

FIGS.124-5, Nos. 229-43. Feature A 12, a pit of Type 2. 
A large group, including ten almost complete vessels, mainly found in Layers 7 and 8 (FIG.18, 

Section f). Sherds from the upper layers (above Layer 5) are small, worn and miscellaneous. The 
amount and condition of the samian is unusual, with five almost complete vessels and none 
showing any sign of use or wear on the foot-rings. The jar No.230, suggests that deposition 
occurred after c.A.D. 80. 

Layer 8: 3.01 - 4.50 m. 
Samian 
S 8: Amandus ii 4a, Form 27. La G. c.A.D. 50--65. 
S 93: Modestus i 4b, Form 27. La G. c.A.D. 45-65. 
S 136: Sabinus iii 33a, Rit.8. La G. c.A.D. 50--70. 
Also forms 15/17, 18 three burnt), 18R, 27 (five), Curle 11, S.G. Claudio-Neronian. 

Flagon 
229. Complete. Handmade body and neck, rim and foot-ring probably finished on a wheel. 

Fabric 12: pale orange ware, a dirty white slip masks most of the grits, but surfaces still 
rough in texture. Very thin-walled body but unusually thick-walled neck through the 
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clay being 'pleated' on inside. Neck grooves incised freehand and so are uneven. 
Presumably a copy of the imported type, No.202. Two similar from Features C 20 and 
B 14, with ring-necked flagon No. 253, in the same ware. Pre-Flavian. 

Coarse Wares 
230. Over half. Fabric 7: light brown core; micaceous grey surfaces; highly burnished from 

lip to below maximum girth, lower body matt, with two grooves. Burnt patches 
inside. At least two others from A 99 and 339. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherds from jar likeNo.329, but decorated with broad rouletted 
scroll (cf. FIG.102, No.12) and three rouletted cordons. 

231. Half circuit. Handmade and wheel-finished. Fabric 8: dark grey core; orange; patchy 
brown surfaces; roughly burnished from lip to below maximum girth, lower body 
wiped. Burnt patches. Badly prepared clay containing large water-worn grits over 10 
mm in length. 

232. Handmade. Fabric 8: dark brown core; red-brown surfaces; roughly burnished rim, 
shoulder and band below decoration, rilled lower body. Decoration, burnished. 

233. Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 10: black core; yellow-brown interior and red
brown exterior surfaces; burnished on lip and shoulder, matt lower body. Decoration, 
combed. 

234. Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 8: dark grey core; grey-brown surfaces; matt finish. 
Decoration, combed. Sooty patches. 

235. Handmade. Fabric 8: heavily burnt and discoloured. Decoration: burnished, on matt 
ground. 

236. Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 4: heavily tempered; buff ware; lightly rilled finish. 
At least two other examples, from A 418 and 452. 

237. Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 4: soft. Blue-grey core; light orange surfaces; 
lightly rilled exterior. Burnt patches. Three other examples, from A 150, 155 and 378. 

Layer 7: 2.00 - 3.00 m. 
Samian 
Forms 29 (two), 18, 27 (two), S.G. Claudio-Neronian. 
Flagons 
238. Complete neck. Fabric 9: pink core; cream surfaces. Fabric identical to that of mortaria 

from the Verulamium Region potteries, so presumably from that source. One other, 
from B 13/15. 

Coarse Ware 
239.. Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 4: additional flint temper; heavily burnt. 

Layer 5: 1. 00 - 2. 00 m. 
Samian 
S 92: Modestus i 4b, Form 27. La G. c.A.D. 45-65. 
S 124: Primus iii 21b, Form 27. La G. c.A.D. 45-65. 

Coarse Wares 
240. Over half. Handmade. Fabric 8: firing and finish as No. 231. 
241. Fabric 10: red-brown core; brown surfaces; burnished rim and shoulder, matt lower 

body. Total of 19 others from Features A 19, 93, 126, 150/285, 226, 270 and 373. 

Upper Layers 
Gallo-Belgic Wares 
A base sherd from girth or butt beaker in TR 3. Pre-Flavian. 

Coarse Wares 
242. Fabric 6: black micaceous ware with blue-grey core; soapy smooth surfaces with traces 
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of highly polished finish outside. Decoration, incised. The fabric suggests that it may 
be London Ware rather than from the Nene Valley or West Stow. The only example of 
its type, although there are nine other vessels with the same decoration. 

243. Fabric 7: light grey and buff patchy ware; highly burnished shoulder and cordons, 
smoothed rim and lower body. Decoration, burnished. 

FIG. 125, Nos. 244-7. Feature A 50, pit of Type 3. 
Sainian 
Form 15/17, S.G. Pre-Flavian. 

Coarse Wares 
244. Almost complete. Handmade body, wheel-finished rim. Fabric 8: dark grey core; dark 

brown surfaces; highly burnished shoulder, matt lower body. Decoration, combed. At 
least ten others, from Features A 51, 124, 150/285, 157, 313/353, 382, 378 (two); C 
20 (two). 

245. Fabric 2: red-brown core; dark grey exterior shading to brown at base; worn. 
Decoration, incised. 

246. Over half. Fabric 10: grey core; red-brown surfaces; burnished from lip to groove. 
Also rim from. another similar. 

247. Fabric 2: brown core; grey interior and red-brown exterior surfaces; sooty patches. 
(Not illustrated). Classified rim and body sherds in Fabric 2 from two storage jars, and 
necked jar with horizontally combed shoulder. Body sherds from a large flagon in 
fine-grained micaceous red ware, probably imported from Gaul. 

FIGS.126--7, Nos. 248-74. Ungrouped sherds of pre-Flavian and early Flavian date. 
Colour-coated Wares 
248. Fabric CC 1: metallic brown slip; fine sand rough-casting. Central Gaulish import. 

Pre-Flavian. Brewery Field. 

Painted Wares 
249. Fabric 24: pale pink fine-grained ware, a typical flagon-ware; smoothed exterior. 

Decoration: four zones, at the quadrants, of overlapping circles in orange-brown slip. 
Probably an import. B 244. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
250. Almost complete. Pale pink fine-grained smooth ware with some red iron grits; 

exterior burnished and then decorated. Decoration, incised. Probably a G-B. import, 
but neither the form, fabric nor decoration are typical. A 237. 

Flagons 
251. 

252. 

253. 

254. 

Fabric 21: hard; creamy white. A 63. Import. Found with another imported flagon of 
same type as No.191. 
Almost complete. Fabric 18: micaceous red-ware, thick cream burnished slip; worn. 
A 475. From same source as the single-handled flagon No.203, probably imported 
from Central Gaul. 
Fabric 12: handmade, possibly wheel-finished rim. Greenish cream ware. From same 
hand as the ineptly-shaped flagon No.229. D X. 
Fabric 2: dark grey core; variegated brown surfaces, highly burnished finish. No 
evidence of handle, so could be flask or flagon. A 158/159. 

Coarse Wares 
255. Fabric 5: dark grey core; light orange surfaces, burnished exterior. A 150/285. 
256. Fabric 5: orange-buff ware; burnished rim and cordon, with matt lower body. 

Decoration: incised zig-zags. From same source as butt beakers of same type as No. 
184. A 418. 
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257. Fabric 5: core; variegated brown and orange surfaces, with grey patches; thin 
matt slip over base, remainder burnished. Decoration, incised . .A 121. This is by far the 
largest example of this type of butt beaker. The distribution seems fairly limited, in an 
area bounded by the King Harry Lane Cemetery (St. Albans), Rushden, Northants. -
where the type was made- and Abington Pigotts, Cambs.; finds being particularly 
common in the immediate area of Baldock, at Sandy and Kempston, Beds. See 
No.129. 

258. Fabric 17: blue-grey core; greyish brown surfaces; burnished rim, cordons and lower 
body. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. A 514. There are body sherds from at 
least four others in Fabric 2, from B 17, 68 and 115; D 104. 
An easily identifiable form found widely but sparsely in south-central England, at 
King Harry Lane Cemetery, St. Albans, High Cross, Leics. (Greenfield and Webster 
1964-5: fig. 9, 55), Stanton Low, Bucks. (excavations by Mrs M. U. ]ones), Duston 
(Northampton Museum) and Irchester, Northants. (Hall and Nickerson 1967: fig.10, 
25; fig.15, 102), Harrold, Beds. (ibid. p.82) and a complete outlier at Richborough, 
Kent (Bushe-Fox 1932: pl. XXXIX, No.310). 

259. Fabric 10: handmade. Orange ware, variegated buff and orange surfaces; unfinished 
interior, burnished exterior. Decoration, lightly burnished. Soft and friable. A 87. 

260. Fabric 2: dark grey core; patchy red-brown and grey surfaces; matt interior; burnished 
exterior. Decoration: burnished, on a matt ground. A 63. 

261. Fabric 8: handmade. Dark grey core; brownish grey surfaces; burnished to below 
maximum girth, matt lower body. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. A 230. 

262. Fabric 8: heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished rim, roughly wiped lower body. 
Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. A 418. 

263. Fabric 8: ·dark grey core; yellow-buff surfaces; burnished rim, lower body matt. 
Decoration, burnished. A 106 and 217. 

264. Complete pot. Fabric 10: light grey core; dark grey surfaces; burnished to groove, 
smoothed lower body. Flaked and laminated surfaces; underside ofbase is very heavily 
worn, A 237. 

265. Fabric 8: dark grey core; brown surfaces; burnished to groove, matt lower body. 
A 150. · 

266. Fabric 2: grey core; brown surfaces, with grey patches; burnished to groove, matt 
lower body. A 106/109. 

267. Almost complete. Fabric 2: blue-grey core; orange-buff surfaces, with grey and brown 
patches; burnished to below shoulder, smoothed lower body. A 335. There is an 
almost identical jar from Abington Pigotts, in the same fabric (Museum of Archae
ology & Ethnology, Cambridge 51.294). 

268. Fabric 5: almost complete. Dark grey core; variegated brown surface; burnished from 
rim to maximum girth, with unevenly-spaced burnished bands below. Decoration, 
burnished. A 418. 

269. Fabric 8: handmade. Brown core; dark grey surfaces; burnished to maximum girth, 
vertically wiped lower body. The base was pierced before firing to form a strainer. 
B 244. 

270. Fabric 8: black core; patchy black and buff surfaces; burnished neck; combed band on 
shoulder, with rilling below. A 63. This is only the second example of the shallow 
bowl version with combing and rilling on body, although the taller jars are extremely 
common. 

271. Fabric 8: handmade. Brown core; variegated grey and brown surfaces, worn. 
Decoration: lightly incised, on smoothed ground. A 188. 

272. Almost complete circuit. Fabric 8: dark grey ware with orange patches; outside, buff 
interior surface; burnished rim. Decoration; burnished, on matt ground. A 237. 

273. Half rim circuit. Fabric 8: dark grey ware; burnished exterior, rilled interior. A 335. 
274. Fabric 2: heavily burnt and discoloured. Notched lip. Decoration, incised. A 331 and 

335. At least two very similar examples, from Features A 331 and 334. 
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FIG.128, Nos. 275-83. Feature A 318, pit Type 1. 
Samian 
D 1: Form 29, S.G. c. A.D. 5{}-65. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
275. Rim sherd, platter, Type 2 in TN: light brown fine-grained sandy paste, some iron 

flecks; blue-black surfaces,· polished interior, f1ceted exterior finish. c. A. D. 5{}-80. 
(Not illustrated). Tiny rim sherd, butt beaker, Type 23 in TR 3. Pre-Flavian. 

Coarse Wares 
276. Almost complete. Handmade, very roughly shaped and finished. Fabric 8: black core; 

brown surfaces; burnished finish. 
277. Fabric 5: grey core; yellow ochre surfaces; very worn, no finish survives. Decoration: 

incised zig-zag, on smoothed background. 
278. Almost complete. Fabric 8: dark grey core, incidental flint inclusions; red-brown 

surfaces; burnished to maximum girth, lower body matt. Decoration, burnished. 
279. Fabric 10: black core; orange surfaces with burnt patches outside; traces of burnished 

finish to below maximum girth, matt lower body. 
280. Fabric 8: dark brown ware, black patches on the outside; worn; lightly incised 

combing. Also rim sherd from another, Fabric 2. 
281. One-third circuit. Fabric 10: bl;1ck core; patchy brown unfinished surfaces. 
282. Handmade. Fabric 3: grey core;· darker grey surfaces: smoothed rim, lightly combed 

body. 
283. Handmade. Fabric 4: grey core; orange surfaces, with sooty patches; lightly rilled 

exterior. 

FIG.128, Nos. 284--90. Feature B 47, a quarry. 
Samian 
Form 30, S.G. Neronian. Form 27, S.G. Flavian. 

Flagons. 
284--5. Fabric 9: cream, with orange patches. Probably Verulamium Region. 

Coarse Wares 
286. Fabric 7: blue-grey micaceous ware; very worn surfaces. 
287. Fabric 12: grey; worn, rough and gritty surfaces. 
288. Fabric 8: dark grey core; brown surfaces; highly burnished to maximum girth, lower 

body matt. 
289. Fabric 10: dark grey wa£e; faceted exterior, sooty patches inside and out. Also a rim 

sherd from another similar. 
290. Almost complete. Fabric 8: dark grey ware; brown interior surface; burnished rim and 

shoulder, lower body wiped vertically. 

FIGS.129-31, Nos. 291-334. Ungrouped pottery of late first- and early second-century date. 
Much of the Flavian and Trajanic material occurred in areas of markedly disturbed quarries, so 

that there were no large groups. 

Colour-coated wares 
291. Fabric 16: orange ware; thin matt brown slip. Traces of painted bands on the shoulder. 

Mortaria 
292. 

A 237. 

Dirty cream gritty-textured ware. Possibly Verulamium Region. Type M 5. Potter's 
stamp, p. 238, No. 19. Flavian A 417. 
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293. Brownish pink sandy ware with grey and white flint trituration grit. Type M 5. 
Origin unknown but gritting typical of South-eastern Britain. Flavian. A 417. 

Flagons: Verulamium Region products in Fabric 9 
294. Pink ware with cream slip. Possibly Flavian (Frere 1972: No. 116). A 252. 
295. Off-white ware. A 146. 
296.- White ware. with yellow surfaces. A 237 
297-9. Pink ware with cream surfaces. A 252, A 417. 

Coarse Wares 
300. About half. Fabric 10: dark grey ware; smoothed surfaces. A 121. Cf. No. 627. 
301. Complete. Fabric 8: khaki core; patchy grey and brown surfaces; interior burnished, 

very worn; roughly smoothed exterior. A 252. 
302. Fabric 7: pale blue-grey core; grey burnished surfaces. A very close copy of the 

imported platter Type 5. A 237. 
303. Almost half. Fabric 8: dark brown core; very worn and gritty grey surfaces. Centrally 

placed potter's stamp p. 244, No. 8, A 189. 
304. Over half. Fabric 5: dark brown core; micaceous grey-black surfaces; interior 

burnished, smoothed exterior. Two incised circles. A 150. At least two other 
examples, from B 115 and 120. 

305. Fabric 6. Centrally placed potter's stamp p. 243, No. 4. A 92. 
306. Fabric 17: grey core; very worn and gritty grey and brown surfaces. A 146. Perhaps the 

source lies to the north of Baldock since there are similar platters from Coldham, 
Brixworth and Duston, Northants. 

307. Almost complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; lighter burnished surfaces. A 378. An 
unusually close copy of the imported cup Type 16 (p. 244). 

308. Two-thirds of pot. Fabric 5: light grey ware; uneven faceted burnished finish outside, 
matt interior. A 417. 

309. Fabric 7: blue-grey core; grey surfaces; soapy burnished finish to lower groove; four 
lightly incised grooves. A 417. 

310. Almost complete. Fabric 2: grey core; orange-brown surfaces; burnished neck and 
base. Decoration: lightly incised on matt ground; also burnished bands. A 237. Atleast 
two other large examples, from A 285 and B 39. 

311. Fabric 17: blue-grey ware; worn and flaked gritty surfaces. A 237. Trumpet-shaped 
pedestal ofjar. Similar bases were found with cremation burials at Puckeridge, Herts. 

312. Fabric 7B: grey ware with darker fired slip on exterior; highly burnished cordon and 
lower body. Decoration: burnished on a matt ground. A 132. Base and body of small 
pedestalled jar. 

313. Fabric 2: blue core; patchy light and dark brown burnished exterior. Brewery Field. 
314. Fabric 7: blue-grey; matt interior; burnished exterior. Decoration, incised. Possibly 

made in Lower Nene Valley potteries. A 417. (See No. 329, also FIG. 102, Nos. 12-15, 
p. 250). 

315. Fabric 8: dark grey ware; burnished rim and upper body; worn interior. Decoration, 
burnished on a matt ground. A 237. 

316. Fabric 17: light grey core; worn rough brown surfaces. A 353. 
317. Almost complete. Fabric 8: black core; grey surfaces; exterior burnished to carination, 

lower body matt. F X. 
318. Fabric 8: dark grey ware; faceted burnishing from rim to shoulder, matt lower body. 

A 237. 
319. Fabric 2: brown surfaces, with grey patches; highly burnished from rim to top cordon, 

lower body matt. A 379. 
320. Over half Fabric 17: grey core; brown surfaces; very worn and gritty texture. A 260. 
321. Fabric 6: dense smooth ware; blue core; khaki-buff surfaces; highly burnished exterior. 

A 237. At least three others, from A 417 and 344; B 120. 
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322. Almost complete. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy grey and brown surfaces; burnished from 
rim to maximum girth, matt lower body. A 260. 

323. Fabric 8: dark grey core; dark grey-brown surfaces; burnished to groove. Decoration: 
incised on matt ground. A 237. 

324. Fabric 13: blue core; grey-brown surfaces; burnished rim and shoulder, matt lower 
body. Decoration: incised on matt ground. A 275. 

325 Fabric 8: dark grey core; brown surfaces with black sooty patches; burnished rim top, 
shoulder and cordons. Decoration: burnished on matt ground. Brewery Field. 

326. Fabric 8: dark grey core; variegated brown and buff surfaces with grey patches; 
burnished rim and cordon, remainder of body matt. Decoration, burnished. A 378. 

327. About half. Fabric 13: blue-grey core; grey surfaces; burnished to groove and band 
below decoration. Decoration: incised on matt ground. A single central hole was cut in 
base after firing. A 237. 

328. Almost complete. Fabric 7: light grey core; darker blue-grey micaceous surfaces; 
smoothed rim and shoulder; Decoration: burnished, on smoothed ground. A 252. No 
other example of rustication was found during the excavations. 

329. Almost complete. Fabric 6: burnt and discoloured; highly burnished exterior. 
Decoration, incised. Possibly made in Lower Nene Valley. A 237. 

330. Fabric 13: grey ware; rough matt gritty finish. A 237. 
331. Fabric 13: dark grey sandwich ware; very worn, and gritty surfaces. A 237. Possibly 

from the same source as No. 327. Other examples from A 27. 
332. Fabric 8: dark grey sandwich ware; matt finish. A 237. Other examples from A 230, 

344 (two), 478, 313, 359, 518, 136 (two); B 8, 13/15, 14, 189 (two) and 190. 
333. Almost complete. Fabric 3: handmade. Dark grey core; orange surfaces, with buff and 

grey patches outside. Rather sparse shell gritting. A 237. 
334. Fabric 10: grey sandwich ware, with matt finish. Decoration, incised. There is a scar 

around the hole which may be the remains of a spout. A 72. 

FIG.131, Nos. 335-45. Feature A 415, pit of Type 1 
A group which includes six almost complete pots. 

Samian 
D 2: Form 37, S.G. A.D. 70--85; Form 18, S.G. First century. 

Gallo-Belgic Wares 
335. Platter, Type 2, in TN: off-white fine-grained core; very dark blue-black surfaces; 

highly polished finish, A.D.S0--80. 

Flagons 
336. 

337. 

Fabric 12: heavily tempered, pale orange ware with a worn thin cream slip. 
Decoration: rows of stick impressions. Only parallel is from Putnoe, Beds. (Bedford 
Museum), possibly 'local' therefore. Two others from the site, from A 213 and B 189. 
Complete rim, broken off where luted to the body. Fabric 20: pale pink core; cream 
slip. Oxfordshire, Upper Nene Valley or Verulamium Region. 

Coarse Wares 
338. Complete. Fabric 17: orange-buff fine-grained smooth core; grey-buff surfaces, the 

burnished areas being darker in tone; alternating burnished and matt zones on inside. 
Six others identical, from A 123 and 210; B 13/15, 42, 120, 183 and 203. 

339. Almost complete. Fabric 7: buff core; blue-grey micaceous surfaces; burnished rim, 
cordons and base. Decoration: burnished pattern on deliberately roughened ground. 

340. Body, but no base or rim sherds, from jar with pedestalled base, cf. No.602 from 
A 204. Fabric 7: dark blue-grey ware; highly burnished zones on shoulder and at base. 

341. The body, no rim sherds. Fabric SA: grey core; light orange surfaces; thin white slip on 
exterior. Decoration, comb impressions. 
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342. Fabric 17: pale grey ware, darker burnished exterior, rough surfaces where coarse sand 
inclusions protrude; otherwise burnished finish. At least one other similar, from 
A 121. 

343. Fabric 17: as No. 342. Also rim sherd from similar bowl in Fabric 7. 
344. A 'second' (rim distorted). Almost complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished rim 

and below carination, matt lower body. Decoration: burnished, on a matt ground. A 
common form on the site- a waster in A 141, a 'second' in A 259 and 210 and in all a 
total of 26 examples. 

345. Fabric 13: heavily tempered dark blue-grey ware; smoothed rim, roughly wiped lower 
body producing matt finish; heavily sooted below shoulder. 

FIGS."13Z-3, Nos. 34()..:-:77. Feature A 141, pit of Type 1. 
The bottom layer produced a group of three Flavian pots, but later material was found in the 

layers above. All types represented are illustrated or described. 

Bottom Layers: Flavian 
Coarse Wares 
346. Handmade, wheel-finished. Almost complete. Fabric 8: grey core; darker surfaces; 

burnished to shoulder groove, matt lower body. 
347. Fabric 8: grey core; red-brown surfaces; lightly rilled rim, deep narrow combing on 

shoulder. 
348. Almost complete. Fabric 10: dark grey core; brown surfaces; rilling on rim, shoulder 

and below combed band, lower body roughly tooled. 
349. Rim from unusually large storage jar. Fabric 2: grey core; patchy brown, grey and buff 

surfaces; roughly burnished, faceted exterior. Decoration, incised. Also rim sherd 
from similar jar. 

Layer 3 
Samian 
S 27: Carbo la, Form 18, La G. A.D.65-90. 
D 3: Form 37, S.G. A.D.70-85. Form 18 (three), S.G. First century. 

Coarse Wares 
350. Fabric 6: orange-brown ware; highly burnished exterior. Decoration: in white slip, 

barbotine technique. Only one motif survives, presumably repeated. Others from 
A 154, 176 and 285; B 8. 

351. Fabric 6: light grey buff ware. Decoration, rouletted. A few joining sherds found in 
Feature A 137. One other, from B 8. 

352. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; greyish white slip with grog inclusions which have smeared 
in the burnishing. Decoration, grey slip. Several body sherds possibly from same 
vessel were found in A 123. . 

353. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware, burnished exterior. Almost complete. Also body sherds 
from second example, and rim from a third in Fabric 17 (red core; highly polished 
black finish). 

354. Fabric 7: grey ware; highly burnished to cordon, smoothed lower body. 
355. About half. Fabric 10: brown core; dark grey surfaces; highly burnished shoulder, rim 

smoothed, lower body matt. Decoration, incised. 
356. Fabric 10: dark grey core; red-brown surfaces; matt finish. Decoration, incised. Also 

rim from smaller example. Early Flavian. 
357. Badly di.storted .. 'sec(:md\. almost. complete .. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; ·burni-shed to 

carination, lower body matt. Early Flavian. 
358. Fabric 13: hard blue-grey ware; rough matt finish. The sharpness of the rim suggests 

that it had not been used. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7C, rim from carinated bowl. 
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Upper Layers 
Samian 

BALDOCK 

S 14: Atica ? la, Form 27, La G. Neronian or early Flavian. 
D 4-7: Forms 29, 37 (two), 67, S.G. Latest piece dated A.D.l20-140. Form 27, S.G. Pre-Flavian. 
Forms 18 (three+), 27, 35 (three), 35/36, S.G. First century. Forms 18/31R, 35/36, Les Martres. 
Trajanic. 

Glazed Wares 
359. Orange fine-grained sandy ware, with grey core; thin and crackled green glaze. 

Decoration: white slip, below the glaze. Probably made in south-eastern Britain, 
possibly at Staines. Late Flavian-Trajanic. For full discussion see Arthur 1978: 
pp.293-356. 
(Not illustrated). Body sherd from small jar; cream paste and pale yellow-green glaze. 
Central Gaul. See p. 233. 

Painted Wares 
360. Fabric 6: orange ware with buff core; burnished finish. Decoration: in red slip, on rim 

and interior. Larger version found in topsoil on site A. 
361. About half. Fabric 24: cream fine-grained sandy ware; pale cream slip, highly 

burnished exterior. Decoration: duck motifs in thin pink slip. The duck motif recurs 
only once, in self-coloured barbotine on a carinated jar as No. 460 in Fabric 7. 

Mica-coated Wares 
362. About half. Fabric 28. Stamped decoration, FIG.101, No. 1 and p. 247. 
363. Fabric 6: blue-black, soapy smooth surfaces. Decoration, rouletted. See p. 248. 

(Not illustrated). In same mica-coated fabric, base sherd from dish; body sherd from 
small jar decorated with bosses. 

Coarse Wares 
364. Fabric 6: blue-black soapy smooth surfaces. Decoration, rouletted. See p. 248. 
365. Large sherd. Fabric 7: with incidental translucent brown quartz grits; dark orange 

ware; lightly rilled matt finish. 
366. Large sherd. Fabric 7: orange ware; thin white slip on exterior, possibly due to 

inclusion of salt in the clay; matt finish. Sooty grey at rim. At least one other, from 
A 25. 

367. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; rilled matt interior, roughly smoothed exterior. 
368. Fabric 7: heavily burnt and discoloured; faceted finish. 
369. Complete profile. Fabric 7: brown core; dark grey-black surfaces, highly burnished 

rim and shoulder, unevenly burnished lower body. Decoration: burnished, on a matt 
ground. At least two others, from A 204. 

370. Fabric 10: grey core; rust; grey-black surfaces, with matt finish. 
371. Fabric 17: brown core; orange-brown; buff surfaces, worn so that surface colour is 

patchy and finish rough. Two rims from a second worn vessel. At least four others, 
from A 18 (two) and 210; B 13. 

372. Fabric 7B: dark blue-grey; unevenly burnished finish. Distorted 'second'. 
373. Fabric 7: burnt and discoloured; burnished exterior. 
374. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; uneven streaked burnished finish to maximum girth, lower 

body smoothed. 
375. Fabric 13: heavily burnt, matt pimply exterior. 
376. Fabric 3: black core; buff exterior, orange interior, with sooty patches. 
377. Rim. Fabric 4: light orange-buff ware; rilled exterior. At least five others, from 

A 150/285, 208 and 446 (two); B 180. 
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FIGS. 133-4, Nos. 378-90. Feature A 210, pit of Type 2. 
Between 1..80 and 1.40 m the group· consists mainly of almost complete pots in good 

condition, but includes sherds from vessels also represented in Features A 123 and 230. Above 
1.40 m, the sherds are in poor condition. 

Below 1. 80 m. 
Samian 
Form 29, S.G. First century. 

Mortarium 
Sherd. Coarse sandy orange-brown ware. Verulamium Region. c. A.D. 70-100. 

Painted Wares 
378. Fabric 24: ware, with darker cream slip. Decoration, orange-brown slip. 

Almost all of the_sherds were found in Feature A 210, deposited in the Flavian period. 

Coarse Wares 
379. Complete. Fabric 6: light blue-grey ware, with patchy darker surfaces; highly polished 

rim and shoulder, less glossy finish below off-set. Decoration, high-relief barbotine. 
(Not illustrated). Sherd from globular jar with incised decoration in Fabric 6. 

380. Complete body, no rim sherds. Fabric 6: pale brown core; grey surfaces; highly 
polished exterior. l)ecoration: rouletted cordons; seven burnished bands below 
shoulder. 

381. Complete. Fabric 14: hard, dark blue-grey ware; burnished to groove, lightly rilled, 
matt lower body. At least six others, from A 317 and 373; B 14, 13/15 and 42; D 130. 

382. About one-third. Fabric 7: brown core, dark grey surfaces; burnished rim and below 
cordon. Decoration: burnished, on rilled ground. 
(Not illustrated). Complete flagon or jar base in Fabric 9, cream. Probably Verulamium 
Region. 

Layers between 1.40 and 1.80 m. 
Mortaria 
383. 
384. 

FIG.97, No. 8, stamp of Doinus. Verulamium Region. c. A.D. 70-110. Type M 8. 
FIG.97, No. 14, stamp of Sollus. Verulamium Region. c. A.D. 70-100. Type M 4. 

Coarse Wares 
385. FIG.135, No. 399. A rim sherd only, remainder of platter in Feature A 123. 
386. Almost complete, with one sherd in Feature A 123 (No. 403). Fabric 28: very 

fine-grained dense matrix, with mixed fine sand; grey core; dark orange surfaces, with 
mica-coating on outside only. 

387. Body sherds only from tall jar; many sherds in Feature A 123 (No. 408). Fabric 23: 
blue-grey fine-grained matrix, sandy in texture; black slip on outside only with highly 
polished finish. Decoration, deeply incised. 

388. Almost complete. Fabric 7: hard blue-grey ware; burnished down to top cordon, 
lower body roughly smoothed. Decoration: burnished scroll and combed stripes on 
matt ground. 

389. About one-third. Fabric 7: brown core; very dark grey surfaces; burnished rim and 
below carination. Decoration: burnished on matt ground.· 
(Not illustrated). Rim from jar in Fabric 13, grey, and another from necked jar in 
orange-buff Fabric 4, late second or third century. Also p. 245, No.12, stamp on base 
of a platter. 

Upper Layers 
Samian: most sherds occurred in these layers. 
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Form 31R, burnt, C.G. Late Antonine. Form 18/31, burnt. C.G. Hadrianic. 
Form 36. C.G., second century. Forms 18 (two, one burnt), 27 (two), 29. S.G., first century. 

Mortarium 
390. Intensely burnt and discoloured. Fine-:grained ware; dark trituration grits. Origin 

unknown. Antonine. Type M 12. 

Colour-coated Wares 
Body sherd, indented beaker. Fabric CC 3: metallic brown slip. Probably Nene Valley ware. 
Third century. 

FIGS.134-5, Nos. 391-414. Feature A 123, pit of Type 2. 
A large group which includes, besides 11 almost complete vessels, several sherds joining pots 

found in the adjacent pit A 210. Both features appear to have been filled from the same 
rubbish-dumps at the same time. 

Bottom Layers 
Samian 
Form 29, S.G. Neronian. 

Coarse Wares 
391. Three-quarters, no base sherds. Fabric 7: brown core; dark grey surfaces; burnished 

finish. One of the commonest jar types on the site; at least 55 examples found, most in 
Fabrics 7 or 10, including a waster in A 252. 

392. Almost complete. Fabric 13: overfired; grey ware with paler core; worn surfaces so 
that the sand protrudes giving a roughcast effect. 
Five others similar found, from D 24; A 117, 216 and 237; B 46. 

393. Almost complete. Fabric 6: grey ware with lighter core; polished finish. 
394. Complete. Fabric 7: grey ware, with variegated surfaces; burnished to below groove, 

smoothed lower body. 
395. Fabric 13: grey ware, with darker surfaces; rilled matt finish. Heavily sooted at rim. 
396. Fabric 7: light grey ware; burnished rim. Decoration, incised. 
397. Complete. Fabric 4: blue-grey core; orange surfaces; rilled band on rim and shoulder. 

Interior surface vesicular with sooty patches, heavily sooted exterior. 
(Not illustrated). Bases from two flagons in cream Fabric 9. ? Verulamium Region. 

Cess Layers 
Samian 
Form 18, S.G. Claudio-Neronian. Form 30, S.G. Flavian. 

Mortarium 
398. Coarse cream ware with darker rilled slip; white, grey and brown trituration grits. 

Verulamium Region c. A.D. 65-90. Type M 3. Body-sherd from second example. 

Coarse Wares 
399. Almost complete. Fabric 17. Joins No. 385. . 
400. Almost complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; darker burnished surfaces. 
401. Fabric 7: brown core; dark grey surfaces; rilled matt finish below carination, with two 

burnished bands. Decoration: burnished, on roughly burnished ground. 
402. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; smoothed rim, rilfed interior. Decoration: combed, on a 

smoothed ground. At least one other, from A 269. There is a similar bowl from 
Verulamium (Frere 1972: N<;>. 486, dated A.D. 105-115). 

403. (Not illustrated). Rim sherd from the funnel (No. 386) which occurred mainly in A 210. 
404. Fabric 14: dark grey-black ware; burnished rim, cordons and zone below the 
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carination, matt lower body. Two others, from A 141 and 237. 
405. Almost complete. Handmade, wheel-finished. Fabric 10: dark grey core; brown 

surfaces; burnished rim and upper shoulder, roughly wiped lower body. Decoration, 
incised. Early Flavian. 

406. Fabric 20: dark pink ware; matt finish; heavily sooted exterior. Some sherds from this 
jar occurred in A 210. At least four others, from A 127, 191, 202 and 453. 

407. Complete rim circuit, no body sherds. Fabric 10: grey core; brown surfaces with grey 
patches; highly burnished faceted finish to cordon, matt lower body. 

408. (Not illustrated). sherds join No. 387. 
409. Fabric 7: blue-grey; burnished exterior. Also rim from second example. 

(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7, rims from tw'o globular jars and a necked jar. In Fabric 9, 
cream ware, body sherds from jar or large flagon. 

Below 1.0 m. 
Samian 
Forms 18, 36, S.G. Flavian 

Coarse Wares 
410. Fabric 13: hard and very thick-walled. Grey ware, with darker surfaces; highly 

burnished rim, rilled interior and exterior below carination, smoothed matt finish 
above. 

411. Fabric 7: grey ware, with darker surfaces; burnished rim and cordon, matt neck. 
Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 

Layers above 1 m. 
Samian 

A fairly large group of plain and decorated vessels, all South Gaulish and residual except a 
decorated bowl from Les Martres-de-V eyre. 
Form 37, Les Martres. Trajanic. Plain forms 27, 33, 18 (two), S.G. Flavian. Plain sherds, S.G. 
Neronian. 

Amphora 
Body sherd. Dressel 20. South Spanish. 

Mica-coated Wares 
412. Fabric 28: heavily burnt and discoloured, originally orange-brown ware, with 

mica---coating on outside; rilled self-coloured interior. Decoration: row of bosses 
pressed out from the interior against the end of a hollow tube. 

Coarse Wares 
413. Fabric 13: light blue-grey ware, with slurry finish masking the grits; smoothed 

exterior, rilled interior. Unlikely to pre-date the Antonine period. 
414. Fabric 7: brown core; dark grey surfaces; burnished rim. Decoration: oval 'finger-nail' 

. . 
ImpressiOns. 

FIGS.136-7, Nos. 415:-55. Feature A 259, pit of Type 5. 
A large group of sherds which includes seven almost complete pots, mainly from the lower 

layers. The condition of the sherds from the upper layer is poor, with small miscellaneous 
weathered sherds, none joining. Most of the samian occurred here. 

Bottom Layers 
Samian 
Form 18, S.G. Nero-Vespasian. Forms 35, 78, S.G. Flavian. 
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Coarse Wares 
415. Over half. Fabric 7: dark orange ware, with buff patches on outside; faceted finish to 

the grooves, roughly burnished lower body. There is a similar bowl from Verulamium 
(Frere 1972: No.530, dated A.D. 105-115). 

416. Complete. Fabric 17: heavily burnt and discoloured, badly worn and laminated 
surfaces. Grey-black ware, with traces ofhighly polished finish. Decoration: confined 
to top of rim, incised lattice. 

417. Complete. Fabric 7: fine-grained grey ware; darker burnished exterior, with sooty 
patches; lighter grey matt interior. 

418. About half. Fabric 13: fired to smoky grey BB1 type of finish; burnished exterior; 
burnished rim and chamfer; matt interior. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 
Burnt patches on the inside. From same source as No. 502. 

419. Fabric 13: heavily burnt and discoloured grey ware; rough matt finish, laminating in 
patches. 

420. Fabric 9: cream ware; sooty exterior; matt rough finish. Possibly Verulamium Region. 
421. Fabric 6: fine-grained dense smooth ware, with sparse angular grits; grey core; red; 

dark grey surfaces, with blue-grey slip on exterior only. Decoration: matt dark grey 
barbotine spots. Possibly from the Highgate kilns. At least seventeen examples from 
the site, in contexts dating from the late first to late second centuries. 

422. Fabric 14: brown ware; burnished to maximum girth, lower body matt; sooty 
exterior. 

423. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished rim and below carination. Decoration: burnished 
scroll, on matt ground. A 'second' with distorted rim. Also rims from two others 
similar. 

424. Two-thirds of rim circuit. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; hard and thin-walled; burnished 
exterior. Decoration, combed stripes. 

425. Complete rim circuit. Fabric 7: very thick-walled. Blue-grey ware, with lighter core; 
burnished to second cordon, lower body matt. Decoration: combed, on a matt 
ground. 

Middle layers 
426. Fabric 7: hard, blue-grey ware; burnished rim; combed shoulder. A 'second', with 

distorted rim. Also rims from two others similar. 
427. Almost complete rim circuit. Fabric 2: light grey core; patchy brown and grey 

surfaces, with burnt patches. Worn. Decoration, combed. 
428. Fabric 7: dark grey core; lighter surfaces; burnished to groove; smoothed band below 

groove, roughly wiped lower body. 
429. Fabric 2: yellow-buff ware; burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration, incised. 
430. (Not illustrated). Rim sherd from storage jar. Fabric 2: Heavily burnt and discoloured. 

(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7, rims from two necked jars. In Fabric 4, rim sherd from jar 
with lid-seated rim. 

Undifferentiated layers, east half of pit. 
Samian 
S 141: C Silvius Patricius 11b, Form 18, La G. c. A.D. 75-100. Form 37, S.G. Trajanic. A fairly 
large group of plain wares all South Gaulish: Form 18 (three), pre-Flavian. Forms 18 (three), 
18R, 27, Nero-Vespasian. Form 27, Flavian. Forms 15-17, 30, first century. 

Coarse Wares 
431. Fabric 7: grey-brown ware; burnished surfaces. Also rim sherd from second example. 

A common fori:n on the site; there are at least 48 close parallels. 
432. Fabric 14: grey core; red-brown; dark grey-black surfaces; unevenly burnished rim and 

upper body; rilled finish below carination. 
433. Fabric 7: orange ware; patchy buff, brown and orange surfaces; highly burnished 

exterior. 
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434. Fabric 6: grey fine-grained ware, with white sandy grits; lighter buff-grey surfaces; 
soapy burnished exterior. 

435. Fabric 10: orange-brown ware, smoky grey rim; highly burnished to groove, matt 
lower body. Decoration: incised, on matt groimd. 
(Not illustrated). Rim from necked jar in Fabric 7. 

Upper Layers, west half of pit. 
Flagons 
436. Complete neck. Fabric 9: pink ware, cream slip. Upper Nene Valley or Verulamium 

Region. 

Coarse Wares 
437. Fabric 7: blue core; orange surfaces, highly burnished interior, greyish-orange 

burnished exterior. Joining sherds in Feature A 275. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherds from platter as No. 521, in Fabric 7. 

438. Fabric 6: grey-black ware; burnished exterior, faceted interior finish. Probably the 
plain rim from carinated bowl with incised decoration as No. 512. 

439. Almost half. Fabric 17: grey core; pale orange surfaces; worn. Decoration: rouletted 
and stamped (FIG. 101, No. 3 p. 249). 

440. Fabric 14: grey-brown ware, darker surfaces; burnished to maximum girth, lower 
body matt. A second example in Feature B 52. 
(Not illustrated). Rims from five carinated bowls in Fabrics 9 (cream) and 13 (grey). 

441. Almost complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; faceted burnished finish to shoulder, 
smoothed lower body. Decoration, incised. At least four other examples, from A 266 
and 396; B 49 and 189. 

442. Fabric 7: very thick walls, blue-grey ware; burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration: 
deeply incised, on matt ground. Only one other example, from B 190. 

443. Fabric 6: light buff core; darker, grey surfaces; burnished finish. At least 13 other 
examples from the site. 

444. Fabric 14: imderfired. Rust core; dark grey surfaces; highly burnished exterior. Also 
rim from second example. Other examples from A 314; B 15 and 244. 
(Not illustrated). Rims from four carinated jars as No. 422, in ·Fabric 7. 

445. Fabric7: grey core; rust; dark grey-brown surfaces; heavily sooted exterior. Almost 
BB2 ware. Also rim from se·cond example. 

446. Fabric 14: brown core; dark brown surfaces; highly burnished rim top and cordons and 
shoulder to below carination, lower body matt. 

447. Fabric 10: grey core; light grey and buff surfaces; burnished rim top and shoulder to 
groove, lower body smoothed. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 

448. Badly distorted 'second'. Fabric 7: -bright blue core; duller blue-grey surfaces; uneven 
burnished finish. At least 14 other examples from the site, including another 'second' 
from A 534. 

449. Fabric 7: light blue-grey core; darker patchy grey and buff surfaces; burnished finish. 
Also rims from seven others, similar. At least 33 other examples from the site. The 
variant with cordon at the neck base occurred more frequently than that with just a 
simple off-set instead of cordon. 

450. Fabric 14: dark grey ware, heavily burnt and discoloured; burnished rim top and 
shoulder, lower body wiped unevenly. Decoration, incised. 

451. Fabric 2: black core; dark grey surfaces, with burnt patches; matt rim, lower body 
roughly wiped. Decoration, incised. 

452. Fabric 4: blue-grey core; grey surfaces; lightly rilled matt finish. Also rims from five 
similar jars in Fabrics 7 and 13. 

453. Fabric 10: dark grey ware; lightly rilled exterior. 
454. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware, with incidental chalk grits; burnished exterior. 

Decoration, deeply incised. 
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455. Fabric 13: blue-grey core; patchy dark grey and brown surfaces; matt finish. 

FIG.138, Nos. 456-70. Feature A 453, pit of Type 2. 
Samian 
Form 35, complete. S.G. Flavian. Curle 11, almost complete, repaired with lead rivets, S.G. 
Flavian. Forms 27 (two), 33, S.G. Flavian. Form 36, C.G. Second century. 

Colour-coated Wares 
Sherd from folded beaker. Fabric CC 5: matt brown slip. Third century. Probably from the 
Colchester potteries. Intrusive. 

Coarse Wares 
456. Fabric 7: hard grey core; brown surfaces; faceted burnished finish. 
457. Complete. Fabric 9: cream ware, sooty edge to rim, cheese-cutter base. Probably from 

V erulamium Region. 
458. Fabric 7: thick, hard ware; dark grey-black ware, with lighter core; smoothed interior, 

rilled rim and exterior. Also rim sherd from second example. 
459. A 'second'. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware; streaky burnished finish. 
460. Almost complete. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware; darker slip on exterior only; burnished to 

carination, lower body matt. Also rim and three bases from identical jars. 
461. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished to carination, lower body matt. 
462. Fabric 7: light blue-grey core; darker surfaces; burnished rim and below carination. 

Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 
463. Fabric 7: hard and thin-walled. Blue-grey ware; burnished exterior. Decoration, 

rouletted. 
464. Fabric 9: pink ware; sooty edge to rim and patches on shoulder; matt finish. Probably 

from Verulamium Region. 
465. Fabric 7: thick and hard. Light blue-grey ware; burnished rim, combed shoulder. 
466. Fabric 14: dark grey-black ware, with red-brown under-surface; rilled rim and 

shoulder; combed body. Decoration, incised. Early Flavian. 
467. Fabric 14: red-brown core; grey-black surfaces; burnished rim, matt lower body, 

combed shoulder. Early Flavian. 
468. Fabric 10: dark grey ware, with red-brown cortex; matt finish. 
469. Fabric 20: heavily burnt and discoloured. 
470. Fabric 4: grey core; buff surfaces, with sooty patches. At least 21 other examples from 

the site, from A 5, 13, 106 (three), 109, 116, 89; 404 (two), 208, 241 (two), 191, 
298 (two); B 210; C 37 (two). 

FIGS.138-9, Nos. 471-91. Ungrouped sherds of early and mid second-century date. 
Mica-coated Wares 
471. Fabric 28: bright orange fine-grained sandy ware; cream under-slip; mica coating on 

outside only. B X. 
472. Fabric 27: grey core; orange interior surfaces; mica-coating on outside; smoky patches 

outside. B 13. Another example in A 132. 
473. Fabric 28: blue-grey core; orange under-surfaces, mica-coating all over. Line of soot 

along rim edge. B 13. Two other examples, from C 28 and A X (Site TZ). 

Colour-coated Wares 
474. Fabric 7: orange ware; coarse sand rough-casting on exterior, covered with thick cream 

slip. A 514. 

Mortaria 
475. FIG.97, No.11, stamped MART. Verulamium Region. c. A.D.90-130. Type M 7. A 543. 

Others from A 43, 132, 446 and 512; B 13. 
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476. Verulamium Region. A.D.110-145 (for stamp see p.237, No. 1). Type M 9. A 237. 
Others from A 18, 211, 331 and 447; B 189. 

477. Stamped by Candidus (FIG.97, No. 5). Verulamium Region. A.D.90-130. Type M 10. 
K X. 

478. Stamped NIBVS (FIG.97, No. 13). Verulamium Region. A.D.l00-150. Type M 10. 
K X. Another from D 28. 

479. Stamped by Doinus (FIG. 97, No. 8). Verulamium Region. A.D.ll0-150. Type M 13. 
F X. Other examples from A 235; B X; F X (two). 

480. Light orange sandy ware with coarse white, brown and grey sand tempering; orange 
slip, burnished finish at rim. Fairly worn, no trace of trituration grits. Smoky edge to 
rim. Origin unknown. Probably early second century. Type M 11. A 475. 

Painted Wares 
481. Fabric 24: creamy buff fine-grained ware. Decoration: pattern in red slip. Brewery 

Field. 

Flagons 
482. Almost complete. Fabric 20: cream ware; patchy orange and cream slip; rilled neck, 

smoothed body. Handle fixed into neck and body with tangs. Probably the 
Oxfordshire flagon type W.31, 1 (Young 1977). Brewery Field. 

Coarse Wares 
483. About half. Fabric 15: grey ware, with incidental chalk grits; faceted burnished finish. 

Centrally placed potter's stamp (FIG.100, No.9). B 42. 
484. Fabric 14: thin grey core; brownish-grey surfaces; smoothed exterior, matt interior. 

Decoration, rouletted. Brewery Field. 
485. Fabric 9: orange ware with paler surfaces; rilled matt finish, with three roughly 

burnished bands. Probably Nene Valley or Verulamium Region potteries. Brewery 
Field. 

486. Fabric 9: off-white ware, unsmoothed rough finish. From same source as No. 485. 
Brewery Field. 

487. Fabric 7: blue core; grey surfaces; highly burnished rim top, matt slurry finish outside, 
rilled interior. Another example from A 141. Brewery Field. 

488. Almost complete. Fabric 7: brown core; dark grey and sooty surfaces; smoothly 
burnished exterior, rilled interior. A 198. 

489. Fabric 6: dark grey ware; highly polished finish to shoulder, smoothed lower body. 
One hole cut through base after firing. A 514. 

490. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware, heavily burnt and sooty inside; burnished rim, unevenly 
finished matt exterior. Decoration, combed. Brewery Field. 

491. Fabric 14: dark grey ware with brown under-surface; rilled finish. Decoration, incised. 
A 452. A unique find; this type ofjar, pierced with two holes sufficiently large to take a 
wooden handle, appears to be related to Iron Age buckets like No. 107. 

FIG.140, Nos. 492-509. Feature B 204, pit of Type 3. 
A group which includes two complete pots from the bottom layer, and four other almost 

complete pots and fragments of a theatrical mask (No. 689) from the upper levels. 

Layer 6 
492. 

493. 

Complete. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware with darker-firing slip on exterior only; 
burnished lip and carination, rilled band below carination, roughly smoothed lower 
body. Decoration: burnished on matt ground. 
Complete. Fabric 7C: grey ware, with darker blue-grey slip inside and out; burnished 
to maximum girth, lower body matt. 
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Layer 3 
Samian 

BALDOCK 

D 8: Form 37, S.G. A.D.70-85. Form 27, C.G. Second century. 

Coarse Wares 
494.. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware; burnished to below carination. Decoration, burnished. 

Poorly prepared clay: contains large incidental chalk and water-worn pebbles which 
protrude. One other example, from B 175. 

495. Fabric 13: rust core; blue-grey surfaces; smoothed rim, matt lower body. Sooty 
exterior; lime-scale inside. Decoration, incised. 

Layer 2A 
Samian 
Form 15/17, S.G. First century. 

Mortaria 
496. Stamped ARENI·X (p. 237, No. 3). Coarse yellow ware. Type M 20. A.D.135-180. 

Other examples from A 268; C 12; B X; K X. 
(Not illustrated). Verulamium Region products: rim sherd in coarse cream ware. 
A.D.ll0-145. Small rim sherd, burnt and discoloured. A.D.100-150. 

Coarse Wares 
497. Almost complete. Fabric 13: coarse-grained sandy ware, heavily tempered with 

transluscent brown quartz grits. Light blue-grey core; darker surfaces; burnished rim, 
roughly tooled lower body giving uneven matt finish, pitted where grits occur near 
surface. Decoration: row of finger-nail impressions above combed band. Also rims 
from two similar jars in Fabric 7. 

498. Fabric 13: dark grey core; grey-black surfaces; matt finish. 

Layer 2 
Samian 
S 113: Patricius ii 7b, Form 18/31R. Lezoux. A.D.140-160. 
D 9: Form 29, S.G. A.D.70-85. 
Form 18/31 (two, one with inside surface rubbed away), C.G. Hadrianic. 

Coarse Wares 
499. Fabric 13: dark grey core; darker metallic blue-grey surfaces: highly burnished finish. 

Probably local version of BB2 ware. 
500. Almost complete. Fabric 28: hard blue-grey core; orange under-surface; mica coating 

all over; heavily burnt and discoloured. Similar dishes-.occur at Verulamium in Flavian 
contexts, with one in the Antonine Fire deposits, dated A.D. 155/160 (Frere 1972: 
No.218). 

SOL Large sherd. Fabric 7B: brown core; dark blue-grey slip; burnished rim. Decoration: 
burnished, on rilled ground. 

502. About one-third. Fabric 13: light blue-grey core; darker surfaces; burnished rim and 
chamfer. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 

503. Small sherd. Fabric 9: orange ware, with grey core at rim; rilled yellow surfaces. From 
same source as No. SOS; possibly Verulamium Region or Upper Nene Valley. Also rim 
from another example in cream Fabric 9. 

504. Fabric 7: orange-buff ware; burnished exterior. 
505. Fabric 20: dark cream ware; sooty line at rim. From same source as No. 503. 
506. Fabric 7 A: blue-grey ware, whitish grey slip on outside, streaked with grey grog. 
507. Almost complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished to groove and over chamfer, 

Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 
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508. Fabric 7B: brownish grey ware, with dark grey slip; highly burnished rim and 
shoulder. Decoration: burnished on rilled ground. 

509. Fabric 13: hard and overfired. Dark blue ware, with rust under-surface; burnished 
exterior. 
(Not illustrated). Small rim sherds from flask, as No.278, in Fabric 8, Early Flavian. In 
Fabric 7, a necked jar. In Fabric 4, two jars with lid-seated rims as No. 236. 

FIG.141, Nos. 510-15. Feature B 78, pit of Type 5. 
A small group comprising four almost complete pots. 

Samian 
S 117: Peculiaris i Sa, Form 33, Lezoux. A.D. 150-170. Form 37, Les Martres. Trajanic. Form 46 
variant, C.G. Second century. Form 27, S.G. First century. 

Colour-coated Wares 
510. Almost complete. Fabric CC 2: sparse fine grog roughcasting; matt thick brown slip. 

Imported. Also sherds from identical beaker. Hadrianic - Antonine. 
511. Fabric CC 2: patchy brown and bronze slip; dense grog roughcasting. 

Coarse Wares 
512. Almost complete bowl with stamped decoration. Fabric 6. (See FIG.101, Nos. 4-5 and 

p. 248). ' 
513. Almost complete. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware, variegated surfaces; burnished to 

carination, roughly smoothed lower body. 
514. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished from rim to shoulder-groove. 
515. Fabric 9: cream, rough matt surfaces. Two other examples, from A 213 and 512. 

FIG.141, Nos. 516--22. Feature B 180, pit of Type 3. 
A large group of sherds which included four almost complete pots. Since most of the forms are 

paralleled in other published groups, in particular Features B 78 and 60, only a selection has 
been illustrated. The remainder are listed. 

Lower Layers 
Samian 
S 142: Sollemnis i 2a, Form 33, Lezoux. A.D.125-150. Form 38, C.G. Hadrianic-Antonine. 

Flagons 
516. 

517. 

Complete and probably unused. Fabric 7 A: orange-red ware with unevenly applied 
cream slip. During firing the base adhered to another pot or surface. 
Fabric 20: off-white ware; pinky cream slip. From the Upper Nene Valley or 
Oxfordshire potterie·s; 

Coarse Wares 
518. Complete. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, darker slip outside only; highly burnished 

shoulder and rim, smoothed base. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 
(Not illustrated). 17 classified vessels: in Fabric 7, a platter as No. 431, two carinated jars 
as No. 460, two decorated poppy-head beakers as No. 579. In Fabric 7B, a poppy-head 
beaker as No. 546, and two necked jars. In cream Fabrics 9 and 20, two bowls as No. 
420 and two necked jars. In orange-buff Fabric 4, a lid-seated jar as No. 236 and a large 
necked jar as No. 673. 

Upper Layers 
Sam:ian 
Form 37, E.G. Antonine. Forms. 27 (with interior surfaces worn and pitted), 33, 35/6, C.G. 
Hadrianic-Antonine. Form 18R, S.G. First century. 
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Coarse orange-brown ware; superficially burnt and very worn. Verulamium Region. 
A.D.150-200. Type M 24. 
Coarse cream ware; heavily burnt and discoloured. Very worn. Verulamium Region. 
A.D.150-200. Type M 25. Rim from another similar. 
(Not illustrated). Rim sherd. Type M 23. Verulamium Region, A.D. 100-140. 
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Coarse Wares 
521. Almost half. Fabric 7C: (Stamp, FIG.100, No. 1, p. 243). 
522. Fabric 4: buff ware, with grey patches; rilled band on shoulder. 

FIGS.142-4, Nos. 523-75. Feature B 175, pit of Type 3. 
A large group comprising over 50 complete and almost complete pots with a small admixture 

of miscellaneous sherds, many from samian vessels. With the exception of Layer A, joins 
occurred in all layers, suggesting that the pit had been completely filled in one operation. As the 
filling consolidated and subsided, secondary natural infilling occurred, when residual sherds were 
deposited in the top (Layer A). 

According to the samian, colour-coated wares and mortaria, deposition occurred c. 
but the coarse wares include five pots which challenge this date. The dishes, Nos. 

539 and 574, are late second- to mid third-century in date and imply a date of deposition nearer 
200 than 170. The flanged dish No. 540, two sherds from the same bowl in Oxford red-slipped 
ware (p. 34 7) and a sherd from a necked jar in shell-gritted ware (p. 345) definitely post-date 270. 
It is possible, therefore, that although the bulk of the pottery is mid to late second-century in 
date, it was not deposited until after 270. Alternatively the late sherds could have been intruded 
during the consolidation and subsidence of the filling; the discovery oflarge voids in the filling at 
the time of excavation supports this theory (for similar consolidation, see FIG. 18, b, c and e). 

Layer K 
Samian 
S 49: Felicio iii Sa, Form 18/31, Montans. c. 
S 56: Genetius ii 4a, Lezoux. c. 
S 144: Sollemnis i Sa. Lezoux. c. A.D.125-150. 
S 145: Symphorus 2a, Form 18/31. Lezoux. Possibly Antonine. 
S 151: Vegis ii 2b, Form 32, E.G. c. 
Forms 31 (four), C.·G. Hadrianic or Hadrianic-Antonine. Forms 18/31 (two), C.G. Hadrianic
Antonine. Form 18, S.G. Pre-Flavian. 

Colour-coated Wares 
523. Over half. Fabric CC 5: patchy matt brown slip; rouletting confined to upper surface. 

524. 

525. 

526--8. 

After A-D.140. 
About half. Identical fabric and roulette pattern to No. 523. Although this lid should 
be from a 'box', it may actually belong to the beaker because the diameters are the 
same. 
Over half. Fabric CC 2: light brown metallic slip; coarse grog roughcasting. Probably 
imported. 
Complete. Fabric CC 4: bluish brown metallic slip; very fine dense grog roughcasting. 
Also body sherds from two other identical beakers. 

Mortarium 
529. Coarse light brown ware, heavily burnt and discoloured; very worn, only a few grey 

trituration grits survive. Verulamium Region. A.D.115-160. Type M 11. Three other 
examples from the site. 

Amphora 
Body sherds. Dressel form 20. South Spanish. 

Flagons 
530. 

531. 

Fabric 20: orange ware with mottled grey and pink surfaces; matt finish. Superficially 
burnt. 
Fabric 9: orange ware; pale cream surfaces. Superficially burnt. Also. neck and body 
from large two-handled flagon in same fabric. Probably V erulamium Region. 
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Coarse Wares 
532. Over half, no potter's stamp at centre. Fabric 7D: pale blue highly micaceous ware 

similar to poppy-head beaker No. 546. For identical platter see No. 521. 
533. Half circuit. Fabric 7C: light brown ware; black slip with highly polished finish 

extends from inside over exterior to base carination; underside of base matt. 
534. Half circuit. Fabric 7: hard fired. Dark blue-grey core; streaky grey and blue surfaces; 

interior burnished in rectangular pattern on base, and horizontally on wall; rilled band 
on outside at rim, lower wall and base have concentric faceted burnished finish. Also 
rims from four similar platters. 

535. Complete. Fabric 7: micaceous grey ware fired to a BB1 finish: burnished rim top and 
chamfer; underside ofbase roughly smoothed. Decoration: burnished pattern on matt 
ground. Also rim from second example. 

536. Complete. Fabric 7: fired as No. 535; burnished rim top and exterior; rilled interior 
surface with burnished spiral. Also rim from second example. 

537. Complete. Fabric 7: firing as No. 535; burnished rim top and base; rilled interior with 
three burnished bands at rim. Decoration: burnished pattern on matt ground. 

538. Fabric 7C: micaceous grey ware with darker slip; burnished finish as No. 536. 
539. One rim sherd. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; faceted burnished finish outside, smoothly 

burnished interior and rim. Other examples from B 174; G X, Building XI; A 337. 
This is the earliest context for the type so it is probably intrusive, see p. 341. 

540. Small rim. Fabric 7: blue core; grey surfaces; highly burnished interior and rim, 
smoothed less glossy exterior. By far the earliest context for this type on the site, so 
probably intrusive. 

541. Almost complete. Fabric 7: micaceous grey ware fired as No. 535; burnished exterior 
and rim, banded burnishing on inside with burnished cross within circle on upper base. 

542. Almost complete. Fabric 7: orange ware; unevenly tooled exterior with matt streaks, 
rilled interior. 

543. Almost complete. Fabric 7B: grey ware, darker slip, extends to caritiation inside; 
highly burnished to carination outside, matt lower body, rilled interior. 

544. Fabric 14: brown core; sooty grey-black surfaces; highly burnished reeded rim, 
remainder matt. Decoration: incised top scroll, burnished lower. 

545. Complete. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, darker slip; highly burnished to ma:x;imum 
girth, lower body tooled to give less glossy uneven finish. 

546. Almost complete. Fabric 7B: grey ware with highly micaceous slip; worn, with traces 
of highly burnished finish over slip. Decoration, dark grey matt slip. 

547. Complete. Fabric 7B: grey ware, darker slip; highly burnished to carination, carefully 
smoothed lower body. Also sherds from second example. 

548. Fabric 10: brown core; grey-black surfaces, light patches; burnished rim top 
and shoulder, rilled neck and lower body. 

549. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware, with darker slip on outside; highly burnished rim, lower 
body smoothed. Decoration: burnished, on a matt ground. 

550. Fabric 7B: grey ware with darker blue-grey slip from rim to maximum girth; rim and 
exterior burnished, the slipped area having more glossy finish. 

551. Fabric 7B: grey ware, with darker slip over rim and exterior; burnished rim, shoulder 
and base. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. Also bases from three similar jars 
decorated with burnished lattice. Other examples from A 229, 213, 294, 298, 
208 (two) and 205; B 50, 180, 231, 210 and 211. 

552. Fabric 7: light grey ware; burnished rim and shoulder. Decoration: burnished, on rilled 
ground. A 'second' (body is distorted). Also rim from second example. 
(Not illustrated). Complete jar, and two complete rim circuits from carinated jars 
identical to No. 560. 

553. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, darker slip; burnished to maximum girth, lower body 
smoothed. Also rim sherd from second, smaller but otherwise identical jar. 

554. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, with slip burnished to maximum girth; lower body tooled. 
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555. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, darker slip; highly burnished to below groove, lower body 
smoothed. Other examples from A 524, 199, 132, 414, 150, 315 and 109. 

556. Almost complete. An overfired 'second'. Fabric 13: blue core; patchy grey and orange 
surfaces; rilled exterior, with unevenly burnished bands grouped on shoulder. 

557. Almost complete. Fabric 13: blue-grey ware; darker surfaces; rilled rim, deliberately 
tooled and roughened lower body. Burnt ·and sooty outside, thick cream 'lime-scale' 
inside. 

558. Fabric 7: hard dark blue ware, with darker slip on rim and shoulder; highly burnished 
rim, smoothed lower body. 

559. Fabric 4: orange core; yellow-buff surfaces; rilled band on shoulder. Vesicular interior. 

Layer H 

Also rim sherd from second example. 
(Not illustrated). Small rim sherd from necked jar as No. 683, in Fabric 4, probably 
intrusive as Nos. 539-40. 

This is the only major layer which did not include samian. 
560. Complete. Fabric 7B: grey ware, darker slip; highly burnished to below carination, 

smoothed finish on lower body. Also second complete example. 
561. Complete. Fabric 9: pale blue core; off-white shading to orange at base; matt pimply 

surfaces. Probably from the Nene Valley or Verulamium Region Potteries. 
562. Complete. Fabric 9: orange core; dirty white surfaces, soot-smudged rim, neck and 

shoulder; rough finish. 
563. Complete. Fabric 13: blue-grey ware, heavily tempered, with much translucent quartz; 

burnished rim; lower body roughened with short sloping tool-marks, particularly 
pitted where large grits protrude. A 'second' (body dented). A circle, 2 cm in 
diameter, was cut in the base after firing. 

Layer G 
Samian 
Form 18/31, C.G. Hadrianic. Joining sherds in Layer F. 

Coarse Wares 
564. Complete. Fabric 13: fired as BB1 ware and finished as No. 534. Brown core; patchy 

dark grey, brown and orange smoky surfaces; faceted exterior finish; interior base 
burnished across diameter to produce rectangle of burnishing, with the arcs infilled 
against the grain; wall was burnished horizontally as usual. 

565. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, darker slip outside with drips inside; matt interior finish, 
rim and exterior burnished - not the typical finish for this type of dish. Also rim from 
second example, with burnished finish as No. 537. 

566. Complete. Fabric 7: grey core; buff; darker grey surfaces with buff streaks; highly 
burnished to below carination; lower body smoothed. Also second complete example, 
and the shoulder from a large version in Fabric 7B with burnished lattice, like No. 494. 

567. Fabric 7: brown core; grey-black surfaces; highly burnished rim and shoulder. 
Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 

568. Fabric 13: blue-grey core; lighter surfaces; rilled rim and cordon, combed band on 
shoulder, deliberately roughened lower body. Sooty patches. 

569. One-third. Fabric 13: grey ware, mottled brown and grey surfaces; burnished to just 
below groove, matt lower body, with narrow burnished bands. 

570. Fabric 4: hard; grey core; orange and brown patchy surfaces; rilled exterior. Burnt. At 
least six' other examples, from C 20; A 288, 43.3, 438 and 272 (two). 

Layer F 
Samian 
D 10: Form 37, C. G. A.D. 140--160. Dll: Form 37, S.G., A.D. 70--85. Form 31R, C. G. Antonine, 
burnt. Forms 18/31, 27, C.G. Hadrianic-Antonine. Form 18, S.G. First century. 
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Colour-coated Wares 
Two body sherds from bowl in Oxfordshire red-slipped ware. Not before A.D.250. Intrusive, 
but the problem remains to assess the archaeological significance, see p. 256. 

Coarse Wares 
Neck sherds from two-handled flagon. Fabric 9: cream. Probably Verulamium Region. Also 
base from another flagon. Fabric 24: dense white ware, with pale yellow slip. 
571. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, .with darker slip; highly burnished to maximum girth, 

lower body matt. Complete rim circuit. 

Layer D 
Samian 

(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7, rims from dish No. 539, a carinated jar as No. 460 and a 
necked jar. 

Form 31, C.G. Antonine. 

Mortarium 
572. Fine sandy cream ware; grey trituration grits, flint; Colchester potteries. A.D.140--190. 

Type M 11. Other examples from D 31 and 43 (two); C 17 and 33. 

Coarse Wares 
573. Almost complete. Fabric 7: grey ware, burnished rim top, matt exterior, rilled 

interior. 
574. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware with darker surfaces; very worn interior and rim, 

exterior encrusted with soot. Decoration: the rim top grooved with oval notches along 
edge; exterior burnished on a matt ground. 

Layer C 
Samian 

(Not illustrated). Complete body from poppy-head beaker, in Fabric 7B with highly 
polished slip. Decoration: matt grey slip. Two rims from necked jars in Fabrics 4 and 
7. 

D 12: Form 37, C.G. A.D.150--180. Form 37 (two), C.G. Antonine. Forms 33, 18/31 (two, one 
burnt), C.G. Hadrianic-Antonine. Form 31, C.G. Antonine. 

Colour-coated Wares 
575. About half. Fabric CC 3: metallic green slip. Lower Nene Valley. 

Amphorae 
Rims and neck sherds. Three Dressel form 20. South Spanish. 

Coarse Wares 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7, platter as No. 431, carinated jar as No. 460 and a necked jar. In Fabric 
13, necked jar. In cream Fabric 9, flagon as No. 598. 

Layer A 
There is a marked difference in the condition of the pottery, for the sherds are small and worn, 
and there are no joins with the layers below. 

FIG.145, Nos. 576--82. Feature B 60, pit of Type 2. 
A large group of pottery of variable condition. At the bottom were seven complete pots of 

Antonine date, but in the layers above occurred only small and worn sherds of condition E 
(p. 257) with a date range from the late first century B.C. to the early third century A.D. Only the 
corn plete pots have been illustrated. 
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Samian 
S 154: Herringbone stamp, Form 33, complete. Lezoux. Antonine. 

Coarse Wares 
576. Fabric 13: fired to a BB1 finish, with highly burnished interior surface and rim; 

remaining surfaces have rilled finish. Sooty patches. 
577. Complete. Fabric 20: creamy buff ware, with self-coloured slurry finish. Sooted 

exterior. Cheese-cutter base. 
578. Complete. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, with darker slip; highly burnished to below 

carination; rilled lower body. 
579. Complete. Fabric 6: very hard-fired blue-grey ware, with variegated blue-grey slip; 

highly polished exterior. Decoration: dark grey matt slip. 
580. Complete. Fabric 7B: light blue-grey ware, with darker slip; highly burnished rim, 

upper shoulder and base. Decoration: burnished, on a matt ground. At least one other 
example, from A 235. 

581. Complete. Fabric 7: grey ware; burnished rim, upper shoulder and base. Decoration: 
burnished, on a rilled ground. No. 546 is the saine shape and fabric, but is decorated 
with barbotine spots. Others with lattice decoration from B 79 and 321. 

582. Complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished shoulder, roughly tooled matt rim and 
lower body. A 'second' (a scar on body). 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 9, small sherds from flagon. In Fabric 7, lipped dish as No. 
535, a dish as No. 654. 

FIG.145, Nos. 583-8. Feature B 50, pit of Type 3. 
As in B 60 above, the condition of the pottery was extremely variable and also exhibited 

apparently 'inverted chronology'. There were six complete pots of Antonine date at the bottom, 
while the intermediate layers above included small and worn sherds, of condition E (p. 257), 
some of third-century date. Yet in the top layers there were large and relatively unworn sherds, 
of condition C, of late Iron Age date, presumably part of the secondary infilling of the pit 
following consolidation and subsidence of the original back-filling. Only the complete pots have 
been illustrated. 

Colour-coated Wares 
583. Almost complete. Fabric CC 3: metallic brown slip. Lower Nene Valley? 
584. Complete, an imperfect 'second' (body is scarred). Fabric CC 2: metallic bronze slip; 

dense coarse grog roughcasting. An imported beaker. Also the complete base from 
second example. 

585. Rim, from badly scarred 'second'. Fabric CC 3: cream ware; patchy matt brown slip. 
Possibly imported. 

Coarse Wares 
586. Almost complete. Fabric 14: black ware, with brown core; burnished in bands to 

carination, lower body rilled. A unique firing and finish for this type. 
587. Almost complete; a 'second', dented and with small blow-holes. Fabric 7: blue-grey 

ware; burnished rim, shoulder and base. Decoration: burnished lattice on rilled 
ground. Burnt patches. 

588. Complete. Fabric 4: heavily burnt, both surfaces encrusted with soot, the inside very 
worn and. vesicular. Three other examples, from B 13; A 512 (two). 

FIG.146, Nos.589-91. Feature A 16, pit of Type 2. 
Samian 
Form 37, C.G. Hadrianic. 
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Coarse Wares 
589. Complete. Fabric 7: fired to a BB1 finish; horizontally burnished interior surface and 

rim; vertically burnished exterior, underside matt. 
590. Complete. Fabric 4: buff ware, rilled band on shoulder; heavily burnt and discoloured 

outside; thick lime-scale deposit inside. At least one other example, from A 43. 
591. Fabric 4: hard buff ware, sandy in texture; rilled band on shoulder. At least one other 

example from C 33. 
(Not illustrated). Large sherd from large necked and cordoned jar in Fabric 10. 

FIG.146, Nos. 592-6. Feature A 213, pit of Type 2. 
As in Features B 50 and 60, the condition of the groups was variable, seven complete pots at 

the bottom of the pit and miscellaneous sherds above. 

Bottom Layers 
Samian 
S 16: Attius ii 6a, Lezoux. A.D.135-165. Form 32, almost complete, very worn, E.G. Late 
Antonine. Form 18/31, C.G. Hadrianic. Form 36, C.G. Second century. Group ofS.G. forms, 
first century. 

Mica-coated Wares 
592. Almost complete. Fabric 28: grey core; orange-brown under-surfaces; mica-coating all 

over, but worn and flaked. At least one other, from A 13. 

Coarse Wares 
593. Complete. Fabric 7: fired to BB1 finish. Very worn surfaces, only traces of burnished 

spiral survive on inside surfaces. Another example from A 109. 
594. Complete but for the base, which was trimmed in antiquity. Fabric 7: orange ware; 

burnished to below carination. Small burnt patches. (Compare Frere 1972: No. 581.) 
595. Complete. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; burnished exterior. Also two others identical in 

form and fabric. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 9, flagon as No. 516. In Fabric 7, almost complete platter as 
No. 499, sherds from poppy-head beaker, and two necked jars. In Fabric 4, two 
lid-seated jars as No. 236. 

Upper Layers 
Colour-coated Wares 
596. Fabric CC 3: white ware; metallic dark green slip. 

FIG.146, Nos.597-605. Feature A 204, pit of Type 3. 

Bottom Layers 
Samian 
Form 18, S.G. Flavian. 

Flagons 
597. 

598. 
599. 

Complete neck. Fabric 24: cream ware, with incidental red grog grits; self-coloured 
slip, with burnished finish. 
Fabric 7 A: dark orange ware, with thick dark cream slip. 
Fabric 9: orange ware, with transluscent brown quartz grits; dark cream patchy slip. 
Although the form is paralleled by No.516, the fabrics are different. 

Coarse Wares 
600. Fabric 7: blue core; highly burnished blue-grey surfaces. At least one other example, 

from A 414. 
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601. Fabric 7: fired as BB1. Highly burnished finish outside, rilled interior with burnished 
spiral. 

602. Complete. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware, with large incidental chalk grits; burnished 
rim and cordon; roughly tooled upper body, rilled lower body. At least eight other 
examples, from A 237, 235, 339, 268, 373, 99 and 43. 

603. Fabric 7 A: brown core; blue-grey under-surfaces; whitish grey slip; burnished to 
groove. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 

604. Complete. Fabric 7C: dark brown ware; black slip; highly burnished to groove, 
smoothed at base. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. In poor condition, with 
flaked and laminated surfaces. Also rim sherd from second example. 

Upper Layers 
Samian 
Form 37, S.G. Flavian. Forms 33, 27, S.G. First century. 
Form 18R, S.G. Late first century. 

Colour-coated Wares 
Body sherd from scaled beaker. Fabric CC 3: brown metallic slip. Probably Lower Nene Valley 
potteries. Third century. 

Mortarium 
605. Hard fine sandy ware; grey core; buff under-surface; thin white slip; very worn inside, 

so few trituration grits survive. Origin unknown, probably fairly local. A.D. 140--230. 
Type M 29. 

FIG.147, Nos. 606-15. Feature A 414, pit of Type 2. 
Samian 
S 116: Peculiaris i 2a, complete. Form 33, Lezoux. A.D. 150--170. Form 37, Les Martres. Trajanic. 
Form 31R, E.G. Late Antonine. Form 31, C. G. Antonine. Forms 27, 18, 36, S.G. Flavian. 

Colour-coated Wares 
Sherd from folded beaker. Fabric CC 2: fine grog roughcasting; brown metallic slip. c. 
A.D.120-160. 

Mica-coated Wares 
606. Fabric 28: orange ware; thin mica-coating on outside. 

Coarse Wares 
607. Fabric 7: brown core; black surfaces; highly burnished rim and exterior; rilled interior, 

with burnished spiral. 
608. Complete rim circuit. Fabric 7B: brown ware; grey-black slip; highly burnished to 

maximum girth, lower body matt. At least another, from A 235. 
609. Complete rim circuit. Fabric 7: badly-fired sandwich ware; thick blue core; brown; 

grey surfaces; burnished to maximum girth, lower body roughly smoothed. Sooty 
patches. Unusually thick-walled and clumsy. 

610. Slightly distorted second. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; evenly burnished to carination, 
unevenly burnished below. Badly prepared clay, so large incidental chalk grits 
protrude through the surface. 

611. Fabric 17: pale grey ware, with highly burnished finish from rim to shoulder groove. 
Other examples from A 268 and 417; B 79 and 120. Residual. 

612. Almost complete. Fabric 7C: blue-grey ware, with darker slip; burnished to groove, 
roughly smoothed lower body. Rim sherds form three others similar in Fabric 7. 

613. Fabric 13: blue-grey ware; rough matt rim; combed shoulder. Also a sherd from 
second example. 
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614. Almost complete. Fabric 4: pale orange ware; broad rilled band on shoulder. Smoky 
patches outside; vesicular interior with lime-scale. 

615. Almost complete. Handmade body, wheel-finished rim. Fabric 4: orange-buff ware; 
slight double groove on shoulder. Sooty patches outside; lime-scale inside. A central 
hole 2 cm diameter was cut in base after firing. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7: sherds from platter as No. 499, body from distorted flask · 
as No. 278 and lattice jar as No. 581. In Fabric 14, globular jar as No. 550. 

FIGS.147-8, Nos. 616-29. Ungrouped pottery of late second- and third-century date. 
Colour-coated Wares 
616. Almost complete. Fabric CC 5: thick matt orange slip. Brewery Field. 
617. Fabric CC 6: dark brown metallic slip covering applied studs. An import. Central 

Gaulish. B 174. 

Mica-coated Wares 
618. Almost complete. Fabric 28: dark blue core; shading to orange at surfaces; thick 

mica-coating inside and out. A 13. 
619. Complete but for base, broken in antiquity. Fabric 28: light brown ware; mica-coated 

exterior. A 208. Other examples from A 193 and 346. 

Mortaria 
620. 

621. 

622. 

Flagons 
623. 

624. 
625. 

626. 

Cream ware; grey grog trituration grits. Superficially burnt. Mancetter-Hartshill 
potteries. A.D.140-180. Type M 16. A 132. Another from B 119. 
Pink ware with slightly vesicular cream slip, grey and red grog trituration grits. 
Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. A.D.150-210. Type M 17. A 268. 
Brown ware with cream slip; black ironstone trituration grits. Origin unknown; the 
form is like a Colchester product dated A.D.150-200+ (Hull 1958: fig.8, 2). Type M 
19. A 268. 

Complete neck. Fabric 9: pale orange ware; matt cream slip, smoky patches on rim. 
Probably Verulamium Region or Oxfordshire potteries. Brewery Field. 
Fabric 24: hard cream ware with sparse red grog grits; yellow matt slip. A 7. 
Almost complete. Fabric 24: hard cream ware; surface shades from cream to orange. A 
'second' (body distorted). A 11. 
Complete rim circuit. Fabric 24: cream ware with grey core. Neck and body made 
separately and then luted together. A 321. 

Coarse Wares 
627. Complete. Fabric 10: dark grey ware; smoothed neck; rough matt lower body. A 199. 

The second miniature pot from the site, see also No. 300. 
628. Fabric 9: buff core; cream surfaces with grey patches. B 79. 
629. Fabric 9: red core; cream under-surface; matt yellow slip. Decoration: applied frill, 

eyes, nose and cheeks. Probably V erulamium Region. C 38. 

FIG.148. Nos 630--7. Feature A 211, pit of Type 1. 
There were few joining sherds and no complete pots in the group. However, it is the best 

group associating these particular forms and fabrics. 

Samian 
D 13: Form 37, Lezoux, A.D. 150--180. Form 37, ?Rheinzabern, Antonine. Forms 37, 38 (two), 31 
(three), 30, 33 (three), C.G. Antonine. Form 33, E.G. Antonine. 
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Colour-coated Wares 
Base from small jar in Fabric CC 3. Probably Lower Nene Valley. Third century. Body sherd 
from large beaker with barbotine decoration in Fabric CC 5 with matt brown slip. Probably 
Colchester. Late second or third century. 

Mort aria 
630. 

631. 

632. 

Cream ware with translucent quartz trituration grits. Burnt. Oxford potteries. Late 
second or first half of the third century. Type M 22. 
Sandy ware; grey core and dirty cream slip. No evidence of the type oftrituration 
grits. Origin unknown. Late second or early third century. Type M 27. 
Yellowish creamw.are; worn surfaces. Verulamium Region. A.D.115-145. Type M 
14. Also body sherd from another, heavily burnt and discoloured. 

Coarse Wares 
633. Fabric 9: off-white ware; extremely worn and pitted surfaces, no finish survives. 
634. Fabric as No. 633; smoky grey exterior with matt finish. Also sherds from two others 

similar in Fabric 9: red ware with cream slip. Six others from the site, from B 180; A 
544; 244 and 408; D 33; F X and Building XI. 

635. Fabric 7 A: orange-red ware, thick cream slip with smoky patches. A common form, 
with at least 42 other examples from the site. 

636. Fabric 25: burnt and discoloured to blue-grey with typical orange colour confined to 
rim; matt rilled finish to mask the grits. Other examples from A 208 and 226; C 27; D 
21 and No. 638 below. 

637. Fabric 13: red-brown core; dark grey surfaces; worn and pitted. 
(Not illustrated). The remaining six classified rims in Fabric 7 are a platter as No. 564, a 
pie-dish as No. 501, a poppy-head beaker and three necked jars. In Fabric 4, a necked 
pr. 

FIG.148, No. 638. Feature A 111, pit of Type 2. 
A complete bowl from the bottom of the pit; the remaining sherds were small and worn. 

638. Complete. Fabric 25: cream ware with pale blue core; pale orange surfaces, with grey 
patches;. rilled matt finish .. C£ No. 636, · 

FIG.148, Nos. 639-41. Feature B 35, pit of Type 1. 
Samian 
Form 37, E.G. Antonine. 

Amphora 
Body sherds. Dressel 20. South Spanish. 

639. About two-thirds. Fabric 7: grey ware; roughly tooled to produce banded burnish on 
exterior; smoothed interior. Poorly shaped and finished. Also rims from ·two others 
similar. 

640. Fabric 29: yellow ochre ware, with slurry finish to mask the grits; two slight grooves 
on shoulder. 

641. Fabric 9: dark pink ware, paler pink surfaces with matt finish. Also rims from two 
others, Fabric 9, orange ware. This form, with undercut lip and at least three 
grooves on the neck, is fairly common, occurring 14 times in all. The source appears to 
lie in the Lower Nene Valley rather than the Verulamium Region potteries: 
Stibbington (Howe et al. 1981: fig. 8, 90-2). 

FIG.149, Nos. 642-8. Feature A 114, pit of Type 3. 
A pit with four complete pots at the bottom and sherds of condition E (p. 257) above. 
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Samian 
Form 31R, E.G. Late Antonine. Forms 31, 33, C.G. Antonine. Form 29, S.G. Flavian. 

Colour-coated Wares 
Small sherd from a closed form. Fabric CC 5: dark brown matt exterior and rust interior slip. 
Probably Colchester. 

Coarse Wares 
642. Fabric 13: fired to BB1 finish with sooty grey-black surfaces; burnished interior and 

underside of base; matt exterior, with narrow burnished bands. Also rims from two 
others in Fabrics 7 and 27, with characteristic finish. 

643. Fabric 7: dark grey ware; burnished surfaces. Burnt. 
644. (Not illustrated). Dish with reeded rim. Fabric 13: dark grey ware; burnished interior. 

Decoration: burnished, on a matt ground. 
645. Complete. Fabric 7: grey ware; burnished to maximum girth, matt lower body. 
646. Complete. Fabric 6: grey core; brown; blue-black slip; patchy polished finish to lower 

edge of decorative zone, less glossy lower body. Decoration: self-coloured matt slip. 
647. Complete. Fabric 7C: grey ware; whitish-grey slip on upper body; burnished exterior, 

glossy over slip, less so over self-coloured areas. 
648. Complete. Fabric 4: grey core; brownish buff surfaces; rilled band on outside. At least 

twelve others from site, all in Fabric 4, from A 109, 512, 359, 408, 241, 10 (two), 7 and 
132; B 142 and 210; C 33, 35 and 38; F X and Building XI. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 14, pie-dish asNo. 501, in blue-grey Fabric 7:jar as No. 358. 
In Fabric 13, necked jar, necked bowl as No. 637 and two storage jars. 

FIG.149, Nos.649-58. Feature B 108, pit of Type 2. 
A group from the bottom layers of the pit, which includes six complete or almost complete 

vessels. 

Samian 
S 72: Lallo la, Complete Form 18/31, Lezoux. Hadrianic-Antonine. Form 38, C.G. Antonine. 
Form 18/31 (three), C.G. Hadrianic. Form 33, C.G. Second century. Form 18, S.G. First 
century. 

Colour-coated Wares 
649. Fabric CC 4: dark brown slip; fine sparse grog roughcasting concentrated in the folds. 
650. Fabric CC 4: metallic orange-brown slip outside; matt orange interior. 

Flagons 
651. 

652. 

Almost complete. Fabric 20: creamy buff ware, with sub-angular brown grog grits; 
matt slurry finish extends to maximum girth, smoothed lower body. 
Fabric 24: off-white ware; traces of yellow slip. 

Coarse Wares 
653. Fabric 13: blue ware; overfired; burnished rim top, cordon and shoulder, rilled neck. 
654. Fabric 7: fired to a BB1 type of finish with highly burnished interior surface and rim. 
655. Complete. Fabric 14: dark grey core; patchy grey surfaces; burnished rim and 

shoulder, with vertical burnishing on ridges, matt in folds. 
656. Complete. A scarred 'second'. Fabric 14: brown core, grey-black surfaces; highly 

burnished rim and shoulder, matt lower body. There are at least twelve others, from A 
408, 132, 205, 154, 208, 17 (two), 9; B 8(two), 151 and B X (site JF). 

657. Almost complete. Fabric 13: grey ware, darker surfaces; burnished rim, smoothed 
lower body. 

658. Complete. Fabric 13: dark blue-grey ware, darker surfaces; smoothed rim; lower body 
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deliberately roughened with short sloping toolmarks and the larger gnts produce 
pitted effect. Also rims from two others similar. 
(Not illustrated). Smalljar as No.551, Fabric 7: carinated bowl, as No. 315, Fabric 13; 
jar as No. 635 in cream Fabric 9; storage jar in orange-buff Fabric 4. 

FIG.150, Nos. 659-64, Feature A 495, pit of Type 3. 
The pottery was concentrated in the upper three layers with none below. In Layer 3, sealed by 

a layer ofburnt daub, there were five pots, three complete and two fairly complete at the time of 
deposition; remaining sherds were small, weathered and residual. 

Samian 
S 20: Beliniccus i 9c, Form 33, Les Martres. A.D.130--150. Forms 31, 31R, C. G. Late Antonine. 
Form 37, C.G. Hadrianic-Antonine. Form 33 (two), C.G. Second century. 

Colour-coated Wares 
659. Fabric CC 7: thick patchy brown and metallic grey slip extends only to base of neck 

inside. Not a typical form of the British 'castor-ware' centres, so probably imported. 
Third century. Also body sherds from folded roughcast beaker, Fabric CC 5. 

Mortarium 
660. Fine even-textured sandy cream ware; grey and· white trituration grits. South-east 

Britain or North-East Gaul. A.D.50--110. Type M 2. 

Flagon 
661. Complete. Fabric 24: pink ware, some red grog grits; cream slip, with unevenly 

smoothed finish on body. Also base and handle from another example. 

Coarse Wares 
662. Fabric 7C: grey ware with thick black slip over rim and exterior; highly. polished 

finish, horizontal facets on rim and upper body, vertical facets below, matt finish on 
under-side. Unique on the site. 

663. Complete. Fabric 13: hard-fired. Brown core; blue-grey surfaces; rilled rim, roughly 
tooled lower body to give non-slip surface finish. Decoration, incised. 

664. Two large sherds. Handmade. Fabric 19: typical BB 1 ware; brown core; grey surfaces; 
faceted burnishing on rim, shoulder and base. Decoration: burnished, on deliberately 
roughened matt ground. Sooty patches outside; thick lime-scale inside. Mid third 
centur-y. 
(Not illustrated). Folded beaker as No.658, in Fabric 14; poppy-head beaker as No.648, 
in Fabric 6; two necked jars as No.634 in cream Fabric 9; two jars in Fabric 4. 

FIG.150, Nos. 665-68. Feature A 446, pit of Type 3. 
The group comprises five complete or almost complete vessels and a large quantity of rather 

small and weathered sherds, including a substantial group of late Iron Age wares. 

Samian 
S 34: Cintusmus i 3d. Form 33, almost complete. Lezoux. A.D. 150--180. 
S 88: Marcus v 4a. Form 31, almost complete. Lezoux. A.D. 165-200. 
Forms 37, 33 (two), 31 (two). C.G. Antonine. 

Colour-coated Wares 
665. Complete. Fabric CC 2: highly metallic green and brown slip. Decoration, rouletted. 

Probably· imported from the Rhineland. Typologically, its narrow neck and small 
handle suggest a fourth-century date of manufacture. 

666. Fabric CC 5: thin matt grey-brown slip. Possibly made at Colchester. 
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Mortarium 
Sherd, Type M 11, heavily burnt and discoloured. Verulamium Region. Second century. 

Mica-coated Wares 
667. Almost complete, lower edge of pedestal trimmed off in antiquity. Fabric 28: 

fine-grained sandy ware; grey core; buff shading to orange under surface; thick mica 
coating on visible exterior surfaces and rim. 

Coarse Wares 
668. Complete. Fabric 14: brown core; red-brown; black surfaces; burnished rim and 

shoulder, matt body and smoothed base. 
(Not illustrated). Small rim sherds from eleven vessels: In Fabric 7, pie-dish as No.501, 
carinated jar as No. 443. In Fabric 13, two carinated bowls as No.420. In cream Fabric 
9, a necked jar. In Fabric 4, bowl as No. 644, two necked jars as No. 704 and jar with 
lid-seated rim as No.236. 

f!G.151, Nos. 669-75. Feature A 544, sealed by Building III. 
A large group of pottery which repeats forms and fabrics common in Features A 211, A 114, 

and B 108, so that only a selection of the more usual forms from the lowest layers is illustrated. 
The sherds were large and in good condition, with numerous joins to produce good profiles, but 
no pots had been whole at the time of deposition. Third century. 

Samian. 
S 91: Mascellio i 4a, Form 31, Lezoux. c.A.D. 165-200. 
D 14-15: Form 37, C. G. A.D. 150--180. Forms 18/31R, 33, 37(two), C. G. Antonine. Form 35/6, 
C. G. Second century. 

Colour-coated wares 
Small and rather miscellaneous sherds from two cornice-rimmed and necked beakers. Fabric CC 
5: cream ware, metallic green slip. Probably from the Lower Nene Valley. Also a flagon with 
rouletted bands on body. 

Mortaria 
669. Fine cream ware with traces of dark grey trituration grits. Mancetter-Hartshill. Type 

M 52. Late second or early third century. 
(Not illustrated). Base sherd. Orange-:brown fine-grained sandy ware; mixed white, 

, brown,. and black trituration grits. Origin unknown, but probably fairly local. 

Coarse Wares 
670. Almost complete. Fabric 7: grey ware; smoothed rim, rough matt lower body. 

Although deeper versions are common here, this shallow example is only the second 
from the site. Clearly from the same source as the jars. 

671. Fabric 20: orange ware, pale worn surfaces. 
672. Fabric CC 3: pale orange ware with some red grog inclusions; patchy red-brown and 

cream matt slip. Probably from the Lower Nene Valley. 
673. Fabric 4: grey core; buff surfaces; sooty patches outside. 
674. Fabric 4: hard and thick. Grey core; yellow-buff surfaces; matt finish. At least 21 

others, from A 408, 359, 288, 489, 268 (two), 524 and 109 (two); B 174 (two), 230 and 
210; D 33; C 33 and 38. 

675. Fabric 4: hard and thick. Grey core; patchy orange and light grey surfaces; smoothed 
rim and shoulder. Decoration, incised. At least one other, from B 119. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7, platter as No. 493, pie-dish as No.501, dish as No. 594, 
poppy-head beaker and necked jar. In Fabric 9, necked jar as No. 635. In Fabric 4, three 
necked jars as No. 704. 
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FIG.151, Nos. 676--84. Feature C 42, pit of Type 3. 
Six complete vessels were well stratified in the middle and lower layers of the pit; but, above, 

the group consisted of a large quantity of small weathered and residual sherds. Third century. 

Middle and Lower Layers 
Samian 
A large group of Antonine sherds particularly from the layers above 0.1 m. 
S 82: Iuppa ii 2a, Form 33, Lezoux. c. A.D. 130-150. 
D 14: Form 37, Lezoux. A.D.150-190 (two). 

Colour-coated Wares 
Small sherds from ten beakers all in Fabric CC 3 (so presumably from the Nene Valley potteries); 
comprising the following types: barbotine beaker N. V. 29 (one); folded and scaled beaker N. V. 
38 (one); folded beaker N. V. 43 (three); bag-shaped beaker N. V. 45 (one); plain beaker N. V. 46 
(two); plain body sherds (two). For the N. V. reference, see p. 267. 

Mortarium 
Stamp (FIG.97, No.4), Camulacus iii. Upper Nene Valley. c. A.D. 130-180. 

Coarse Wares 
676. One rim sherd of flanged bowl. Fabric 7: grey core: orange surfaces; burnished finish. 

Possibly produced at Much Hadham. 
677. Fabric 7: highly micaceous blue-grey ware; highly burnished interior, less glossy 

exterior. At least four other examples, from C 33 and 35; A 90 and A X (site TZ). 
678. About half. Fabric 7: micaceous grey ware with darker surfaces; highly burnished rim 

and interior, less glossy exterior. Sherds from second similar vessel. At least 60 others 
from the site. 

679. Complete. Fabric 7: mottled blue-grey surfaces with slip on upper body; highly 
polished finish over slip, less glossy finish over self-coloured areas. 

680. Complete. Fabric 7B: light grey; brown; grey surfaces, with self-coloured slip 
unevenly applied to upper body; burnished rim and shoulder, unevenly smoothed 
lower body, with reserved band between. 

681. Complete. Fabric 7: khaki core; dark blue-grey surfaces; highly burnished to below 
maximum girth, less glossy smoothed lower body. A 'second' (rim distorted). Also 
rims from two others. 

682. Complete. Fabric 13: blue-grey ware; lightly rilled rim, unevenly tooled lower body; 
combing on shoulder. Sooty exterior. Thick lime-scale deposit on inside. 

683. Complete jar. Fabric 4: heavily burnt and discoloured inside and out. Thick lime-scale 
deposit inside. 

684. Rim. Fabric 4: grey core; yellowish buff surfaces. Four others, from A 317, 195, 298 
and 524. 
(Not illustrated). In Fabric 7, three platters as No.499, platter as No.789, pie-dish as 
No.501 and three necked jars. In cream Fabric 9, carinated bowl as No.420. 

Upper Layers 
Samian 
S 54: Geminus vi 6a, Form 45, Lezoux. A.D.170-200. 

FIGS.152-3, Nos. 685-707. Ungrouped pottery of mid to late third-century date. 
Colour-coated Wares 
Nos.685-6 Typical Lower Nene Valley products. 
685. Fabric CC 3: matt brown slip inside and metallic green outside. Brewery Field. 
686. Almost complete. Metallic brown slip. C 28. 
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Mortaria 
687. 

688. 

689. 

690. 

691. 

ROMAN POTTERY 365 

Cream ware with dark grey trituration grits. Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. Early third 
century. Type M 18. A 195. Another example from A 90. 
Cream ware, with grey core and pale orange surfaces; opaque white and grey 
trituration grits. Type M 22. C 1/8. Upper Nene Valley. Third century. 
Burnt and discoloured. Worn surfaces. Verulamium Region. Early to mid third 
century. Type M 26. C 13. 
Sandy-textured orange ware with thick cream slip and grey core; translucent quartz 
trituration grits. Burnt and discoloured rim. Origin unknown. Late second or early 
third century. Type M 28. B 174. 
Sandy-textured ware with grey core, cream surfaces and smoky grey edge to rim; grey 
and black trituration grits. V erulamium Region. Late second or early third century. 
Type M 29. C 27. 

Nos. 
692. 
693. 
694. 

692-3. Cream ware and trituration grits typical of the Oxfordshire potteries. 

695. 

Type M 33. A.D.180-240. Brewery Field. 
Type M 35. Probably third century. A 208. Another example from B 119. 
Orange-brown sandy-textured ware with cream slip. Possibly third century. Origin 
unknown. Type M 35. A 221. 
Yellow sandy-textured ware with white and grey trituration grits scattered on to the 
nm. Origin unknown. Late second or third century. Type M 36. A 1. 

Coarse Wares 
696. Almost complete. Fabric 9: cream ware; smoky grey patches over outside; smoothed 

finish. A 244. 
697. Almost complete. Fabric 19: BB 1 ware. Decoration: burnished on matt ground. One 

of the few vessels on the site in the Black-Burnished ware range of forms and fabrics. 
A 82. 

698. Almost complete. Fabric 14B: brown core; dark grey-black surfaces; slip on rim and 
shoulder, with burnished finish, tooled lower body. C 31. 

699. Fabric 9: cream ware. B 75. 
700. Almost complete. Fabric 10: brown core; very worn blue-grey surfaces. Cheese-cutter 

base. A 1, with No.701. 
701. Complete. Fabric 10: blue core; red-brown; dark grey-brown surfaces, rough matt 

finish. A 1, found with No. 700. 
702. Almost complete. Fabric 4: buff core; .light orange surfaces; rilled band on rim and 

shoulder. C 27. 
703. Fabric 4: grey core; light orange surfaces; rilled band on top of rim and on body. B 79. 

At least sixteen others, from A 118, 43, 512, 524, 408, 109 and 208; B 15, 46, 86, 127, 
180 and 191; C 33 and C X (two). 

704. Fabric 4: hard-fired. Grey core; yellow-buff surfaces. B 210. 
705. Fabric 4: grey core; buff surfaces; rilled exterior. C 31. 
706. Complete. Fabric 4: grey core; orange surfaces; smoothed finish. F 6. 
707. Complete. Fabric 4: grey core; surfaces shade from yellow ochre to orange; rilled 

finish. A 'second', with scarred and dented body. F 5. 

FIG.153, Nos. 708-10. Feature B 62, a well. 
A large group of sherds was found in the well shaft. There were several joining sherds from 

different layers below 6.0 m which suggests that deposition occurred in one operation. Only the 
three most complete coarse pots found below 6.0 m are illustrated. 

Samian 
S 120: Primanus iii 6d, complete Form 33, Lezoux. c. A.D. 165-200. 
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Colour-coated Wares 
708. Almost complete. Fabric CC 8; very worn, only patches of red-brown slip. From the 

Oxfordshire potteries. Late third or fourth century. 

Painted Wares 
709. Almost complete. Fabric 16: orange sandy-textured ware; yellow slip. Decoration, 

brown slip. A row of notches around base was cut after firing. 

Coarse Wares 
710. Complete. Fabric 13: blue-grey ware; rilled rim, matt lower body, cheese-cutter base. 

Combed band on shoulder. 

FIGS.154-5, Nos. 711-37. Feature A 483, a well. 
A group from the weathering cone and upper levels of a well-shaft which includes the best 

examples of types common in areas of later occupation but not represented in better-stratified 
groups. Late third or early fourth century. 

Well-shaft 
Samian 
S 43: Cucalus 2b, Form 27, Lezoux. c. A.D. 14(}--160. A large group from at least eighteen vessels, 
which can be divided into two, the South Gaulish material of first-century date, and a larger 
Central Gaulish group of mid to late second-century date. 

Colour-Coated Wares 
711. Fabric CC 3: metallic green slip. Decoration, rouletted. Thick-walled and rather 

clumsy. Lower Nene Valley potteries. Third century. 
712. Fabric CC 3: slip fired to rust on inside and at base outside; remainder shades to dark 

metallic brown. Decoration: cream slip and rouletting. 
(Not illustrated). Sherds from four other thin-walled beakers of good quality, Fabric CC 
2: metallic slip over thin pale pastes. 

713. Rim circuit. Fabric CC 12: orange ware, no finish survives. Source unknown, 
definitely not Oxfordshire red-slipped ware. 

Painted Wares 
714. Fabric 24: fine-grained white ware, with smooth exterior surface. Decoration: 

horizontal bands in light orange-brown matt slip. Probably a Lower Nene Valley 
product although 1n an unusual fabric. 

Mortaria 
Nos. 715-6. Cream ware and trituration grits typical of the Oxfordshire potteries. 
715. Type M 38. A.D.20G-280. Six examples, from C 29 and 42; A 68 and 90 (two); F X 

(four). 
716. Type M 39. Third century, perhaps before 250. 

Coarse Wares 
717. Fabric 7: partly oxidised yellow ochre ware with dark grey micaceous surfaces; very 

worn, only traces of burnished finish survive. At least two others, from A 132 (two). 
718. Fabric 7: light blue-grey ware; faceted burnished finish on rim and interior; evenly 

smoothed exterior, matt underside. At least 24 others from A 43, 68 (three); 2 and 298; 
C 32 (three); 33, 35 (two) and unstratified (one); B 62, 21, 18/19, 118, 174 (two), 177, 
191 and unstratified (one); D 13 and 36. 

719. Fabric 20: bright orange sandy ware; lighter surfaces, rough finish. 
720. Fabric 7C: brown core; very dark grey slip on exterior; highly burnished rim and 

shoulder. Decoration: burnished on rilled ground. Jars within the typical ranges of 
BEl and BB2 are rare on the site. 
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721. Fabric 7C: dark grey core; red-brown under-surface; dark grey micaceous surfaces; 
highly burnished to groove, rilled lower body. At least 26 other examples, from E 42, 
33, 38 and 35 (three); F X (two); A 298 (three) and 533 (two); D 13, 11, 15 and 
unstratified (three); B 33, 18/19, 128, 177 and 171 (three). 

722. Fabric 7B: hard. Khaki core; grey-black surfaces; highly burnished to groove, rilled 
matt finish below. 

723. Fabric 7: khaki core; dark blue-grey micaceous surfaces; very worn. 
724. Almost complete. Fabric 7B: blue ware; metallic blue-grey slip; highly burnished to 

maximum girth, smoothed at base, matt zone between. At least eleven other 
examples, from A 4, 18, 298 and unstratified (two); B 15 and 33; D 15 and 33 (three). 

725, Fabric 14: grey core; smoky grey interior; heavily sooted exterior. 
726. Fabric 4: orange core; ochre surfaces; rilled body. At least eighteen other examples, 

from A 1, 2, 68, 90 (three); 359 and unstratified (one); B 18/19, 21, 139, 151 and 179; C 
35 (two), 37 (two) and 38. 

727-8. Fabric 4: grey core; orange-brown surfaces with grey patches; rilled. 

Upper Layers 
Colour-coated Wares 
729. Fabric CC 3: metallic orange-brown slip. 

Mort aria 
730. Orange-brown sandy ware, rilled matt surfaces; no trituration grits survive. Origin 

unknown. Third or fourth century. Type M 44. 
(Not illustrated). Rim of Type M 38, in typical Oxfordshire cream ware. Rim sherds 
from two of Type M 49, in typical Lower Nene Valley cream ware. Third or fourth 
century. 

Coarse Wares 
731. Fabric 13: grey ware; red under-surfaces; interior burnished, exterior smoothed. 
732. Fabric 7: light grey ware, darker surfaces; burnished finish. At least five others, from 

A 261 and 191; B 33, 41 and 174. 
733-4. Fabric 7: light brown core; dark grey surfaces; highly burnished interior surface and 

flange, less glossy smoothed exterior. 
735. Fabric 7B: blue core; streaked brown and grey surfaces; burnished exterior. 
736. Fabric 7: hard. Blue-grey ware; burnished finish. Decoration, impressed. 
737. Fabric 13: dark grey ware, rough matt finish. 

FIG.155, Nos. 738-45. Feature B 139, a well. 
A large group of sherds was recovered, those from the weathering cone being particularly 

small and weathered. The illustrated sherds were selected from the better group found in the 
well-shaft and represent the most important types. No vessel was complete at the time of 
deposition. Mid fourth century. 

Samian 
A group of small and weathered sherds mainly Antonine and late Antonine in date, and including 
one of the few East Gaulish bowls ofForm 31R. D 20: Form 29, S.G. c. A.D. 25-40 (one of the 
few possibly pre-Conquest samian imports). 

Colour-coated Wares 
Nos. 738-40. Typical products of the Lower Nene Valley potteries. (Fabric CC 3). 
738-9. Brown slip. 
740. Patchy orange-brown slip, the interior a darker shade; very worn, no finish survives. 
741. Bright orange micaceous ware; very worn, no slip survives. The head-dress repre-
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sented by finger impressions. Fabric CC 10?. An unusual fabric. ?Imported from East 
GauL 

742. Typical Oxfordshire red-slipped ware. Very worn. Smoky grey edge to flange. 

Mortarium 
743. Typical Oxfordshire white-slipped ware (CC 11). Very worn surfaces. Type M 41. 

Late third or fourth century. Seven others, from C 35, B 33 (two) and unstratified 
(two); K X (two). 

Coarse Wares 
744. Fabric 7: orange-brown powdery ware; smoky grey patches at base; very worn, no 

trace of finish survives. Bung-hole cut before firing; trimmmed off in antiquity. 
745. Fabric 4: grey cote; buff surfaces, with grey patches; rilled. Also sherds from second 

larger example. Fifteen others, from A 68 and 466; B 4 (four), 33 (three), 37 and 174 
(two); D 10 (two) and 25. 

FIGS.155-6, Nos. 746-780. Feature B 179, a well. 
The weathering cone produced a large quantity of sherds; but the shaft produced only a small 

group, including three almost complete pots, two of which were in so-called 'Romano-Saxon' 
wares (p. 272). Three coins dated 367-75 were found in the shaft, while the latest from the 
weathering cone are dated 388-92, amongst the latest found on the site. 
The group from the shaft is illustrated, with a selection of all the types represented in the 
weathering cone. 

The Well Shaft 
Colour-coated Wares 
746. Fine sandy red ware with blue-grey core; mottled red-brown metallic slip. Decoration, 

white slip. Late fourth or fifth century. Not a Oxfordshire product, possibly a 
locally-made copy (Fabric CC 12). 

747. Typical Oxfordshire red-slipped ware. Late third or early fourth century. 

Mortarium 
748. Typical Oxfordshire cream ware with some trituration grits scattered on to the rim. 

Late third or fourth centuries. Type M 40. Seven others, from D 25, 33 and 
unstratified (one); B X; F X (two); K X. 

Coarse Wares 
749. About half. Fabric 22: brown sandy ware, with coarse angular grits; grey surfaces; 

worn and rough, but traces of a soapy burnished finish. Decoration: embossed and 
incised (see p. 246 for discussion of the types found the site). 

750. Almost complete. Fabric 7B: brown core; mottled blue-grey slip; faceted burnished 
finish. Decoration, impressed. 

751. Fabric 13: BB1 type firing; burnished finish on inside and rim; less glossy smoothed 
exterior. Others from A 68 and 408; C 13 (two); B 174 (six), 176, 177, 171 and BX 
(two); F X. 

752. Fabric 13: almost complete. Heavily over-fired 'second'; blue core; orange surfaces 
with grey patches; matt finish. At least one other, from B 213. 

753. Fabric 4: grey core; buff surface with grey patches; rilled. 

The Weathering Cone 
Colour-coated Wares 
754. About half. Fabric CC 3: dark greenish-grey slip; poorly finished, so rilled and 

smudged, with a cheese-cutter base. Lower Nene Valley. 
Nos. 755-63. Typical Oxfordshire red-slipped wares. (Fabrics CC 9-10). 
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Mortaria 

ROMAN POTTERY 

Decoration: in white slip, with rouletted bands. 
Typical highly micaceous ware (Fabric CC 9). 
Decoration: in white slip. 

373 

Typical highly micaceous ware (Fabric CC 9). Decoration: stamped and rouletted. 

Nos. 764-6. Cream ware and trituration grits typical of the Oxfordshire potteries. 
764. Joining sherd in Feature B 174. No trituration grits visible; it appears that this piece 

765. 
766. 
767. 
768. 

was never :gritted. Type M ·31. Late second or eady third century. 
Type M 31. Late second or early third century. 
Some trituration grits on rim. Type M 38. Another from D 2. 
Typical Oxfordshire white-slipped ware. Type M 41. Late third or fourth century. 
Cream ware and trituration grits typical of the Lower Nene Valley. Very worn and 
badly flaked surfaces. Type M 47. Third or fourth century. 

Coarse Wares 
769. Body sherd from necked jar. Fabric 7: light red sandy ware; burnished above groove. 

770. 

771-4. 
771. 

772. 
773. 

774. 

775. 
776. 
777-8. 

779. 
780. 

Decoration: embossed on matt ground. From same source as Nos. 771-4. 
Several joining sherds. Fabric 7: red-brown ware with grey core; black surfaces; highly 
polished exterior surface. Decoration: the design cannot be completely defined, but 
appears to consist of alternate impressed and raised motifs (see p. 251). 
Appear to be from the same source, which is likely to be the Much Hadham potteries. 
Fabric 7: bright orange ware; faceted burnished finish over rim and handles, matt 
unfinished neck. 
Fabric 7: orange ware with darker surfaces; highly burnished finish. 
Fabric 7: burnt and discoloured orange ware; unevenly burnished exterior. Also a rim 
from second example. 
Fabric 7: thick-walled and hard. Orange-red ware; burnished bead, cordon and body. 
Also rim from second example. 
Fabric 7: blue-grey micaceous ware; burnished finish. 
Fabric 7: dark grey ware; burnished rim top and interior; smoothed exterior. 
Fabric 4: patchy grey and pinky buff ware; rilled surface finish. Decoration: incised 
scroll on top of rim of No. 778. 
Fabric 4: grey core; orange-brown interior, sooty grey exterior; rilled. 
Fabric 4: grey core; red-brown surfaces; rilled. Heavily tempered. Comparatively 
common, at least 25 others of this variant from the site. 

FIGS.157-8, Nos. 781-822. Feature B 18/19, a well. 
A large group from the shaft and weathering cone. A selection of rims from the upper layers 

was included to supplement the range of late Roman wares. · 

The Well Shaft 
Samian 
A large group of sherds of Antonine and late Antonine date and including East Gaulish vessels. 

Colour-coated Wares 
781-2. Typical Oxfordshire red-slipped wares 

Mortaria 
783. Very worn with flaked slip. Type M 41. Late third or fourth century. 
784. Typical Oxfordshire cream ware. Type M 38. Possibly· third rather than fourth 

century. 
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Coarse Wares 
785. Small rim. Fabric 7B: khaki core; blue-black slip over exterior and part of interior; 

highly burnished finish. Decoration, dimpled. 
786. Fabric 7: thick and hard. Blue-grey ware; very worn. 
787. Fabric 7: grey core; patchy dark grey and brown surfaces; rough uneven burnished 

finish. 
788. Fabric 13: grey core; mottled grey and brown surfaces; burnished interior, faceted 

exterior. 
789. Fabric 7: hard. Brown core; metallic dark blue-grey surfaces; highly burnished finish, 

with faceted zone below lip. 
790. Fabric 13: as No. 788; matt on underside of base. Decoration: burnished, on matt 

ground. At least one other, from D 25. 
791. Fabric 7: blue-grey ware; streaky-toned surfaces; burnished interior and rim, smoothed 

exterior. 
792. Fabric 19: typical BB 1 ware. Brownish black ware, with thin red core; burnished rim 

and interior. Decoration: burnished on matt ground. At least one other example from 
A 68. . 

793. Fabric 7B blue-grey ware, with darker-firing slip extending over rim; highly 
burnished rim and shoulder, matt lower body, where much of the slip has worn off. 

794. Fabric 10: brown core; dark grey-brown surfaces; burnished finish extends on to inside 
of jar. 

795. Fabric 10: same firing as No. 794; burnished to maximum girth, lower body matt. 
796. Fabric 7: orange ware, with brighter-toned surfaces; burnished exterior. Although no 

evidence survives, this bowl may have had dimpled and embossed decoration. 
797. Fabric 4: buff core; orange surfaces, with sooty grey patches on outside. 

The Weathering Cone 
Colour-coated Wares 
798-802. Typical Lower Nene Valley products, cream ware with brown slip (Fabric CC 3). 
801-2. Decoration in white slip. 
803. Grey ware; dark blue-grey metallic slip. Decoration in thick cream slip. 

Mort aria 
804. 

805. 

806. 

Typical cream ware. Decoration: large z1g-zag m red-brown slip. Type M 45. 
Mancetter-Hartshiii. After A.D. 240. 
Sandy-textured orange ware, with thin patchy cream slip; translucent white and 
brown quartz grits. Possibly from the Much Hadham potteries. Deliberate and close 
copy of Oxfordshire white-slipped mortaria, even to the trituration grits. Type M 43. 
Late third or fourth century. 
Typical Oxfordshire cream ware. Late third or fourth century. Type M 39. Others 
from D 25; K X. 

Coarse Wares 
807. Complete neck circuit, with evidence for single handle. Fabric 7: grey ware; very dark 

grey matt surfaces. 
808. Almost complete. Fabric 13: dark grey core; patchy brown rust and grey surfaces; wall 

burnished inside and out, under-side of base matt. Decoration: burnished on a matt 
ground, on upper base. 

809. Fabric 13: dark grey core; patchy brown and grey surfaces; burnished interior, 
extending over rim, faceted band below rim, smoothed lower body outside. 

810. Fabric 13: fired to BB1 finish, with dark grey surfaces; burnished interior surface 
extending on to rim, rilled exterior with two uneven burnished bands. 

811. Fabric 13: hard blue-grey ware; burnished finish. 
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Fabric 13: brown core; dark grey surfaces; burnished interior extending on to rim. 
Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 
Fabric 13: dark grey core; brown surfaces with grey patches; highly burnished interior, 
extending over rim, smoothed lower body. 
Fabric 7: dark grey ware; faceted burnished finish. 
Fabric 7B: pale grey core; black surfaces; highly burnished exterior. 
Fabric 7: dark orange ware; burnished exterior, with two or three uneven grooves on 
shoulder. Burnt. Possibly produced at Much Hadham. 
Fabric 7: orange ware; highly burnished exterior. Three others, from C 33; D 25 (two). 
Fabric 13: blue-grey ware; with lighter surfaces; rilled rim. 
Fabric 7: . blue-grey ware; burnished rim . 
Fabric 7: grey ware; burnished to below maximum girth, lower body matt. 
Complete. Fabric 4: brown core; orange; buff surfaces, with grey patches; rilled. At 
least four others, from D 10 and 25; B 62; CX. 
Fabric 4: as No. 821. Heavily burnt and discoloured. 

FIG.159, Nos. 823--46. Ungrouped pottery of late fourth- or early fifth-century date. 
Colour-coated Wares 
823. Fabric CC 12: thick red slip; faceted burnished finish. Not a product of the 

Oxfordshire potteries, probably local. D 25. 
824. Fabric CC 12: blue-grey core; orange slip outside; highly burnished finish, vertical on 

neck, horizontal on body. Decoration, cream slip. The pattern is similar to one used in 
the Oxfordshire potteries (Young C.27.3), but the vessel is not from that source. D 25. 

825. Fabric CC 12: orange ware. Decoration, white slip. D 25. 
826. Fabric CC 8: light brown slip. Decoration: overlapping half-circle stamps. B 179. 

Painted Wares 
827. Fabric CC 3: grey core at rim; thick red-brown slip. Decoration: rouletted exterior; 

design in white on interior. Probably Lower Nene Valley. K X. 
828. Oxfordshire parchment ware. Decoration: design in red-brown on rim and interior. 

Brewery Field. 
829. Typical Oxfordshire white-slipped ware. Decoration, in pink slip. D 10. 
830. Face mask from neck of flagon. Cream ware with darker buff slip; hair and features 

painted in brown slip. B 21. 

Mortaria 
831. Sandy-textured orange ware; burnished rim and interior; white and brown translu

scent trituration grits, like those used by the Oxfordshire potteries. The form closely 
copies a type common to the Oxfordshire potteries in the later third and fourth 
centuries. Probably Much Hadham. Fourth century. Type M 40. D 10. 

832. About half. Fine sandy orange ware with patchy cream and orange slip; coarse black 
ironstone trituration grits. Lower Nene Valley. Third or fourth century. Type M 46. 
A 68. At least 15 other examples. 

833. Fabric, firing and trituration grits as No. 831. Probably Much Hadham potteries. 
Fourth or fifth century. Type M 51. K X. Another from D 33. 

834. Cream ware; metallic red-brown slip. Type M 51. Lower Nene Valley. K X. 
835. Fine sandy orange ware; burnished finish. Poorly moulded lion-head spout. Probably 

Much Hadham potteries. Four or fifth century. Type M 51. F X. 

Coarse Wares· 
836. Fabric 7B: orange-brown ware, with grey core; traces of dark red burnished slip. 

Decoration, rouletted. A 298. 
837. Fabric 7: bright orange ware, brown core at rim; self-coloured burnished surfaces. 

Decoration: row of notches on flange. Possibly Much Hadham potteries. D 13. 
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838. Fabric 7: orange ware; highly burnished finish. D 25. 
839. Fabric 13: grey ware; burnished surfaces. Decoration: burnished, on matt ground. 

D 25. 
840. Fabric 7: light grey ware, with darker burnished surfaces. Decoration: burnished, on 

matt ground. A 10. Two others, from A 68 and D 32. 
841. Fabric 7: grey ware, with darker burnished surfaces; matt base inside. Decoration: 

burnished, on matt ground. A 533. 
842. Fabric 7B: blue-grey ware, with darker metallic blue-grey slip; vertical burnishing on 

body, horizontal on rim. B 174. 
843. Fabric 4: grey core; pinky-buff surfaces with grey patches; rilled. A 68. 
844. Fabric 4: as No. 843. A 68. 
845. Fabric 4: as No. 843. Decoration: frilled band applied below rim. D X. 
846. Fabric 4: as No. 843. Decoration: bottom edge of rim notched. K X. 
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APPENDIX I 

METALLURGICAL ANALYSES 

A. BROOCHES (Nos. 1-162) 
By Justine Bayley 

The site produced a total of 162 brooches and. brooch-pins of late Iron Age and Roman date. A 
few of these were made of iron but the bulk were of various copper alloys. They were analysed to 
see which alloys were being used for which brooch-types in order to discover if there were any 
patterns in the metal usage (cf. Bayley et al. 1980; Bayley and Butcher 1981). 

Small metal samples were taken from those brooches that were large and solid enough, by 
drilling into them from the back with a No.60 drill. The metal samples were then analysed 
quantitatively by atomic absorption (AAS), cf. Hughes et al. 1976. The results of those analyses 
are given in TABLE 20A. All the brooches were then analysed non-destructively by X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF). This gives only semi-quantitative results, but in this case they could be 
approximately calibrated by comparison with the AAS results. 

By taking the two sets of data together it has been possible to assign an alloy description to 
each brooch (see TABLE 20). In some cases this is quite clear-cut; for instance an alloy containing 
only copper and zinc is a brass and one containing only copper and tin a bronze. However, most 
of the brooches contained detectable amounts of zinc, tin and lead, so decisions have to be taken 
as to the level at which an element becomes significant in the alloy. Here, gunmetal is used as a 
descriptive term for copper alloys containing more than a percent or two of both tin and zinc. For 
example, No. 62 is described as a brass although it contains a little tin and a trace of lead. Only 
alloys containing over a few percent of lead are described as leaded, for low lead contents have 
little effect on the mechanical properties of the metal. The relationship between the elements 
present and the alloy names is demonstrated in FIG.160 which also shows the lack of sharp 
divisions between the various alloys. Metal that is going to be wrought (as opposed to just cast) 
does not usually contain much lead, for it would make it very difficult to work. Leaded alloys 
also lack the mechanical strength and springiness of lead-free metals and so are not used where 
these properties are important; for instance, the brooch-pins (Nos.131-140a) are all low-lead or 
lead-free alloys. However, where complex castings are to be made, adding lead to the metal can 
be an advantage, as it is then more fluid and good flawless castings are more easily made. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Tae La Tene Ill. brooch fragments are catalogued·as Nos.1-14. Most are bronzes but one 
(No. 2) is brass. As yet I have no comparative data for these brooch types. The composition of 
No.14 is somewhat unexpected as it seems to contain a significant amount oflead although it is of 
one-piece construction. 

381 
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Nos. 15-22 and 23--44 are two groups of one-piece brooches with four-coil springs with 
internal chords and solid catch-plates. Most of both groups are bronzes though a few contain 
enough zinc to be classed as 'bronze/gunmetal' or even 'gunmetal'. Brass is used for most of 
those brooches that have rounded or humped bows (Nos.37, 39-41 and 43). Similar brooches 
from Richborough (Bayley et al. 1980) are fairly evenly split between bronzes and brasses with a 
few gunmetals. Two similar brooches with short bows and long feet (Nos. 45-6) are both 
bronzes, but a further example (No. 47) is brass, as are the brooches with incipient wings with 
which it compares in other ways. These types (Nos.48--50) can be roughly paralleled at 
Richborough where they are also all brasses. 

The one-piece Colchester brooches (Nos.51-3, 54-66 and 160--2) are, with one exception, all 
brasses. This is not unexpected, for all the comparable brooches from King Harry Lane, St. 
Albans were brass, as were just over half those from Richborough. The later (two-piece) 
Colchester brooches (Nos. 68--80) are all leaded alloys, either bronzes or gunmetals. This agrees 
with the range of compositions found for these types at Richborough. It is interesting to 
speculate on the change of alloy and design which obviously go hand in hand. Were leaded alloys 
introduced as an economy measure, necessitating the new design, or was the design changed (it 
would be easier to repair) and the opportunity then taken to use leaded alloys? 

Dolphin and Polden Hill brooches are usually leaded alloys, most commonly leaded bronze, 
like the Colchester-derivative brooches. The examples here are compositionally atypical. In the 
case ofNo. 83 the reason may have been the colour of the metal; brass would be a golden colour 
and a nice contrast to the niello inlay. 

The Langton Down brooches (Nos. 87-95) are all brasses, though one or two contain more 
than traces of tin. The one comparable brooch from Rich borough and all those from King Harry 
Lane, St. Albans are also brasses. The 'Nertomarus' brooch (No.86), which is made in a similar 
way, is also brass. 

The Kragenfibel (Nos. 96-7), Thistle and Rosette brooches are all brass. The numerous Thistle 
and Rosette brooches from King Harry Lane, St. Albans were also all brass. 

The large group of hinged bow brooches (Nos.104-126) are also mainly brasses. For 
comparison, all the Aucissa brooches from Richborough that have been analysed are brass, as are 
80% of the Hod Hill variants from the site. Nos. 107-14, 116, 118-22 and 124-5 have all been 
tinned. This can be either a pure tin or a tin-lead alloy. It is usually applied to only parts of the 
brooch, not coating the whole. Those brooches where no tinning is visible may have been tinned 
and it has all worn off or is obscured by corrosion products. 

The plate brooches (Nos.142-152) are not a uniform group, so the range of alloys found is not 
surprising. What is less expected is the fact that most of them contain virtually no lead. 

The penannular brooches (Nos.153-9) are bronzes and brasses. They are found in a wide range 
of compositions, the only common factor being low lead levels. 

The three unfinished brooches (Nos.160--162) are brass, although lead and tin were also 
detected. 

Acknowledgement 
Thanks are expressed to Ruth Linton for sampling and analysing the brooches. 

TABLE 20: THE BROOCHES, ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Where more than one alloy name is given for a single object it indicates either an intermediate 
composition or some uncertainly about its composition. The name that appears first is more 
likely to be correct. 

Catalogue Quantitative Metal alloy Decoratio11 Catalogue Quantitative Metal alloy Decoratio11 
No. Analysis No. Analysis 

(see TABLE (see TABLE 
20A) 20A) 

1. bronze 4. bronze 
2. brass 5. 
3. bronze 6. 
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Catalogue Quantitative Metal alloy Decoratio11 Catalogue Quantitative Metal alloy Decoratio11 
No. Analysis No. Analysis 

(see TABLE (see TABLE 
20A) 20A) 

7. bronze 80. leaded bronze 
8. 81. X gun metal tinned 
9. bronze/ gun metal 82. X gun metal 

10. bronze/ gunmetal 83. X brass niello 
11. bronze 84. X bronze 
12. 85. brass/ gun metal 
13. 86. X brass 
14. X leaded bronze 87. X 
15. bronze (and 88. 

gunmetal) 89. X brass/ gun metal 
16. bronze/ gunmetal 90. X brass lead with some tin 
17. bronze 91. 
18. 92. brass/ gun metal 
19. bronze/ gunmetal 93. brass tinned 
20. gunmetal 94. 
21. bronze 95. 
22. bronze 96. 
23. X 97. 
24. X 98. 
25. 99. brass 
26. X 100. brass tinned (solder) 
27. X 101. leaded bronze tinne"d 
28. 102. X leaded gunmetal tinned (solder) 
29. 103. brass/ gun metal tinned 
30. 104. X 
31. X 105. brass 
32. 106. brass/ gun metal tinned 
33. 107. brass 
34. 108. 
35. X 109. 
36. X leaded gunmetal 110. bronze 
37. brass 111. brass 
38. bronze/ gunmetal 112. 
39. X brass 113. gunmetal 
40. 114. bronze 
41. brass 115. brass/ gun metal 
42. bronze 116. X brass tinned 
43. brass 117. X 
44. (iron) 118. X 
45: bronze 119. X 
46. 120. X 
47. X brass 121. 
48. 122. 
49. X 123. 
50. X brass 124. X tinned 
51. brass 125. X 
52. 126. 
53. 127. (iron 
54. X 128. ( " 
55. X 129. ( " 
56. X 130. ( " 
57. 131. bronze 
58. X bronze 132. 
60. X brass 133. gunmetal 
61. X 134. bronze 
62. X 135. gunmetal 
63. X 136. bronze 
64. brass/ gun metal 137. brass 
65. brass 138. 
66. (iron) 139. gunmetal 
67. X leaded bronze 140. brass 
68. X leaded gunmetal 140a. bronze/ gun metal 
69. brass 141. brass red glass bead 
70. X leaded bronze 142. brass/ gunmetal tinned; blue glass 
71. X leaded gunmetal 'stone 

, 

72. X , 11 
143. leaded bronze tinned 

73. X leaded bronze 144. brass tinned 
74. X 145. tinned 
75. X leaded gunmetal 146. gunmetal/bronze tinned, amber glass 
76. X leaded bronze 'stone 
77. X 147. brass 
78. 148. ?bronze enamelled 
79. X 149. bronze 
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Catalogue Quantitative Metal alloy 
No. Analysis 

(see TABLE 

20A) 

150. X 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. X 

brass 

bronze 

brass/ gun metal 
brass 

Deroratio11 

enamelled 
niello, tinned 

BALDOCK 

Catalogue Quantitative Metal alloy 
No. Analysis 

157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 

(see TABLE 

20A) 

X 
X 

bronze 

brass 

Decoratio11 

tinned 

TABLE 20A: THE BROOCHES, QUANTITATIVE (AAS) ANALYSES 

Catalogue AA 
No. Sample No. Cu 
14 801 81.1 
23 825 83.8 
24 826 87.6 
26 824 84.3 
27 829 87.3 
31 827 92.8 
35 828 86.8 
36 830 78.7 
39 831 73.5 
47 832 73.5 
49 833 75.6 
so 814 71.9 
54 800 81.4 
55 859 80.3 
56 808 71.1 
58 834 82.5 
60 856 78.4 
61 810 81.9 
62 811 71.3 
63 812 85.4 
68 815 78.1 
69 835 74.5 
70 836 78.4 
71 855 80.9 
72 837 74.5 
73 857 75.0 

% Composition Catalogue AA 
Zn Stl Pb No. Sample No. 
2.0 5.6 6.7 74 860 
2.5 11.0 2.0 75 838 
0.9 10.1 0.4 76 841 
1.7 10.2 0.6 77 821 
0.4 6.6 2.3 79 858 
0 5.6 1.3 81 853 
0.1 11.6 2.3 82 854 
7.3 6.9 8.2 83 807 

27.7 0.9 0.1 84 876 
23.5 0.7 1.0 86 802 
23.7 1.2 0.3 87 809 
23.0 1.3 0.1 89 840 
21.9 1.4 0.3 90 839 
18.9 0 0.2 102 852 
20.5 0.6 0.1 104 842 
0 9.7 0.2 116 822/844 

19.1 0 0 117 845 
14.2 1.7 0.8 118 848 
20.7 1.6 0.1 119 843 
20.0 2.1 0.3 120 819 

1.7 7.6 10.2 124 806 
4.0 8.7 10.5 125 846 
0.3 9.1 8.3 150 847 
4.2 4.9 12.3 156 803 
7.5 5.4 11.5 157 818 
0.5 9.6 17.9 158 849 

B. MIRRORS (Nos. 397-9) 
By Justine Bayley 

% Composition 
Cu Zn Sn Pb 

61.3 0.3 7.5 30.0 
78.1 6.0 6.8 9.4 
77.3 1.8 8.0 12.2 
78.5 0.8 6.4 11.2 
85.5 0.7 5.0 8.0 
87.6 5.0 5.7 1.1 
87.5 6.0 7.5 0.8 
81.8 19.6 1.8 2.0 
90.3 0.4 14.6 0 
74.8 17.9 1.8 0.9 
71.2 17.1 1.9 0.2 
72.9 21.8 3.5 0.4 
73.5 24.5 0.5 2.4 
78.5 15.7 2.7 6.1 
73.5 24.1 3.1 0.1 
70.8 28.3 0 1.7 
68.2 26.8 1.4 0.6 
71.1 28.4 1.2 0.2 
73.7 28.3 0 0.1 
75.3 21.1 0.8 0.1 
75.0 23.9 1.1 0 
73.1 25.5 0.6 0.2 
73.7 21.4 2.7 0.7 
81.7 17.3 1.8 1.2 
81.2 1.5 11.8 0.7 
82.5 0 10.9 1.3 

The three mirror fragments were all deeply corroded with only small areas of the original grey 
surface visible; these were mainly covered with a thin layer of soil. However, they all appeared 
highly polished on one side and rougher on the other; this suggested that they all came from 
mirrors which were originally mounted in a box or frame, rather than on a handle as a hand 
mirror with both sides visible. The backs were in an 'as cast' state, for only the front was polished 
up for use. . 

The fragments were analysed by an energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (XRF) system. All 
were of similar composition, mainly copper and tin with a smaller amount of lead also present. 
Silver was not detected in any of them. The objects were so deeply corroded that comparisons 
with standards would have been unreliable. However, they all seem to belong to the group of 
high-tin bronzes known as speculum metals, which have this grey appearance and compositions 
in the range· 20-30% .. tin. -No ,difference was. visible between the s1:1rfaces and the broken edges 
(where the metal was uncorroded), which supported the view that the fragments were of one 
metal throughout and were not plated. The surface cracks on No.398 were not caused by a 
cracking off of a surface plating but by deep-seated corrosion in the metal expanding the core of 
the object. The metal has cracked and split off rather than bent, as it is brittle. This, together with 
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the shapes of the fragments, reinforces the view that the mirrors are of speculum metal which is 
very brittle. 

C. COPPER ALLOY SCRAP (No. 409) 
By Justine Bayley 

Qualitative analysis (by energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence) confirmed that a range of alloys 
was being worked (see below, the crucibles). Most of the metal analysed was either brass (with 
minor amounts of tin and lead) or bronze (often with traces of lead). There seemed no 
consistency in alloy choice within the limited range being worked; for instance three rolled-sheet 
rivets from B 191 were respectively bronze, brass (with a minor amount of tin and lead) and 
virtually pure copper with only a trace of tin. No heavily leaded alloys were noted, which is what 
one would expect of an industry that was smithing rather than casting its copper-alloy objects. 

D. CRUCIBLES (Nos. 410-33) 
By Justine Bayley 

All crucible sherds were examined under a low-power microscope and the metalliferous 
deposits on them analysed qualitatively by energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence. 

Feature A 195 (Nos.410-17) included parts of at least five crucibles in at least two fabrics, one 
rather finer-textured than the other. There was one complete rim (FIG.63) and parts of three 
others, all with similar though slightly different profiles. The complete rim was of a finer fabric 
than the more fr;tgmentary examples. The four bases (one illustrated in FIG.63) were all similar in 
form, but two were in a finer fabric than the others. In addition to these there were a few body 
sherds, probably further parts of the same vessels. Although the crucibles were wheel-turned, the 
wall-thickness varied from about 4 to 8 mm in the same vessel with the base even thicker. The 
fabric of all the sherds showed some vitrification caused by the high temperatures to which the 
crucibles were raised. The changes were more extreme in areas further away from the rims. This 
variable degree of vitrification made differentiation between fabrics difficult, leading to some 
uncertainty in the range noted. 

All the crucibles had an extra applied outer layer of less refractory clay. The reason for this is 
not certain, but it would have given some protection from thermal shock as the crucible was 
lifted from the fire and would also have increased its thermal capacity, allowing a longer 
pouring-time before the molten metal resolidified. The extra outer layer was in all cases highly 
vitrified though in many examples individual quartz grains could be made out in the fracture. 
The outer surface of the outer layer and the inner surface of the crucible were coloured red in 
some areas through the incorporation of small amounts of copper from the charge being melted. 
Most of the other colours noted (black, brown, green) were produced by iron from the clay 
fabric. 

X-ray fluorescence results suggest that a variety of copper alloys was being melted. A metal 
blob on one rim fragment gave signals for only copper and zinc (that is, it was brass). Most of the 
other deposits seem to be brass containing some lead and a trace of tin; but the metal adhering to 
the complete rim was mainly copper with minor amounts of lead, zinc and tin. 

A sector of a handmade 'disc' of fired clay possibly with a central 'knob' was also found in 
A 195. It had an oxidised core and a reduced surface and was vitrified near the edge. Its fabric was 
not very refractory. The flat surface contained metal traces (copper, zinc, lead and ?tin detected) 
which suggest it may have some connection with the metal-melting industry. One possible use 
would be as a lid for a crucible; but it may not have been large enough to fit the crucibles found 
with it and, besides, such objects are not well attested at this (or any other) period. 

Feature A 191 (Nos.418-20) produced one body sherd with metal blobs (brass with a little 
lead), a base of similar form to that illustrated, and a rim sherd which may not be from a crucible. 
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The form. and fabric were different from those of any other crucibles; it lacked the extra outer 
layer and did not have an extensively vitrified surface. 

Feature A 188 produced six sherds in two fabrics. The metal on No. 421 appeared to be leaded 
gunmetal (a quaternary copper + tin + zinc + lead alloy); No.422 was brass with only minor 
amounts of tin and lead; and No. 424 was brass with some lead and tin. No.423 is a rim, possibly 
unused. 

Feature A 180 produced a base sherd (No.425) with a deposit of leaded brass and two body 
sherds (No.426) of a rather· different fabric without any extra outer layer. 

E. PEWTER AND LEAD OBJECTS (Nos.434-9) 
By Justine Bayley 

All the pewter and lead objects were examined visually and then analysed by X-ray 
fluorescence to determine the elements present. In all cases lead gave the strongest signals. 
Copper was usually detectable at trace levels, and signals of variable strength for tin were noted. 
Calcium and iron (from the adhering soil) were also detected. The peak heights of the most 
intense tin and lead signals were recorded and their ratio calculated. This figure is a measure of 
the relative amounts of tin and lead present in each object, although the results must be treated as 
only approximate for the metal was all corroded and uncleaned. Of the 23 objects analysed only 
five had any appreciable tin content; these five objects appear far more corroded than the 
relatively pure lead. For comparison a piece of modern, uncorroded tinman's solder was also 
analysed. Its composition is approximately 1:2 lead to tin and it gave a tin/lead ratio of 9.2. 

No. 434 
No. 435 
No. 436 
No. 437 
No. 438 

Ratio (Sn K0 /Pb La)% 
18.4 
5.9 

17.5 
1.6 

18.1 

There are three objects (Nos. 434, 436 and 438) with very similar, high tin/lead ratios. The ratios 
are substantially larger than that for the modern solder, which suggests that these objects contain 
more tin, probably over 70%. One dish (No. 435) apparently contains less tin than the solder, 
though tin is still present in significant amounts. The other object with more than a trace of tin is 
No. 437, though in this it is probably only present as a few percent in the lead. 

The three high-tin objects are pewter, though their exact composition was not determined. 
Analyses of other Roman pewter vessels (Gowland 1898; Liversidge 1959) show that most have a 
composition in the range 65-80% tin, though both higher and lower values are known. These 
three objects from Baldock probably fall within the main range. It is interesting to note that one 
object (No.438) is not from a vessel; it is a cake of metal, possibly an ingot fragment. The dish, 
No. 435, is a rather debased, low-tin pewter, but vessels of similar composition are known 
(Gowland 1898). No. 437 is a sheet fragment possibly from a small, thin-walled vessel, but there 
are probably only a few percent of tin in the lead. This would make it somewhat harder, stronger 
and more durable than pure lead (Gowland 1901) but it would not have had the properties or 
appearance of pewter. 

F. IRON SLAGS 
By Justine Bayley 

The slag from Site H was a very homogeneous group. It was almost all vesicular iron-working 
slag, most of it in fairly small thin pieces. There were some larger hearth bottoms, the buns of 
slag that collect in the bottom of smithing hearths, but these were all under 10 cm in diameter and 
either piano-convex or concavo-convex in cross-section with a maximum thickness of about 2 
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cm. Some of the slag contained imprints or actual pieces of wood or charcoal, indicating that this 
was the fuel used. Other pieces contained lumps of flint which had apparently fallen into the 
hearth accidentally. A few fragments had traces ofburnt clay on their undersides which had been 
picked up from the hearth structure. The few pieces that were not iron slag were either burnt and 
fluxed clayey hearth-lining or fuel-ash slags, sand or clay that has reacted with the ash in the fire 
at high temperatures, giving a vesicular, light-weight slag. 

The slag from Site A was similar, being mainly iron-working slag. It was, however, more 
variable in size and texture, suggesting origins in less uniform processes. Small quantities of 
hearth-lining and fuel-ash slag were also noted. 

The slags described above were probably all produced as by-products of iron-smithing 
operations. This sort of metalworking is to be expected in any settlement of reasonable size. The 
total weight of slag was about 40 kg. 

G. THREE BRONZE AWLS (Nos. 405-:-7) 
By P. T. Craddock 

By the Late Iron Age/Roman period tools such as these were almost universally made of iron, 
but only a very little material of earlier periods was found on the site. This included a fragment of 
Late Bronze Age Sword. The shapes of the awls are too simple to be at all diagnostic of the 
period, but the composition could indicate their likely date. The three awls and the sword 
fragment were therefore qualitatively analysed by X-ray fluorescence. This showed the awls to 
be heavily-leaded high-tin bronze with substantial traces of nickel and arsenic. The sword was a 
heavily-leaded bronze with some nickel. 

Heavily-leaded bronze is characteristic of the Wilburton Phase of the Late Bronze Age, to 
which the sword fragment can probably be assigned on stylistic grounds. Much of the copper 
used during this period in the southern part of Britain was imported from the Continent and is 
characterised by substantial traces of arsenic, antimony and nickel. Antimony is difficult to detect 
by non-dispersive X-ray fluorescence, but high arsenic and nickel values were observed in the 
awls. None of the 40 Iron Age bronzes analysed by the Research Laboratory, and very few of the 
thousands of Roman bronzes have this distinctive composition. The composition of the awls 
therefore supports a Late Bronze Age date. 

H. FIRE-DOG FROM BURIAL 1 (See p. 59) 
By R.F. Tylecote 

The fracture which had been exposed for some time still contained some bright areas. A piece 
removed from near the fracture showed that the metal was wrought iron with a carbon content 
of about 0.2%. The structure was that of ferrite and lamellar pearlite showing slow cooling from 
700°C. The slag stringers were two-phase and had been cut end on. The grain size was fine arid 
there were no signs of grain growth in the area of the fracture due, for example, to long heating 
in high temperatures. Considering that the fracture was near the knobbed end this is not very 
surprising. The hardness is 162 HV. · 

The fracture is really no different from a cold fracture in a modern wrought iron containing 
some phosphorus, which tends to segregate at the grain boundaries and increase the corrosion 
resistance in a dry atmosphere. It is known that other elements such as Cu, Ni and As can also 
segregate at the grain boundaries (Tylecote and Thomsen 1973; Chilton and Evans 1955; 
Hopkins and Tipler 1958), and it would be interesting to know the trace-element content. But 
the hardness is very typical of a wrought iron of 0.2% C with only a moderate phosphorus 
(0.1--'0.2%) content. 

A considerable area of the fracture shows a tough, fibrous, fracture typical of wrought iron and 
I would not regard the few specular areas of cleavage or inter-crystalline fracture as being unusual 
for an iron of this composition. 
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J. CAULDRON FROM BURIAL 1 (Seep. 55) 
By Janet Lang 

The cauldron was examined to determine whether the rim has been made from two iron strips, 
of triangular section, welded together while cappiilg the bronze collar, or by manufacturing a 
U-shaped iron rim which was then fitted over the bronze. A cross-section was removed from a 
fragment of the rim and mounted in cold setting resin and examined both optically and in the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

Discussion and Conclusions 
The macrostructure apparent in the corrosion products and the distribution of slag particles 
suggests that the iron was in the form of a strip of metal which was bent round the edge of the 
bronze. This might be most easily achieved by bending it into a U-shape and then fitting it on to 
the cauldron rim. It is possible that the strip was made from more than one piece of metal, but 
there is no evidence for this in the section examined. The relict structure shows that the metal was 
a steel containing about 0.2% carbon, which could be shaped, when at red heat, without much 
difficulty. The overheated Widmanstatten structure found in other areas of the specimen, which 
contained approximately 0.4% C, showed that the carbon content varied across the section and 
therefore that the composition and structure of the bar was inhomogeneous, which is frequently 
a feature of iron objects from the Iron Age. The Widmanstatten grains were somewhat flattened, 
suggesting that after heating to a temperature in the austenite region (above 723°C), when ferrite 
and pearlite begin to transform to austenite (a solid solution of carbon in iron), and being held for 
a short while, the object was then allowed to cool while being worked. This seems consistent 
with the bar being shaped while hot into a lJ-sectioned band and then dropped onto the cauldron 
rim, and then hammered to make the joint tight and strong as the metal cooled down. It is 
possible that the square section was achieved by hammering the iron band when it was in 
position on the rim. The bronze itselfhad a fine-grained structure which resulted from annealing 
a heavily-worked bronze, but the small grain size in most of the section clearly shows that the 
bronze was not kept at a high temperature for any length of time, since grain growth was only 
found at one point, where there was maximum stress and maximum contact with the hot iron. 

There is a concentration of tin in the bronze area of grain growth and also in the corrosion 
product. In an alloy which has a long solidification range, such as a 10% tin bronze 
(approximately the composition of the cauldron), rapid cooling increases the tendencies for tin to 
segregate towards the surface (Hanson 1951, p. 213). This may help to explain why tin 
concentrated and precipitated from an otherwise well-worked, homogenised bronze in the 
region where the bronze came into contact with the hot iron. Melting of the bronze does not 
seem to have taken place, and therefore the bronze temperature probably did not exceed 800°C 
(the melting temperature for a tin bronze containing 10% more tin). The use of soft or hard 
solder can be ruled out because there was no concentration of lead in the area of contact, other 
than as discrete globules within the tin-rich (a + o) second phase, and although there was a 
tin concentration, it was not in the form of the continuous or semi-continuous layer of visibly 
different morphology and very high tin composition, which is usually present in a soldered or 
brazed joint. 

The pattern of the corrosion and distribution of the products suggest a somewhat damp 
environment, with the ground waters containing calcium carbonate but little dissolved chlorides 
or sulphur-containing salts. Copper seems to have been preferentially attacked, leaving particles 
of lead-enriched (a + o) tin-rich eutectoid. This is said to occur when the zinc content of the 
bronze is low (Werner, 0., 1961). A mixed carbonate or oxide (probably hydrated) compound of 
copper and iron was deposited probably from solution, as was copper in the fissures, and a 
mixture of hydrated oxides at the bronze-iron interface. 
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A. THE SURFACE OF THE NATURAL CHALK 
By C. A. H. HODGE (Soil Survey of England and Wales) 
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The surfaces were viewed from ground-level and, by the use of a hydraulic lift, from a height 
of35-40 ft. The cleared substrata of chalk rubble shows numbers of narrow striations running up 
and down slope. The striations consist of alternating bands of chalk stones with little matrix 
material (about 50% stones) and bands consisting of fewer stones (about 10%) in a similar 
matrix. The chalk stones are angular, commonly below 2 cm, but up to 5cm across. There are 
occasional well-rounded quartzite and Bunter quartz erratics up to 4 cm across. The rhythm, 
centre of one striation to the centre of the next similar stria_tion, was between 42.5 cm and 67 cm 
measured across 5 wavecycles. In a trench the striations could be seen to be 55 to 70 cm deep 
below the cleared surface. The striations are on slopes lying between 0°35' and 3°, and are best 
developed on slopes steeper than 2°. 

At one place it seemed that the striations are grouped on either side of a more chalky area and 
are in turn flanked by areas where the exposed surface was largely chalk stones. Examination of a 
trench cut diagonally across some striations gave the impression that the alternating striations 
containing less and more chalk stones were underlain by a zone consisting largely of chalk stones 
which came to the surface in the flanking areas where the surface was largely made up of chalk 
stones. From the centre of one of these ill-defined stony surfaces to the next across the slope was 
about 12 metres. 

At the top of the hill, where the slope was less that 0°30', striations were not clearly visible. 
Instead, surfaces with less and more chalk stones were irregularly grouped with centres about one 
metre apart. 

In a discussion of late and post-glacial subaerial deposits at Pitstone, Bucks (Evans 1966) a 
somewhat similar section is described with minor stripes about 0.5 m deep, consisting of light 
brown clay containing chalk and ascribed to periglacial effects. Large-scale stripes with a 
wave-length of about 7.5 m are common on the chalk and have been described by Watt et al. 
(1966) and by Williams (1964). The stony surfaces at about 12 m centres at Baldock could be part 
of such a stripe pattern. Stripe patterns generally change to polygonal patterns on slopes between 
0°30' - 1 °45' degrees, which is similar to the angle at which small-scale striations give way to 
irregular grouping at Baldock. Watt et al (1966) and Williams (1964) consider the patterned 
ground they describe to be produced by periglacial activity on the chalk surface during the 
Weichselian glaciation, and we have little doubt that the patterns at Baldock are of similar origin. 

The sand pocket uncovered in the eastern part of the dig appeared to us to be natural. We 
augered from the cleaned surface through 70 cm of clean sand on to about 30 cm of brown clay to 
sandy clay. The profile seemed natural, but is not clear to us how the sand was deposited 
although such sand on chalk is common in Breckland. 

SOIL (?CESS) SAMPLES 
By John Evans 

Twenty one soil samples were examined. All contained relatively high levels of phosphate and 
humic acids. Their pH values ranged from 6. 9 to 7. 9. All contained high levels of carbonate 
(chalk?). Unfortunately several samples contained bone fragments, and consequently it is not 
possible to be certain that the high phosphate levels in the remaining samples reflects cess. Tests 
for uric acid and other organic systems associated with cess all gave negative results However, 
such negative evidence is not conclusive, as these substances can degrade. 
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APPENDIX Ill 

TEXTILES ON THE BOX IN BURIAL 6 
By Elisabeth Crowfoot 

No.32, on the flat surface and lapping over the edge, a clear area 2. 9 X 2.0 cm at widest; textile 
(a), fibres replaced by metal oxide; spinning Z,Z, one system, probably the warp, finer 
and more evenly spun; tabby weave, count 14/16 threads per cm. The appearance of the 
fabric indicates flax. 

No.30, area of similar replaced textile (a). 
No.33, lower band, similar fabric (a) over an area c. 6.5 X 3.6 cm; upper band, replaced 

deteriorated fabric (b); spinning Z,S; twill weave, four-shed, count estimated c. 18/16 
threads per cm, lying in two layers; a small area of fabric (a) at the corner of the metal 
strip. 

No.18, replaced textile (a) over the top. 
The presence of the tabby weave ?flax cloth on so many pieces of the casket fittings 
suggests this was probably wrapped round it; the fine twill might come from a garment 
or covering over the whole burial. 

Flax tabby (plain) weave is one of the common woven fabrics found on Roman sites. Many of 
the remains come from shrouds, but traces suggest that metal objects of value in burials were 
sometimes separately wrapped in linen cloth (Wild 1970: 43, table A.16, 21; table B.38, 41). In 
twill weaves of Roman date from the northern provinces, and particularly in England, mixed 
spinning, usually Z warp and S weft, is commonly used for fabrics of good quality with a broken 
diamond pattern, i.e. with displacement in warp and weft (Ibid. table A.45- 49; table B. 76-78; 
Wild 1977: 13-25, 27-8). It is probable that the twill weave (b) in this burial was of this type. 

APPENDIX IV 

THE HUMAN BONES 
By Janet Henderson 

(See also the identification of cremated bones incorporated in the report on the burials, p. 61, ff.). 

A. ADULT INHUMATIONS: Burials 51-68 

Age was generally assessed using whichever bones were available; it was not feasible to select for 
of method. In the event this was found to involve mainly the teeth and pelvis. Dental 

wear was taken from Brothwell (1963). Metamorphosis of the pubic symphysis was calculated 
using Gilbert and McKern's method (1973). 

More general estimates of age were taken from skeletal growth and maturation as represented 
by epiphyseal union and endocranial suture closure. Attribution of sex was based on skeletal 
morphology of the pelvis and skull and on metric analysis of the skull. Discriminant function 
analysis of the mandible was taken from Giles (1964) and of the cranium from Giles & Elliot 
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(1963). Estimates of stature were calculated using regr-ession equations for maximum lengths of 
the long bones (Trotter 1970). 

1. Complete burials 
51. Found in the upper filling of a well (B 62), the skeleton had been articulated, but then 

disturbed by the subsidence of the filling. Two sherds of post-medieval pottery had 
penetrated to the same level as the uppermost bones (0. 7 m). Those bones were the 
articulated left femur and tibia, but the skull was considerably lower (2.2 m) and the deepest 
bone from this skeleton, the left part of the pelvis, was 2. 9 m below chalk level. All the 
main bones were excavated. The skeleton was that of a female aged 44-54 (the age being 
deduced from the pubic symphysis) and about 1.5 m high. There is some osteoarthritis at 
the sacro-iliac joint and on the spine, and an unhealed fracture of the left tibia and fibula. 

52. A second skeleton completely muddled with Burial 51. It too seemed to have been 
articulated but had been disturbed by subsidence. The skull was one of the highest bones to 
be found - at 2.4 m, more or less at the samelevel as the first skull, and other bones were 
found down to 2.85 m. The skeleton, nearly complete and in fair condition, was that of a 
female about 1.62 m high and aged 52-59 years Gudged by the pubic symphysis). There is 
some osteoarthritis at the sacro-iliac joint and on the spine, and mild lipping at the hip joint. 

53. Another skeleton in the upper filling of a well (A 154), between 1.5 and 1. 9 m deep but less 
disturbed by subsidence than Burials 51 and 52. It was· in a more-or-less crouched position 
on its Jeft side, orientated roughly east-west, and with its skull rather higher than the other 
bones and resting against the wall of the well. The skeleton is in good condition and 
belonged to a male aged 20-25 and about 1. 77 m high. Apical abscesses at the roots of the 
left maxillary first and second molars could probably be associated with a carious infection 
on those teeth. 

54. A second skeleton immediately below Burial 53 was not completely excavated. It too was 
that of a male aged 20-25. 

55. A skeleton orientated north-south, on its back with the skull upright and the arms folded 
across the chest in a short grave cut 0. 5 m deep in the western half of the filling of a ditch (B 
102). A bronze finger-ring (No. 201, p.128) had been worn on the left hand. Close by the 
right shoulder was part of a second cranium (Burial 58). 

56. An extended skeleton, orientated north-south, in a grave 2 m long (D 16). Most of the 
grave had been destroyed by a recent trench excavated by the G.P.O. The skeleton was that 
of a male, about 1.68 m high and aged about 30-35. 

57. The legs and feet of a superficial burial disturbed and in poor condition (over B15/19). It 
was an adult, possibly male, and had severe osteoarthritic lipping on the margins of the left 
femoral head and on the feet. 

2. Unassociated human remains 
58. Part of a cranium, possibly male, aged 20-25, found in the same grave as Burial 55. 
59. Left innominate fragment in good condition, adult, possibly male. B 50. 
60. Mandible from an individual aged 50-55, and some other bones possibly from a disturbed 

grave. B 39. 
61. Tibia, vertebrae, phalanx from an adult skeleton, found in the filling of a well. B 179. 
62. Proximal end of a tibia in good condition, from a juvenile, in the filling of the same well. B 

179 (see also Burial 103). 
63. Two fragments of a human skull. A 442. 
64. Fragment of a human skull. A 414. 
65. Fragments of human skull. A 497, the ditch of a presumed funerary enclosure, p. 61. 
66. Human bone from the filling of a well. A 327. 
67. Fragment of a human skull. Above D 5. 
68. Fragment of human skull, adult (25+) and possibly female. A 111. 
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TABLE 21: HUMAN CRANIAL MEASUREMENTS 

Burials: 51 52 55 

Maximum Length (L) 181.0 175.0 174.0 
Maximum Breadth (B) 136.0 134.0 
Basion-Bregmatic Height (H') 127.0 132.0 
Basion-Nasion (LB) 100.0 97.0 
Basion-Alveolare (GL 91.8 
Min. Frontal Breadth (B') 94.0 99.0 88.0 
Frontal Arc (S 1) 125.0 126.0 
Parietal Arc (S2) 124.0 128.0 
Occipital Arc (S3) 108.0 109.0 
Transverse Arc (BQ') 291.0 304.0 
Frontal Chord (S 1 ') 104.0 110.5 
Parietal Chord (S2') 111.6 114.4 
Occipital Chord (S3') 87.8 90.0 
Biasterionic Breadth (BiB) 106.7 108.5 
Foramina} Length (FL) 35.0 35.9 
Foramina} Breadth (FB) 30.7 28.7 
Cranial Index (B/L) 75.14 76.57 
Height-Length Index (H' /L) 70.17 75.43 
Height-Breadth Index (H' /B) 93.38 98.51 
Cranial Module (L + B + H/3) 359.33 353.0 
Gnathic Index (LB/GL) 91.8 

TABLE 22: HUMAN MANDIBLE MEASUREMENTS 

Burials 51 52 53 55 
Symphyseal Height (H1) 33.2 40.0 29.5 
Condyle-Symphyseal Length (ML) 100.0 86.5 
Bigonial Diameter (GoGo) 91.8 110.0 108.2 98.6 
Bicondylar Width (W1) '118.4 
Ramus Height (CrH) 50.0 46.7 
Min. Ramus Breadth (RB') 31.0 31.7 27.0 
Foramen Mentalia Breadth (ZZ) 45.7 45.8 44.2 39.8 
Body Height at Ml/2 23.0 25.6 29.0 20.7 
Body Thickness at M2 15.0 18.2 19.0 18.5 

TABLE 23: HUMAN POST -CRANIAL MEASUREMENTS 

Burials 51 52 53 55 56 
HUMERUS R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. 

Maximum Length (HuLl) 299 293 293 360 342 273 273 
Max.Head Diameter (HHD) 43.4 42.5 43.0 43.0 46.6 45.4 38.0 37.7 
Mid-shaft Max. Diameter (HuD1) 23.0 22.7 22.0 24.0 23.9 18.5 19.5 
Mid-shaft Min .. Diameter (HuD2) 16.8 16.0 16.3 19.0 19.3 13.2 13.6 
Epicondylar Width (HuE1) 61.6 59.6 58.7 56.5 66.3 68.6 51.6 66.2 
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Burials 51 52 53 55 56 
RADIUS R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. 

Maximum Length (RaL1) 211. 228 261 260 208 
Max.Head Diameter 22.5 22.5 

ULNA 

Maximum Length (UIL1) 233 225 244 247 284 282 221 

CLAVICLE 

Maximum Length (CIL1) 133 132 143 161 160 125 

FEMUR 

Maximum Length (FeLl) 473 472 448 
Oblique Length (FeL2) 468 467 444 
Vert.Head Diameter (FHD) 45.6 47.0 46.3 
Sub-troch.A-P.Diameter 25.7 24.6 25.4 28.6 28.0 
S u b-troch. M-L. Diameter 23.5 33.8 30.0 36.6 33.5 
Mid-shaft. A-P. Diameter 30.7 30.4 
Mid-Shaft. M-L. Diameter 27.2 27.5 

TIBIA 

Maximum Length (TiLl) 389 
Oblique Length (TiL2) 388 
Nut.For.A-P.Diameter 29.3 30.5 35.0 35.5 
Nut. For. M-L. Diameter 24.3 24.2 26.2 25.6 
Bicondylar Breadth 

FIBULA 

Maximum Length (FiLl) 323 330 364 

B. INFANT INHUMATIONS: Burials 69-112. 

1. Complete or fairly complete skeletons 
Over half of these (12 out of22) were found in the immediate vicinity of buildings: Building Ill 

(Burials 76--8), y (Burial 69), VII (Burials 83-9) and the circular gully A 123 (Burial 81). 

69, ASS (F.IG.12); 70, in A 298; 71, in A 324; 72, A 423; 73, A 424; 74, A 435; 75, A 458; 76, 
A 526 (FIG.11); 77, A 527 '(FIG.11); 78, A 528 (FIG.ll); 79, in B 22; 80, in B 120; 81, in B 
123; 82, in B 130 adjoining B 229; 83, B 140 (FIG. 12); 84, B 143 (FIG.12); 85, B 144 
(FIG.12); 86, B 146 (FIG.12); 87, B 147 (FIG. 12); 88, B 152 (FIG.12); 89, disturbed by B 153 
(FIG.12); 90, in D 14. 

2. Scattered infant bone 
91, in A 150; 92, in A 252; 93-5, in A 331; 96, in A 335; 97, in A 338; 98, in A 375; 99, in A 
483; 100, A 523; 101, in B13/19; 102, in B 22; 103, in B 179 (see also Burials 61 and 62); 104, in 
C 35; 105-7, in D4; 108-9, in DS; 110, in D12; 111-12, in D14. 

Age was assessed on the development of the deciduous dentition (Moorrees et al. 1963), the 
development of the tympanic ring (Anderson J. E. 1960, Warwick and Williams 1973) and infant 
diaphyseal long-bone length and stature (Olivier and Pineau 1958, 1960, Ubelaker 1978, Stewart 
1979). For consistency, the bones of the lower extremity were used in preference to those of the 
upper, in the order: femur, tibia, fibula. Where both bones of a pair were present the maximum 
diaphyseal lengths were averaged. The individual results are listed below. It should be noted that 
'birth' or ('term') is here defined as occurring at 10 lunar months (40 weeks). 
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TABLE 24 
RESULTS FOR ESTIMATION OF INFANT AGE AND STATURE 

Burial Age Stature 

70 9.25 to 9.5 lunar months 47.62±1.82 
71 9.5 to 9.75 lunr months 48.12±1.82 
79 8. 75 to 9.0 lunar months 45.10±1.82 
80 Birth to 3 months 52.24±1.8 
81 Birth ± 
82 Birth to 6 months 55.42±1.82 
83 c. 2 months 
84 9.0 to 9.25 lunar months 46.96±1.82 
85 9.25 to 9.5 lunar months 47.62±1.82 
86 9.25 to 9.5 lunar months 47.80±1.8 
87 c. 2 months 45. 79±1.82 
88 9.5 to 9. 75 lunar months 48. 75±1.82 
89 c. 2 months 53.26±1.8 
90 Birth to 6 months 51.20±1.82 
91 Birth ± 
92 1 to 3 years 
93 Birth ± 
94 Birth to 3 months 53.32±1.59 
95 9.5 to 9.75 lunar months 48.24±1.92 
96 9.25 to 9.5 lunar months 47.50±1. 92 
97 Birth ± 
98 Birth ± 
99 Birth to 6 months 

101 Birth ± 
102 8.75 to 9.0 lunar months 45.10±1.82 
103 6.25 to 6.5 lunar months 33.40±1.82 
104 9.25 to 9.5 lunar months 47.28±1.92 
105 9.5 to 9. 75 lunar months 48.39±1.92 
106 Birth to 3 months 52.27±1.59 
107 Birth ± 
108 6 months to 1 year 71.27±1.8 
109 9 to 9.25 lunar months 46.58±1.82 
110 Birth ± 
111 9.25 to 9.5 lunar months 47.30±1.82 
112 Birth ± 

Nearly all of the infant remains could be grouped into a class which might be generally 
described as one of perinatal mortality. Two of the individuals (Nos. 92 and 108) were not 
strictly speaking 'infants' since they could be aged at greater than six months. Only one 
individual could be positively described as foetal: No.103 was aged at 6.25-6.5 lunar months on 
stature; even allowing for some margin of error in the use of this method for ageing, it is clear 
that these remains could not be considered to be near term. 

Clearly the sample from Baldock included a large number of victims of perinatal mortality. 
However, examination of the methods used showed that the precision obtained was not such that 
it was possible to conclude to what extent death occurred before, at, or after, birth. This was, for 
the most part, the result of using the parameter of stature (body size) to estimate age. Teeth 
provide the most reliable method for estimating age but were only present in a very few 
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individuals. This was also true of the tympanic ring, which anyway only yields a general 
indication of age. 

Olivier and Pineau (1958, 1960) used a modern sample to establish their equations for assessing 
stature; to apply these equations to an archaeological sample is to use them on an unknown group 
(unknown in the sense that there are not written records), for whom there is no information 
about birth size of the normal population (normal individuals are those who, in this instance, 
reach adulthood). Thus it is conceivable that at this period factors of maternal health and 
nutrition ensured that all individuals were relatively smaller at birth than, for example, those in 
the sample used by Olivier and Pineau. Further it was noted that there was some apparent 
disparity between estimates made on the bones of the lower extremity and those for which the 
upper was used. The results for those individuals for whom bones of upper and lower extremities 
were available for measurement are listed below. 

Burial 
70 

71 
79 
85 
87 

88 
90 

TABLE 25 
ESTIMATES OF STATURE FROM UPPER AND LOWER EXTREMITIES 

Femur Tibia 
47.62 48.39 

48.12 
45.10 
46.96 
45.79 

48.75 
51.20 

Humerus 
51.76 

52.48 
51.29 
52.24 
48.12 

53.27 

Ulna 
52.62 

47.34 

57.51 

Difference (Lower/Upper) 
Min. 3.37 
Max. 5.00 

4.36 
6.19 
5.28 

Min. 1.55 
Max. 2.33 

4.52 
6.31 

Range of Difference: 1 - 6. 31 cm. 
Average Difference: 4.32 cm. 

Obviously this was an extremely small sample from which no final conclusions could be 
drawn; but its importance lay in the fact that the pattern was consistent (of upper extremity 
giving higher estimates that lower) and that the difference might affect ageing. Thus, for 
example, on. No. 71 use of the femur suggests an infant younger than term, whereas use of the 
humerus indicates post-term. If the assumption is made that this descrepancy applies to the whole 
sample then it immediately becomes clear that stature alone cannot be used to make a precise 
estimate of infant age, and that in the absence of other evidence (for instance, teeth) it is only 
justifiable to describe these individuals in terms of perinatal mortality. It was interesting to note 
that these findings for stature were contrary to those of Olivier and Pineau (1960), who claimed 
that there was no significant difference between an estimate made on one bone and one made on 
another. 

There were no examples of the presence of any abnormality in this sample and only one of a 
pathology. However, it must be emphasized that the condition of most of the material was not 
such that pathology could be assumed to have been absent. 

There was evidence for a bone infection in No.82. This individual was moderately well 
preserved and most of the major long bones were present either whole or in part (humeri, ulnae, 
radii, femora, tibiae, fibulae). On all these bones subperiosteal new bone was observed, 
particularly on the humeri, femora and tibiae- which were in the best condition. The new bone 
had been deposited along the borders of the shafts and there was no particular bone or area that 
had been affected more than any of the others. Radiographic. examination showed this 
subperiosteal bone clearly, but did not illustrate any- focus of infection. 

In view of the fact th-at the skeleton was incomplete and only in fair condition, it was not 
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possible to identify the cause or causes of this infectiOn. It was only feasible to describe it as an 
osteoperiostitis which had led to the formation of much new bone, but which had apparently 
been widely disseminated through the skeleton. The cause of this could have been either 
traumatic, infectious or nutritional. It was not possible to determine whether this had been the 
cause of death or not. 

APPENDIX V 

THE ANIMAL BONES 
By Raymond E. Chaplin and Finbar McCormick 

This report summarises the main results from the detailed examination of a large collection of 
animal bones covering some four centuries of occupation. The bones were examined and 
recorded using the standard procedures described by Chaplin (1971), and dimensions of bones 
were measured as described by von den Driesch. In this report the data are generally grouped into 
three phases. Phase 1 covers all pre-Conquest deposits. Phase 2 covers from the Conquest 
(A.D.43) to c 150, and Phase 3 from 150 to the fifth century. Some deposits are considered 
separately. This phasing has no known significance except that the division provided the best 
broad accommodation for individually-dated deposits. Only reliably-dated deposits have been 
covered in this report. 

The great majority of the bones were from domestic cattle, sheep, pig and horse. There were 
very few bones of goat. Individual bones of dog, and dog skeletons, were present. There were 
very few bones of cat. Of wild species ther,.e were two separate third-century pits (A 204 and A 
114) which contained hare bones- in the latter, a semi-complete skeleton. Bones considered to be 
from a fox rather than a dog were found together with two carcasses of immature Red deer in a 
late fourth-century well (B 139). A few pig bones are considered to be from a wild pig rather than 
a domestic one. Red and Roe deer are represented by antler fragments in several contexts, but 
these occurrences probably reflect the use of antler as a raw material rather than use of the deer for 
food. A small number of fish, amphibian, bird and small mammal bones were also present. 

The minimum number of each of the species and their occurrence is given in TABLE 26. 
Further data are--presented separately for each species. 

SHEEP 

The minimum number of animals determined from the principal bones of the body is given for 
eachphase in. TABLE 27. Throughout, consideration of the sheep data for Phase 2 is divided into 
two groups, that from a single deposit (A 12) and that from all other deposits. This has been done 
because it is considered that feature A 12 represents a 'special circumstance', and aggregation of 
the data.with those from other deposits could be misleading. Feature A 12 is a large pit closely 
dated c.A.D.50-70. 

The fused. or un.fused condition of the epiphyses of the principal long bones in each phase is 
detailed in TABLE 28. 
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TABLE 26 
OCCURRENCE AND MINIMUM NUMBER OF EACH SPECIES 

Species PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 2 
inc A 12 A 12 only 

Sheep 39 470 98 
Cattle 22 234 5 
Pig (domestic) 14 92 9 
Pig (wild) 
Horse 4 13 
Goat 2 
Hare 
Dog 14 
Cat 2 
Roe Deer 
Red Deer 
Fox 

*Species represented only by antler fragments. 

TABLE 27 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF SHEEP DETERMINED FROM 

PRINCIPAL BONES OF BODY IN EACH PHASE 

Bone PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 2 
exc A 12 A 12 only 

Skull Fragments 6 60 91 
Mandible 39 390 80 
Scapula 15 91 71 
Humerus 23 159 83 
Radius 20 127 64 
Ulna 6 35 73 
Metacarpal 19 167 97 
Pelvis 6 63 65 
Femur 10 47 76 
Tibia 27 165 75 
Astragalus 6 38 30 
Calcaneum 9 40 58 
Metatarsal 17 180 98 

TABLE 28 

PHASE 3 

118 
67 
28 

12 
1 
2 

23 

1* 
6(4*) 
1 

PHASE 3 

17 
118 
43 
74 
63 
11 
55 
20 
22 
75 
20 
17 
69 

SHEEP: CONDITION OF EPIPHYSES OF PRINCIPAL LONG BONES. 

(see also p. 411) 

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 2 
A 12 A 12 only 

397 

PHASE 3 

Fused Unfused Fused Unfused Fused Unfused Fused Unfused 
Scapula d. 17 1 66 8 115 9 18 1 
Innominate 7 0 43 5 88 4 12 1 
Humerus d. 19 0 110 11 134 11 47 5 
Radius p. 18 2 53 6 113 7 27 4 
Group A Total 61 3 272 30 450 31 104 11 
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PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 
exc A 12 A 12 only 

Fused Unfused Fused Unfused Fused Unfused Fused Unfused 
Tibia d. 19 5 67 21 133 9 43 9 
Metacarpal d. 3 5 46 46 159 16 14 5 
Group B Total 22 10 113 67 292 25 57 14 

Metatarsal d. 2 1 30 41 152 20 15 6 
Group C Total 2 1 30 41 152 20 15 6 

Ulna 1 14 13 73 6 3 3 
Femur p. 4 12 13 78 29 3 2 
Calcaneum 6 4 16 21 85 11 9 12 
Radius d. 1 4 10 20 89 27 6 5 
Group D Total 9 13 52 67 325 73 21 22 

Humerus p. 3 12 20 57 45 0 5 
Femur d. 1 ' 5 11 15 99 37 3 8 
Tibia p. 0 2 8 5 66 46 8 5 
Group E Total 4 8 31 40 222 128 11 18 

TABLE 29 
FREQUENCY OF ERUPTION AND WEAR-GROUPINGS OF SHEEP TEETH. 

Group 

2 
3 
4a 
4b 
4c 
4d 
4e 
4a-e 

PHASE 1 

9 

3 
3 

PHASE 2 and 3 A 12 only 
exc A 12 

26 
90 3 

124 17 
17 
9 6 

72 44 
52 15 
22 

172 66 

The eruption of the permanent teeth and their subsequent wear provide further data on the age 
at which the sheep were killed. The cheek teeth (premolars 2-4 and molars 1-3) erupt in 
sequence. Each piece of jaw was assigned to one of four age-related groups according to the teeth 
which were present and the stage of their eruption and wear. 

Group 1 comprises animals in which the deciduous premolar 4 is present and molar 1 1s 
erupting. 

Group 2 animals have molar 1 erupted and molar 2 is erupting. 
Group 3 animals have molar 2 erupted and molar 3 is erupting. 
Group 4 animals have molar 3 erupted and the full complement of permanent premolar and 

molar teeth is regarded as present. 
Group 4 is then subdivided into five sub-groups. Four (a-d) are based on visual assessment 

of the amount of wear shown by the molars and premolars, described as unworn, 
slightly worn, moderately worn and heavily worn. The fifth group (4e) comprises 
jaws without teeth but which can be assigned to this group because of the nature of 
the alveoli. The number of jaw-fragments which could be assigned in this way is 
recorded for each phase of the site in TABLE 29. 

There were few measurable bones from the pre-Conquest phase of the site and all are within 
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the range of measurements of those from later phases. There is no significant difference in size 

between bones from Phase 1 -and 2 and those from deposit A 12. The range in size, the mean 

value and standard deviation of various dimensions of individual bones are given in TABLE 30 for 

all deposits combined. The values of these dimensions appear to be normally distributed and 

therefore it is valid to record these as mean, range and standard deviation rather than as individual 

values. 

TABLE 30 
DIMENSIONS OF PRINCIPAL BONES OF SHEEP FOR ALL PHASES 

STANDARD 

BONE DIMENSION SAMPLE SIZE RANGE MEAN DEVIATION 

Mandible 
Length of tooth row 47 55.9--85.2 65.8 5.3 
Length of Molar 3 50 18.7-26.9 20.7 1.7 

Scapula 
GLP 106 24.5-37.3 30.2 2.1 
SLC 96 14.7-21.1 18.4 1.6 

Humerus 
Maximum overall length 14 12&-148 137.9 7.4 
MWDE 173 22.&-3f.5 27.5 2.0 

Radius 
Maximum overall length 33 127 -165 148.8 12.1 
MWPE 94 22.3-34.1 29.0 2.2 
MWDE 93 22.1-31.3 26.6 1.5 
MSW 29 13.2-17.7 15.6 1.1 

Metacarpal 
Maximum overall length 180 108.5-155.0* 123.6 6.4 
MWPE 295 18.0-25.1* 20.7 1.4 
MWDE 194 20.3-29.1 * 23.7 1.5 
MSW 184 10.9--17.1* 13.2 1.0 

Femur 
Maximum width of proximal end 42 35.7-46.0 42.3 2.5 

Tibia 
Maximum overall length 29 182.0-225.0 204.3 10.2 
MWPE 39 34.8-43.6 38.1 2.0 
MWDE 130 20.&-30.5 23.9 1.5 
MSW 31 11.5-15.8 13.6 1.0 

Calcaneum 
Maximum overall length 92 44.1-57.1 51.6 3.1 

Astragalus 
Lateral length 76 23.2-31.5 26.2 1.8 

Metatarsal 
Maximum overall length 147 113.5-165.0 134.6 7.4 
MWPE 138 16.3-21.1 18.4 1.1 
MWDE 157 20.1-28.5 22.4 1.4 
MSW 145 9.2-14.9 11.7 0.9 

*A single exceptionally large example - see text. 

Abbreviations: GLP Greatest length of glenoid process (scapula). 
SLC Smallest length of neck of scapula. 
MWPE Maximum width of proximal epiphysis. 
MWDE Maximum width of distal epiphysis. 
MSW Minimum shaft width. 
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CATTLE 

The minimum number of cattle from each phase is given in TABLE 26 and of each of the principal 
bones of the body from each phase in TABLE 31. The fused or unfused condition of the epiphyses 
of the limb bones is given in TABLE 32. The bones are grouped according to the age-range in 
which the epiphysis becomes fused to the shaft. 

The eruption and wear of the lower premolar and molar teeth are useful indications of the age 
at which the cattle were killed. The larger size of the cattle mandible compared to a sheep 
mandible results in very few cattle mandibles surviving intact with their complete set of teeth. As 
however the teeth erupt in a known sequence, most jaw fragments can be assigned to an 
age-group. Six groups based on the eruption sequence have been distinguished as follows: 

Groups 1, 3 and 5 have respectively molar 1, molar 2, molar 3 in the process of erupting. Groups 
2, 4 and 6 have respectively molar 1, molar 2, molar 3 erupted. Where the tooth is actually 
erupting, the age of the animal can be fixed quite closely. The presence of an erupted tooth gives 
only an open age-range expressed as 'older than'. Group 6 is subdivided into four further 
age-groups based on the amount of wear shown by the teeth. Group 6 covers all fragments in 
which molar 3 has erupted and includes jaw fragments lacking teeth but which have appropriate 
alveoli. In Group 6a, molar 3 is unworn and is clearly recently erupted. Groups 6b, 6c and 6d 
show respectively slight, medium and heavy wear of molars and premolars. The frequency of 
each of these groups for the pre-Conquest and post-Conquest phases is given in TABLE 33, and 
calculations from this related to the killing of the cattle are given in TABLE 34. 

There were very few cattle bones from Phase 1 which could be measured. Details of these are 
given in TABLE 37. There were more measurable bones from Phases 2 and 3, and the dimensions 
of these are given in TABLE 35. There was no significant difference in size between those from 
Phase 2 and those from Phase 3. When bones are complete, various indices can be calculated from 
the different dimensions. Various indices of the dimensions of metacarpals and metatarsals are_ of 
value in determining the likely sex of the bone, and for this reason the dimensions and indices of 
metacarpal and metatarsal bones are given in full in TABLES 36 and 37. 

The cattle were all horned. Horn cores were not well preserved and few survived to their full 
length. All were small horns with cores ranging in length from 83 to 160 mm. 

Two frontal bones from A 346, a late first-century A.D pit, showed that these animals had been 
killed by pole-axeing. Two specific deposits , both pits (A 123, c A.D. 120--150, and A 237, late 
first-century A.D.), contained an unusually high proportion of cranial, mandible and lower limb 
bones, which suggests that they are associated with either slaughter, butchery or processing of 
butcher's waste. 

Chop and saw marks on some cattle horn cores indicate that some were deliberately removed, 
presumably to facilitate processing of the horn. 

With the exception of some of the waste bones such as the metapodials, all cattle bones were 
highly fragmented. Very few bones, however, showed any cutting or chopping marks. 

TABLE 31 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF CATTLE AS SHOWN BY PRINCIPAL BONES OF THE BODY IN EACH 

PHASE. 

Bone PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 Bo11c PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 
.. Cranium 10 114 37 Pelvis 12 62 34 
Mandible 22 234 67 Femur 7 47 25 
Scapula 11 88 39 Tibia 7 65 55 
Humerus 13 89 so Astragalus 10 65 39 
Radius 11 81 31 Calcaneum 10 70 42 
Ulna 3 29 20 Metatarsal 12 103 56 
Metacarpal 16 103 61 
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TABLE 32 
NUMBER OF FUSED OR UNFUSED EPIPHYSES OF PRINCIPAL CATTLE BONES IN EACH PHASE 

EPIPHYSES & GROUP PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 
No. fused No. unfused No. fused No. unfused No. fused No. unfused 

Scapula A 16 0 34 0 29 0 
Pelvis A 14 0 42 0 25 0 

Total Group A 30 0 76 0 54 0 
% Total Group A 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 

Humerus d. B 15 0 73 4 38 1 
Radius p. B 15 0 54 36 0 

Total Group B 30 0 127 5 74 1 
% Total Group B 100% 0% 96.2% 3.4% 98.7% 1.3% 

Metacarpal d. C 8 5 52 17 40 9 
Tibia d. C 5 3 47 14 42 13 

Total Group C 13 8 99 31 82 22 
% Total Group C 61.9% 38.1% 76.6% 23.4% 78.8% 21.2% 

Metatarsal d. D 8 4 48 20 38 8 
Femur p. D 5 20 13 9 5 
Calcaneum D 2 2 12 10 6 5 

Total Group D 11 11 80 43 53 18 
% Total Group D 50% 50% 65% 35% 74.6% 25.4% 

Humerus p. E 0 0 8 4 5 2 
Radius d.E 4 1 15 10 16 3 
Femur d.E 0 15 6 11 3 
Tibia p.E 0 2 7 5 4 6 
Ulna E 0 2 4 4 0 

Total Group E 6 3 47 29 40 13 
% Total Group E 66.7% 33.3% 61.8 38.2% 75.5% 24.5% 

TABLE 33 
FREQUENCY OF ERUPTION AND WEAR-GROUPINGS OF CATTLE TEETH 

PHASE 1 
PHASES 2 and 3 

1 

0 
3 

2 

1 
7 

3 

4 
24 

4 

3 
36 

* Includes all 6a-d plus 14 which cannot be classified further. 

Age Group 

5 6 

3 2 
58 116* 

6a 6b 6c 6d 

7 15 61 19 
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TABLE 34 
KILLING PATTERN OF CATTLE AS DETERMINED FROM ERUPTION AND WEAR-GROUPS OF 

TEETH IN PHASES 2 & 3. 

Age Group 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6a 6b 6c 6d 

No. killed in age group 3 24 58 7 15 61 19 

% killed in age group 1.6 12.8 31.0 3.7 8 32.6 10.2 

No. killed older than age 230 227 220 196 160 102 95 80 19 0 
group 

% killed older than age 100 98.7 95.6 85.2 69.6 44.3 41.3 34.8 8.2 0 
group 

TABLE 35 
DIMENSIONS OF CATTLE BONES FROM PHASES 2 & 3. 

Bone & Dimension No. Size Range Mean Value Standard Deviatio11 

Mandible L TR(A) 19 126.6--139.0 131.3 3.4 
Molar M3 Length 25 32.1-40.3 I 35.7 2.3 
Scapula GLP 14 53.7-71.2 61.3 5.1 

SLC 11 37.7-53.6 45.1 5.3 
Humerus BT 12 64.0-74.1 69.6 3.5 
Radius TL 2 252-255 

MWPE 32 66.0-95.2 74.2 7.4 
MWDE 15 56.9-83.7 67.1 7.8 
MSW 37.7 

Metacarpal TL 23 172-204 186.5 10.4 
MWPE 109 45.5-72.4 53.5 5.4 
MWDE 83 46.7-69.1 55.1 4.9 
MSW 22 26.6--40.2 32.4 3.3 

Tibia MWDE 27 52.2-68.5 59.7 4.7 
Astragalus LL 81 53.0-72.3 61.7 4.1 
Calcaneum TL 7 117.5-125.1 121.6 2.5 
Metatarsal TL 22 181 -234 212.2 13.2 

MWPE 97 35.9-58.9 43.1 3.8 
MWDE 79 46.5-65.6 51.8 4.8 
MSW 24 21.1-33.4 27.3 3.1 

Abbreviations: LTR Length of tooth row (mandible). 
GLP Greatest length of glenoid process (scapula). 
SLC Smallest length of neck of scapula. 
BT Maximum breadth (humerus). 
TL Total length. 
MWPE Maximum width of proximal epiphysis. 
MWDE = Maximum width of distal epiphysis. 
MSW = Minumum shaft width. 
LL = Lateral length (astragalus). 
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TABLE 36 
DIMENSIONS AND INDICES OF INDIVIDUAL CATTLE METACARPALS FROM PHASES 2 & 3 

Dimension or index 
Ref GL MWPE MWDE MSW MWDE/L 

176 52.2 28.6 
2 175 49.5 50.1 26.6 28.6 
3 174 55.9 33.4 
4 188 52.7 51.6 32.4 27.4 
5 204 67.6 66.4 40.2 32.5 
6 188 52.4 52.4 29.0 27.8 
7 200 55.1 56.3 31.0 28.1 
8 188 51.7 52.1 29.6 27.7 
9 190 56.3 59.7 32.4 31.4 

10 200 55.1 55.9 31.5 27.9 
11 182 52.2 52.8 29.7 29.0 
12 176 56.8 58.1 32.5 33.0 
13 184 55.6 57.5 32.5 31.2 
14 195 55.4 57.0 32.0 29.2 
15 191 60.5 63.0 35.5 32.9 
16 178 51.3 54.2 29.6 30.4 
17 180 52.7 29.8 29.2 
18 192 63.3 69.1 38.5 35.9 
19 173 56.9 63.7 33.8 36.8 
20 200 61.6 65.7 34.6 32.8 
21 172 54.7 59.5 30.6 34.5 
22 180 57.1 63.1 33.2 35.0 
23 204 70.2 37.0 

Abreviations: GL = Greatest length. 
MWPE = Maximum width of proximal epiphysis. 
MWDE = Maximum width of distal epiphysis. 
MSW = Minimum shaft width. 
MWDE/L = Index Maximum width of distal epiphysis/greatest length. 
MSW/L = Index Minimum shaft width/greatest length. 

TABLE 37 
DIMENSIONS OF INDIVIDUAL CATTLE BONES FROM PHASE 1 

Bone 
GL 

Metacarpal 
Metatarsal 
Astragalus 

Radius 246 

Width of head 
Scapula 59.8 

Abbreviations: see Table 36. 

Dimensions 
MWPE 

51.9 
41.5 
62.2 
59.5 
61.0 
75.6 
67.2 
69.9 
68.3 

MWDE MSW 

50.2 

61.5 

Width of neck 
42.1 

27.8 

MSW/L 

16.2 
15.2 
19.1 
17.2 
19.7 
15.4 
15.5 
15.7 
17.0 
15.7 
16.3 
18.4 
17.6 
16.4 
18.5 
16.6 
16.5 
20.0 
19.5 
17.3 
17.7 
18.4 
18.1 
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PIG 

The minimum number of individuals present as determined from each of the principal bones of 
the body is shown in TABLE 3S for each phase of the site. Pig bones were present in almost every 
deposit of significant size. As with the bones of other species they were generally fragmentary, 
with few chop, saw or cut marks on them. 

The largest number of individuals was obtained from the mandible, and the stage of eruption 
or wear of the lower cheek teeth indicates the ages at which the pigs were killed. Age groups are 
distinguished, based on the sequence of eruption of the deciduous and permanent teeth and their 
subsequent wear. The following stages were used: 

Group 0 is a technical requirement and indicates the fact of birth. Group 1 has deciduous 
premolar 4 erupted. Group 2 has permanent premolar 2 erupting. In Group 3, molar 1 is 
erupting and in Group 4 is erupted. Groups 5 and 6 have molar 2 erupting and erupted 
respectively, and 7 and 8 have molar 3 likewise. Group S is subdivided according to the 
amount of wear shown by molar 3. Group Sa is unworn, Sb has light wear and Se moderate 
wear. There were no heavily worn examples. 
The numbers of each are given in TABLE 39, and an analysis of the killing pattern in TABLE 40. 
There were comparatively few measurable fragments from the post-Conquest phases and very 

few from pre-Conquest deposits. The majority ofbones is thought to be from domestic pigs; but 
a few larger specimens are, in view of their size, probably from wild pigs. These were found in 
the following deposits: B 1S9, late first-century A.D.; B 13b, fourth-century; B 41, late 
fourth-century, B 13a, A.D. 120--150; and C 31, late third-century. 

Bone dimensions are given for both phases in TABLE 41. 

Bone 

Cranium 
Mandible 
Scapula 
Humerus 
Radius 
Ulna 
Metacarpal 

TABLE 3S 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF PIGS AS SHOWN BY 

PRINCIPAL BONES OF THE BODY IN EACH PHASE 

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 Bone PHASE 1 

12 42 14 Pelvis 4 
14 92 28 Femur 2 
9 45 8 Tibia 3 

11 43 17 Astragalus 2 
4 28 10 Calcaneum 2 
6 28 8 Metatarsal 

7 

TABLE 39 

PHASE 2 PHASE 3 

20 5 
16 3 
37 14 
19 4 
22 5 
6 

FREQUENCY OF ERUPTION AND WEAR-GROUPINGS OF PIG TEETH. 

2 
PHASES 2 & 3 4 

* Includes all Sa-d animals 

3 
4 

KILLING PATTERN OF PIGS IN 

4 
9 

5 
7 

Age Group 
6 7 

15 28 

TABLE 40 
PHASES 2 & 3 DETERMINED 

WEAR-GROUPS OF THE TEETH 

8* 
16 

8a 
7 

8b 
4 

& 
5 

FROM THE ERUPTION AND 

Tooth eruption or wear-group 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8a 8b & Total Killed 

No. Killed in age group 4 4 9 7 15 28 7 4 5 84 
% killed in age group 5 5 11 8 18 33 8 5 6 100 
No. killed older than age group 84 80 79 75 66 59 44 16 9 5 0 
% killed older than age group 100 95 94 89 79 70 52 19 11 6 0 
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TABLE 41 
DIMENSIONS OF PIG BONES FROM PRE- AND POST-CONQUEST DEPOSITS 

BONE & DIMENSIONS 

Mandible Phases 2 & 3 
Length of tooth row 
Length of Molar 3 

Scapula Phases 2 & 3 
GLP 
SLC 

Possible wild boar 
GLP 
SLC 

Humerus 
Distal width phase 1 
Distal width phases 2 and 3 

Possible· wild boar 
Distal width 

Radius 
MWPE phases 2 & 3 
Possible wild boar 

Ulna 
Width across process phases 2 & 3 

Tibia 
MWDE phase 1 
MWDE phases 2 & 3 

Possible wild boar 
MWPE phase 2 

Astragalus 
Lateral length phase 1 
Lateral length phases 2 & 3 
Possible wild boar phase 3 

Abbreviations: GLP 
SLC 
MWPE 
MWDE 

NO. RANGE MEAN 

1 
14 

17 
11 

4 
17 

2 

14 

9 

5 

2 
11 

100.5 
28.2-36.1 32.7 

31.0--38.5 33.2 
20.0--27.8 22.7 

38.5 
27.8 

36.0--38.8 37.7 
32.6--41.5 36.8 

43.0--44.9 

23.6--30.3 27.8 
35.7 

18.1-24.2 20.9 

30.0 
27.7-30.8 29.9 

53.0 

38.9-40.2 39.6 
36.0--41.5 39.2 

52.0 

Greatest length of glenoid process (scapula) 
Smallest length of neck of scapula 
Maximum width of proximal epiphysis 
Maximum width of distal epiphysis 

HORSE 

STANDARD DEVIATION 

2.5 

2.2 
2.0 

2.5 

2.0 

1.3 

2.5 

Horse bones were present in most of the larger deposits mixed with the bones of other 
domestic species. In general there was nothing to indicate whether they were part of the food or 
general refuse. In some instances a number of related bones were present, suggesting that a 
portion of a carcass was involved or that a previously-buried carcass had been disturbed and 
found its way into the deposits. In some cases physical problems of excavation made it difficult to 
assess how the bones had been disposed. 

In C 39 (third-century) there was the greater part of an old horse. In A 112 (fourth-century) 
there were the hindquarters, lumbar and thoracic vertebrae and ribs and some teeth of an 
immature horse. A few forelimb bones are probably not from this individual. This animal has all 
Group A epiphyses (see below) fused and Group B epipyses not fused. It would therefore be 
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between two and three years of age. In Well A 483 (late third- or early fourth-century) there 
were the bones of at least seven adult horses, and in another well (B 62, late third-century) bones 
from at least six horses were present. In both wells it is almost certain that complete or 
substantially complete horses were involved. In A 483 there are no signs of butchery or gnawing 
on the bones, whereas in B 62 there is substantial gnawing on many of the bones such as would 
have been caused by dogs. A number of horse bones show pathological lesions and these are 
noted separately. 

The minimum number of animals determined for each of the principal bones of the body are 
given for each phase in TABLE 42. 

The age at which the epiphyses of the limb bones fuse to the shaft fall into two groups; Group 
A fuses in the range 15-24 months and Group B in the range 36--42 months. Details of these 
groups are given in TABLE 43 together with the number offused and unfused examples from each 
phase. 

Most of the teeth present are from the permanent dentition and many are well worn, indicating 
that they are from aged individuals. 

Dimensions of the horse bones for Phases 2 and 3 are given in TABLE 44. There were very few 
measurable fragments from Phase 1, and all of these fall within the range of those from the later 
phases. 

Although a mean and standard deviation is given for the range of values for each dimension, 
caution is necessary in their use. Although, for example, a plot of individual values of metatarsal 
lengths appears to be normally distributed, a similar plot of metacarpal lengths is markedly 
bimodal whilst that of tibia and radius length is apparently trimodal. In studying further these 
horses it is suggested that reference should be made to the full set of original measurements, and 
that these be considered in relation to their archaeological context. 

TABLE 42 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF HORSES DETERMINED FROM 

PRINCIPAL BONES OF THE BODY IN 
EACH PHASE 

Bone PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 Bone PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 

Skull 0 5 2 Pelvis 4 2 8 
Mandible 4 9 12 Femur 4 6 7 
Scapula 0 3 10 Tibia 4 8 6 
Humerus 0 4 8 Astragalus 1 9 5 
Radius 2 13 12 Calcaneum 0 3 4 
Ulna 1 3 3 Metatarsal 0 4 6 
Metacarpal 0 7 7 

TABLE 43 
AGE CRITERIA FROM FUSION OF EPIPHYSES OF HORSE LIMB BONES 

AGE AT BONE AND 

FUSION EPIPHYSES PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 
No. unfused No. fused No. unfused No. fused No. unfused No. fused 

15-24 months 
Humerus d. 0 0 0 3 0 14 
Radius p. 0 2 0 6 0 8 
Metacarpal d. 0 0 0 6 0 16 
Metatarsal d. 0 0 0 3 0 13 
Tibia d. 0 2 0 7 17 

Total 0 4 0 25 1 68 
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AGE AT BONE AND 

FUSION EPIPHYSES PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 
No. unfused No. fused No. unfused No. fused No. unfused No. fused 

36-42 months 
Humerus p. 0 0 0 0 7 
Radius d. 0 2 0 5 0 8 
Ulna p. 0 0 0 0 0 8 
Femur p. 0 2 0 2 4 
Femur d. 0 2 0 3 3 8 
Tibia p. 0 2 0 5 0 7 
Calcaneum 0 0 0 1 2 6 
Scapula 0 0 0 2 0 15 

Total 0 8 0 18 7 63 

TABLE 44 
DIMENSIONS OF HORSE BONES FROM PHASES 2 & 3 

Bone & Dimensions No. Size Range Mean Standard Deviation 

Mandible L TR 2 
Length of M3 5 31.4 3.2 

Scapula GLP 25 75.1-94.1 84.0 6.5 
SLC 18 54.1-67.2 58.7 4.6 

Humerus TL 8 272 13.3 
MWPE 5 77.2-91.0 82.0 5.8 
BT 20 68.4 4.1 
MSW 9 28.9-36.3 32.4 2.9 

Radius TL 30 313.0 19.3 
MWPE 32 65.5-83.5 76.3 4.9 
MWDE 35 61.9-77.6 69.3 4.6 
MSW 30 29.6-40.7 35.1 3.3 

Metacarpal TL 28 211.1 11.7 
Lateral Length 28 204.1 11.0 

MWPE 30 40.1-53.4 47.2 2.9 
MWDE 33 38.7-50.8 46.2 2.6 
MSW 25 26.6-35.6 31.7 2.2 

Femur TL 4 374.7 17.9 
MWPE 4 106.8 5.3 
MWDE 11 76.5-90.5 83.5 4.7 
MSW 3 38.4-43.0 40.5 2.3 

Tibia TL 15 324.3 15.6 
MWPE 11 81.2-95.4 88.0 4.9 
MWDE 31 54.1-71.9 66.1 4.2 
MSW 13 33.7-43.8 37.6 3.6 

Astragalus TH 26 49.1-60.8 54.9 3.4 

Calcaneum TL 11 95.6-107.2 101.1 3.9 

Metatarsal TL 32 225-277 254.2 12.0 
LL 30 227-269 247.6 10.4 
MWPE 31 40.5-52.2 47.1 3.0 
MWDE 32 41.9-51.9 45.5 2.6 
MSW 33 29.0 3.0 

For Abbreviations, see Table 35, p. 402. 
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DOG 

Dog bones were found in many of the deposits. In many only a few bones were present, but in 
others, detailed below, complete or semi-complete skeletons were recovered and in others only 
part of the animal was buried. There is considerable variation in the size and types of dog present 
and this material would merit more detailed consideration in any study of dogs from 
Romano-British sites. 

B 210. This pit dated to the early third century contained 'an articulated dog skeleton. It is a 
very small dog, estimated to be about 24 cm at the wither - one of the smallest known from a 
Roman site in Britain. The sagittal crest was very weakly developed and the teeth are very 
crowded. The right upper second premolar had been lost in life and the alveolus healed over. All 
epiphyses were fused, indicating a mature animal. The full dentition was present but the teeth 
showed little sign of wear. In addition a single cranium of another dog was present. 

A 237. This pit dated to the late first century A.D. contained the cranium, mandible and the 
cervical vertebrae of one individual. All the teeth were erupted and were moderately worn. 

A 418. This pit, dated c. 50--70, contained the shattered cranium and five cervical vertebrae of 
one individual but no mandible. 

A 317. A late second- or early third-century pit containing the partially complete skeletons of 
three individuals. One mature animal is estimated to have a withers height of 31 cm. The shafts 
of its radius and ulna are very strongly curved. No cranium or mandible of this animal is present. 
The other two dogs are immature with none of the epiphyses fused, indicating that they are less 
than six months old. The skulls are shattered, but in one fragment of mandible premolars 3 and 4 
are just erupting from the bone, suggesting an age of 4-6 months. 

B 60. This deposit, dated 150--180, contained a complete skeleton though the skull is shattered. 
All the epiphyses of the long bones are fused. The permanent teeth are all present but show little 
wear. The height of this fully grown individual is estimated at 31 cm. 

B 172. In this well, dated to the middle of the first century A.D., were the shattered skeletons of 
four dogs. The epiphyses of all the limb bones were fused. One femur had a mended fracture. 

A 10. A largely complete skeleton of a dog was found in this third-century pit. All the 
epiphyses of the limb bones are fused and the teeth are heavily worn. Premolars 2, 3 and 4 in both 
sides of the lower jaw and the upper jaw were lost in life and the alveoli had grown over. This 
elderly dog had healed injuries involving the left cheek (fracture) and right nasal bone (broken) 
and a fracture of the fibula at its base. The withers height of this dog is estimated to have been 41 
cm, based on a femur length of 134.9 mm. 

B 62. A well deposit of the late third century contained a semi-complete skeleton of a large dog 
estimated from the length of its tibia and femur to have been about 60 cm at the wither. 

A 321. This late second- or early third-century pit contained.a complete articulated skeleton, 
though the skull was fragmented. The tibia is very twisted. The proximal epiphysis of one 
humerus is not fused, indicating that the animal was about a year old. The withers height is 
estimated, using the femur and tibia index, as 31 cm. Also present are two semi-complete 
skeletons of young dogs aged 3--4 months. None of the epiphyses of the limb bones were fused. 
In one individual, lower molar 1 was erupting; but in the other this had not commenced. 

A 237. This pit dated, c. 90--120, contained a semi-complete skeleton of a tall, light framed 
dog. All the epiphyses of the limb bones are fused and there is no sign of wear on the permanent 
teeth. The length of the tibia (177 mm) indicated a withers height of around 53 cm. 

A 150. This ditch, dated c. 50--70, contained the complete skeleton of a large dog. It had a very 
well-developed sagittal crest. The teeth are heavily worn. The withers height, estimated from the 
femur/tibia index, is 58 cm. 

A 414 contained the complete skeleton of an immature dog aged 5-6 months. This deposit is 
dated to the early third century. 

There is additionally a complete skull from the undated deposit A 207 and from A 323, a pit 
dated c. 150--180. 

The maximum length of the humerus, radius, femur and tibia is given where applicable for the 
above animals, and also for others, in TABLE 45. Bones from the same individual are tabulated on 
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the same line. Unfortunately most of the dog skulls were severely damaged. Dimensions for 
three largely intact ones are given in TABLE 46. 

TABLE 45 
DIMENSIONS OF DOG LIMB BONES 

Deposit Humerus Radius Femur 

B 210 78.8 71 86.3 
A 210 134.8 
A 317 97.6 90.5 103.9 
B 60 100.1 89.2 109 
A 150 175 178 191 
A 237 160 156 
B 62 88 200 
A 321 94.3 88.5 104.9 
B 68 140.2 138.3 152.6 
c 8 153 
c 8 172 
B 33 66.4 
c 34 173 
c 35 149.9 
A 208 143.2 
A 118 
B 55 
B 55 
A 10 
B 62 

N.B. All dimensions on the same line are from the same individual. 

TABLE 46 
DIMENSIONS OF DOG CRANIA 

Dimension Deposit 

A 10 A 207 

1 Total length 142.2 187.5 
3 Basal length 132.3 167.0 
8 Nasal length 72.0 87.1 
13 Median palatal length 74.9 91.5 
36 Breadth at canine alveoli 32.3 =37.5 
35 Least palatal breadth 29.1 37.0 
Length of cheek teeth row 50.4 61.9 
Length of premolar 4 15.1 18.3 

Dimension codes after von den Driesch. 

WEASEL 

A 323 

146.8 
132.5 
69.8 
74.1 
31.5 
29.2 
51.6 
18.1 

Tibia 

80 

98.1 
102.6 
193 

194 
98.8 

156 

146.9 
145.9 
68.4 

117.5 
113.3 
132.6 
194 

Skeletal remains of weasels (Mustela nivalis) were found in pit A 19 (A. D. 50-70), pit A 121 (A.D. 
70-90) and pit A 321 (A. D. 180-220). The appearance of the bones suggests that they are more or 
less contemporary with the deposits in which they were found and not later intrusions. 

Special Deposits 
Deposits whose contents differed from the general pattern have with two exceptions been noted 
above. 
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The contents of the late first-century A. D. Well B 189 are unusual in that the great majority of 
the bone is heavily burnt and difficult to identify. However, none of the limb extremities- the 
metapodials and phalanges- of the cattle are burnt at all; it is the well-fleshed limb bones etc. that 
are charred. This would suggest that the animals were killed and dressed out on the spot, the 
waste bones thrown into the well and the rest of the animals cooked over open fires, the remains 
being thrown back into the fire and subsequently the debris being tipped into the well. This 
situation is considered further in the discussion. 

Deposit A 12 contained the only significant collection of bird remains from any of the deposits. 
This comprised the remains of twelve fowls, represented by both their skulls and limb bones. 

DISCUSSION 

The most striking feature of the bone from most deposits at Baldock is its degree of 
fragmentation. Despite the great volume of bone, the number of complete or semi-complete 
bones is extremely low compared to most other Romano-British sites which we have examined. 
In this respect it most resembled the bone which we have seen from large-scale town-midden 
accumulations. This in itself is significant, suggesting that most of the deposits at Baldock 
represent the general refuse-accumulation of a township where meat was purchased and 
consumed as small joints by individual households. A further implication of this fragmentation is 
that the meat from cattle was probably sold mostly off the bone, and the bones subsequently 
broken up and also sold for culinary use. 

Against that background the bone from certain deposits clearly has a different origin. Two 
pits, A 123 (A.D. 120-150) and A 237 (A.D. 90-120) contain an unusually high proportion of the 
head and lower limb bones of cattle. These bones are in terms of butcher's meat of little value, 
and are often treated as waste. The head, however, can be further processed for food or raw 
material. The horns were frequently detached from the skull and would probably have gone to a 
nearby horn-worker to be processed. There is clear evidence of the horn cores being cut from the 
skull in several deposits throughout the post-conquest period, although no accumulation of 
horn-workers' or bone-workers' debris was found. From the head the tongue would almost 
certainly be separated and the remainder cooked up and processed to make potted meats. Cattle 
skulls would also be very suitable for feeding dogs. The lower limb bones, the cannon bones 
(metapodials) and toes (phalanges) can also be cooked for stock, but were most probably boiled 
up to extract fat and gelatin. 

The bone in these two pits is thought to be the debris from this further processing of the waste 
parts of the carcasses, and is likely to have been carried out on a butcher's premises. 

In two wells, A 483 (third- or early fourth-century) and B 62 (late third-century), were the 
carcasses of7 and 6 horses respectively. In both wells the animals were aged, and it is presumed 
that they were deliberately slaughtered and that the wells were available for their disposal. There 
is no reason, given the age of these animals, to suppose that they were other than 'put down'. In 
A 483 there are no marks on any of the bones, but in B 62 there is a substantial amount of 
gnawing on many of the bones. It is likely that the latter animals were fed to a pack of dogs, as in 
present-day kennel practice, and the remains put down the well. In both wells the animals could 
have been killed over a period of time. 

The well B 139, dated to the late fourth or early fifth century, contained the semi-complete 
skeletons of two young red deer aged approximately six months, together with bones of two 
hares and a fox as well as some bones of pig, horse, cattle and sheep. It is strange that this well 
should contain the two recently-weaned red deer calves. At this age (c. 6 months) and time of 
year (nominally January) they would be expected to be in company with the female herd. 
Equally, if these animals had been hunted, one would have expected them to have been cut up 
and used for food. Also unusual is the presence of hare and a fox. 

Although red deer will scavenge and will also (under cover of darkness) feed close to 
dwellings, especially if winter crops are being grown, this does not explain how they came to be 
in the well. At Rudston (Chaplin and Barnetson 1980) red deer were also present in a well in 
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circumstances suggesting that they had fallen victim to the conditions of the well-head. It may be 
that soil conditions in the vicinity of the Baldock well encouraged the natural growth of wild 
plants attractive to deer in winter, such as holly, bramble, ivy, or damp-loving plants. Perhaps 
the well-head was a natural trap. There is no evidence at Rudston or Baldock to support the idea 
that these particular wells had a religious significance. 

The other unusual deposit is B 189, a well dated to the end of the first century A.D .. Bones 
from this are mainly cattle, sheep and pig and are mostly heavily charred. The lower limb bones 
of the cattle are not charred, whilst the humerus, radius, femur, tibia and other parts of the 
carcass are. This suggests that perhaps the animals were killed and cut up at one time for a specific 
purpose. The waste bones were immediately disposed of into the well, the carcasses cut up and 
the meat cooked. If the whole carcass had been spit-roasted and served barbecue style it is 
unlikely that the bones would have become heavily charred and then fragmented. It is most likely 
that this is the debris from small portions cooked and eaten and the bones thrown back into the 
fire. The question is in what circumstances did this occur, so that the debris from the meal was 
disposed of down a well. Surely an open cooking-fire would not have been cleaned up! This 
burnt material comprises food bones from 8 cattle, 7 sheep and 2 pigs including a wild boar. 

This is not normal domestic food debris, and it is suggested that this might be the food-debris 
from a large body of people. If it were from a Roman military unit this would explain the tidying 
up of the site and the cutting up of the carcasses after cooking. 

The most unusual deposit on the site is the pit A 12, dated to A.D. 50-70. This pit contained the 
bones of98 sheep, 5 cattle, 9 pigs and 12 fowls. The sheep bones were not fragmented and were 
largely intact. The age structure of the sheep was quite different from that in other deposits. This 
deposit is remarkable mainly for the sheep, other species being incidental. From TABLE 27 it will 
be seen that for the site as a whole the minimum number of individuals determined from different 
bones varies considerably. In Phase 1 this ranged from 6 to 39, in Phase 2 from 38 to 390 and 
Phase 3 from 11 to 118. In A 12, however, the range is from the astragalus with 30 and the radius 
with 64 to 98 from the metatarsal. This indicates that compared to the rest of the site very little of 
the carcasses were selectively dispersed. 

It will be seen from TABLE 29 that, in the bones from Phases 2 and 3 for the site as a whole, 
four age cohorts are clearly present whilst in A 12 only two cohorts are significantly represented. 
The presence of Group 3 and 4 animals which represent the adult breeding stock, and the 
recruitment to this, suggests the slaughter of a breeding flock. The almost complete absence of 
Group 1 and 2 animals, the lambs of the year and the overwintered lambs, suggests that these 
were not around at the time. The presence of Group 3 animals with a dental composition which 
occurs in the range 18-24 months suggests that this slaughter took place during the winter, which 
would tally with the absence of the lambs of the year and yearling cohorts. 

These sheep were apparently not jointed and dispersed as was normally the case on this site. 
The evidence indicates that the flesh was removed from the bones, an unusual practice when 
preparing sheep meat. This suggests that it may have been intended for preserving - perhaps by 
salting, smoking or drying - and was to be packed to be as light and compact as possible. 

There is no evidence earlier or later on the site for such practices. Given the approximate date 
of this deposit - A.D. 50-70 - and the disturbed conditions in the area associated with the 
Boudiccan rebellion and its aftermath, it is tempting to connect the two. Could this perhaps be 
associated with a Roman military unit provisioning itself with meat and fleeces? Perhaps this ties 
in with deposits B 189 and possibly the four dogs in well B 172. Whatever the explanation, 
something very unusual took place here about the time of the Boudiccan revolt, and A 12 is 
associated with it and probably represents the events of only a few days, unlike other deposits. 

In attempting to establish the economy and practices associated with the Baldock settlement it 
has been necessary to examine each deposit in its own right and then to group this with others to 
try to build up a wider picture that is not over-generalised. Careful analysis and comparison 
indicates that a broad approach in terms of site area and date is not misleading. It is therefore 
possible to discuss the economy of the site in three date-ranges, Phase 1, Pre-Conquest; Phase 2, 
Post-Conquest to c. A. D. 150 and Phase 3, c. 150 onwards. The choice of the Conquest and c. 150 
as break points is arbitrary, but it does give the maximum grouping into phases of individually-
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dated deposits. Throughout the discussion, data from A 12 are not included in the Phase 2 
figures. 

In each phase the food economy is based on sheep, cattle and pigs. The horse and dog are not 
regarded as food animals on this site, and wild animals, birds, fish etc. are insignificant. 

Phase 1 
Cattle 
Sheep 
Pig 

Phase 2 (exc. A 12) 
Cattle 
Sheep 
Pig 

Phase 3. A 12 Only 
Cattle 
Sheep 
Pig 

Phase 3· · 
Cattle 

·. 

Sheep 
Pig 

TABLE 47 
APPROXIMATE CARCASS YIELDS OF DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK 

Mi11imum Nos. 

22 
39 
14 

229 
372 

83 

5 
98 

9 

67 
118 
28 

Estimated dressed Total Wt. Yield (lbs.) 
Carcass Wt. 

(lbs) 

300 
25 
50 

300 
25 
50 

300 
25 
50 

300 
25 
50 

6600 
975 
700 

8275 

68700 
9300 
4150 

82150 

1500 
2450 
450 

4400 

20100 
2950 
1400 

24450 

% Yield 

79.8 
11.8 
8.5 

83.6 
11.3 
5.1 

34 
55.7 
10.2 

82.2 
12.1 
5.7 

In TABLE 47 the significance of each species in terms of numbers and potential meat yield can 
be seen for. each phase. The picture is very consistent over all three phases. Despite considerable 
quantitative differences between phases, cattle provided approximately 80% of the meat, sheep 
11% and pigs around 6%. This is based on the number of animals slaughtered. Consumption is, 
however, another matter. Some of the meat produced appears to have been exported from the 
site, for there is a considerable discrepancy between the number of animals slaughtered, as 
determined from the waste bones recovered, and that represented by the meat bones. An 
indication of the quantities involved can be obtained by comparing the number of individuals 
represented by the waste (mandible), fore limb meat (humerus) and hind limb meat (femur) 
given in TABLE 48. Although considerable allowances must be made for possible differential 
handling, and subsequently of preservation and recognition, these figures suggest that this site 
was a net exporter of meat; particularly of hind quarter joints with the bone in; and that there was 
a significant. increase in this trade for sheep after the Conquest. 

The extent to which .the inhabitants of Baldock were engaged in the production of the meat 
they consumed cannot be determined. However, what they ate indicates some aspects of the 
husbandry which. produced it. 

The sheep were slender-limbed, mostly horned animals but with some naturally-polled ones 
(13%). All the sheep from pit A 12 were, however, horned. There was no indication of any 
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TABLE 48 
COMPARISON OF MINIMUM NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS 

(determined from waste and major meat bones of the fore and hind limb) 

Mandible Humerus Femur 

Sheep 
Phase 1 39 23 10 

2 390 159 47 
A 12 80 83 76 
3 118 74 22 

Cattle 
Phase 1 22 13 7 

2 234 89 47 
3 67 50 25 

Pig 
Phase 1 14 11 2 

2 92 43 16 
3 28 17 3 

change of size or type of sheep throughout the Roman period; and the few measurements of 
sheep bones from the pre-Conquest deposits do not suggest any difference in size of these 
compared to the later ones. 

The bone dimensions when plotted appear in general to be normally distributed, and thus to be 
from a homogeneous sample. There is no indication of the sex of the animals. 

The age at which the animals were killed can be determined by reference to the fused or 
unfused condition of the epiphyses of the long bones and the eruption and degree of wear of the 
teeth. The approximate age at which this occurs is known for modern stock, but the age at which 
these events occur may not be the same in all breeds or in the ancient populations. These are, 
however, stages in the maturation of the animal and give an index if not an absolute age for the 
stages at which the animals were killed. In TABLE 28 the age at which each group of epiphyses 
fuse are as follows: 

Group A, 0-10 months; Group B, 18-24 months; Group C, 20-28 months; Group D, 30-36 
months and Group E, 36--42 months. Calculations from the data in TABLE 28 indicating the 
pattern of killing are summarised for each phase in TABLE 49. 

In Phase 1 allowance must be made, when using the percentages, for the comparatively small 
samples involved compared with later deposits. The pattern is, however, clear. Very few animals 
are killed (or die) under a year old. About 25% are killed in their second and 25% in their third 
year. Very few are killed in their fourth year so that about one third are killed as elderly animals. 

In Phase 2 about 10% are killed in their first year with further killing of 27% and 19% 
respectively in the second and third year. The remainder - some 43% - are killed as elderly 
animals. 

In Phase 3 killing is at 10% in the first and second years, 31% in the third, and around 38% as 
elderly animals. In A 12, by contrast, some 63% are killed as elderly animals, emphasising the 
different nature of that deposit. 

The picture is a very rational one. Probably these sheep were small and comparatively 
slow-growing, so that lamb carcasses would be small. Meat is clearly taken selectively from 
animals reared into their second and third years, and to a much lesser extent from those in their 
fourth year. Thereafter the sheep meat is only from elderly individuals. It is probable that the 
majority of second- and third-year animals are castrated males kept for the higher quality of their 
wool and growth for meat. The older animals are probably females culled from the breeding 
flock. The second- and third-year cohorts in the food debris are very interesting, and it is 
probably very significant that these cohorts are weakly represented (12%) in the A 12 deposit. If 
these are largely castrated males rather than females of prime breeding age, they would represent 
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TABLE 49 
KILLING PATTERN OF SHEEP 

Age in Months No. fused No. unfused % Unfused % Killed in Age % Killed less than 
Range 

Phase 1 
A G-10 m. 61 3 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 
B 18-24 m. 22 10 31% 26.3% 31% 
D 3G-36 m. 9 13 59% 28% 59% 
E 36-42 m. 4 8 67% 8% 67% 
F 42 m. + 33% 100% 

Phase 2 
A G-10 m. 272 30 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 
B 18-24 m. 113 67 37.2% 27.3% 37.2% 
D 3G-36 m. 52 67 56.3% 19.1% 56.3% 
E 36.42 m. 31 40 56.3% 0 56.3% 
F 42 m. + 43.7% 100% 

Phase 2 A 12 
A G-10 m. 450 31 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 
B 18-24 m. 292 25 7.9% 1.5% 7.9% 
D 3G-36 m. 325 73 18.3% 10.4% 18.3% 
E 36-42 m. 222 128 36.6% 18.3% 36.6% 
F 42m. + 63.4% 100% 

Phase 3 
A G-10 m. 104 11 9.6% 9.6% 9.6% 
B 18-24 m. 57 14 19.7% 10.1% 19.7% 
D 30.36 m. 21 22 51.2% 31.5% 51.2% 
E 36-42 m. 11 18 62.1% 10.9% 62.1% 
F 42 m. + 37.9% 100% 

two very important commodities- prime meat and high-grade wool. In general the finest fleeces 
are obtained from young castrated male sheep. These animals were being killed at the end of the 
year, so that in the case of a second-year animal there has been one prime clip and there is a new 
full fleece on its back, and the third-year animal has been clipped twice. 

It seems probable that in both pre-Roman and Roman times the sheep husbandry was 
organised to produce quality-graded wool as well as meat, in addition to the regular wool clip 
from older breeding animals that were selectively culled when old for meat. 

As with the sheep, both the eruption and wear of the teeth and the fusion of the epiphyses of 
the limb bones can be used to determine at what stage the cattle were killed. 

The small sample from the pre-Conquest deposits shows no cattle killed in Groups A and B 
(7-10 months and 12-18 months respectively) but an apparent killing of about 40% (a cautionary 
evaluation because of sample size, see TABLE 32) by the end of Group C (24-30 months), with the 
remainder probably living to a maturity well beyond Group D (36--48 months). The small 
sample of lower jaws that could be aged gives an almost certainly misleading impression that 
most were killed as young animals less than 24-30 months of age. 

In Phases 2 and 3 the jaws show that about 65% of the cattle were killed at over 24-30 months, 
mostly as aged individuals. In both phases there is no significant killing in Group A and B (up to 
18 months), but just over 20% are killed in the range between Groups B and C (18 to 24-30 
months). This would correlate with the first phase of killing found in the jaw samples. There is 
some further killing up to Group D at 24-36 months, especially in Phase 2; but little thereafter, so 
that from Group E at 36--48 months some 62% of cattle in Phase 2 and 75% in Phase 3 are still 
alive. 
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It would appear that over all three phases some 60--75% of the cattle meat comes from elderly 
animals, and only between 25% and 40% from animals of prime meat age. This suggests that 
some animals, presumbly castrated males, were kept into their third and fourth years before 
being slaughtered, implying a demand for quality meat. The high proportion of elderly animals 
suggests that these were kept as breeding stock, milking cows and working beasts and were only 
used for meat on a residual basis. Clearly there was a limited demand or availability for prime 
beef. 

There is no indication that horses formed a significant part of the diet. Most of the horses were 
aged, and from their disposal it is likely that they were killed at the end of their useful working 
life. Some would have been chronically lame, to judge from the condition of their foot bones, 
and had probably long ceased active work. Wear marks on the teeth show that some had worn a 
bitted bridle over a long period and had been used for riding. It is possible that some of these 
older animals were kept as brood mares. 

The measurements of the limb bones are very varied, and there is no homogeneity in the 
sample. Factors used to estimate the withers' height of the horses from different bones give the 
results shown in TABLE 50. 

TABLE 50 
ESTIMATION OF HEIGHT OF HORSES' WITHERS FROM MEASUREMENTS OF LIMB-BONES 

Bone Size range Factor Calculated Withers/ Withers/height in 
(mm) height range (mm) hands 

Humerus 258-289 5 1290-1445 12.}1/z-14.2 
Radius 288-346 4.34 1250-1502 12.2 -15.0 
Metacarpal 181-229 6.41 1160-1468 11.2 -14.3 
Femur 348-386 3.51 1221-1355 12.1 -13.2 
Tibia 310-348 4.36 1352-1517 13.2 -15.1 
Metatarsal 225-277 5.33 1199-1476 12.0 -14.3 

These indicate animals ranging in size from 11.2 hands (1160 mm) to 1 5 . 1 hand s ( 1 5 1 7 m m) . 

There are comparatively few pig bones from Phase 1, and these give no certain indication of 
the utilisation or husbandry of the pig, except that pigs contributed about 8. 5% of the available 
meat - only a little less than sheep. In Phases 2 and 3 they contributed 5.1% and 5. 7% of the 
meat, about half that from sheep. In Phases 2 and 3 approximately half of the pigs were killed at 
less than a year of age, and only 19% were older than about 18-30 months. 

The pigs from Baldock represent the selective killing of animals at optimum stages of their 
growth, with very little pig meat coming from aged animals. Clearly the pig husbandry was 
organised for the optimum production of prime meat. 

There is a considerable range of dogs present at Baldock, ranging from a small lap dog to larger 
animals suitable for hunting. 

Wild animals are sparsely represented at Baldock and with the exception of a few pigs, thought 
to be wild pigs, the wild life made almost no contribution to the diet. Portions of red deer and roe 
deer antler are thought to represent raw material, and may not have come from local animals. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDS 

CORRELATIONS OF THE PUBLISHED FINDS, AND DATING 
OF THE FEATURES. 

The features are plotted on FIGS. 4 (Site A), 5 (Site B), 6 (Site C) and 7 (Site D). Type offeature 
is defined on pp. 32-50. The finds are given their catalogue numbers. In the pottery section, the 
main body of coarse pottery has no prefix, but for the specialised wares the following prefixes 
have been used in keeping with the various sections of the report: PP, prehistoric pottery; S, 
samian stamps; D, decorated samian; PR, plain samian; AR, African ware; GB, Gallo-Belgic 
forms; GS, Gallo-Belgic stamps; G, glazed ware; MS, mortaria stamps; CW, coarse-ware 
stamps; ST, stamped wares; R, relief decoration. Other finds have been numbered consecutively 
in the report. British coins are distinguished from Roman by the prefix B. Most first- and 
second-century dates are given in periods: '50-70' means c. A.D. 50-70; otherwise they are given 
in centuries 'mid Ill' means mid third century A.D .. These are the dates of the fillings of the 
features, provided by the pottery. Unstratified material is denoted 'X', with the site prefix. 

TABLE 51: CORRELATIONS, SITE A 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

1. Ditch 695, 700, 701. 204, 310, 377, 520, 548, 20, 56, 63, 67, 69. 180-200 
608. 

2 Ditch PP. 24. 21, 33, 36, 55. Ill 
3 Gully II 
4 Pit (4) 26. Ill 
5 Pit (2) PP.22 522 ? I 
6 Pit (2) 454. 180-220 
7 Pit (1) 624 262 Ill 
8 Pit (5) S.51, S 83. 226, 391, 655, 782, 891. 180-220 
9 Pit (2) ? 

10 Pit (3) 840 229, 251, 304, 340, 431, Ill 
448, 451, 651. 

11 Pit (2) 625 48, 378, 593. 180-220 
12 Pit (2) a. S.8, S.93, S.136, 18, 123, 129, 141, 144, 50-70. 

229-37. 234, 373, 836. 
b. 238-9 79, 786 50-70 
c. S.124, 240-41. 70-90 
d. 242-3, ST.11 5 90-120 

13 Well S.4, S.24, R.12, 618 235, 430, 432, 433, Ill 
460-92, 497, 600, 837. 

14 Pit (2) 447, 457 - both surface Ill 
finds. 

15 Gully 
16 Pit (2) 589-91 453, 663. 180-220 
17 Pit (3) Ill 
18 Pit (2) 253. Ill 
19 Pit (2) S.133, 210-27, 228. 626 50-70. 
20-29 Post-holes ? 
30 Gully ? 
31 Pit ( 4) ? 
32-6 Post-holes S. 177 ? 
37 Pit (5) 25-50 
38-9 Post-holes ? 
40 Gully/pit PP.26, PP.27, PP.28, Prehistoric/ early 

PP.29, PP.34, PP.35, PP. I. 
36, 81-4. 
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Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

41 Gully 71 (superficial). 25-50 
42 Pit (1) R.1 120-150. 
43 Pit (2) S.169 312, 322, 587, 910. 90-120 
44 Gully PP.2. 715. 1-25. 
45 Pit (5) 70-90 
46 Pit (4) ? 
47 Gully GB.5B (upper levels). 1-25. 
48 Pit (4) GB.I4B. 1-25. 
49 Pit (3) 100, 362, 494, 510. 50-70 
50 Pit (3) 244-7. 50-70. 
51 Pit (1) 50-70 
52 . pit (1) 25-50 
53 Pit (4) early li 
54 Gully 25-50 
55-6 Post-holes 1-25 
57 Pit (3) GS.S. 1-25. 
58 Ditch 54, 115, 328, 336, B.45, 10, 32, Ill 

444, 449, 455, 570, 597, 70(top). 
845, 906. 

59 Gully 546. ? 
60 Post-hole ? 
61 Pit (5) 
62 Pit (4) 1-25 
63 Pit (5) GS.11, 251, 260, 270 B.15, B.34. 1-25. 
64-7 Post-holes 797 
68 Well D.61, ST.6, 832, 843, 844. 37, 68, 120, 124, 281, 375, 11 Late IV 

380, 382, 388, 429, 442, 
450, 456, 507, 523, 566, 
569, 609, 624, 740, 
painted wall-plaster, 
p.185. 

69 Hollow PP.1. 809, 850. B.18. Prehistoric 
Ill 

71 Gully 120-150 
72 Hollow 334. 1-25 
73 Pit (5) ? 
74-81 Post-holes ? 
82. Building V 697. 368, 562, 574, 576, 618, 180-220 

877, 912. 
83 Pit (4) ? 
84 Pit (4) ? 
85 Infant ? 
86 Pit (4) ? 
87 Pit (5) 259. 25-50 
88 Pit (5) PP.13-PP.19. Prehistoric 
89 Gulley early I 
90 Ditch S.174 56, 260, 300, 315, 379. 44, 48, 49, 52, 76, Ill 

83. 
92 Pit (2) S.13, CW.4, 305. 365, 532. 50-70 
93 Pit (4) ? 
94 Gully? 70-90 
95 Gully? ? 
96 Pit (4) B.9 1-25 
97-8 Post-holes 601. ? 
99 Pit (5) a. 702. 50-70 

b. 73, 688. 8. 90-120 
100 Ditch S.35 "154, 165, 224, 584, 701. Ill 
101 Pit (5) 180-220 
102 Flint floor 14 (below). 
103 Flint floor ? 
104 Gully 90-120 
105 Pit (5) 70-90 
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Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

106 Ditch a. GB.1C, GB.17, 108-28 826. 1-25. 
b. 129-44. 732. 25-50. 
c. PP.37, S.94, GS.2, 28, 55, 203, 255, 751, 752. 25-50 
97, 145-50, 263, 266. 

107 Gully 25-50 
108 Flint floor 196 (above). III/IV 
109 Ditch a. 210, 221, 249, 521, 598. 180--220 

b. 216, 370, 610, 777. 
110 Pit (5) 760--70. Prehistoric 
111. Pit (2) S.126, 638. 180--220 
112. Pit (1) 12, 807. 
113. Gully 709, 798. 25-50 
114. Pit (3) 642-8 575. Ill 
115. Pit (4) ? 
116. Ditch S.140, S.162. 159, 220, 223, 274, 583. 82 (top). Ill 
117 Pit (4) ? 
118 Pit (4) ? 
119 Pit (4) B.4 I 
120 Pit (4) MS.8. I 
121 Pit (5) a. 112. 1-25. 

b. GB.11, GS.10. 34. 70--90 
c. 257, 300. 272, 534. B.37. 90--120 

122 Flint floor CW.13. early 11 
123 Pit (2) 391-7, 398-409, 410--11, 539, 704-7. 120--150 

412-14. 
124 Ditch G 5. 1-25. 
125-6 Post-holes I 
127 Post-hole ? 
128 Gully/pit I 
129 Post-hole 11 
130 " I 
131 Gully/pit ? 
132 Well S.108, D.16, 312, 620. 278, 493, 506, 508, 545, mid Ill 

799, 801. 
133 Pit (5) S.102. 50--70 
134 Pit (5) 70--90 
135 Pit (1) 70--90 
136 Pit (4) 354 70--90 
137 Pit (1) D.18 822, 823 70--90 
138 Pit ( 4) 180--220 
139 Pit (4) 70--90 
140 Pit (4) 180--220 
141 Pit (1) a. 346-9 70--90 

b. S.14, S.27, D.3-D7, 1, 119, 298, 504, 635, 637, 90--120 
G.7, G.10, ST.1, ST.2, 776, 870. 
R. I, 346-9, 350--58, 
359-77. 

142 Flint floor 25-50 
143 Pit (4) ? 
144 Pit (5) 70--90 
145 Gully 395, 755. 25-50 
146 Gully/pit 295, 306. 70--90 
147 Pit (4) I 
148 Gully/pit ?Prehistoric 
149 " ? 
150 Gully GB.5c, CW.2, 255, 265, 9, 43, 51, 93, 122, 137, 50--70 

304. 140, 160, 199, 205, 270, 
676, 700, 708, 785. 

151 Pit (4) ? 
152 Flint floor ? 
153 Gully/pit 70--90 
154 Well S.175 12, 79, 84 IV 



CORRELATION OF FINDS : SITE A 419 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

155 Pit (5) S.160, GB.21. 77. 70-YO 
156 Gully 202. B.2 25-50 
157 , 

17, 98 50-90 
158 Pit (5) 254 277. - 50-70 
159 , 

254 895. B.23 50-70 
160 Ditch/gully a. 26. 50-70 

b. 428, 820, 821. B.36 70-90 
161 Post hole late 
162-4 , 

? 
165-6 Superficial ? 
167-8 Post-holes ? 
169 , 

170-171 , 
? 

172 Pit (4) ? 
173 Pit (5) 42, 404. 70-90 
174 

, 
? 

175 Pit ? 
176 Pit (5) S.111 120-150 
177 Ditch 898. 50-70 
178 Pit (5) 150-180 
179 Hollow 680, 698, 731. 90-120 
180 Superficial 425-6. ? 
181 Gully 1-25 
182 Superficial ? 
183 Pit (4) ? 
184 , 

? 
185 Pit (5) 512. 4. 25-50 
186 Road (between two layers): 63, mid/late I 

387, 399, 516, 794. 
187 Pit ( 4) S.85 Ill 
188 Hollow S.78, S.159, GB.2C, 276, 317, 421-4. 65. 

GB.6, GB.25, 271. 
189 Pit (2) 303, (CW.8). 150-180" 
190 Oven 1-25 
191 Well 67, 149, 406, 418--20 150-180 
192 Pit (5) 1-25 
193 Superficial 648 ? 
195 Pit (1) 687. 410-17, 697. 150-180 
196 Superficial ? 
197 Building 11 S. 96, S.173. 90-120 
198 Pit (5) 488 622, 849. 120-150 
199. Gully 627. 246. 150-180 
200 Road 66 (above) IV 
201 Flint floor 334. 72 (above). ?11 
202 Flint floor 233, 245. ?11 
203 Pit (5) 150-180 
204 Pit (3) 597-604, 605. 297, 543. early Ill 
205 Pit (2) 150-180 
206 Gully 1-25 
207 Gully/pit ?Prehistoric 
208 Pit (2) 619, 693. 554. Ill 
209 Gully 1-25. 
210 Pit (2) CW.12, MS.14, 378--382, 50. 120-150 

383-89, 390 
211. Pit (1) D.13, 630-37. 900. early Ill 
212. Gully ? 
213. Pit (2) S.16, 592-6. 283. 180-220 
214 Building IV IV 
215 Pit (4) 440. 1111· 
216 Pit (5) PP.8; GB.15. 25-50 
217. Pit (5) 263. 25-50 
218 Pit (4) 1-25 



420 BALDOCK 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

219 Wheelrut ?modern 
220 

, , 

221 Ditch 694. 541, 543, 728, 800. Ill 
222 Floor 31 IV 
22}-5 Post-holes ? 
226 Quarry S.50, S.110, 93. 25, 114, 161, 211, 408, 25-50 

531, 532, 695, 696, 730. 
227 Pit (5) 57. 150-180 
228 Flint floor late I 
229 Quarry 150-180 
230 Quarry 261 152, 268, 703, 759. 50-70 
231 Pit (3) ? 
232 Pit (4) 90-120 
233 Gully ? 
234 Post-hole 18. ? 11 
235 Pit (4/5) MS.17. 318, 505. early Ill 
236 Ditch 150-180 
236a Pit (1) 50-70 
237 Quarry ST.18, S.69, D.17, D.28, 49, 108, 117, 150, 248, 90-120 

D.32, MS.1, 250, 264, 689, 850. 
272, 291, 296, 302, 310, 
311, 315, 318, 321, 323, 
327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 
333, 476. 

238 Pit (5) ? 
239 Flint floor 
240 

, 
? 

241 Ditch 743. Ill 
242 Pit (4) ? 
243 Pit (4) ? 
244 Pit (1) 696. 41 180-220 
245 Pit (5) 25-50 
246 Pit (4) ?Prehistoric 
247 Gully PP.7. Prehistoric 
248 Pit (5) ? 
249 Pit (5) 150-180 
250 . Gully 50-70 
251 Gully/pit Prehistoric 
252 Pit (5) S.39, 294, 298, 299, 301, 75, 109, 140a. 70-90 

328. 
253 Pit (4) S.39 110. 90-120 
254 Pit (4) 90-120 
255 Pit (4) ? 
256 Pit (5) 72, 398. 90-120 
257 Pit ? 
258 Building VI 25-50 
259 Pit (5) S.141, ST.3, 415-30, 24, 74, 214, 758, 888. 120-150 

431-5, 436-55 
260 Gully 320, 322. 756. 50:..70 
261 Oven 
262 Pit (4) 150-180 
263 Oven ? 
264 Pit (4) 180-220 
265 Pit (4) 180-220 
266 Oven late 11 
267 Pit (5) CW.16, GB.2B. 180-220 
268 Pit (5) S.6, S.28, S.114, S.147, 258, 394, 427, 503, 563, ..:arly/mid Ill 

621, 622. 628, 894. 
269 Pit (2) S.67, D.19, D.36. 369, 399. 180-220 
270 Pit (4) 726. 50-70 
271 Pit (5) ? 
272 Pit (2) 90-120 



CORRELATION OF FINDS : SITE A 421 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds CoirlS Date offzl/ing 

273 Pit (5) 725 7G-90 
274 Gully 5G-70 
275 Pit (5) a. S.19, D.24. 45. 7G-90 

b. 324. 9G-120 
276 Gully ? 
277 Pit (4) . ? 

278 Post-hole ? 

279 Gully ? 
280 Post-hole ? 
281 Pit (4) ? 
282 Quarry 25-50 
283 Gully Ill 
284 Oven ? mid I 
285 Quarry 255. 64, 138, 139. 25-50 
286 Gully/pit 18G-220 
287 Pit (5) PP.11, PP.32, (GB.4, Prehistoric 

superficial). 
288 Pit (5) 243. 19. 15G-180 
289. Post-hole II/III 
290 Pit (1) 127, 242, 263, 264, 265, 12G-150 

269, 284, 856. 
291 Quarry G.8. 324. 7G-90 
292 Post-hole ? 
293 , 

? mid I 
294 Ditch 113, 500. 18G-220 
295 Pit (1) PP.6, S.98. 9G-120. 
296 Post-hole ? 
297 Pit (5) II 
298 Well S.44, 836. 433, 502, 614, 616, 880. 23. Ill 
299-312 Post-holes ? 
313 Pit (5) 7G-90 
314 Pit (5) 9G-120 
315 Gully Ill 
316 Pit (4) mid II 
317 Pit (3) 227, 307. B. 33. 18G-220 
318 Pit (1) D.1, 275-83. 142. 7G-90 
319. Pit (4) PP.12. Prehistoric 
320 Ditch 403, 528, 530, 729, 757. 2 Ill 
321 Pit (3) D. 52, 626. 102, 163, 357, 749. B.16 18G-220. 
322 Pit (1) 7G-90 
323 Pit (3) 19 15G-180 
324 Pit (1) 311, 353. Ill 
325 Pit (1) 7G-90 
326 Pit (1) 25-50 
327 Ditch G.2 27, 341, 526, 873. 7 Ill 
328 Flint floor ? 
329 , 

35, 190, 325, 459 .. late .II 
330 Quarry 25-50 
331 Ditch 98, 151-2, 153--7, 158-62, B.32. 25.50 

274. 
333 Pit (4) 1-25 
334 Quarry S.122, GB.1B, GB.26, 33, 162, 296, 441' 585, B.7 7G-90 

274. 717, 824, 829, 830. 
335 Pit (5) 267, 273. 95, 361. 7G-90 
336 Post-hole 
337 Pit (5) Ill 
338 Pit (5) 53, 82, 727. 12G-150 
339 Pit (4) 7G-90 
340 Pit (4) 25-50 
341 Pit (4) 7G-90 
342 Pit (4) 25-50 
343 Pit (5) 1-25 



422 BALDOCK 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

344 Pit (5) 212, 847, 855, 862. 150--180 

345 Pit (4) late 11 

346 Quarry GB.3. 70--90 
347 Pit ( 4) 25-50 
348 Pit (4) 538, 606. 50--70 
349 Pit (1) 376, 580. 180--220 
350 Post-hole 
351 Pit (5) ? 
352 Post-hole ? 
353 Quarry 316. 90--120 
354 Quarry 25-50 
355 Gully 1-25 
356 Flint floor 295, 791, 844. Ill or IV 
357 11 late 11 
358 Pit (5) ? 
359 Ditch 130. 40, 60, 61. IV 
360 Post-hole ? late Ill 
361 11 34, 35, 37. late Ill 
362-70 11 ? late Ill 
371-2 11 ? 25-50 
373 Pit (1) 846. 70--90 
374 Pit (4) Ill 
375 Pit 150--180 
376 Pit (1) ? 11 
377 Post-hole ? 
378 Pit (1) 307, 326. 525. 70--90 
379 Pit (5) 319. 50--70 
380 Post-hole ? 
381 Gully/pit 25-50 
382 Pit (1) 50--70 
383 Post-hole 25-50 
384 Pit (4) 70--90 
385-6 Post-holes ? 
387 Pit (3) I 
388 Pit (3) 1-25 
389-93 Post-holes ? late Ill 
394 Pit (5) 529. 70--90 
395 Hollow 280. early Ill 
396 Pit (1) 70--90 
397 Pit (3) G5.7, 191-200. 518. 50--70 
398 Pit (4) ? 
399-400 Post-holes ? 
401 Post-holes 70--90 
402 11 805 late 11 
403 11 

404 11 ? 
405 Pit (1) CW.7, 184-90. 164 50--70 
406 Post-hole ? 
407 11 

408 Well G.6. 3,257. Ill 
409 Pit (4) 581. 25-50 
410 Pit (3) 150--180 
411 Ditch 1-25 
412 Ditch 1-25 
413 Pit (2) 452. 180--220 
414 Pit (2) 5.116, 606--15. early Ill 
415 Pit (1) 0.2, 335-45. 90--120 
416 Pit (5) GB.1A, GB.12. 1-25 
417 Pit (1) 5.70, D.18, 0.29, M5.19, 70--90 

292, 293, 297, 298, 308, 
309, 314. 

418 Quarry a. PP.38, 95, 256, 262, 50--70 
268. 



CORRELATION OF FINDS : SITE A 423 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

b. 32, 266, 285, 371, 690, B.10, 28, 58, 62. 
691, 719-21, 741, 742, 
879. 

419 Pit (2) 150-:180 
420 Pit (1) 94. 150--180 
421 Post-hole ? 
422 Post-hole ? 
423 Infant ? 
424 Infant ? 
425 Ditch GB.7, 85-91. 97. 1-25 
426 Post-hole ? 
427 ? 11 

? 
428 11 

? 
429 ? 11 

? 
430 11 

? 
431 Hollow 9. early Ill 
432 Pit (2) 90--120 
433 Pit (2) 259. 180--220 
434 Pit (2) 120--150 
435 Infant ? 
436 Pit (2) early Ill 
437 Pit (1) mid 11 
438 Pit (1) 150--180 
439 Pit (2) 150--180 
440 ?Post-hole ? 
441 Pit ? 
442 Pit (5) 602. 47. late Ill 
443 Post-hole ? 
444-5 ?Post-holes ? 
446 Pit (3) S.34, S.88, CW.14, late Ill 

665-8. 
447 Pit (1) 120--150 
448 Pit (3) 120--150 
449 Pit (4) ? 
450 Ditch 96. 1-25 
451 Gully ? 
452 Pit (1) 491. 120--150 
453 Pit (2) 456--70 47. 180--220 
454 Pit (5) 11 
455 Pit (1) 180--220 
456 Pit (1) 25-50 
457 Quarry 356, 621, 792, 903. 1, 13. I-III 
458 Infant ? 
459 Pit (5) 120--150 
460 Pit (1) 1-25 
461 Cremation B.46 early/mid I 
462 Post-hole ? IV 
463 Well 146,305, 666, 674. Ill 
464 Pit ? 
465 Post-hole ? 
466 Quarry S.65, S.86, CW.3, GB.13. 58, 118, 195, 679. I-III 
467 Post-hole ? 
468 Ditch 1-25 
469 Pit ? 
470 Post-hole ? 
471 Gully ? 
472 Gully ? 
473 Cremation 1-25 
474 Gully ? 
475 Pit (1) S.30, S.63, S.90, R.23, 83, 893. 150--180 

252, 480 
476 'Hypocaust' late IV 



424 BALDOCK 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

477 Gully S.15, S.101. ? 

478 Pit (2) 70-90 

479 Pit (4) 25-50 
480 Well 386. Ill 
481 Pit (4) 90-120 
482 Pit (2) S.68 892. 90-120 
483 Well S.43, 711-37 219, 321, 599, 629, 681, Ill/early IV 

699, 796, 868. 
484 Pit (5) a. 99--107. 1-25 

b. S.75, GB.S. 121, 692. 25-50 
485. Pit (1) GS.3. 343. 25-50 
486-7 Gully ? 
488 Pit (1) 50-70 
489 Well S.21, S.llS. 603. Ill 
490 Pit (4) 90-120 
491 Gully ? 
492 Pit (1) 120-150 
493 Gully ? 
494 Gully ? 
495 Pit (3) S.20, 659--64. 238, 367, 662, 913. Ill 
496 Pit (4) 150-180 
497 Gully 52. 1-25 
498 Building 25-50 

VIII 
499--501 11 25-50 
502 11 70-90 
503-10 11 25-50 
511 Pit (4) early Ill 
512 Pit (3) 638, 639, 644, 645, 649, 150-180 

828. 
513 Pit ? 
514 Ditch ST.16, 258, 474, 489. 13, 80. Ill 
515 Quarry 107. 3. I-III 
516 Gully 10. ? 
517 Pit (4) 25-50 
518 Pit (2) 551. 150-180 
519 Pit (5) 50-70 
520 Pit (1) Ill 
521 Road D.SO, D.SS, D.58, D.60, 256. B.21, 51, 86, 88. 

D.65. 
522 Building Ill 788, 790, 804, 811. ? mid Ill 
523 Infant ? 
524 Floor S.l49 496, 775, 814. ? mid Ill 
525 Oven S.2, S.31, 5.60, 5.178. 374. Ill 
526-8 Infants ? 
529 Walls 5.5. 46. ? mid Ill 
530 Pit (3) 186, 744. 39. late Ill 
531 Post-hole ? 
532 Pit (2) 120-150 
533 Pit (5) M5.11, 841. 857, 882, painted plaster 30. late Ill/early IV 

p. 185. 
534 Pit (2) 180-220 
535 Pit (2) 98 832. late 11 
536 Pit (2) CW.lO. 90-120 
537 Post-hole 50-70 
538 11 mid 11 
539 11 I 
540-41 11 ? 
542 11 11 
543 Pit (2) 475 180-220 
544. Below 5.91, D.14-15, 669--75. 771, 812-13, painted mid Ill 

Building Ill plaster, p. 185. 



CORRELATION OF FINDS: SITES A AND B 425 

SITE A: UNSTRATIFIED FINDS, (AX) 

Pottery: PP.23, PP.25, PP.30, PP.33, S.11, S.17, S.33, S.41, S.125, S.127, S.128, S.157, S.158, S.164, D.15. GS.l. 
GB.4. GB.S, GB.14A, G5. CW.15, MS. 7, MS.10, MS.12, MS 13, 46, 47. 

Other finds: 20, 29, 44, 60, 62, 66, 91, 126, 156, 178, 182, 207, 222, 244, 247, 252, 275, 287, 291, 303, 313, 326, 342, 
346,350,360,381,407,439,458,513,536,549,555,568,636,642,647,650,656,657,658,659,661,665,671, 

718, 754, 772, so2, 819, 831, 842, 863, 869, 871, 874, ss1, 914. 
Coins: B.S, B.12, B.13, B.14, B.22, 6, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 38, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 50, 53, 54, 57, 59, 64, 68, 73, 

74, 75, 77, 78, 80, 81, 85, 87. 

TABLE 52: CORRELATIONS, SITE B 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

1 Pit (2) 70-90 
2 Post-hole ? 
3 

, 
25-50 

4 
, 

864. ? 
5 

, 
GS.6. 25--50 

6 Gully ?modern 
7 Pit (4) 150-180 
8 Quarry 181, 239, 286, 438, 884. 115, 164, 170 late IV 
9 Pit ? late I 

10 Pit (3) 163-83. 6. 50-70 
11 Pit (1) 70-90 
12 Pit (5) ? 
13 Quarry a. S.47, D.30, D.31, 290, 293, 392, 393, 515, B.47, 90. 120-150 

D.33, D.37, D.48, ST.9, 596 , 683, 712, 815 
ST.13, ST.15, R.2, 472, 
473. 
b. ST.11. 76, 89, 176, 254, 289, 294, 102, 111, 140, 148, iv 

309, 332, 339. 154, 162. 
15 Well S.7, S.58, S.150, ST.15, 8, 21, 40, 271, 860. 120-150 

D.22 
16 Pit (1) 553, 557, 564, 582. III/IV 
17 Post-hole ? 
18 Well 781-97 673. late IV 
19 Quarry 798-822 183, 625, 711, 838. 114. IV 
20 Pit (1) 148. 120-150 
21 Pit (5) 830. mid/late Ill 
22 Pit (1) GB.10. IV 
23 Pit ( 4) 1-25 
24 Pit (1) GB.5D. 25--50 
25 Pit (4) 25--50 
26 Pit (1) 670. B.26. 70-90 
27 Quarry 1-25 
28 Quarry MS.15 late IV 
29 Hollow early IV 
30 Pit (1/5) 1-25 
31 Pit (1) S.179. Ill 
32 Pit (1) 25--50 
33 Quarry 556. 98. late IV 
34 ·Quarry 524. B.3, B.30. 1-25 
35 Pit (1) 639-41. 103. 180-220 
36 Pit ( 4) 25--50 
37 Ditch 1-25 
38 Gully 1-25 
39 Ditch G.1 4. 1-25 



426 BALDOCK 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

40 Gully 25-50 
41 Quarry 333, 355, 885. 168. late IV 
42 Pit (2) CW.9, 5T.12, 483. 308, 816. 120-150 
43 Pit (5) ? 
44 Quarry IV 
45 Pit (1) 41. late I B.C. 

46 Quarry 5.42, 5.129, 38, 40, 42. 39. 120. IV 
47 Quarry 284-90. 38, 84, 131. 70-90 
48 Gully 1-25 
49 Ditch 28-36 787. late I B.C. 

50 Pit (3) 583-8' 331, 733. 150-180 
51 Pit (5) 25-50 
52 Pit (5) 358. 50-70 
53 Pit (5) 25-50 
54 Pit (4) 25-50 
55 Pit (1) 25-50 
56 Gully 1-25 
57 Gully ? 
58 Pit (4) ? 
59 Gully 37 818. late I B.C. 

60 Pit (2) 5.154, 576-82. 150-180 
61 Gully/pit 48-57. late I B.C. 

62 Well 5.120, 708-10. 193, 364, 542, 547, 559, late Ill 
560, 573, 590, 591, 594, 
605, 660, 789, 808, 834. 

63 Gully ? 
64-5 Post-holes ? 
66 Pit (1) a. 1-25 

b. 5T.14 70-90 
67 Pit (4) ? 
68 Quarry 5.155. 288, 306. 90-120 
69 Post-hole ? 
70 Gully 50-70 
71 Gully 
72 Road a. (below) 44, 45, 92, 94. 710. B.49. 1-25 

b. (above) 125, 509, 577, 579, 810. 97, 110, 117, 121, IV 
126, 135, 141, 175. 

73 Gully B.19, B.25. 25-50 
74 Gully 145. ? 
75 Gully D.63, CW.11, 699. Ill 
76 Pit (1) 39. late I B.C. 

77 Pit (1) 292. 150-180 
78 Pit (5) 5.117, 5T.4, 5T.5, 150-180 

510-15. 
79 Pit (1) 628, 703. 876 150-180 
80 Pit (1) ? 
81-2 Pits ? 
83 Gully ? 
84 Pit (1) ? 
85 Hollow early Ill 
86 Pit (1) 150-180 
87-8 Hollows ? 
89 Pit (4) ? 
90 ·Hollow ? 
91-2 Pits (4) ? 
93 Pit (1) 25-50 
94 Pit (5) 25-50 
95 Gully Ill 
96, 98, Road 170, 173, 174, 191, 329, 92, 103, 109, 125, 
99 (Hollow- 337, 345, 348, 511, 905. 127-8, 136, 149, 

way) 152, 158, 160, 166, 
167, 176, 178. 



CORRELATION OF FINDS : SITE B 427 

Feature·· Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

97 Pit (5) 445. 25-50 
100 Ditch ? 
101 Burial late I B.C. 
102 Ditch 201. late I B.C. 
103 Ditch S.61. 240. 11 
104 Pit (2) S.18 850. early Ill 
105 Trench ST.10 (upper layers). late I B.c. 
107 Road 143, 396. 134. IV 
108 Pit (2) S. 72, 649-58. 217. early Ill 
109 Gully ? 
110 Road S.131. 338. 163, 169. 
111 Quarry 70-90 
112 Pit (1) 25-50 
113 Gully ? 
114 Pit (1) S.138. 180-220 
115 Pit (1) R.20 213. 100. Ill 
116 Quarry GB.9, GB.27B. 7, 735. early/mid I 
117 Pit (5) 161. late IV 
118 ?Well IV 
119 Well G.13. 397, 734. 91. Ill 
120 Quarry a. S.97, S.139. 273. 25-50 

b. S.130, S.156. 16, 23, 36, 99, 104, 187, B.30 late Ill 
188, 316, 319, 320, 327, 
623, 859. 

121 Ditch a. GB. 27A. 1-25 
b. S.167. 133, 347. 104, 150, 151. III/IV 

122 Ditch Ill 
123 Gully 779. 
124 Gully late i 
125 Gully G.12 (superficial). late I B.C. 
126 Gully 50-70 
127 Pit (1) iv 
128 Ditch 435, 865. B.6, B.14, 99. Ill 
129 Pit (4) ? 
130 Ditch a. 50-70 

b. 153, 267, 793. late Ill 
131-2 Quarries ? 
133 Ditch 87, 105. 1-25 
134 Pit (5) 25-50 
135 Post-hole ? 
136 Gully D.68. ? 
137 Post-hole ? 
138 Pit (4) ? 
139 Well D.20, 738-45. 158, 198, 901. late IV 
140 Infant 
141 Building early 11 

VII 
142 Pit (4) Ill 
143-5 Infants ? 
146 Infant early 11 
147 

, 
? 

148 Pit (4) I 
149 Pit (4) 70-90 
150 Pit (4) ? 
151 Pit (4) early/mid Ill 
152 'Infant ? 
153 Pit (5) late 
154 Pit (5) 402. 50-70 
155 Ditch S.62. 578. Ill 
156 Quarry R.5. 134, 155, 228, 241, 299, 107, 124, 137. IV 

401, 517. 
157 Post-hole 94. mid 11 



428 BALDOCK 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date of filling 

158 Well Ill 
159 Gully 1-25 
160 Ditch 200, 714. 1-25 
162 Ditch 1-25 
163 Pit (1) 50-70 
164 Pit (4) early/mid Ill 
165 Pit (5) 25-50 
166 Pit (4) early/mid Ill 
167 Pit (1) 25-50 
168-70 Post-holes ? 
171 Pit (5) R.14. 667. IV 
172 Well 15, 446, 736. 25-50 
173 Pit (3) early/mid Ill 
174 Well S.3, 0.62, MS.20, 617, 540, 544, 631, 632, 908. 157. IV 

690, 842. 
175 Pit (3) S.49, S.56, S.144, S.145, 783, 899. 150-180 

S.151, D.10, D.11, D.12, 
523-59, 560-63, 564-70, 
571, 572-4, 575. 
572-4, 575. 

176 Pit (5)0 R.3, R.8. 669, 684, 685. 131. late IV 
177 Pit (5) 133, 138. late IV 
178 Ditch 185. Ill 
179 Well R.4, R.19, 746--80, 826. 175, 180, 359. 101, 122, 129, 139, late IV 

146, 155, 173. 
180 Pit (3) S.142, cw. 1, 51&-18, 180-220 

519-22. 
181 Pit (4) ? 
182 Gully late I BC 
183 Pit (4) ? 
184 Post-hole? ? 
185 11 ? 
186 "? ? 
187 Pit (2) S.112, D.34, D.45, 0.49, 872. 120-150 

D.56. 
188 Gully ? 
189 Well D.38, D.40, MS.9. 14, 372, 617, 817, 875: 70-90 
190 Hollow 0.41, D.42, 0.43, D.34, 745-8, 866. late If early 11 

R.7. 
191 Flue S.10. R.15. 30, 171, 349, 558, 588, 93, 123, 165. IV 

778, 889. 
192 Gully Ill 
193 Ditch 1-25 
194 Pit (5) or 1-25 

Ditch ? 
195-8 Post-holes ? 
199 Pit (4) late I -. 
200 Pit (5) 58-9. 1-25 
201 Pit (1) 70-90 
202 Pit (5) 25-50 
203 Pit (5) R.16. 68, 132, 135, 344, 713, Ill 

737, 738, 851, 853, 858, 
867. 

204 Pit (3) S.113, D.8, D. 9, MS.3, 230, 678, 911. 150-180 
492-3, 494-5, 496--8, 
499-509. 

205 Gully I 
206 Pit (1) 157, 495, 654. 120-150 
207 Oven I 
208 Gully ? 
209 Pit (4) 25-50 
210 Pit (3) G.ll, 704. early Ill 
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Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins Date offdling 

211 Pit (3) R.17 150--180 
212 Gully late I B.C. 

213 Pit (5) 50--70 
214 Pit (4) ? 
215-17 Post-;holes? ? 
218 Wheel-rut ? 
219-21 Post-holes? ? 
222 Pit (4) I 
223 Pit ( 4) I Ill 
224 Pit (1) 78. 90--120 
225 Ditch 1-25 
226 Pit (4) IV 
227 Gully ? 
228 Gully 1-25 
229 Pit. (4) 70--90 
230 Ditch 12-27. 5, 22. late I B.C. 

231 Pit (2) S.36. 215. 150--180 
232 Infant ? 
233 Pit (4) late 
234 Pit ( 4) 90--120 
235 Post-hole 25-50 
236 Pit (4) . 180--220 
237 Road 106. III/IV 
238 Road 883. B.19 (below) IV 
239-40 animal holes ? 
241 Pit (4) IIII 
242-3 Post-holes ? 
244 Pit (5) 249, 269. 405. 70--90 
245 Pit (4) 70--90 
246 Pit (3) S.45. 25-50. 

SITE B: UNSTRATIFIED FINDS (B X) 

Pottery: PP.10, S.22, S.73, S.107, S.148, S.153, S.161, S.165, S.168, S.171, D.15, G.12, R.4, R.18, R.22, 471. 
Other finds: 38, 61, 69, 96, 111, 116, 167, 192, 218, 236, 261, 301, 302, 314;323, 389, 434, 498, 535, 537, 565, 571, 589, 

595, 653, 780, 795, 806, 843, 878, 886. 
Coins: B.1, B.48, 89, 95, 96, 105, 108, 112, 113, 116, 118, 119, 130, 132, 142, 143, 144, 145, 147, 153, 156, 159, 171, 

172, 174, 177. 

TABLE 53: CORRELATIONS, SITE C 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coi11s Date ofJillillg 

I ?Ditch 688. I 

2 Gully 25-50 
3 Gully ?I 
4 Gully 750. ? 
5 ·'· ,P.it (3) : I 

6 Gully D.35 65. Ill 
7 Gully/pit 25-50 
8 Gully S.180, 688. 352, 675. 184, 211' 213. late IV 
9 Gully . ? Ill 

10 Pit ( 4) PP.3, PP.4, PP.5, PP.31. Prehistoric 
11 Pit ( 4) ? Prehistoric 

, 
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Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins 

12 Pit (5) 646. 
13 Pit (2) 689. 250. 
14 Gully/pit 
15 Gully 
16 Gully 
17 Pit (2) 
18 ?Pit 
19 Post-hole 
20 Well 147, 383. 
25 Pit (4) 282. 
26 Pit (2) 
27 Pit (2) 691, 702. 90, 209. 
28 Pit (3) 686. 
29 Gully 
30 Pit (5) 
31 Quarry S.134, S.166, MS.16, 698, 106, 225, 630, 664, 774, 179, 182. 

705. 781, 848. 
32-3 Quarries 
34 Quarry 
35 Quarry S.95 166, 615, 620, 634, 641. 186, 188, 190, 191, 

193, 195, 197, 198, 
200, 201, 202, 209, 
210, 212. 

36 Pit (5) 897. 
37 Pit (2) S.172. 2, 231, 232, 716 . 
38 . Pit (3) S.66, 629. 514, 604. 185. 
39 Pit (3) R.21. 550, 552, 572. 
40 Gully 
41 Trench 180. 
42 Pit (3) S.54, S.82, D.14, MS.4, 197, 652, 830. 

676-84. 
43 Pit ( 4) 
44-5 Post-holes 

SITE C: UNSTRATIFIED FINDS (C X) 

Pottery: PP.9, S.146, GB.16A. 
Other finds: 11, 128, 169, 189, 194, 363, 436, 640, 852, 854. 
Coins: 181, 183, 187, 189, 192, 194, 196, 199, 203-8. 

TABLE 54: CORRELATIONS, SITE D 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins 

3 Gully 
8 Pit S.152 

10 ?Well 829, 831. 527. 
13 Ditch 837. 177. 225-6. 
20 Pit 
24 Pit (4) S.80 

Date· of filling 

0 

III/IV 
Ill 
180-220 
25-50 

late 1/early 11 
? 
I 
70-90 
90-120 
Ill 
Ill 
Ill 
11/III 

late Ill 

late Ill 
mid IV 
mid IV 

70-90 
IV 

late Ill 
early/mid Ill 
? 
mid 11 
mid/late m 

11. 
? 

Date of filling 

? 
early Ill 
IV 
late IV 

70-90 



CORRELATION OF FINDS: SITES B- H 

Feature Type Pottery Other finds Coins 

25 Pit (2) S.123, R. 9, 823--5, 838--9. 437, 592, 682, 839, 841. 230. 
31 Pit (1) 499. 
33 Pit (3) S.26, S.103. 586. B.27, 220. 
47 Pit 
so Oven 
51 Oven 
53 Flint floor 
59 

, 
218 (below) 

62 Wall 
63 Pit (5) 214. 
68 Pit G.3. 677. 
71 Ditch 400. 215. 
72 Trench 678. 
82 Gully S.132. 
84 Pit (5) 501, 724. 
89 Gully 
90 Road-ditch 
98 Ditch 60--80 136. 

104 Pit S.121. 
107 Burial 
111 Ditch a. 

b. G.3. 
115 Ditch 43. 
116 Pit 1-11 
128 Ditch 
133 Ditch 

SITE D: UNSTRATIFIED FINDS (D X) 

Pottery: PP. 20, PP. 21, S.46, 253, 845. 
Other finds: 330, 686, 887, 896. 
Coins: B.44, 216, 217, 219, 221-4, 227-9, 231-42. 

TABLE 55: CORRELATIONS, SITES E, F, H, K AND L 

SITE E. UNSTRA TIFIED FINDS: (E X) 

Pottery: S.135, S.163, G.9. 
Other finds: 92, 279, 335, 351, 723, 739, 784, 909. 

Stratified Pottery: 706, 707. 
Coin 244 in· Burial 50. 
Unstratified finds: F X. 

Pottery: 317, 479, D.53. MS.18, R.10. 
Other finds: 693. 
Coins: 243, 245-6 

SITE F. 

SITE H. UNSTRATIFIED FINDS: (H X.) 

Other finds: 179, 861. 

431 

Date of filling 

late IV 
Ill 
IV 
11--+ 
11 
Ill 
IV 
IV 
? 
Ill 
IV 
25-50 
? 
1-25 
? 
late I B.C. 

Medieval 
1-25 
25-50 
? 
1-25 
70--90 
early I B.C. 

early I B.C. 

late 11 --+ 
early 11 --+ 
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Stratified Coins. 247-77, 279-99. 
Unstratified Finds: (K X.) 

BALDOCK 

SITE K. 

Pottery: 477, 478, 827, 833, 834, 846, D.67, G.2, MS.5, CW.6, R.6, Rll. 
Other finds: 168, 169, 172, 390, 890 
Coins: B.29, 278. 

SITE L. UNSTRATIFIED FINDS: BREWERY FiELD. 

Pottery: Sl, 9, 23, 25, 32, 37, 48, 57, 64, 71, 77, 79, 83a, 87, 100, 104--106, 143, 170, 176. 
D21, 23, 25-27,39, 44,46-7, 51, 54, 57, 59, 64, G.4, MS.2, MS.6, CW.17, ST.7, ST.8, 248, 313,325, 481, 
484--7, 490, 616, 623, 685, 692, 828. 

Other finds: 70, 71, 86, 88, 151, 184, 206, 208, 237, 366, 384, 385, 519, 561, 633, 668, 672, 835. 
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amphorae, Dr. lA, 51, 53; others, 235 
animal bones examined, 396-415 
Argonne ware, 222 
Arretine potter's stamp, 202, 270 
axes, flint, 174--6; stone, 177 

Baldock, character of occupation and cemeteries, 31 f.; 
history of settlement, 29, 83--7, 257 

bear, brown, bones of, 53 
-skin rug(?), 53 

bone objects, 163--7 
boundaries, continuity of, 86 
box, wooden, 61, 63--71 

textile remains from, 390 
bracelets, bronze, 125-8 
Bronze Age occupation, 84, 141 f., and see Pottery 
brooches, 63, 67, 109-25 

metallurgical analyses of, 381-4 
buckets, wooden, 51, 53, 55 
building-materials, 183--5 

buildings, 32-42, 85-6 
Burials, No. 1, 51-61; Nos. 2-5, 61; No. 6, 63--71; No. 

7, 71-3; Nos. 8-10, 73-4; Nos. 11-15, 75-6; Nos. 
16-25, 77; Nos. 26-50, 78-81 

La Tene Ill, 51-61 
Roman, 61-81 

in wells, 87 
butchery, indications of, 410 

calf bone in Burial 7, 71 
cattle bones examined, 400--3 
cauldron, bronze, 51-2, 55--9 

metallurgical analysis, 388 
cavities, subsidence of, 47 
cess pits, 47 

analysis of, 389 
chalk, surface of natural, 391 
clay bars and slabs, 187 f. 
cleavers, iron, 155 
cob, 49 f. 
coins, Iron Age, 89-99; Roman, 99-107 
counter, of jet, 163; of bone, 163 
crucibles, 143, 385-6 

daub, 183 f. 
deer, Red, ,bone of in in well, 87; 

410 f. 
discs, pottery, 170 f. 
dishes, bronze, 51, 53--5; pewter, 144 

433 

ditches, 44, 86 
dog buried in, 408 

dog bones examined, 408 f. 

enclosures, funerary, 60 f., 85 

face-mask, ceramic, 87, 167-9 
Features mentioned in text: Site A 

A 1: 44 
A 10: 408 
A 12: 305-10, 396--8, 410 f. 
A 16: 349 f. 
A 19: 85 f., 301-5, 409 
A 40: 283 
A 50: 310--14 
A 68: 45 
A 82: 36 
A 102-3: 44 
A 106: 44, 287-94 
A 110: 176 f. 
A 111: 357 
A 112: 405 
A 113: 35 
A 114: 357-9 
A 122: 36 
A 123: 326--8, 400, 410 
A 132: 44 f., 47 
A 133-41: 36 
A 139: 45 
A 141: 320--3 
A 150: 408 
A 154: 45 
A 163: 34 
A 34 
A 169: 34 
A 179: 49 
A 190: 42 
A 197: 34 
A 200-202: 44 
A 204: 350--2 
A 210: 324--6 
A 211: 354-7 
A 213: 350 
A 222: 34 f. 
A 223: 34 
A 226: 34 f. 
K 229-230: 49 
A 237: 400, 408, 410 
A 241: 35 
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A 259: 38, 328--34 
A 260: 38 
A 261: 38, 43 
A 263: 42 
A 266: 42 
A 276: 34 
A 278: 34 
A_ 279: 34 
A 282: 49 
A 283: 34 
A 284:42 
A 285: 49 
A 317: 408 
A 321: 408 
A 331: 44, 294--7 
A 359: 44 
A 397: 299-301 
A 405: 299 
A 408: 45 
A 414: 353-4, 408 
A 415: 318--20 
A 418: 49, 408 
A 425: 285 
A 446: 360 f. 
A 453: 334 
A 457: 49 
A 463: 45 
A 471: 38 
A 476: 39 
A 483: 367-9, 406, 410 
A 484: 287 
A 489: 45 
A 495: 360 
A 498: 38--9 
A 499-525: 38 
A 502: 39 
A 512: 38 f. 
A 524: 34 
A 525: 34, 43 
A 554: 361 

Site B 
B 8: 49 
B 10: 297-9 
B 13: 404 
B 18/19: 373-7 
B 41: 49, 404 
B 44: 49 
B 47: 314--18 
B 49: 277-9 
B 50: 349 
B 60: 347-9, 408 
B 61: 279-81 
B 62: 44 f., 365-7, 406, 408, 410 
B 72: 44 
B 78: 339 
B 108: 359 f. 
B 110: 44 
B 120: 49 
B 123: 38 
B 139: 44, 87, 364--71, 410 
B 141-142: 38 
B 148--150: 38 
B 153: 38 

BALDOCK 

B 154: 45 
B 172: 44, 408, 411 
B 175: 341-7 
B 179: 371-3 
B 180: 339-41 
B 189: 38, 44 f., 410 f. 
B 191: 43 
B 200: 281 
B 204: 336--9 
B 210: 408 
B 230: 273-7 

Site C 
c 20: 44 
c 31: 404 
c 39: 405 
c 42: 363 

SiteD 
D 50: 42 
D 51: 42 
D 98: 44, 281 
D 116: 47, 84, 273 
D 133: 44 

fences, 50 
finger-rings, bronze, 128; iron, 151 
fire-dogs, iron, 51, 53, 58--60 

metallurgical analysis of, 387 
flint implements, 172-7 
fowl, domestic, bones in Burial 6, 65 f.; in pit, 410 
Foxholes Farm, Hertford, 40 

glass: bangle, 195; beads, 60, 195---6; bezel, 195; counter, 
195; intaglio, 191; jug, 61-3; vessels, 192-5; 
window-, 195 

graffiti, 189 f., 214 

hair-pins, bronze, 128 
hinges, bronze, 67 f.; iron, 157-9; ring-, 63 
hipposandals, iron, 151 
horse bones examined, 405-7 
horses, estimation of height, 415 
human bones, examination of, 390-6 
hypocaust, 42, 185 

Icknield Way, 29 
industrial activity, 34, 385 ff. · 
infant burials, 34, 38, 393-6 
intaglios, 190 f. 
Iron Age settlement, 84 and see pottery 
iron objects, 145---62 

slag, analysis of, 386 f. 

jet counter, 163 

keys, bronze, 136; iron, 156 f. 
knife handles, bone, 163-6 
knives, iron, 153-5 

Lamp burial, 78--81 
Late Bronze Age awls, 141 f. 

sword fragment, 142 f. 
metallurgical analysis, 387 
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lead, analysis of, 386 
ligulae, bronze, 130 
linch-pins, iron, 151 
lock-plates, bronze, 63, 73-5; iron, 156 

Mars, 86, 191 
metalworking, 143, 385 f. 
mirrors, speculum, 139, 384 
mortar, decorative, 183-5 
mortaria, 237--42 
mortarium stamps, 236--8 
mortars, stone, 179 

needles, bone, 163; bronze, 128-30 
Neolithic occupation, 84; and see pottery 

ovens, 42 f. 
ox-goads, iron, 151 

palette, stone, 177 
pen, split-nib, of bronze, 139 
pewter vessels, 144 

metallurgical analysis of, 386 
pig bones examined, 404 f. 

in Burial 1, 53; in Burial 6, 65; in Burial 7, 71 
pins, bone, 163; bronze, 128-30 
pipeclay figurine of Venus, 168 f. 
pits, animal remains in, 405, 408, 411; footholds in, 47; 

lines of, 47; types of, 47· 
post-holes, 50 
pots, 'complete', 47, 257-9 
pottery discs, 170 f. 
pottery, early prehistoric: Beaker, 199 f.; collared vessel, 

200; Ebbsfleet, 197; Fengate, 197; Grooved Ware, 
199; Mortlake, 197; Peterborough; 197-9 

pottery, Iron Age and Roman: 
coarse-ware potters' stamps, 243-6 ·· 
condition of, classified, 257 f. 
embossed, 251-3 
fabrics, 260-7 
first-cent. changes in character of, 85 
from Central Gaul, 232--4 
from NW Gaul, 232 
Gallo-Belgic, 223-31 

potters' stamps, 226--30 
glazed wares, 233 f. 
mica-coated, 247 
relief-decorated, 246--55 
'Romano-Saxon', 251-3 
stamped and incised, 247-51 

sources of, 267-72 
with barbotine decoration, 255 
with moulded decoration, 255 
with painted decoration, 255 f. 
and see Arretine, mortaria, samian 

quarries, chalk, 47-50 
querns, stone, 178-82 

rattle, ritual iron, 86, 153 
rings, ear-, 128; finger-, 128, 151; hinges, 63 
ritual, evidence of, 47, 86, 136, 153 
roads, 43 f., 84-6 

samian: in Burial6, 67; in Burial 7, 71-3; in Burial10, 
73 

black, 222 
decorated, 213-22 
potters' stamps, 202-12 

sheep: bones examined, 396--9 
bones in Burial 6, 65; in Burial 7, 71 
butchered (pit A 12), 411; (pit A 19), 85 f. 
killing pattern, 414 

spatulae, bronze, 130 
spearheads, iron, 86, 145-9 
statue, bronze, fragment of, 86, 136 
stone axe, mace, mortars, palettes, querns, whetstones, 

177-82 
studs, bronze, 134; lion-headed, 75 
styli, iron, 153 

temples, Romano-Celtic, 86 f. 
Tene, The, excavation at, 7, 31 f., 51 ff. 
textile remains, 390 
theatrical face-mask, 87, 167-9 
tiles, 185 
toilet instruments, bronze, 130--4 
tray, wooden, in Burial 6, 65 

Venus, figurine of, 168 f. 
votive models, 86, 136 

wall-plaster, painted, 185 
water-table, 44, 47 
weasel bones examined, 409 
weights, clay, 168 
wells, 44-7, 87; cattle bones in, 410 f.; dog bones in, 408; 

horse bones in, 406, 410 
footholds in, 45 

whetstones, 178 
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